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INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION OF

PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 27 1978

HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

Washington D.C
The committee met at 9:35 a.m. pursuant to recess in room 345

Cannon House Office Building Hon Richardson Preyer presiding
Present Representatives Preyer Stokes Dodd Fithian Ford

Edgar Devine and Sawyer
Present also G Robert Blakey chief counsel G Cornwell

deputy chief counsel D Purdy staff counsel Elizabeth Berning
chief clerk I Charles Mathews special counsel S Jonathan
Blackner staff counsel Mr J McDonald staff counsel and
Howard Shapiro attorney

Mr PREYER The committee will come to order The Chair recog
nizes Mr Blakey

NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Congressman Preyer
During yesterday's hearings the committee heard a report on a

computer survey of Jack Ruby's telephone calls in 1963 One con
clusion that seemed to flow from it is that Jack Ruby must have
had reason to call a number of individuals who are reportedly
connected to the hierarchy of organized crime the American
mafia Since there is no way of being certain of the topic of the
conversation what is known just from the fact of a phone call or
calls is itself not certain

In some cases we have the testimony of the persons called
Generally they either don't remember being called by Ruby at all
or it was about the AGVA American Guild of Variety Artists
dispute or whatever

In the committee's final report the Ruby associates that is
those who have been identified by the telephone survey or by other
means as in some way connected to Jack Ruby will be examined in
detail But to illustrate the investigative process the committee has
followed in this important area one of Ruby's associates has been
selected for public examination at this hearing this morning That
associate is Lewis J McWillie who was in 1963 as he is today a
Las Vegas casino employee

The committee's investigation has shown that Mr McWillie's
friendship with Jack Ruby goes back to the fifties in Dallas Since
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that time Mr McWillie has worked in gambling casinos in
Havana Cuba as well as Las Vegas Nev

Mr McWillie has entered under the rules of the committee a
specific request that there be no photographic coverage of his ap
pearance and no electronic coverage That means no one is to
photograph or keep lights on or use any tape recorder to record
Mr McWillie's voice or face Mr Chairman it would be appropri
ate if an order be entered into that effect

Mr PREYER Pursuant to rule 16 which reads in pertinent part at
the request of any witness who does not wish to be subjected to
radio television or still photography coverage all lenses shall be
covered and all microphones used for coverage turned off

At this time the Chair directs that all lenses be covered and that
all microphones be turned off

Mr BLAKEYIt would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman
to call Lewis J McWillie

Mr PREYER The committee calls Lewis McWillie

TESTIMONY OF LEWIS McWILLIE LAS VEGAS NEV

Mr PREYER Will you stand and be sworn Mr McWillie Do you
solemnly swear the evidence you are about to give in this hearing
will be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth so
help you God

Mr MCWILLIE Yes sir
Mr PREYER Mr McWillie pursuant to your request all micro

phones and lenses broadcasting equipment have been cut off
The Chair recognizes counsel Donald Purdy for questioning of

this witness
Mr PURDY Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr McWillie what is your full name and where do you live
Mr MCWILLIE Lewis J McWillie
Mr PURDY Where do you live
Mr MCWILLIELas Vegas Nev
Mr PURDY How long have you lived there
Mr MCWILLIE Well off and on since 1963
Mr PURDY What is your present occupation
Mr MCWILLIE I work in a gambling house
Mr PURDY Prior to your present employment where did you

work
Mr MCWILLIE Binion's Horse Shoe Club
Mr PURDY Have you been involved in working in gambling

casinos since you moved to Las Vegas in 1963
Mr MCWILLIE Yes sir
Mr PURDY For how many years have you been involved in

gambling casinos and gambling operations throughout the country
Mr MCWILLIE I would say 46 years
Mr PURDY In what cities have you been involved in gambling

operations or casinos
Mr MCWILLIE Oh what cities
Mr PURDY Yes sir
Mr MCWILLIE In this country
Mr PURDY Or in other countries
Mr MCWILLIE Well I started off in Memphis Tenn. and then I

was in Mississippi
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Mr PURDY Approximately when Please give the years in which
you were in those cities also

Mr MCWILLIE Oh I would say Memphis 1932-36
Mr PURDY What city were you working in gambling casinos

after that
Mr MCWILLIE Prior to that
Mr PURDY After that
Mr MCWILLIE After that
Mr PURDY Subsequent to 1936
Mr MCWILLIE Then I was in Jackson Miss after that
Mr PURDY How long were you working and living in Jackson

Miss.
Mr MCWILLIE Well a short while and then in Osyka Miss
Mr PURDY Were you also involved in gambling there
Mr MCWILLIE Yes sir
Mr PURDY When did you leave there and where did you go
Mr MCWILLIE I left there lets see I would say 1939 or 1940 I

don't know exactly
Mr PURDY What cities did you work in since then
Mr MCWILLIE Dallas
Mr PURDY Were you involved in gambling in Dallas
Mr MCWILLIE I was a dealer there yes
Mr PURDY During what years did you live in Dallas
Mr MCWILLIE I would say from 1940 to 1958
Mr PURDY Where did you go after you lived in Dallas
Mr MCWILLIE After I left Dallas
Mr PURDY Yes
Mr MCWILLIE I went to Cuba
Mr PURDY Were you involved in gambling in Cuba
Mr MCWILLIE I managed the Tropicana Night Club
Mr PURDY Were you involved in gambling
Mr MCWILLIE Yes sir
Mr PURDY Subsequent to your work in Cuba where did you

move to
Mr MCWILLIE Subsequent That means afterwards
Mr PURDY Yes
Mr MCWILLIE I went to Miami and stayed until the first of

June
Mr PURDY The first of June of what year
Mr MCWILLIE 1961
Mr PURDY Were you involved in gambling in Miami
Mr MCWILLIE No
Mr PURDY Where did you live after you left Miami
Mr MCWILLIE After I left Miami I went to Lake Tahoe
Mr PURDY Were you involved in gambling in Lake Tahoe
Mr MCWILLIE Yes I was"a pit boss
Mr PURDY When did you leave Lake Tahoe
Mr MCWILLIE I left Lake Tahoe in September of 1961
Mr PURDY Did you move to Las Vegas from Lake Tahoe
Mr MCWILLIE I moved to Reno
Mr PURDY Were you involved in gambling in Reno
Mr MCWILLIE Yes sir
Mr PURDY How long were you in Reno
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Mr MCWILLIE 1961 I left there let's see right before Christmas
of 1963 I believe

Mr PURDY And you moved to Las Vegas
Mr MCWILLIE No I went back to Miami to visit with my

mother
Mr PURDY How long were you there
Mr MCWILLIE Oh 3 weeks
Mr PURDY Where did you go after you visited Miami
Mr MCWILLIE I went back to Las Vegas
Mr PURDY Have you lived in Las Vegas since
Mr MCWILLIE Off and on yes
Mr PURDY You have been involved in gambling casinos while

you have been in Las Vegas
Mr MCWILLIE Well the first you want me to tell you the casi

nos
Mr PURDY I don't think we need to cover the specific casinos at

this time
Mr MCWILLIE Yes I was involved in casino work
Mr PURDY What has been the nature of your involvement in

casino work over these years
Mr MCWILLIE Working in the gambling part of it overseeing

the gambling
Mr PURDY Mr McWillie what were the circumstances sur

rounding your first encounter with Jack Ruby
Mr MCWILLIE What were the circumstances
Mr PURDY Yes how did you meet Jack Ruby
Mr MCWILLIE Well I told you that in this I met him in a

restaurant
Mr PURDY Approximately when
Mr MCWILLIE I would say 1951
Mr PURDY Someone introduced you to him in a restaurant in

Dallas in 1951
Mr MCWILLIE Yes sir
Mr PURDY Do you remember who introduced you
Mr MCWILLIE He introduced himself to me
Mr PURDY He just walked up to you
Mr MCWILLIE Well I noticed him at the counter We went into

this restaurant every night to eat and three or four nights he was
at the counter and staring at fellows and myself and I asked
someone who he was and I don't know one of them knew him or
not they said he had a night club or something

Anyway about the third or fourth night when we got up to leave
he walked over and introduced himself to me and I said nice to
meet you and what do you want Mr Ruby And he went on to tell
me about he was having trouble with his night club and had some
kind of curfew put on him and I asked him I said Mr Ruby you
are Jewish aren't you and he said yes I said well there is a
gentleman here in town by the name of Julius Schepps that might
be able to help you if there is nothing bad wrong with you so I
suggested that he go see Mr Schepps and he did and he seemed to
get his trouble straightened out

Mr PURDY Mr Schepps was able to help Jack Ruby
Mr MCWILLIE Evidently because he didn't have any more

trouble
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Mr PURDY What was the nature of your next few meetings with
Jack Ruby How did you happen to see him again after he came up
and introduced himself

Mr MCWILLIE Well he called me on the phone and he thanked
me and I met him back in the restaurant and from then on he was
just around me every time he got a chance he would be around

Mr PURDY How would you characterize your relationship with
Jack Ruby in the 1950's in Dallas

Mr MCWILLIE 1950's I wasn't around him a real lot you might
say he would come out to my apartment and swim in the pool and
he was a kind of a leech you might say

Mr PURDY Kind of a leech
Mr MCWILLIE Leech And he was just a hard fellow to get rid of
Mr PURDY You say he came over uninvited
Mr MCWILLIE Yes he came over uninvited after so long a time

and he would hang around the pool everyday and swim and have
dinner with me and different things

Mr PURDY Did you ever have to ask him to leave
Mr MCWILLIE I don't recall I could have I don't recall it

though
Mr PURDY Were you and Jack Ruby friends during the 1950's
Mr MCWILLIE Yes we were friends
Mr PURDY Were you aware that Jack Ruby considered you one

of his closest friends
Mr MCWILLIE I would have to say so yes on account of the

favors I had done him
Mr PURDY What was the reason
Mr MCWILLIE The favors I have done him
Mr PURDY So he liked you because you had done favors for him
Mr MCWILLIE I helped him
Mr PURDY How had you helped him other than getting Mr

Julius Schepps to help him Did you help him in any other way
Mr MCWILLIE I helped him with he had a union problem he

called me in Las Vegas in the early part of 1963
Mr PURDY We will go into that in more detail in a little while
Mr MCWILLIE All right
Mr PURDY Were you aware that Jack Ruby included you on a

list of people who might dislike him
Mr MCWILLIE He put me on a list of people that might dislike

him
Mr PURDY Yes
Mr MCWILLIE No I am not
Mr PURDY Was there any reason that you could think of that

Jack Ruby might think that you disliked him
Mr MCWILLIE No way
Mr PURDY Did Jack Ruby idolize you
Mr MCWILLIE In a sort of way I would think so yes
Mr PURDY Why did he idolize you
Mr MCWILLIE I guess because I had helped him keep his busi

ness open
Mr PURDY What contacts if any did you have with Jack Ruby's

family friends and business associates
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Mr MCWILLIE I didn't even know his family or friends I didn't
know his family He told me that he had a brother who was sick
and his sister was ill someway He didn't elaborate

Mr PURDY Did you have any mutual friends
Mr MCWILLIE Sir
Mr PURDY Did you have any mutual friends
Mr MCWILLIE Yes we had friends a friend named Meyer

Panitz and Jake Rifkin they were good friends of his
Mr PURDY They were also good friends of yours
Mr MCWILLIE Oh yes they were friends of mine in Memphis
Mr PURDY Is there anyone else you can think of that was a

friend of both you and Jack Ruby
Mr MCWILLIE No I don't He probably knew everybody in town

on account of this night club he had
Mr PURDY Did you know a lot of people in Dallas also
Mr MCWILLIE Quite a few yes
Mr PURDY Other than what you have mentioned did you do

anything else with Jack Ruby such as travel with him
Mr MCWILLIE No no never traveled with Jack Ruby
Mr PURDY What knowledge do you have of Jack Ruby's possible

involvement in any criminal activities
Mr MCWILLIE None whatever sir
Mr PURDY What is your opinion of Jack Ruby's personality

What kind of a man was he
Mr MCWILLIE Well Jack was a man that he wanted to be a big

man in the entertainment field I would say the biggest and he
was kind of an egotist I guess and I don't know

Mr PURDY Was he a thoughtful man was he a gentle man
Mr MCWILLIE Yes he was he was as far as I know
Mr PURDY Was he ever a violent man
Mr MCWILLIE Not around me no sir
Mr PURDY Mr McWillie did you give a deposition to staff

members of this committee on April 4 1978
Mr MCWILLIE Yes sir
Mr PURDY Mr Chairman I ask at this time that that deposition

be entered into the record as JFK exhibit No F-572
Mr PREYER Without objection it will be admitted into the

record at this point
Mr PURDY Mr Chairman I also ask at this time that two FBI

interviews of Mr McWillie be entered into the record as JFK
exhibits F-573 and F-574

Mr PREYER Without objection they will be admitted into the
record at this point

[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-572 F-573 and F-574
follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-572

To G RobertBlakey
FromHowardShapiro
Re Summaryof Depositionof LewisMcWillie

TakenbyJimWolfandAndyPurdy 4/4/78

McWilliebiographicaldata

McWilliewasbornMay4 1908in KansasCity Missouri(p 4) His

current addressis 3627EasternAvenueLasVegasNevada(p 3) Heis

currentlyemployedas a floormanat the HolidayInncasinoin LasVe

gas (p 4) andhas workedat variouscasinosfor manyyears

McWillieworkedat the BlueBonnetHotelin Dallasin 1941and

1942(p 8) andthanworkedat the Topof the Hill Terracein Arlington

Texasfor eight or nine years (p 7) Thenhe ran a gamblinghouse

in Fort Sorthfor severalyearscalled the FourDuces(p 6)

Followingthis he workedat the TropicanaandCapriHotelin Cuba

(p 6) andspentsometimeworkingin ArubaandCuracao(p 5) In 1961

he beganworkingin Nevadaat the Cal-NevaLodge(p 5) andthenat

the RiversideHotel ThunderbirdClub CarouselClub(LasVegas)

HorseshoeClub ans finally the HolidayInncasino(pp 4-5)

RelationshipwithJackRuby

McWilliemetRubyin 1951 Hewouldsee Rubyoccasionallyin a

late-night restaurantandwastold that Rubyran the VegasClub "Fi

nally onenight wegot up to goout into the lobbyof the hotel andhe

walkedup to meandsaid 'Is yournameMcWillie?I said 'Yes. And

he explainedwhohe wasandthat he wasJewishandthat he washavinga

problemwithhis night club (p 9)

Ruby'sproblemapparentlyconcerneda curdewandpossibledis

criminatoryenforcementby somebody(p 11) McWillieadvisedRubyto
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speakto an individualnamedSchepps(p 9) Between1951and1958

McWilliecouldnot get rid of Rubyandtheybecamepretty goodfriends

(pp 9 23)
Thelast timeMcWilliesawRubywasin 1961whenMcWilliewasdriv

ing fromMiamito LasVegasandhe stayedovernightin Dallas (p 80)

Whilein LasVegasMcWilliereceivedseveral letters fromRubywhich

concernedRuby'sCarouselclub in Dallasandhownice it wasanditems

of this nature (p 79)

Early in 1963McWilliecalled RubyandwantedRubyto go to a gun
dealer in Dallas (RayBrantley)andpurchasea handgunandsendit to

LasVegasas McWilliestated that he didn't knowwhereto go in Las

Vegasto get a gun(pp 19-20) McWilliedid not recall askingRuby
to sendhimfour guns(to Cuba)in 1959(pp 21 69)

In 1963Rubycalled McWillieto see if he couldhelp out withRuby's
labor andunion(AGVA)problemsHcWilliesuggestedcontacingWilliam

Miller whowasin the entertainmentfield Rubydid this andlater

called McWilliea numberof timesto expresshis thanksfor M,:Willie'n

aid (pp 17 71) McWilliehadno familiarity withAGVA'soperations
in Dallas (p 71)

McWillieseveral,timesdeniedmakingstatementsto the FBIin

1963and1964(p 113)concerningRuby

C McWilliein Cuba

McWilliewasin Cubafromthe middleof 1958until January1
1961 JohnnyWilliamscontactedMcWillieabouta possiblejob at the

Tropicanain Cuba(p 82) so McWilliewentto Cubaandmetwith the

Tropicana'sownersMartinezandPedroFox(p 83) Hegot the job and
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waslater promiseda percentageof the club's profits if it wasa suc

cess but this did not turn out to be the case (p 85) Whenthe govern

mentclosedthe clubs the Foxeswentto Miami(p 86)

In CubaMcWillieknewSantosTrafficanteandNormanRothmanbut just

in the senseof casuallyseeingthem(p 91) HesawTrafficante in

prisononcebut did not talk to him(p 92) Hedid see DinoCellini

in prison as Cellini wasat onetimemanagerat the Tropicana(p 94)

McWillie'sreasonfor visiting the prisonat all wasto see a younger

individualwhohadbeena dealer at the club (p 95)

McWilliealso metJakeLanskyin Cuba(p 96) andhe madea num

ber of trips to Miamito depositmoneyin banksfor the Foxes(p 99)

McWilliestated that the Cubangovernmentneverbotheredhim(p

93) After leavingCubahe hadstronganti-Castrofeelings s~da6.-6t

D Rubyin Cuba

McWillieconvincedthe Foxesthat onewayto get morebusinessfor

the Tropicanawouldbe to haveTonyZoppi a Dallasentertainmentcol

umnist cometo Cubaandthengive the club a write-up Todo this Mc

Willie invited ZoppiandRuby(theywerealso friendly) to Cubaandhe

called Rubyin the springof 1959to informhimof this plan (p 12)

Rubysaid that he wouldget Zoppito goalongwith the plan (p 106) and

McWillieeventuallysent twoairplane tickets to Dallas (pp 13 108)

Zoppicouldn't makethe trip so Rubycameby himself in August 1959
whichfoiled the publicity angle (p 13) McWilliedid not knowwhy

Zoppidid not come(p 111)
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McWilliedisplayedpart of a letter written by Zoppito Matty

BresciaEnterprisesin whixhZoppistates that anytheories concerning

the assassinationandRubyandCubanlinks are not true (pp 14-15)

Rubystayedin Cubafor aboutsix daysandMcWilliebelieves that

he thenwentbackto Dallas (p 17) McWilliecan't rememberwhat

did in Cubabesidesannoyhim(p 103) McWilliedid introduceRuby

to the Foxes(p 86) andsays that he is not sure if Rubyaccompanied

himonanyprisonvisits (p 133) McWilliedosen't recall a one-day

Rubyvisit to Cubaandsays that if this occurredin 1959then hewould

knowaboutit (p 133)

McWillieassociates

McWilliesays that he knowsR.D Matthewsa Dallasgambler(p._

40) HeknewJosephCivelloin Dallas (p 59) andhe knewJackTodd

andsawToddonceor twicein Cubabut Rubywasn't in Cubaat those

times(p 61) HeknewSamYaras brotherof organizedcrimefigure Dave

Yaras(pp 64-65)

McWillieknewGeorgeButlerof the Dallaspolice (p 74) Heknew

MeyerPanitzwell (p 100) HeknewMikeMcLaneyandworkedfor himat

onetime in 1975 Healso knewMike'sbrotherBill McLaney(p 123)

Rubyinformation

McWilliesays that Rubyalwayshada gun in order to protect

the receipts fromhis club andhe remembersthe sackwhereinRubykept

the gunandmoney(pp 20 70)

Therewasno gamblingactivity at the VegasClubandthis club

wasfull of customersall the time(pp 23 26) McWilliewasneverin
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Ruby'sCarouselclub Rubyhimselfwouldnevergambleonanything
andwasnot involvedwithgamblingin anyway(pp 33 36 54) Ruby

did not knowanyof the pmninentDallasgamblingfigures (pp 45-46)

Rubywasa frugal individual(p 36) Hewasalwayscourteousto

Dallaspolicemenandgavethemwhiskeyas Christmaspresents (p 72)

McWilliebelieves that Rubyhadwantedto be a big manaroundDallas

n andthat he shot Oswaldiolorderto becomea martyrof somesorts (pp

30 129-130)

G Rubyassociates

McWilliesays that twoof Ruby'sclosest friendswereJakeRif

kin a gamblerandMarkPanitz althoughthis maybe MeyerPanitz

(pp 27-28) whomeMcWillielater describesas oneof Ruby'sclosest

friends (p 101) Panitz is describedas a bookmaker

RubyknewW.CKirkwoodbut not his sonPat Kirkwood(p 33)

Rubyknewthe Campisibrothers in Dallasandthinksthat Rubyknew

JackTodd(pp 59 62) RubyknewGordonMcLendonverywell (p 73)

Aboutfour monthsagoEarl Rubyintroducedhimselfto McWillie

in LasVegasandsaid he wasin townworkingona documentaryabout

JackRubyMcWillietold Earl Rubythat hewasn't interested in talking
to himandthat his relationshipwithJackRubyhadalreadycausedhim

enoughproblems(pp 38-39)
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Indexof Namesfor McWillieDeposition
DickAnconi 58
JohnnyAvon 43 46
BarneyBaker 64

,3abeBaron 88
DominicBartone 118
SamBenton 118
BennyBickers 44 46
BennyBinion 42 43 45 46 49 51 61
Willie Bischorf

(akaLeftyClark) 87 88
JohnnyBlaine 134
DayBrantley 20
JamesBreen 67
BunnyBreen 67
EdwardBrowder 118
FredBrowning 7 44 45 46
AngeloBruno 87
GeorgeButler 74
Billy Byers 57-58
Joe Campisi 59-60
SamCampisi 59-60
GNUCarraway 56

./DinoCellini 94-95 134
BerleCheek 43-44 46
OscarCheninder 86 132
Joe Civello 59
JimClunen 17
RaymondCortez 131
Earl Dalton 7-8 42 51-52 75
RichardDanner 126
JamesHenryDolan 71
PaulDorfman 65
DavidElatkin 132
MartyField 58-59
WilliamE Fletcher 131
MartinezPedroFox 83 85-86 90 93 99 105 116-117
SidneyFruhman 31
SamGiancana 97 125
EvaGrant 38
LoisGreen 61
JohnnyGrizzaffi 60
DeweyGroom 58
Pete Guarisco 40
SteveGuthrie 48
HarryHall 57
J PatrickHemming 122
JohnWilsonHudson 93
E.HowardHunt 127
H.L Hunt 57 74
PaulR Jones 67
FayKirkwood 32 35
Pat Kirkwood 32-34
W.CKirkwood 32-35 44

35-3790 79 2
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Jay Kosloff
JakeLansky
MeyerLansky
RobertLarkin
pincentLee
MikeMcLaney
WilliamMcLaney
RobertMcKeown
CordonMcLendon
Carlos VincentMarcello
JohnThomasMasen
ElizabethAnnMatthews
RussellD Matthews
JosephMerola
LawrenceMeyers
IvyMiller
IzzyMiller
MistyLaneMiller
WilliamMiller
,JuanOrta
MarkMeyerPanitz
TonyPappa
LennyPatrick
SidRichardson
T.WRichardson
JakeRifkin
HelenAlfonseRoan
JohnRoselli
NormanRothman
Earl Ruby
SamRuby
HenrySavadra
RedScarborough
Julius Schepps
MikeShore
SidneySiedband
JohnEli Stone
FrankSturgis
,TackTodd

.Santos Trafficante
HarryUrban
FNUVentura
AbeWeinstein
BenWhittaker
JohnnyWilliams
WillWilson
DaveYaras
SamYaras

Jess
Zilliack

onyZoppi

5
95 134
95
132
71
122-123125
123-125
68 118
72-73
39
68
40
40-41
68
65
7-8 42-43 45 51-52 75
62
102
18 135
131
28 100-102135
72
64
56 58
83-84
27-29 135
67
96-97 125
91 94
38
39
131
7 42-43 46 51-52 75
9-11 22 75
72
61
63
126
61
91-94 134
51
90
132
45-46
82-83
48
64
64-65
49
12-14 16 24 81 100 106-112114-115119-120
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Representatives of the United States of America
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(Interrupting) Yes I just had an operation on

Excuse me sir

2

LEWISJ MCWILLIE

of lawful age being produced sworn and examined on the

part of the Committee deposeth and saith

MR WOLF The record should note that the witness

has been sworn by Magistrate Ward

Myname is Janes Wolf Myco-counsel today is

Donald Purdy and we both have been pursuant to House

Resolution 222 and Committee Rule 4 designated counsel

empowered to take statements under oath

DIRECTEXAMINATION

BYMR WOLF

Q Will the witness please state his name for the

record

A Sir

Q Will the witness please state his name for the

record

A Lewis J McWillie

Q And Mr McWillie you have been subpoenaed by

the House Committee but instead of an appearance in

Washington you requested that this deposition take place

in-
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tached retina in my left eye right eye too

Q And this deposition is taking place at your re

quest then to avoid an appearance in Washington is that

correct

A I wanted to be close to my doctors yes

Q Mr McWillie you are aware that under our

Committee's rules you have the right to have counsel with

you at this deposition

A I don't need any counsel I don't think

Q And Mr McWillie you have been given a copy of

our Committee Rules and House Resolutions 222 433 and 760

is that correct

A To tell you the truth I didn't read it I just

knew it was a subpoena

Q Well are you aware of Committee Rule 4 which is

about the designated counsel taking your statements under

oath You have been given a copy of the Committee Rules is

that correct

A Yea

HYMR PURDY

Q Mr McWillie could you please state your present

address

A 3627 Eastern Avenue

Q In Las Vegas

A Las Vegas yes
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Q What is your date and place of birth

A Kansas City Missouri 1908

Q What was the month and day

A May4th

Q What is your present occupation

A I'm a floorman in a casino

Q What casino is that

A Holiday Inn

Q Howlong have you worked there

A love worked there a little over a year about

14 months

Q Where did you work before that

A I worked before that at the Horseshoe Club

Q Howlong did you work there

A I worked there on and off many years since 167 I

believe

Q Do you recall where you worked prior to that

A I worked at the Carousel Club

Q Howlong did you work there

A Let me see about three years I guess

Q That would be 1964 to 1967

A I would say so I'm not sure but I would say

thatts about the date

Q What city was that

A Here in Las Vegas
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Q Where did you work prior to 1964

A 1964 I worked at the Riverside Hotel in Reno

Q Howlong did you work there

A I worked there the latter part of '61 through 162

Q What was your job prior to that

A What was my job where did I work prior to that

Yes

A I worked at the Thunderbird Hotel I left there

and went to the Thunderbird Hotel

Q Howlong did you work there

A I worked there about a year

Q Where did you work prior to that

A I went to an island namedArruba the Netherland

Antilles I stayed there maybe a month and then was trans

ferred to Curacao I stayed there about nine months

Q Whotransferred you to Curacao

A Jay Kosloff K-o-s-l-o-f-f

Q Prior to working in Arruba where did you work

A I went from Arruba to Curacao last place I

worked

Q No I mean prior to Arruba where did you work

A Prior to Arruba I worked at the--wait a minute

now Wait just a minute I skipped one place I didn't tell

you Before I went to the Riverside I worked at the Cal

Neva Lodge In 861 I was at the Cal-Neva Lodge
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Q So you worked-

A (Interrupting) Then I went to the other places

Q Then you went on to Arruba and Curacao

A Yes

Q Prior to working at the Cal-Neva Lodge where did

you work

A Prior to that I worked in Cuba

Q Did you work in Havanna at that time

A Yes sir

Q Did you work at the Tropicana then

A Yes sir

Q Did you workat any other-

A (Interrupting) I worked in the Capri Hotel I

don't know how long it wasn't very long though

Q Where did you work prior to working at the

Tropicana and the Capri Hotels

A In Dallas

Q Where did you work in Dallas

A Well I had a little gambling house let we see

in Fort Worth

Q Howlong did you run that gambling house

A Wehad it a couple or three years I guess

don't exactly remember how long

Q What was the name of that gambling house

A The Four Duces we called it Prior to that I
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worked at the Top of the Hill Terrace in Arlington Texas

Q Howlong did you work there

A Oh I'd say eight years nine years

Q Whodid you work for there

A Whodid I work for I worked for a man named

Fred Browning and I worked for Earl Dalton Ivy Miller and

a fellow named Scarborough

Q What kind of work did you do at that club

A I was a manager

Q You managed the gambling activities

A The gambling yes

Q Whendid you begin the gambling operation at the

Four Duces

A Doggone if I know I think it was 151 I'm not

sure not positive

Q What kind of gambling went on there

A Dice games and 21 game

Q Just dice and card games

A Yes

Q Was there any numbers operation working out of

there

A No no it was a little place

Q Where did you work prior to the Four Duces

A I told you that at the Top of the Hill Terrace

Q Where did you work prior to that
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A Let me see I worked in Dallas at a place called

the Blue Bonnet Hotel I believe it was

Q Was there a gambling operation there

A Yes

Q What kind of gambling was there

A Dice game

Q Whodid you work for there

A I worked for Miller

Q Ivy Miller

A Ivy Miller and Earl Dalton the only two I

know I was working for

Q Whendid you begin your work at the Blue Bonnet

A Let me see It was so long ago I'd say '41 or

'42 I'm not sure

Q So you worked at the Blue Bonnet from 1941 to '42

until you worked at the Four Duces

A I don't think I worked for the Blue Bonnet but

about a year Then I went out to the Top of the Hill

Q So you worked in Dallas at the Blue Bonnet then

the Top of the Hill then the Four Duces

A That's right

Q So the first club that you owned what was the

first club that you owned Was that the Pour Duce

A That was the Four Duces yes

Q So the other places you worked for other people
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is that right

A Other people yes

Q Mr McWillie when did you meet Jack Ruby

A Jack Ruby I've tried to think what year it was

Do you want me to tell you the whole story about Jack Ruby

from the beginning to the end

Q I think that would be a good idea yes sir

A I believe it was when I was at the Four Duces

and a couple of dealers and myself would stop in an all

night restaurant and get a bite to eat when we come in may

be 2 o'clock 1 o'clock 3 o'clock I noticed a fellow at

the counter with a hat on which was very unusual to see a

fellow with a hat on around Dallas I asked one of the

fellows I said "Whois that fellow He kept looking at

us He said "That's a fellow named Jack Ruby that runs a

club named the Vegas Club out on Oak Lawn I believe it

was About three or four nights he was there

Finally one night we got up to go out into the

lobby of the hotel and he walked up to me and said "Is

your name McWillie I said "Yes. And he explained who

he was and that he was Jewish and that he was having a prob

lem with his night club He talked like a real nice fellow

I said "Whydon't you go see Mr Schepps a man named

Julius Schepps. He owned a big liquor distributing place

there and he used to play with us at the-Top of the Hill a
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real nice man

MR WOLF Could you spell the name Schepps

THEWITNESS Ind have to say it was S-c-h-e

p-p-s

BYMR PURDY

.Q Do you remenber his first name

.A Julius

BYMR WOLF

.Q Also for the record what year was this that you

first met Jack Ruby

.A I don't know I think it was around 151 I be

.lieve I would have to say it was around 151 I don't

know exactly I tried to think what year it was

BYMR PURDY

.Q What was the name of the restaurant you say you

saw him

.A It was a place called Webb's Coffee Shop in the

Southland Hotel

MR WOLFE Continue

A And then I suggested that he go see him He was

a big Jewish leader in the city And he did From then on

I cold never get rid of Jack Ruby Jack Ruby was at my

apartment He was around me all the time He just appre

ciated I guess what I had done for him

So,finally I went to Cuba I think in 158 I
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believe

BYMR PURDY

Q Could we back up just a little bit before we move

on to '58

What was the nature of the problem that Jack Ruby

was having with his club

A They were making him close early or something

Q Was this a curfew

A They enforced a curfew on him so he said I don't

know

Q Was it your impression that they were enforcing

a rule against him that they were not enforcing against other

clubs

A That is what he said

Q Whydid you refer him to Mr Schepps

A He said he was Jewish therfore Mr Schepps was

a big leader in the Jewish community and I didn't know if he

could do him any good or not to tell you the truth But

he evidently did him good He didn't have no more trouble

after that

Q Did Mr Schepps have good connections with the

authorities in Dallas thatcould help Jack Ruby

A He was a well-known man and a well-liked man He

was just a fine man Mr Schepps was

Q What was his occupation
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A He had a liquor distributing I think it's Sea

grams

Q Do you want to proceed with your story about Jack

Ruby

A If you want me to

Q Please sure

A So when I go to Cuba in I believe it was the

middle of 158 Ism not positive of what date it was and I

get this job at the Tropicana Hotel managing the Tropicana

Hotel with a promise of a percentage of the place when it

got to doing good which it never did much good on account

of the revolution coming up and all that I stayed there

until I don't know how long I stayed there I stayed there

after Castro got there anyway 159 maybe in the latter part

of '59 or '60 And then I went up--they didn't close it

the government took it And from there I went up to the

Capri and stayed there a very short while I don't know how

long before the government took it And from then on I

wasn't doing anything until I went to Miami

Q Could you continue on your contact with Jack Ruby

over those years

A WhenI was in the Tropicana they were hunting for

business trying to get business and I suggested that I

call Jack Ruby and have him get ahold of Tony Zoppi Tony

Zoppi is a well known columnist like Bishop Earl Wilson
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people like that That's the kind of a man he was in

Dallas and all society people read his column He wrote

me back that they'd come over on a certain date So I

sent him two tickets which the place .iid for Then I ex

plained to him we would pay for their room Wefigured we

would get a lot of publicity from it and people from Dallas

would come to Cuba

Later on if I remember right Jack came and

said that what's his name Tony couldn't make it That's

the cause of all my problems Here's a letter Would you

care to see this It's from my brother to me A fellow

had written my brother a letter and put a piece in there

where Zoppi had--my brother's letter is kind of a personal

letter

BYMR WOLF

Q Is this the letter you would like us to read

A That's from my brother It explains that he's

sending me this piece It'sjust a personal letter but in

it he states where he's sending me a--would you like me

to come over there

Q Yes if you would to explain these

A This is part of the letter and this is the man that

sent my brother the letter This is really what I wanted

you to see (indicating)

Q This is a copy of a portion of a letter that
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A (Interrupting) That's the original letter

Q This is the original letter

A That's the original part The other part of the

letter didn't meana darn thing to me

Q TonyZoppi sent this to whom

A To the man's nameyou've got the in your right

hand

Q To Matty Brescia Enterprises

A Yes

Q Mr McWillie could we retain these for the

record

A Could you makea copy of it and give meback

that part

MR WOLF For the record Mr McWillie has

given us part of a letter allegedly sent by TonyZoppi to

a Matty Brescia 8-r-e-s-c-i-a Enterprises at 4990

Poplar Suite 331 Memphis Tennessee 38117 and I will

read that portion of the letter which Mr McWillie has

given us

It states "Give myregard to McWillie next time

you are in touch Jack Rubyand I were supposed to visit

him in Havanabut I got side tracked Jack went on ahead

and it has caused Malta lot of trouble over the years

The quick buck artists are saying Jack went downthere to
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plan the assassination He couldn't have planned a gas

station holdup in those days All of a sudden he's a CIA

agent a Mafiadon et cetera et cetera sickening Keep

in touch and God bless Keep up the good work and I will

say another prayer for Buddy.

THEWITNESSThat's his kid that got killed

MR WOLF "Sincerely Tony.

Buddy is Tony's son who got killed

THEWITNESS They're good friends both in the

same kind of work This fellow writes for a variety maga

zine

MR WOLF You're speaking of Matty Brescia

THEWITNESS Tony is a published,man at the

Riveria Hotel

BYMR PURDY

Q Whois Buddy

A Read it over about Buddy

MR WOLF "Keep up the good work and I will say

another prayer for Buddy.

A Buddy was his son young son He was sitting in

a window and he fell out of the window audit killed him

BYMR WOLF

Q Is that Mat Brescia's eon

A Matty Brescia's son

You can keep that if you want to if you give me a
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copy of it

MR WOLF Surely thank you

BYMR WOLF

Q You've not given us the top of the letter Do

you know approximately what date this was written

A It's on the envelope with the date I received the

letter from my brother

Q It's stamped Memphis Tennessee 18 August 1976

A It must have been right around that time I guess

Q To the best of your knowledge your brother for

warded this to you as soon as your brother had received it

A I'm sure he did yes

Q And ha. did your brother get the letter from Mr

Brescia

A Brescia gave it to him

Q And your brother's located in Memphis Tennessee

A Isn't there a yellow piece of paper in there from

Brescia a white piece maybe I think there's a letter in

there from Brescia

Q Yes there's a portion of a letter that says

"Hi Jim. Is that your brother's name Jim

A Jim yes

Q It says "Thought you'd want to see this letter

from Louis's and my friend Tony Zoppi former columnist in

Dallas now big executive at the Riveria in Vegas Show
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this Louie whenyou see him He would like it Pray for

our dear son and us It was a tragic loss Jim Monsignor

Clunen C-1-u-n-e-n delivered the mass and eulogy God

bless you always Your friend and Louie's and your family

Matty Brescia.

Thankyou Mr McWillie we'll makecopies and

return them back to you

BYMR WOLF

Q If you could continue you were talking about

inviting Jack and Tonydownto visit you at the Tropicana

A Tony didn't comeand he came I think he stayed

around there about six days I was at the Tropicana at

the time He was there every night that he was in Havana

and after that he went back to Dallas That's the last time

I've seen him in Havana He never cameback to Havana

Q And if you would continue your relationship to

Jack after you cameback

A He'd write me letters Oh I'll tell you another

thing about him In Relieve it was the early part of

1963 he called me up and he was having sane trouble with

the AGVA That's the AmericanGuild of Variety Artists

He said "Macy do you knowanybody that knowsthe president

of the company I explained all of this to the FBI You

can check with them I don't think I told them about Zoppi

I forgot about it I didn't tell then
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He said "If you can find somebody that knows the

president I'm having a lot of trouble with my competition.

I understand he'd had another place At that time he had

a place up town right next to this other place I said

"Well I know a man that might know him a man named Bill

Miller who was an entertainment director at the Hilton

Hotels I called Bill and I said "Bill there's a friend

of mine that's having trouble with the AGvA. I knew he

knew the president because I had heard him speak of it I

ran the place in Reno for him I said "Is there anything

you could do for him I gave him Jack's number I said

"Call him and see what you can do for him.

So another day or two went by and Jack called me

If he called me once he called me five times thanking me

thanking me thanking me like to ran me crazy Then I

got letters from him Prior to that he got into some kind

of razor bladedeal some kind of razor blade that came out

in England what do they call it but it was supposed to be

a terrific razor blade So he sent me three or four packages

in an envelope just stuff like that

Jack was a kind of a he wanted to be a big man

do you knowwhat I mean He was kind of an egotist That

was about it with Jack He just wanted to be around ma for

some reason I don't know why He just did

Q What were the nature of your contacts with Jack
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Ruby after he left Havana other than that one phone call

where he called you for help with the union

A I called him one time I was working the grave

yard they call it the graveyard,at the Thunderbird at the

time That's from 2 to 12 in the daytime I think it was

2 to 12 And there were a bunch of people holding people

up around there If they didn't have any money on them

enough for them they would beat them up So I called

Ruby and asked Ruby to send me a gun At that time the

kids were just little kids six and five seven or six

I never did take the gun out I just let it go back My

wife was scared the kids would get ahold of it some way

and maybe get hurt

BYMR PURDY

Q Whenwas that thatyou asked him to send you a gun

A Let me see the gun came you can check the gun

check the place where he got it from It must have been

around August I would say I wouldn't know for sore though

Q August of what year

A Let me see I think I was here the first time I

was here was in '60 I would say the early part of '63 is

when he sent it

Q Whydid you ask Jack Ruby to send you a gun

A I didn't knowwhere to buy one here I didn't

even know you could buy a gun in a store I hadn't been
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here long enough to know that

Q You had been here about two years before you asked

him to send you a gun

A I had been here a very short time '63 I think

I came here in '63 I think when I went to work at the

Thunderbird I came down from Reno I think it was the first

part of '63 I think February of '63 This might have

happened in March I believe I don't know You can check

that out

Q What made you think that Jack Ruby could get you

a gun

A Because I told him to go to this place because I

had always bought shotguns to hunt with and rifles to hunt

deer with and everything and I knew the man

Q Do you know if Jack Ruby had been there before

A No I don't

Q Was it Ray Brantley

A It was Ray's place

Q Do you know whether or not Jack Ruby had a gun

prior to that time

A Jack always had a gun he always carried a gun

He didn't carry it He had it in his car He would have

his receipts every night to go drop it in the bank depository

Q Did he have more than one gun in his home

A I don't know how many he had I wouldn't think he
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had more than one I never did see more than one

Q Do you recall telling the FBI thatJack Ruby had

a number of guns in his home

A No I don't I don't remember I don't remember

the FBI even asking me if he had any guns in his house

Q Can you presently recall whether or not Jack Ruby

had more than one gun

A No sir I don't

Q Did you ask Jack Ruby to send you four guns in

1959

A No sir I don't recall anything like that I've

been asked that a lot of times I don't recall that no

Q Did you ever ask Jack Ruby to obtain a gun for

you other than the incident you previously testified to to

day

A The only gun I ever had him get was the one that

I told you about just now

Q Did you ever ask him to get you other guns

A No I don't recall anything like that

Q Did you ever discuss with himhow to obtain a gun

other than that particular incident

A I knew how to obtain a gun At this Ray's place

like I say I bought a lot of guns rifles and shotguns

Q But you never bought pistols there

A Not that I recall
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Q Did you take any of the guns that you'd bought at

Ray's place with you to Cuba

A I left them in Dallas Mywife and I separated

and she took the guns and everything

Q Mr McWillie between the time that you asked

Julius Schepps to help Jack Ruby or you suggested to Jack

Ruby that he go to Mr Schepps for help-

A (Interrupting) I suggested that he go and talk

to Mr Schepps

Q (Continuing) --what was the nature of your re

lationship to Jack Ruby after that prior to the Cuba inci

dent What kind of a relationship did you have

A I never could get rid of him He was around me

all the time I'd have to insult him to get rid of him

Do you know what I mean He'd come by the apartment and

he'd swim and eat dinner at the house a lot of times I

just couldn't get rid of him that's all I can tell you

Not that I wanted to He was a nice fellow Whoever

thought he would do anything like this I didn't

Q Did you get to be pretty good friends with him

A Yes

Q What kinds of things did you do together

A Went out to dinner I dropped by his club maybe

once or twice when he had it out on Oak Lawn At that time

rock and roll had just started
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Q Which club was that

A The Vegas Club

Q What kind of operation did he have at the Vegas

Club

A Let me think He had a band and he was the emcee

and he served I think he served beer I don't believe he

served whiskey,beer That's about all there was to it

He had this other club after I left Dallas I never did

even see that place That was the one up town

Q Was that the Carousel Club

A Yes I never saw that

Q You've never been in the Carousel Club

A No never in my life

Q Did any gambling go on at the Vegas Club to your

knowledge

A No

Q What can you tell us about Jack Ruby's political

views Did you ever discuss politics with him

A No I never did When I wasaround Jack Ruby I

think Eisenhower was president I believe he was

That would be the 1950's

A Whenwas Truman president do you ranenber

Q Prior to 1952

A Truman was president And I met Jack right around

the first part of the '50's I'd say the first part of the
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'50's and Trumanwas president and Eisenhower was president

Q now did he feel about Truman and Eisenhower

A I never discussed politics with him

Q Do you know how he voted

A He wouldn't bet anything I don't think he ever

bet a nickel on-anything

Q I was asking who he voted for Do you knowwho

he voted for

A I don't know There would be nosey I'd know

Q Did you discuss with Jack Ruby any major events

in the country that went on in the 1950's Did you discuss

the Korean War for example

A Nothing Wenever discussed politics

Q Did you ever discuss CubanAmerican relations

A No I did not

Q Did you ever discuss Castro or Batista with Jack

Ruby
Is A No I never discussed any kind of politics with

Jack Ruby at all

Q Do you ever recall Jack Ruby talking about the

Kennedys how he felt about the Kennedys

A Just what I read I think it was in Tony Zoppi's

office right after it happened and he was crying and carrying

on what I read in thepaper and you did too I'm sure But

I never recall him saying one word about the Kennedys
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Q You don't recall him expressing a great love

for the Kennedys

A No I don't because Kennedy wasn't pesident

Eisenhower was president I'm sure

Q What kind of man was Jack Ruby toward people

A Like I said Jack Ruby wanted to be a big man He

wanted to be the biggest night club operator in Dallas

That's my assumption Like I said before he was kind of

an egotist and wore a hat all the time which was very un

usual I thought at the time Nobody else ever wore a hat

around Dallas

Q Did you find him to be a violent man

A No sir he sure wasn't Now in his club if

someone got out of line that means fighting or something

he would just take them and put them out I never saw him

hurt anybody

Q You never saw him even strike anyone

A No I never did

Did you ever know of him beating up anyone

A I don't recall ever hearing him beat up anyone

Did Jack Ruby ever get in any arguments with you

or anyone else over any subject

A He never got in an argument with me for sure I

can't recall him ever having an argument He had a lot of

friends around Dallas different people
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Q Do you remember him getting in any arguments

about his union troubles

A No

Q Do you remember him getting in any arguments about

paying his employees

A No

Q Do you remember him getting in any arguments about

the strip-tease shows

A Like I said when I was there he didn't have a

strip-tease joint I don't think it was strip tease I

don't think he ever had strip tease out at the place

Q Please continue

A I think all he had was a stage in the middle of

the place a room a little bigger than this one He had

a stage up against one wall and he would come out and do the

emcee and everybody would laugh because he didn't knowhow

to talk you know

That was the Vegas Club

Yes he had a band and as far as I can recall I

don't believe he had any strip tease I'm almost positive

he didn't

Q Howsuccessful was the Vegas Club

A He said it was doing all riot I wouldn't have

any way of knowing It was full all the time

Q Did he ever ask you for money
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A No

Q Do you remember if he ever got money from any

other individuals

A No

Q Do you remember that he had any business partners

A No I don't think he did to tell you the truth

No I'm sure he didn't

Q Do you remember if he ever got in any financial

trouble

A What sir

Q In financial trouble

A No sir I don't think he ever did as long as

I knew him he didn't At least he never said anything

about it

Q Did Jack Ruby have problems with his income taxes

A Not that I know of I didn't know him that well

to know all his business you know his personal business

He could have had anything and I wouldn't know it

Q Did he ever propose any business deals with you

A Never never

Q Do you know any people who were particularly good

friends with Jack Ruby

A Well I know two real good friends of his One

fellow named Jake Rifkin he's dead He died a year or so

ago And another one named Mark Panitz P-a-n-i-t-z They
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were two of his close friends

Q What did Jake Rifkin do for a living

A He was a gambler

Q Where did he gamble

A Around Memphis around let's see if he ever dealt

any gambling houses yes he has dealt in gambling houses

I don't recall which one around Memphisyears and years

ago many years ago

Q Howdid Jack Ruby get to know him

A Through me They were friends of mine

Q Did Jake Rifkin gamble in Dallas

A I think he worked around Dallas I believe dealing

around there some

Q Do you knowwho he worked for

A He might have come out and worked for me a couple

of times up at the Top of the Hill a few times

Q During what period of time did he get to be good

friends with Jack Ruby

A Did he get to be I'd say about the same time I

did They were both my good friends

Q So that would have been late '40's or early '50's

A I'd have to may the early '50's I'm pretty sure

it was early it could have been the late '40's but I think

it was early 150's

Q For how long a period of time was Jake Rifkin and
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Jack Ruby good friends

A Let me see I'd say six or seven years eight

years maybe

Q Whydid they atop being good friends

A I don't really know They were still good

friends as far as I know I don't know Jake left there

Let me see I think he went to Hot Springs He used to go

to Hot Springs every year

Q Do you know-

A (Interrupting) And he could have worked over

there too i don't know

Q Whowere some of the people Jake Rifkin gambled

with in Dallas

A I really wouldn't know I wouldn't know differ

ent gamblers I wouldn't know

Q What type of gambling would he have been involved

in

A Oh hell he'd do anything shoot dice bet on

horses baseball games football games Held bet on any

thing

Q Did Jack Ruby have any other friends who were in

volved in gambling

A I can't think of any no But these two fellows

they were friends of his
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A They would be at my apartment and we would

swim and they would be there all the time

Q I believe you stated that Jack Ruby thought very

highly of you

A Hedid On account of me doing him so many favors

I guess Like I told you about the union straightened

that out Bill Miller And he called me later and said

what kind of people are you having me call calling me

Well what the hell pardon me I didn't know that Jack

Ruby was going to do what he did The wasn't any way in

the world I would know that I thought he was harmelas

And I still think that he did it I thought he thought it

would make him a big man that's all I can say And I've

told everybody that And that's exactly the reason I think

he did it He thought it would make him a martyr or some

thing

Q Was Jack Ruby very interested in money for what

it could buy for him

A I didn't get that sir

Q Was Jack Ruby very interested in money for what it

could buy for him

A He didn't seem to be no he really didn't When

I was around him he seemed to be perfectly happy with his

place
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A That's what I think yes I really think that
3 in the entertainment field
4 Q Did he see you as a big man in Dallas

A I guess he might have thought that
6 Q Whywould he have thought that

A I don't know why he thought teat He evidently
8 did think that the way he hung around I always conducted

myself in the proper manner

Q Whowere some of the influential people in Dallas

that you had good connections with

A That I had good connections with I didn't have

any good connections with any of the big legitimate people

I did know a man named Sidney Fruhman We used to play gin

at his house a lot of Sundays That was about the extent

of my running with.the legitimate people if you know what

I mean

4 Did you say with illegitimate or with legitimate

A Legitimate with legitimate people I mean

business people

Q Howdo you spell his last name

A F-r-u-h-m-a-n

He's dead too

Q What was his occupation

A He had a chain of hat stores named Rhelle Rhelle
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Hat Stores I don't know if they're still in operation

I'm sure they are

Q Did Jack Ruby frequent the Top of the Hill Club

A No I think the Top of the Hill Club was closed

when I met Jack Ruby I'm pretty sure I'm positive it

was almost positive

Did any gambling go on at the Top of the Hill Club

Yes

And that was the dice and the cards that you spoke

of before

A Wehad a roulette wheel or two and dice games

maybe three and one twenty-one game

Q Did Jack Ruby frequent the Cellar Club in Fort

Worth

A The Steller Club I never heard of it

Q The Cellar Club

A Costello

Q Cellar C-e-1-l-a-r

A I never heard of it

Q Did Jack Ruby know Pat or Fay Kirkwood

A Yes that's where I was at in Fort Worth Don't

get them mixed up One of them is the son and one is the

old man The old man that I was with wasramed W C Kirk

wood Pat is kind of a hippie type young fellow He was

young then He's not young now
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Q Did Jack Ruby know W C Kirkwood

A Just to say hello to him He may have been out

there maybe once or twice

Q What was the name--was it a club that Mr Kirkwood

ran

A It was a home Wewere sneaking gambling is

what we was doing

Q Over what time period was there gambling in Mr

Kirkwwood's home

A I'd have to say I believe from '51 to 153 I'm

not sure While I was there he had some gambling there

before But when I was there '51 to '53 I'm not positive

but I think so

Q And you say you think Jack Ruby may have gone

there once or twice

A That's all

Q Did Jack Ruby gamble there

A No he wouldn't gamble I told you he wouldn't

bet anything on anything

Q Did Jack Ruby know Pat Kirkwood

A No I'm sure he didn't

Q What occupation was Pat Kirkwood in

A Last I heard of Pat Kirkwood he had a hippie

we call it a joint a hippie joint where they lay on the

floor on pads I never was in it but I heard about it
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He grew a beard and long hair and prior to that he had been

a race driver but he opened this place and kind of went I

don't know it was during that hippie period wasn't it

around the '50's

Q What time period did Pat Kirkwood operate that

place

A Pat Kirkwood I just don't know Let me see I

left there in '53 I'd say he must have started around '56

I believe I'm not positive though I couldn't say for

sure

Q What was the name of Pat Kirkwood's place

A I don't know I just heard about it

Q Where was it located

A It was in Fort Worth in the city I think

Q Now you said Pat was W C Kirkwood's son

A His son that's right

Q Do you knowwhere he is now

A I have no idea

Q Whenwas the last time you had communication with

Pat Kirkwood

A I haven't had communication with Pat Kirkwood I

haven't heard from Pat Kirkwood in years even thought about

him I've seen his father His father's been out here maybe

once or twice He's half blind
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A I'm sure he still lives at the same place He's

been there many many years

Q Where is that

A 2222 Jacksborough Highway

Q In what town

A Fort Worth

Q You were describing the place that Pat Kirkwood

ran as having pads on the floor

A I just had people telling me about it I was

never in there don't even knowwhat street it was on and

where it was at But I heard people laughing about it

and talking about it

Q Basically they were talking about the fact that

he had sexual activity going on in his place

A No they were just talking about what a bunch of

crummylooking people patronized it you know At that

time everybody was growing a beard It was the start of the

hippie period

Q What were the pads on the'floor for

A I don't know to sit on I guess I mean that's

hearsay to me I haven't been there so I couldn't tell you

for sure But I'm sure that you could find out very easy

Q Did you know a Fay Kirkwood

A That was W C.'s wife a very nice lady She had
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while at that time

Q Did she ever run a club

A No she was strictly a rodeo performer

Q You stated previously that you didn't know any

times when Jack Ruby was in particular financial trouble

Were there any times when he was particularly successful

financially

A No I think he just made a certain amount of

money I have no idea what he made but he couldn't have

made too much money He made a comfortable living It

was nothing to brag about

Q Would you describe him as a free spender or was

he frugal

A I'd have to say he was frugal He wasn't a free

spender

Q Are there any incidents you can describe that

demonstrate that he was frugal

A Like I'd go out to eat with him and he'd never

offer to pay a check That's one way he was frugal That's

the only way I would know he was frugal I never saw him

throwing any money away

Q Did you and Jack Ruby ever go out for drinks to

gether and he offered to pay

A No

Q Did Jack Ruby drink
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A I don't Jack Ruby even drank to tell you the

truth I never did see him take a drink

Q Did you ever travel outside of Dallas with Jack

Ruby

A No not that I know of

Q Do you know of Jack Ruby traveling outside of

Dallas other than the Cuba trip

A The only trip I know is right there The FBI

asked me if he had been out here He's never been out here

as far as I know

Q During the time that you knew Jack Ruby did he

ever travel to Chicago

A I don't recall him ever going to Chicago I've

heard him talk about Chicago I think he was from Chicago

I'd have to say he was I don't recall him ever going any

where

Q What do you recall Jack Ruby saying about Chicago

A Nothing That he come up in a poor neighborhood

and how rough it was for him He had a tough young life

That's about it

Q Do you recall him talking about his family living

in Chicago

A I think his family lived in Dallas His sister

out there and he always said she was sick or something He

had a brother I think he had two brothers One of them
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was a little I don't know he said he was sick

Q He said who was sick

A The brother the brother and sister both he said

were a little sick some way I don't know

Q Was he talking about them being physically ill

A He just said they were sick

Q Did you ever meet any of Jack Ruby's brothers or

sisters

A I want to tell you something that happened here

about it's been about four months ago I don't think I

ever saw any one of his family in Dallas I might have

seen his sister

Q His sister was Eva Grant

A Eva Grant yea that's the one I'm talking about

I think i saw her in a restaurant one night with him and I

didn't even go I went to the counter to keep from going

around them He's got a brother named Earl Ruby He was

out here about four months ago and he came by to see me

I was working He came in the pit Wecall it the pit you

know He said "Mr McWillie I said "Yes. He said

"I'm Earl Ruby. Well I like to fell down

I said "Earl Ruby I said "What do you want

Earl Well "I just want to say hello to you. I've

never seen him in my life before I said "What are you

doing out here He said "We're going to make a docu
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mentary NBCor one of the others I said "Listen

will you do me a favor Would you just get on out of

here and get away from me I've got enough problems about

your brother already uncalled for. I don't know if he

got mad or not but he left He was there about five

minutes That's the first time I had ever laid eyes on

him

Didn't he have two brothers

Q Yes he had a brother named Sam Did you ever

meet SamRuby

A No I didn't meet him Have you ever seen any

of them It seemed like he had a little bitty skinny

brother What the hell was his name But I didn't meet

him anyway I've seen him But this Earl I had haver laid

eyes on him And when he came into the pit and sayd "I'm

Earl Ruby well I like to fell out I didn't want to see

any Rubys any more

Q Did Jack Ruby ever travel to NewOrleans

A To NewOrleans If he did he traveled after I

left Dallas I don't ever recall Jack Ruby ever leaving

Dallas the whole time I knew him

Q Do you know whether or not Jack Ruby knew Carlos

or Vincent Marcello

A Is that the fellow in NewOrleans I wouldn't

think so no I wouldn't think he'd know him
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Q Did you know Carlos or Vincent Marcello

A No sir I sure don't

Q Never met them

A Never met them in my life

Q Did Jack Ruby know a man named Pete Guarisco

A Who

Q Pete Guarisco

A Not that I know of

Q Did you know Pete Guarisco

A No never heard of him

Q Did Jack Ruby travel to Shreveport Louisiana

A Not that I know of

Q Did Jack Ruby know Elizabeth AnneMatthews

A Elizabeth Anne who

Q Matthews

A Elizabeth Anne no I mean I don't knowwhether

he knew them or not He could have known all of them I

don't know but I don't think he did

Q Do you know R D Matthews

A Oh yes

Q Did you know his wife Mrs Elizabeth Anne

Matthews

A No I met her just I think one time

Q Do you recall when you met her

A I met her at the Horseshoe I think
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Was she married to R D Matthews at the time

I really wouldn't know I'm sure this is the

lady he's married to now I don't know I didn't know

R.D too well I mean not intimately do you knowwhat I

mean He worked there a while

Q Do you recall when Jack Ruby came from Chicago

to Dallas

A I have no idea

Q Do you know how long after he came to Dallas you

met him

A No I don't have any idea The first time I ever

saw him in my life was like i told you sitting there with

that hat on and it just attracted my attention and I kept

looking at this fellow

Q Does it refresh your memory to know that Jack Ruby

came to Dallas around 1947

A No i wouldn't know when he came there because I

didn't know him hadn't heard of him

Q What is your best recollection as to when you met

Jack Ruby

A I'd say the first part of the '50's because I

think I was in Fort Worth I either went over there in

'51 to '53 or '53 to '56 I don't recall the exact dates

I met him while I was at the Four Duces

Q Prior to Jack Ruby's arrival in Dallas in 1947
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what was the status of gambling in the Dallas area

A I don't understand what you mean the status

Q What kinds of gambling was going on in the Dallas

area in the time say 1945th 1947

A Well the were a few crap games and a few horse

books is all I know of

Q Was there any betting on sporting events

A Not that I know of I never bet on them myself

It could have been I don't know

Q Whowas involved in this gambling that you de

scribed in 1945 to 1947

A In Dallas

Q In the Dallas area Dallas-Fort Worth area

A I don't really know I knew a fellow named

Scarborough Red Scarborough and like I said Miller and

Earl Dalton

Q Howmuch numbers activity was there in Dallas

A I have no idea about the numbers At the time

I was a dice dealer when I was in Dallas

Q Did you ki.ow of any numbers activity in Dallas

A No sir I wouldn't have any way of knowing that

because-

Q (Interrupting) Were you aware of Benny Binion's

numbers operation in Dallas prior to 1947

A No
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Q Did you know Benny Binion at that time

A Knowhim to set him

Q You knew him to see him at that time

A Just to see him

Q Did you know that Ivy Miller and Red Scarborough

worked for Benny Binion in a numbers operation

A No I didn't

Q What gambling activity did you know that Ivy

Miller and Red Scarborough were involved in

A They were involved in the Southland Hotel and

could have been involved in the place where I worked Blue

Bonnet and they were involved in the Top of the Hill

Q What gambling activity was Benny Binion involved

in at that time

A I have no idea

Was Benny Binion involved in any gambling at that

A I don't know There's no way I'd know

Q Did you ever see Benny Binion gamble

A Ever see him gamble no never did

Q Did you know Johnny Avon

A Johnny Avon not well He had had a gambling

place around there before I ever got there He wasn't in

gambling when I was there

Q Did you know Berle Cheek
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A Who

Q Berle Cheek

A Berle Cheek yes I knew him too He had been

in gambling prior to my going to Dallas

Q What kind of gambling was he involved in

A I don't really know but I knew he was a gambler

Q Was he involved in gambling while you were there

A No Let me see wait a minute now Weborrowed

some money from Berle Cheek I think while I was at the

Top of the Hill I don't know $10,000 or something

Q Whenyou say we you mean you and Fred Browning

A Me and Kirkwood at the Four Duces

Q You and W C Kirkwood

A Yes

In two or three days we gave it back to him

because we didn't want his money

Q Was there any loan sharking activity going on

in the Dallas area at that time

A Not that I know of

Q Did you know Benny Bickers

A Yes very well

Q What gambling activity was Mr Bickers involved

in

A I don't know I really don'tlnow what he was in
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Q Did you know that he worked with Benny Binion in

a numbers activity in that area

A No

Q Did you know Ben Whittaker

A Very well

Q What kind of gambling activity was Mr Whittaker

involved in

A Mr rhittaker had race horses and all he did that

I knew of was bet on his own horses go to the track a

very nice man

Q Did he run a gambling operation

A Not that I know of He didn't run ehe while I

was there

Q What kind of gambling was Fred Browning involved

in

A He was involved in the Top of the Hill Terrace

Q Was he involved in any other gambling

A No he had the Top of the Hill for years

Q Did he ever work with Benny Binion in gambling

A Fred Browning

Q Fred Browning

A Not that I know of

Q Did Jack Ruby know Benny Binion

A No

Q Did Jack Ruby know Ivy Miller
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A No

Q Would Jack Ruby have known of Benny Binion

A I don't think so I wouldn't know why he would

have known him

Q Did Jack Ruby know Johnny Avon

A No

Q Did Jack Ruby know Berle Cheek

A No not that I know of I have to say not that I

know of because I'm positive he didn't

Q Did Jack Ruby know Red Scarborough

A No

Q Did Jack Ruby know Benny Bickers

A I don't think so

Q Did Jack Ruby know Ben Whittaker

A No

Q Did Jack Ruby know Fred Browning

A I think we were closed I don't believe he did

know Fred Browning Wewere closed when I met Jack I'm

positive of it

Howorganized was gambling in the Dallas area

A I really don't know There's no way I'd know

how it was organized

Q Was Dallas an open or a closed city

A It had a few crap games in it I'don't know if
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had a few crap games like more cities in the United States

at that time

Q Did the individual who was running a particular

crap game have to get anyone else's permission to do it

A Have to do what sir

Q Get anyone else's permission

A I really don't know I was just working there

Q when you ran your gambling places in the Dallas

area did you have to pay any money to anyone

A No sir we were sneaking as I told you a while

ago
12

Q You were what

A we were sneaking what we call sneaking I don't

know how to explain it Wewere doing it against the law

I guess you'd call it

Q Did any of these secret gambling operations have

troubles with the police

A Yes they got raided every once in a while The

Rangers would raid theca Hell the sheriff would raid them

a lot of times

Q Whenyou say the Rangers you mean the Texas

Rangers

A yes

Q Did anyone ever have to pay off the police

A Not that I know of I wasn't in a position to

35-3790 79 5
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know that but I wouldn't think so I really don't know

about that because I wasn't involved in it

Q Did anyone have to pay off the prosecuter

A I wouldn't think so

Q Were you aware of a crackdown on gambling in the

Dallas area in 1947 when a new prosecuter came into office

A Yes there was a crackdown sure was I don't

know if it was the prosecuter

Q Would that have been when Steve Guthrie became the

sheriff

A I really don't recall

Q What effect did this crackdown have on gambling

Howsuccessful was the crackdown

A There just wasn't any more gambling I thought it

was Kefauver that did it I'm not sure What time was

Kefauver '58 Was it that late '58

MR WOLF Early '50's

MR PURDY Kefauver was early '50's

A As I understand that was the crackdown in gambling

everywhere

BYMR PURDY

Q But you recall a crackdown in Dallas in 1947

either with the new sheriff or when Will Wilson came in

A I remember we got closed up we got raided around

Dallas
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Q Did this crackdown cause anyone to leave Dallas

A I'm sure all the dealers left

Q Co you recall people leaving Dallas and going to

Las Vegas around 1947

A A number of them yes a number of people came

out here Most everybody came out here

Q Do you remember Benny Binion leaving at that

time

A Tee

Q Whoelse do you remember left at that time

A I don't know if it was at that time or not but

I remember Benny Binion left there Whoelse left there

Let me see a fellow named Jess Zilliack

Q Howdo you spell his name

A I don't know Zilliack

Q Whoelse left Dallas ad went to Vegas do you

remember

A Fred Browning even came oat here but he didn't

come out here to do business He brought race horses

out here He had a track out here about that time There's

a lot of people Everybody came out here over the years

because there wasn't any place to gamble but here

Q After the crackdown on gambling in the Dallas area

could you please describe for us how much gambling went on
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had contact with Jack Ruby in Dallas

A Well they had stag parties Wedid have stag

parties for a while where they run them in the country

clubs That was the extent of the gambling around Dallas

Q What type of gambling went on at these .tag

parties

A Dice games

Q Howoften were they held

A Maybe once a month most every two months

Q Did Jack Ruby ever go to any of those stag

parties

A Never

Q Did you ever go to them

A Sure I went to them

Q If Jack Ruby had gone to them would you have

known about it

A Oh yes I would have seen him If you saw him

once you'd never forget him with the hat on

Q If Jack Ruby had gone to the stag parties would

you have seen him there

A Yes I wouldn't have known him but I would have

seen him I would have remembered him because I do remember

faces

Q Was there any link between Dallas and Las Vegas

in terms of gambling between say '47 and 1960
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A I'd have to say no

Q Did you know Harry Urban

A Didn't know him intimately I knew him to speak

to him

Q Did you know he was a partner of Benny Binion

A No

Q Was Harry Urban involved in any gambling in

the Dallas area

A I don't think so

Q Were you familiar--go ahead

A I forgot what I was going to say

Q Which clubs were the stag parties held in

A The stag party was held at the let's see it was

the country club out on there was one downtown I can't

think of the name The Main Street Club or something It

was at the corner of Field and Main Weheld then there

I mean I ran them a pretty good while maybe six or seven

times There was a country club out on the kind of a

freeway there They changed the name of it since then I

don't recall the name of it Then there was one named the

Cipango Club

Q Whoran the operation at the Cipango Club

A Ivy Miller and Earl Dalton Scarboroughwas dead

Q During what time period did they run that

A Like I said I don't recall I think it was the
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late '40's maybe I don't know

Q Did they run the Cipango Club at all during the

'50's

A The club is still there I think but not gambling

Q Did they have any of the stag parties at the

Cipango Club during the '50's

A That's what they call stag parties but they let

their wives come too They just called it stag parties

Q Did that go on during the '50's

A No it stopped I'd say in the late '40's

There wasn't too many out there maybe five or six

Q Whoran the operation in the country club when

they had the stag parties

A Whoran the gambling I ran it myself but the same

two people I mentioned Scarborough and Miller

Q You had said Dalton and Miller

A I meant Dalton and Miller Scarborough was

Q Did you also run the operation at the Cipango Club

with them

A Yes I ran the stags for them

Q And did you also run the operation at the club on

Main Street with them

A Gambling yes

Q Were any of the stag parties held during the
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1950's

A No I'd have to say no I'm not for sure but

I'd have to no for suresay
4

6

R

Q

A

Q

What kind of gambling went on at the stag parties

Just dice games

I believe previously in response to my question

about gambling between 1947 and 1958 you said stag parties

were held Are you now changing that and saying that they
9 didn't go on in the '50's
10 A I don't recall to tell you the truth It could
11 have gone on in maybe '51 I don't know for sure There's
12 no way I can remember But I told you that I did run them
13 for them That's all I can tell you I don't knowwhat
14

years exactly The last years I don't know I just don't
15 know It could be and it could not be I just don't know
16

Q Did any gambling go on in Dallas in the 1950's
17

IA
A

Q

No

Was there any gambling in private homes in the
19

'50's
20 A There could have been I don't know about that
21

Q You left for Cuba you said in 1958
22

A '58
33

Q So if there was no gambling in the '50's that
24

means that-
23

A (Interrupting) It was in the '50's in Fort
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54
Worth I told you that I was running this place sneaking

over in Fort Worth

Was Jack Ruby involved in any gambling in the

He was involved in nothing in the way of gambling

Were you interviewed by the FBI in Las Vegas on

November 25 1963

A Yes sir I don't know if it was the exact date

or not They like to ran me crazy I'd be working and they

would call me out of the pit to talk to them I finally

asked them I said "Please come out to my home and let me

talk to you. I was interviewed by them many times

Q Did you tell the FBI on November 25 1963 that

Jack Ruby had been involved in gambling as a player

A No I did not because he never had been involved

in gambling as a player Like I say Jack Ruby wouldn't

bet 25 cents on anything

Q The FBI report dated November 27 1963 which is

a report of your interview with the FBI on November 25 1963

which was conducted in Las Vegas Nevada by special agents

Stevens and Salisbury that report says that you stated the

report says "He stated he does not know Ruby to have ever

been involved in any bookie activity or in any gambling of

any nature other than as a player.
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A He never played in his life I never saw him

play

Q Does that acdurately reflect what you told the

FBI on November 25 1963 that Ruby was involved as a player

A No sir I didn't tell them that I did not tell

them that I have never seen Ruby gamble on anything

And incidentally when I went to Arruba the day

I left the FBI went to my mother went to my sisters my

brothers and Jack Ruby had happened to be visiting me in

myapartment when my mother and sister were visiting me and

they thought he was the finest man in the world and that's

what my mother told the FBI I'm sure So I asked Mr

Stevens I said "If you don't mind my sister has been with

the Veterans Hospital for many years and she's the head

nurse there in the operating room charge of the operating

room I gave him a number at home and I said "If you

will call her after 5:30 she'll invite yom out to the

house and talk to you. Well they went up there and like

to scared her to death

So the day I went to Arruba Mr Stevens I'm glad

to remember that name he came out to the house and told my

wife I had been cleared of any wrongdoing and mywife asked

him "Well what's he been cleared of he hasn't done any

thing. "Just known this nut which it turns out he was

I didn't know he was that nutty
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Q Whenwas that that your family members met Jack

Ruby

A I don't know it was in the '5O's It was in the

'5O's I can only recall the year I'm sure they have a

record of it my mother and my sister both He had a

habit of if he met anyone like he'd meet you he'd want

to know your name he'd want to knowyour address what your

birthday was and he would send you a birthday card a

Christmas card I don't know why he did that but that was

a habit he had

Q Whenwas it that you went to Arruba

A Arruba in '64 I believe

Q Was it just a coincidence that the FBI came to you

the day you were leaving for Arruba

A It was after I went to Arruba and Mr Stevens told

my wife-that I had been cleared of anything I don't know

what the devil he was talking about

Q Do you know any oilmen in Dallas the Dallas area

A A lot of oilmen played at the Top of the Hill

quite a few

Q Whowere sane of those oilmen

A Hell I don't recall the names any more Let me

see there was a fellow named Carraway he was an oilman

Sid R chardson would come out there he didn't do much

playing I don't think he played at all Billy Byers a
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man named Billy Byers he played out there Big oilmen

H L Hunt he played out there

Q Howoften did H L Hunt gamble out there

A Not very often He would go upstairs and eat

Wegave away the food And he would take 12 people up

there and wouldn't tip the waiter but he would gamble he

did gamble

Was Jack Ruby ever there when any oilmen were

there

A No I never knew Jack Ruby when the Top of the

Hill was open I'm almost positive that I met Jack Ruby

after it was closed

Q Did you know Harry Hall

A I knew a dealer years and years ago by the name

of Harry Hall Hell he's been dead 30 40 years

Q He also went by the name Harry Sinclair Jr

A No

Q Or Harry Haler H-a-l-e-r

A No

Q Regarding Mr Bill Byers do you recall an inci

dent when a number of people considered robbing him

A No I didn't know he ever got robbed He lived

in Tyler Texas He didn't live in Dallas

Q Did Jack Ruby knowH L Hunt

A No I'm positive he didn't
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Q Did Jack Ruby know Bill Byers

A No he never knew any of those people that I'm

talking about

Q Did Dick Anconi ever come to the Top of the Hill

Club

A No I knew Dick Anconi Dick Anconi was a big

oilman Heeled a number of years ago

Q Did Jack Ruby knowhim

A No

Q Were you familiar with the Petroleum Club

A No I knowwhere it was but you couldn't go in

there unless you were an oilman

Q Did Jack Ruby know Sid Richardson

A No

Q Did Jack Ruby know DeweyGroom

A Who

Q DeweyGroom

A Howdo you spell it

Q C-r-o-o-m

A I don't know I don't knowwho he knew I've

never heard of him

Q You've never heard of Groom

A No

Q Do you knowMarty Field

A Marty who
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Q Marty Field

He used to work at the Sands a few years ago

also used to work in Cuba also went by the name of Marty

Schwartz when he was a fighter

6

R

9

A

A

Q

A

No I don't think I knew him

Did Jack Ruby know Joe Civello

Joe Civello I don't think he did

Did you know Joe Civello

I knew him yes I didn't know him intimately
to

but I knew him to speak to him
11

12

13

14

Q

A

What did Joe Civello do for a living

I have no idea He had a whiskey store that's

where I met him in a whiskey store

Q Did he ever gamble to your knowledge
15

A Not to my knowledge
16

Q Did he ever go to any of your clubs
17

A No never did
IS

Q Did Jack Ruby know Joe or SamCampisi
19

A I'm sure he did yes They have a restaurant
20

there
21

Q What restaurant did they run
"2o

A Egyptian Lounge
43

Q Were you ever with Jack Ruby when he was with
24

either of the Campisis

A I could have eaten out there with Jack Ruby but
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that was all

Q There might have been a time when you all ate

together

A They would come over and say hello probably or

something like that They were pretty good hosts

Q Do you recall having dinner with Jack Ruby and the

Campisis in 1954 or '55

A I don't recall it but it's possible

Q Were you ever present with either of the

Campisis when Jack Ruby was present when business deals were

discussed

A No they would have no business dealings with

Jack Ruby

Q Do you knowwhether or not the Campisis ever went

to Ruby's club

A Everybody went to Ruby's club to see those hippies

I don't know that they did but I'd have to say they had

been

Q Were the Campisis ever involved in gambling

A Not that I know of

Q Did they ever cane to your club

A No

Q Did you know Johnnie Grizaaffi

A No not that I recall him I don't recall knowing

him What did he do
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Q Johnnie Grizzaffi was an associate of Lois Green

and Beeny Binion

A No

Q Did you know Sidney Siedband

A Who

Q Sidney Siedband S-i-e-d-b-a-n-d

A No

Q Did you know Jack Todd

A Jack Todd yes I knew Jack Todd

Q What did Jack Todd do

A Jack Todd to tell you the truth I don't know

what Jack Todd did Be was in Cuba too

Q What did Jack Todd do in Cuba

A Just came over there visiting

Q Did he see you when he was in Cuba

A I saw him once or twice yes

Q Whenwas that that he visited Cuba

A I don't know I don't have any idea

Q Would that have been the late '50's

A It had to be the late '50's

Q Was Jack Ruby there at the time Jack Todd was

there

A I don't think he was I'm positive he wasn't

can't say for sure but I'm positive he wasn't

Q Did Jack Ruby know Jack Todd
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A I'm sure he did I'm not positive he did but I

would say he did Everybody who went to that club knew

3 Jack Ruby
a Q Was Jack Todd a safe cracker

A I don't really know I wou)dn't have any way of

knowing

Q Did Jack Todd gamble
e A I don't recall ever seeing him gamble
9 Q Did he have any business dealings with you
to A Not any with me no
11 Q Do you know anyone he had business dealings with
12 A No
13 Q Are you familiar with Sue's Used Car Lot
14 A Whose
15 Q Sue's Used Car Lot
16 A What city is that in
t7

Q In the Dallas area
18 A No never been around a car lot in my life
19

Q Do you know that Jack Ruby and Jack Todd often
20

frequented Sue's Used Car Lot
21 A No I didn't
22

Q Did Jack Ruby know Izzy Miller
23 A It's possible They're both Jewish it's possible
24

Q Did you know Izzy Miller
25

A Yes
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Q What did he do for a living

A I don't know what he did He was a crap dealer

for arohile

Q Did he ever gamble at your club

A No

Q Did Jack Ruby know John Eli Stone

A Who

Q Johnny Eli Stone

A Not that I know of

Q Do you know him

A I wouldn't know I don't know who he knew But

I wouldn't think so I never heard of him

Q You never heard of Johnny Eli Stone

A Howdo you spell the last name

Q S-t-o-n-e

A i know Johnny Stone yes but Jack Ruby would

never know Johnny Stone Johnny Stone when I knew him

ran a bar up on called it the Turf Bar

Q Was there any gambling at the Turf Bar

A Not that I ever saw

Q Do you knowwhy Jack Ruby moved to Dallas

A I have no idea

Q Did you and Jack Ruby ever discuss why he came to

Dallas

A No never
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Q You said before that Jack Ruby discussed Chicago

with you generally

A He said he came up in Chicago and he came up in

a poor neighborhood and he would talk about what a rough

time he had when he was a kid andthat's the extent of his

talk about Chicago

Q Did he ever discuss anyone he grew up with

A No

Did he ever discuss any people he still knew in

Chicago

A No never

Q Do you know if Jack Ruby knew Barney Baker

A Barney Baker Barney Baker no

Q Did you know Mr Baker

A No I did not

Q Did Jack Ruby know Lenny Patrick

A Lenny Patrick I have no idea He could have

don't even knowwho Lenny Patrick was myself

Q Did Jack Ruby know Dave Yaras

A I don't know I don't think so

Q Did you know Dave Yaras

A I knew wtnhe was

Q Had you ever met him

A I don't think so I knew his brother He had a

brother named SamYaras I don't think I ever met Dave
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Is his name Dave Is that the name I don't think I ever

met him I met his brother His brother had slot machines

He was a slot machine man repaired slot machines

Q Where did he repair slot machines

A Right in his building

Q What city was that in

A I believe it was Field Street I'm not sure

wouldn't say for sure

Q What city was that in

A Dallas

In fact his brother died in Dallas

Q Do you remember when SamYaras came to Dallas

A Who

Q Do you knowwhen SamYaras came to Dallas

A I have no idea

Q Do you know if Jack Ruby knew SamYaras

A No he didn't know him

Q Did Jack Ruby know Paul Dorfman

A I have no idea I don't knowwho Paul Dorfman is

Q Did Jack Ruby know Lawrence Meyers

A Lawrence who

Q Meyers

A I don't know I don't know him

Q Did alyone from outside of Dallas consider moving

to Dallas to get into gambling operations
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A i don't know I really don't know

Q Did you ever hear of outside gamblers wanting to

come into Dallas

A No it's a possibility that it would happen and I

wouldn't know anything about it because it wasn't any of my

business

Q Was Jack Ruby involved in any prostitution related

activities

A Prostitution

Q Related activities

A No

Q Were any of his employees involved in prostitu

tion

A Not that I know of no I don't know about the

Carousel that's a different proposition I don't know about

that I don't think he would be no

Q Was it commonin Dallas for club employees to be

involved in prostitution

A No I don't think so I never heard of it

Q Was there much prostitution in Dallas

A Not too much by George there wasntt too much

Q Where was the prostitution that there was

A I don't knowwhere it was

Q Did it operate out of hotels

A It's a possibility they worked out of hotels
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Q Did you know a womannamed Helen Alfonse Roan

A Helen Alfonse what

Q Roan R-o-a-n

A Not that I recall no

Q Do you know if Jack Ruby had close relations with

any of his employees

A No I don't

Q Do you knowwhether or not there was any narcotics

activity in the Dallas area

A Never heard of it never

Q Did you know Paul Rowland Jones

A No I didn't know of him I've read about him

It seemed like he got into some trouble in Mexico It seemed

like when I read about him he got into some kind of trouble

in Mexico I never knew him

Q Did Jack Ruby knowhim

A No I couldn't say for sure but I wouldn't think

so

Q Did Jack Ruby know James or Bunny Breen B-r-a-e-n

A I never heard of them See a lot of these people

you're asking me if Jack Ruby knew he could have known

them and I didn't know it But as far as I know I didn't

know them myself

Q Was there any illegal gun sales in Dallas when

you were there
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A No not that I know of

Q Was there any transportation of guns to or from

other places

A Not that I know and I'm positive that there

wasn't

Q Did you know Robert Ray McKeown

A No I never heard of him either I read about

him in some of those articles about him but I never heard

of him

Q You didn't know if Jack Ruby knew him

A No If he had I think he would have told me if

he knew of those people you said about He's that kind of

a fellow I never heard of any of these people you're asking

most of them

Q Did you know of a John ThomasMason

A No John ThomasMason

Q Did Jack Ruby know of him

A I don't believe so Like I tell you I don't know

who he knew He could have known several of those people

and I wouldn't know it you know

Q Did you know Joseph Merola M-e-r-o-l-a

A No

Q Did Jack Ruby know him

A I don't know

Q To your knowledge
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A I have to keep telling you I don't knowwho Jack

Ruby knew but I wouldn't think so Maybehe did I don't

know

Q You stated previously that you did not ask Jack

Ruby for four guns in 1954

A I don't recall that no I've been asked that

several times and I don't recall it

Q Does it refresh your recollection to know that

Jack Rhby said that you requested four Cobras in 1959

A No it doesn't The only gun I can remember is

a gun he sent out here and I let it go back didn't take

it out of the-

Q (Interrupting) Can you think of any reason you

would have wanted guns in 1959

A No reason I would have wanted guns in 159 I was

in Cuba I'd get myself killed if I had guns over there

Q You stated previously that to your knowledge

Jack Ruby only owned one gun

A One gun as far as I know He could have awned

two or three but I didn't know about it There wouldn't

be any way I'd know it

Q Do you recall being interviewed by the FBI in

June of 1964 by special ants McFaul and Stevens in Las

Vegas

A I remember being interviewed by the FBI a lbt
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of times I don't know the exact dates

Q Did you tell the FBI in June of 1964 that Jack

Ruby kept a couple of guns at his residence although he was

not a gun collector

A If I did I don't recall that The only gun I

ever saw that Jack Ruby had was a gun that he carried in a

sack,when he closed up at night he'd take his gun out of

his sack and put it in his pocket and go deposit his money

and then put the gun in his glove compartment That's all

I recall

Q If you told the FBI in June of 1964 that you had

seen a couple of old guns in Jack Ruby's residence would

that have been the truth at that time

A That I saw a couple of old guns It's a possibili

ty that he had two guns I don't remember to tell you the

truth But I do remember the gun that he always had on

him when he went out to his club

Q You mentioned earlier a couple of times when Jack

Ruby asked you for help One was with reference to the

curfew problem and one was with reference to AGVA

Did he aver call you for help on any other matter

A No not a thing

Q Did you ever ask him for help on anything

A No

Q Whydid Jack Ruby think to call you long distance
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to ask about his problems with AGVA

A He was just like that He would call me on most

any of his darn problems He was just like that

Q Did he call about any other problems

A That's the only problem he had I guess was the

AGVAand Miller he got it taken care of that same day I

belive It must have been a minor thing or something

Q Did you have any previous contacts with AGVAthat

would make him think that you could help him

A No I don't think he would know I had any con

tacts He just called me and asked me if I knew anyone that

knew the president of AGVA It just happened that I did

know Miller and I called Miller to help him

Q Were you familiar at all with AGVAin Dallas

A Not at all

Q While you were there

A No

Q Did you know Vincent Lee

A Who

Q Vincent Lee who worked for AGVAin Dallas

A Vincent Lee no I didn't

Q Did you know James Henry Dolan who worked for

AGVAin Dallas

A It seems like I met him Did he work for AGVA

Was that the union he worked for
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Q He did for a while

A He worked for some union I didn't knowwhat

union it was I met him once or twice I think

Q Do you know anything about his activities with the

union

A Nothing I didn't even know it was AGVA I knew

it was a union

Q Did you ever have any dealings with any other

unions

A None whatsoever

Do you know Tony Pappa

A No

Q Do you know Mike Shore

A No

Q What can you tell us about Jack Ruby's relations

with the Dallas Police Department

A I can just tell you--I be been asked that before

too He was always I don't know I guess he thought it

would help his place He was always courteous to then At

Christmas time I think he would give some of them presents

whiskey or something That's my idea I don't know for

sure He was very close with them A TVannounce there

named I can't think of his name but one of the TV

announcers he just liked to get everywhere

Q Was it Gordon McLendon
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A I think that's the name yes He knew Gordon

very well I'd hear him speak of him all the time

Q I'm sorry you would hear Jack Ruby speak of

McLendon

A Yes maybe he ran ads with him or something I

don't know Just like Tony I think the reason he knew

Tony was on account of his ads in the papers and things I

would say

Q Did you know Gordon McLendon

A No sir

Q Did Jack Ruby ever talk to you about Gordon

McLendon

A To tell you the truth he either introduced

Brescia,in that letter Icpve you,to Gordon or Brescia

introduced him to Gordon McLendon I'm not sure which way

it was But Brescia used to come to Dallas with a pro

fessional basketball team What's the name of that trick

team

Q Globetrotters

A It wasanother one It was a well-known team

And Brescia was a publicity man for them

Q Did Jack Ruby have any friends with the Dallas

Police Department

A I really don't know I have no idea I wasn't

that familiar with him to know bho his friends were
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Q Did Jack Ruby ever tell you that he had pull with

the Dallas Police Department

A No he didn't

Q To your knowledge did Jack Ruby ever exercise any

pull with the Dallas Police Department

A Not to my knowledge no

Q Were you familiar with the Dallas Police Associa

tion

A No sir I don't think I knew many policemen in

Dallas

Q Did you know Lieutenant George Butler who-formerly

headed the Dallas Police Association

A I didn't know him intimately I knew who he was

Q What did you know about Lieutenant Butler

A I think he was the head of the vice squad I be

lieve I'm mot sure

Q Howdid you happen to know him

A I don't remember how I met him

Q Was he an associate of H L Hunt

A I wouldn't think so

Q Did Jack Ruby know Lieutenant George Butler

A Did Jack Ruby know Butler I wouldn't think so

He could have I don't know

Q Did Jack Ruby ever complain that he had some prob

lems with the police other than that one curfew incident
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A That's the only time I ever heard of I think

it was about a curfew I sent him to Schepps Be said

he was being harassed because he was Jewish and I said the

man for-you to go to see is go see Mr Schepps and explain

it to him Maybe he can straighten it out

@ Did members of the Dallas Police Department ever

come to Jack Ruby for information

A Not that I know of

Q Did members of the FBI office in Dallas ever come

to Jack Ruby for information

A I don't know but I wouldn't think so

Q During the-time you were in Dallas did organized

crime have any impact on activities in Dallas

A Organized crime no Like I told you the people

that had the gambling there was Miller and Scarborough and

Dalton as far as I know

Q So it was your impression that it was a local

operation

A Local Operation

Q Was there anyone from outside who had an influence

on Dallas that you know of

A Not that I know of I would have to say no

Q On November 20 1963 what contact did you have

with an agency of the federal government

A On what
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Q On November 20 1963 did you have any contact

with any agency of the government

A Maybe it was the FBI questioning me

Q That was prior to the assassination

A Was that prior

Q Yes

A I don't know of any in '63 no

Q Do you recall on November 20 1963 that you

applied for the renewal of a work card in Nevada

A Sure

Q Do you remember around that time that you had to

get a renewal

A '63 let me see '63 that was when I got into the

Thunderbird yes

Q What did you have-

A I got a sheriff's card

Q A what

A A sheriff's card You had to get a sheriff's

card I've got one in my pocket Do you want to see it

Would you like to see it

Q Sure

A Everybody that works here has to have one of

these

Q So the fact that you were applying for the work

card was not because you were in any kind of trouble
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A Of course not

Q Did you have a card previously

A I had a card I've got it somewhere Here's one

I had downtown (indicating)

MR PURDY Mr McWillie is showing me a Las

Vegas Police Department registration card A-58376 which

is a permanent card He's listed as a pit boss His

address and signature and the signature of the Chief of

Police are listed

THEWITNESS That's a sheriff's card I got that

in '63 when I came here

MR PURDY He's also handed me a Clark County

Sheriff's Department ID card No 63658 which is dated

February 15 1963 His name is listed He has signed it

and it is signed by Sheriff Ralph Lamb L-a-m-b

THEWITNESS And it shows where I worked at the

Thunderbird they scratched it out This other card was a

permanent card Whenyou work downtown you have to have

one of these (indicating) it was permanent Nowyou have

to have one of these (indicating) You don't have to have

this combined now with the sheriff

BYMR PURDY

Q So right nowall you need is a card from the police

department and you don't need i card from the sheriff's

office
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A You have to have a card from the sheriff's office

not this card (indicating)

Q Not the Las Vegas Police Department card

A The sheriff is more or less a police chief now

Q Since you still have and obviously had or was

issued in February of 1963 what reason would you have had

in November of 1963 to apply for any other kind of card

A 1963 maybe that was when I was going to Arruba

I had to go to the police chief I think and I had to get

a letter from the police chief to get cleared down there be

cause they cleared you through Scotland Yards add the FBI

and the local here That's the only thing I can recall

Q Do you recall a Mr Robert Kellerer an identifi

cation officer with the Reno Sheriff's Office

A No I don't

Q Did you-

A (Interrupting) I had a card up those too I

threw it away I think

Q On November 20 1963 would there have been any

reason that you would have needed to contact the Reno

Sheriff's Office for a renewal of a card or for any other

reason

A Maybe they contacted them down here That's

probably what happened

Q By November 20 1963 you had already moved fr.=
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Reno to Las Vegas is that right

A November '63 yes I came here in '63 at the

Thunderbird Now it's a possibility that checking me out

they checked with the Reno Police Department I would have

to say that they might do that They would do that wouldn't

they

Q Mr McWillie you stated previously that you re

ceived a phone call from Jack Ruby sometime in 1963 about

his problems with AGVA

A That's right

Q About when in 1963 was that

A It was the early part of 1963 I think Let me

see '63 now I went to the Thunderbird in '63 It had

to be the early part of '63 Doesn't the FBI have it on

its report I told them about it I'm sure they do It's

hard for me to remember dates

Q We understand I think you're doing very well

Now that communication had been in the form of

telephone calls right

A He must have called me three or four times The

FBI even asked me why he called me

Q After that contact with Jack Ruby what other

contact did you have with him prior to the assassination

A He would write me letters about his club the new

club he had and how beautiful it was and about the razor
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blades he sent me some razor blades once or twice

Sheffield razor blades I think they called them

Q Did you and Jack Ruby ever talk again on the

phone prior to the assassination

A Prior to the assassination

Q Right

A Just about the AGVA

Q Did you see Jack Ruby again after those phone

calls about the AGVAand prior to the assassination

A No never sawhim again

Q Whenwas the last time that you saw Jack Ruby

prior to the assassination

A The last time I saw Jack Ruby prior to the

assassination I was driving from Miami to Cal-Neva Lodge

where I was going to work in June in 1961 I stopped at

his house and slept there that night and then drove on

Q Did you see Jack Ruby again after the assassins

tion

A Never never seen Jack Ruby after that time I

saw him

Q Did you and Jack Ruby ever =chime any letters

after the assassination

A No sir I had all I wanted of Jack Ruby Every

time I turned around the FBI was questioning me about him

You know I wouldn't write him I'm not that silly
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Q Did you and Jack Ruby ever talk on the phone

after the assassination

A No sir

Q Did you and Jack Ruby ever send any messages of

any kind to each other after the assassination

A No sir After the assassination I didn't want

to hear his name again

MR WOLF Let the record reflect that we've re

turned to Mr McWillie the original letters that he received

from his brother concerning Tony Zoppi and the trip to Cuba

THEWITNESSMybrother got it from ?tatty Brescia

and Matty Brescia got it from Tony Zoppi

BYMR WOLF

Q Mr McWillie I'd now like to question you con

cerning the time when you were in Cuba and several indivi

duals you may have met while you were there

You've testified that you moved to Cuba in approxi

mately the middle of 1958 is that correct

A I went there in '58 yes right

Q Was that your first trip to Cuba

A I had been to Cuba I took my mother and wife and

daughter to Cuba in the '40's just for a trip overnight on

a boat Wetook a ship over there the Florida I think

they called it

Q Had you been there any other time prior to the
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middle of 1958
2 A No
3 Q On your first trip in 1958 how long did you

stay in Cuba

A I stayed until we broke relations with Cuba in

161 January 1 1961

Q And you testified that when you moved to Cuba

you went to work at the Tropicana Hotel is that correct

A That is right

Q And how did you obtain the job at the Tropicana

Hotel while you were in Dallas

A A fellow called me from Cuba and asked me if I'd

be interested in going over there to work and I set up an

appointment and went there and talked to them and then went

back to Dallas and went back to Cuba in about a week I

believe

Q So you did return to Dallas after the first trip

to Cuba

A I think maybe a week ten days

Q Whowas that who called you

A A fellow named Johnny Williams

Q Howdid he get your name

A I met him in Dallas I don't know how I met him

but I did meet him and he found out I was in the gamgling

business and he said "Maybe I can get you a good job over
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in Cuba. Sure enough he called me a week or so after he

left Dallas

Q Where did Mr Williams work

A Mr Williams didn't work I don't knowwhat Mr

Williams did to tell you the truth

Q Where did he live

A He lived in Boston

Q And where did you first meet Mr Williams

A I met him in Dallas

Q He was just visiting at that time

A Sir

Q He was just visiting at that time

A He was just visiting Dallas I don't recall how

I met him but I met him in Dallas

Q And who did you see when you first welt to Cuba

for the interview

A I went to see the Poxes They had a meeting and

there was Martinez Pox and Oscar Cheninder

Q Was Pedro Pox present

A Pedro Pox that's Martinez's brother There were

several Cubans there and an interpreter

Q Were the Poxes the owners of the Tropicana

A They were the only owners I was the only

American in there

Q Do you know Mr T W Richardson

A yes sir sure do
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Q And how do you know Mr Richardson

A Howlong have I known him

Q Howlong have you known and how do you knowMr

Richardson

A I've knownMr Richardson since I started dealing

dice about 40 some odd years ago 47 years ago

Q You met him in Dallas

A No I met him in Mississippi I was dealing dice

in Mississippi then

Q Did Mr Richardson have any connection with Cuba

A I think T W had something to do with the

managing the Capri

Q Did you see him while you were in Cuba

A Didn't see him too much I did see him in Cuba

Q Did you see him that first time when you went over

to take the job at the Tropicana

A No I didn't see him He didn't know I was there

T W was in the Riverside Hotel and he left H was the

manager of the Riverside Hotel I took his place when he

resigned in '62 I think But I've known T N for years

He's a -very-nice man

Q You stated that you met the Poxes when you first

went over to interview for your job with the Tropicana and

you also stated that you were promised a percentage of the

Trppicana if things were successful
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A Martinez promised me a percentage if it ever

did any business but it never did any business That

was right at the time of the revolution Do you have what

date I went over to work there

Q Approximately September of 458

A I was going to say August It must have been

September

Q was the Tropicana successful prior to the revo

lution

A It had been successful It was a very beautiful

place beautiful shows beautiful gaming room

Q Were the Foxes financially well off

A Yes I'm sure they were

Q Were they the whole owners of the casino

A Were they what

almost positive

Q They had no partners

A No

Q Do you know if they weer received financial backing

from anybody

A They didn't need any financial backing

Q Did they ever get any loans from anybody
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A I wouldn't think so because they had a big business

that mademthing but money for years and years They had

the numbers and every other thing

Q Do you know did Jack Ruby know the Foxes

A Yes I introduced him to the Foxes

Q Whenhe came to Cuba

A Whenhe came there I Introduced him yes

Q Did he have any other dealings with the Foxes

A He ran around with me The whole time he was there

he was running around me except when he went to bed

Q What happened to the Foxes when the government

closed the hotel

A Well they eventually all went to Miami

Q They did not stay in Cuba

A Sir

Q They did not stay in Cuba

A They stayed there for a while but eventually they

left and went to Miami

Q And you took a job at the Capri Hotel is that

correct

A Right

Q Whodid you know at the Capri Hotel to get the

23 job
24 A If I remember correctly I think it was Martinez
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I'd go up there And I went up there and saw some fellow

Angelo I don't know his last name but his first name was

Aggelo

Q Could the lastrame have been Bruno

A No

Q Do you know a Mr Angelo Bruno

A I've known him to see him in Cuba I've seen him

in Cuba I don't know Mr Bruno

Q You never met Mr Bruno

A No just to say hello He knew who I was because

in this business I'm a pretty good man in the gamabling

business I've been in it so many years

Q Do you know a Mr Willie Bischoff

A Lefty Clark that was his name Wasn't his name

Lefty Clark I never did know his right name

Q Yes also known as Lefty Clark

A I took his place in the Tropicana They let him

go and I took his place there

Q Whywas Mr Bischoff let go do you know

A Well it had sanething to do with the Black Jack

getting cheated or something something like that That's

what I heard I don't knowwhy they let him go

Q Did you associate with Mr Bischoff at all after

he was let go

A No just to say hello
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Q Do you know if Jack Ruby knew Mr Bischoff

A No I'm sure he didn't

Q Do you know a Mr Babe Baron

A No I know who he is If it's the fellow I'm

thinking about he used to be at the Sands

6 Q Yes

A I don't know him but I knowtho he is He may be

dead Is he living

Q He's still alive

A I didn't know that But I knowwho he is They

call him the General But I never met him in my life

Q Did you know that he was in Cuba

A No I didn't

Q Do you know if Jack Ruby knew him at all

A If Jack Ruby met him

Q Right

A I wouldn't think so

Q Whowere the owners of the Capri

A I don't know I don't have any idea I went in

there and took charge of the day shift and I don't know

how long I was there to tell you the truth But it wasn't

too long I went to open up one morning and they stuck

machine guns in my stomach and I gave them the keys and

turned around and walked off

Did you ever work at the Riviera Hotel
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A No

Q Did you have any affiliation with the Riviera

A No

Q Whenyou were at the Tropicana what were your

primary duties

A To manage the casino

Q Were you familiar generally with the prior

management of the casino operation

A No not the bookkeeping and all that kind of

thing I was familiar with running seeing that the games

didn't get cheated and the dealers and everything stayed

in line

Q Were you responsible for hiring individuals to work

in the casino

A No they hired all them There wasn't nothing but

Cubans working there when I was there

Q Did the casino have to pay a tax to the Cuban

government to operate

A I really don't know I wouldn't know

Q Did Cuban officials have to be bribed to have

a casino operation

A I don't know There wouldn't be any way I'd know

24
Q Were you familiar with any of the Cuban officials

in the government at that time
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A No

Q Do you recollect any of their names

A No I could not recollect one name Ventura I

think he was the chief of police I believe it was but I

didn't know him I'd see him come in there with his body

guards

Q Do you recall any other names of Cuban officials

A Officials

Q Officials who would have responsibility to super

vise casinos

A Supervise the casinos

Q Or involved generally

A No Ventura didn't have rothing to do with

the casino I just knew him to see him because he was

supposed to be a very vicious fellow

Q Howabout any other Cuban officials in the govern

ment generally can you recall any of their names

A No I wouldn't have any reason to know any of them

Did the casinos make payments to any non-government

officials to continue operating the owners of the casinos

A No I wouldn't think so It belonged to them

Q The Foxes never discussed that with you

A I didn't understand

Q Did the Foxes ever discuss the general operation of

the casino with you
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A No in fact they couldn't even speak English

One could speak English Pedro

Q Do you know a Mr NormanRothman

A I know him to see him

Q Have you ever met Mr Rothman

A It was in Cuba yes He'd come in and out of the

Tropicana every once in a while He came up and introduced

himself to me and shook hands with me I'd see him gambling

the when I'd go around to different places

Q Did you ever have any discussions with Mr Rothman

A No

Q Do you know a Mr Santo Trafficante

A Knowhim to see him

Q Have you ever met Mr Trafficante

A Like I say he knew who I was and he shook hands

with me when he saw me but that was it I've been asked

that a lot of times too but I didn't knowMr Trafficante

intimately no

Q Did anybody introduce you to him or did he intro

duce himself to you

A Maybe Pedro did I don't know when he would come

a party or something

Q Did you ever meet Mr Trafficante apart from being

in Cuba in the casinos

A Not that I remember no
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Q You never met Mr Trafficante in the United States

A Not that I recall Maybe I did I don't think so

Q Are you aware that Mr Trafficante was imprisoned

in Cuba

A Yes there were a bunch of them imprisoned

Q Were you in Cuba at that time

A Yeah

Q Do youknowwhy Mr Trafficante was imprisoned

A To tell you the truth I don't I think they

just wanted to get them out of there myself

Q Did you visit Mr Trafficante in prison

A I didn't visit him I went out there once or

twice to visit a fellow he was a dealer He had a young

son and a wife and he gambled all his money away At times

we would take up a collection amongst dealers and give him

money I went out there once or twice to see kim

Q Did you see anybody else in prison

A I saw everybody out there Trafficante I think he

was in there

Q Did you sea Mr Trafficante

A law him but I didn't talk to him

Q You saw him but you could not talk to him

A I didn't know him that intimately

Q Do you know of anybody who did visit Mr Trafficant

in prison
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A No I don't I went out there with someone but I

don't recall who it was

Q Do you know a John Wilson Hudson

A Who

Q A John Wilson Hudson

A Hudson

Q Yes

A No sir I don't

Q Were you afraid of being imprisoned yourself

A They never did bother me for some reason I don't

knowwhy They never did the whole time I was there

Q Do you have any accounting for that

A Sir

Q Do you know any reason why they would not bother

A Sir

Q Do you know any reason why they would not bother

you

A I don't know It could have been the loxes I

don't know I don't knowwhy they didn't but they didn't

i never was arrested there If I'd have stayed there I'd

probably have gotten arrested after we broke relations with

them I left the first day of January 1961 I think it was

Q Was Jack Ruby in Cuba visiting you during the time

when you went to visit the prison and saw Santo Trafficante
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there

A I don't think so He could have been but I

don't think so He could have been but I don't really think

he was I don't remember what date Jack was there

Did you discuss with Jack Ruby the imprisonment

of many of the people that were working in Cuba

A No I didn't discuss things like that with him

Q What other individuals did you see during your

visit to that prison Do you remember the names of them

A I saw Dino Dino Cellini He was the manager of

the place too where I had worked

Q Which place was that

A Tropicana Then he was at the Riviera

Q And you knew Mr Cellini

A I didn't know him initimately I knew him to talk

to him how's business and this and that

Q Did you aver have any business dealings with Mr

Cellini

A Never

Q Did Jack Ruby know Mr Cellini

A No he wouldn't know Dino

Q Did Jack Ruby knowMr Trafficante

A No

Q Was Mr Rothman put in prison

A I don't think so I don't belies he was
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Q Did you visit Mr Cellini when he was in prison

A Sir

Q Did you visit Mr Cellini when he was in prison

A I said hello tohim because I knew him

Q But the primary reason for your going to the

prison was-

A (Interrupting) To see this fellow Degeorgio or

whatever his name was

Q was there only one prison where all the people

were kept

A No they had two prisons They had one they

called Principle was a real bad prison This one didn't

look like a prison It had a wire fence around it

Q What could you do to try and help a friend of

yours who was in prison to get out

A I wasn't trying to help him get out I just went

out there to say hello to him

Q Was there anything one could do even if not

yourself generally

A No I don't think so I wouldn't know but I

wouldn't think they could get them out

Q Could you bribe anybody to get them out of prison

A I don't really know about that I don't know

Q Did you know Mr Meyer Lansky

A No sir never laid eyes on him in my life I know
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his brother knew his brother

Q Jake

A Jake very fine man

Q Howdid you know Jake

A I knew Jake in Cuba

Q Howdid you first meet Jake

A I don't recall how I met him I just don't re

call I did meet him It might have been through Dino

Q Did Jack Ruby know Jake Lanaky

A No positive he didn't

Q What was the nature of your relationship with

Jake Lansky

A Just to say hello and that's all

Q Did you ever have dinner with him

A No

Q What casino did Mr Lansky operate at

A Mr Lansky was around the Riviera I don't know if

he operated it or what but he was there Jake Lansky I'm

talking about

Q Did you knowMr John Roselli

A I didn't know him I've seen him around town here

like I told the FBI and then Mr Fenton I've seen Mr

Roselli aroundhere Any time I would go in the Sands to see

a show I would see him there

Q Did you ever see Mr Roselli outside of Vegas
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A Never in my life

Q You never saw him in Cuba

A I don't-think he was in Cuba when I was there

Q Did you ever talk to him while he was here in

Vegas

A I never talked to him while he was there He's

kind of a belligerent fellow I had no reason to say any

thing to him

Q Do you know a Mr SamGiancana

A No

Q Have you heard of Mr Giancana

A I don't know him

Q You never met Mr Giancana

A No

Q Do you know if Mr Roselli or Mr Giancana had

interests in Cuban casinos

A There wouldn't be any way I'd know that

Q Had you heard that before

A I never heard of it no What attracted me to Mr

Roselli was any time I ever saw him he had on dark glasses

and he was a well dressed fellow and a fellow you would

notice in a crowd you know especially with the dark

glasses on

Q You stated that you were the oniy American working

at the Tropicana all the other employees were Cuban
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A That's right

them especially on the dice games you know The dice

games are pretty hard to deal and understand and learn

it was mostly American dealers

Q Whenyou were hired at the casino did you have

to apply for an employee work card like you've shown us for

here in the state of Nevada

A No I had to go to Dallas and get after Castro

got there I had to go to Dallas and get a letter from the

sheriff

Q What type of letter

A Sir

Q What type of letter from the sheriff

A As to my character you know I hadn't been .in

trouble there

Q That was after Castro took over

A Yes and I took it back and gave it to the Foxes

Q Prior to Castro taking over in 1958 or '59 1958

did you have in September of '58 when you first got your

job at the Tropicana did you have to apply for a work card

through the Cuban government

A No I just went in there and talked to than and
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got the job and went to work

Q Whendid you leave Cuba

A January 1 1961

Q You stayed approximately two years then after

Fidel Castro took over

A '59 '60 yes almost two years

Q From 1958 through 1961 did you ever return to the

United States for visits

A Many times yes I used to bring money and

deposit it for to a Foxes

Q And where would that be deposited

A Sir

Q Where would that be deposited

A Well I deposited money in the PanAmerican Bank

and I deposited money in the I think it was a Miami bank

I don't know

Q Were mat of your trips to Miami

A Sir

Q Were mat of your trips from Cuba to Miami

A To the banks yes

Q Did you ever go anywhere else besides Miami when

you returned for a visit

A No

Q Howdid you keep in touch with your friends in

the United States while you were in Cuba
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100
A I didn't keep in touch with them

2 Q Did you write them at all

A Very few of them

Q Did you phone them at all

A No

Q Did you ever make any phone calls while you were

in Cuba back to the United States

A I don't recall getting any Maybe Jack Ruby

called about Tony Zoppi maybe said they were comingor

something like that Otherwise I never got any calls

Q Did you ever place any calls from Cuba to people

in the United States

A Not that I recall I don't knowwho it could

have been

Q You told us about Mr Meyer Panits

A Sir

Q Mr Meyer Panits P-a-n-i-t-s

A Panitz yeah

Q Did you ever call Mr Panits in Miami

A It's possible that I did because he's a very

close friend cf mine

Q Could that phone call have been right after Jack

Ruby visited you

A Oh no I think Panits was in Cuba when Jack Ruby

was there I believe he was in Cuba
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Q He was a close friend of Jack Ruby is that

correct

A Panitz yes

Q What activities did Mr Panitz engage in

A Years ago many years ago he was a book maker

Q Howmany years ago was that

A Oh Christ I'd say 35 40 years ago

Q After that what type of activity did he engage

in

A He could have worked in Cuba I'm not sure I

think he worked in Cuba

Q You knew him in Dallas is that correct

A Yes Memphis too

Q And did there came a time when he moved to Miami

A Did what

Q Did Mr Panitz moveto Miami

4 He was in Dallas he worked in Dallas He worked

for me at the Top of the Hill what we call box watching

the crap games sitting down Where else did he work He

could have worked around the Top of the Hill I remember

that and I believe he worked in Cuba I believe he worked

at the Capri too in Cuba

Q What period of time was that

A I don't have any idea I'm sure he worked here

Q Did Jack Ruby see Mr Panitz while he was in
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Cuba

A I couldn't say for sure

Q You assume he would have if Mr Panitz was there

A I'm sure if Panitz was there at the time yeah

Like I say I don't know what year he was there

Q Is Mr Panitz alive today
7 A He's dead

Q And you don't recall calling Mr Panitz !ram Cuba

right after Jack Ruby was there

A Right after Jack Ruby was there

Q Right after Jack Ruby visited you you don't

recall calling Mr Panitz in Miami

A I don't recall calling him It's possible

Q Do you know Misty Lane Miner

A Yes

Q Wowdo you knowMs Miner

A I used to go with her for a few months She was

in Cuba too

Q Whenwas she in Cuba

A I don't know She wasn't there to see me She

just cameover there Wehad broken up a couple or three

years before I think she was there around a week I'm not

sure

Q Did she see you when she was in Cuba

A Yes I said hello to her
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Q Did she give you any message from Jack Ruby

A No

Q Did Jack Ruby knowher

A He knew her sure

Q Howlong did Jack Ruby stay in Cuba when he visited

you

A To the best of my recollection I'd say six days

maybe not over a week I don't think

Q Can you remember what activities Mr Rudy did

while he was down there

A He was right out there where I worked Every

morning when I got up he was there When I left the place

he went with me to eat and went to bed

Q Were there any special shows during that period

of time that Mr Ruby wanted to see or things to do

A The best show down there was at the Capri Maybe

he went there once or twice

Q Do you remember anything in particular that Mr
19

Ruby did during that week
20

A I don't remember a darn thing he did'but bug me
21

all week
2.2

Whenwas this that Mr Ruby visited you in Cuba
23

A I'd have to say it was in '59
24

Q Do you remember the month it was
25
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lieve it was August I don't know for sure

Q Howdo you pinpoint the date of August

A It just seems like to me it was in August I

told Mr Fenton that I believe

Q Is there anything particular that sticks out in

your mind

A No it just seems like it was the middle of the

year I'd have to say it was right around August I'd say

I'm not sure There's no way I could tell you for sure

Q Was it during hurricane season

A No I don't think so I think the hurricane

season starts in September I'm not sure

Q Did Mr Ruby to your knowledge ever visit Cuba

at any other time

A Not that I know of I would say no

Q He never discussed any other visits with you

A I would say no because i never did see hia there

any more I know if he had been there I would have seen

him

Q when he was -fn Cuba did you discuss the Castro

situation with Mr Ruby

A No

Q You have no idea ha+ long prior to Castro's taking

over he was down there

A No I don't I really don't I know that Castro
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had taken over when he was there that he had already taken

over I think he took over Na Year's of 1959 I believe

Q To clarify the dates of Jack Ruby's visit in

Cuba to the best of your recollection it was August of

1959

A That's what I'd say I don't really know Look

at the FBI report maybe they know I'm not trying to be

smart but I don't know the date

Q I understand that We're trying to clarify it

for the record

11 In other words it was definitely after Castro

took over

A Definitely yes It was definiteV after Castro

took over That's when they really needed business That's

the reason I called him They were trying to get Tony to

come down there I couldn't say for sure but I'd have to

say it was around July or August

Q So due to the Castro takeover you needed business

and you suggested to the Foxes-

A (Interrupting) I suggested this thing to them

before that too They finally made up their minds after

business got so bad they was doing anything to try to get

business because not many people came over there tourists

after Castro got there

Q So you suggested to the Foxes that you knew Jack
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Ruby

A I knew Tony Zoppi and I knew a man that could get

him to bring him over there

Q And when did you first meet Mr Zoppi

A I'd say in the middle '40'a just to speak to

him I didn't know him well He was a columnist and he'd

make night clubs and you'd see him around night clubs and

restaurants

Q Whydidn't you:call Mr Zoppi directly to see if

he would come over

A Because I didn't know him that well Jack Ruby

did business with him with the paper He was with the

Dallas Morning News In fact he was with Zoppi like I

told you when president Kennedy got shot I believe I

believe he was there the next day or the same day I mean

I'm going by the papers what the papers said

Q Howdid you first get in touch with Jack Ruby

about inviting Tony Zoppi and himself to come down to Cuba

A I believe I called him on the phone I'm not sure

It's possible that I did I might have written him a

letter I don't know

Q And what was Mr Ruby's reaction

A It was all right He said he could get him to

come He was supposed to come
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A I just told him it would help us out at the

Tropicana if he could get Tony down there and give us some

writeups in his column

Q Did you wait until Jack Ruby called you back to

get in touch with Tony Zoppi

A I don't recall I know Tony agreed to cane down

there I even called him or he called me I don't know

which

Q Did you call Tony directly

A No I called Jack I didn't know Tony well enough

to talk to him

Q After your first phone call with Jack Ruby what

period of time elapsed until either Jack called you or you

called Jack back to-

A (Interrupting) It was a pretty good while

Q It was a long time

A I would say it was a few months

Q So then you probably called him sometime in the

spring of 1959 and then it would be a few months it

would be August until he finally came down

A I'd have to say that yeah then he came by him

self If Tony would have came with him then all this

wouldn't be going on here It's an unfortunate thing that

he didn't come with him I think I sent him two tickets

I'm not sure I'm positive I Bent him two tickets
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Q You sent Jack Ruby two tickets

A Two tickets one for him and one for Zoppi

Q And that was after Jack Ruby told you that Zoppi

had agreed to come

A That he would come yeah I'd have to say that's

correct

Q And the two tickets were being paid for by the

hotel

A They paid me the money I bought the tickets

Q You bought the tickets

A Yeah I bought the tickets but they gave me the

money

Q They gave you the money

A Oh sure It wasn't a hotel it was a night club

The Tropicana wasn't a hotel

Q And they did not expect to be paid back for these

two tickets did they

A Oh no it was part of their publicity They

spent a"lot of money advertising In fact they had a sign

across the causeway in Miami about a block long for years

Q And you prepaid the two tickets and sent them to

Jack Ruby is that correct

A I paid for them with money is that what you mean

prepaid

Q Yes
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A Yes

Q Did you also tell Mr Ruby that or make for Mr

Ruby any accommodations for where they would stay when they

got down there

A I told them that they would be taken care of in

any hotel they wanted to the bill would be taken care of

because that was the agreement I had with the Faces

Q And that was not prepaid in advance was it

A No

Q Where did Jack Ruby stay when he got down there

A They didn't pay his way when he got there because

he didn't bring Zoppi He stayed at a little hotel there

I was living at the Foxa at the time F-o-x-a it was an

apartment building He stayed in a little hotel I could

look out my window and see it down on the corner

Q Was his ticket still paid for even though Tony

Zoppi didn't come

A Wewent ahead and paid that they did rather I

didn't get it back

Q The letter you've given us today from Tony Zoppi

the portion of the letter you gave to us today do you still

have the top of that letter

A The whole letter

Q Yes

A No it was a personal letter to this fellow her.
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That's the only part I had of it

Q The letter was addressed to

A The letter that Tony sent was sent to Brescia

Q Right And did he give you the entire letter or

just the bottom portion

A He gave me the entire letter but I tore off the

bottom part because that was the only part that concerned

me It was all personal

Q And you destroyed the top portion You no longer

have the top portion of the letter

A There wasn't anything in there that anyone would

be interested in I just read the bottom part where he

concluded his letter and tore it out

Q Do you still have the top part

A No

Q Was there any reason you didn't give that letter

to Mr Cline and Mr Penton when they came to talk to you

A I told them I had it

Q Did they ask to see it

A They told me if I got subpoenaed to bring it with

me I'm pretty sure they did I'm positive I brought it

up to them You see when they interviewed me I was at a

friend of mine's house staying overnight because they were

gone out of town and they were scared someone would break in

their house and they came over there In fact I went down
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and met them

Q Do you knowwhy Tony Zoppi couldn't go to Cuba

A Sir

Q Do you know why Tony Zoppi couldn't go to Cuba on

that trip

A Whyhe didn't coma

Q Yes

A No I don't I have no idea I guess he was

busy or something couldn't make it

Q Whydid Jack Ruby come

A He just wanted to use the free ticket I guess

Q Before Jack Ruby came did he tell you that Tony

Zoppi would not be coming

A No he didn't tell me I would have told him to

stay there then I wouldn't have had all this

Q Do you recall being interviewed by the FBI concern

ing Jack Ruby's visits to Cuba

A I recall them interviewing me about Jack Ruby yes

Q Did you tell the FBI about Tony Zoppi

A I don't think I did to tall you the truth I

didn't think about it until I got the darn letter Then it

all came back to me why he was coming down there

Q And this letter is the letter you received in 19767

A I received a letter in 1976 from my brother yes

Q So from 1963 to 1976 you had just forgotten
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A I had just forgot about it to tell you the

truth I was all shook up about the darn thing happening and

it just slipped my mind

Q Wasn't really the only reason for Ruby to come

visit was to get Tony Zoppi

A That's right

Isn't that the primary reason for him to visit

A That's the only reason that he came down there

was he was supposed to bring Tony Zoppi and he didn't bring

him

Q It wasn't to give Jack Ruby a vacation was it

A No I don't think so It might have been what I

told the FBI because like I say I was so shook up when I

talked to them that first time and I didn't know what to

tell them

Q In an FBI interview dated June 9 1964 and the

interview being conducted on June 8 1964 by special agents

Stevens and McFaul let me read you part of what you said

about Jack Ruby's visit to Cuba You stated "In 1959 date

nnrecalled he wrote to Ruby and asked him if he woald like

to come to Havana for a week He stated there was no ulterior

motive and that he had been a close friend of Ruby's and

extended this invitation as one would to a brother He

realised Ruby was working hard with his Dallas night club and

felt that Ruby needed a rest Because thecost of plane
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tickets in Havana could be paid for bypesos for approximately

one fifth of the cost of the ticket in the United States

he purchased a .round-trip ticket for Ruby at his own ex

pense and mailed it to Ruby in Dallas after which Ruby

boarded a plane and flew to Havana for a visit.

Later in the report if I may just read another

paragraph it states "With further regard to the airline

ticket purchased by McWillie he stated that as best he

can recall the peso evaluation of this ticket was about

$75 and that he had personally absorbed the cost He could

not be certain whether Ruby repaid him for this ticket after

Ruby reached Havana again explaining that he purchased the

ticket at Havana and mailed it to Ruby at one fifth of what

it would cost Ruby to buy a comparable ticket in Dallas

He does not recall standing any other expenses for Ruby in

connection with the trip and was unable to state whether

Ruby had repaid him for the cost of the ticket or not.

Now is that an accurate account of what}ou told

the FBI

A I may have told them that but Zoppi was supposed

to come with Ruby It just slipped my mind about Zoppi

that's all I'm sure i sent him two tickets I paid for

them out of my pocket but I got the money from the Foxes

Q The agents questioned you in fairly explicit de

tail is that not correct
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A Sir

Q The agents questioned you in fairly explicit de

tail is that not correct

A They questioned me pretty good yes

Q I mean they specifically asked you whether or not

there was an ulterior motive for your sending a ticket to

Jack Ruby Don't you think you would have remembered about

Tony Zoppi at that time

A I didn't remember until I got that letter to tell

you the truth I did not remember about it until I got the

letter and then it all hit me at one time and I said to my

self well I should have told the FBI that

Q There's also an FBI report dated November 27 1963

the interview being conducted November 25 1963 by special

agents Stevens and Salisbury concerning Ruby's trip to

Cuba Again it says "McWillie said he had gone to Cuba

to work at the Tropicana at Havana Cuba and while there-

A (Interrupting) I didn't understand you

Q I'm sorry the report states "McWillie said he

had gone to Cuba to work at the Tropicana at Havana Cuba

and white there sometime in 1959 Ruby had been in Cuba for

about a one week's vacation and he had seen Ruby there at than

time He said he knew of no interests Ruby might have had

in Cuba.

A He-didn't have any interests in Cuba and he did
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take a vacation when he came by himself Be darn sure did

Q And again you did not recall that Tony Zoppi
was the primary reason that Jack Ruby-

A (Interrupting) No I didn't To tell you the

truth I didn't until I got that letter and it hit me and

I said my God I should have told the FBI that

Q Even when questioned about the cost of Ruby's

trip

A I didn't recall it Like I say it was such a

terrible thing that happened that I was just shook all up

They came out there the same day I think

Q You are sure however that Jack Ruby's trip to

Cuba was after Castro took over Are you sure of that now

A I'mpositive of it yeah

Q And the reason you can date that is-

A (Interrupting) I'd have to say,yes it was after

he took over

Q And what's the reason you can date that

A I wasn't there--do you have it there when I went

to Cuba You said September

Q September of 1958

A It would have to be after Castro was in

Q And the reason you're dating that again is because

24 of the decline in business due to Castro's takeover is that
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A That's correct Business declined when Castro

got there

Q Howwas business generally when you first moved

to the casino in 1958

A Howwas what

Q Howwas business at the Tropicana

A It wasn't any good It was going down than

There was talk in all the papers about Castro going to

arrive there and everything It had declined

Q It had declined at that time

A Real bad

Q Could the Foxes have asked you at that time or

you had suggested to the Foxes at that time to get in touch

with Tony Zoppi

A I had suggested to the Foxes that we might get some

business out of Dallas if we would get him to write articles

in his column about it

Q Whenwas the first time you made that suggestion

to the Foxes

A I made that I believe when I first went there

I believe I'did I'm not positive Then when it got so bad

after Castro got there I went to them again and they decided

to go ahead with it

Q Whenyoufirst made the suggestion to the Foxes when

you first got there in September of '58 did you tell Jack
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Ruby that in fact you had made that suggestion

A Did I tell-

Q (Interrupting) Did you tell Ruby even though

nothing had been definite with the Foxes

A No

Q You never told ,TackRuby you had made the

suggestion until the Foxes O.K.'d the deal

A In '58

Q Right in '58

A I don't think so I think it was after Castro

got there

Q You never told him you had made the suggestion

until the Foxes O.K.'d the deal

A No I didn't call him until after they O.K.'d the

deal

Q You stated that you asked or you might have asked

Jack Ruby to send you a gun in Cuba just because you could

get yourself killed down there a lot of people had guns

A Well it was awful bad down there It was scary

little kids carrying machine guns

Q Was there much gun running into Cuba

A Sir

Q Was there much gun runnint into Cuba

A I don't know about any gun running No way I'd

knout about that
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Q Where did all the guns come from

A Castro brought them with him

Q Do you know how Castro got his guns

A No I don't have any idea

Do you know Mr Robert McKeown

A NO sir I sure don't You asked me that before

Q Do you know Dominick Bartone

A No sir

Q Have you ever heard the name before

A Dominick Bartone

Q Bartone

A Never heard of him

Q Mr Edward Browder

A Edward who

Q Browder

A No sir

Q You never heard that name before

A No McKeown'snameI've reed in articles about
19 Ruby

Q But you never met him personally

A No

Q You just read that

A I wouldn't know him if I'd see him

Q Do you know Mr SamBenton

A Who
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Q Benton B-e-n-t-o-n

A No sir

Q We're turning for a moment to Ruby's trip without

Tony Zoppi to Cuba

A O.X

Q Mr Zoppi has written an article on the subject

Are you aware of that fact

A No I'm not

Q In Mr Zoppi's article he states that the trip

was supposed to be in December of 1958 which is prior to

Castro's taking over

A Maybe I did call him before '59 But I did call

him in '59 again If Idid make a call in '58 then I did

make a call in '59

Q Could you explain that I'm not sure I understand

A It's possible that I did oall in '58

MR WOLF Off the record

(Thereupon a short discussion was had off the

record.)

MR WOLF On the record

BYMR WOLF

Q As we were stating Mr Zoppi has told us and

written that to the best of his recollection it was in

December of 1958 when he was supposed to come down to make

this review and in fact one of the reasons he did not go
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was he had another show in Las Vegas to review That was

the reason he did not go down to Cuba with Jack Ruby Be

states that he intended going down after the review but did

not go down to Cuba because Castro took over And that's

how he places the dates of December 1958 because he's

certain that since Castro took over January 1 1959 he then

did not go down

A Well it's possible that I could have called in

'58 But I know I called in '59 too But it's possible

but I'm not sure

Q That's what we were asking before The loxes did

not approve Jack Ruby and Tony Zoppi coming down together

until 1959

A The first time it might have been '58 the latter

pert of '58 I'm not positive on this It's been so long

it's been 20 years ago you know But I did know that I

called Jack Ruby in '59 and he told me be would bring.Bony

Zoppi Be said "Don't worry I'll bring him down there.

Now it's possible that I did call him in '58 too I donft

recall it

Q And Jack Ruby when he was in Cuba was that be

fore or after Castro took over

A Jack Rubyras in Cuba after Castro took over

24 Q And to the best of your recollection that was
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A I'd have to say August I'm not sure though

2 Q I'm saying though to the best of your recollection

3 it was August

4 A I don't know

Q Subsequent to your returning to the United states

you were involved in an incident at Miami Airport is that

correct

A That's right

Q And is it fair to characterise you as anti

Castro

A I was in an outfit called Pair Play for Cuba I'm

net very proud of it but I was just mad

Q It would be fair to characterise your political

philosophy as anti-Castro

A I wasn't trying to do anything This fellow was

talking about the United States and President Eisenhower

and different people and what a bum country it was in

America it's lucky I didn't jump on him there because if

I had I would have been in jail but I wanted until I got to

the States I called the FBI and I explained it to them

Be was a school teacher up in Chicago

Q Subsequent to your return to the United States

were you ever approached by any individuals regarding

assassinating Fidel Castro

A Oh God no of course not
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Q Did you ever discuss the political situation
2 in Cuba with any individuals
3 A Nobody It was a very dangerous thing to even
4 talk to Cubans about Castro or anybody else
5

Q Even in the United States
6 A In the United States
7

Q I'm saying subsequent to your return from Cuba
6 not while you were in Cuba but subsequent
9 A While I was in Cuba
l0

Q After you left Cuba and came back to the United
ti

States
12 A I would rib Cubans about Castro being a Communist
13

and things like that
14

Q Was that here in the United States
15 A In the United States
16

Q Which Cubans
17 A I don't know just anyone I'd see viva Fidel
18

rib them That's what they all said when Castro got there
19

Q Do you know Mr Jerry Patrick Hemming
20

A Who
21

Q Jerry Patrick Hemming H-e-m-m-i-n-g
22

A No
23

Q You stated you knew Mr Mike McLaney
24

A Very well
25

Q Howdid you know Mr McLaney
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A I met Mr McLaneyat the I mat him years ago

in Miami He had a restaurant in Miami I net him one

night in there I was at the races

Q Was that before or after-

A (Interrupting) This was in the early '40's

'46 or '47 He had a restaurant called Liaglan I don't

knew how to spell it a French restaurant I was introduced

to him

Q Did you meet Mr McLaneywhile you were in Cuba

A I met him in Miami first The next time I saw

Mr McLaney just introduction my name his name he
12

probably forgot about it The next time when I went to

Cuba he had the National Hotel I used to go over and

visit with him you know like you visit with people

Q Did you have dinner with him occasionally

A I don't think I ever did have dinner with him no

I'd just go over and say hello And then I worked for McLaney

in Haiti too Porte Prince Haiti I stayed downthere

nine months

Q What period of time did you work in Haiti

A 1975 I believe I didn't stay but nine months

I got sick down there

Q Did you know Mr McLaney's brother

A Oh yeah a very good friend of mine Bill

Q Howdid you know Bill
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A I met Bill in Cuba

Q Is that the first time you had met him

A The first time Bill yeah

Q After you left Cuba did you continue to maintain

a friendship with him

A Oh sure we're still friends

Q Howoften would you see him after you left Cuba

or speak to him

A After I left Cuba

Q Yes

A I never saw him again until I went to Haiti

No I worked for him at the Carousel here They owned the

Carousel McLaneys

Q Was that in Nevada Cal-Neva

A No didn't I tell you about the Carousel Club

I gave you a resume of every place I worked

MR PURDY You're talking about the Carousel in

Las Vegas

THEWITNESS Yes

BYMR WOLF

Q And they own that club

A They own that

Q What did Bill McLaneydo in Cuba

A With his brother I don't know what he did Helped

with the casino I guess
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Q Did they own it jointly

A I have no idea how they owned it

Q Did you ever discuss political attitudes toward

Castro with the McLaneys

A Never had no reason to

Q After your return to the United States did the

McLaneys ever discuss their attitude toward Castro

A Never never mentioned Castro to me

Q Were you aware that the McLaneyswere involved

in anti-Castro activities after their return to the United

States

A No

Q You never heard that before today

A Never heard it I think I read it in a book too

Q But you were not aware of that

A No

Q Whenwas the first time that you became aware of

John:Roselli'a or SamGiancanoa's efforts to assassinate

Fidel Castro

A About what

Q About John Roselli'a or SamGiancana's efforts to

assassinate Fidel Castro

A Read it in the papers

Q You had never heard of it before that

A Never
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Q Do you knowMr Frank Sturgis

A No

Q Have you ever heard of Mr Sturgis

A I've read books about him
F%Ocini

Q A Mr Frank

A No I read in the books though that he was in

Castro's army That's Sturgis too isn't it

Q Do you know Mr Richard Danner D-a-n-n-e-r

A Mr Danner used to be an FBI man in Dallas

Q Howdid you first meet Mr Danner

A I don't recall It seems like he was looking for

some--I don't recall how I met him but I did meet him one

time

Q Just one time

A That's all I've seen him here

Q That was in Dallas

A One time here is all I've seen hrim

Q Did you ever see Mr Danner in Cuba

A Never

Q You only saw Mr Danner one time in Las Vegas

A I went in thereto look for a job

Q Do you remember where when you say you went in

there

A The Frontier He was working for Suma you,kaow

he's the general manager of the Sands and at that time they
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didn't need anyone

Q You never discussed with Mr Danner Mr Roselli

or Mr Giancana did you

A Of course not I didn't know those people

Q Do you knowMr E Howard Hunt

A The one that was in Watergate

Q Yes

A No

Q You never met him

A No sir

Q Did anyone ever approach you after your return to

the United States about getting involved in a plot to kill

Fidel Castro

A No sir

Q Whenthe Bay of Pigs invatasion occurred do you

remember where you were

A I was at my mother's tome in coral Gables Florida

Q Had you been living in Florida

A I went there from Cuba I stayed there until

June 1st and then went to work in the Cal-Neva Lodge

Q It was fairly commonknowledge around Miami at

that time that a large invasion was about to occur Were

youaware of that fact

A No sir I wasn't

Q You were not aware of that fact
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A I might have heard rumors but I didn't pay any

attention to it because I didn't think it was true There

was a possibility that it was true but I didn't think'so

Q WhenJack Ruby killed Lee Harvey Oswald where

were you at that time

A Sir

Q Where were you when Jack Ruby killed Lee Harvey

Oswald

A I was working at the Thunderbird Hotel

Q And what was your reaction when you heard the

news

A Where was I when it happened

Q When it happened

A I was at home We've got a TV in the kitchen

Mywife was up early and I was working night and she came

running in the bedroom and said "Comein the kitchen

somebody just shot Oswald. And I jokingly said "Well I

hope I don't knowwho did it just joking At first they

said a man named Siegal I think they said Then a few

minutes later they said "Wemade a terrible mistake The

man's name is Jack Ruby. Well I like to fell out I told

my wife I said "Margaurita the !BI will probably come

here to see me today or tomorrow. And she said "Why

I said "Well I knew this man in Dallas. And

sure enough in about three hours the kids and I I forgot
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what was going on this day could it have been possible

that the funeral Of President Kennedywas going on that

day There was someceremony in the rotunda we were

watching it on the TV the two kinds and myself and my

wife About three hours later there was a knock on the

door and my some he was about six years old went to the

or and said "Dad two menwant to see you. Well I

didn't want the kids to hear him I just took them in the

kitchen and shut the door and that's wherewe talked

Q Doyou knowhowthe FBI got to your house so

quickly

A No I don't know It was a mystery to me I don't

knowhowthey got there that quick I'd say it was about

three or four hours they were there

Q Did you call any of your friends or associates

right after you had heard that Jack Ruby-

A (Interrupting) No

Q Do you know to your knowledge did anybodyhire

Jack Rubyto kill Lee Harvey Oswald

A Dowhat sir

Q Did anybodyhire Jack Rubyto kill Lee Harvey

Oswald

A Sure not It's like I've told everybody that has

been questioning I've been questioned by reporters and

everything I think he did it just to--are you all listening
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to me I think he did it just to make a big man out of

himself He was that type of a person

BYMR PURDY

Q After the assassination and after the shooting of

Oswald did you discuss Jack Ruby with anyone other than

your wife and the FBI agents

A I don't know I don't think so I didn't want

anybody to know I even knew him to tell you the truth

Q Did you discuss :ack Ruby with anyone who already

knew that you had known Jack Ruby

A Who

Q Did you talk to anyone who knew Jack Ruby and who

knew that you knew him after this happened

A No

Q After the assassination

A No I don't think so

Q You haven't talked about Jack Ruby with any

mutual acquaintances then

A No I might have said something about whatdo you

think about that nut doing what he did or something like

that I didn't want people to know It was embarrassing

to me when I was working for the FBI to come in and take

as off to the side Like I say I asked them to see me at

home and they did

Q Did you know Juan Orta

A Who
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Q Juan Orta O-r-t-a

A No

Cuban I don't recall his name

Q Did you knowWilliam E Fletcher of NewYork City

A Yes I've knownhim for years He's from Dallas

an oilman

Q Howdid you know him

A I methi.maround Dallas

Q Did he gamble with any of the other oilmen

A There were two Fletchers Is he the oilman you're

speaking of His brother was a gambler

Q What was the gambler's first name

A I can't think of his first name but there were

two brothers and I knew both of them

Q The Fletcher brothers

A The Fletcher brothers In fact one of them is

dead

Q Did Jack Ruby know either of the Fletchers

A Jack Ruby I wouldn't think so

Q Did you know RaymondB Cortez

A No

Q Did you knowHenry Savadra a former employee of

the Capri in Cuba

A Henry Sevaadra he was a cashier there I believe

Q Did Jack Ruby see him when he came to Cuba
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A No he wouldn't have any reason to see him

Q Did you know David Elatkin in Cuba

A Who

Q E-1-a-t-k-i-n

A No

Q Did you know Robert Larkin

A Robert Larkin sure I know him He's a security

guard He worked for Abe Weinstein He's a bouncer

Q Did he use to manage the Vegas Club cr work with

Jack Ruby with the Vegas Club

A I don't think he did I don't believe he ever

worked for Jack Ruby I think he worked for Weinstein

He'i working as a security guard here in the Fremont Hotel

he was the last I heard of him

Q Do you think he knew Jack Ruby

A Did he know Jack Ruby Yes he knew him

Q Did 14r Larkin ever gamble in Dallas

A I never saw him gamble anywhere no I don't

think he made enough money to gamble Bob Larkin that's who

you're talking about

Q Earlier you mentioned an Oscar Cheninder

A Cheninder

Q Could you spell that name for us

A I couldn't spell it C-h-e-m-i-n-d-e-r He's

dead too though
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Q I believe you previously stated that when Jack

Ruby came to Cuba that that was the first time he'd gone

to Cuba is that correct

A That's what he said I've never seen him before

He had never been there when I was there

Q Did he go to Cuba after that

A I wouldn't know I'd have no way of knowing I

never saw him when I came through Dallas that time I

don't think he did The FBI even asked me if he'd been

here I've never seen him out here

Q Do you have personal knowledge as to whether or

not Jack Ruby went to Cuba in SeptoWber of 1959 for one

day

A No

Q Do you believe you would have known if he had

A I would have known it I believe I belies he

would have called me Can't they look up the airline ticket
w>1

and check it out

4 Did Jack Ruby visit the prison when he was in

Cuba

A I really don't know It's possible he could

have but I don't think if he did he went with me and I

don't recall it but he could have I don't know for sure

Q You said you thought it was possible that someone

had gone to the prison with you
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A It's possible that it might have been Jack Ruby

Q Did to person who went to the prison with you speak

to anyone that was in the prison

A Just to this Degeorge and I spoke to Dino and

Jake Lansky

Q Did you say hello to Trafficante there

A Just said hello But I talked to Jake because

Dino was a friend of mine I mean not a persogal intimate

friend I used to go down and visit him when he was

working Sometimes he'd drop by and see me

Q After you left Cuba how did you get a job in

Nevada

A I got a job in Nevada through a friend of mine

named Johnny Blaine He was a book maker years ago He

called me and talked me if I wanted to go up to Cal-Neva

Lodge He said I could go up there and see Sandy Waterman

He used to manage a casino I went up there The 15th of

June I went up there

Q Did Mr Blaine have anything to do with the Cal

Neva Lodge

A No he didn't He knew Sandy Waterman from old

days or something

MR WOLI Mr McWillie that's the conclusion

of our questions If you have anything to add that would

help the Committee we would be most appreciative
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THEWITNESS I don't knowwhat I could tell

you because like I said all the contact I had with Ruby

was about the union thing I don't even remember'when it

was in '63 It must have been the early part::of '63

I know that whoever Bill Miller did call and to this day

he don't talk to me any more because I had Ruby call him

I had no idea Ruby was like he was

MR WOLF Do you have anyone else you could

suggest we should talk to

THEWITNESS The only ones I could suggest are

those two fellows I named They were very close with him

in Dallas They were Rifkin and Panitz

MR WOLF They're both dead

THEWITNESS They died a couple of years ago

They were just friends of his Nobody ever dreamed in the

world this manwould do anything like this He was just a

harmless fellow I don't know what to tell you I can't

tell you anything else I've told the truth everything

I've told you But I did leave out the thing about Zoppi

with-;the FBI I'm sorry I did but I just forgot it I was

shook up that I knew this fellow

MR WOLF Mr McWillie we very much appreciate

your cooperation This transcript will be typed up and

sent to us in Washington Wewill then send you a copy of

it for you to read There will be a little statement at the
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and for you to sign that it's an accurate and true account

If you want to make changes in the transcript you should

get in touch with me I'll send you a cover letter with the

transcript

THEWITNESS I don't have either one of your

cards

MR WOLF We'll leave a card with you If you

get in touch with us we'll send you a statement to sign

If you sign that and return it to us then we'll send you

an official copy of your transcript so you'll have one for

your own records

Thank you very much That will conclude the

deposition

Subscribed and sworn to before as this day

.19

Mycommission will expire  day of

19

20

Notary Public
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United States of America )

State of Nevada ) ss

City of Las Vegas )

I Joseph L Ward U S Magistrate do certify
that pursuant to notice there came before me in Room
4-003 Federal Courthouse 210 Las Vegas Boulevard in Las
Vegas State of Nevada Lewis J McWillie who was by me
duly sworn to testify the whole truth of his knowledge touch
ing the matter herein that he was examined and his examina
tion at the time reduced to writing in Stenotype by Naomi
Bolstad and that such examination has been correctly trans
cribed and is fully and accurately set forth in the 136 pre
ceding pages that the deposition is a true record of the
testimony given by the witness that his said deposition so
given was by said witness subscribed and sworn to that said
deposition was taken on the day between the hours and at
the place in that behalf aforesaid and that said deposition
is now herewith returned

IN WITNESSWHEREOFI have hereunto set my hand at
my office in this day
of 1978
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United States of America )

State of Nevada ) ss

City of Las Vegas )

I Naomi Bolstad do certify that I accurately
and correctly reported in Stenotypy the complete proceed

ings had in the taking of the deposition of Lewis J McWil

lie and have accurately and correctly transcribed the same

in the preceding 13 6 pages

~t AtnLL
Naomi Bolstad Court Reporter
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LEWISJ.'IIC WILLIE3627Eastern Las Vegas
Nevada was interviewed on November25 1963 MCWILLIE
formerly workedfor FELDRGOWEING'atthe'Top at'the'Hi11
Club betpeea.Dallas and Ft Worth Texas in Tarrant County.
This j s_an illegal r-amblirg'operation whor he worked
during the 1940's Hestated that he has known K.RUBY
since-.1947or 1948 and that RUBYformerly operated the ";;:,'
VegasClc end nowalso operates the Carrousel Club iin
Dallas _a said that he has knownRUBYfor somewhere ST,between15 and 20 years first getting acquainted with 'f"i
him in Dallas but knewhimonly as an operator of a
night club He stated that to his .knowledge RUBYhas
never been involved in any other kind of enterprise-and to his knowledgeno one else was associated with him"
in the Yegas.Club Hesaid that as far as he knew RUBY
operated this establishment within the law and was not
knownto his to be involved\in gambling prostitutionor illegal liquor sales He said that he did knowthat;"
RUBY.badcone to Dallas fromChicago but d d-rantRhow

.of any particular associates of-RUBY Hesaid RUBYbad
visited the Too of"theHill but was not a frequent visitor
there Hesaid hetivou d think that RUBYprobably knew
nest of the_nrabers_of tbeeDa.l.las-PoJ.iceDepamtmen-t
simply because of the typo of establishment the he ranbut felt that this wouldbe theAp,ly basis of spyassociation with the Dallas.Police Departmentsince he
felt-t'Eaf the operation was a Xega`1-3ne

LCWILLIEsaid that he had gone to Cubato work
at the Tropicana in Havana Cuba and while there sometime
in 1959 RUBYhad been in Cubafor about a one week's
vacation and bo had seen RUBYthere at that time Hesaid
he knew-ofno interests RUBYnight have had in Cuba

LCWILLIEsaid that he returned from Cubaon
January 2,.1961 on the sameplane which carried,some other
passengers at least one of whomexpressed a'dislike
for President.EISENHO;7EIiand:America's.actions In regards

(Ne.11/25/G3 Las Vo t`..t gan Nevada Fil Q LV':4-?S

raw.0.,.ftItantiItocont toa d,.,,,n.,.d
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to Cubaand it was his recollection that this 1~idividualaas
a memberof the Fair Play forCubaorganization Hostated
that he had becomehighly incensed over the remarks this
individual madewhile waiting for the plane in Havana
and during the travel to the United States but that he
had controlled his emotionsconcerning this man's remarks
u-til after the plane's arrival in Miami whereuponhe bad
pay. cally attacked this individual because of the remarks
he had madeconcerning the United States Hesaid that
this matter received local publicity in Miamipress and
that he was also interviewed by the lederal.Bureau of
Investigation in Miamiconcerning this situation He
stated that it wouldbe his belief that JACKRUBYwould
also be very muchopposedto any such organization and
also pointed out that he had talked to JACKRUBYfollowing
this incident and RUBYhad remarkedto him that he bad
done the right thing in attacking this man

He stated that be had correspondencewith RUBY
and maintained contact with him principally through this
meansand sometimein early 1963had felt that he needed
sometype of protection around the house and bad requested
RUBYbelieved by letter to obtain a gun for him He
stated he did not specify what kind of gun he wanted but
that he had subsequently learned that a CODpackage awaited
him at the Post Office He stated that he had discussed
this matter with his wife and they had decided not to
pick up the gun whichhad been mailed from Dallas Texas
as they were afraid their children might find the gun He
stated he was sure that this gun was sent to him through
RUBY'sefforts based uponfits initial request He stated
he does not knowwhat disposition might have been made
of the gun

He said his last contacts with RUBYwere about
two monthsago whenRUBYcontacted himvia telephone
concerning sometrouble he was havi with a sb w as a
result of which he referred.RUBYto(BILLMILLERthe owner

.of the Riverside Hotel in Reno,'wbereMCWILLIEhad formerly_
been Club Manager ,Their discussion on this occasion had
to do only with the club's act with whichRUBYwas concerned
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MCWILLIEsaid that since RUBY'snamebad firstcometo his attention in connection with the killing of
OSWALDhe had searched his mindconcerning a,pessiblemotive and had cometo the conclusion in his ownmind that
RUBYmust have been brooding over the death of the
President and that this was an insane act on the part ofRUBY He stated that he is certain in his ownmind thatRUBYhas no underworldconnections although he might be

.acquainted with somefigures in gamblingand other illegalactivities and stated that the only person that he could
suggest whomight be on a moreintimate basis/with RUBYother than the membersof the immediatefamily was a girlho went with in Dallas Texas for about four years by thenameof ALICE

Re stated be has never knownRUBYto visit Las
Vegasand is certain'that if RUBYdid he wouldpave been
in contact with him as RUBYknowswherehe works and bowto contact him He also feels that their acquaintance issuch that RUBYwouldnot pass through Las Vegaswithout beingin touch with his Hestated be does not knowRUBYtohave ever been involved in any bookie activity or in any
gamblingof any nature other than as a player

MCWILLIEadvised that ELAINEMYNXERis a Dallas
girl whoworkedat the Avis Rental in the Dallas AirportTerminal Building and is acquainted with RUBYHe recalled
she visited Havana and stayed for about twoweeks Hedenied having used her as a'courier betweenRUBYand himselfexplaining that there was no restriction at the time and hadhe wanted to gat a"messageto RUBYhe wouldhave telephonedhim t
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JFK EXHIBITF-574
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FEDERALBUREAUOFINVESTIGATION
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LEWISJ MCWILLIEwas interviewed at his residence
3627 Eastern Avenueand advised as follows

Hepent to Cubain September 1958 and immediately
;went to work at the Tropicana Casino remaining there as manse
until May 1960 after-which he left and workedat the Capri
Hotel-Casino from May 1960 to January 2,4.961 as a pt boss
He stated the Tropicana was Cubanownedand that he did sot
knowthe ownerof the Capri but that he workedunder one
ANGELADI CHBISTOYANO(Phonetic)

In.1959 date unrecalled he wrote to'RUBYand asket
4 him if he would like to cometo Havanafor a week Hestated

there was no ulterior Motive and that he had been a close
':,?:friend of RUBY'sWpsextended this invitation as one would to
:>a brother He"realized RUBYwasworkinghard with his Dallasnight club and felt that RUBYneededa rest Because the

cost of plane tickets in Havanacould be paid for by pesos ~L!for approximately 1/5 of a cost of a ticket in the United States,lhehe purchased a round trip ticket for RUBYat his ownexpense and
mailed it to:RUBYin Dallas after whichRUBYboarded a plane and
flew to Havanafor a visit

Hearranged for RUBYto stay in a small hotel about
three blocks from the Nacional Hotel nameunrecalled RUBY
during his stay in Havana wouldcomeout to the Tropicanawhere MCWILLIEwas working from nine P.M to two A.M. and
emitter MCWILLIEto get off duty after which they would have
a few drinks together He does not knowof any contacts made
by RUBYif any and believes that RUBYwas sightseeing as
any other tourist during his Cubanstay

With regard to the relationship betweenCASTRO
supporters and the HavanagamblingcommunityMCWILLIE
advised that as soon as CASTROcameinto power all Americans
had to leave and that as tar as he knows prior to this timethere was no understanding betweenrepresentatives of the
gambling,industry and CASTRO'ssupporters Herecalled
that as soon as CASTRO"tookover the hired help such as the
Waiters rebelled against casino managementand American
ownership was forced out of the gamblingbusiness Prior to

.6/S/64 of Las Vegas Nevada FibI tV 44"_4a
SAWILLIAMT mePAUL
SALEOA. STEVENS:LAS/bmr 1'3 6/8/64

yY Dotdiciotod
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that time there had been only speculation as to the Tate of
gambling interests should a change in Government -come
about but 1C WILLIE khw of no arrangements or liaison
between the gambling interests and CASTRO

=WILLIE characterizes RUBYas being completely
*apolitical and to his knowledge has no connections with
the CASTROor BATISTAsupporters He never heard RUBY*
mention politics or any political connections except en one
occasion in Dallas -MCWILLIE indicated an acquaintance
with Congressman BRUCEILGRR either a Representative-or
Senator from Texas whose wife was a patron of RUBY's night
club This acquaintance was more social and personal than
political Other than ALG3 MC{7ILLIEknows RUBYto be
wall acquainted with virtually every officer of the Dallas
Police force and had an arrangement whereby off duty policeasen;
were hired at RUBY's expense to maintain order in his night
club Were again MCWILLIE did not feel that RUBY's
acquaintance with police officers stemmed from political
interest but rather that RUBYhad a genuine liking for law
enforcement officers He also noted that RUBYis not a
gambler and does not know the gambling business further
indicating to him that RUBYhad no motive in visiting Cuba
other than for a meek of rest and relaxation

Regarding prisoners of war MCWILLIE stated
that he had not been imprisoned nor were any of his
Tr-lends however he had heard that HARVEYHARR who
had worked at the Facional Casino had been imprisoned
for a year after CASTROtook control He has since
seen HARRin Las Vegas but does not know his present
whereabouts He stated HARRwas arrested after he
MCMILLIE left Havana UC%1XLLXHecslled that diplomatic
relations between Cuba and the United States were abrogated
on January 3 1981 the day after MCWILLIE loft Cuba and
that BA'4Rhad remained in Cuba after MCVILLXE's departure
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*Hedcees not know why HABRwas arrested but ezpressed the
belief that all Americana who had not heeded a warning
to leave Havana faced arrest To his knowledge HARR
and BUSTare Snot ac-quainted RC SZ;d,AEstated that he
personally left Havana to'avoid arrest He recalled a
Captain S.O_1N whom he had known casually Who had been
with CAS7RO'in the mountains and whomhe later under
stood had been arrested'-by CASTROand put before a firing
s,uad beeaiihe he was not completely sympathetic with
CAS.~RO's"cause Be stated he does not know a ROBERT
BCML)IN

RC YILLIS del-meet that he bad had any contact
with anyone concerning sale of jeeps or guns or the
smuggling.of refugees out-of'Cuba or release of any of
C4S''R.O's prisoners He stated that likewise to his
knowledge'RUBY had takcn'no action in behalf of such
prisoners."`He did recall'that RUSTkept a couple of
old gees at his residence, although he vas.not a gun
collertos. these .ere `lept for his personal 'use as
prateetion against intruders and not for any active
nggresalee'use-to the hest 'of his knowledge He feels
certain tb.at RUB had ua contact with any "one 'interested
in the sale of weapons hr--jeeps under any circumstances

with further regard to the air line ticket
purchases'by UCYXrLIE;.:he stated that as best he can
recall the'peso evaluation of this'ticket was about
$7$-.10 and that he had personally absorbed the coat
Be'could not'be certain-whether RUBYrepaid him for
thin ticket-after RUBYreached Havana,-again explaining
that he purchased the ticket at Havana and mailed it
to RUBYat l/6 :of what it would coat ,RUBYto buy a '
comparable.ticket in Dallas.''Hedoee not recall standing
any other 'expenses for =St in cooneetion with the tripand was unable to state-vhethar.RUBy had repaid him for
the cost of'tha ticket or not -'..

35-3790 79 11
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BC WILLIEdid not see or hear from RUBYafter
LC WILLIE returned to the United States except that 'in
June 1951,-MC WILLIE then in Florida obtained employment
at Lake Tahoe Nevada and en route from Miami to Lake
Tahoe stopped in Dallas where he stayed over night in RUBY's
apartment He saw RUBT`only for about two or three hours
on this occasign during which time RUBYdid not express any
interest in politics or any other item of significance
concersation centering around their personal lives and =Ws
night club operation as separated from any political matters

Concerning more recent contacts MCWILLIE stated
he cannot be certain whether he wrote or called RUBYfrom
Las Vegas to'Dallas Texas requesting RUBYto obtain-a
pistol He mated he knew RUBYcould obtain a weapon in
Dallas probably more reasonably than MCWILLIEcould procure
one ia'Las Vegas and that he had asked RUBYto send a weapon
to him He'knows RUBY-caused a weapon to'be sent to him
's he was 'botified of a parcel at the post office butthat he
.id not want'to'go to the post office and pick it up'and

let it return"to the dealer without-ever seeing the weapon
or taking it oxt of-the post office

He also believes RUBYcalled him at the Thunderbird
Hotel-Cassino where NCWILLIE is employed regarding some union
trouble RUBYwas having in Dallas and requesting NC WILLIE
put him in touch with someone who could help him-in this
natter EC WILLIEcontacted BILL MILLERwho formerly operated
the Riverside Hotel at-Reno Nevada and believes he may have
called RUBYback from-his MCWILLIE's residence'advising
RUBYto contact MILLER, 'He believes RUBYlater called
him back npt recalling whether'nt the-"hotel.or his residence
a::vising SMCWILLIEthat hew an going to NewYork to meet
with;tho AGVA(Americux'Guild:of'Variety:Arti~ts).:president
lie bel.eves'thht:"EUEY'J,ater'senthits a;'post card from New
York stating.that he: had met:the /GVApresident rind had
ironed out ail his trouble '.'..

t
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He stated he does not recall ever calling RUBY
from the Thunderbird Hotel because of the complications
of billing his personal calls through the hotel switch

"board"and"that he definitely did not call from any of tha
Thunderbird pay stations He stated that when he called
RUBY the call was on his residence 'phone and that he can

'recall no phone calls other than those mentioned above

He stated lie has had no contact with RUBYsince
the assassination of President KENNEDYand could not have
anticipated RUBY's killing of.OSWALD He stated he had had
no contact with RUBY's attorneys but that a reporter Tadcalled him from Dallas regarding the sale of arms and
jeeps to CASTRO'sinterests He stated that took place
during the RUBYtrial and that while he did not relish the
thought of talking to a reporter he very truthfully replied
to this inquiry that he did not know what the reporter was
talking about

Xn summation MCWILLIE stated that his association
with RUBYwas strictly social and personal without any
intertwined business interests or gambling interests knowing
that RUBYis not a gambler and does not understand the
gambling business He did not know of tiny political
interests or activities on RUBY's part nor of any particular
affinity RUBYmight have for former President KENNEDY He
stated he can only assume in retrospect from his kno.rledge
of RUBY's personality that RUBYfelt he would become a
national hero by exterminating President KENNEDY'sassassin
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Mr PURDY Mr Chairman I have no further questions at this
time

Mr PREYER The Chair recognizes Mr Stokes to question the
witness for such times as he may consume

Chairman STOKES Mr McWillie when did you first move to
Cuba

Mr MCWILLIE Sir
Chairman STOKESWhen did you first move to Cuba
Mr MCWILLIE I believe it was September 1968 I believe
Chairman STOKES How long was it before you obtained employ

ment in Cuba
Mr MCWILLIE I had employment when I went to Cuba
Chairman STOKESAnd where were you employed in Cuba
Mr MCWILLIE The Tropicana Night Club
Chairman STOKESIn what capacity
Mr MCWILLIE Casino manager
Chairman STOKES And who had arranged your employment

when you went there
Mr MCWILLIE A fellow that I had met in Dallas I don't remem

ber exactly how I met him He asked me about if I had been in the
gambling business and I said yes and he said well maybe I can
get you something in Havana

Can you hear me sir
Chairman STOKESYes I can
Mr MCWILLIE So a week later I did hear from him and he had

asked me if I would like to manage the Tropicana He thought he
could get me a job there I went over there and had a conference
with the owners there and agreed to come back a week later and
then I went back to Dallas and returned to Havana

Chairman STOKESWho were the owners that you had the confer
ence with

Mr MCWILLIE Owners of the Tropicana
Chairman STOKESYes sir
Mr MCWILLIE There was a fellow named Martin Fox Pedro

Fox Oscar Cheminder That's all the only ones I know They are
all Cubans

Chairman STOKESWere there any so-called silent partners
Mr MCWILLIE Silent partners
Chairman STOKESYes sir
Mr MCWILLIE I wouldn't think so
Chairman STOKES How many other major casinos were in Cuba

at that time
Mr MCWILLIE Let me see I'd say six maybe
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us the names of those casinos
Mr MCWILLIE Well the Riviera the Capri National the Hilton

There was one down in old Havana I don't really recall the name
of it but I do know the man's name who ran it it was Batista He
wasn't any kin to-

Chairman STOKESTo the President
Mr MCWILLIE To the President
Chairman STOKES To others you just named for us can you tell

us who the owners were of those
Mr MCWILLIE I have no idea sir who they all are
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Chairman STOKES Just the one you are aware of besides Tropi
cana

Mr MCWILLIE Sir
Chairman STOKESBesides the Tropicana you are just aware-
Mr MCWILLIE That's the only one I was aware of
Chairman STOKES Are you aware of any individuals who might

have had ownership interest in more than one casino
Mr MCWILLIE No sir no way I would know that
Chairman STOKES Did you know whether or not Santos Traffi

cante had an interest in any casino there
Mr MCWILLIE No sir I didn't
Chairman STOKES Did Jack Ruby know the Fox brothers that

you just mentioned
Mr MCWILLIE Did he know what sir
Chairman STOKESDid he know the Fox brothers
Mr MCWILLIE I think I introduced Jack to them when he came

out to the place while he was there
Chairman STOKES But he didn't know them prior to your intro

ducing them
Mr MCWILLIE No sir
Chairman STOKES I see At some time did you change jobs and

move to the Capri Casino
Mr MCWILLIE Yes I did I managed the Tropicana some time

and then the government took it over and I was sent up there by
Martin who said you can get a job up there go up there

Chairman STOKESWho is Martin
Mr MCWILLIE He owned the Tropicana Martin Fox
Chairman STOKES Then he sent you to the Capri is that right
Mr MCWILLIE Right
Chairman STOKESWhen was this
Mr MCWILLIE Either early 1960's or the late 1950's I don't

know which I don't recall
Chairman STOKESCan you tell us who owned the Capri
Mr MCWILLIE No I didn't know
Chairman STOKES Do you know whether or not Santos Traffi

cante had an interest in the Capri
Mr MCWILLIE If he did I never did see him in there
Chairman STOKES If I said to you that the FBI files which this

committee has gotten hold of in the case indicates that Santos
Trafficante had substantial interest in the Capri would your
answer still be the same

Mr MCWILLIE That he had a substantial interest in the Capri
Chairman STOKESYes sir
Mr MCWILLIE I don't know about that sir
Chairman STOKESYou know nothing about it
Mr MCWILLIE No sir There would be no way I would know who

owned the place
Chairman STOKES During the time you were in Cuba can you

tell us what was the relationship between the casino operators and
the Cuban Government

Mr MCWILLIE None that I know of sir
Chairman STOKES Were there contacts between the casino

owners and the government officials
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Mr McWILLIE Not that I know of sir There would be no way I
would know that All I did was manage the casino they didn't
discuss their private business with me

Chairman STOKES Well prior to Castro coming into power are
you aware of whether or not casino operators had to make payoffs
to individuals in the government in order to remain in business

Mr McWILL1E No sir I don't
Chairman STOKES In 1959 did individuals who had casino inter

ests take special precautions to avoid confiscation of their assets by
the government

Mr McWILLIE Not that I know of
Chairman STOKES Well isn't it true that you made trips to

Miami
Mr McWILLwETo take money for Fox-
Chairman STOKESFrom Cuba to deposit money
Mr McWILLIE Yes sir
Chairman STOKES Explain that to us tell us what you were

doing
Mr McWILLIE They would ask me to if I would go to Miami and

deposit some money for them and I would do it
Chairman STOKES By what you were doing you were sort of

running for them is that right
Mr McWILLIE Well I was a casino manager and if they wanted

me to do that for them I did it
Chairman STOKES The effect of what they were doing is they

were getting their money out of Cuba into banks or deposit boxes
here in the States is that right

Mr McWILLIE Well the money I took over there was.I took it
to a teller and she put it in their account

Chairman STOKESIn the bank
Mr McWILLIE In the bank yes sir
Chairman STOKESWas this for the Fox brothers
Mr McWILL!E This was both the Fox brothers and Cheminder

too Cheminder was one of the partners
Chairman STOKESDid you do it for anyone else
Mr McWILLIE No sir
Chairman STOKES How about when you moved to the Capri did

you do it for anybody there
Mr McWILLIE No sir
Chairman STOKES Following the takeover by Castro did a point

come when some of the Americans living there were put in prison
or otherwise detained

Mr McWILLIE I think so yes
Chairman STOKESCan you recall about when this was
Mr McWILLIE Why you say
Chairman STOKESNo can you recall when this occurred
Mr McWILLIE When this occurred Either the latter part of

1959 or the early part of 1960 I'm not sure
Chairman STOKES Were all Americans who had gambling inter

ests there detained
Mr McWILLIE No sir
Chairman STOKES Do you know why some were detained and

some were not
Mr McWILLIE I never did know no
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Chairman STOKES And do you know where they were detained
Mr McWILLIE Yes they were detained in two prisons Principal

and another one I don't know the name of that one That's the one
they were detained in

Chairman STOKESWould that be Trescornia a place called Tres
cornia

Mr McWILLIE I think that's the name of it yes
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us the names of some of the

people whom you know were detained
Mr McWILLIE I didn't understand you
Chairman STOKESAre you having difficulty hearing me
Mr McWILLIE Yes sir it is alright I can hear you
Chairman STOKESCan you hear me now
Mr McWILLIE Yes
Chairman STOKES Can you give us the names of some of the

people who were detained
Mr McWILLIE In this prison
Chairman STOKESYes sir
Mr MCWILLIE Well Trafficante was in there Jake Lansky Dino

Cellini and a fellow named Guiseppe who worked in the Capri had
worked in there and I don't recall anyone else

Chairman STOKES Was anyone from the Tropicana detained in
there

Mr McWILLIE Was anyone besides Tropicana
Chairman STOKESNo anyone from the Tropicana
Mr McWILLIE From the Tropicana no
Chairman STOKES How about the Fox brothers were they de

tained
Mr McWiLux No sir
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us why they were not detained
Mr McWILLIE I really couldn't tell you sir I don't know I guess

because they were Cubans I don't know
Chairman STOKES Did you ever have occasion to visit Trescor

nia
Mr MCWILLIE I went out there to see a fellow named Guiseppe

He had been a dealer around the Capri and he was a fanatic
gambler gambled his money away He had a wife and a little kid
We used to give his wife take up a collection and give his wife
money so they could live I did go out to see him once or twice

Chairman STOKESWhat was his full name
Mr McWILLIE I really don't remember it sir Guiseppe De some

thing I don't recall what it was Guiseppe De George
Chairman STOKESI am sorry
Mr McWILLIE Guiseppe De George
Chairman STOKESDe George
Mr McWILLIE Yes sir
Chairman STOKES Do you recall how many times you went out

there I think you just said once or twice-
Mr McWILLIE I would say about twice
Chairman STOKES Do you recall the first time that you went

there
Mr McWILLIE No I don't recall the date no
Chairman STOKESCan you approximate the date for us
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Mr MCWILLIE I believe it was some time in 1959 I'm not posi
tive though Could have been early 1960's I'm not sure

Chairman STOKES How about the second time you went back to
visit De George

Mr MCWILLIE It is possible I could have went back to see Dino
the second time but I'm not sure

Chairman STOKESTo see who
Mr MCWILLIE Dino Cellini He had been the manager of the

Tropicana before Clark was there And I became friendly with him
and talked to him about casino work and different things Its
possible that I did go see him I don't know

Chairman STOKESSo that I understand your testimony properly
it is that you went there twice You think it was late 1959 or early
1960 possibly The first time you went to see De George The
second time you may have gone to see Cellini is that correct

Mr MCWILLIE It is possible that I went to see both of them
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us why De George was in Tres

cornia
Mr MCWILLIE They just picked him up like they did everybody

else I don't know why they picked him up
Chairman STOKES And what was your reason for going to see

him
Mr MCWILLIE See De George
Chairman STOKESYes
Mr MCWILLIE Because he had a wife and a child and we had

been giving them money I had rather taken up a collection
amongst the help to live on I went out there to let him know they
were being taken care of

Chairman STOKES Was Cellini in there the same time you went
to see De George

Mr MCWILLIE I think I'm positive he was
Chairman STOKESDo you know what he was in for
Mr MCWILLIE Why he was in there
Chairman STOKESYes sir
Mr MCWILLIE No sir
Chairman STOKES How many people were in the same area

where De George and Cellini were
Mr MCWILLIE Quite a few people there Cubans and Americans

that I didn't know
Chairman STOKES Did they have them all housed together that

is did they have the Americans-
Mr MCWILLIE Well it was a kind of a I would say a playroom

where they all sat around and read and talked, whatever
Chairman STOKES Well in the room where you visited them
Mr MCWILLIE Yes sir
Chairman STOKESCan you describe that room for us
Mr MCWILLIE As I recall it was just a large room had chairs in

it It had a yard outside where they could walk around It wasn't
really a prison They had a wire fence around it But I guess it was
pretty well guarded

Chairman STOKES In this room where you visited with De
George and Cellini were other people visiting in the same room
with prisoners
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Mr McWILL1E I don't recall sir I really don't know who was
visiting It could have been-

Chairman STOKES Well on your first trip did you see both De
George and Cellini

Mr McWILLIE It seems to me like I did yes I said hello to
Cellini yes sir

Chairman STOKESIs it your opinion that both of these men were
imprisoned because of their gambling activities or for some other
reason

Mr McWILLIE I would have to think that they were trying
going to deport them myself

Chairman STOKESAnd do you know why they were being deport
ed

Mr McWILLIE Castro was taking over the casinos I would think
that is one of his ways of doing things

Chairman STOKESAnd you think it would be in connection with
their gambling activities

Mr McWILLIE I would think so yes Is it all right if I smoke
Chairman STOKESCertainly help yourself
On your first visit there can you tell us the names of some of the

other prisoners you recall seeing there
Mr McWILLIE Well I recall seeing Trafficante I recall seeing

Jake Lansky Dino Cellini and Guiseppe
Chairman STOKESAnd did you have occasion to talk with any of

them
Mr McWILLIE I did talk to Cellini I think Jake Lansky might

have been there I didn't talk to anyone.and De George.I didn't
talk to Trafficante because I didn't know him that well just to
speak to him

Chairman STOKESBut you did talk you think with Jake Lansky
on that occasion

Mr McWILLIE Just asked how he was when he was going to get
freed and different things like that

Chairman STOKES You say you did not talk with Mr Traffi
cante

Mr McWILLUENo sir
Chairman STOKESDid you know Mr Trafficante
Mr McWILLIE Just to see him
Chairman STOKES And how often would you have seen him
Mr McWILLIE Oh maybe every once in a while It might be a

month or so if I would see him When I'd see him I would say hello
to him and he would say hello to me

Chairman STOKESOn your second visit out there besides the two
men that you have named whom did you see on your second visit

Mr McWILLIE The same ones were in there
Chairman STOKES And can you tell us on that occasion how

many of them you talked with
Mr McWILLIE Just Guiseppe I could have talked to Dino again

just to say hello and pass the time of day
Chairman STOKESDid you speak to Lansky
Mr McWILLIE Yes he's always with Dino They were together
Chairman STOKES Do you recall speaking with Mr Trafficante

on that occasion
Mr McWILLIE I didn't know Mr Trafficante that well
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Chairman STOKES Have hou ever spoken to Mr Trafficante
Mr MCWILLIE Just to say hello
Chairman STOKESDo you recall when that was
Mr MCWILLIE Sir
Chairman STOKESDo you recall when that was
Mr MCWILLIE No I don't I'd see him numerous times around

Havana
Chairman STOKESDo you recall whether you said hello to him in

the prison on either one of those occasions
Mr MCWILLIE I probably said hello to him the second time I was

there
Chairman STOKES Did you do anything else shake hands with

him or anything like that
Mr MCWILLIE No sir
Chairman STOKESProbably just said hello
Mr McWILLIE That's all
Chairman STOKES Mr Chairman at this time I ask that JFK

exhibit F-436 which is a rough sketch of the layout of Trescornia
obtained during a committee trip to Cuba be entered into the
record

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK exhibit F-436 is entered into
the record

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-436 follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-436

Chairman STOKES Was someone in that prison by the name of
Charles Tourine

Mr MCWILLIE Who
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Chairman STOKESCharles Tourine
Mr MCWILLIE No I don't know
Chairman STOKES You don't know anybody by that name How

about Charles Del Monico
Mr MCWILLIE Del Monico
Chairman STOKESDel Monico
Mr MCWILLIE No
Chairman STOKESLucian Rivard
Mr MCWILLIE Not that I know of
Chairman STOKESJake Lansky was there right
Mr MCWILLIE Jake Lansky was there right
Chairman STOKESHow about Henry Savaadra
Mr MCWILLIE No
Chairman STOKESAnd Cellini was there
Mr MCWILLIE Cellini was there yes Eddie Cellini.I mean

Dino
Chairman STOKESNow on your two visits there on either one of

those visits did either De George or Cellini or anyone else ask you
to do anything for them outside of the prison

Mr MCWILLIE No sir
Chairman STOKESWho went out to the prison with you
Mr MCWILLIE Who what sir
Chairman STOKES Who went out there with you to the prison
Mr MCWILLIE Jack Ruby could have been out there one time

with me I don't think he was I went out there I think by myself
Chairman STOKES Well you said to us you just said to us he

could have gone out there with me
Mr MCWILLIE I don't know if he was there at that time or not

If he was I could have taken him out there with me yes I'm not
positive about it

Chairman STOKES Let's talk about Mr Ruby a little bit When
was Mr Ruby there

Mr MCWILLIE Sir
Chairman STOKESWhen did Mr.Ruby come to Cuba
Mr MCWILLIE I don't know it was August or September I don't

know
Chairman STOKESOf what year
Mr McWILLIE 1959
Chairman STOKESAnd tell us why he came to Cuba
Mr MCWILLIE Well he came over there.I tried to get Mr Ruby

to bring a columnist from Dallas over there in 1958 and so he
didn't bring him he couldn't bring him or something I don't know
what it was In 1959 I called him again I believe I called him or
wrote him and asked him if he could possibly bring Tony Zoppi in
He said yeah I will get him and bring him over here I explained
to him that his hotel bill and plane fare would be taken care of In
fact I sent him two tickets I am almost positive it was two tickets
When he came over there he was by himself He said Tony
couldn't come I think he just more or less came over there to take
a vacation Course I never heard from Tony again

Chairman STOKES So that we understand it Jack Ruby came to
Cuba at your invitation

Mr MCWILLIE Yes he did
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Chairman STOKES And you are the one who sent him the tick
ets

Mr MCWILLIE But he was supposed to bring Tony Zoppi ex
columnist

Chairman STOKESBut instead of bringing Zoppi-
Mr MCWILLIE He came by himself yes sir
Chairman STOKES In order to try and get a better idea of when

Ruby was there what is your best recollection as to whether it was
August or whether it was September or whether he came in
August and left in September

Mr MCWILLIE He was just there a week 6 days maybe
Chairman STOKESI am sorry
Mr MCWILLIE Sir
Chairman STOKESI didn't hear you
Mr MCWILLIE He was there 6 days I don't recall the exact date

when he was there
Chairman STOKESCan you recall any holidays around that time
Mr MCWILLIE No no I can't
Chairman STOKESNow would it help refresh your recollection if

we said to you that there are people who saw Ruby in Havana on
September 5 September 6 and September 7 Would that help
refresh your recollection

Mr MCWILLIE That would be the time he was there then if
people saw him there

Chairman STOKESNow Mr Chairman I would ask at this point
that the following exhibits be entered into the record JFK F-575
which is a segment of a letter written by Tony Zoppi F-576 which
is a committee interview with Mr Zoppi F-577 which is an FBI
report of an interview with Jack Ruby F-578 F-579 and F-580
which are statements of persons who saw Jack Ruby in Havana
Cuba and finally F-582 which is an FBI report that further sug
gests that Ruby went to Cuba

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK exhibits F-575 through
F-580 and F-582 are entered into the record at this point

[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-575 through F-580 and
F-582 follow:]

50 to 100years

Give myregards to MacWillie next time nu are in touch

l;t 9i,de%traett'''ailc
'3t Thequick buck artists are
saying Jack wentdownthere to plan the assassination He
couldn't have planned 'a as station holdup in those days All
of a suddenhe's a CIAagent a mafia don etc etc. Cicken'ng

Keepin touch and Godbless Keepumthe goodworkand
1 will say another prayer for Buddy
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Name Tony Zoppi

Address

Date 3/31/78  Time ,2:].5 1'.t
Place Zoppi's office at the  

Riviera Hotel
Las Vegas Nevada

Interview

He stated that Dallas was a fairly clean city(whic had no
syndicated or organized crime that he was aware of Zoppi said
the Dallas Citizens Charter Group (whosehead was "Uncle Bob
Thornton a banker) was a leading civic group in 1950 1963
and was pretty good about keeping the city clean He had heard
the syndicate might have attempted to moveinto Dallas in the 1950s
from Chicago but was sent back Uponquestioning he said
it could have been in the late 1940s when attempts were made to
bribe Sheriff Guthrie He thought Rubymovedto Dallas because
he had a sister operating a club there Zoppi described Eva as a
"tough gutsy yenta and the club as never doing very well but
staying above water

Jack Rubywas aggressive always trying to improve himself
Joe Bondswas Ruby's first partner in the Sky Club Bonds
was subsequently arrested for sodomy jumpedbail and left The
club went downhill after Bond's arrest Rubyhe recalls movedto
the BobWills ranch house in approximately 1952

Prior to 1950 the Sopango (possibly Cipango) Club operated as a
club for millionaires only and did have gambling Gambling at the
Top of the Hill Club stopped in the late 1940s He said there was
very little gambling in Dallas into the 1950s and that which
existed was locally organized not national He doesn't know
Harry Urban

Zoppi knewMcWillie but not well

It was Zoppi's impression that there was little gambling in
Dallas itself It was more prevalent in the greater Dallas/
Fort Worth area There was extensive football betting which
operated very discretely Each bookie had perhaps 10 customers
and was not part of a large organization

Interviewer Signature 'l (r (a

Typed Signature J L Wolf
Fr?uad~.Date transcribed 4/18/78

Caryl Emanuel
.By Form 1114_7
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Zoppi knewBen Whitaker ran a gambling operation when Dallas
was wide open in the 1940s He knewRay Ryan (nowdeceased)
and that he took millions from H L Hunt in gambling dealings

Zoppi doesn't knowand never heard of Harry Hall (Haler or
Sinclair)

Zoppi knowsBabe Baron who is also currently working for the
Riviera in an informal largely cerimonial role Baron's first
name is Charles He is a general in the ArmyReserves and a
close friend of General Curtis LeMay (Wesubsequently learned
that Baron was visiting LeMaythe following week)

Regarding gambling clubs in Dallas he stated they were the only
places you could go for mixed drinks A curfew was in effect
at midnight There were no real problems with the police but
there were sometimes problems with the State Alcoholic Control
Board Zoppi said his average contacts with Rubywere once
or twice a month usually whenJ R wanted his club acts plugged
in Zoppi's newspaper column Sometimesthere could be a few in
a week

Rubyvisited Zoppi at 10:30 on the morning of the assassination
with a picture of an ESP expert he wanted Zoppi to plug Ruby
was considering using the picture in an ad in the newspaper
Ruby,"later said,hs was a "highly emotional person and Zoppi
believed him to be too calm that morning to have been involved
in a conspiracy Ruby told him he was moving into a new apartment
starting Mondaythat cost $190 a month (up from the $100 that Ruby
had been paying) The new address was 21 Turtle Creek When
Zoppi questioned about it Rubysaid "I've scrimped all my life
and now I want to live a little. These were Ruby's last words
to Zoppi Ruby's financial status was never good He stated
Rubyalways had pieces of clubs someof which were backed by
Ralph Paul Zoppi said Rubywas not involved in gambling He
would be very surprised to hear Jack Ruby ever laid or took a
bet

Zoppi knowsAlice Nichols Ruby's former girlfriend He was
surprised to hear she said that Rubyhad gambled

Zoppi hasn't seen McWillie since the 1940s except perhaps once
whenhe ran into him in the Thunderbird Zoppi said McWillie
lived in a very plush homein Dallas He knewhis wife at that
time His (McWillie's) wife later married AbeWeinstein
Bob Larkin was a bouncer in one of the clubs Zoppi said he
never checked with McWillie on his story (1973) about McWillie
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inviting Zoppi and Rubyto Cuba Wefound this very surprising
but he insisted he had never checked with McWillie on the story

His best recollection was that during September or October
of 1958 Rubyoffered to write McWillie at the Tropicana to get
them airplane tickets so Zoppi could review the acts at the
Tropicana to help McWillie's business The "OK for the trip
was received in two or three weeks The date was scheduled
to be approximately December8 or 9 (or 10 12) and the trip
was to last 4-5 days Zoppi wanted to be back for the holidays
They would pay their ownway downand be reimbursed this was
the commonpractice for journalists reviewing acts In late
November Jfk Ertzatter and Al Freemancalled inviting Zoppi
to review a big anniversary showat the Sands in Las Vegas
Zoppi said (as he had written in his article) the showwas a
"summit meeting show featuring Frank Sinatra Dean Martin
SammyDavis Joey Bishop and Peter Lawford Zoppi figured
there wouldn't be anything "like this in Cuba so he decided
to postpone the trip and told Rubyhe would meet him downthere
after the new year on approximately January 4 Rubytold Zoppi
he would go down stay downthere and meet Zoppi in Cuba Zoppi
then states he never went downdue to Castro's takeover in
January He vaguely remembersRubytold him he had a good time
in Cuba He doesn't knowif Rubyhad been there before or not
He thinks it's "B.S. that Jack Rubywould have seen Trafficante
they were simply "...not in the same league. Whenquestioned
about the receipt or payment of the plane tickets Zoppi said
he doesn't recall receiving a ticket and isn't sure if Ruby told
him that McWillie sent them

Concerning AGVAhe stated Vincent Lee ("a real martinet") ran
AGVAin the early 1950's followed by DeanJennings (who
lives in the San Francisco area now) followed by Jim Dolan
He said AGVAwas very strong in the 50's but deteriorated
post 1963 since the union treasury was basically being robbed
Ruby's travels with AGVAled him to go see Tony Pappa of
Associated Booking Union policy required that clubs use AGVA
membersin their acts and put up a deposit to ensure that the
acts would be paid Tony Pappa currently resides three weeks
in Beverly Hills and one week in Dallas Rubyalso went to see
Joe Glazier who is Pappa's boss in furtherance of his complaint
against Abe Weinstein Rubytried to see Joey Adams(well
connected with Glazier) and Jackie Bright head of AGVAin
NewYork but they wouldn't let Ruby in to see them AGVA
boycotted acts or clubs whowere not affiliated with the union
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The Weinstein Club next door to Ruby was one of the best of
the second rate clubs and was not unionized but AGVAdid
not challenge it This drove RubyCrazy Zoppi figures Weinstein
was probably paying off the union Ruby's business was hurting
because of the competition with Weinstein and he was mad because
he was still stuck with Jada whowould not back out of her
contract

Zoppi spoke with GordonMcClendonabout one month ago Zoppi
knows him well and likes him G.M ownedKLIFin Dallas and the
Liberty Network (J.R hung around there some) Ruby he says
loved McClendonbecause he "had class.

A Dallas police officer namedTrautman (phoenetic possibly
Trautham) gave Zoppi a radio speaker that had been in Ruby's
locker He reportedly walked the beat which included the
Carousel Club This concluded the first interview

The second interview with Zoppi was conducted on 4/5/78 at 1:30
P.M at his office in the Riviera This was subsequent to the
depositions taken of Lewis McWillie

Wequestioned Zoppi concerning the dates of his proposed trip
with Rubyto Cuba in light of McWillie's certainty that Ruby
visited in August of 1959 Weshowed Zoppi the letter McWillie
had given us that Zoppi had written to Matty Brescia in 1976
which had "refreshed McWillie's recollection that Zoppi had had
a role in Ruby's trip to Cuba Zoppi authenticated his
signature

Zoppi said Matty Brescia worked for GordonMcClendonand Liberty
Broadcasting One evening around 1952 Zoppi Brescia and Candy
Barr were at the Bob Wills Ranch House Brescia told Jack Ruby
that Tony Zoppi was in the audience, about Zoppi's
first meeting with Rubycausing Rubyto introduce Zoppi to the
crowd Brescia knewRubythrough McClendon

Wequestioned Zoppi further about the timing of the proposed
trip to Cuba and the reasons it never cameoff as planned
Wepointed out to Zoppi that Castro's takeover did not prevent
travel to Cuba at least not right away Weasked Zoppi if he
could give us a better idea why he thought the trip was planned
for Decemberof 1958 and not a different year



Zoppi's recollection of the January 4th alternative dat which
he thought was prevented by Castro's takeover could possibly have
been prevented by the severing of diplomatic relations between
the U S and Cuba on January 1 1961

35-3790 79 12
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Zoppi called the Sands Hotel to check on their big shows during
the 1958 1961 period to see what showhe may have reviewed
to cancel his trip to Cuba He stated it could have been the
December 1958 showwith Rowanand Martin the December 1960
showwith Marty Allen and Steve Rossi or the December 1959
showwith Dean Martin The big show that he thought it was
with Sinatra Dean Martin and SammyDavis did not take place
until January 20 February 16 of 1960 After reviewing all
the shows he admitted he was very unsure what the date of the
scheduled trip was to be In fact it was agreed that perhaps
Rubyhad gone downin August 1959 on a vacation for himself
and the trip Zoppi and Rubywere to take was to be a second
trip to Cuba that in fact neither one ever went on due to Zoppi's
cancelling out
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JACKL RUBYwas interviewed in an interviey room
located on floor S-M,oYfhe Dallas CountyJail Dallas Texas
His.attorneys MELVIN.BELLISan Francisco California
JOE'iOi`IAMILLJasper Texas SAM-BRODYLos Angeles California
and WILLIAfl'IcLOULOSSan__Francisco California were present
The interview commencedat 1:50 PMand continued until 3:30 PM
whenRUBYwent to the rest room It was resumedagain at 3:34 PM
and continued until 5:00 PM

JACKL RUBYwas advised by SAC RAYHALLthat he did
not have to makeany statement Hewas remindedthat his attorney
were present and that any statements he madein answers to
questions could be used against him in a court of law

JACKL..P.UBYthen furnished the following informatiori

,On the night of WednesdayNovember20 1963 he.was at
his club the Carousel Club in Dallas Texas He thinks he close
the club at about 2:00 AMon November21 1963 One of his dancer
called "LITTLELYNN drank somechampagnebefore closing and whe
she started homeshe got sick and passed out at Nichols Brothers
parking'garage near his club He thinks this occurred after
2:00 AMon November21 1963 but it could have been after
2:0O AMon November20 1963 He went over to see about her
and tried to get her to go to a hospital but she refused to go
He remained with her trying to take care of her until 4:00 AI.1
or 5:00 AMand then went home so far as he can nowrecall.-After
he got home he went to-bed and went to sleep .f

At about 10:30 AMor 11:00 AMon November''21 1963 he
received a telephone call at homefrom a girl namedT_AMHELLwhos
first namemaybe CONNIEor something similar Helmet this girlat the Carousel Club about eight;nonths-previously and since meet
her she has called him on the telephone several times The
TRAHMELLgirl lives in an apartment on either Gaston Avenueor
Live.Oak Street in Dallas Whenshe called him on November21
1963 she told him that she had to get a job and that she had
an appointment with LAMARHUNT He asked her howshe"got an
appointment with HUNTand she told him that she called HUNT's
homeand got his number then just called his office and asked
him for an appointment about a job

Dallas Texas FNaa  DL44-1639
C RAYHALLand

by5?.-7eIA,,n,s MANNINGC CLEMENTS LACDared,wd 12/23/0

^1)5Cr'yn c,r.. .coa....lotte encli.lo.a!t] Fa 111t]5,:e,srl7e[th 7535mallIeen.e[a
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TRAMMELL asked RUBYto come after her and give her a
ride downtoun,.sb he got dressed picked her up and drove her
downtown RUBYhad an appointment with his attorney but does
not remember whether it was GRAHAMKOCHor STANLEYKAUFMAN.
Both attorneys have offices in the Mercantile Securities
Building Dallas the same building in which LAMARHUNT-hashis
offices -TRA2i.KELLwent ;up--to"-see L42SAR"-HUNT-andafter RUBY
completed his business with his attorney regarding some tax
matters he waited around the cigar stand in the lobby for.a
while for TRAHMELLto comedown but .:she did not so he left and
went-to the Carousel Club When-he got-to the club one of his
employees-named LARRYwas there

LARRYwas a young boy whomhe had seen at the State
Fair of Texas and he gave LARRYa job at the Carousel Club
after the fair closed He had asked LARRYto build a.crate
so he could shin a dog to a friend of RUBY's,AL GRUBER,.who
lives on Olympic Street in Los Angeles. California .LARRYhad
not built the crate so he got after him for not having ,done
what he had asked him tb do So far as he remembers he stayed
around the Carousel Club'until about 9;30 PH when ha and RALPH
PAUL who owns part-di the Carousel Club went"to.-the Egyptian
Lounge for dinner

While they were eating at the Egyptian Lounge a man
named CONNORSwho.is.a salesman for the Dallas Horning News
newspaper came over to the table and invited RUBYover to the
Castaway Club located nearby He declined the invitation because
he did-not want to go to this club as the manager had hired an
orchestra away from RUBY-that-had-played for RUBYfor several year
After dinner RUBYreturned.to the Carousel Club During the
evening of November21 1963 he did the breaks between showswhich were two breaks of twenty Minutes each and he used a
roulette wheel to give-away prizes to the audience Sometime
during the evening he ordered someone out of the club because
he was creating,a disturbance but he has no idea who-this personwas He believes he closed the Carousel Club at about 2:00 AMon
November 22 1963 and-went home If he went-anywhere to eat
before going home he doe 'not remember it He does not now_
remember whether GEORGE.SENATORwho shares the apartment with
RUBYwas at home when he arrived there or not but he went
directly to bed and went to sleep
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On the morning of November22 1953 RUBYgot up at
about 9:30 AMand does not now recall.whether GEORGESENATORwas
in the apartment or not He drove downtownand stopped at the
Dallas Morning News at about 10:50 AN He believes he'stopped,
'for a moment and talked to two girls employed there GLADYSCRADD(
and a girl named CONNELLYor CONNELLHe thinks he gave them a
bottle of Larson's CRD a food supplement for persons.on a diet
He then went to the office of TOP3PPI but TONYwas not there
RUBY'lookedover a brochure there about BILL ENAR a master of
ceremonies at the Carousel Club Another employee of the news
paper a.Mr PAYNEmay have been in ZOPPI's office while RUBY
was in there a r

RUBYleft that office and went to Mr JOHlf EWNAN's
office at the newspaper to talk about RUBY'sads RUBYwas tryin
to make a 12:00 noon deadline Mr CONNORSthe sane person RUBY
had seen at the Egyptian Lounge the previous evening came in to
NEWMAM'soffice and they talked for a while NEWNANcame in axle
RUBYcompleted his advertisements for his clubs

At about that time people began running around and
RUBY-heardsomeone say that somebodyhad been shot First he
heard that Governor CONNALLYhad been shot then a Secret
Service.Agent and then someone said that "our beloved'Presiderit_
has been shot RUBYthen called his sister .EVAANT and told
her about the shooting and told her he would be at her house as
soon as he could He left the Dallas Morning News but does not k
the time when he left He drove to the Carousel Club and told hi
employee ANDY%ARMSTRONGto get in touch with everybody and tell
them 'he was closing his clubs He then called a friend ALICE
NICHOLSand she told):imthat Neiman-Marcushad closed their
store He called ALGRUBERin Los Angeles from the Carousel Club
and told GRUBERhe would send a dog to him soon RUBYsaid he
talked to GRUBERabout the death of ?resident KENNEDYbut began
crying and finally just told GRUBERhe had to break it off and
hung up the telephone

Somebodybrought some merchandise to the club but he
does not remember who it was and RUBYjust told the man to take
the merchandise back.as he did not want afY He called his sister
several._times during the afternoon and was so upset that he was
belligerent toward his employees ANDYand LARRYwho were at
the Carousel Club He remembers getting a telephone call from
KATHY-KAYhe called his business associate RALPH-TAULand told
PAULthat he was going to close his clubs he called BRECK-t'ALL
in Galveston and also JOE PETERSONand he called his sister
EILEENin Chicago locating her at his sister NARI-Aid'shouse
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Sometime late that afternoon he-left the Carousel
Club and went to the Ritz Delicatessen and bought a__lol of food
and then went to the home of his sister in Dallas EVAGRANT He
and his sister talked and while there his employee ANDY called
and told him that DOH AFRANof the Dallas Times Herald had
called and wanted to get in touch with him RUBYthen called
SAFRANwho told RUBYthat the Cabana and the Century Room were
going to close-and-he did not know what ABEand BARNEYWEINSTEIt
ware going to do RUBYsaid he told SAFRANthat he had already
closed without agking what the other club owners were doing
SAFRANthen asked RUBYabout whether he would be open the next
night and RUBY.saidhe did not knowbut would call him back
In a few minutes RUBYcalled SAFRANback and told him he was
going to be closed Saturday and Sunday nights in addition to
Friday night..

At no time did RUBYgo to Parkland Hospital on _
November 22 1963 At about 7:00 PMor 8:00 PM he left his
sister's home and drove to his apartment to get dressed to go
to Congregation Shearith Israel Synagogue arriving there at
about 10:00 PMor 10:30 PM Before he left his apartment he
called Dr COLEMANJACOBSONto determine when the services began
at his Synagogue Following services refreshments were served
but he did not feel like visiting with anyone He stayed there
for a short-time then drove toward downtown He passed the Club
Bali&ai noticing that it was open and then drove by the'Gay Life
Club and saw that it was closed He then drove on to Phil's
Delicatessen and went in and talked to the owner PHIL MILLER
He had read in the newspaper or heard over the radio that the
police officers in the homicide Bureau would be working overtime
that night so he ordered ten sandwiches and decided he would
take them something to eat After he ordered the sandwiches he
called the Police Department Homicide Bureau and talked to
Detective-SIMS telling-him-he-was-getting-some-sandwiches and
would-bring-them-down-for-them: SIMStold-him-they were-about
through-and-were-winding-up things-there-and-did-not-want any
thing to eat-.-After SIMStold him-that;-he-decided-he-would
take-the-sandwiches-to-the employees-at KLIF Radio-Station

Re -explained -that he -has -known-GORDONiCC LEMDONowner
of the radio"station;-for"a number-of-years,-and he also:"knows
RUSSKNIGHTa disk-jockey at the station The employees at the
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radio station have been good about giving him free plugs when
he was trying to get started with his clubs and he just wanted
to do something for them because he knew they would be working
late He called GORDONMCLENDON'shome from Phil's Delicatessen
in order to get a number at the radio station so he could talk to
the men on duty there The daughter gave him a number and he
told her he was going to take some sandwiches to the radio
station but the daughter told him her mother had already sent
some food up there RUBYcalled the number he had gotten but
it was a wrong number

.He picked up his.sandwiches and discovered they hacj made
only,eight when he ordered ten He drank a soft drink then left
with his sandwiches and drove downtown driving up Commerce Street
and parking across from the City Hall He decided to go to the
Police Department to try to locate some newsmenfrom KLIF in
order to obtain the unlisted phone number for the radio station
He went to the third floor of the Police Department where the
newsmenwere gathered As he got off the elevator a policeman
who was not known to RUBYasked him where he was going,-or whom
he wanted-to see RUBYtold him he was looking for JOE .DELONG
of KLIF and the officer let him go on inside. He looked around
for a while without seeing anyone from KLIF and asked some
unknown police officer to have JOE DELONGpaged over the loud
speaker DELONGdid not answer the page,-but while he was waitirq
he-saw Captain FRITZ of the Police Department come out of-his
office with a person OSWALDRUBYheard a reporter tell FRITZ
that this was not a good place so FRITZwent back inside his
office with OSWALDIn a minute RUBYheard some newsmen say
something about the basement so he went downthere to an
assembly room where some newsmenwere

Whenhe-saw OSWALDhere this was the first time that
he had ever seen him He had never heard the name of LEE HARVEY
OSWALDbefore OSWALD'sarrest on November22 1963 by the Dallas
Police Department Any rumors that OSWALDwas ever at any of
RUBY'sclubs are-wrong because RUBYhad never seen LEE HARVEY

theOSWALDat any place before he saw him with Captain FRITZ at the
Dallas Police Department the night of November22 1963_ Any
rumors that OSWALDwas at the Carousel Club are absolutely untrue
RUBYhas since heard reports that his master of ceremonies at the
Carousel Club BILLDEMARhas reported that OSWALDwas at-the
Carousel Club one night before President KENNEDYwas assastinated

~'S'-~yor~-9~.t
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RUBYsaid that this is absolutely false because-OSWALDwas never
there RUBYhas heard that EDSULLIVANgot in touch with BILL
DEMARand wanted DEWARon SULLIVAN'stelevision program but
SULLIVANdid not believe DEMAR'sstory and would not use him
RUBYfurther advised that-newspaper reports that RUBYand OSWALD
were seen together.in"Waco Texas are complete falsehoods because
he was never with OSWALDanywhere Reports that OSWALDwas going
to RUBY'sapartment after President KENNEDY'sdeath are abso=
lutely false because OSWALDdid not know RUBY,-RUBYhas never

-had"any previous connection with OSWALDand OSWALDcould not
he-ve.been going to RUBY'sapartment RUBYsaid that his employee
ANDY.AP.NSTRONGknows more about RUBY'sclub and RUBY's morals
than anyone else and ANDYcan tell anyone that OSWALDwas never
.in the Carousel Club

WhenRUBYgot to the assembly room he went to the
back of the room and stood on top of a table so he could see
and be out of the way In a few minutes HENRYWADEthe Distric
Attorney and Captain FRITZcame into the assembly room-with
-OSWALDfor an interview with the press OSWALDmumbled or talked
a little but the newsmencould not hear him RUBYdid not hear
OSWALDeither After a short time Captain FRITZtook OSWALD
away HENRYWADEwas then interviewed by the newsmen

RUBYsaid that he had his..revolver.in his right-front
trouser pocket all during this evening,.November-22 and 23
1963 except when-he went to church services He left the
revolver in his car while he was in church but put it back-ir
his right trouser pocket when he got back to his car He said
he carried:his gun because he had a lot.of:.money-dn-his person
and always carried his gun when he carried money

After the interview with WADERUBYleft the assembly
room and was out in the corridor "Anewsmancame by whomRUBY
did not know,-and-RUBYasked him if he had seen JOE DELONGof
KLIF This man said he had not seen DELONGand RUBYmentioned .=
that he-had some sandwiches for KLIF This man said he was from
KBOXradio and asked RUBYwhat was the matter with them. RUBY
said he told the man that next time maybe but this tuna he had
the sandwiches for KLIF This man.from.KBOXthen gave RUBYthe
unlisted phone number for KLIF RUBYwent around behind the
counter in the basement offices of the Police Department and
telephoned KLIF talking to an employee named KEN He told KEN
he had some sandwiches but could not get in the entrance door
to the radio station. At about that time HENRYWADEwalked
by and RUBYwas still talking to KENso he asked KENif he
warted to talk to HENRYWADE KENsaid he did so RUBY-called

I uy yo~G _ 9a
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to HENRYWADEand told WADEhe was wanted on the telephone
WADEtalked on the phone to KEN then handed the phone back to
RUBY RUBYtalked to KENagain and KENtold him.it.was great
of RUBYto help him get the interview with WADE

RUBYsaid he then left the Police Department building
went to his car and drove over to Radio Station KLIF He got
the sandwiches out of his car to take them upstairs but the
front door-was locked In about ten or fifteen minutes RUSS
KNIGHTcame by and let him inside They all went upstairs
and the.employees on duty ate the sandwiches RUBYleft Radio
Station KLIE at about .3:00.AM-on-November23 1963 and drove to
the.Dallas Times Herald newspaper building He went inside and

'talked.to an-employee named PATGADOSHand gave PATa twist
-board an-exerciser GADOSHis the person at the newspaper who
takes RUBY'sads for his clubs

ice '~
He talked with GADOS out "the advertisement in the

Dallas Tlorning.News by BERNARD?WEISMANthat was critical of
President KENNEDYGADOSHtold'RU3Y not to worry about the ad
because-the Dallas.Morning Newswas suffering enough for carrying
such an ad. RUBYgot his ad taken care of and drove toward home

^-",While.driving home RUBYthought of the similarity
between the. BERNARD.WEISSMANadvertisement .and a. sign he had
seen which read "Impeach EARLWARREN'!He drove home and
awakened GEORGESENATORand asked SENATORto go with him He
called the Carousel Club and awakened his employee LARRY and
asked.LARRYif he.knew how to operate a Polaroid camera LARRY
said he could operate:the camera so he told.LARRYhe would be

. down.to pick-up LARRY-andthe-camera .RUBY.andSENATOR-them
drove to the Carousel-Club sometime about 4:00 or 5:00 AH on

.November 23 1963 and-picked up LARRYand-the camera. They
-drove to Central-Expressway and-Ross-Avenue where-they found
a sign about 2 feet-by 4 feet on-top of a Potter Steel Company
sign which read-"Impeach EARL"WARRENand at the bottom-of-this
sigrr-was-"Box 1757,"Beltham Mass.

They took some photographs of this sign and-RUBYthen
remembered that.the.BERNARDWEISSMANad had the address "Box 1792
Dallas Texas so they drove to the Main Post Office in Dallas
and looked at Post Office Box 1792 RUBYasked a man on duty at
'the post office for the name of the man who had Post Office Box
1792 but-the man told-him he could not give RUBYthe name of
the box holder They left and went to the Southland Hotel

q-a~'Gr~ -rat



Later on-in the afternoon he drove back downtown and
went.to :Sol'"s "Turf -Bar and talked with a man named BELLOCHIO
or something-like that, who was in the place and also talked
to his accountanti-AB "RLEINMANwhowas in the place He
showed them photos that-"h"e"Tiadtaken of the sign "Impeach EARL
WARREN"and they talked about that BELLOCHIOwas talkingabout the bad-publicity that.Dallas would get because President
KENNEDYhad-been killed in Dallas and said he would probablyhave to leave town RUBYreminded him that he had made his
money in Dallas and should not leave now BELLOCHIOwanted one
of the photos that RUBYhad taken but RUBYwould not-give him
a photo While in this bar RUBYcalled his attorney STANLEY
KAUFMANand ha-told STANLEYabout the photos RUBYwas in
Sol's Turf Bar about forty-five minutes then left sometime
between 3:00 and 4:00 PMon the afternoon of November 23 1963

Y{ Yo r6 7 2 -GLI
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Coffee Shop where RUBYtalked for a few minutes with the
owner a man believed to be named WEBB RUBYsaid as a
patriotic American he was so upset and intense over the sign
and-;he-adertisement critical of President KENNEDyithat:".be
could not eat anything but drank someorange juice at the
coffee shop\ They left the coffee shop and dropped off LARRY
at the Carousel Club at about 6:00 AN As he got out of the
car LARRYtold RUBYthat he supposed RUBYwas not going to
bed,"and RUBYtold-LARRYthat he was not going to bed RUBY
and SENATORdrove on to their apartment and went to bed.

At about 8:30 AMon November23 1963 LARRYphoned
RUBYand asked him what kind of dog food he wanted RUBYsaid _
that before he realized that he had told LARRYhe was not going
to bed he talked real ugly to LARRY He found out later that
LARRYleft-the keys to the Carousel Club next door and left
town without telling RUBYhe was leaving or where he was going
RUBYgot up at about 11:00 or 11:30 AMand got dressed and
drove downtown He decided to stop and look at all the wreaths
that had been-placed on the side of the street near where
President KENNEDYhad been shot He looked at.-the wreaths then
went over to talk to Police Officer CHANEYwho was on duty
there and talked with CHANEYfor a few minutes but choked up
and left because he did not want CHANEYto see him crying He
went on up the street and met WESWISE of KRLDtelevision station
and talked.to WISEfor a few minutes He drove on away and as he
was leaving he noticed that Captain FRITZand Chief of Police
CURRYwere walking around the scene of the assassination He
backed-up and told WISE "There goes FRITZand CURRY He'then
drove on home .~
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He does not remember exactly where he went ,_ _
when he left but may have gone by the Lacy Building to sea his
tailor but'he then went back to-the.Carousel Club and then on
home. His employee ANDYat the Carousel Club called him about
6:00 PMand wanted to leave but RUBYtold ANDYto stay at the
club to-answer any"incoming telephone calls He.stayed'"homeuntil about 11:00 PM when he went to the Pago Club He sat
down at a back table and ordered a Coke BOBNORTONthe managercame over and.told RUBYthat he was going to close.theclub but
had been-told to keep it open RUBYtold NORTON.thatwas:all
right he could do whatever he wanted to.do,-but he had closed
his clubs.--.RUBY left there after he finished_his Coke and _drove
to his Carousel-Club He stayed around there for a little.whilethan drove home because he was not interested in any gaiety He
did not go to-'the Cabana-Motel and visit a club.there

RUBYsaid that on the morning of November-24i.1983
'he-got a call from one of his dancers called LITTLELYNN,-who'has been-a pain to him because of her actions and she-said she

needed some-moneyfor-her landlord On Friday night November 22
1963 he had to give-her-95.00 so.she could get home. He did not
want her to-come by his apartment to get the money because her :s
'husband would come with her and RUBYdid not like-her husband._
He told LYNNhe would send her some moneyby Western Union to
Fort Worth Texas He had a lot of moneywith him that he had
for a deposit to pay his excise tax so he got his revolver and puit in his right--front trouser pocket He said he never carried th
gun in his coat pocket because it would get his_coat out of shape

-He said he had no permit to carry a gun and had no card
or badge as any'-kind of ''.'.a number-of officers of the Dallas Police Department-knew he had a
gun. -He-recalled 'that a -couple of times the police officers had
taken him -out "of -jail and-given his gun back to him. He did not
recall-the-names-of these officers He said that being-around
clubs-and-carrying money--it was like-a jungle with all the
stickups-=he carried-his-revolver when-he had money on-his person.

He left his apartment got in his car and started totown to send the money to LITTLELYNN. As he drove out of his
driveway he stopped and talked to a neighbor name unknown butwho is the father-in-law of Police Officer BUDDYMUENSTERRUBYhad.his dog in the car-with him He drove toward town on the
Thornton Expressway and turned off onto Industrial Street thenup Industrial to 1-fainStreet so he could see the wreaths at the
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spot where President KENNEDYwas assassinated As he passedthe County Building.he noticed a lot of people around so he
assumed that OSWALDhad already been moved to the County Jail
He drove on up Main Street and as-he passed the City .Hall he
noticed-a number of-people around there Just before fie.-reached
the next corner he made an illegal left turn into a parking lot
across the street fron.the Western Union Office and parked his
car there 'He-left his dog in his car He then walked across _
th2'street-and sent-a money order for $25.00-toLITTLE LYNNat

After sending-the telegram,-he-left the Western Union
office and walked west on the same side of-the-street toward
the':City Hall located on the next corner.-- Before he reached _
the Police Department building he noticed a police offiCer
standing at the entrance to the ramp going into the basement

-from Main'Street,.bu.t.he did not knowthe police officer Just
before he reached that-point a police car came out of the
basement and he recognized the driver of the police car as

" Lieut.:PIERCE.. He explained he has known Lieut PIERCE for
twelve or fourteen years PIERCEdid not look toward-him or
speak to him and RUBYdid not speak to Lieut PIERCE RUBY_could not recall seeing anyone else-in the police car with
Lieut PIERCEin either the front-or back seat of the police car

A the police car driven by Lieut PTFRCEcame:out of
the basement ramp the officer on duty at the entrance stepped.back and walked.towardthe curb next to the street with his
back toward RUBY :As the police car got even with this-officerthe officer stooped down and looked inside the.car At -about
this time RUBY.had"reachedthe.entrance to the Main Street
ramp,-and he took in the movementof the police car and the
officer on duty at the ramp. with a quick glance Without
breaking his stride or hesitating RUBYturned to his-left and
walked down the ramp into the basement As he entered the
-ramp he does not-recall-.seeing any person standing-around the
entrance and he does not know a former police officer named
DANIELS

RUBYsaid hells positive he did not have either ofhis hands in any-of his pockets--either coat or trouser pocketswhen he entered and walked downthe ramp He did not look behi_nchim to see which way the police car went when it entered the
street and he did not look behind him to see whether anyoneobserved him entering the basement RUBYsaid he had no kind
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of press card or any other kind of identification on the outside
of his coat and he exhibited no identification to anyone to
gain entrance to the basement.

Just as he got to the bottom of the ramp RUBYsaid
"A person who pops-out with two men that is all I can remember
naturally I know who he'is;to me he had this smirky smug
vindictive-attitude I can't

explain
what impression he gave me

but that is all I can-- well I just lost my senses the next
I kew I-was on the ground and five or six people were on top of
me RUBYsaid that as he was going down the ramp he spoke to no
one and no one-spoke-to him -He did not recognize anyone in 'the
crowd there and he did not stop and stand behind anyone

RUBYwas asked why he killed OSWALDand he said "I
was in mourning Friday and Saturday To me when he shot before
ma like.he-did something in my insides tore out and-I just went
blank .To me he represented--I'll go back a little bit I
listened to a eulogy Saturday morning I am sure and-I Heard
Rabbi SILVERMANspeak about our President He said 'Here-is a
man that-fought in all battles but he didn't have a chance to
fight here he was shot from the rear I have been around people
that-are so smug and hard Then about OSWALD-beingassociated
with.Communism .and how he blemished-this beautiful city and tars

-KENNEDYhaving to comeback to the trial I told no one I was
going to kill him No one knew I was going to shoot him I didn
discuss anything with anyone about.shooting-him .No police
officer assisted me in any way or cad or said anything to
suggest:my shooting OSWALDI remembered HULLINAXa police

.officer who was killed,-and MULLIHAXwas a friend of mine .I did
not know J D TIPPIT I knew a TIPPIT on the police department
but he was in the Special Service Bureau and he was not the TIPPI
that was killed I did not know the TIPPIT that was killed.

RUBYsaid he has never had any serious illnesses or
hospitalizations and does not have a steel plate in his head
He-volunteered his mother had previously been committed to an
insane asylum He professed to know of no other history of mental
illness in his family

-RUBYstated-he-was born in Chicago in 1911 He spent
four-or five years in various foster homes in-Chicago,-mentioning
that his father was an alcoholic He said the father's alcoholic
habits contributed to his mother's mental condition,-along with
her problems in "the change of life He said he remained in
Chicago until 1933

~~V.?err)l,~, 1 1
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He said that in 1933 he one AL'-',--DL^INMAURY_flastname
not recalled) and. a third person whose name-he_.could not imme
diately recall went to Los Angeles California,"-where they sold _"Collier's Tip Sheet which he described as a handicapper's
tip sheet for horse races He said their arrival in the Los
Angeles:area coincided as he recalled with the opening of the
Santa Anita Race Track.-"He"related they remained in the Los_
Angeles area-for a few-months only and during the same year
1933 went to the San Francisco area where he at first engagedin similar activities at the Bay MeadowsRace Track .Subsequentlyhe sold subscriptions to Hearst newspapers the San Francisco
Exanner and San Francisco Call Bulletin covering San Francisco
and small towns in the general area

He said he remained in San Francisco until 1937 and
returned to Chicago and was unemployed for a considerable-period.-
In 1.41 he related he his

brot-er EARL-RUBYHARtrPSTEIPIHARTYHARGOL(Phonetic) and I-IARTYIMPLE"went on the-road
selling punch boards and small coda_ chests in numerous .stern
and NewEngland states He specifically mentioned the states of
NewYork. Connecticut and Pennsylvania He said he had no fixed
address during this period that the group lived in various hotels

RUBYrelated that in late 1941 he returned to Chicago
and continued his business-of selling punch boards primarily
through mail orders. He mentionedan advertisement-was run in
Billboard magazine in this regard He mentioned that during this
period he became very closely associated with ARTY4AYREa
musician.

RUBYstated he remained in Chicago until 1942 He said
his brother SAMUELwas .in military service stationed at-Jefferson
Barracks in the St Louis area He said he went to St.-Louis and
spent a week or two there to be near his brother His brother
EARL he related,-was at the time-in the U S Navy,-stationedat Dutch Harbor He said he sold-punch-boards trhile-i.'.the
St Louis area -He said-he returned to Chicago in 1942 and-"hungaround home;"mentioning specifically the area of Division and
DamonStreets He-said he had:had.difficulties with his preyious
partners-in the punch board business

In the period 1942.1943 he operated out of Globe AutoGlass Company owned by one MORRIE\I'ELLMAHHe mentioned that hisbrother HYMANhad during this period been released from militaryservice as being "too old He said that he personally entered
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the military service in 1943 and remained until 1946

RUBYsaid that in 1946 on being discharged from
military duty he-returned to Chicago and "prospered in his
mail order business involving punch boards and miscellaneous
items He said.his sister EVAhad for sohe time been wanting
to operate a night club-in Dallas and had moved to Dallas from
California He said he-in the meantime.had.had some friction
with his brothers and-had sold his interest in their mutual
business of-selling punch-boards and other items to-the brothers

He said he-sent money to his sister EVAfora-lease on
a building in which to open a club He said he at that time was
-living at-the Congress Hotel Chicago having saved some money

-He said-fora-brief period he was associated with one KKIE
-IAP;"f0ODwho lived in Detroit in the promotion of-_!.'cookwareih-is kis not a successful venture

He said that in 1947 he movedto Dallas to be associated
with EVAin the night club business He returned to Chicago how
ever in the same year in a few months in an effort to enter into
various'sarchandising deals". Being unsuccessful,-he returned to
Dallas in 1947 and has lived in Dallas continuously since

RUBYsaid he went broke in the night club business in
1952 and had a'"mental breakdown He continued along-this line
by saying he was "mentally depressed and that he "hibernated in
the Cotton Bowl Hotel for three or four months declining-to see
his friends He said he went back to Chicago briefly and his
brother EARLtried to help him out financially He returned to
Dallas however in 1952

RUBYsaid his first ventures in Dallas-were"-the Bob
Wills Ranch House and Silver Spur He said that WILLIb.PSTEII1
and HARTYGIHPLEwere associated with him in the Silver $piir
and it was at the Silver Spur that he went broke He said-after
his "comeback he-tried operating the Silver Spur again -In 1952
1953 he operated the Ervay Theater a motion picture house
briefly In 1953 he became associated-in the-Vegas:.Club'and
"FIernando's Hideaway

In 1956 he sold his interest in the Silver Spur He
related that in 1959-1960 he persuaded his brother EARLto come
to Dallas and to assist in establishing the Sovereign Club
EARLdid not remain in Dallas however He said the Sovereign

1Lf
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Club established as a private club became the Carousel which
continues to operate

RUBYsaid he has not been associated with.or..operated
any night-clubs except in Dallas Texas

RUBYstated that he visited a.friend of his.brother in
Windsor Ontario;-Canada in 1929-1930 for two or three months
In 1.33 when en route to California on a brief trip he went
across into Mexico at Juarez He said this was purely.a."tourist
trip of short duration He said he has never been in Mexico
otherwise and has never been outside the Continental United States
except as indicated above and below He said.he has never-been in
Honolulu Hawaii

RUBYrested that in August 1959 he went to Havana
Cuba to see L.-Ct C IXLLIE who was "some sort of-a good will
nh for the Tropicana a gambling establishment He said MCWILL
sent him-aplane ticket and he lived at-the:Fesca Apartments with
MC-3"IILLIE-fora period of eight to ten days He said he-spent all
.of his time in Havana-except to go-to"a small-area on one-occasion
with "one-of-the"FOX brothers who ownedthe Tropicana.--He said
his'"trip-to Cuba-was completely non-political and that he-has had
no correspondence with persons in Cuba He said MCWILLIE is now
at the Thunderbird Hotel Las Vegas Nevada

-RUBYstated he has not been.a member-of any political
associations clubs or organizations-.-..He said his brother HYMAN
was at one time interested in politics in Chicago in a small.wayHe said he may have belonged to B'nai B'rith and-the-"Jewish
Welfare Fund He said he has never been a member of the
Communist-Party or any "front organizations that he has had no
membershipin or affiliation with or interest in "Fair Play forCuba or any other Cuban organization of any type

RUBYvolunteered that some years ago "at a-time whenCASTROwas popular in the United States he read of an individua3in the vicinity of Houston Texas having been engaged in "gun
running to CASTRO He said he attempted by-telephone to get in
touch-with-this individual as he had-in mind."making-a--buck bypossibly acquiring some Jeeps or other similar equipment-whichhe might sell-to persons-interested in their importation to-Cuba_He said nothing came-of this He said he had never attended any
meetings concerned with "gun running smuggling of persons inor out of Cuba or-otherwise-in-relation to Cuban-affairs

RUBYsaid he was associated in about 1937 in Chicagowith the Scrap Iron and Junk Dealers Union but has otherwise had
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no other direct association with any union except American Guild
of Variety Artists the latter in connection with his night club
businesses

RUBYstated that during the summerof 198^3-he took a
trip to Houston Texas en route to Edna Texas where he visited
CANDY\BARAa former allas strip tease figure-who had just.been
releas d-from.the Texas State Penitentiary He.said-he gave
CANDYa:dog-as a present He said he went on to NewOrleans on
this same trip his-purpose being-to-attempt to engage the ser
vicesof "JADA a stripper who had been performing in New
Orleans

He said that in the summerof 1963 he flew-via-American
Air Lines-to NewYork-City where-he remained for two-or-three
-days at-the-new-Hilton-Hotel He said his purpose was to see
JOE7 SER a booking agent and to see officials of American
Guild'of-Variety Artists in order to register complaints relative
to competitors in Dallas He said he traveleq alone On this
trip .he recalls having run into "DANTE",a m aician in an
automat and-having-visited or contacted BARNEYOSS former =
well-known prize fighter whomhe had knos:n.in'Cl-i`cago He said
on the return to Dallas he went via Chicago and that members of
his family-joined him-briefly at O'Hare Field the Chicago
airport -RUBYsaid he could recall no other travel outside-of
Dallas during 1953

He mentioned having been in NewYork Joplin I4issouri
Tulsa Oklahoma and-Chicago in 1956 when-he was attempting to
promote"a-young Negro tap dancer and drummernamed.NELSONalso
known as "LITTLEbADDY He said this trip lasted several weeks

" He related-that-he was in Hot-Springs Arkansas in
1956 as he recalls having flown there to attend the races He
said-he believed he was-in Little Rock during the-same trip _
briefly. He said he was in Las Vegas Nevada in 1937 and does n
recall having been there since that time

RUBYstated that no police-officers accompanied him on
the trip to Hot Springs mentioned above and that he had *never
been outside the City of Dallas with any Dallas law enforcement
officers He said he had never employed any Dallas policeman
in any of his clubs although he had employed "Special Officers
For the services of the latter he paid the City of Dallas and
the City in turn paid the "Special Officers in question He sale
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he had never given money or other things of value to officers
of the Dallas Police Department except bottles of whiskey at
Christmastime to some He said he had also had a practice of
admitting officers to his clubs without cover charge and having
given "special prices on drinks for example he would give
officers beer for 40 cents a bottle where his usual price was
more He said.-he had never asked any special favors from any
police personnel

35-3790 79 13
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SHERWINJACK,BRAUNArchitect 6238North Raynebusiness address 140East Ontario Chicago Illinois .advisedon the Labor Dayweekendof 1959 be JACKMARCUSand JAI
BISHOVvisited Havana Cubafor three or four days while on-
a Florida vacation prior to returning to school in ChicagoIllinois

Onthe first or second night in Havana the three
menhad visited the Tropicana night club in Havana Cubaand
were standing by the roulette wheel or crap table wbena
manwalkedup and introduced himself BRAUNadised be
thought the mangave his nameas JACKRJBYbut was not sure
BRAUNstated be did not knowthe manwb6said be had originallybeen from Chicago Illinois but nowownedsomesort of nightclub or gamblingestablishment in Texas possibly Dallas The
maninvited the three mento visit his night club wheneverthey
got to Texas

BRAUNstated be believed RUBYwas alone but appeared
to knowhis mayaround and was familiar with the employeesof the
Tropicana BRAUNstated RUBYdid not give hima business card
nor did he knowhowlong RUBYstayed in Cubanor where be stayed

BRAUNdescribed the manknownas JACKRUBYas a
white male American large or heavybuild with round or oval
face bad a "Jewish appearance and did not have a Texas or
soutbern"accent BRAUNstated no radical or political type state
meats were made nor were any commentsmadeother than the
above casual remarks madeby RUBY

at Chirogn Tllianie
DANIELP BLAKE/tjd

CG44-645
FO l DL44-1639

11/26/63
bySpecialAgent _ Datedictated

66Thdoc.e.etcenta4un.lth.r,.er --Walton..cantla.lae.1thePOIItI lb ,.r1ofthtourot.netItandBeanl.nlor.Zp,sab dl.albal.deat.ldyoura FBIawdNlevn.dleencl I.En
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JAY(NYI)BISHOYAttorney 8060North Ridge '
business address 5152North Clark Chicago Illinois advised
he visited Havana Cubafor three or four days about the
first of September as it was the LaborDay"weekeadin 19W
BISHOPstated be waswith twoctber companions a JACKNABd7U1~
and SHERWINBRAUNboth of Chicago Illinois

BISHOVstated that the second or third night in
Havana Cuba he BRAUNand MARCOwere standing near a crap
table or roulette wheel at the Tropicana night club whena
manapproachedand introduced himself by a namewhichBM$HOV
believed was JACKRUBY RUBYasked where the three men
were from and whenBISHOVstated he was fromthe West Side bf
Chicago Illinois RUBYstated that be was also from that
sectin of Chicago Illinois but had movedto Dallas Texas
someyears before BISHOVstated RUBYdid not specify any
particular street namesor individuals with whomhe bad beet
acquainted in Chicago Illinois

BISHOVstated JACKRUBYextended an invitation
to the three mento visit himat one of his night clubs in
Dallas Texas BISHOVstated'he was under the impression RUBY
ownedmorethan one night club"in Dallas Texas and indicated
that-these clubs were somewhat:plush

-is
BISHOVstated RUBYappeared to knowhis wayaround

the Tropicana night club Havana Cubaand mayhave been
familiar with someof the employees BISHOVstated the
conversation lasted only about ten minutes and nothing other than
the above casual commentswere made BISHOVstated no radical
political type statements were madenor was there any lineation
RUBYbelonged to any particular organizations BISHOVstated
be did not knowbowlong RUBYbad been in Havana Cuba where
be was staying nor whenbe was supposedto return to the United
States

BISHOVstated be was not sure of the namenor of thi
picture appearing in the daily newspaper that it was identical
to the JACKRUBYbe met in Cubabut described this individual as
a white male American of average build 5`7 6 165 . 200 pours
dark hair with a"Jewish appearance",'and was in his mid or late
forties BISHOVstated RUBYwas an extrovert and loud talker but

.appeared to be friendly

DL44-1639
on11/25/63 .,Chicago Illinois  FileA CO44-645

bySpecialAgent  DANIELP BLAKE/tjd D.tedictated  11/28/63

TMd nt...Ntnon."Mr'.C.o"..M.t1.nnw..n.1..t.. 1thFBIk4;c..at.rtratthePat..dOta...dtfl.t.a.n<Tr_u..dItoeoot.._.,bttob db"ILUt.de.ha f..t.9.n.r .+
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JACK(NMI)MARCUage 27 advised he 5,san attorneybusiness address 134 Nerth LaSalle Street Suite 1508 ChicagoIllinois phonenumberCE6-3938 and resides at 8;2 BrownEvanston Illinois
1

Mr MARCUSstated he visited Havana Cuba for tour
days during the LaborDayweekend 1959 with two companionsJAYBISHOPand SISRWINBRAUNDuringthis vacation trip thethree were approachedby a manin the TropicanaNight Club
Havana Cuba whogave his gameas JACKRUBYRPTBYstated
he heard the three menwere fromthe BruitedStates and indicated
he was familiar with Chicago Illinois had someacquaintances
in Chicagoand maypossibly have been originally fromChicago
RUBYstated he owneda night club in TexaswhichMARCUS
believes was in Dallas and possibly called the "Carousel
He indicated he had "everything at the night club including
gambling RUBYtold MARCUSif he ever passed through Dallashe should stop in at RUBY'spightclub

MARCUSstated RUBYwas alone and appearedto have
been on vacation but mayhave been friendly wl.ththe employees
in the gamblingsection of the Tropicana

MARCUSfurther stated the neetieg.lasted only about
ten minutes and no other questions were asked o other information
obtained Noradical or political type statements were made
by RUBYnor were there any indications he belongedto any
particular organizations

Race White
Sex Male
Nationality American
Age` Mid-forties
Height 5'11
Weight 175pounds
Build Mediumto lgrgeHair Brownish balding slightlyAccent Midweste;ngather than Texan
Complexion Fair

11/24/63 at Evanston Illinois
SAsLANSINGP LOGAN
and DANIELP BLAIffi/mav ppMfiaaaJ

11/29/63
Thedoe.. eenleNP.uhnr.eo~weodeloonPasari.I,.I..a1tMPHIIIf tkertarttyattheFBIendI Ie.ed10routee..ey1tt.04!teeMl..at Peitobe41.0100..4oatei4erwSaner
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Z ~s
Apponrcd.to balm boon of
Jewish extraction Alpo
doscribed ao a grogarious
tytp and?n'extrovort

Ur LSAP.CUSadyiccd obon the ahopting.1.ncidenti is
Dallas Texas tookpllce cpncorpirng Pr F.4V VOSt7ALDby a
JACKKUBYNoyeaber 2d 1963 the papa aKrpcti LtACCDSas being
familiar and when Yoepaw the nevspaporpictur,Q Of JACK
KUB3 STEIN, it bore S4a;p oVe blOnce tO the ETA.&RUBYhe
net in Havana Cuba }{1_19S9.
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FD-302tn.. t-zs-so) ( FEDERALBUREAUOFINVESTIG(7N

1 .CM DareNovember30 1953
.)7 F .spa

CLARENCEA RECTOR422 ConnallyStreet Sulpher
Springs Texas advised SAJAMSL WILLIAP'SONhe was in
Houston.temporarily in Connectionwith his automobiletrans
portina business ('~ar )l

Headvised he has knownJACKRUBYas a club manager
in Dallas since about 1950and has frequented his places of
business since then

1;I.sadvised he went to Cubafor twodays in late
1959and in earl 1960he wasback in Dallas and went to the
yea C1vband sawRimv_ HE_mentionedhe had been to Cubaand
RUBYstated been to Cubahimself as he and

were trvinn to qet somegamblingconcessions at
a gut it did not workout

Be stated he was at the VegasClub on this occasion
with CHE;TERMYERS(phonetic) a head waiter whoresides in an
apartment about the 5000block of Hall Street in Dallas He
said MYERSappeared to be well acquainted with RUBY

RECTORstated that he had no other trrfoxuation con
cerning RUBYas his knowledgeof him is so limited

associatsome
casin

CE 1Lì fJ

On ll-7 ?.=63_at_Houston mP-ac File#,nn Pd-Rln

"rS3~J<1tIS-L,.-WEL=J~S59nLd w Dotedicroted~j 3p
,ttedo=un".nte.ntalnbnnl.h.rreeene..ndatlon.oreeneleslonoftheFBII 1thprey..2Ye ehFBanaISteen.dtovumoor11a.Mlt eenMnlvunotohadlarlhnl".doetala Y..,rnaoncY

JFK EXHIBITF-582

Chairman STOKES Mr Chairman I would also ask that JFK
Exhibit F-581 which is a postcard written from Jack Ruby to Alice
Nichols which is dated September 8 1959 also be made a part and
entered into the record at this point



JFK EXHIBITF-581
Chairman STOKES Now you have stated that it is your best

recollection that he stayed there a week
Mr McWILLIE I would say 6 days not over 6 days
Chairman STOKESCould he have stayed longer
Mr McWILLIE No I think I took him to the airport

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK F-581 is ordered into the
record at this point

[The above referred to JFK Exhibit F-581 follows:]
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Chairman STOKESMr Chairman I ask that JFK Exhibits F-583
and F-584 which are blowups be exhibited at this time and also be
made a part of the record at this point

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK Exhibits F-583 and F-584
are admitted into the record at this point

[The above referred to JFK Exhibits F-583 and F-584 follow]
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JFK EXHIBITF-583
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JFK EXHIBITF-584

Chairman STOKESMr Chairman I ask that Mr Howard Shapiro
of our staff be permitted to approach the easel and explain to the
witness what those exhibits are

Mr PREYER The Chair recognizes Mr Shapiro
Mr SHAPIRO Thank you Mr Chairman
These two exhibits are blowups of materials which the committee

acquired from the Cuban Government earlier this year What we
have are two cards which indicate two visits

Mr PREYER Just a moment Mr Shapiro I don't believe your
microphone is working

Mr SHAPIRO Is it working now
Mr PREYER Fine
Mr SHAPIRO As I said these exhibits are blowups of materials

which the committee received from the Cuban Government earlier
this year We have two cards and we have a blowup of the front
side and the back side of each card The front side of the first card
the back side of the first card the front side of the second card the
back side of the second card

What these cards indicate are two visits to Cuba by Jack Ruby
and further they indicate the dates of those visits The first card
indicates that Jack Ruby entered Cuba on August 8 1959 the date
of entry being written in on the back of the card The front of the
card indicating that Jack Ruby left the United States from New
Orleans

The back of the card also indicates that Jack Ruby left Cuba on
this visit on September 11 1959 therefore the card indicating that
Jack Ruby was in Cuba from August 8 to September 11 1959
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The second card indicates that Jack Ruby entered Cuba on Sep
tember 12 1959 and left on the 13th of September 1959 and the
front side of the card would indicate that his entry from the United
States was from Miami Fla

Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESOK Mr McWillie do you understand-
Mr MCWILLIE Yes sir I understand
Chairman STOKES[continuing] That gentleman's testimony
Mr MCWILLIE Yes
Chairman STOKES Now does that information help refresh your

recollection first as to whether Jack Ruby came in August and
left in September and also whether he remained there over a
period of 6 days

Mr MCWILLIE Sir he stayed there 6 days as far as I can
remember One of them said September what to.to August to
September what date was that

Chairman STOKES August 8 was his entrance date a departure
date of the 11th.September 11

Mr McWILLIE Oh no no he wasn't there that long
Chairman STOKESHe wasn't there that long
Mr McWILLIE No sir
Chairman STOKES During the period of time that he was there

did he leave the country and come back again during that 6-day
period

Mr MCWILLIE No sir
Chairman STOKES Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that

JFK exhibit F-588 which is a report confirming that the signa
tures "Jack Ruby appearing on the two travel cards as well as the
post card to Alice Nichols be entered into the record

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK exhibit F-588 is entered
into the record at this point

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-588 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-588

CHARLESC SCOTT
DOCUMENTEXAMINER

.o.a a..as.ocoote.

.MVMO

KwNswsCITYMISSOURIa10R

REPORTONDOCUMENTEXAMINATION

September 22 1978

Select Committeeon Assassinations

U.S House of Representatives
3342 House Office Building Annex2

Washington D.C 20515

Re Jack Ruby

Sirs

Following are the results of the documentexamination and

comparison you requested
A DOCUMENTSEXAMINED

Twocolor photographs (one life-size and the other

enlarged) of a card entitled "Tarjeta De Identidad/Cuba for PAA

Flight No 415 dated "9/12 and signed "Jack Ruby
Twocolor photographs (one life-size and the other

enlarged) of a card entitled "Tarjeta De Identidad/Cuba for

Delta Flight 751 dated "Aug and signed "Jack Ruby These

photographs are apparently photographs of a signature that

is a carbon copy of an original signature

Original post card addressed to Alice Nichols 8707

Redondo Dallas Texas dated 9/8/59 and signed "Jack
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Select Committee on Assassinations September 22 1978 Page Two

Check on Merchants State Bank Dallas Texas dated

7/26/62 payable to Dallas Times Herald in the amount of $70.00

and signed "Vegas Club Jack Ruby

Sheet of yellow legal memorandumpaper bearing nine

specimen signatures of Jack Ruby and three one sentence para

graphs in his handwriting dated 7/18/64

B QUESTIONS

Whether the signatures "Jack Ruby on the two flight

cards Items 1 and 2 above are in the same handwriting and

were written by the same person as the signatures "Jack Ruby

on Items 4 and 5 which were submitted as bearing known genuine

signatures of Jack Ruby

Whether the post card Item 3 above was written and

signed by the same person as Items 4 and 5 which were submitted

as bearing the known genuine signatures and handwriting of

Jack Ruby

C OPINION

After a careful examination and comparison of the submitted

documents I am of the opinion the signatures "Jack Ruby on

the two flight cards Items 1 and 2 above are in the same

handwriting and were written by the same person as the signatures

"Jack Ruby on Items 4 and 5

I am also of the opinion the post card Item 3 above

was entirely written and signed by the same person as Items

4 and 5 which were submitted as bearing the known genuine

signatures and handwriting of Jack Ruby
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Select Committee on Assassinations September 22 1978 Page Three

As far as Items 1 and 2 are concerned to the extent that

this opinion is based upon the examination of photographs rather

than originals it is necessarily subject to modificiation should

the originals of Items 1 and 2 subsequently be submitted for

examination and should they reveal contradictory information

not disclosed by the photographs

Charles C Scott

Chairman STOKESMr Chairman in addition to the other exhib
its I would like to have entered into the record an FBI report
dated November 29 1969 concerning the records of the Merchant
State Bank in Dallas as they pertain to Jack Ruby This exhibit
should be marked JFK exhibit F-585

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK exhibit F-585 is entered
into the record at this point

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-585 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-585

FEDERALBUREAUOFINVESTIVAI/vs
1

J / /~ s0 ~ Dote

The records of the Merchants State Bank 5217 Ross
Dallas reflect the following information

An account in the nameof JACKRUBY4727 Homer
Apartment 105 was opened June 26 1960 RUBY'saddress was
subsequently changed to 3929 Raw}ins This account is small
and inactive with no recent deposits or withdrawals The onlyrecent entries are service charges of $1.00 per month The
balance at the present time is $35.78

An account in the nameof the Carousel Club
13127)Commerce Dallas with JACKRUBYlisted as the person to
:draw on this account was opened on October 12 1961 A resume
of this account reflects the following ,information

Date Deposit Withdrawal Balance

9/30/63 $188.73
10/4/63 $ 8.82 t 197.55
10/10/63 $24.38 173.17
10/10/63 30.26 203.43

11/11/63
33.22 236.65

19/63 10.00 ..:, 246.65
11/20/63 15.00 231.65
11/22/63 431.87 199.78

On July 9 1958 an account was opened in the name
of the Vegas Club care of JACKRUBY3929 Rawlins Dallas
JACKRUBYwas the only person authorized to draw on this accountA resume of this accountreflects the following information

on 11/29/63 Dallas Texas
RALPHE RAWLINGSand

bySpecialAgents EDMONDC_ HAF.DSN/pm

File9 DL+d4,36,'Yf

Datedictated 11/29/63
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DL44-1639

Date Deposit Withdrawal Balance

9/30/63 $210.15
10/9/63 One check "160.15
10/10/63 Twochecks 81.44
10/16/63 Three checks 63.91
10/22/63 A deposit minus three checks

resulting in balance of 263.91
10/29/63 Your checks 134.44
11/6/63 $50.00 84.44
11/8/63 25.00 _ 59.44
11/11/63 $200.00 259.44
11/12/63 11.65 247.79
11/20/63 25.00 222.79
11/22/63 12.82 209.97
11/25/63 50.00 159.97

Loan records reflect the following addresses for
JACKRUBYfrom 1958 to the present time

4160 Hawthorne
4727 Homer
11616 JamestownRoad
3508 Oak Lawn
3929 Rawlins

On 'June 26 1958 JACKRUBYborrowed $1,148.Q0 from this
bank to be repaid in 18 monthly payments A lien on a 1956
Oldsmobile secured this loan Final paymentwas madeon
December8 1959

.On December8 1959 JACKRUBYborrowed $704.00 to be
repaid in 12 monthly payments Final paymentwas madeon
January 2 1961 A lien on a 1956 Oldsmobile secured this loan

OnDecember29 1960 a loan was madeto S D RUBY
11616 JamestownRoad Dallas in the amount of $3,360.00 with
JACKRUBYlisted as a co-signer on the note The loan was iepaid
in 24 monthly payments with the final installment on March 16
1962

OnFebruary 14 1961 JACKRUBYborrowed $636.00 which
he repaid in 12 monthly payments with the last installment"on
March9 1962 Security on this loan was a lien on a 1956
Oldsmobile
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DL44-1639

On January 31 1963 JACKRUBYborrowed $1,375.00
giving as security a lien on a 1960 Oldsmobile vehicle identifi
cation No 607707749 He has made ten monthly payments of
$76.50 each on this loan with the last payment having,been
madeon November11 1963

On June 1 1962 JACKRUBYborrowed $410.00 on a
short-term basis which was repaid on July 11 1962 No security
was required on this loan

OnApril 27 1959 JACKRUBYwhose address at that
ime was 4160 Hawthorne rented safety deposit box No 448

MYRTLE.CHANCEno address was listed as his agent on the
safety deposit box record but her namewas revoked as his
agent on June 6 1960 The files reflect RUBYwas admitted to
the safety deposit box vault on the following dates

aj;L (x l&
J`cua zL /4411

lull
w (ti )

1ky Ll (P.w)

se LI fr aq1

The file reflects no entry after March21 1961

RUBYhas no savings account at the Merchants State
Bank

The above records are confidential and will be
produ d only upon the issuance of a subpoena duces tecum_
V P SCHUMACHERPresident Merchants State Bank 5217 Ross
Dallas,_Texas is the proper person to subpoena to producethese records
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Chairman STOKES That exhibit will reflect information concern
ing Jack Ruby's use of safety deposit box No 448 Among other
dates listed that exhibit will indicate that Jack Ruby was admitted
to the safety deposit box on August 20 1959 and September 4
1959

Mr Chairman I would also like to enter into the record at this
point the FBI report by Agent Charles Flynn which is the FBI'S
record of the status of Jack Ruby as a potential criminal inform
ant

I would like to have this record entered into evidence as JFK
exhibit F-586

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK exhibit F-586 is entered into
the record at this point

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-586 follows:]

35-3790 79 14



A :DATEFOR-PCTINDEXCARD .
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JFK EXHIBITF-586

DL-3 Dallas Texas

,) :v.j
PJ-.F-~ CFtZFsik,iL=I2ietrithParl''^"

Orrthe -basis of prelleirrary-contacts--and"ltrfersatioa
developed-to date I reeo .nd'the"captioned-indic2dual Dor
irr_t.d.r.ct deve3~o'~-t Tne=Soi2o~ing into.~tion Ys =set forth
for yo*a consideration (ir.a`ditio.^.a1 space required insert
necessary numbered pages as 2a 2b etc. with identifying
sub.-hezdnss)--^-

3 Residence ielephanr
.`It. Business Address dC/33C/u8,3Sc "E-y! /iii "~

Basiness Telephone .4/12 y773`

Coverage (ITS?"IPWSTAPEOROBSetc.) -(Lr5;.#
7 Rarx gAird rep
& Tate"-Developed-= ,11k9 ,_

SnaxrrtoSpe-cial Agent3 -cu:r/y~/cs.jLL //d%Dr/3Tsi

Place of Contact 'VS-6eN/iw7he/;.4'c <J~nH~
Restrictions on Contact

B PHPST_CkLD.SCRIPTIONt

Y_ Pull Nameand -Aliases
."./"r=h.. :-/.J r

2 Ihte and Place of.Birth
/a 4:f...:l ~-J-

Height"

Weight

Build
4..! y

./ 1
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 Hair 152v 1

Eyes-- ~?c y

8. Conplexion Ilk

.J Rae 10-ITC

10 Scars-and Marks do u ~

"11 Occupation // rc Oki L'Jfnil rc.e
. T c L 9 t c /Al

c PASTtrrsrcar ~1 ! F i
(Sum ry-sketcs inclt3tn past-residences and occu

tions relatives areas wittrw'-actr-rtrAYiar criminal specialties
habits rccort of phyat m1 and mtntsl disorders addi'ctiorr to nar
cotics alcohol se= perversion domestic problems etc. which
may have bearing on mdntal and e.--otional stability and rel.ability

D OFFICEINDICESCHLECIC

(Include here with identifying file references only
background idforcation relative to subject.)
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.E EUP GE,'tERAM''Ii+DICES"Ch?^"

(If desirable,
stating facts which indicate Bureau files contain information
not included in field office files indicate action below.)
.1 6

_ 'r
.{/ 1 s

~ti t~t1_ r-'^t

R CREDITCfIECK

(Include backgrounddata not merely whether credit good~/or bad.) Ili .tz.cui.L .SEC<! i.'ic C`If :~csc~-..1~ic!=G~D~4 ~%`
JJ.CC1.r( 4/7i 1Es17:.~-ula a'tee~~sv-e.:.e .",a.O.c~.~~~03

""smt
63) cwt z y) Lc!~"i/I.,& y/~

r4 (L ~vccc~C." e,i.ZatLe/ Z/say oz c-o._A6t sty >'/~/~
-3
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O LOCALCRI IN I CREC;CS:

(Include efforts to obtain photograph and if obtained
attach in exhibit envelope.)

r4 -10-1

H FI IDI:.rIFICATIO:1RECORD

(If'up-to-date transcript is available attach if not
attach Form PD-9 checking request for photograph if not other
wise available indicate action taken.)

y*i
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F TXLITARYSERVICE'RECORD

(State whether PCI has military recar3 iT.soy record
service-number anc 'etaterrerte of FCI re-ardinC'type or dischargescot ",martta1s-; treatments for mantel or nervous disorders "Ir
desirable attach letter to appropriate orrice requesting mili
tary record check otherwise indicate basis for conclusion recoilcheck unnecessary.)

J CRIFI}TALASSOCIATES

(List with-idcntifyi-n.-FB-I or-I'D-Numbers and criminal
specialties and prepare indu~""c.-.rds.on criminals well-known to
FCI as-disclosed-by record checks and interviews.)

dt,'R"r /ce6J /.h X i/ 6 S-ic'3 &C)14-.3.2 its fr I
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DL_ 3

{
s

K P EUCTIVITXTODAA*r

(Include -nitYraeparata-para rah-for-each-case-"file
involved "field.and Bureau-file numbers titles andcharacters,
positive infua. tiun Zurniahcd as Indicated by office Indices
check Show-signtftcancs and valuo of information-"or-other
assistance with resultant -statistlaa If "inforhmtion 1w:in in
vestigative report show name of Arent date of report and re
porting oZftce If positive Information furnished but not yet
in file attach fully_emecuted Forme FD-209 with.copiea'for
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I

L COVEFLTGE:-

(Showbasis for listinC PCI for coverage in eachclassification shownunder "A".above.)

Y. STAT.=7TOPWILLINGNESSTOAIDBZ?rzAtrJ~
i)(1:3 0-60-4u6.L l.va.tA

,.d,-rsn,.t!-[
tot a Eon

%G4sQ

.N 'AVAILABILITYTOOTFTStDIVISIONS
')ea dx,.:. +rte C1Fcict Le It a amt tZrum en

apirl

O ADVISEDOF-LI AUJIIPSSDICTIO?f

(Specify which
clacciticatioue(~hav~ebeen

explained.)

~1.1
-st/~3/

11 Wwi Q :CL1 i S -ac' .1
tCaLu.C+iGL

~
Yj

.I '7-5 W5TR

Uj pJLr-/e.
~ kt..
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DL-3
P ADVISEDOPCC'.'?ID?NTIAIPWL~TTO'r3HIP

(Include hrranrements for discreet telephone and-per-Banal contacts restrictions on.cc:nceru;advise should not con
tact office personally advise regarding furnishing information
to the Bureau only advised not Parcau employee.)

,t.i i ,-ea _ tux

(;:.r-12dL ,.4/ r
't aL 0 --.1,C.cTC.t

/(?ij

f,1y-/"~~~',4~y~~t`{~~~~Lt[-i9LC.f
~!~n's'i

1L`TLii
///~~I..tF-C_ L~i~O~iLl~

kj_ugra y~~ f/tiQ3(iS

Q ARRAYICz.7"^.?;TS'FOEPAYriErTS:"-

(Incldde any discussions-to date-regarding--payments on
CODbasis or for e_tpdn=eswhethcr--PCIappears--receptive,-advise
*that-payments are incomein accordance-with conditions stated in
Section 107 N Kant:al of Instructions If payments made to date
give details with identifying file

.n.u.mbers
and dates.)

TYL N1.t-a ulu-I...C.ati.11.11Z[.La,'yt

j
a. .s o ~(7̀

Att
de-v-eac-)

t/lSc

~ _

j.. Gt-'tlw'x~w~ tt[c rc dwf f ct a
~'t~t//@''?V~T atic W !~

do f ~cL +l`
y ~C`~iJ~Ic w~ ~cc,...c .act-GG~c

ir( 4 tc;-o-1
` l~ J11.act@cd 44 .G ark)
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Office .Menor~andum UNITED STATESGOVERNMENT

SAcDALLAScc.77=N=N

Faora _~ CHARr.ESW FLYNN

SUBJECTJACKLEONRUBY

DATE5/4/59

Qct Es
IMPC Qvt

.Dot.etc.w.ct
4/28/59

T41.,.I EllI l.e.e t.tN
Unsubs theft of '9,758 Phillin Green Fur Co -;-:,:~
fnsu. sL t16 canto ...:_n iZd

tt.s.t a o are 3r'te 9.rk,+Durham Kansas

P,yeuwdr.wlt.l es,t.t
Yeetn.tl.

[ P.att.

Agents to whomabove cases are assigned were notified by R/S

a

~":_

_
^ t.s.T t..1...a:...ult.ath.th r.d1w...bed.11w.u..u...am.wL_J uw.1.. l..t.rt.n_

'i".r..l OW eal.i Good

WSTAITSP Fur
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Office Memorandum UNITED STATESGOVERNMENT

TO SACD.+.i.L:'t3

FROD/SA C~?LE.. i1 .'.

DATE 6/29/59
D1 nu
En 1 IPSI

SUBJECT J [CR'J37

T"1.ea taent.btebn t.d
yr3)I.i:,::34a.ft J-o East =IdSt MI. HoustonT J

..'J.1U.. :.5a3t

J1P Lon .Ssoc 3L f<`~^YU:15nRep S
..uu L (JJ =ro. .1O..eLsA:LLSYiJleiLent li.C. wype

.~Fa~easFa''.[
dd.& eltests.

I lP..u.. R/5~`e beensett to agentsto who=casesassigned

c.,II.t.dtAetbebedIe I.A.ddltele.m.tteeebteSa.dbyS.cn.teawfty.ieIca1 1 I ee(eraee.eteCL
1-P.r.eedDel

s

c.c.Good
ce..re
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Office -Memorandum l UNITED STATESGG:TEP.i :i

TO :SAC DALLAS(c ~") DATE 7/24/59

Oct 1 1
TROHSA CHARLESW FLYNN

7 IjPC[L~PSi

suajECr JACK-LEONRUBY

Dataeac..t.gt/2 21/59
Tttt.aNfat stiLLa .atNAmer~Leg~oa~Conv tervU114,1t..t_.;a;o "._r_enr `d as'

~.:~'"hL`"-s-ubPark Plaza St Bk BR
L" 1

"`"ri _
U~l1rJ.~4t l.aYy :S a.. OZ .OA

Maim Jewel Theft '"`titters Ferr=s
4 am~.v~~t77[m~~~~"[-[Urnsshst.~~2r~t$30 COO4.yam r't 1

tl

R/S sent to agents to whom-abovecases assigned

V

(~.t s.evurin/..a.te.nwNtbme hadO.nlse.~attd.matmeet.fnNar1 his.t.. 1.M...tact
P......1o.. ""Good

FSTA ITSP Fug
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Office Memo;'a d 4:;:

To SicDALLAS(q.:: _ )

FROMsA Charles 1%Flynn

UNITED STATESGOVERNMENT

DATE9/4/59

oe ED=
Pet =Ps

sukmor __JACKLEINRUST PCI

D.. .1c.t..t 8/6,31/59
Tut.setVuI e ..btcb...a.[N

Unsub 1 `:att1 UL Ualtis:ore

sad....i[../...tvl
'"~IN.1.u.

R/S Ts have been sent to agents towhoxs-cases assigned

S.,o.ltfale.asuu.[I/:NMsb hadIunIJe4d{tele.ssuoseb1.1.Nybta.1.ptests..[..1
P d Os

Average
ce...a
1":STAI;~SP
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'-FaO)4SA Charl-s:! Flynn
tDAATTE

10/5/59
LAC[ Qs[
UPC[ EDP

To
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IR....-6-S{1

Office Memorandum UNITED STATESGOVERNMENT

SUBJECT JLCKL=U-RUBY?CI

D." .[C.a..
10/2/59

TM...4FltS I,1.Reewr..]N
UnsuoTheftof 3 Shst-]LZSS/23,24/59u_TS "c=`'r"?~

Fes'=i% 1!Instil Ih-it i:;nsas ITSP
L'uo ,. .] CLL..::..1 -2 L~_T--C::_
1!.,.,a r:J (*Ifr r-i;.sp./5o,...

41

u
R/S[sh_v b.,-ns-nt to ag.nts to Thomeas assign-d
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Chairman STOKES I would also have the committee know that
this exhibit will point out the fact that the record indicates that
Charles Flynn the FBI agent had personal contact with Jack Ruby
in Dallas Tex on August 6 and on August 31 of 1959

In summary what these records will tend to indicate is that Jack
Ruby was in Dallas Tex. on August 6 August 21 August 31 and
September 4 1959 Therefore if the Cuban records are correct
Jack Ruby was in Havana Cuba on August 8 1959 he must have
left Cuba and returned to Dallas and traveled to Cuba again prior
to the September 11 departure date that has been mentioned
earlier

Now Mr McWillie if Mr Ruby made a 1-day trip in and out of
the country would you be able to tell us what that trip was about

Mr McWILLIE If he did make a trip I would not know it sir and
I would think I would know it and I didn't see Jack Ruby after he
left that one time

Chairman STOKES Now tell us what the two of you did in Cuba
during that 6-day period together

Mr McWILLIE Well I worked every night and as a rule he
would hang around the casino Maybe once or twice he might have
gone to see a show or something but he was around me nearly all
the time

Chairman STOKESBut during the day what would the two of you
do

Mr McWILLIE Well I was working at night and I slept most of
the day If he got up early or not I wouldn't know He would
usually meet me out at the casino after I had gone and opened up

Chairman STOKES What time did you go to the casino in the
evening

Mr McWILLIE I think about 8 o'clock
Chairman STOKESAnd how late would you work
Mr McWILLIE Sometimes 3 or 4 o'clock in the morning
Chairman STOKESAnd you say he would hang around you out at

the casino
Mr McWILLIE Yes sir
Chairman STOKES And during that period of time he didn't

smoke or drink did he
Mr McWILLIE No sir he didn't
Chairman STOKES But he would just stand around is that it
Mr McWILLIE Stand around talking to people and carrying on

conversations
Chairman STOKESDid he know other people there
Mr McWILLIE Sir
Chairman STOKESDid he know other people there
Mr McWILLIE No he didn't know anyone there
Chairman STOKES You were the only person he knew in

Havana
Mr McWiLLIE He knew Panitz I think Panitz was there at the

time too Meyer Panitz from Memphis he knew him he was from
Dallas too

Chairman STOKES Was Panitz there during that period of time
Mr McWILLIE Pardon me I am almost positive that he was
Chairman STOKESThat he was
Mr McWn.uE That he was working in Havana

35-3790 79 15
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Chairman STOKESWhat type of work did Panitz do
Mr McWILLIE He was a casino worker
Chairman STOKESAnd for which casino
Mr McWILLIE I think he worked at the Capri
Chairman STOKES Now did I understand you to say earlier that

you took Ruby back to the airport
Mr McWILLIE I am sure I did yes sir I would do that yes sir
Chairman STOKESAnd where was he going when he left
Mr McWILLIE He was going back home he said to Dallas
Chairman STOKES And do you know whether or not he did go

back home to Dallas
Mr McWILLIE I would have to say he did There was no way I

would know but I would have to say he did go back to Dallas
Chairman STOKES Now you have told us that Panitz was in

Havana at the same time you and Ruby were there
Mr McWILLIE I would have to say so yes
Chairman STOKES Is it possible that Panitz was not there and

that he was in Miami and that you called him
Mr McWILLIE No I don't think so
Chairman STOKES Mr Chairman I ask that an exhibit marked

JFK F-587 which is an interview with Meyer Panitz be entered
into and made a part of the record at this point

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK exhibit F-587 is ordered into
the record at this point

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-587 follows:]



In the summerof 1959 PANITZwas working in the
Booker T Lounge in Miami,Beach Florida During this time
PANITZreceived a phone call from L C MCWILLIE MCWILLIE
was then working in Cuba MCWILLIEadvised PANITZthat
JACKRUBYhad visited him in Cuba and was then in Miami Beach

PANITZhad koovig LLIEfrom Dallas Texas !r

PANI.TZcontacted RUBYat Vol-WasRestaurant 21
Sheet and Collins MiamiBeach Florida PAMITZ*_elieves
RUBYwas in Miar.{Beach two or three days and that he

FEDERALBUREAUOF INVESTIGATION

1
~!

y Date January 4 1964

MSYERR'` PANITZApartmen 2?,~20A beI _$;:rbet ^w
furnished the following information rti.
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visited with RLY on two occasions

PANITZrecalls that RUBYhad said he had been in
Cuba on a pleasure trip and was returning to Dallas Texas

PANITZdoes not recall the hotel RUBYstayed in
while in Miami Beach

PANITZdoes not recall the mmnthhe saw RUBY
but is somewhatcertain it was in the summerof :.959

PANITZhas no knowledge of possible Cuban
connections on the part of RUBY

DL 44-1639
On 1/10/64 at Las Vegas Nevada File # Ll 44-48  

arb
by SAsTHOMASN ALTh WA?NEH.IFAKF,-/Datedictated 1/14/64

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency

JFK EXHIBITF-587
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Chairman STOKESWould counsel hand me that exhibit
Mr McWillie this exhibit is an FBI interview of Meyer Panitz in

which Panitz says that he had known McWillie from Dallas Tex
Panitz says he contacted Ruby at Wolfie's Restaurant at Twenty
first Street and Collins Miami Beach Fla Panitz believes Ruby
was in Miami Beach 2 or 3 days and visited with Ruby on two
occasions Panitz recalls Ruby said he had been in Cuba on a
pleasure trip and was returning to Dallas Tex

Panitz does not recall the hotel room Ruby stayed in while in
Miami Beach Panitz does not recall the month he saw Ruby but is
somewhat certain it was in the summer of 1959 Panitz had no
knowledge of possible Cuban connections on the part of Ruby but
that he says Panitz received a phone call from McWillie and
McWillie was then working in Cuba

McWillie advised Panitz that Jack Ruby had visited him in Cuba
and was then in Miami Beach

Having heard what Mr Panitz told the FBI about your calling
him would you now change your statement that Panitz was
then-

Mr MCWILLIE I thought he was in Cuba I didn't know he was
in Miami I thought that Panitz was in Cuba because I know he
worked there

Chairman STOKES What then would have been your reason for
calling Panitz and letting him know that Jack Ruby was going to
be there

Mr McWILLIE If I called Panitz I don't recall it I don't recall a
conversation with Panitz in Miami

Chairman STOKESYou don't recall having called Panitz
Mr McWILLIE No sir I do not
Chairman STOKES This doesn't refresh your recollection either
Mr McWILLIE No sir I thought Panitz was in Havana when

Ruby was over there and I still think he was
Chairman STOKES Did Ruby carry anything to Panitz for you
Mr MCWILLIE Did he carry anything to Panitz
Chairman STOKESTo Panitz for you
Mr McWILLIE No sir
Chairman STOKESNow you have told us that to the best of your

recollection you cannot recall Jack Ruby leaving the country and
coming back in again

Mr McWILLIE No sir No I never saw him again after he left
Cuba

Chairman STOKES Now I ask again Mr Chairman that we
direct the witness attention to JFK exhibits F-583 and F-584
which have been referred to earlier

Mr McWillie I would direct your attention to the left-hand card
of JFK exhibit F-584 which indicates that Jack Ruby left Havana
on September 11 1959

I also direct your attention to the card on the right which is the
back side of the card showing at the bottom of the photographic
blowup of JFK exhibit F-583 which indicates that Jack Ruby
entered Cuba on September 12 1959 left again on September 13
1959 The front side of that card shows that on that trip that Jack
Ruby had come from Miami therefore the two cards taken togeth
er show that Jack Ruby left Cuba on September 11 1959 that he
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went to Miami returned to Cuba on September 12 and then going
on to New Orleans on September 13

In addition to that the committee has a letter here from Immi
gration Service which was sent to this committee which confirms
the fact that Jack Ruby left Cuba on September 11 1959 went to
Miami returning on September 12 and going on to New Orleans on
September 13

Mr Chairman I would like this letter from INS entered into the
record at this time as JFK exhibit F-589

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK exhibit F-589 is entered into
the record at this time

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-589 follows:]



UNITEDSTATESDEPARTMENTOFJUSTICE
IMMIGRATIONANDNATURALIZATIONSERVICE

WASHINGTOND.C 20336

808416
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JFK EXHIBITF-589

OTiCEOFTHECOMMISSIONIR

MLf{MAIDannrW

1110MT[~R1MragY

CO703.1412
MAY11 1878

HonorableG RobertBlakey
ChiefCounselandDirector
Select CommitteeonAssassinations
Room3380A
Houseof Representatives
WashingtonDC20515

DearMr Blakey
Referenceis madeto yourletter of April 7 1978requestingaccesstoall documentsgeneratedby or in the possessionof this Serviceconcerningthe WarrenCommissionExhibitsNo 1442andNo 1443relating to JackL
Ruby'strip to HavanaCubain September1959
Attachedis a xeroxedcopyof recordof departureof PanAmericanAirwaysflight 415of September12 1959fromMiamiFloridadestinedto HavanaCubaanda copyof the recordof Mr Ruby'sdepartureas a passengeronthat flight
Attachedis a xeroxedcopyof generaldeclarationandrecordof arrivalof DeltaAirlines Flight 750of September13 1959fromHavanaCubatoNewOrleans Louisiana anda copyof Mr Ruby'sarrival as a passengeron that flight
Theaboveare the onlyrecordsrelating to the departureandthe arrivalof the subject

Sincerely

on tillo
Commissioner
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Chairman STOKESNow Mr McWillie let me ask you in light of
this additional documentation with reference to Mr Ruby's trips
does this in any way refresh your recollection

Mr McWILLIE I think you said sir that didn't you say that he
came in on the 5th of August and left on the 11th Did you say
that

Chairman STOKES On the 8th was the original trip the docu
ment shows

Mr McWILLrE From the 5th to the 11th That was 6 days That
is the only time that I have seen Jack Ruby in Cuba I thought
when he left there he went right straight home to Dallas I had no
idea why he went to New Orleans

Chairman STOKESYou have no knowledge of such trip
Mr McWILLIE No sir none whatever
Mr SAWYERWould you yield
Chairman STOKESYes
Mr SAWYER I think there is confusion He said arrived on the

8th and left on the 11th It was the 8th of August and he left on
the 11th of September so it was not 6 days as the witness-

Mr McWILLIE I thought the first time you said it he got there
the 6th of August and left on the 11th of August You didn't say
that

Chairman STOKESSir we will try and clear it up
Mr Shapiro would you again approach the easel
Mr McWILLIE Because I know for a fact he wasn't there over 6

days when he visited me
Chairman STOKESWe will have the-
Mr McWILLIE I couldn't have stood it that long
Chairman STOKESWe will have the gentleman try to clear it up

[Laughter.]
Mr Shapiro
Mr SHAPIRO These cards here indicate a trip on Jack Ruby

entering Cuba on August 8 1959 and leaving on September 11
Therefore the card indicates that Jack Ruby was there for a period
of 1 month and 3 days

Mr McWILLIE No way he wasn't there not over 6 days I took
him to the airport

Chairman STOKESMr McWillie does that clear it up
Mr MCWILLIE That is clear all right but that is not right

because when he came to visit me he stayed 6 days at the most he
stayed 6 days and there is some foulup with that ticket or some
thing If he had stayed there a month I would say a month I
wouldn't be ashamed to say it Jack Ruby was the kind of fellow
that 6 days would be long enough to be around him I am sure he
wasn't there a month [Laughter.]

Chairman STOKESYou are pretty sure then
Mr McWILLIE I am not trying to be smart sir
Chairman STOKESI understand
Mr McWILLIE I am telling it like it is
Chairman STOKES Did you ever ask Mr Ruby to get you four

guns from Ray Brentley's gun store and send them to you in Cuba
Mr McWILLIE No sir I have been asked that a dozen times and

I didn't do that In the first place Jack Ruby couldn't have sent
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any guns to Cuba and I couldn't have gotten them in Cuba If I
had I hate to think what would have happened to me

Chairman STOKESYou have been asked about this a dozen times
you say You are aware then that Jack Ruby gave this testimony to
the Warren Commission

Mr McWILLIE No I am not aware he gave the testimony But I
have been asked by reporters and magazine writers and different
people

Chairman STOKESNow-
Mr McWILLIE I'm trying to think.now who else asked me

that
Chairman STOKES Here is Jack Ruby's testimony to the Warren

Commission volume 5 page 201 says that you had called Jack
Ruby from Cuba asking him to pick up four Cobra pistols at Ray
Brentley's hardware store and send to you

According to Jack Ruby you were concerned about the new
regime coming in you wanted some protection Your testimony is
that this never happened

Mr McWILLIE This never happened sir and there is no way I
could call Jack Ruby and ask him to send guns over there because
every call was monitored in Havana every call and I would hate
to get caught with a gun in Cuba when I was there

Chairman STOKESHow about in Las Vegas
Mr McWILLIE He sent me a gun there yes and I didn't take it

out
Chairman STOKESSir Pardon me
Mr McWILLIE I called him They were having a lot of holdups

there I was working on the late shift I would get up at 2 o'clock in
the morning and get off at 10 and the holdup men had beaten
several fellows up because they didn't have enough money for
them and so I called Jack and asked Jack to send me a gun out
there and in the meantime my kids were small and my wife
wouldn't let me take the gun out and so it went back

Chairman STOKES So you never picked up the gun that he sent
you

Mr McWILLIE No I never did
Chairman STOKES Did he get that gun from Ray Brentley's
Mr McWILLIE Sir
Chairman STOKES Did he get that gun from Ray Brentley's
Mr McWILLIE I think he did yes
Chairman STOKESThank you
I have no further questions Mr Chairman I yield back the

balance of my time
Mr PREYEE Thank you
Are there any further questions from the members of the panel
Mr FITHIAN Mr Chairman
Mr PREYER Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN If I may have just 1 minute with the chief counsel

before proceeding
[A brief recess was taken.]
Mr PREYER Mr Fithian is recognized
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman After you left Cuba

what was your relationship with Jack Ruby Mr McWillie
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Mr McWILLIE After I left Cuba I stayed in Miami at my moth
er's home until about the 1st of June and I drove from Miami to
Las Vegas I had a job at the Cal-Neva Lodge in Lake Tahoe Nev

When I got to Dallas I stayed overnight with Jack Ruby Got up
oh I got in there about nine and got up at five in the morning and
left I drove on up to Cal-Neva Lodge and went to work there on
the 15th and then I went to after that was over in September I
went down to Reno and was assistant manager at the Riverside
Hotel During the period I was there I think I got a couple letters
from Jack Ruby telling me about a new place he had and how nice
it was and this and that He sent me some razor blades that just
came out He seemed to be very proud of these blades and he was
going to get a distributorship for them I may have gotten two
letters from him I don't know

Mr FITHIAN So now what you are saying is after you got back
to the United States you stayed overnight with Jack Ruby you
received a couple letters from him while you were in Reno and
that he upon your request sent you a gun in Las Vegas which you
did not pick up

Mr McWILLIE This was later on sir this was later on after I
left Reno I left Reno in.let me see right before Christmas in
1962 I took my family and we drove to Miami and visited with my
mother and then I came back to Vegas and went to work at the
are you ready sir

Mr FITHIAN Yes
Mr McWILLIE I came back to Vegas and went to work at the

Thunderbird Hotel I believe in February the early part of Febru
ary 1963

Mr FITHIAN Did you have any other personal contact with Jack
Ruby-

Mr McWILLIE I'm getting to that now sir
Mr FITHIAN OK
Mr McWILLIE Then after I was there a while I got a call from

Jack Ruby that he was having trouble with a union named the
AGVA He wanted to know if I knew anybody who knew the
president of the union It just so happened that I knew a friend of
mine named Bill Miller was entertainment director for the Hilton
Hotel I think it was I called Bill I managed a casino for him in
Reno In the meantime he left and went to Vegas and I called Bill
and I said Bill I have a friend of mine in Dallas who has some
trouble with the AGVA it is some kind of an entertainment union
I said he wants to know if you know if I know anyone who knows
the president and I am calling you on account of that and if you
could help him I would appreciate it

I didn't hear any more from Bill Miller but a couple days later
the next day maybe I got a call from Ruby He was just thanking
me overwhelmingly Well he must have called me five or six times
during that period thanking me for getting this straightened out
for him It must have been a minor thing I don't know

Mr FITHIAN Let me see if I understand you correctly He called
you once to ask if you could help out with the American Guild of
Variety Actors problem and you made a call to Bill Culler did you
say

Mr McWILLIE Bill Miller
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Mr FITHIAN Miller
Mr McWILLIE He called me from Dallas
Mr FITHIAN And you made one call and then dismissed it from

your mind and then for five or six or seven additional calls Ruby
called you to-

Mr McWILLIE He called me every day for 4 or 5 days after that
thanking me every time I finally told him I said Jack forget it I
said I just did you a favor I'd do it for anybody and then that was
it

Mr FITHIAN Did he know in advance that you had this connec
tion that could do him some good I am curious as to why he called
you on a labor matter

Mr McWII.IaE I don't really know sir He just probably thought
I could help him with it I don't know why he thought that but he
called me anyway

Mr FITHIAN Did anyone else ever tell you or did you ever learn
that Jack Ruby had contacted other people in regard to the AGVA
dispute the labor dispute

Mr McWII.I.IE No sir He had contacted other people If he did
he didn't tell me

Mr FITHIAN Did anyone else that Jack contacted contact you
and let you know that Jack was having this problem

Mr McWILLIE No no The only time I ever heard of it was when
he called me

Mr FITHIAN The only input you had or the only indication you
had of the labor problem was a single phone call from Jack Ruby

Mr McWILLIE That's right and I told him that I didn't know
who the president was but I thought I knew a man that would
know Incidentally this man was a very good friend of mine and he
got very upset about it about me having Ruby call him and what
happened I told him I said well I didn't know he was that kind of
a fellow which I didn't

Mr FITHIAN What was your reaction when you learned that
Jack Ruby had shot Oswald

Mr MCWILLIE Well I tell you like I said I was working late at
night and I was in my bedroom asleep and my wife had a radio or
a TV in the kitchen She came running in the room waking me up
She said "My gosh come in the kitchen she said someone just
shot Oswald, and jokingly I said "I hope its no one I know. We
went in the kitchen and the announcer said a man named Segal
had shot him I said "Well I don't know him, laughing All of a
sudden they said "We made a mistake it was a man named Jack
Ruby. I said "Oh my God I know this man my goodness. I told
my wife well now the FBI will be out here Sure enough in about
3 hours the FBI came out

Mr FITHIAN Besides your wife and the three FBI agents who
were the other people you talked to after Ruby shot Oswald about
this about the fact you knew Ruby and he had shot Oswald

Mr McWILI.IE Well several people brought it up that I knew
him I don't know who they were I said isn't this an awful thing to
know someone like this and have to go through all this problem
over nothing That's about the only thing I ever said It has been
an ordeal for 15 years

35-3790 79 16
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Mr FITHIAN Mr McWillie in your deposition to the committee
you indicate that you participated in the Fair Play for Cuba Com
mittee is that correct

Mr MCWILLIE Sir
Mr FITHIAN You indicated in your deposition to the committee

I believe that you participated in the Fair Play for Cuba Commit
tee is that correct

Mr MCWILLIE Before I left here I was going to get that straight
ened out It is on page 121 I think of paragraph 11 or 12 is that
right Do you have it in front of you

Mr FITHIAN I believe you are correct in your citation
Mr MCWILLIE Sir
Mr FITHIAN I believe you are correct in your citation
Mr MCWILLIE Do you want me to read it to you
Mr FITHIAN I will be happy to have you straighten it out if you

can
Mr MCWILLIE I think it is page 121 It says "Subsequent to your

returning to the United States-
Mr FITHIAN Could you just get the microphone a little closer

Thank you
Mr MCWILLIE It says "Subsequent to your returning to the

United States you were involved in an incident at Miami Airport
is that correct

Subsequent that means after I left Cuba right
Mr FITHIAN Right
Mr MCWILLIE And I answered "That's right.
"Is it fair to characterize you as anti-Castro And the answer

here is which is untrue "I was in an outfit called Fair Play for
Cuba I am not proud of it But I was just mad.

I think they got that mixed up The fellow I had the altercation
with was with the Fair Play an organization named the Fair Playfor Cuba Could that be taken out of this record because I didn t
say that I was with the Fair Play-

Mr FITHIAN I believe I have been informed by the staff that the
"he in the transcript when it got transcribed was attributed to
you and actually it was the person with whom you had some
differences.we will correct the record

Mr MCWILLIE Will this be changed
Mr PEEYER Your explanation will be made a part of the record

and the record will be corrected
Mr MCWILLIE It will be changed Thank you sir
Mr FITHIAN I just have one other quick area to explore and

then I will be done
Mr McWillie do you know Earl Ruby
Mr MCWILLIE Earl Ruby I don't know him intimately I have

seen him a couple times
Mr FITHIAN When did you meet him
Mr MCWILLIE I met him about 7 or 8 months ago He came by

the place where I worked and I looked around and there was a
little fellow walking in the pit we call it the pit He walked up to
me and he says are you McWillie I said yes I am And he said
well I'm Earl Ruby Well I like to fell out when he told me he was
Earl Ruby but I had never seen him before in my life and that was
the last person in the world I wanted to see I said.he said I am
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here I'm making a documentary for one of the networks.NBC or
one of them.and how have you been and this and that I finally
told him I said Earl if you don't mind would you just get out of
here and let me alone

I have had enough problems knowing your brother and I don't
want any more problems

Mr FITHIAN And is that the only time you met Earl Ruby then
Mr McWILLIE That's the only time I ever met him yes
Mr FITHIAN Did Jack ever mention his brother Earl to you to

1959
Mr McWILLIE Did he ever mention him to me
Mr FITHIAN Yes
Mr McWILI.IE The best I remember it he had a brother named

Sam I believe I'm not positive But I am sure he had two broth
ers He was a little skinny fellow and was ill in some way He had
a sister and he told me that she was ill He never explained it I
don't know what illness she had or they both had

Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman I have no further ques
tions

Mr PREYER Are there any further questions from the panel If
not Mr McWillie under the rules of the committee when the
questioning of a witness is completed the witness has the right to
take 5 minutes to explain anything about his testimony that he
wishes to explain or to clarify or to just tell the committee any
thing he wants to Is there anything further that you would like to
say to the committee If so you will be recognized at this time

Mr McWII.I.IE Here is a question on page 121 "Subsequent to
you return to the United States were you ever approached by
individuals regarding assassinating Castro And it took me by
surprise and I said Oh my God no because I never was there
This was the last question that was asked me as I was getting
ready to leave the room if Mr Purdy will recall as I was putting
my coat on I got up and was going out to leave I am sure that he
asked me this question and it was so absurd that I.it astounded
me because I wouldn't assassinate a flea

Mr PREYER Do you wish to make any further comment on your
answer to that question

Mr McWILLIE What sir
Mr PREYER Do you wish to say anything further about that

question at this time
Mr McWILLIE Sir I can't hear you I'm sorry
Mr PREYER Do you wish to add to your answer at this time

anything further you want to say about that
Mr McWIInE No sir
Mr PREYER Do you have any other comments that you wish to

make Mr McWillie on anything
Mr McWILLIE On anything pertaining to this thing
Mr PREYER Yes
Mr McWILLIE Not that I know of sir
Mr PREYER All right Thank you If there are no further ques

tions Mr McWillie you will be excused at this time Thank you
for being with us

[Witness excused.]
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Mr PREYER The Chair will recognize Mr Blakey You are ex
cused at this time Mr McWillie

Mr MCWILLIE Congressman am I free to go back home
Mr PREYER You are free to go Mr McWillie Thank you
Mr McWILLIE I'm sorry I could not hear you any better than I

did

NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
Obviously there is not much to be learned from Mr McWillie's

testimony but we do know certain things First McWillie was an
associate of Jack Ruby Second McWillie may have been associated
with Santos Trafficante that is at least if Trafficante had an
entrance in gambling casinos in Havana though the extent and
nature of that relationship is as yet unclear and third there may
be a possibility just a possibility of an association or at least one
meeting between Jack Ruby and Santos Trafficante himself So
who is Santos Trafficante What is his background Who are or
were his associates This was obviously some thing that the com
mittee could not avoid getting into and of course it did as these
hearings are designed to illustrate

But before deciding whether or not to hear from Mr Trafficante
himself it may be useful to hear the testimony of two other men
who may have been associated with Santos Trafficante The first
must be summarized for the record since he was an American
intelligence agent assigned to operations in Florida in the early
1960's and he cannot publicly appear otherwise his identity would
be revealed On September 25 1978 a sworn statement was given
to the committee by a retired official of the CIA

Mr Chairman I would ask that it be entered into the record at
this point as JFK exhibit F-600

Mr PREYER Without objection it is ordered into the record at
this point as JFK exhibit F-600

[JFK exhibit F-600 was received into the record and follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-600

KENNEDY

SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

Name Date 9-25-78  Time

Address .Place

Interview

McDonald The date is September 25 and I'm present in a

room at the Central Intelligence Agencyat

Langley Virginia Present in the roomwith me

is a former official of the CIAand Committee

staff memberPatricia Orr The former official

of the CIAhas just been administered an oath for

the'idformation that he is about to relate to the

Committee The following will be a sworn state

ment by this former CIAofficial Weare not us

ing the course of this sworn statement because

of the sensitivity of the subject matter and a

gency policy that his namenot be revealed at

this time

Sir what is your present occupation
I'm a retired governmentemployee I amdoing
somepart-time real estate work and I'm also

a security consultant for a private firm

McDonald Haveyou ever been employedby the I
Interviewer Signature

Date transcribed 9-26-78
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"X Yes

McDonald In what capacity and during what years

"X" I was a Special Agent employed during the period

of 1947 to 1951

McDonald Have you been employed by the CIA

"X Yes

McDonald During what years

"X" 1951 through 1973

McDonald And you retired from the CIA in 1973

"X Yes

McDonald What was the nature of your duties while employed

at the CIA and if you would please explain to

the Committee by starting with the position you

held and if you would give us your title and the

years of service in that position and briefly de

scribe what your duties entailed

"X" Well that's going to be rather difficult for

me to do it unless I have something that I can

refer to

McDonald All right

I was originally employed by the CIA as an in

vestigator I subsequently held various positions

in the Office of Security starting with the posi

tion as Desk Chief of Operational Support even

tually I became that became a branch and I became
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the Branch Chief I served as an Assistant

Special Agent in Charge of one of the field of

fices domestic field offices and then became

Chief of the Operational Support Division at

headquarters In 1962 I was transferred to the

Far East where I became the Chief Regional Se

curity Officer for the entire Far East and upon

returning to headquarters I assumed the title of

Deputy Director for Physical Technical and

Overseas Security I had retired in June of

1973

McDonald Directing your attention to the years 1960 through

'62 you were Chief of the Operational Support

Division Office of Security at that time

"X Yes

McDonald Where were you stationed during those years

"X" At headquarters

McDonald And who was your superior during those years

"X Mysuperior was "Y.

McDonald And what was his position

He was the Deputy Director for Investigations

and Operational Support

McDonald During that time did you report to or work for

Colonel Sheffield Edwards

Colonel Edwards was the Director of Security and
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through--let me put it this way--my ordinary
chain of commandwas through "Y.

McDonald And did he report to Colonel Edwards

"X Yes

McDonald Directing your attention to 1960 did there come

a time when you in your official capacity at the

CIA became involved in an operation to assassinate

Premier Fidel Castro

Yes

McDonald Did this operation involve the cooperation and

participation of individuals not connected with

the CIA

Yes

McDonald Whowere these individuals

"X" Well Robert Maheu who was a private investigator

was approached by the Agency to recruit somebody

to handle the assignment He in turn talked

with one John Roselli who he knew to be a person

who had connections with people that probably
could handle such an assignment

McDonald Did you personally know Robert Maheu

"X Yes I knew him

McDonald Howdid you know him

"X" He was originally recruited in 1954 by the Office

of Security to perform certain operational support
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activities

McDonald And what official at the Agency brought Maheu

and Roselli into the project

"X" Colonel Sheffield Edwards

McDonald Were there any other CIA personnel at the time

involved in this operation

"X" Richard Bissel

McDonald And what was his position

"X" At that time he was Deputy Director of Plans

McDonald And who else

"X" And there was a Colonel J C King who was Chief

of the Western Hemisphere Division who I under

stood was involved

McDonald Okay WhenEdwards first advised you of this

project how did he put it to you Howdid he

explain what the Agency was about to get itself

into

"X" Well he suggested that he felt that it was in

the national interest at least he was advised by
some higher official that it was in the national

interest that Mr Castro be liquidated

McDonald And when you say "liquidated, what do you mean

"X" Well I assume that was to be put oitci the picture

McDonald Which means killing him assassinating him
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I I gathered that

McDonald Okay And did Colonel Edwards speak to you re

garding Maheubringing in individuals with con

tacts in the gambling world

"X" No he didn't specify the gambling world He

just knew that Mr Maheuwas actively engaged in

some businesses in Las Vegas and assumed that

he knew people who might be of the type that

could handle this assignment

McDonald Okay Whodid Maheubring into this project

what individuals

"X" Only one at that time It was a John Roselli

McDonald Did you know who John Roselli was at that time

"X" Mr Maheu identified him as a individual who had

the ice concessions in Las Vegas and who was

a rather knowledgeable person in the groups that

were in gambling interests international I sup

pose

McDonald Did you personally meet with Roselli

"X" Yes I met Roselli through Mr Maheu

McDonald Where did you meet him the first time

"X" As best I can recall it was at the Plaza Hotel

in NewYork City in about September of 1960

McDonald Were any specifics discussed as to how the plan

was to be carried out
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Yes

McDonald And what was said

"X" Well Mr Maheu indicated to Roselli that he

represented an international group of clients

who had heavy vested interests in Cuba and they

were quite upset about the confiscation of their

interests by Castro and they were very much in

terested in doing something that they felt would

be of interest to the United States as well as

themselves in terms of liquidating Mr Castro

McDonald And who was present during this conversation

you're talking about the one in the Plaza Hotel

in NewYork

"X" Maheu Roselli and myself

McDonald All right Did there come a time when other in

dividuals were brought into this project

"X" At this point in time--no

McDonald Whenin fact did other individuals become involved

in the operation

"X" Well uh--after Mr Roselli rather reluctantly

agreed to participate in this type of operation

he brought in other individuals who i knew only

by pseudonym--Sam Gold and a "Joe, one "Joe.

McDonald When these individuals were identified using those

names had you met them personally
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"X No

McDonald Whendid you first learn their true identities

the identities of "Sam Gold and "Joe"

It was and this I have to just play by ear

because the time frame was a little vague but

it probably was several months after the operation

got underway and I was staying at one hotel in

Miami Beach and Mr Maheuwas staying in another

hotel And one Sunday morning he called me and

asked if I had read the paper Now I think there

were two newspapers in Miami at the time--I can't

tell you which one it was But in any event he

said there was something of interest and if I

hadn't gotten the paper would I go down and pur

chase one and come back and call him which I

did And in the Sunday Supplemental which as I

recall was something like the Parade that we have

in the local paper here there was an article iden

tifying the leaders of the Mafia and in that

article there were pictures of Sam Gold who was

identified as MomoGiancana and Joe who was

identified as Santo Trafficante And Mr Maheu

claimed that this was the first time that he was

aware who we were actually dealing with
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McDonald And in what year was this What year are we

referring to

"X" Uh this--it's very difficult for me to say

whether it spilled into 1961 or whether it was

1960 But I have a faint recollection and I'm

not sure of this that it was the article was some

thing about Bobby Kennedy's ten most wanted

individuals And now on that point I can't

say for sure whether he would have been the At

torney General or it seems to me before he

became the Attorney General he had some dealings

with a committee on looking into organized crime

Nowthe time I'm very vague on--I don't really

know

McDonald Whendid this operation begin In other words

when did you first meet with Roselli

"X" Well that would have been September of 1960

McDonald Okay And how much after that meeting with Roselli

in NewYork did you learn the true identities of

Sam Gold and Joe

"X" Well that's the thing that I can't pin-point

I'm sorry I just don't know It could have been

two months after the operation or it could have

been several months And I've thought about it

but I just can't pin-point it
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McDonald Is it possible that it could have been as much

as six months later

"X" It could have been i don't know

McDonald All right What did you do upon learning that

the individuals involved in this operation were

in fact organized crime leaders

"X" I contacted Colonel Edwards and told him what we

had discovered or at least as far as I was con

cerned it was the first indication I had who we

were dealing with and apprised him of the iden

tities

McDonald And what did he say to you What instructions did

he give you if any

"X" Well he just said well this is probably what

we could have expected I suppose And I don't

want to be quoting because I don't recall really

what he said but he apparently did not feel that

we should alter our approach to the assignment

McDonald Did he give any further instructions Did he

give you any additional instructions upon learning

of the individuals identity who were involved

in this operation

"X" No As I recall we just proceeded

McDonald Now Mr.--Sir we've been speaking of the effort
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to assassinate Premier Castro Did this project

involve two phases

"X" If you call it two phases--there was a uh--after

the Bay of Pigs I think the decision was to forget

about the whole thing and there was a lull

And then it was reactivated later on when they

decided to turn Mr Roselli over to another indi

vidual

McDonald Were you involved in what we can term Phase II

after the Bay of Pigs

"X" Very generally as I recall it and again I'm

calling upon my memoryhere And I'm not sure-

I remember we--meeting one of the members of the

Cuban Junta an individual by the name of "D.

Nowwhether that was before the Bay of Pigs or

after the Bay of Pigs I'm at a total loss to

tell you That I think was part of the second

phase

McDonald Directing your attention then to what we will call

Phase I you were most actively involved in that

phase Is that correct

"X" Yes yes

McDonald What was your role

"X" Basically I was sort of if you want to call it
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for lack of anything else a babysitter for

Johnny Roselli because at that time Mr Maheu

was actively engaged in an almost fulltime activity

with the Howard Hughes organization and it was

taking more and more of his time And because

of the lull between any activity on the project

he was not able to spend any excessive time in

Miami Most of his time had to be spent out on

the West Coast or in Vegas So I was enlisted

by Colonel Edwards to stay with Roselli when he

was--while there were lulls in between while

he was in Miami Just a babysitter so to speak

McDonald Could you also describe your role as that of

being a liaison between the agency the CIA and

the individuals involved in the operation

Only with Roselli

McDonald In your capacity as liaison would all reports

or information given to the CIA come through

you

"X Yes

McDonald Would you please tell us what method of assassina

tion was decided upon during the phase of the

project Phase I as we've described when you

were actively involved
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Well I think several things were considered

But it ended up with a thought perhaps the

best method would be the use of some sort of

a lethal pill

McDonald And how was this assassination going to be

carried out

"X" Well the plan was that the courier was to-

well first of all I think in backing up

they were to recruit somebody who would be in

a position to administer the pill to the princi

pal And initially they were thinking in terms

of a cook or somebodywho had access to Castro's

meals And I guess the plan was to have him

place the pills in his food

McDonald All right Did you ever meet Santo Trafficante

during the period of this operation

Uh I am told I did

McDonald Would you please elaborate

"X" Yes One time one afternoon Roselli and I were

just wiling away the time Wewere staying at a

motel in Miami Beach and he suggested we go down

town to--not downtownMiami Beach--to just look

around at the sights And we went down to a shop

ping mall and he suggested that we stop by a haber
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dashery store and for some reason or other

he took a dislike to my shirt that I was wearing

and he suggested that he'd buy me a real fancy

shirt which I wasn't particularly keen on--his

choice of it--but to humor him I went along

Wewent in and he bought a very fancy silk shirt

for me And while we were in there it became

obvious that he knew quite a few of the employees

and it ended up by our going to the back of the

store where instead of it being a stockroom as

I envisioned it would be--it was rather a rather

lavish lay-out which looked like a club of some

sort And there were several individuals there

and he introduced me to those people They were

just a sea of faces as far as I was concerned

The names were thrown out first names which I

didn't get or meant nothing to me And then

after we left the store when we were walking

away he said remember the fellow that was sitting

at such-and-such a location in the back room

he says that's "Joe, he's our courier I wasn't

really focusing on this individual because they

were just a lot of faces as far as I was concerned

But there I guess I did meet Trafficante because

I found out later that he was "Joe, and that's
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my extent of my ever meeting "Joe.

McDonald Whenyou met him in the store was this prior

to your reading the article in the Sunday Supple

ment

"X" Yes

McDonald What was Trafficante's role in the operation

Well as I understood it he was a courier that

was running back and forth from Miami to Havana

and he was representing the casino interests in

Cuba

McDonald And what do you mean by "courier"

"X" Well he apparently--they Castro had closed down

the casinos and they were--I guess the people that

owned them were back here in the States and he

was running back and forth trying to determine

what their status was and whether they were going

to be reopened and whether they were going to be

taken over by the Government

"X" But he did have accesss to several people in the

Cuban Government at least that was the understand

ing I got

McDonald And was it to be his role to transmit the poison

pill to Cuba

"X Yes
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McDonald Sir in 1967 the Inspector General's Office of

the CIA prepared a report dealing with the CIA/

Mafia plots to assassinate Castro In this re

port the Agency states that Trafficante was

the person who contacted and procured "9, a

Cuban official and "K a Cuban exile leader as

two persons who could serve as potential assas

sins or accomplices to the assassination plot

Is this consistent with your conception of

Trafficante's role

"X" I recall both of these individuals and I met

one I met "K but it was my understanding

that they were possible--they were people that

could probably take care of the assignment but

I don't know whether that was Trafficante's recom

mendation or it was a recommendation made by

Sam That was not clear to me at all

McDonald All right

Well if the Inspector General's Report--and as

I say I'm quoting from it or reading paraphras

ing from it--you would have been the person in

a position to transmit information to the Agency

at that time such information that is now con

tained in that report Is that not correct
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"X" I was the only conduit actually from Roselli

through Maheu to the Agency

McDonald Okay so if the report--the '67 Inspector Gen

eral's Report states that it was Trafficante

who was the person who was supposed to contact "Q and

"K then would that fact be true

"X" If I understand the way it was running that

would be true because Trafficante was the indi

vidual who was in touch with the Cubans in Havana

McDonald Sir the '67 Inspector General's Report also

states that Trafficante after receiving the

poison pills to be used in the assassination

passed these on the Cuban contacts in an attempt

to kill Castro Is this also consistent with

your conception of Trafficante's role in the

assassination plots

"X" Yes

McDonald Thank you very much

Mr BLAKEYWith your permission I would like to summarize it
Mr PREYER Mr Blakey is recognized
Mr BLAKEY The former official stated that in September 1960

when he was Chief of Operational Support Division Office of Secu
rity he was approached by his superior Colonel Sheffield Edwards
and was told of an operation to assassinate Cuban Premier Fidel
Castro He was told by Edwards that Robert Maheu then a private
investigator had been approached by the CIA to assist in the
operation Maheu in turn recruited one John Roselli Subsequent
ly Roselli brought two other individuals into the operation These
individuals were known to the officials as Sam Gold and Joe

According to this official he subsequently learned the true iden
tities of these men Sam Gold was alleged Mafia leader Sam Gian
cana and Joe was another alleged Mafia chief man Santos Traffi
cante The official stated that he was the CIA liaison with these
two men It was to be Trafficante's role to serve as a courier
Trafficante was to arrange to get poisoned pills into Cuba which
were to be put in Castro's food Trafficante's participation also
included the procuring of a Cuban Government official and a
Cuban exiled leader as two persons who could serve as the actual
assassins The official stated that Trafficante did in fact pass the
poison pills on to his Cuban contacts in an effort to carry out the
plot
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This official also stated that when he learned the true identities
of Giancana and Trafficante he reported this fact to Colonel Ed
wards who nevertheless allowed the project to proceed

Mr Chairman the evidence you have just heard in particular
that part that identifies Santos Trafficante is corroborated in a
1967 report of the Inspector General of the CIA Part of that
report which the committee has secured for public distribution
indicates

The man Maheu [deletion]knew as Sam Goldappeared as Salvatore (Sam)Gian
cana a Chicago-basedgangster Joe Pecora who was never identified either to
Maheu or [deletion]in any other way turned out to be Trafficante the CosaNova
chiefman in Cuba

As to Santos Trafficante's role as well as that of the late Gian
cana it is described in a section designated as "Comment. It
reads

Giancanawas flatly opposedto the use of firearms He said that no one couldbe
recruited to do the job becausethe chance of survival and escapewouldbe negligi
ble Giancanastated a preferencefor a lethal pill that couldbe put in Castro'sfood
or drink Trafficante Joe Pecora was in touch with a disaffectedCubanofficialwith
accessto Castro and presumablyof a sort that wouldenable him to surreptitiously
poisonCastro

Mr Chairman the evidence we have just heard indicates that
Santos Trafficante apparently participated in plots to assassinate
Fidel Castro He was in short willing to kill the head of state

In this connection it may be well to note one possible reason for
Santos Trafficante's participation in these plots The reason was
offered to the committee by the Cuban Government In its trip to
Havana the Cuban Government made available to the committee a
report dealing on Mafia activities in Cuba Mr Chairman I would
ask that that report be entered into the record as JFK exhibit
F-653 and the translation as JFK exhibit F-654

Mr PREYER Without objection they will be entered into the
record at this point

[JFK exhibit F-653 was entered in the record and with a nota
tion follows

[Pages 11-18 of JFK exhibit F-653 were photostatic copies of
documents originally generated in response to requests to the
Cuban Government from the Warren Commission in 1964 Due to
their extremely poor reproductive quality legible copies could not
be reproduced here Page 19 a copy of Jack Ruby's tourist card is
reproduced elsewhere in these hearings as JFK exhibit F-583 and
F-584

[Page 11 is a copy of Oswald's Cuban visa application and is
reproduced elsewhere in these hearings as JFK exhibit F-408

[Page 12 is a copy of a letter from Juan Nilo Otero and can be
found in the Warren Commission Report as C.E 2564

[Page 13 is a copy of a certificate signed by the then Secretary of
State Dean Rusk

[Page 14 is a letter to the Secretary of State from the Warren
Commission requesting information regarding Lee Harvey Oswald's
trip to Mexico in September and early October 1963 It also re
quests cooperation by the Cuban Government in furnishing copies
of documents relating to Lee Harvey Oswald's visit

[Pages 15-18 are letters from the Swiss Embassy in response to
State Department correspondence regarding Oswald.]
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ASPECTO.SQUECONTEMPLAEL CUESTIONARIOENTREGADO

POP ELCOMITE SELECTOSOBREASESINA'_OSDE LA CAMA

PA DE 1-.="SENTAIJT^S DE ESTADOSUNIDOS

En esterinforme aparecen varies de los aspectos contentplados en
el cuestionario entregado por ese Comitb contestados en forma
de ternas

I SUPUESTA VISITA DE OSWALDA LAEMBAJADADE LA

UNIOiISOVIET_ _ EN CIUDADMEXICO

En relaci6n a este tome. considerarr.os qua el Comit6 debe
dlr girse al Gobierr.oSovietico

En cuatro a lo quenos compete podernossegalar queel
pr^pie die 27 de setiernbre al solicitar Oswaldis visa de
trbnsito pare continuer viaje a la Uni6nSoviRica el Consu
lade Cabana en lid:cice se puso en contacto telef6nico con la
Embajada de la Uni n Sovietica la querespondib queellos
pera otorgar visas de entrada a su pals tenian que esperar
is autorizaci6n dal SINREXen Moscb lo cual tardaria al
rededdorde cuatro roses

II. MAFIA.

La informaci6n quese posee relacionada al papel de la Ma
fia ne `earnericana en los planes de atentado contra los Ii
deren de in RevoiucI n Cubana y otras actividades contrarre
volucionarias est dada on Ins revelacioees que a1resaec
to c:_eei3 el Comit dal Senade en su informe sobs los
Cone ,ts de Asesi <?oscon ra dirigentes de otros parses
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La Mafia inici6 sus actividades en Cubadurante los anon 20
aprovechandoin corrupci6n existente antra Ios gobernantes de
turno

Durante los alias 40 extendi6 sus mecanismos de control aun
qna de forma encubierta a los Sindicatos de trabajadores de
distintos sectores to quele permitirfa en unfuturo manejar
de cierta forma todo to quese relacionara con sus intereses
Estos se ven fortalecidos con el golpe del 10 desmarzo rno
mento en que la Mafia cornienzaa asentar sus capitales en ne
gocios de bienes rakes construcciones de hoteles de lujo
casinos y centros de atracci6n turistica paresasf fomentar
el turismo paressu er_plctacidn

Conreferencia a la administraci6n y operacidn de negocios
de la Mafia durante el aho 1958 la misma posefa el control de
Ios Casinos de juego queradicaban en los hotales de Iujo y
cabarets

La direcci6n de la Mafia In representaba Santos Trafficante
quienera e1delegado del juego mientras que los administra
dores de estos Casinos eran en su mayorfa cubanos o figuras
extranjeras vinculadas a la Mafia

Las salas de juego las dirigfan los jefes asignados por la Ma
fia que velabanpor 1a organizaci6n y el funcionamientode
las mesas de juego

La Mafia obtuvograndes beneficios por utilidades del juego
citaindosecoma ejemplo que el Casino del Hotel Riviera en
un ailo obtuvouna ganancia neta de un rni116ncuatrocientos
mil dblares

Los negocios de 1aMafiano s610correspondfan al juego sino
ademas amParaban el control del trafico de narc6ticos joyas
divisas trata de blancas y las exhibiciones de pelfculas por
nograficas
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de juego siendo reabiertas luegoposteriormente por consid
rat el CobiernoRevolucionario quea pesar de que el juego
de azcr constitufa una verdadara lacra social el cierre repen
tiro de eotos Casinos y Cabarets significaba el desplazamien
to de cientos de trabajadores Se dispone entonces la regula

del funcionamientode las salas de juego a trav4s de un
Decrato emitido el 4 de marzo de 1959 en quese autoriza
por rnediaci6ndel Ii1AV(Instituto NNcionalde Ahorro y Vi
viendls) la apertura de tales centros

El Decreto entre otros requisitos establecla que

Los Casinos sex-fanoperados exclusivamente por personas
de probada solve cia moral y los extranjeros requerfan

oni s la previa aprobaciOnpor escrito de la Embajada
co=_.aspondiente

El 28 de setiembre de 1961son cerrados de manera defi
nitivOlas salas d juego quea6n perntanecfan abiertas

III, OROAIZACIONES YACTIVIDADESANTI-CUBANAS

La organizaci6n contrarrevolucionaria que desde un inicio se
destac6 por propagar 1as supuestas actividades de Oswalden
favor de Cubafue e1DRE (Directorio RevolucionarioEstu
diantil) la cual public6 una edici6n especial de su 6rgano de
prep o denominado.TRINCHERA al dla siguiente del asesi
pate de Kennedy

En el mismo se divulgabaampliamente todo lo relacionado
con Oswald indicando una vinculaci6nde Cuba con los he
chos Muchosde los elementos sostenidos en esa publics
ci_.o entran en contradicci6n con lo planteado en las invest!
gacl:etas posterior-es sobra todo en las ubicaciones de luga
res _echas en qua supuestamente estuvo Oswald lo quoes
tab`.ae la falsedad da algunas informaciones difur_didas
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Cu,sro dias daspu6s del asesinato un nnrteamericano partida
ri c clelos contrarravolucionarios cubanos declaraba en su pro
Uz_.:a de in radiocmisora de Miami WQAMbabar entrevistado

_.os de es'os ela aios uno ds los cuales le Labia ntani
-da que tanla in informaci6n de que Oat,aldLabia es ado en

C entre setiambre y octubre de 1953 (fecha en qua Oswald
so encontraba en Mexicohacienda gestionas pars viajar a Cu
b )

Tambiense observan las supuestas "revelacionas de Frank
Stc:rgis y otros contrarrevolucionarios cubanos acusaado a Cu
ba ciala muerte de Kennedy las cuales han sido difundidasam
pliarnante por divarsos rotativos de la prensa norteamericena

La organizacidn contrerrevolucionaria "La Cruz nfue una de
lea tantas auspiciadas por la C I A coznofachada paaa In eje
ctrci-'nde los planes contra Cuba

Unade sus acciones conaisti6 en la infiltraci6n por la zonesde
Punta Hicacos, Matanzas a mediados de 1960 de los apatri
das Mario Tauler Sague yArmando Cubria Ramos gz;ienesha
biendorecibido entrenamiento de la C I A curnplirlan la nil
si3n de atentar contra la vida del Comandanteen Jefe y reali
zar distintas actividades de sabotaje

Para ejecutarlo le fueron entregados detonadores exo.losivos
ametralladoras pistolas asf como.proclamas de la organiza
ci6n contrarrevolucionaria "La Cruz

Otra de las organizations coatrarrevolucionarias Resisten
cia CivicaAnticomunista (RCA) era la agrupaci6n de las de
nominadas Ej6rcito de Liberaci6n National (E L N.) Movi
miento de Recuparaci6n Revolucionaria (M R R.) Agruaaci6n
Mc,tecristo y otras siendo dirigida desde el exterior per el
ceararrevoluci onario y agente C I A NinoDiaz

Unodo los cornplots fraguado por In RCAfue e.l que debla
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toner Lugarel 7 de abril de 1953en el Stadium Latinoan(ericano
doncleperticiparf a 16 hombres armados depistolas y granadas
de {reTsentacidn

Da^ro del grupo se eocontraban Enrique Rodriguez Valdas Ri
condoL5pez Cabre_ Onorio 'Toms Perdamo y Jorge Carlos
Espinosa Escarles quienes vestirfan con uniformes de oticia
lea del .jercito Pebelde y cuyoprop"sito era asesinar al Co
niand.ae on Jefa

Linosmeses despu^s se elabora otro plan esta vez contra in vi
do del iJinistro de 1as Fuerzes Armadas F2evolucionarias Baal
Castro =c:z con ante:-ivade in celebraci6a del 26 de Julio El
priacip 1coord:;-s:<ordesesta ecciin lo ern Ibrahim MachinHer
n$ac'a_gaien curer 'e instrucciones del agen_".`aC LA Nino
Dial

Algunas de las personas empleades par la C I A en las accio
nos de atentados y alanes contra Cubaf_.eron

NinoDiaz

Ex-Capit6n del Ejircito Rebelde Particip6 en In conspire
cidn fanguadapor el traidor Huber Mates

Manuvo con,actca en la Base Naval de Cuantanarnodondeen
trsn3 mercenari:,s y desde dondeorienio la realizaci6n de
disti otas planes contra Cuba

En Miami al servicio de la C LA. se ha vinculadoa travbs
del Pl2virnientode Recuperacidn Revolucionariaa elementos
co,.loArtime Tony Varona Die Lanz yMir6 Cardona,

S !n(!e1Carbslo r1oreno

detenido en marzo de 1963caandola operaci6n contra la
o_ r._zacidnco..caarrevoiucfonaria Resis:encia CIvicaAnti
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o ,00unistaencontrrludosoledocura ntacionfalsa a nornbre
.a-aSerafin ELoo:s is iaIarivade Cue

_antes ,._ 1

:_oAdotfop:ve_roCaro

:i ente de in C.I.A infiltrado en el terriorio nacional jun
._ con un up-a Tr'a_c_docurneanci l ,alsa a nombre de
(arios Ran:feaz Valdds

Agent_ _.__:sabael seudin:c de Prao nary sus ,acti
12_0dcsco: .. C LA

o Merdoao

AA;oniede la C.I.A clueutilizaba el seuddnimo de roul pa
sus actividndes enamigas Se irfiltr6 en el terri orio

aacional junto con e1tambi.n R&;'oroCaro notes m caiona
do

Jcr-;e Garcia Rubio

Agente de la C.I.A ccn el seud6nimo de Tony Se infiltr6
coo o radisra de un Team doInfiltracidn de in C.1..4

Este grupo (Rivero Caro Mendozay Garcia Rubio)trara la
tarea de reorganizar las organizaciones coatrarrevoluciona
rigs despues del fracaso de Girbny realizar un atentado al
Caneral de Ejercito Ra6l Castro cornbinadocon una autoa
g_ssidn a la Ease Naval Norteamericana de la Bahia de
C'aantanamo

Pierro OwenDiaz de Ure
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de la C.I.A uno d_ los principales involucrados on la orga
nizaci6n del plan de atentado al Comandanteen Jefe prepara
dopars el 28 da setiembre de 1963Aniversario de los Comi
ts de Defense de la Revolucibn(C D R ) Este plan coneis_
t=aen dinamitar Ias conductoras del alcantarillado quapasa
b per debajo de la tribune

Pierre Ouang ciudadanotrances "fuereclutado por is
C I,A en 1951 actuando cornoiaformante del Agente Fran
cisco Blanco de Ios Cuetos

IV SUPUESTOCONTACTODE OSWALDCONESTUDIANTES

CU_'ANOSENMINSK

Has a el momentono se ha ubicadoning'1nciudadanocubano de
ice cue cursaron estzadiosen Minsk quehaya tenido contacto
con .ea H Oswalden esa Ciudad

Consideramos que esta informaci6n al igual que otras refleja
das por Priscilla Johnson Mc Milian es su Ebro 1,LaForma
Ciro de un asesinato 11ssas respondiendo las mismas a
ue inierr`s sensacionalista en medio de la campana desatada
pa_-nvincular a Cubacon Oswald

V. ACT=VIDADESDE E HOWARDHUNTEN MEXICO

Nose posee informaci6n sobre las actividades desarrolladas
pc^ coward Huntdurante el ano 1963

VI SECUESTROSDE AVIONES

El de mayo de 1961 Antulio Ramirez Ortiz ciudadano
nor ,^.mericanodo origen partorrigaeTe fue el primer sujeto
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que liege a La Habanasecuestrando un avibn cuntpliendoasf
trncciones de is C l.A manteniendoen Cuba una actitud

cc'iictiva y diversi:onista

Fuseprocesado judicialntente por salida Regal del pals y son
cionadoa dos anus de privation de libertad En 1975abandu
ni nuestre pats a partir de las gestiones realizadas por in

n ajada Suiza con el MINREXde Cubaen relaci6n a este
e2entonto

El 24 de Julio de 1961un avi6n Electra de la Eastern Airlfnea
son 33 pasajaros en ruta Tampa a Miami fue desviado cs zu
utu Soda Cubapor onviafaro que solicitcia la prensa no re

va~_rasu idertidad por ternor a las represelias eua tomsrfen
ea 1,s Estades U ides coelra sa familia _!rage a los pe_ r
c'i que tome es:a actitad ante las ro_-a-. s n_gai-i,es ce
1^7''uncienarios nemeamericancs de per irle realizar el -

v:eje

El 9 de agosto de 1961 Albert Charles Cadon sebdito fran
ces secuastr5 un DC-8 de la Pan American en rota de Hous
ton a Guatemala El avidn fue devuelto_ el secuestrador ex
traditado a Mexicoa solicilud del Gobiernode ese pals a:Ian
do condenadoa 7 anos de encarcelamiencopor cobo con :iolen
tie y amenazas

VII AGEWCIASDE INTELIGENCIA

Desde much( antes de 1a derrota de la invasi6n de Playa Gi
ren e incluso casi coincidentementecon el trlunfo de la Ravo
luci6n el Goblet-node los Estados Unidoscornenze a actuar
cenra Cuba en primer Lugara travbs de sus Agendas de In
teli encia en particular la C I A

Derp;uOsde la derrota de Wren sag-6nel infornte del Seaado
do i ados Unidos se inicia In 11artadaOperacidn "MOidGOO
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SE que de acuerdo con dichoinforme concluye en novientbre
de despucs d. la Crisis de Octubrey que consisti6 ea
"la __saciin de eliedos cubauosy diside.nos en Cuba pa"
ra ,car al Cobio

Lo cie.rto es que aun despues del pertodo de vigancia de la cite
da Operacibn In aciividad contra Cubade las Agencias de Into
iij;aac2oda Estados Unidosno ces6

Para loner una idea de 1aintensidad de estas actividades basta
dacir aentre 196 y 1963se produjeron Ives de 80 infiltracio
aea Tar Ias costal cabanas con 1os cbjetivos de introdacir ar
i:as ::plosives realiaar sabotaje iniiltrar o exfiltrar Agen
tes .ar coiol adorns abasiecer Rados de 1a C.I.A
etc ins quar r. do50 sen p-,stericras a noviambra da 1562
y c _r otra of trabajo de los A enies i iiltrados ore
cl 'a. a antes p d a "MONGOOSEno se conclu;^iai cierre
d_ Operaci also continuehasta ter liquidadopor los
O gan de Seg-cac cicubanos

Anexose '.-titandistiros documentosrelatives a

Visiia da Oswaldal ConsuladoCubone en Mexico (planilla de
solicitud da visa y _ puesta dal MINREY)

Ccrroapondenciacnviada a La Habanapor in CornisitSnWarren
on 15.,7Z,,quedentuestra la cooperacien del Gobiernode Cuba
con Jn ir_vestigacidnque esta Comisi6nllevaba a cabo

Tarjer-s de identidad Ilenadas en el aeropuerto de La Habana
per on individuo canedie el nombre de Jack Ruby quevisite
nurstro pats en dos oportunidades en 1959

Er _.a resunten de actividades directas de la C.I.A entre los
. ?6 y 1963 accmpaiiadcpor unapacucn`amuestra grati
ca c iaa misr as
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ALCLI DE Lt?SACC_:ONIS 1)IPI CTASI)' ;LPLC I A CONTP

CUL+Ii'i ,RIDtS EN'T_?,OC, .F~i.7f c,s

re 1961y 196E1funcioaa la Red dirigids por Rsm6n GratzAl
a reclutado por la C LA en 1951

r-Aisina recibie orientacidn de formar ena red subvjrsi-,a
?nionaje dzindolecomo medio de comunicaci6n antra
una pia-Laail":Cnit.IcaAT-3

Err aigunes de sus misiones o."tared propard ua aten s'do al
C...an..snte as Jeie cu !p1i ndo adeni_'.s ..;.s tsraas c:-.,aa

ueda de infornaci::_ de iodo tloo a: -acd rniTt_c

__ C Z A __clute en ,._a_auelsal contrarrovolucicnario te
:_M-irquezNovo entrssindo10 ci Ested:'s U__dosy si_ de __

tr?ducidn ileEalm.enteen Cubaen marzo do 15 por in provin
c de Pines del R.b

ii,'rquez Novorecibid or.ientacienos de cr"ear one amplia red
con misiones subversives y de espionaja para apoyar una pos%
bla invasion al pals Err ss,;e senrido la C I.A realize ,.';s
de 30 Operacicnea mars:ryas in_r:'l:randy e- iltracido ^ :__s
pars entrenemiento on e1e;terior e intrsdu;:ie__dogr.-!Ic _ti
dad de arras y explosives pars cornplir ens misiones

Pnralelamente a esto realizan actividad de espionaje princi
paLnientemilitar

En 1963 sin abandonar la basqueda de infoemaci6n militar se
o<"ientaper la C.l.A is bOsquedsde inforcaaciSneconomica,
er_vi_rdosedatos tecniccs ca eceipos sovi ticos y movin.i=_r.to
cis"espaci_,listasdopsi'=as coalsii 'as

E^-=red tents adern~isvaries Ageotos cote tack'sen b7s:ar's.
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UnZlc quaimpar?icn instrucciones en Cubaa grupos de miens
bras _ la red

Opa"_',an en in sofa de Pinar del Rlo La Habana e .isls de Pi
::'a su liquidcci in defiaitiva en 1:'54

El ciud"adanonorteamericano Larry Lunt residente en Pinar
dal ra-~y praviamecte reclutado por 1a C I.A en 1951 cono
ca alr,dcdor de n:a.yodel 62 a F^fix Lima Blanco a mien re
clute :.0..:.eriorracc c La infern:aciin celicirada a Lima Bian
co e-___oonsfue de :ipo militar

Algbn;iempo despcc_nLarry Luc le entrega como medio do Co
music-n papal a c n ylo adisstra en el use der6s.. Pos
tani ante a _.-.ncoreci_a de la C.-.A un radi _a"p
too 2 Aye _ _ medics.

EAel l r conacif por Caran l'as Las Villas se infiltran
en oc...__ da 1,. Gibe_.o Farnfod:c Sclas ifi1a rcr
n':?c -"hart _o.

Fen ides Soles (ccen sali5 del pars ilegalmente fue recluta
dopc _ C.I.A pasando un curso intensivo en el rnanejo de
arnac y eaplcsivon

Par a_i riacion da la C.I.A se infiltr5 en el pats en ester
fecca con el chic I n ;la hacsr co_facto con un cabecillde htn
didos y crear one c"eddo espionaja

El 1 de octubre de 1962se infiltran por Pinar del Rio dos
teama C.I.A al fronts de los cuales veaian los Agentes Mi
guni Angel Orozco Crespo y Peynaldo Garcia Martine_

Eaton -earns de infil.racion funrun i-ransportados pasta nues
tras c-eras per lea bugi:e.s"Vii'riu y',Cosies habiendoparti
do costas ^stacks U2i.

L_ o ion _c nor la C CA a ambos grupos a reali
.M_ n 5oje !as Minas do i'rctc:i._.l an Sant. Luc:=
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?;-.. del Rio para to cluetrofan gran canzidadda arenas y e_
of

o" lidere cThpar Oro co Craw c itiooa'errar las ar
csplesiv on lugares co cnnos a c?a;a El otro ~tr;r

igjdo por C rcia Mar 'noz do.r :air -oar el cabla qua
i. "-ortaba e1mineral desdo la mina 1'ascaSanta Lucia lc

D 1vocarfa dejar 4C0obreros airy air dentro de 1a m.l

eclutamiento de Orozco Crespo por parte de la fue
c?apor I=1a-,el Art-luteen mayo do 1950 De sus doclaro

c conoc: sus relaciona personal;. con ""ErbUall
_ Grupe frsionas ,_,aoeciaiosy acci;'ida7!2z

C _ .. en i"ria_=: rsa iecaa msscor -) is}irtcS 0f cia
1 LA c;tr i-c_,.d _ -7_ rneciia _ .an care:. _on
t__ 1 Aga_ __

iciembre da 1957la C I A reclut por corresponc?ancic
__ianoL P:_"`a rdrignos elemenio c?ale burgues "a7illr

Pcsteriormente la C I,A Ia en,.ciaa Pinto Rodriguez medics
de comunicaci6ny este recipe la mis.ila c:'=or-anizar rna red
a ariala C.1 A encoraiundoel sumi iscro a las bandas de
aloac'-s la brseusc'n d infa-rrracidu milita.r y el saboteje a ob

-as econdrn:a s

A f -as de 1953la CC.I.A comienza a solicitar tambien infor
mac_.,necon6mice en general y en especial de la industria azu
car a_,_.

En c_ciernbrede 1552se infiltran los Agent-asCC.I.A Pedro
Ca In yManuel del Valle Carat por Oriente

La tesiones encornendadaspor la C,.l.A Bran las do organi
zaa .rposde baudidos en ta-rac.oay Carat irran:o ade;nr_sda
sal ..runt lugo as on las c n oara p.-::d:rci deseribarcos
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y so;,-;spara suministro de arenas y explosivos

Po 2-eca de Camarioca Varadero Matanzas en abril de
i etondeniefi ltrarse los Ager_tesC A Silvano Mart-1
r .,reero AntonioBustillo Roberto Person y Oscar Diaz
c .*f ,ntc este Gltimode la infiltracicn Esca action es frus

per la Marina de Guerra Revolucionaria

riaye de 1963er_el lugar conocidoper "Suhida de la Pella
sn Antonio =roar del Rioy daspuos dorecibir enirena

mloraoon el exterior se infiltran los Agonies C.I.A Albor
g c'ei t oste Hera ndan Jose A Colmenneesy Hatuey Infante
aco:.cps;dos do un taint de infiltreci6n Estos Agonies reali
zert ~ vi_je en el irqua madre pesando posteriormente a
?/la ,r.,cha ipo

_. 'n encomendadapor la C.I.A a isle grupo era la crew
c. de una red que dirigie Del Eusto y qua debi'aabarcar des
de San Antoniohasi'a Santa Lucia en ?Thar dal Rio

Por el estero de Carraguao Los Palacios Pinar del Rio el
29 de eeyo de 1553se infii-ran despu6s de recibir eniranamien
to L,is Garcia Sigles Menocal RolandoFern6ndes y Arse
rio '2drfguez San Rotin Este team parti6 de Estad s Uni
dos eQe1buque madre RE.;,

Ent-re/as rnisiones encomendadasper la el team tonic
la de sustituir al Radista de una red de nueva creaci6n que se
rfe r partir de enicnces Garcia Sigles ocupar cargos el resto
dal Coamdentro de la direcci6n de la red e introducir en 6sta
anroos y equipos

En ;_7io de 1963por el lugar conocidopor Punta Fraile en
E ..e ltenio Pinar del Rio se produce la imfiltraci6n de 1os
a ee Clemente Inclfn Werner y Genero dal Busto Infante

L re_...::nencomer.dadapor la C.I.A a saes Agent-esern hp
c or rn.ediei,-s ropes y vfrires on red rrcicn coon
c
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e,o:aa+c6Blanco CrcCtirdenas Matanzas se produce el
7:e .Lode lain W na teani empu.4 .,M
a .& Jorge L mnJ zee zap a Raffia Lus
.1 'do me e wm ocalt F3m 3 ,Ricardo

/2s Navaoreta A o de w.sI an Triona Jorge
a2c,dy Crispin azmaCuevas

C a,q eos2 &mnde la Florida on on Ggamaem R
a .& 2oaerinrm .sa ca 2 2 Jog trafo 5 =i re
w\A 2dinamLo,zvazaamwwe re6 -wala

coo coahahancon2lewxemR 3 w &_oEol6n ar
r w equipos w mare as yon s e ea ez,3y a .e
ew .w ee.w2

aayo.z :ada Las z,el 15 do jEoa!.9ae
msa w A y 02 mw

x .asmzzeazw tiarraro que

Lo za3:exz a62.aCLAaesa epa&,a a
r r am 3.ac s s,e La H aoz,e,m 2aela
6 s a

r Is cane ccaocida come ace do Vailanca .zaas,se
ems n en junio de 1963los .Ba C= \ s !u a Ttlpa-
ne ,rfguez cami,owozrrvw.Rtara los y,se
m:ewaa:2 el one.awrSS m2

sa2~cay quovOniana cornpile era la ainf.re,e
Aaasawn Tilpanes

E a julio w 1969pox a zonesdo c p Verde Las Villas
s ?J an maa=ene los Agentes C.I.A RolandoL_ra'auPaz

a2Marrero csroyFan co Marrero Ca,su .e
palastante aor eeaaas,ara intr?d.ioir

:asaam,w on el paa2

tisi6n &.A eamn66 en esteem Lela de crept
w ad de ewaa on azone e w!G en acipa Q.:e

w;as was pa paste >+tams
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Bahia de Casilda en Las Villas el 13 de agosto de
ornbaccaoL;nplrata upo ComaId's PIambisa.s

do ,A atac in la Entprase C_a
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ASPECTSOFTHEQUESTIONNAIREPRESENTEDBYTHESELECTCO124ITTEEONASSASINATIONS
OFTHEHOUSEOFREPRESENTATIVESOFTHEUNITEDSTATES

Several aspects of the questionnaire presented by the Committeeare answered
in this report by topic

I ALLEGEDVISITBYOSWALDTOTHESOVIETEMBASSYINMEXICOCITY

Onthis matter ve believe that the Committeeshoulddirect itself to the
Soviet Government

Asfar as ve are concerned wecan point out that whenOswaldaskedfor
a transit visa on September27 in order to continuehis trip to the Soviet
Union the CubanConsulatein Mexicocalled the Soviet Embassyandwas
told that authorization to grant entry visas.::to:its:coimtry.hadztocome
fromthe Ministry of ForeignRelations in Moscowwhichwouldtake around
four months
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II MAFIA

Informationon the role of the USMafiain plans to assassinate leaders of

the CubanRevolutionandother counterrevolutionaryactivities is foundin

the revelations on this subject madeby the SenateCommitteein its report
on assassination plots against leaders of other countries

TheMafiabegan its activities in Cubaduring the '20s taking advantage
of the corruption of the successive governmentsof that period

Duringthe '40s it extendedits control mechanismsin a covert wayto the

trade unions of various sectors whichlater allowedit a certain amount

of control over everythingrelated to its interests Theseinterests
werestrengthened with the March10 coup whichis whenthe Mafiabegan
to invest its capital in real estate companiesand the building of luxury

hotels casinos andother tourist facilities in order to push,andexploit
tourism

TheMafia's business administration and operations in 1958involvedcontrol

of gamblingcasinos in luxury hotels and cabarets

SantosTrafficante the gamblingdelegate represented the Mafia

leadership and mostof the administrators of the casinos wereCubans

or foreign figures linked to the Mafia

Thegamblingsalons weredirected by Maffia-appointedchiefs in charge
of the organization andoperation of the gamblingtables

TheMafiamadegreat profits fromgambling For example the casino in

the Hotel Riviera madea net profit of $1.4 million in one year

TheMafia's interests werenot limited to gamblinghowever It also
controlled the traffic in drugs jewels the currencyexchange white

slavery and pornographicfilm shoes

Whenthe Revolutiontriumphedin 1959 all the gamblingsalons wereclosed

Later on they werereopenedbecausethe RevolutionaryGovernmentconsidered

that even thoughgamesof chanceconstituted a social defect the sudden

closing of those casinos and cabarets wouldmeanthe loss of workfor
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hundredsof workers Therefore a decree waspassed on March4 1959
regulating the functioning of the gamblingsalons and authorizing them
to reopenunder the jurisdiction of the National Institute of Savings
andHousing(INAV)

Amongother things the decree established that

the casinos wouldbe operated exclusively by persons of provedmoral
character and that foreigners wouldalso need prior approvalin
writing fromtheir embassies

OnSeptember28 1961 those gamblingsalons that still remainedopen
at that time were closed definitively

III ANTI-CUBANACTIVITIESANDORGANIZATIONS

Thecounterrevolutionaryorganization that immediatelymadea big
to-do out of publicizing Oswald'salleged activities on behalf of Cuba
wasthe Student RevolutionaryDirectorate (DBE)whichput out a
special edition of its publication Trincherathe day after Kennedy's
assassination

It gaveextensive coverageto everythingrelated to Oswald indicating
that Cubawaslinked to the events .Manyof the assertions set forth
in the publication contradicted whatwasstated in later investigations
especially data on the places whereOswaldwasand date::onwhichhe was
supposedto have been there whichshowsthe falsity of someof the
informationit spread

Fourdays after the assassination a USsupporter of the Cuban
counterrevolutionaries announcedduring his radio programon MiamiWQAM
that he had interviewedseveral of themand that one of themhad said
he had information that Oswaldhadbeen in Cubain Septemberand October
1963(when in fact Oswaldwasin Mexico trying to travel to Cuba)

Thealleged "revelations of FrankSturgis and other Cuban
counterrevolutionaries accusingCubaof being responsible for Kennedy's
death are also in evidence accusationswhichweregiven amplecoverage
.in several USpapers
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Thecounterrevolutionaryorganization La Cruzwasone of the many
sponsoredby the CIAas a front to carry out its plans against Cuba

Oneof its actions consisted in infiltrating counterrevolutionaries
MarioTauler Sagueand ArmandoCubriaRamosin the area of Punta
Hicacos Matanzas in mid-1960 Theyhad been trained by the CIA
andwereon a mission to try to kill the Commanderin Chief and carry
out various other acts of sabotage

Tohelp themin this task they wereprovidedwith detonators
explosives machineguns pistols and proclamationsof the counter
revolutionary organization La Cruz

Anotherof the counterrevolutionaryorganizations the Anti-Communist
Civic Resistance (RCA)wasa groupingof the self-styled Armyof
National Liberation (ELM)the Movementof RevolutionaryRecovery
(MRR)the MontecristoGroupandothers It wasdirected fromabroad
by NinoDiaz a counterrevolutionaryand CIAagent

Oneof the plots workedout by the RCAwasscheduledto take place on
April 7 1963 in the Latin-AmericanStadium with the participation
of 16 menarmedwith pistols andfragmentationgrenades

Thegroupincluded EnriqueRodriguezValdes RicardoL6pezCabrera
OnorioTorres PerdomoandJorge Carlos EspinosaEscarles whowere to
be dressed in official RebelArmyuniformsandwhowere to assassinate
the Commanderin Chief

Afewmonthslater another plan waselaborated this time directed
against Baal Castro Ruz Minister of the RevolutionaryArmedForces
on the celebration of the 26th of July Themaincoordinator of this
action wasIbrahimMachinHernandezwhotook his instructions from
CIAagent NinoDiaz

Someof the people employedby the CIAin the assassination actions
andother plans against Cubawere

NinoDiaz
Aformercaptain in the RebelArmyhe participated in the conspiracy
hatchedby traitor HuberMatos
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Hemaintainedcontacts in the NavalBaseof Guantanamowherehe
trained mercenariesand directed various plans against Cuba

In Miami in the service of the CIA he had gotten in touchwith
such elementsas Artime TonyVerona Diaz LanzandMir6Cardona
throughthe Movementof RevolutionaryRecovery

SamuelCarballoMoreno
Hewasarrested in March 1963 in the operation carried out
against the counterrevolutionaryorganization Anti-CommunistCivic
Resistance Hehad been using false documentsin the nameof
Serafin BurgasSabl6n Hehadbeenin the Navyprior to 1959

EmilioAdolfoRiveroCaro
ACIAagent whowas part of a groupinfiltrated into the country
he had false documentsmadeout in the nameof Carlos RamirezVald6s

This agent used the pseudonymof Brandfor his CIAactivities

AdolfoMendoza
ACIAagent whoused the pseudonymof Radlfor his enemyactivities
he wasinfiltrated into the countrywith RiveroCaro mentionedabove

Jorge Garcia Rubio
ACIAagent.whoused the pseudonymTony he wasinfiltrated as
radio operator of the CIAinfiltration team

This group(RiveroCaro Mendozaand GarciaRubio)had the task of
reorganizing the counterrevolutionaryorganizations after the
failure at Gir6nand of trying to kill Generalof the ArmyRadl
Castro while staging a fake attack whichthe USNavalBasein
GuantanamoBaywas to makeon itself

Pierre OwenDiazde Ure
His real namewasPierre OuangDiezde Ure Hewasone of the main
CIAagents involved in organizingthe attemptedassassination of
the Commanderin Chief preparedfor September28 1963 an anniversary
of the foundingof the Committeesfor the Defenseof the Revolution
(CDRs) Theplan consisted in dynamitingthe sewagepipes under
the tribune
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Pierre Ouang a Frenchcitizen was recruited by the CIAin 1961
Heserved as informerfor agent FranciscoBlancode los Cuetos

OSWALD'SALLEGEDCONTACTWITHCUBANSTUDENTSINMINSE

Thusfar,none of the Cubanstudents whohave studied in Minskhave
been foundto have had any contact with LeeH Oswaldin that city

Webelieve that this information just like other statements
includedby Priscilla JohnsonMcMillanin her bookTheMakingof a
Murder is false respondingto sensationalist interests in the
midst of the campaignlaunchedto link Cubawith Oswald

ACTIVITIESOFE HOWARDHUNTINMEXICO

Wehaveno informationabout HowardHunt's activities in 1963

HIJACKINGOFPLANES

Antulio RamirezOrtiz a UScitizen of Puerto Ricanorigin was the
first person to hijack a plane to Havana arriving on May1 1961
Hecameunder CIAorders andmaintaineda conflictive and diversionist
attitude during his stay in Cuba

Hewastried for illegal departure fromthe countryand sentencedto
twoyears in jail Heleft our country in 1975 after the Swiss
Embassyhad intervenedwith the CubanMinistry of ForeignAffairs on
his behalf

OnJuly 24 1961 an Eastern Airlines Electra plane with 33 passengers
aboard en route fromTampato Miami wasdiverted to Cubaby a
passengerwhoasked the press not to reveal his identity for fear of
reprisals against his family in the UnitedStates Hetold the
journalists that be had taken this step becauseof repeated refusals
on the part of USofficials to allow himto makethe trip

OnAugust9 1961 Albert CharlesCadon a Frenchcitizen hijacked
a PanAmericanAirlines DC-8en route fromHoustonto GuatemalaThe
plane wasreturned and the hijacker extradited to Mexicoat the
request of the Governmentof that country Therehe wassentenced
to sevenyears in prison for robberyaccompaniedby violence and
threats
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VII INTELLIGENCEAGENCIES

TheUSGovernmentbeganto act against Cubathroughits intelligence
agencies particularly the CIA long before the defeat of the Playa
Gir6ninvasion in fact almost at the sametime as the triumph
of the Revolution

After the Gir6ndefeat cameOperationMONGOOSEwhichendedin
November1962 according to a USSenate report and consisted of
"the use of Cubanexiles and dissidents in Cuba to overthrowthe
Government

Thefact is that even after that operation had supposedlyended
the activities of USintelligence agencies against Cubacontinued

Someidea of the intensity of these activities can be gleanedfrom
the fact that there weremorethan 80 infiltrations alongCubancoasts
between1962and 1963in an effort to bring in weaponsand ammunition
carry out sabotage infiltrate or exfiltrate agents recruit
collaborators supply CIAnetworks etc. and that over 50 of these
occurredafter November1962 Nordid the workof the agents
infiltrated or recruited before andduring MONGOOSEcease at the end
of that operation rather it continueduntil it waseliminatedby
Cubansecurity organizations

TheAppendixincludes various documentsrelating to

Oswald'svisit to the CubanConsulatein Mexico(Applicationfor visa and
the reply fromthe Ministry of ForeignAffairs)

Correspondencesent to Havanaby the WarrenCommissionin 1964 whichshows
the CubanGovernment'scooperationwith the investigation that Commission
wasmaking

Identity cards filled out at the Havanaairport by an individual purporting
to be Jack Ruby whovisited our country twice in 1959

Abrief summaryof direct CIAactivities in 1962and 1963 accompanied
by graphic evidenceof these activities
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Mr BLAKEY With your permission I would like to read part of
pages 2 and 3

The Mafia began its activities in Cuba in the 1920staking advantage of the
existing corruption among successiveleaders of Cuba During the 1940's they ex
tended their mechanismsof control though covert to the workersunions in differ
ent sectionsofCubawhichwouldallowthem in future to controleverythingrelated
to their entrants Thesewerestrengthenedwith the blowof March 10

Mr Chairman the reference to March 10 is a reference to the
date that then Senator Batista overthrew the lawful government of
Cuba at that time

Continuing the quote
A time when the Mafiabegan to build its capital through legitimatebusinessesin

structuring luxury hotels casinos and tourist attractions to exploit tourism With
reference to the administration and operation of the Mafia in 1958 the same
possessedthe control of gamblingcasinoswhich existed in the luxury hotels and
cabarets

The don of the Mafiawas Santos Trafficantewho was in charge of all gambling
while the administrators of these casinos were primarily Cubans or foreigners
linked to the Mafia The gamblinghalls were under the directionof chiefsassigned
by the Mafiawhomade sure all of it functionedproperlyat the gamingtables The
Mafia obtained great profits through these gamblingcasinos We can cite as an
example the casino of the Hotel Riviera which in 1 year obtained a net profit of
$1,400,000The business of the Mafia not only consisted of gambling but also
extendedto controlof the drug traffic jewelry foreigncurrency matters of prostitu
tion and pornographicmovies

Upon the triumph of the revolution in 1959 all gambling halls were closed

We see Mr Chairman that through MCWillie if not others
Trafficante may have had an association at this point an associ
ation only with Jack Ruby How close or to what effect is as yet
undetermined Now it can be fairly asked could Santos Trafficante
also have been involved in plots against President Kennedy The
committee's next witness is Jose Aleman Mr Aleman is the son of
a former minister of education in the Cuban Government in the
late 1950's He was actively opposed to the Batista regime In the
early 1960's he was supporting efforts to overthrow Castro In a
context of mutual business entrants Mr Aleman and Mr Traffi
cante met at least once perhaps on several occasions prior to
November 1963 It would be appropriate at this time Mr Chair
man to call Mr Aleman

TESTIMONY OF JOSE ALEMAN

Mr PREYER Mr Blakey do I understand that Mr Aleman also
wishes to invoke rule 6

Mr BLAKEYNo Mr Chairman he has changed his mind and he
will permit both cameras and other recording devices to be operat
ed

Mr PREYER At this time the committee calls Mr Aleman
Mr Aleman do you solemnly swear the evidence you are about

to give this committee will be the truth the whole truth and
nothing but the truth so help you God

Mr ALEMAN I do
Mr PREYER The Chair recognizes Mr Cornwell for the question

ing
Mr CORNWELLThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Aleman where were you born
Mr ALEMAN In Havana
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Mr CORNWELLHavana Cuba
Mr ALEMAN Yes sir
Mr PREYER I don't believe Mr Aleman's microphone is on or

put it in front of you a little closer to you
Mr ALEMAN Thank you
Mr CORNWELLWhat was the occupation of your father in Cuba
Mr ALEMAN He was Minister of Education
Mr CORNWELLUnder President Prio
Mr ALEMAN Under President Grau
Mr CORNWELLAnd how long did your family remain in Cuba
Mr ALEMAN Well until 1947 they came to Miami and then my

father died in 1950
Mr CORNWELLAfter that did you remain in Cuba
Mr ALEMAN I was a student at Miami University and then I

remained in Cuba for some time
Mr CORNWELLApart from education in Miami then you contin

ued to reside in Cuba until approximately what year
Mr ALEMAN Well 1960
Mr CORNWELLAnd during that period of time prior to leaving

Cuba you were active in efforts to overthrow Batista is that cor
rect

Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELL What basically was the nature of your role in

those attempts
Mr ALEMAN Well we were fighting against a dictatorship to

talitarian government and we formed part of a few underground
activities in Havana

Mr CORNWELLAmong other things I understand that you were
one of the leaders of the famous attempt on the Presidential Palace
in 1957 is that correct

Mr ALEMAN Well yes
Mr CORNWELLAfter leaving Cuba did you continue to be active

in attempts during that period to overthrow Castro
Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELLAnd very briefly what was the nature of your

role in such activities
Mr ALEMAN Well I tried many things because in Cuba before I

had tried to do something against Communist totalitarian regime
of Fidel Castro Most of the activities they didn't have any success
whatsoever because I was arrested many times and there were so
many things over there that I had to leave the island the pressure
I had

Mr CORNWELL In 1963 where were you living and what was
your occupation

Mr ALEMAN I was living in the Scott Bryan I had that property
of mine

Mr CORNWELLYou were living-
Mr ALEMAN That is a hotel Scott Bryan Hotel
Mr CORNWELL YOU were living in Miami and you owned and

managed the Scott Bryan Hotel
Mr ALEMAN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLDuring approximately that period of time did you

have occasion to meet Santos Trafficante
Mr ALEMAN Yes I did
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Mr CORNWELL Who introduced you to him or how did that
introduction come about

Mr ALEMAN Mr George Nobregas came to me after we had
some other conversations with some other individuals and there
were American businessmen and those American businessmen had
lost a lot of property in Cuba then he came to me and he said
Santos wants to meet you I some way refused because I had to
testify against Santos people in 1960

Mr CORNWELLAll right who was Mr George Nobregas
Mr ALEMAN Mr Nobregas was in all the activities against the

Batista regime and also against Fidel Castro
Mr CORNWELLAnd do you have any knowledge of how it was

that he may have known Santos Trafficante prior to that time
Mr ALEMAN The possibility that while we were smuggling arms

in the 1950's they had all the connections with other Mafia people
and they came about to maybe he was connected with them

Mr CORNWELL SO you have told us that when the suggestion
was first made that you should meet with Trafficante you were
reluctant to do do the reason being that you had previously testi
fied against associates of his in a trial is that correct

Mr ALEMAN Correct
Mr CORNWELLWho were those associates
Mr ALEMAN Sammy Mannarino and Norman Rothman
Mr CORNWELL The trial involved criminal charges and those

individuals were convicted is that correct
Mr ALEMAN I believe so I am not very sure about it I left the

Chicago grand jury in a hurry and I later on had some threats
from them and that was it I don't know I didn't even ask about a
trial

Mr CORNWELLAll right In spite of your reluctance however
did you ultimately go to one or more meetings with Trafficante

Mr ALEMAN Yes I did I had various meetings with Santos
Trafficante

Mr CORNWELLAnd roughly during what period of time did the
meetings take place

Mr ALEMAN July June 1963 around that time
Mr CORNWELLWhere were the meetings
Mr ALEMAN One of them the meeting was at Junior's Restau

rant Another was at the Scott Bryan and I don't know how many
there were three

Mr CORNWELLThe name of the restaurant was Junior's
Mr ALEMAN Junior's Restaurant
Mr CORNWELL And the other meetings occurred at the Scott

Bryan Hotel
Mr ALEMAN Correct
Mr CORNWELLWhat was your objective in attending the meet

ings with Trafficante
Mr ALEMAN Well Mr George Nobregas came to me and said

that J J Vila director of public relations in the city of Miami
wanted to see me because he had a message from President Bosch
of the Dominican Republic and President Bosch was a man that
was very grateful to my father and that he wanted to talk to me
about bringing to the Dominican Republic a lot of businessmen and
whoever wanted to invest there
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Mr CORNWELL So you understood that it was a request from
people with business interests

Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELLThat you assist in the introduction
Mr ALEMAN Excuse me At the same time he said that one of

the possible individuals that was interested in going was Santos
Trafficante going to the Dominican Republic

Mr CORNWELLAll right well that then explains what you were
told about Santos Trafficante's reason for wanting to talk to you
he wanted I take it to see if there was a possiblility of you
achieving some introduction with President Juan Bosch

Mr ALEMAN That is correct
Mr CORNWELL What was your reason for attending the meet

ing Did you have a different motive or objective
Mr ALEMAN Well other than the objectives of trying to over

throw Castro He talked to me about in favor of the contracts in
Dominican Republic that I had a project condominium project
and he wanted to facilitate the means for a loan with the Team
sters Union

Mr CORNWELLSo he suggested he could help you by securing a
Teamster's loan for a condominium project you were interested in

Mr ALEMAN Correct
Mr CORNWELLNow it has been reported that at one of these

meetings or on one of these occasions on which you met and spoke
with Trafficante you and he engaged in a political discussion or a
discussion of the Kennedy administration

Mr ALEMAN He did most of the talking I mean he was talking
about President Kennedy and this is a thing that I want to bring to
this committee that-

Mr CORNWELLBefore you tell us what he said if you wouldn't
mind tell us where the conversation occurred

Mr ALEMAN At the Scott Bryan Hotel
Mr CORNWELLAnd in what type of room Was it a type of room

that a guest would use
Mr ALEMAN Yes a pretty large room
Mr CORNWELL On this occasion how many persons were

present
Mr ALEMAN There was Mr Macho Gener Nobregas separated

from the sofa and a chair Santos Trafficante was sitting on the
chair and I was sitting on the sofa

Mr CORNWELLIt would be like a normal hotel room
Mr ALEMAN It was a apartment a large apartment
Mr CORNWELLAll right Trafficante was sitting in like a com

fortable leisure chair that sort of thing
Mr ALEMAN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLWhat were the other two men doing Macho-
Mr ALEMAN Macho Gener was leaving the room at various

times and Nobregas was separating like he didn't want to partici
pate in the conversation

Mr CORNWELLAnd apart from the part of the conversation that
I want to have you explain in detail why did this particular
meeting occur was it part of the general conversations over the
business interests you have already described or was it of some
other nature
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Mr ALEMAN He talked various things One of the things he said
Hoffa could not secure the loan so far because he had a lot of
troubles with the brothers Kennedy

Mr CORNWELLOK So in other words he was providing infor
mation on the same subjects that you had previously told us about
the possibility of a loan through Hoff'a and the Teamsters for the
condominium project

Mr ALEMAN Correct
Mr CORNWELLThen the conversation was it a relatively brief

one or did it cover a long period of time on this occasion
Mr ALEMAN It covered about 3 or 4 hours
Mr CORNWELLWas it primarily related to business or was it a

general discussion just between two people who sit down and talk
Mr ALEMAN It was a general conversation
Mr CORNWELLAnd during this period of time tell us specifically

what was discussed what was said by Mr Trafficante and what if
anything you said in reply with respect to Hoffa and the political
scene

Mr ALEMAN Well he was very much upset He said that the
way the President was getting into Hoffa a man of the workers
blue collar and a man that was a very hard-working individual
and that at the same time he was very much upset I mean he
thought for a long period of time

Mr CORNWELLVery much upset what Kennedy had been doing
to Hoffa and he felt sympathetic toward Hoffa describing him as a
man-

Mr ALEMAN Very much
Mr CORNWELL[continuing] Of the workers
Mr ALEMAN Very much
Mr CORNWELL Go ahead What did the conversation lead to

next
Mr ALEMAN At one point he said "You see this man he is not

going to be reelected there is no doubt about it he has been the
man that has been giving everybody a lot of troubles and he is not
going to be reelected and I don't know why he said that to me or
anything Then he said-

Mr CORNWELLDid you make a reply to that
Mr ALEMAN Yes I said he has a lot of Democrats backing him

and so far it looks very well I don't see anything that he is not
going to be reelected or anything

Mr CORNWELLAnd what if anything did he reply
Mr ALEMAN Well he said he is not going to be reelected you

don't understand me he is going to be hit
Mr CORNWELLPrior to that had you heard the expression "he

is going to be hit, the term before Are you familiar with that
expression

Mr ALEMAN Well it is going to be hit with a lot of votes from
the Republicans or anything I didn't have any idea at that
moment that is why I want to bring this to the committee I don't
have no possible idea why he said it

Mr CORNWELLHave you ever heard anyone use the expression
"he is going to be hit on any other occasion
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Mr ALEMAN Not whatsever I mean maybe if you are talking
about something I mean.that is all I never I never thought at
that moment anything whatsoever

Mr CORNWELL The question is Have you ever heard that ex
pression "he is going to be hit"

Mr ALEMAN In what respect
Mr CORNWELLOn any other occasion
Mr ALEMAN No
Mr CORNWELL In any of your activities in the attempts on

Batista or Castro any of your dealings with Norman Rothman or
Sam Mannarino have you heard this expression

Mr ALEMAN That was 1957 1956 when we were trying to
smuggle arms

Mr CORNWELLOK you had heard it during that period
Mr ALEMAN No no
Mr CORNWELLThe question is had you heard that expression on

other occasions
Mr ALEMAN No no
Mr CORNWELLWell then if you hadn't when Santos Trafficante

said he is not going to be reelected he is going to be hit did you
ask him to elaborate on that phrase

Mr ALEMAN To the best of my recollection I thought that he
was maybe saying at that time that he could provide a loan and
that he was making a story or he was upset about that and then
he just made an alibi about the loan or something like that That
was my thought about it

Mr CORNWELLThe question was when he used the expression
did you ask him to elaborate to explain the exact meaning of his
phrase "he is going to be hit"

Mr ALEMAN He was talking and I didn't I wasn't interrupting
for about a long time and he kept on talking and talking and
talking and that is it

Mr CORNWELLSo the answer is you didn't ask him to explain
Mr ALEMAN I didn't ask him anything I just took it like some

body saying something and I took it as you know like he is talking
about a lot of foolishness

Mr CORNWELLOK let me see if I can get what is in your mind
then as to the specific details of the conversation

You first brought up Mr Hoffa and the pressure that Kennedy
was placing on him He then suggested that Kennedy would not be
reelected You interjected an opposing view that you thought-

Mr ALEMAN No way whatsoever
Mr CORNWELLNo
Mr ALEMAN No way whatsoever
Mr CORNWELLYOUsaid-
Mr ALEMAN I respect the President of the United States and in

no way whatsoever tried to say anything that I could take that the
President was going to have some problem or anything like that
he just said maybe he is going to be the way he said that word I
interpreted with a lot of votes from the Republican Party or some
thing like that

Mr CORNWELLAfter Mr Trafficante indicated that he wouldn't
be elected you said something in reply to the effect that you
thought he would be is that accurate
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Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELLAnd at which point Mr Trafficante replied no

he is going to be hit
Now you told us he went on speaking at that point is that

correct
Mr ALEMAN You see this happened 15 years ago and to the best

of my recollection I think that is the word he put I am not saying
positively that I mean the wording he put was something he is not
going to make it something like that that is it he is not going to
be reelected In a long conversation like that I didn't pay too much
attention on it

Mr CORNWELLLet me ask Mr Chairman if we might show the
witness JFK exhibit F-602

Mr FITHIAN [now presiding] Permission granted
[A document was handed to the witness by the clerk.]
Mr CORNWELL This is a newpaper article which we have

marked for identification
Mr FITHIAN Does counsel wish that to be entered into the

record
Mr CORNWELL We would request that it be entered into the

record at this time
Mr FITHIAN Without objection it shall be ordered
[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-602 follows:]
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Mr CORNWELLIt is an article written by Mr Crile
Mr ALEMAN Correct
Mr CORNWELLDo you know Mr Crile
Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELLI would like to direct your attention to the para

graph on the second page of the article about halfway or three
quarters of the way down the middle column on the page begin
ning "Aleman says that Trafficante spent most of the evening
philosophizing, and then it goes on I would ask if you would read
that paragraph to yourself just read it to yourself

Mr ALEMAN I can't read it to me because I can't find it very
well

Mr CORNWELLYou can't find that paragraph
Mr ALEMAN No no I can see it
Mr CORNWELLIt is the second column from the left about two

thirds of the way down
Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELLJUSt read it to yourself
Let me ask you-
Mr ALEMAN The letters are too small Will you please read it to

me
Mr CORNWELLHave you seen that article before
Mr ALEMAN I seen the article but the letters are very small
Mr CORNWELLLet me ask you you said you know Mr Crile Did

he interview you on the same subjects that we have asked you
about here today

Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELLOver what period of time
Mr ALEMAN Many days Many days
Mr CORNWELLPrior to publishing the article did he call you

and advise you that he was going to do so to print the matters that
you had provided to him

Mr ALEMAN Yes he said he was going to publish under Wash
ington Post an article

Mr CORNWELLNow would you have had any reason to make a
statement to Mr Crile which was not accurate Would you have
had any motive or reason for making such a statement

Mr ALEMAN One of the things that I couldn't answer was the
visit of Santos Trafficante

Mr CORNWELLExcuse me what was the answer to that ques
tion if you wouldn't mind

Mr ALEMAN I couldn't answer why Mr Santos Trafficante came
to me to go to Dominican Republic while at that time we had a
conversation with some American businessmen that had properties
in Cuba and those American businessmen said they were going to
try and they wanted me to do something against the Government
of Castro and then later on these people said that they were going
to give me a loan on a condominium project that they wanted to
give me the loan and at the same time this loan was going to be
financed by and that is why the only reason why I went to talk to
Trafficante because later on the thing about the Dominican Repub
lic

Mr CORNWELLYes those type of things of course are set forth
in Mr Crile's article as you recall
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Mr ALEMAN Yes we discussed many things on Crile's article I
can tell you one thing Trying to remember after 15 years all these
things that occur is very difficult There is no doubt about that

Mr CORNWELLI understand
But let me ask you if I might to go back to the earlier question

would there have been any reason for you to make any statements
to Mr Crile which were not accurate Would you have had any
reason for doing that

Mr ALEMAN Well the context of a newspaper changes You are
talking to a newspaperman and he is asking questions and he will
ask questions in such a way that when I saw the article many
things you know I was trying to recall

Mr CORNWELLOK
Mr ALEMAN I was trying to recall a few things I was trying to

recall one time that he said how many times have you talked to
the FBI about these meetings between Santos Trafficante and the
Dominican Republic and I said well I told the FBI the following
things

Mr CORNWELLSo you are suggesting that perhaps the material
in the article may not be exactly correct that it might be some
what taken out of context or is that the suggestion

Mr ALEMAN It is not a matter of taken out of context sir it is a
matter that when you are trying to recall He said we want to sit
down and recall everything that happened and I was trying to
recall the many opportunities that I went to the FBI to inform
about many things that were happening during those meetings

Mr CORNWELLWhat I really want to find out is what the best
memory you have on the subject is OK so let's start with the
article

Is the article an accurate reflection of what you stated to Mr
Crile

Mr ALEMAN Some of the things I say are out of context
Mr CORNWELLThey are out of context
Mr ALEMAN In some way I mean
Mr CORNWELLOK You know Mr Crile correct
Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELLIs it your basic impression that he printed or at

least attempted to print the material accurately based on what you
said to him

Mr ALEMAN He might have but they didn't come.then when I
start thinking and trying to remember and trying to remember
everything it wasn't in context

Mr CORNWELL OK Let me then show you what has been
marked for identification as JFK exhibit F-601 May we have this
exhibit admitted into evidence Mr Chairman

Mr FITHIAN Without objection so ordered
[The above-referred to JFK exhibit F-601 follows:]
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Excerpts of Interview of

JOSE ALEMANJr

By HSCAStaff Investigator Gaeton Fonzi

March 12 1977

...Aleman said in more than one way that Trafficante
did specifically tell him that Kennedy is "going to get
hit He also specifically confirmed the quote that Crile
printed in the Washington Post and this point "Aleman
says that he argued that Kennedy would get reelected and
Trafficante replied 'No Jose he is going to be hit

Aleman said that Trafficante told him this as part
of a long conversation that lasted from sometime during
the day until late at night in a room at the Scott Bryan
Hotel He was vague as to the actual date of the conversa
tion but Crile puts it close to his meeting of Trafficante
in September 1962 Aleman says Trafficante was rambling
on in a philosophical way about democracy and socialism
and communism He also said that Trafficante brought up
Jimmy Hoffa's name and said that Hoffa would never forgive
the Kennedys for what they did to him Aleman said he got
the impression that Trafficante was hinting that Hoffa was
going to make the hit not him and that Kennedy
would never make it to the election because of Hoffa
This says Aleman was the one aspect of the conversation
with Trafficante that Crile did not properly put into
perspective in his piece otherwise the piece was very
accurate

Since the conversation with Trafficante took place
over such a long part of the day Aleman says there were
many people in and out of the room during the course of it
However he believes that at the time that Trafficante was
talking of Kennedy there were two others present besides
himself and Trafficante George Nobregas and "Macho Gener
the latter being Trafficante's top man in his and the Mafia's
relationship with Cubans..

JFK EXHIBITF-601

Mr CORNWELLMr Aleman that is an excerpt from a report of
an investigator of ours Gaeton Fonzi dated March 12 1977 and I
would like to specifically direct your attention to the first para
graph which reads as follows

"Alemansaid in morethan one way that Trafficantedid specificallytell him that
Kennedyis "goingto get hit. He also specificallyconfirmedthe quote that Crile
printed in the WashingtonPost on this point

"Alemansays that he argued that Kennedywouldget reelectedand Trafficante
replied 'no Jose he is goingto be hit'.

Let me ask you did you meet with Mr Fonzi on that occasion
Mr ALEMAN I met with Mr Fonzi on that occasion Now after

the first article when I talked all those things about trying to
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remember I had the doubt that Mr Trafficante was in some way
trying to get Cubela from Cuba he was trying to get other people
and during that time when that happened Mr Cubela after I
talked to him many times to do something against the regime of
Castro he didn't do anything and in some way he was trying to
bring this man and that is why I brought to the point that these
things were happening and it was very important to pay attention
of the possibility of Castro being mixed with Santos Trafficante
because in Miami everybody talks that the Bo]ita is being paid
used to be repaid to the G-2 agents by Santos Trafficante and G-2
agents in Cuba used to be I mean in Miami used to be paid that

way and I wanted for them to pay attention to this That is the
main reason I brought all these

Mr CORNWELLWhat we would like to attempt to do first is to
determine to the best of your memory what the words were that
Trafficante used in this conversation and the interview report
which we have just placed into evidence indicates that you did

specifically confirmed that to the best of your memory those were
the exact words when you were interviewed in March 1977 Is that

report accurate
Mr ALEMAN The report I again will tell you that I was trying

to recollect things from a long period of time and I was talking
about Castro maybe being involved with Cubela with Papina
Ronjo in a lot of things

Mr CORNWELLI understand that part Specifically with respect
to the first paragraph where it states that you specifically con
firmed that with respect to Kennedy Trafficante stated "No Jose
he is going to be hit, is that an accurate-

Mr ALEMAN Because if this man was in Cuba arrested Santos
Trafficante then Garcia Banjo Cubela and all these people tried to

get him out of jail and he had connections with the Castro govern
ment there is no doubt that you have to pay attention to all this
That's the main reason why I am bringing this to the committee
because no doubt that at that very moment Santos Trafficante I
believe has a lot of connections with the regime of Fidel Castro
There's no doubt about that in my mind

Mr FITHIAN If the Chair could interrupt-
Mr ALEMAN Even after some time I heard the opinion of a

Communist talking that he didn't have nothing whatsoever
Mr FITHIAN Will the witness suspend for just 1 minute
Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr FITHIAN The Chair is informed Mr Aleman that there is

an important vote on the floor and all members wanted to hear
what you had to say So I am going to ask .for a 10-minute recess
Prior to that however the security service the marshals have
asked that all members of the audience and the press remain
seated and in place at this time until the witness is escorted from
the room We would ask then that the witness and the marshals do
that at this time and then we will declare the recess

[Mr Aleman left the room with the marshals.]
Mr FITHIAN The committee will recess for 10 minutes
[A brief recess was taken.]
Mr PREYER[presiding] The committee will come to order
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Let me remind everyone in the hearing room that the U.S
marshal service has asked that all of you remain seated when the
witness is brought into the hearing room and when he leaves the
hearing room We will ask that the witness be brought in at this
time and we will ask everyone in the hearing room to remain
seated

I understand that it may take about a minute for the witness to
be brought in

[Mr Aleman was escorted into the hearing room.]
Mr PREYER Would you have your seat Mr Aleman Mr Corn

well is recognized
Mr CORNWELLThank you Mr Chairman Mr Aleman
Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELL Returning to the subject matter that we were

discussing with you before the break
Mr ALEMAN I beg your pardon
Mr CORNWELL I say returning to the same subject matter
Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELL Do you have any reason to believe that the

interview report of Mr Fonzi is inaccurate
Mr ALEMAN When you try to recollect for 15 years something I

am trying to.it is impossible to.the wording is impossible to
reconstruct

Mr CORNWELL I meant to ask you though do you have any
reason to believe that Mr Fonzi did not accurately reflect in his
report what you said to him Did he accurately write it down

Mr ALEMAN It wasn't Mr Fonzi the one that wrote the article
it was Mr Crile

Mr CORNWELLYes sir but the last exhibit was prepared by our
investigator Mr Fonzi

Mr ALEMAN OK
Mr CORNWELLDid Mr Fonzi accurately write that-
Mr ALEMAN I have to read it again in order to-
Mr CORNWELL May we show him the exhibit one more time

This is JFK exhibit F-601
Mr ALEMAN This is taken out of the article of the Washington

Post
Mr CORNWELLYes sir in effect it asks you if the article is

accurate if you did say the things that are reported in the article
Mr ALEMAN Yes that's the reason why I asked for protection

for coming over here because at the time I was later on after all
things had happened in the United States very much worried I
bring this to the attention of this committee that I had a puzzle
and I couldn't understand what was it That's the main reason I
brought this to the committee

Mr CORNWELLSimply for the record Mr Chairman let me ask
that JFK exhibit F-603 be entered into the record

Mr PREYER Without objection JFK exhibit F-603 is admitted
into the record at this point
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JFK EXHIBITF-603

Santos Trafficante

Summary Subpoenapersonally served on subject by Cliff
Fenton in presence of Sgt Powers(MiamiDept of Public Safety
OrganizedCrimeBureau)and myself After mutual identification
S.T asked us to place the subpoenason a little benchjust outside
the front door Hesaid he wasaccepting the subpoena iWewalked
to the street and observedS.T comeout the front door and pick
up the materials and return with themto his house

Aleman

Summary Alemanconfirmsreports that S.T personally told him
that President Kennedywas"...going to be hit. Alemanindicates
that S.T madeclear to him (implicitly) that he wasnot guessing
about the killing rather he wasgiving the impressionthat he
knewKennedywas going to be killed Alemandid not believe S.T
waspersonally involved in whateverplan he seemedto knowabout

Alemanis ready andwilling to testify before the Select
Committeeat any time Herequests that wedo not tell S.T or
his associates about his cooperation with our investigation

Santos Trafficante information in police file

be'.1-E7E (7)

To BobTanenbaum

'From AndyPurdy

Date March14 1977

Re =Synopsisof-3/10/77 trip (withCliff Fenton) to Miami
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Aleman 3/12/77 interview synopsis

Gaeton Fonzi took detailed notes of the conversation between
Aleman Cliff Fenton Gaeton and myself This is simply a
synopsis of what occurred Gaeton is preparing a detailed report

Alemanwas asked initially about a statement he reportedly
heard madeby S.T to the effect that Kennedywas going to be
assassinated Alemanexplicitly confirmed the version of the
conversation as reported by GeorgeCrile in the WashingtonPost
in Mayof 1976 He said the relevant conversation occurred during
one of a numberof extended conversations he had with S.T He
is not sure when the reported conversation occurred but he is
certain that it did He said that he believes others were
present including S.T. himself Nobregas and MarcoAntony
Hirigoyen (the addresses of the latter two he is trying to obtain
for us) His recollection of the conversation was as follows
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S.T (trying to makeAlemanrealize that he was not saying Kennedy
would be defeated in the 1964 election rather that he would not
make it to the election) ".. you don't understand me Kennedy's
not going to make it to the election He is going to get hit.

Earlier in his first attempt to describe the circumstances
leading up to and the substance of the comment Alemansaid that
S.T talked of the manyproblems in the country and of Kennedy's
role in causing problems generally and in specifically causing
problems for certain individuals S.T reportedly said that slot
of people weren't going to forget the problems Kennedyhad caused
them including Hoffa Gaeton Cliff and I are in agreement that
Alemanmadeno attempt to even infer that the Hoffa reference was
in any way connected to the statement that Kennedywas going to
be hit

However whenasked to restate the substance of the conversation
and indicate the link if any to Hoffa Alemansaid he was given
the distinct impression that Hoffa was to be principally involved
in the elimination of Kennedy Alemansays he never talked to
S.T or Hoffa subsequent to this conversation or subsequent to
the assassination on this subject Alemansays he had a bet
with Nobregas concerning whether or not Kennedywould be assassinated
(Nobregas betting "yes") but never collected his winnings or even
discussed the bet with Nobregas since then

C`~jEL
ATE t~J

The relevant conversation cameabout whenNobregas intro
duced Alemanto S.T reportedly because Banco (a distant cousin
of Aleman)had helped get someoneout of a Cubanjail S.T
said he wanted to help Alemanget out of his financial difficulties
in return tie offered to arrange a loan from the Teamsters
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5.T wanted to arrange an introduction with Orlando Bosch Aleman
made this proposed introduction appear unrelated to S.T.'s offer
of help in arranging a Teamsters loan At first he gave us the
impression that he took someaction in arranging the introduction
which was accomplished by Niles After persistent questioning
Alemanfinally said that he did nothing to arrange the introduction
He explained the situation this way Nobregaswas trying to help
out Alemanviz a viz S.T by letting S.T believe Alemanhelped
arrange the introduction The interesting thing is according to
Aleman (and contradicting the Post account) he never received
a dime from the Teamsters or anyone else

Alemanattempted to explain whyNobregasand S.T would have
contact with him muchless offer him assistance in view of the
fact that Alemanhad testifed for the State in the Rothmantrial
in Chicago "Alemansaid he explicitly told S.T of the fact
of his adverse testimony. He said S.T laughed out loud and said
not to worry about it that it didn't matter at all

~~ELE7-J~
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Mr CORNWELLAnd may we show a copy of it to the witness
please

Mr Aleman on the front page of the exhibit there is a para
graph which is titled "Summary and reads as follows

Aleman confirmsreports that Santos Trafficantepersonallytold him that Presi
dent Kennedywas goingto be hit Aleman indicatesthat Santos Trafficantemade
clear to him implicitlythat he was not guessingabout the killing Rather he was
givingthe impressionthat he knewKennedywasgoingto be killed

Mr ALEMAN No way No way whatsoever You can be reas
sured that I always in my life fought for democracy

Mr CORNWELLI don't think you understood the paragraph
Mr ALEMAN Yes but-
Mr CORNWELLWe understand-
Mr ALEMAN Rather than he was giving the impression that he

knew Kennedy was going to be killed
Mr CORNWELLThat's what Santos Trafficante-
Mr ALEMAN That he was not guessing about the killing
Mr CORNWELLThat Trafficante was-
Mr ALEMAN Aleman confirms the report that Santos personally

told him that President Kennedy was going to be hit
Mr CORNWELL Yes sir In other words that's a recitation of

what Trafficante-
Mr ALEMAN Aleman indicates that Santos Trafficante made

clear to him implicitly that he was not guessing about the killing
Mr CORNWELLHe meaning Trafficante was not guessing and

the second part again is not a reference to you it is a reference
that you stated that he meaning Trafficante was giving the im
pression.

Mr ALEMAN Let me tell to this committee the following thing
By no way possible you can think that after all the suffering in
Cuba and all the struggle to put a democratic country and after all
the struggle we've been fighting against Castro and after all the
problems that I can see that has come to our country I if in any
way I would have thought that the context at that time was that
something was going to happen in that respect I would have
immediately advised the proper authorities about it

Mr CORNWELLAnd didn't you do so
Mr ALEMAN I talked in some way to members of the FBI about

what was going on in the conversation and I told them that
something wrong was in some way the wording that Hoffa and
these.I went to the FBI and I informed something about that type
of conversation Like I previously had been informing the FBI
about the meetings with Santos Trafficante

Mr CORNWELLAnd when Trafficante and-
Mr ALEMAN Because when all these things were happening I

was informing the FBI about that
Mr CORNWELLAnd I believe you previously told me that is this

accurate that you did specifically tell the FBI about the comments
of Trafficante on this occasion

Mr ALEMAN We talked in some way and whatever is about this
thing in the FBI files must be the exact thing because now I am
trying to recollect things that happened 15 years ago You must
understand that

Mr CORNWELLWhat we want to do is-
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Mr ALEMAN SO after so many years trying to recollect what
went on and that I had in some way a worry I said what hap
pened here what transpired here this is why I was bringing this

Mr CORNWELLThe comments that were made to you by Traffi
cante worred you is that correct

Mr ALEMAN After all the years that have passed by after seeing
all the things it worried me

Mr CORNWELLIn fact immediately after the assassination the
FBI came to you and asked you again about the previous comments
you had overheard didn't they

Mr ALEMAN Whatever transpired during that period of time I
informed the FBI about it

Mr CORNWELL They came to you after the assassination and
asked you again to tell in more detail the nature of the comments
is that correct

Mr ALEMAN They asked something in that concern
Mr CORNWELLIn the previous reports of your recollections of

this event as in your testimony today the phrase has occurred
that "Kennedy will be hit. Today you offered for the first time
an explanation that that might have been a reference to the fact
he will be hit-

Mr ALEMAN No no no no because when that happened I had
informed the FBI about it So later on they told me Jose he was a
loner you must not be concerned about anything no problem
whatsoever

Mr CORNWELLThe FBI said don't worry about these comments
Lee Harvey Oswald was a loner

Mr ALEMAN Yes after the Warren Committee
Mr CORNWELLYOU offered the explanation though earlier in

your testimony today that the phrase "he's going to be hit, might
have been understood by you to mean hit with a number of votes

Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELLThat explanation appears in no prior report of

your statements that we have been able to find and I would like
to in that vein direct your attention to yesterday

Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELLYOU arrived at the airport from Miami is that

correct
Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELLMy staff has reported that when they picked you

up took you to the hotel-
Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr CORNWELLYOU expressed alarm or concern that there was

no protection provided for you
Mr ALEMAN Surely I mean this article have been for a long

period of time Undoubtedly Santos Trafficante have seen it I
think he came to the committee some time Didn't he come to the
committee I am asking you that question

Mr CORNWELL They won't let me answer that question I'm
sorry But at any rate go ahead I didn't mean to interrupt

Mr ALEMAN In reference to this So all this time I have been
very much worried I am very much concerned about my safety
After I brought this Washington Post and that was about 2 years
and 3 months ago and I have been worried I sold my business I
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been in my home because I mean Santos Trafficante can try to do
anything at any moment The DGI in Cuba tried to do something
to me and when I was called to come over here I was subpenaed to
come over here I was very much worried that I didn't have the
protection and I still believe that the DGI and Santos Trafficante
could try to do something to me There's no doubt about that

The article was there I wanted a reaction Let's see what the
reaction has been

Mr CORNWELLI have no further questions Thank you
Mr ALEMAN The reaction you can see in the letter of Fidel

Castro in the tapes that he brought to this committee in the days
of suffering of Fidel Castro that he has been a few days very much
concerned and talking all the time about that he hasn't done
anything whatsoever against the President of the United States
And I don't believe it There is some connection between Santos
Trafficante and the Cuban Government There's no doubt about
that I came very brave here to this committee to talk that I had
been concerned about this and you should pay attention as pa
tiently I have been with you people and react

Mr CORNWELLThank you I have no further questions
Mr ALEMAN Thank you
Mr PREYER The Chair recognizes Mr Edgar for such time as he

may consume
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman Mr Aleman I noticed

this morning you are accompanied by marshals
Mr ALEMAN Yes
Mr EDGAR Would you indicate to the committee at whose re

quest the marshal service has been provided
Mr ALEMAN My request
Mr EDGAR Mr Chairman I had a number of questions that I

wanted to pose to this particular witness and I have gone over
many of them last evening and have several pages of questions
that I would like to pursue with the witness by in light of the
drastic change in his testimony which has been at least somewhat
apparent this morning and somewhat related to his feelings of fear
I think that there would be little good served to ask those specific
questions at this time And so I will yield back the balance of my
time and ask those questions at a later date

Mr PREYER Are there any further questions from members of
the panel Mr Cornwell any further questions from you

Mr CORNWELLNo Mr Chairman
Mr PREYER Mr Aleman under the committee rules every wit

ness is entitled to take 5 minutes at the end of his testimony and
the questioning to make any statement that he may care to make
by way of clarifying his testimony or explaining it further or just
making any statement that you care to make If there is anything
further you wish to say about this matter at this time the Chair
will recognize you for 5 minutes

Mr ALEMAN Thank you sir I don't want to make no statement
That's all

Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Aleman
At this time the committee will excuse Mr Aleman Let me

again caution everyone in the hearing room to remain seated as
Mr Aleman is excorted from the hearing room
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Mr Aleman I would like to say to you from the committee's
knowledge of your background and despite anything you may have
said here today the committee has respect for your background
and the bravery the bravery you have shown in the past We
appreciate you being here with us today

Mr ALEMAN Thank you
Mr PREYER If there is no.the Chair recognizes Mr Blakey
Mr BLAKEYMr Chairman it would be appropriate at this time

to indicate for the record that the Cuban Government made availa
ble to the committee a list of American gambling figures that were
held for possible deportation by the Cuban Government at about
the time that Mr McWillie indicated that they were And I would
ask that that be incorporated in the record as JFK F-410

Mr PREYER Without objection it is entered into the record at
this point

[JFK exhibit F-410 was received in the record and follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-410

STATEMENTOFTHECUBANGOVEPNMENT

Jake Lanskywas in CubafromMay22 1956

DinoVicente Cellini lived in Cubafran 1947 Hewas detained at

Tresconia Campin 1959 According to data obtained in those years he has

or had a sister working as a typist in the White Housewhosolicited the

aid of Senator GeorgeSmathersof Florida to get Cellini out of Cuba

Finn public sources we learned that GeorgeSmathers informed the

Cellini family that he had spokento Narcotics CommissionerAnslinger

whotold him that his office had no derogatory information on Cellini

In June 1959 according to our files the CubanGovernmentreceived

a letter fran the North AmericanConsulate in Havanawhich expressed that

there were arrest warrants for Jake Lanskyand DinoCellini in the U.S

Both were freed Both left Cubasubsequently but the exact departure date

Santo Trafficante left Tresconia in August 1959 Weknowhe left

Cubaa few days after that Unfortunately we have found no docanents

with his exact date of departure

Lucien Rievard was devoted to drug trafficking The Cubangovern

meet does not knowwhenhe entered or departed Cuba

Guiseppedi Georgio The CubanGovernmentknowsthat he appeared

in Havanain June 1958using a passportwith the nano Pierre Canavese

Wedo not knowwhat date he left Cuba

Charles Tourine Jr. was knownas Charles del Monicoand Charles

White Hewas closely associated to his father Charles Tourine aka

Charles White and Charles (the BladP) Heentered Cubaon February 20

1958 The CubanGoverment does not knowwhenhe left Cuba Hewas
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involved in gamblingand drug trafficking

In the cases of Charles Tourine Jr. and Lucien Rievard both were

thrown out of Cubain 1959 The CubanGovernmentcould not determine the

exact dates of departure

Joseph Merbla The Cubangovernmentdoes not knowwhenhe entered

or left Cuba During Batista's dictatorship he was closely associated

to Roberto FernandezMiranda (whowas the brother-in-law of Batista) in

a machine installation business throughout Cuba

HenrySaavedra entered Cubaon February 10 1957 Hewas freed the

sameday as Santo Trafficante The CubanGovernmentdoes not knowwhenhe

left Cuba

BabeBaron - The CubanGovernmenthas no records on this individual

Further investigation is in progress

Charles del Monioois Charles Tourine Jr In our files we have no

record that Charles Tourine Sr. was ever in Cuba

Mr BLAKEY I would also note Mr Chairman as you are fully
aware of when the committee was in Havana on August 26 1978
the Cuban Government made available to the committee ironically
in the Hotel Rivera an individual who was involved in setting up
and operating the Trescornia camp His testimony was taken at
that time by the committee staff and yourself It would be appro
priate to enter that in the record at this time as well

Mr PREYER Without objection his statement will be admitted
into the record

Mr BLAKEYJFK F-311
Mr PREYER JFK F-311 It is ordered admitted into the record
[JFK exhibit F-311 was admitted into the record and follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-311

KENNEDY

SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

NameJose Verdacia Date Aug 26 1978 Time 3:15 pi

Address Hotel Rivera Place Hotel

Havana Cuba

Interview

Blakey Let me indicate for the record that it is August
26th and it is 3:30 p.m and the place is the

Hotel Rivera in Havana Cuba The people present
from the Americandelegation are Congressman
Richard Preyer G Robert Blakey and Edwin

Lopez Wouldyou identify for the record those

from the Cubandelegation
Corterez Senen Buergo from the Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Felipe Villa official from the Minister of

Interior Ricardo.Escartiw from Foreign Service

Juanita Vera Interpreter Aramis Gutierrez official

on the Minister of Interior

Blakey Wehave then your permission to record this

conversation

Verdacia Yes you do

Blakey Wouldyou state for the record your full name

Verdacia Jose Verdacia Verdecic

Interviewer Signature

Typed Signature G Robert Blakey EdwinLopez

Date transcribed Sept 27 1978

By cs Form 14_
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 2

Blakey Would you state your date and place of birth

Verdacia I was born in Mancinilla Oriental Province on

July 20 1914

Blakey Are you presently employed

Verdacia Yes I am

Blakey Where

Verdacia In the Customs Havana

Blakey Let me direct your attention to 1959 Were you

employed then

Verdacia Yes I did

Blakey Where

Verdacia In the Immigration Campat Trescornia

Blakey What was you position there

Verdacia I was a Captain of the Police the Chief of the

Camp

Blakey Would you deacrihe for us what Trescornia looked like

Verdacia Trescornia Campis located in Casa Blanca a

neighborhood in Havana facing the bay--Havana Bay

The camp is constituted by pavillions There the

passangers for one reason or the other stayed

here and their boats left they would be taken to

that camp Those passengers would go to that camp

until the Navy companies would demand them or would

book them in another boat

Blakey Howlarge was the camp physically
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 3

Verdacia About one and one-half square kilometers

Blakey Howmany sections did it have in it

Verdacia The camp was divided into eight large

pavillions each devoted to the crew members

Four smaller pavillions--out of this the first

one was devoted to the passengers who for any

reason - any problem with a visa for instance

or maybe because they had come without the due

documentation-while the problem was solved they

were taken to the camp and stayed there One or

two days that depending on the solution of the

problem that had taken them there

Blakey Howmany people would have been in each section

Verdacia At that time we had approximately 40 crew members

because at that time we had twenty-one crew members

of the Peruvian boat which had some problems in the

Cuban waters and it was drawn to the Bay so that-

and the crew was there at the camp waiting for the

boats problem to be solved The rest of the crew

members were occasional people that remained after

their boat had left because they just leave the

boat and then the boat leaves without them but they

stayed there for a shorter period of time The

passengers were also occasional Sometimes a

month would go by without having even one passenger

This happened mainly with European passengers
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Interview Jose Verdacia page 4

who needed all other requirements in order to

be able to enter the country Because I remember that

there was a treaty with France that the French did

not need a visa to come into the country That's

why the passengers were very few Nowin the midst

of 1959 we had quite an amount of people who were

taken to the camp Those people we did have know

ledge that they were leaving Cuba temporarily and

that they were people who were in charge of the

casinos gambling casinos Those people I don't

remember exactly the amount of them that we had

nor the names of them It is very likely that I

wouldn't recognize their face any longer it was

such a long time ago that you can imagine I do

remember some by their names because they have

been quite--their names have been quite known

later

Blakey Nowmany would there have been fifteen twenty

Verdacia I don't think there was that many

Blakey If I were to give you some names do you think that

you might be able to recall whether this--that

individual was in Trescornia

Verdacia Well I would be very grateful because that way I

could remember

Blakey Would you recall a man named Jake Lanskey

Verdacia Yes I do
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 5

Blakey Was he in the prison

Verdacia Not in that prison because it was not a

prison

Blakey In that camp I'm sorry

Verdacia The camp was under the Minister of State of

Cuba There no prisoners were taken There

the people that were under those circumstances

I said before would be taken Crew members whose

boat would have left or passengers that would not

be fitting the requirements in due time so they

would spend there some days til their problems

were solved And these people were taken there

I think that in order to have their problems

solved too before they left There were no

prisoners there and we were not the kind of police

that takes care of public order but just we were

policemen that took care of the order inside the

camp

Blakey Do you recall a man named Charles Tourine

Verdacia Yes I do

Blakey Do you recall a man named Lucien Ricuard

Verdacia It sounds familiar to me too

Blakey Do you recall a man named Dina Cellini

Verdacia No

Blakey Do you recall a man named Henry Civela

Verdaica No
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 6

Blakey to you recall a man namedLoran Hall

Verdacia No I don't

Lopez Eugene Hall

Verdacia No

Blakey Let me show you a book that's called Photo

Identification book and direct your attention to a

photograph on the first three pages and see if you

can recall any of those

Verdacia I tell you honestly that it was such a long time

ago that I wouldn't be able to identify him

and like that

Blakey I understand but I have to ask the questions any

way Let me direct your attention to photograph

No 6 Does that individual look familiar

Verdacia No it doesn't I don't remember having anyone

there with those - I don't remember the name

Lopez Sideburns

Verdacia Sideburns

Blakey Let me ask you- this next individual I do not

have his first name but his last name would be

Merola

Lopez Joe

Blakey Joe Merola

Verdacia I don't remember I don't remember having seen

anyone like that there
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 7

Blakey Do you recall - and then again I don't have the

first name- Civello

Verdacia No

Blakey Do you recall a Giuseppe di Giorgio

Verdacia No

Blakey Do you recall a man named Charles Delmonico

Verdacia Yes I do I do remember him

Blakey Do you recall a man named Wilson Hudson

John Wilson Hudson

Verdacia No I don't

Blakey He would have been an English journalist

Verdacia I rememberan English journalist who stayed

there for some days He had been deported from

Argentina I remember that he used to tell me

stories of his staying in Argentina That he had

problems there with Peron because he used to

make funny stories about Rita Peron Peron's

wife because there was soap by the name of Rita

And he told me stories also about one of his

cronics which was issued in one of his British

papers that was around Queen Elizabeth He said

that he had written that Queen Elizabeth could

handle 2,000 men I remember the stories that

he used to tell me I don't have any idea

of him I don't have any recollection of

him being linked to these other people I don't

remember whether he stayed there coincided with

35-3790 79 22
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 8

the stay of these other people I don't know

his name but I do remember the man

Blakey Were these other individuals all in the same

area or sections

Verdacia Yes they were

Blakey Could Mr Hudson have been in an adjourning

section

Verdacia No All of them were taken to the same pavillion

The first one facing the office There was where

the passengers were taken and on that occasion

these men were there

Blakey What areas would have adjoined the ones where

these other individuals would be that the British

journalist could have been in Myproblem is

that I don't have a mental picture of what the

camp looks like so I don't understand how the

individuals were housed

Verdacia Let's assume that this is the camp

The entrance to the camp would be this way

Blakey Perhaps I could ask you to draw a map

Verdacia Yes I can

Tape turned off

Interpreter It's on

Verdicia This is the entrance to Casa Blanca street It's

the same highway which comes around here It is

a bridge and that was the entrance into the camp
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 9

There we had a policeman at the entrance

Blakey Was the bridge over water

Verdacia No Another highway went under it

Blakey Would you put an arrow on the map indicating

which direction was north

Thank you Would you explain to us how the

various individuals were housed in the various

villas

Verdacia This is the pavillion which was devoted to

passengers This pavillion had individual rooms-

where the hall and then into their rooms on both

sides The bathrooms were in this part All these

pavillions had a cellar and then here in the cellar

they had a cafeteria These are the stair case to

go up the pavillions and down on the cellars where

the cafeteria is There the passengers were taken

and on that occasion these gentlemen that you

mentioned were taken to this place

Blakey All of the individuals Cellini and the others

were taken to the pavillion for passengers

Verdacia Yes they were

Blakey Do you recall the individual from Argentina
Verdacia Yes

Blakey Which pavillion was he found in
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 10

Verdacia In that same pavillion

Blakey But you cannot remember whether he was there

at the same time or before or after

Verdacia I don't remember I don't remember whether

he was there before or after them

Blakey Would you sign you name and date on the lower

left hand side of this map

Interpreter Do you want his name or his signature

Blakey It's doesn't matter Thank you

There was one additional name I wanted to give

you Do you recall if Santo Trafficante was

in this pavillion

Verdacia Yes he was

Blakey Let me show you a copy of a photograph provided

to us today by your government and ask you if

you if this is the individual who you knew as

Santo Trafficante

Verdacia Honestly I can't tell you that I remember his

face The name I remember perfectly well but

the face I can't place it

Blakey Let me show you a copy of Life magazine dated

Sept 1 1967 page 21 and show you the photograph

by Life "Trafficante Florida and ask you if that

refreshes your recollection

Verdacia No I cannot identify the face I cannot tell you

with certainty I can tell you that the name is

perfectly clear I am absolutely sure that he was
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 11

there but the face I can't recognize

Blakey Can you recall the circumstances under which

Mr Trafficante and the other individuals whose

names you remember came to he housed in the

pavillion for passengers

Verdacia Yes I do remember that On that occasion many

people were taken there People that I was

told they were the operators of the gambling

casinos But all things I cannot tell you with

certainty because I did not have participation

in them I can just tell you that I was the

head of police there responsible for the order

within the camp Those people were taken there

in the same conditions as any other were taken

there and we had to take care of them Keeping

them there til the immigration law determined that

they could leave I cannot tell you exactly either

the dates that they spent there whether it was

a month or over a month but it was along that

time But I knew that this people were individuals

in charge of gambling of gambling house and

casinos here

Blakey Were they free to come and go in the camp

Verdacia No not to enter and go out The time they spent

there they had to stay in the camp until they were

given permission to leave
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Interview Jose Verdacia page 12

Blakey Could they receive mail

Verdacia Yes they did receive correspondence visits

Blakey Did they have access to a telephone

Verdacia Yes they did Yes the crew members and the

passengers all of them had the access to the

telephone

Blakey Howwere they fed

Verdacia Their food was taken from the hotels to the

camp

Blakey Did any of the individuals there have a private

chef

Verdacia No they did not The food was taken to them

from hotels in a car I knew the food came

from the hotels I cannot tell you from what

hotel

Blakey Was the food brought to them by virtue of your

activity or did they order their own food

Verdacia The camp had a standing room for those who wanted

to go and have lunch and dinner there Yes kw TK s

me means that those who wanted to have dinner or

lunch of the place of the dining room of the camp

they could but those who received the food from

the hotels it was either because they had sent for
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 13

it before--previous arrangement with the hotel

or something like that but not because they

can't have arrangements

Blakey The camp did not supply food to the people

being held there is that correct

Verdacia Yes The camp supplied the food for them but

in the dining room there They had a dining room

Blakey Were the people in the camp permitted to have

personal belongings

Verdacia Yes they were

Blakey Did they have their watches with them

Verdacia Yes they had

Blakey Rings

Verdacia No these kind of people like them--like the ones

you mentioned and the passengers- by the crew

people they were searched for a kind of knives

or things like that that could be used as weapons

Blakey During the period that Mr Trafficante was there

did he ever seek his release in connection with

his daughter's marriage

Verdacia I don't know that because I didn't have any authority

upon that

Blakey Are you familiar with the circumstances that led

to Mr Trafficante's release

Verdacia No I don't they were not of my competence
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 14

Blakey Do you recall about when he was released

Verdacia I cannot tell you with accuracy about the

date It could have been in August but I

cannot tell you the date exactly

Blakey You indicated that the passengers and the

gambling detainees were permitted to have

visitors

Verdacia Yes

Blakey Is the name Lewis McWillie familiar to you

Verdacia No

Blakey Is the name Jack Rubinstein familiar Or

Jack Ruby

Verdacia No

Blakey Let me direct your attention photograph No

60 in the Photograph Indent book

Verdacia I can't tell you I cannot take that face

back to that time

Blakey Do you recall whether Santo Trafficante had

visitors

Verdacia If I tell you who received visits there I would

be lying The visitors came They talked with

one two three - any one of them Sometimes

they talked together sometimes they talked just

separately But as they could receive visits we

had no reason to interfer with that
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 15

Blakey Was there a visitors log book kept

Verdacia No we did not Only those who came out to

the camp like the crew members for instance

were searched for weapons nothing else

Blakey Were all of the gambling detainees released

at about the same time

Verdacia Yes they were

Blakey Did you learn what lead to their release

Verdacia No I did not

Blakey I have no further questions do you

Preyer I wasn't clear how long was the gambling

detainees there approximately

Verdacia Approximately a month

Preyer Did Trafficante cause any difficulty or make

requests that were unusual or do anything that

particularly called your attention to him

Verdacia No he did not

Preyer One other question- On the British journalist

who visited Argentina you indicated that you didn't

think he had met with the gambling detainees and

I wasn't clear whether that was because he was not

there at the same time or because he was in a

different section of the building

Verdacia I meant that I cannot tell you with accuracy that

he stayed at the same time that the other people

were there--that the ones you mentioned I don't
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Interview Jose Verdacia Page 16

even know what was the reason for this man being

taken into the camp If it was because of this

paper or something like that I don't know The

direction and administration of immigration was

in charge of this problem I had nothing to do

with that

Preyer You told us that this was not a prison

Verdacia Of course not

Preyer Was there any kind of security

Verdacia Wehad no security personnel but rather policeman

Wehad three post one at the entrance at the gate

another one at another place and one behind the

pavillion in which the crew members were located

because the crew members were the ones that would

try mostly to leave the camp unseen- and then there

was a sergeant in charge of these post There was

a boulevard there and they could walk along the gardens

and the boulevard in the days and talk and do anything

Preyer Was there a fence around the entire..

Verdacia Yes there was a fence

Preyer I have no further questions

Blakey I have no other questions at this time and for

the record let me indicate that it 4:15 Would

you object if I took your photograph to perserve

it for our records in connection with your testimony

Verdacia I have no objections
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Interview Jose Verdacia

Interpreter He doesn't want his picture taken

Blakey Let me thank him for coming and speaking with

us and sharing with us your memory I am sure

it has been very difficult to go back that far

but we appreciate your--the helpful way in which

you have clarified what the camp looked like and

who was held there and..the very circumstances

sourrounding these matters

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
Mr PREYER The committee will adjourn until 2 o'clock this

afternoon
[Whereupon at 12:25 p.m the Select Committee on Assassina

tions recessed to reconvene at 2 p.m the same day.]

AFTERNOONSESSION

Mr PREYER[now presiding] The committee will come to order
I regret that the chairman of the committee has been called

before the House/Senate Foreign Operations Conference Commit
tee at 2 o'clock today The chairman was to do the questioning of
the next witness He anticipates that this conference his appear
ance there will not take longer than an hour so that at this time
the committee will stand in recess until 3:30 this afternoon when I
hope he will be here and we will be able to resume

The committee stands in recess until 3:30 this afternoon
[A recess was taken until 3:30 p.m.]
Mr PREYER[3:44 p.m.] We are getting word which we think we

will get momentarily as to Mr Stokes availability and we will let
you know as soon as we learn something

Mr PREYER[4:30 p.m.] The chairman has finished his activities
with the conference committee so that as soon as this pending vote
on the floor is dealt with we will resume I think that will be in
about 10 or 15 minutes We will go into session then

Mr PREYER[5:10 p.m.] The committee will come to order
The Chair recognizes Chairman Stokes
Chairman STOKESThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman I think it appropriate in light of the fact that at

the time we adjourned this morning the chair announced that the
committee would again meet at 2 p.m this afternoon In addition
to duties and responsibilities I have on this committee I happen to
be a member of the Appropriations Committee of the House and a
House/Senate conference started at 2 p.m this afternoon and at
the request of the President relating to an item he was particular
ly concerned about in that appropriations bill I was asked to be
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there to be present in order to contribute to that House/Senate
conference

I was in that House/Senate conference from 2 this afternoon
until 5 p.m this afternoon at which time I immediately came back
to this hearing room We were then ready to recommence the
hearings and we have just been advised that the witness who has a
physical condition has advised the committee that he would prefer
not to be called this evening because he has waited all day to be
called as a witness and because of the physical condition does not
feel that he can at this time come before the committee and has
requested that we have the hearing first thing tomorrow morning
and he be called at that time

Accordingly the committee feels this request should be granted
and Mr Chairman it would be appropriate for you to adjourn this
meeting then until the time set for tomorrow morning

Mr PREYER The committee will stand adjourned until 8:30 to
morrow morning

[Whereupon at 5:13 p.m. the committee was adjourned to recon
vene at 8:30 a.m on Thursday September 28 1978.]
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INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION OF

PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 28 1978

HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONS

Washington D.C
The committee met at 8:45 a.m. pursuant to recess in room 345

Cannon House Office Building Hon Richardson Preyer presiding
Present Representatives Preyer Stokes Dodd Fithian Ford

Edgar Devine McKinney and Sawyer
Also present G Robert Blakey chief counsel G Cornwell

deputy chief counsel Elizabeth Berning chief clerk and I Charles
Mathews special counsel

Mr PREYER The committee will come to order The Chair recog
nizes Mr Blakey

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
What the committee witnessed here yesterday is more typical of

organized crime investigations than we had thought perhaps the
testimony would be Skillful interrogation has in fact elicited only
meager amounts of information and we have seen manifested in a
witness that fear that is all too often characteristic of people called
to testify in matters touching on organized crime A fear that
frankly must be recognized as justified Indeed I would note that
in the organized crime and racketeering section in the U.S Depart
ment of Justice between 1961 and 1965 in which I served more
than 25 informants were lost in organized crime cases killed by
those who would prevent their testimony from being made public

But it is necessary nevertheless to continue the exploration and
illustration of the committee's work In that context it would be
appropriate at this time to call Santos Trafficante

Mr Chairman I understand Mr Trafficante has requested that
there be no radio TV photographs or recordings made of him at
any time during his testimony Consequently it would be appropri
ate consistent with the rules of this committee and the House to
enter an order to that effect

Mr PREYER The witness having requested that he not be sub
jected to radio television or photographic coverage the committee
directs that all lenses be covered and that all microphones used for
coverage be turned off at this time

The committee calls Santos Trafficante
Mr Trafficante will you stand and be sworn
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give this commit

tee will be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth so
help you God
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Mr TRAFFICANTEI do

TESTIMONY OF SANTOS TRAFFICANTE

Mr PREYER Thank you
Mr GONZALEZ Mr Chairman I am Henry Gonzalez I don't

know if the committee has been advised we are exercising our
rights under rule No 6 of the House Rules

Mr PREYER Yes Mr Gonzalez The Chair will recognize Mr
Stokes for questioning and I believe the matters you mentioned
will be brought out in due course

Chairman STOKES For the record will the witness please state
his full name

Mr TRAFFICANTESantos Trafficante
Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante where are you currently

living
Mr TRAFFICANTE 740 Northeast 155th Street North Miami
Chairman STOKES Will you tell us when and where you were

born
Mr TRAFFICANTEAt this time I want to exercise my privilege

and my constitutional right to take the Fifth amendment
Chairman STOKES Mr Chairman I request that you have the

clerk show the witness JFK exhibit No F-411 an order of Judge
Gasch conferring immunity upon the witness and compelling his
testimony

Mr PREYER Yes Mr Trafficante the committee has determined
earlier that it desires to immunize your testimony and the clerk is
directed at this time to show the witness a certified copy of the
immunity order of Judge Gasch and it is ordered inserted into the
record at this point JFK F-411

[The Immunity Order JFK F-411 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-411

UNITEDSTATESDISTRICTCOURT
FORTHEDISTRICTOFCOLUMBIA

FILED

En 3

JAMESF DAVEYCle

In the Matter of the Application of )

UNITEDSTATESHOUSEOFREPRESENTATIVES) Misc No 78 VSELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS ) Q~

ORDER
CONFERRINGIMMUNITYUPONAND

COMPELLINGTESTIMONYFROMSANTOTRAFFICANTE

The United States Houseof Representatives Select

Committeeon Assassinations having madewritten application

pursuant to Title 18 United States Code Sections 6002 and

6005 for an order conferring immunityupon Santo Trafficante

and compelling him to testify and provide other information

before the Select Committeeon Assassinations and the court

finding that all procedures specified by .6005 have been

duly followed it is hereby this 2-0 d ~~+Lcwl.,_

1978

ORDEREDthat Santo Trafficante in accordance with

the provisions of Title 18 United States Code Sections

6002 and 6005 shall not be excused from testifying or pro

viding other information before the Select Committeeon

Assassinations on the grounds that the testimony or other

information sought maytend to incriminate him

ORDEREDFURTHERthat Santo Trafficante appear when

subpoenaedby said Committeeand testify and provide such other

information that is sought with respect to matters under inquiry

by said Committee
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ANDIT IS FURTHERORDEREDthat no testimony or other
information compelled under this order (or any information

directly or indirectly derived from such testimony or other

information) maybe used against Santo Trafficante in any
criminal case except a prosecution for perjury giving a false

statement or otherwise failing to complywith this ORDER

7
United States District Judge

Dated
ATRUECOPY

By

IAtAE,SF pgYEY
Tta;t1s I'g2s~~

D.I.firO.*

Mr PREYER I believe Mr Trafficante and Mr Gonzalez that
you have seen a copy of this order at an earlier date

Mr GONZALEZThat's correct Mr Chairman
Mr PREYER In light of the immunity order the committee di

rects you to answer the question Mr Trafficante
Mr GONZALEZ Mr Chairman prior to answering any of the

questions propounded we would like to have the declaration made
by counsel for the committee on behalf of the committee whether
or not any of the questions that will be propounded to Mr Traffi
cante are derived from either legal or illegal monitoring of Mr
Trafficante at any time in the past and we would exercise that
right and make that request under title 18 section 3504

Mr PREYER The Chair will state Mr Gonzalez that no question
you will be asked in this hearing today is based on any electronic
surveillance as to which you have standing to object

Mr GONZALEZFurthermore Mr Chairman I would like prior
to commencement of questioning I believe it was either yesterday
or the day before I submitted a document from a doctor which I
would most respectfully ask that it be incorporated as part of the
record and each of the committee members take consideration and
do take consideration of the contents therein in the conducting of
the hearing at this time

Mr PREYER Mr Gonzalez each member of the committee has
received a copy of this letter and has read it and without objection
a copy of the letter will be made a part of the record at this point

[The referred to document furnished for the record follows:]
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November23 1977

d07 IT MAYCOhdEti.

In re Mr SantoTrafficante
WatsonClinic '179243

Theabove-mentionedpatient has beenundermycare since 1969 He
has had chronic hypertensive vascular disease His first evidence
of organic heart disease wasin August 1974 whenhe had the onset
in another country of pulmonaryedema Theelectrocardiogramchanged
and showedevidenceof anterior well ischemia It was felt that he
had had a myocardialinfarction at that time Hehas had chronically
elevated cholesterol and triglycerides as well as temporaryelevations
of uric acid whichhave been controlled by medication he has also
`Ed a pc1vr removedfromhis colonwhichwasbenignbut required
abior,inai surgery in 1971 he hag a retinal detachmentin 1974and
has rather severe and disabling ecteoarthritis of the lunbesacral
spine

Currently he is suffering fromanginapectoris on either exposure
to tension or to exertion Hewasevaluated in the clinic by Dr
AlanBrenner Cardiologist whoagreedwith his managementprogram
whichconsists of Aldomet500mg b.i.d. Inderal 40 mg q.i.d.
Col-Benemid one tablet twice daily potassiumsupplements Hydro
Diuril 50mg daily and Apresoline10mg t.i.d Herecommended
the addition of Isordil andhe nowreceives 5 mg sublingually q.i.d
For his arthritis he has beengiven Tolectin twotablets t.i.d

In essence Mr Trafficante is an ill manand has significant cardio
vascular disease makinghimat great risk for a recurrence of myo
cardial infarction His angina is brought on by stressful events
either physical or emotional

It wouldseemunwisefor himto be exposedto prolongedemotional
or physical stress For this reason it wouldbe better if his
current legal difficulties couldbe handledby deposition rather
than having to undergothe morestressful personal appearances

John V Verner Jr. M.D

sr(w30)73
7F lc ~~i~

JFK EXHIBITF-412
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Mr DEVINE Reserving the right to object does the Chair make
the reference to the letter from a clinic dated September 1977

Mr GONZALEZNo sir it is November 23 1977
Mr DEVINE 1977 That is the one I withdraw my reservation

Mr Chairman
Mr GONZALEZMr Chairman pursuant to the subpena that Mr

Trafficante is here responding to of this committee pursuant to the
order of the Federal district judge here in this area and we at this
time are prepared to continue the questioning

Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Gonzalez Before we continue with
the questioning the Chair would like to read to the witness a
statement of the scope of the hearing which appears as the man
date of this committee in H Res 222

The select committee or a subcommitteethereof is authorized and directed to
conducta full and completeinvestigationand study of the circumstancessurround
ing the assassinationand death of PresidentJohn F Kennedyand the assassination
and death of Martin Luther King and of any other persons the select committee
shall determine might be related to either death in order to ascertain (1)whether
the existing laws of the United States includingbut not limited to laws relating to
the safetyand protectionof the Presidentof the United States assassinationsof the
President of the United States deprivationof civil rights and conspiraciesrelated
thereto as well as the investigatoryjurisdiction and capability of agencies and
departments of the U.S Governmentare adequate either in their provisionsor in
the manner of their enforcementand (2) whether there was full disclosureand
sharing of informationand evidenceamong agenciesand departments of the U.S
Government during the course of all prior investigationsinto those deaths and
whether any evidenceor informationwhichwas not in the possessionof any agency
or department of the U.S Governmentinvestigatingeither death wouldhave been
of assistance to that agency or department and why such information was not
providedto or collectedby the appropriate agencyor department and shall make
recommendationsto the House if the selectcommitteedeemsit appropriate for the
amendmentof existinglegislationor the enactmentofnew legislation

The Chair recognizes Mr Stokes to begin the questioning Pro
ceed with the questioning at this time

Chairman STOKESThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Trafficante I believe at the point you interjected your

motion I had asked you to tell us when and where you were born
Mr TRAFFICANTETampa Fla. November 15 1914
Chairman STOKESWhat is your current occupation
Mr TRAFFICANTEI am retired
Chairman STOKES During the period 1957 and 1958 where were

you living
Mr TRAFFICANTEIn Havana Cuba
Chairman STOKES Could you tell us when you moved to Cuba
Mr TRAFFICANTEAround 1953 or 1954 in the latter part of 1953

or 1954
Chairman STOKES Now during 1959 did you travel between the

United States and Cuba
Mr TRAFFICANTEI don't think I did Maybe In the latter part of

1959 I might have
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us what business or employment

you had while you were in Cuba
Mr TRAFFICANTEI was in the gambling business and nightclub

casino business which was legal at that time in Cuba
Chairman STOKES Being in the business did you own several

pieces of casinos in Cuba
Mr TRAFFICANTEI had some interests in some casinos
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Chairman STOKESCan you tell us how many
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell maybe three or four
Chairman STOKES Did you have an interest in the Sans Souci
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes
Chairman STOKESHow about the Tropicana
Mr TRAFFICANTENo
Chairman STOKESCapri
Mr TRAFFICANTENo
Chairman STOKESWhich were the others you had an interest in
Mr TRAFFICANTEDeauville the Commodore
Chairman STOKES In order to operate your casinos in 1957-58

did you have to pay money to Cuban officials to maintain the
operation of your casinos

Mr TRAFFICANTEWe had to pay a license of $25,000 a year and
we had to give 50 percent of the take of the slot machines

Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante do you know a Rafael Gener
while you were in Cuba

Mr TRAFFICANTEI didn't get the name
Chairman STOKESGener Rafael Gener
Mr TRAFFICANTEHow do you spell it
Chairman STOKESI believe is it spelled G-e-n-e-r but pronounced

Gener
Mr TRAFFICANTEP-e you said
Chairman STOKES G as in George G-e-n-e-r but is pronounced

Gener
Mr TRAFFICANTEGener Macho Gener yes I knew a Gener by

that name
Chairman STOKESDid you meet him while in Cuba
Mr TRAFFICANTEI met him after the event of Fidel Castro He

had been in exile before
Chairman STOKESThis would be after the revolution
Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante did you know a Mr Joseph

Stassi
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes
Chairman STOKESHow did you come to know him
Mr TRAFFICANTEHe was connected with me for a while in the

Sans Souci
Chairman STOKESWhat was his relationship to you
Mr TRAFFICANTEHe was a partner in the Sans Souci
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us in late 1958 what was the

result of the activities of Castro How did it affect the tourist and
gambling business there in Havana

Mr TRAFFICANTEYou are talking about 1958 before Castro came
in

Chairman STOKESBefore he came in yes
Mr TRAFFICANTEIt wasn't too good Every other day they had

bombs and stuff like that It was nothing
Chairman STOKES What effect did it have on the gambling busi

ness How did it affect your business
Mr TRAFFICANTEVery bad
Chairman STOKESIn what respect
Mr TRAFFICANTEBecause every day there were bombs put in

different spots and the first thing you know even if there were a
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couple bombs before the night was over there were 200 supposed
ly rumors stuff flying around and people would stay home

Chairman STOKES I suppose that this then caused the casino
operators a great deal of concern did it not

Mr TRAFFICANTEI suppose so
Chairman STOKES And was there fear on the part of the opera

tors that if Castro came to power that he would confiscate these
businesses

Mr TRAFFICANTENo
Chairman STOKES Was there anticipated at all that he might

come to power at that time
Mr TRAFFICANTENobody ever dreamt that he would come to

power at that time
Chairman STOKES Did you or any of the other casino operators

take any steps to protect your businesses in the event that he
would come to power

Mr TRAFFICANTENo There was no question about him taking
to power They used to.in the papers when you would read about
him you would read like he was some kind of a bandit

Chairman STOKES Did you meet Fidel or Raoul Castro prior to
January 1 1959

Mr TRAFFICANTENo
Chairman STOKESWhen Fidel Castro took over how soon did he

order the casinos to be closed
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell even before he reached Havana because

he didn't come down from the mountain until after Batista had
left and he had a walkathon you would call it from the moun
tains to Havana and they kept interviewing him and he kept
saying the casinos would close statements to that effect the casi
nos close without even being notified officially to close Everything
was in a turmoil There was people all over the streets breaking
into homes there was complete enmity and the only thing at that
time was to try and stay alive

Chairman STOKES What was his attitude toward casino owners
and operators

Mr TRAFFICANTEWell he did a lot of talking in those days I
doubt if he knew what the hell he was talking about but he used
to do a lot of talking against the Marines the United States and
this and that So nobody knew where you stood with him

Chairman STOKES About that time did you have any reason to
contact Mr Gener whom we have referred to earlier the gentle
man we referred to earlier

Mr TRAFFICANTEI think Mr Gener contacted me if my recol
lection is right In fact I think it was looking to take over the
apartment that I used to live because he thought it was a matter
of time before I would have to leave Cuba

Chairman STOKESAfter-
Mr TRAFFICANTEThat's how I got to meet him I met him in my

own apartment that in case he said if you leave I would like to
have this apartment So I say OK

Chairman STOKES After Castro came to power did you continue
to operate your business as usual

Mr TRAFFICANTENo everything was closed but after 2 maybe 3
months or 4 months or 5 months I don't remember when he
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ordered all the casinos to open up again and when I said order he
ordered it You either had to open up or lose.or go to jail

Chairman STOKESAnd what did you do
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell I stayed away from the Sans Souci which

was a lemon So I stood around there to see what would happen
mostly to see he closed the door there What he did was he made
the casinos open and he obligated all the casinos owners to pay the
backpay of all these months that these people had not worked and
as soon as they got the backpay then he will find a reason to close
them some of them the ones he considered that were in the
middle district of the city or the poor district of the city

Chairman STOKESThis would have meant then that anyone who
reopened would have to pay those employees about 3 months
wages is that right

Mr TRAFFICANTEAbout 3 or 4 months wages yeah
Chairman STOKES Did a time come when you were detained or

imprisoned there in Cuba
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes
Chairman STOKESAnd can you tell us when that was
Mr TRAFFICANTEI cannot tell you the exact date but the thing

was that I was detained I was being.how would you call it [con
ferred with counsel].I got news that Cuban officials were looking
for me to put me in jail because one of the things was that I was a
Batista collaborator They raided my apartment they were looking
for money they tore up all the furniture they used to come and
get me at nighttime take me out in the woods trying to tell where
I had my money this and that until I finally went into hiding
And they kept on and nobody knew what was going on

I mean these were a bunch of most of them were 15 16 17
years old They had weapons it was a bad time to be around there

Chairman STOKES Now do the dates June 8 to August 18 1959
sound about the time that you were imprisoned

Mr TRAFFICANTEWell no I was imprisoned on June the 21st I
was there because one of my daughters got married on that day
and I had been in jail before I had been in jail I would say at
least a month or two They let me out that day to go to the
wedding because the thing was that these people thought.when
they finally arrested me they thought that I was being that I was
wanted in the United States for all kinds of charges.narcotics
there were this and that and when they check it out they found
out nobody wanted me in the States So then they had me in
Trescornia which was immigration center and they didn't know
there for a while what to do with me And I think that the reason
they later did not deport me was because the United States wanted
for them to deport me So they figure well they said this guy
cannot be because at that time everybody to them was a spy was
this was that

Chairman STOKES So it wasn't actually like a prison was it
Mr TRAFFICANTENo it was not We had it pretty good
Mr PREYER You had it pretty good
Mr TRAFFICANTEWe had it pretty good We had our own food

coming in and everything It was like a big camp like a big
concentration camp We had our own room It wasn't too bad
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Chairman STOKES And can you give us some idea about how
many persons were being detained there at that time

Mr TRAFFICANTEWell they had two sides to this thing They
had most of this thing a lot of these people entered Cuba with no
papers especially sailors and people with no means of support
They would put them on one side and people that they thought had
means of support that were not public charges they would put
them on the other side

I think at one time in our compound you would call it I think
we got to be about seven or eight

Chairman STOKES Were those other seven or eight also casino
owners and operators

Mr TRAFFICANTEMost of them were workers or casino owners
Chairman STOKESDid you know most of them
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes
Chairman STOKESCan you tell us who they were
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell for a time there I would say for a day or

two there was Mr Dino Cellini Mr Jake Lansky and myself a
fellow by the name of Chuck White Guiseppe DiGeorge and that
is about it

Chairman STOKESNow had you known all of these people before
you went to the compound with them

Mr TRAFFICANTEYes sir I found most of them there Then in a
few days Mr Lansky and Mr Cellini they were taken out and they
were freed in other words they weren't deported or nothing

Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante did you contact anyone to
assist you in getting out of the detention center

Mr TRAFFICANTEI had a lot of people come and see me trying to
help me to get out and the attorney that I had was a fellow by the
name of Mr Bango and I think Mr Gener was interested in
getting me out and a lot of other people that were in the casino
business native people like Mr Fox and Mr Petere and Mr
Alfredo Gonzalez and Mr Raoul Gonzalez We had a good relation
ship and they all tried their best to get me out

Chairman STOKES At the time you were released were any of
the other casino operators or owners released with you

Mr TRAFFICANTEMOSt of them had been released except this
fellow Guiseppe DiGeorge who was deported to Italy He was held
there for deportation to Italy because he was an Italian citizen

Chairman STOKESIn order to effect your release did you have to
pay any money

Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKES Did Raoul Castro have anything to do with

your release
Mr TRAFFICANTEI think he helped in my release
Chairman STOKESAt least you have heard that he di1
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell no I had a friend of mine by the name

of Raoul Gonzalez who used to run the Hilton Hotel where Raoul
Castro used to go very frequently and he talked to him one day
about me and the fellow says well I understand he is in the drug
business and this fellow told him if he is in the drug business then
you get me and shoot me against the wall because I can vouch for
him
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He says well you wait a while I see what I can do about it And
eventually after a month or two I was released

Chairman STOKES And after you were released Mr Trafficante
how long did you remain in Havana

Mr TRAFFICANTE I remained in Havana until I am not sure
now I had a case I had a trial coming up in Jacksonville Fla. on
a tax matter so I came in for that trial I believe it was the latter
part of 1959 the month of October or November I don't remember
when It lasted about 8 weeks I was acquitted Then I spent the
holidays I think in Florida then I went back to Havana

Chairman STOKESWhen you returned to Havana what was your
feeling about the climate there in terms of the economy and your
investment in the casino operations

Mr TRAFFICANTEVery bad I knew sooner or later I would have
to get out of there

Chairman STOKES After your release from prison did you ever
meet Raoul or Fidel Castro

Mr TRAFFICANTE I met Raoul Castro one time at the Hilton
Hotel I happened to be there in fact and the same Raoul Gonza
lez he has told me if you want to thank him he is upstairs in
some kind of a place some kind of a room there like a public bar
or something and so I went up there and he was going down the
stairs so this fellow called to him and made him stop and I went
there and I thanked him and he said well just behave and don't
give nothing to nobody don't let nobody shake you down or noth
ing like that and just behave and you will be all right here you
don't have to leave you don't have to go no place

Chairman STOKESThis was Raoul you are talking about
Mr TRAFFICANTERaoul
Fidel Castro I used to see him practically every night in front of

the Hilton where he used to come in about 2 or 3 o'clock in the
morning and the first thing you know there were.he liked to talk
to the people in the streets First thing you know there were 400 or
500 people at 3 or 4 o'clock in the morning and he would be talking
all night long and I used to watch him too with the rest of the
people I never did talk to him though

Chairman STOKESYou never did talk with him
Mr TRAFFICANTENo And the only one that talked to him was

while I was in jail was my wife who wanted to get permission for
me to go and see my daughter if he would let me out of jail to give
my daughter away She was supposed to be married

Chairman STOKESAnd he granted that request
Mr TRAFFICANTEAnd he did He granted the request with a lot

of protection and a lot of bodyguards thinking I would run away
or something I don't know

Chairman STOKES After you got out of Trescornia did you
reopen your casino business

Mr TRAFFICANTENo I didn't reopen I stayed away from the
Sans Souci completely The only thing that the Commodore was
still open and I had an interest in the Commodore and the Deau
ville he kept it open until all the workers were paid and then he
closed that so anyhow the thing was that the dollar started get
ting stronger and the Cuban peso started getting weaker and it
was cheap to live there and I knew people there and I felt comfort
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able there as long as I didn't see nothing out of the way but the
further the more time passed I could see that I had to leave there
there was nothing there for me there was going to be trouble
there

Everybody was getting arrested and nobody was safe so around
the middle of 1960 I made out I was coming to the States for just a
visit and I never went back

Chairman STOKESWell you had quite a bit of money invested in
your operations there didn't you

Mr TRAFFICANTE No I wouldn't say I had too much money
invested

Chairman STOKES Did you do anything in terms of getting your
money out and getting it back to the States

Mr TRAFFICANTENo because at that time most of the money
that I had there was Cuban money and at the time that I left it
was worth about 10 to 1

Chairman STOKESThat is 10-
Mr TRAFFICANTETen pesos to $1
Chairman STOKESTo $1 So you were suffering quite a loss then
Mr TRAFFICANTEI wouldn't say I did I was young I had a good

time and that was it I chucked it off to experience
Chairman STOKES Are you familiar with what the other casino

operators did in terms of trying to get their investments out
Mr TRAFFICANTENo I am not
Chairman STOKESNow after you returned to the States the last

time you referred to when you left in the middle of 1960
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes I think around the middle of 1960
Chairman STOKESThen of course you never went back
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKES Now you just said that in terms of your

investment you didn't feel that it was too much Can you give us
some idea what you feel your loss was

Mr TRAFFICANTENo I can't give you no idea
Chairman STOKESWas it a little bit of money or a lot of money
Mr TRAFFICANTENo it wasn't no little bit and it wasn't too

much either
Chairman STOKES Well are we talking about thousands of dol

lars or millions of dollars
Mr TRAFFICANTEYou are talking about thousands
Chairman STOKESWell when you consider all four of the places

in which you had an interest would you say that collectively your
investment could have been over a million dollars

Mr TRAFFICANTENo
Chairman STOKESIf I told you Mr Trafficante that Mr Ricardo

Escartene who is the current Cuban Consul and First Secretary in
Washington told the committee that their records indicate for
example that the net profit of the Riviera Hotel was $25 million in
1958 would you say that was a true statement

Mr TRAFFICANTEI couldn't tell you because I didn't have noth
ing to do with the Riviera Hotel

Chairman STOKESWhen you left Cuba where did you next live
Mr TRAFFICANTEI lived in Miami
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Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante when was the first time you
were ever approached by any individual who was affiliated with or

working for the Central Intelligence Agency
Mr TRAFFICANTEIt was around either the latter part of 1960 or

first part of 1961
Chairman STOKES And can you tell us who was the person who

first contacted you
Mr TRAFFICANTEMr John Roselli
Chairman STOKESAnd where did he approach you
Mr TRAFFICANTEI think we were in the Fontainebleau Hotel
Chairman STOKESAnd can you give us the date
Mr TRAFFICANTENo
Chairman STOKESCan you approximate the time
Mr TRAFFICANTEI told you it was either the latter part of 1960

or first part of 1961
Chairman STOKES Did you know Mr Roselli before that date
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes I had met him
Chairman STOKESCan you tell us how you knew him
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell at this moment I don't remember how I

met him but I knew him
Chairman STOKESAnd how long had you known him
Mr TRAFFICANTEI would say about 15 years 15-16 years
Chairman STOKES Now had Mr Roselli ever had any business

interests in Cuba
Mr TRAFFICANTENo
Chairman STOKES Over the period of time that you had known

him how often had you and he come into contact
Mr TRAFFICANTEVery few
Chairman STOKES Now did he tell you how he came to be

affiliated with the CIA
Mr TRAFFICANTENo
Chairman STOKESThis first meeting was just between the two of

you
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes the first time yes
Chairman STOKESCan you tell us the substance of the conversa

tion you had with him
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell he told me that CIA and the United

States Government was involved in eliminating Castro And if I
would happen and if Mr Gener if Mr Macho Gener if I knew
about him knew what kind of man he was I told him I think he
was a good man he was against Castro anyhow and that is about
it

Then he introduced me to Mr Maheu and then Mr Giancana
came into the picture

Chairman STOKESMr who
Mr TRAFFICANTEGiancana Mr Roselli wanted me to be more

or less an interpreter in the situation because he couldn't speak
Spanish and I can speak Spanish fluently

Chairman STOKESHow long after the first meeting you had with
Roselli did the second meeting occur with Maheu and then Gian
cana

Mr TRAFFICANTEThey were all staying at the Fontainebleau
Hotel It was a matter of days
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Chairman STOKES What was your reaction to killing President
Castro

Mr TRAFFICANTEWell at that time I think that it was a good
thing because he had established a communistic base 90 miles from
the United States and being that the Government of the United
States wanted it done I go along with it the same thing as a war I
figure it was like a war

Chairman STOKES Now obviously Mr Roselli in order to ap
proach you and discuss this with you trusted you right

Mr TRAFFICANTEYes
Chairman STOKES All in all can you give us some idea about

how many meetings took place between the group
Mr TRAFFICANTENot too many because just like I tell you they

used me to be an interpreter and then we met Mr Gener then I
took him to a place where they met some Cubans who were very
active supposedly leaders of the American-backed factions who
were in charge of trying to eliminate Castro through revolution or
any other way that they could and I think I assisted a couple of
times and that is the only thing I can say about that

Chairman STOKESWell since you were going to be the interpret
er it would be necessary for you to be present at all of the meetings
in order to interpret the conversations right

Mr TRAFFICANTEYes but after a couple of meetings they found
out that they could get along without me I guess and they told me
they didn't need my services anymore and that was the last that I
when they told me that I backed off I wasn't going to-

Chairman STOKES Now what was the total time span that you
were involved in the discussions about killing Castro

Mr TRAFFICANTEI can I cannot I couldn't be truthful with you
I couldn't I would say it would be a matter of about a month or
month and a half or two months We are going back a long time
now I used to see Maheu I used to see Mr Roselli I used to see
Giancana at the Fontainebleau but there was no discussion I
might meet him at a bar or the lounge and have a drink or
something like that but there would be no more discussions about
the Castro thing

Chairman STOKES When you would have these meetings about
assassinating Castro would you have discussions about other
things too

Mr TRAFFICANTENot that I remember
Chairman STOKESWas Sam Giancana in the Miami area all the

time that these meetings were taking place
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes he was he was there
Chairman STOKESAnd what was-
Mr TRAFFICANTEHe might leave I guess and come back or

something but I think he was there most of the time
Chairman STOKES What was your connection with Sam Gian

cana
Mr TRAFFICANTEI happened to know Mr Giancana There was

no connection at all
Chairman STOKESHow long had you known him
Mr TRAFFICANTEOh I would say about 10 or 15 years too
Chairman STOKES Was he fully aware of the plot to assassinate

Castro
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Mr TRAFFICANTEYes
Chairman STOKES And exactly how did he become aware of it
Mr TRAFFICANTE I don't know I don't know how he became

aware unless.I think it was through Mr Roselli that brought him
in

Chairman STOKES And do you know what his role was supposed
to be in the assassination

Mr TRAFFICANTENo I don't
Chairman STOKES Do you know if Giancana had directed Roselli

to contact you in regard to this operation
Mr TRAFFICANTE I don't know Maybe he did It could be

possible
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us why Roselli approached you
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell I guess he knew I had been in Cuba he

figured I had I knew people there he thought I could be of help I

spoke the language he didn't he had to deal with Cuban people I
thought he figured he could trust me

Chairman STOKES When he came to you and talked about the
CIA what did he say to you

Mr TRAFFICANTEWell I can't tell the exact words what he said
to me but more or less he was working for him and Mr Maheu
were with the CIA and that they were working for the CIA and
that the United States Government wanted this thing done That is
what he said to me

Chairman STOKESDid he say what his role or capacity was with
the CIA

Mr TRAFFICANTEHe made me understand he was an agent of
the CIA

Chairman STOKES Now what was your total involvement to be
in the assassination plot

Mr TRAFFICANTEMy total involvement was to be the interpreter
between Mr Roselli Mr Maheu and these Cuban people that I
took them to Mr Gener suggested that we see and that I remem
ber driving them there maybe a couple of times

Chairman STOKESDriving them where
Mr TRAFFICANTETo the home of this Cuban leader that was

supposed to be backed by the American Government in the attempt
to get rid of Castro

Chairman STOKESAnd what was Mr Gener's role to be
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell he made the introduction to everybody

with this gentleman
Chairman STOKESWho brought Gener into the operation
Mr TRAFFICANTEHow was that
Chairman STOKESWho brought Gener into the operation
Mr TRAFFICANTERoselli asked me about him and evidently he

had heard about Gener I couldn't tell you who brought him in but
I told him he was all right I thought he was all right anyhow

Chairman STOKESWell in light of the fact that you knew Gener
in Cuba where you had business operations and you have told us
that Roselli had no business operations in Cuba-

Mr TRAFFICANTEThat is right
Chairman STOKESHow would Roselli come to know Gener
Mr TRAFFICANTE Well the only reason the only way I can

figure out is that Gener was very active in the campaign against
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Castro and Roselli was looking for people that were active in the
campaign against Castro and some kind of way he heard about
them or they got together some kind of way

Chairman STOKES But the person who would have more knowl
edge about Gener and others who were involved would be you isn't
that true

Mr TRAFFICANTEI don't see why I should have been the only
one He asked me about him before he talked to him I think

Chairman STOKESOK
Mr TRAFFICANTEAnd CIA probably knew about Gener and had

some connection with Gener and asked me something I am telling
you the truth of what I know about it and how he came about and
how it came about I don't know how but it came about

Chairman STOKES At any rate you told him Gener was okay
Mr TRAFFICANTEThat is right
Chairman STOKES Now I want to make reference to a person

whom we will refer to in conversation as "Y You know whom I
am talking about don't you

Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKES The reason we are using this is because this

person's name has not been declassified
Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKESYou understand that
Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKESPrior to any questions on this point I want to

state this the Church Committee in their report page 80 described
this particular person as quote "A leading figure in the Cuban
exile movement.

Now when did you first meet "Y Mr Trafficante
Mr TRAFFICANTEI met him through Mr Gener when I took

Maheu and Mr Roselli I drove the car
Chairman STOKESYou had not met him previously
Mr TRAFFICANTEI had not met him previously Maybe I had

seen him in Cuba but I had never met him or talked to him
Chairman STOKESWho brought Mr "Y into the plot
Mr TRAFFICANTEGener
Chairman STOKESWhat was Mr "Y's role to be
Mr TRAFFICANTEHe was one of the leaders of the American

backed faction of the movement against Castro in the United
States He was one of the top leaders

Chairman STOKESDid Mr "Y speak both Spanish and English
Mr TRAFFICANTEI doubt it no He spoke Spanish because I was

there I interpreted for him especially the first time
Chairman STOKES He was one of the persons for whom you

interpreted
Mr TRAFFICANTERight He was the only person who I inter

preted
Chairman STOKES Now did Mr "Y ever ask you for assistance

in financing anti-Castro activities
Mr TRAFFICANTENo I haven seen Mr "Y since a couple of

times I think it was I don't th Lk it was more than two times
could have been three but I do bt it I haven't seen him since
then
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Chairman STOKES Did you ever ask Mr "Y if he would be
interested in participating in this

Mr TRAFFICANTEHow was that
Chairman STOKES Did you ever ask Mr "Y if he would be

willing to participate in this plot
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir No sir
Chairman STOKES Did you ever tell Mr "Y that you knew

people who would pay money to do away with Castro
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKES Did you ever offer Mr "Y assistance of any

type in conjunction with any anti-Castro activities that he was
engaged in

Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKESDid you ever discuss with Mr "Y who would

run the gambling businesses in Cuba in the event that Castro was
overturned

Mr TRAFFICANTENo
Chairman STOKES Now it is your statement that at all times

your sole function was to interpret for this group
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes sir
Chairman STOKESIS that correct
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes sir
Chairman STOKESMr Trafficante I want to read a portion of a

declassified CIA Inspector General's report-1967 I am reading at
pages 29 and 31 of that document

* * * Rosellitold [supportchief]that Trafficanteknew of a man high up in the
Cuban exile movementwho might do the job He identified him as [Mr "Y"]

The report then goes on to say this
Comment Reports from the FBI suggest how Trafficante may have known of

["Y"] On 21 December1960 Bureau forwarded to the Agencya memorandum
reporting that efforts were being made by U.S racketeers to finance anti-Castro
activities in hopesof securinggambling prostitution and dopemonopoliesin Cuba
in the eventCastrowasoverthrown
A report of January 18 1961 also associated "Y with these
schemes

The 1967 Inspector General's report continues
Trafficanteapproached["Y"]and told him that he had clients whowanted to do

awaywith Castroand that they wouldpay big moneyfor the job "Y is reportedto
have been very receptivesince it wouldmean that he wouldbe able to buy his own
ships arms and communicationsequipment

Mr Trafficante having heard what the Inspector General of the
CIA had to say about your involvement is your answer still the
same

Mr TRAFFICANTEAbsolutely the same
Chairman STOKES When you were asked to interpret for these

persons who were plotting what method was discussed of how they
were going to eliminate Castro

Mr TRAFFICANTE Any way where they took a cannon pills
tanks airplanes anything

Chairman STOKESWas there discussion about poison pills
Mr TRAFFICANTEThere was discussion of pills yes sir I am

telling you any kind of way that was possible to get rid of him
There was not only one way of the pills any kind of way pills
included
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Chairman STOKES Let me confine my question at this point to
the pills Who proposed the pills

Mr TRAFFICANTEI know I didn't
Chairman STOKESMy question was who did
Mr TRAFFICANTEI don't know if it was Maheu or Roselli
Chairman STOKES And were the pills ever given to anyone
Mr TRAFFICANTEI think they were but I don't recall me being

present when they were
Chairman STOKESCan you tell us when and where the pills were

given to someone
Mr TRAFFICANTEI don't recall me being present when the pills

were given
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us who was to administer the

pills to Castro
Mr TRAFFICANTEThe pills to Castro was supposed to be admin

istrated by Mr "X
Chairman STOKESWas any money discussed in conjunction with

this
Mr TRAFFICANTEThere was never no money discussed for none

of these activities in no way shape or form in my presence
Chairman STOKES You mentioned all the different ways that

would be utilized to get rid of Castro Did anyone ever supply any
of the arms or ammunition or the tanks or the airplanes to them
for that purpose

Mr TRAFFICANTEI think I heard later after this Bay of Pigs
they still kept on sending arms and boats and explosives and stuff
like that but I am not sure I just heard that from Mr Roselli
Later on years later

Chairman STOKESNow I want to make reference to Mr "X for
reasons that his name is also not declassified You know whom I
am talking about

Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKES Now I want to also make reference to the

fact before I pose any questions that the Church Committee in
their interim report at page 80 described this person as a Cuban
"official close to Castro who may have received kickbacks from the
gambling interests.

Now you do know Mr "X"
Mr TRAFFICANTEI think I have spoke to Mr "X met him one

time in Havana
Chairman STOKESAnd what was your relationship to him
Mr TRAFFICANTEI never did give him any money
Chairman STOKESWell what relationship did you have after you

met him
Mr TRAFFICANTEI didn't have no relationship with him The

relationship was through Mr Gener
Chairman STOKES What was Mr "X's involvement in these

plots
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell I think he was going to take care of the

pills
Chairman STOKESTo take care of the pills
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes
Chairman STOKES Do you know if Mr "X spoke both Spanish

and English
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Mr TRAFFICANTENo I don't I know he is a professor so it is

possible that he spoke but Mr "X in this particular time was still
in Cuba though he wasn't in the United States

Chairman STOKES OK You knew Mr "X from the time you
spent in Cuba is that right

Mr TRAFFICANTEI met him one time
Chairman STOKESI see
Mr TRAFFICANTEI didn't give him no money either
Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante did you ever handle or carry

poison pills to be used in the assassination of Castro
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir absolutely not
Chairman STOKES Did Roselli every give you the poison pills
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKES Again I want to read to you from the CIA

Inspector General's report of 1967 pages 24 and 25

(CommentThe gangsters may have had someinfluenceon the choiceof a means
of assassination [Support Chief]says that in his very early discussionswith the
gangstersor more preciselyMaheu'sdiscussionswith them considerationwasgiven
to possibleways of accomplishingthe mission Apparently the Agencyhad first
thought in terms of a typical gangland-stylekilling in which Castro would be
gunned down Giancanawas flatly opposedto the use of firearms He said that no
one couldbe recruited to do the job becausethe chanceofsurvivaland escapewould
be negligible Giancana stated a preferencefor a lethal pill that couldbe put into
Castro's foodor drink Trafficante"Joe the courier, was in touch with a disaffect
ed Cuba officialwith accessto Castro and presumablyof a sort that wouldenable
him to surreptitiouslypoisonCastro * * * The gangsters said ["X"]had once been
in a positionto receivekickbacksfrom the gamblinginterests has since lost that
sourceof incomeand neededthe money.)

Having heard what the Inspector General has said about this

operation would you in any way change your testimony
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKES Reading further from the same report Mr

Trafficante at page 27 late February-March 1961 "Roselli passed
the pills to Trafficante Roselli reported to [Support Chief] that the

pills had been delivered [to in Cuba ['X'] is understood to have

kept the pills for a couple of weeks before returning them Accord

ing to the gangsters ['X'] got cold feet.
Having heard this portion of the Inspector General's report

would you at this point change your testimony
Mr TRAFFICANTEI did not give any pills to "X I did not give

any money to "X I didn't see "X any more since after I seen him
in Cuba that one time and I didn't receive no pills from Roselli
and I don't know what else to say about that

Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante did you at any time receive
any money for your participation in this situation

Mr TRAFFICANTEHow was that sir
Chairman STOKES Did you at any time receive any money from

anyone for your participation in the assassination-
Mr TRAFFICANTENot a penny no way shape or form
Chairman STOKES Tell us what 'your reason was for agreeing to

act as interpreter in this situation
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell I thought I was helping the U.S Govern

ment That's what my reason was And as far as the gambling and
monopolies of this and that and all that trash about dope and
prostitution that's not true If things were straightened out in
Cuba I would liked to have gone back there If I could gamble I
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would gamble if I couldn't gamble I wouldn't gamble But the
reason was that I thought that it was not right for the Communists
to have a base 90 miles from the United States The same reason
when the First and the Second World War they call you to go to
the draft board and sign up I went and signed up That's the
reason And we all like to make money

Chairman STOKESI don't quite understand
Mr TRAFFICANTE I mean we all like to make money in case

there was a thing I was doing it for money for this and for that
about going back to Cuba and gamble and have casinos or cabarets
stuff like that

Chairman STOKES In 1967 1971 1976 and 1977 those 4 years
columnist Jack Anderson wrote about the CIA-Mafia plots and the
possibility that Castro decided to kill President Kennedy in retali
ation Mr Anderson even contends in those articles that the same
persons involved in the CIA-Mafia attempts on Castro's life were
recruited by Castro to kill President Kennedy

The September 7 1976 issue of the Washington Post contains one
of Mr Anderson's articles entitled "Behind John F Kennedy's
Murder, which fully explains Mr Anderson's position I ask Mr
Chairman that at this point this article be marked as JFK exhibit
F-409 and that it be entered into the record at this point

Mr PREYER Without objection the exhibit marked F-409 is or
dered into the record at this point

[JFK F-409 was marked and entered into the record and follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-409

Chairman STOKESMr Trafficante I want to read to you just two
portions of the article I have just referred to after which I will ask
for your comment

According to Mr Anderson and Mr Whitten in this article it
says

Before he died Roselli hinted to associates that he knew who had arranged
President Kennedy'smurder It was the same conspirators he suggested whomhe
had recruitedearlier to kill CubanPremier FidelCastro

By Roselli'scryptic account Castro learned the identity of the underworldcon
tacts in Havana who had been trying to knockhim off He believed not altogether
withoutbasis that PresidentKennedywasbehindthe plot

Then over in another section it says
Accordingto Roselli Castroenlistedthe same underworldelementswhomhe had

caught plottingagainst him TheysupposedlywereCubansfromthe oldTrafficante
organization Working with Cuban intelligence they allegedly lined up an ex
Marine sharpshooter Lee Harvey Oswald who had been active in the pro-Castro
movement

Accordingto Roselli'sversion Oswaldmay have shot Kennedyor may have acted
as a decoywhileothers ambushedhim fromcloserrange WhenOswaldwas picked

33-3790 71 24
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up Rosellisuggestedthe underworldconspiratorsfeared he would crack and dis
close information that might lead to them This almost certainly would have
broughta massiveU.S crackdownon the Mafia

So Jack Ruby was ordered to eliminate Oswald making it appear as an act of
reprisal against the President's killer At least this is how Roselliexplained the
tragedy in Dallas

Mr Trafficante do you have any knowledge of that
Mr TRAFFICANTENo knowledge whatsoever
Chairman STOKES Do you have any information concerning any

retaliatory action by Mr Castro
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKES Do you have any knowledge concerning how

this information could have been given to this columnist Mr An
derson

Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKES Did you and Mr Roselli ever discuss any

retaliatory action by Castro
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us when was the last time you

had seen Mr Roselli prior to his death
Mr TRAFFICANTEI would say 2 3 weeks before his death
Chairman STOKESAnd where was that
Mr TRAFFICANTEIn Fort Lauderdale
Chairman STOKESWas anyone else present
Mr TRAFFICANTEHis sister and my wife
Chairman STOKESCan you tell us what you discussed
Mr TRAFFICANTENothing We met for and.that's it I don't

remember what we discussed We didn't discuss nothing about
Castro that's for sure

Chairman STOKESI believe you told us that you had known Sam
Giancana for a long period of time

Mr TRAFFICANTE I would say 10 15 years I had never had
nothing to do with Sam Giancana no business relation or either
with Mr Roselli I never had no business relation with them
either

Chairman STOKES Mr Giancana prior to his death when was
the last time you had seen him

Mr TRAFFICANTEI would say 12 13 years I didn't see him for 12
or 13 years I hadn't seen Mr Roselli I think I seen him once from
1961 till the time that he moved to Florida with his sister which
was about 2 years before he got killed I just seen him one time
during that time

Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante you have told us here today
that your motivation for participating in the assassination of Presi
dent Castro was your patriotism your love for this country and
your concerns about communism being 90 miles from our shores is
that correct

Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKES Were you at all motivated by the events

which had taken place in Havana which caused you to lose your
business interests

Mr TRAFFICANTENo I have been a gambler all my life and I'm
used to taking chances and it is a matter of time it is not a matter
of.it was forgotten I doubt very much if it would have been the
same again after Batista was gone
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Chairman STOKES Did you ever inform any other people of the
plot against Castro besides those who were involved in the actual
plot

Mr TRAFFICANTE Not that I remember I don't think I did
Chairman STOKESWhat is your knowledge as to whether Castro

learned about the plot
Mr TRAFFICANTEMy knowledge about Castro learned about the

plot
Chairman STOKESYes whether he learned about it
Mr TRAFFICANTEI can't answer you that I would be guessing I

don't know
Chairman STOKES Now at any other times were you either

directly or indirectly involved in assisting any anti-Castro groups
in their activities against Castro

Mr TRAFFICANTENo I wasn't
Chairman STOKES Now you have told us that you do know Mr

Bango he was your attorney
Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKES And how long a period of time was he your

attorney
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell he was for short period of time While I

was in jail while I was in Trescornia in Havana His brother his
brother is still.I don't know if Mr Bango is still alive by the way
but his brother is Minister of Sports in Cuba under Castro today
and that's a very important job under the Communist system You
know he is in charge of the sports and the youth and the whole
bit

Chairman STOKES Did Mr Bango ever represent you at any
other time

Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKES Do you have any knowledge of Mr Bango

traveling to Madrid Spain during the 1960's
Mr TRAFFICANTERight I went to visit him in Spain during the

1960's
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us about when in the sixties it

was
Mr TRAFFICANTEWhat part
Chairman STOKESWhat part of the 1960's
Mr TRAFFICANTEAround 1966 or 1967
Chairman STOKESWas this in Madrid
Mr TRAFFICANTEMadrid yeah
Chairman STOKES And what was your purpose of going there
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell he had a purpose of.he had a fighter

some kind of a fighter that he was interested in promoting And
then I felt like going to Madrid and I just went over there

Chairman STOKESHow long did you stay there
Mr TRAFFICANTEI stayed there 10 days When I got there I got

met by the.I left from Miami.when I got there I got met by the
Spanish Secret Service or some kind of a service and they had 12
people a day under surveillance I was constantly under surveil
lance from the minute I got there until the minute I left They
would park even in front of my door in the hotel So there was the
trip to Spain

Chairman STOKESI see
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Mr Trafficante do you know the person AMLASH a Cuban
official involved in the CIA operation also called AMLASH which
was designed to kill Castro

Mr TRAFFICANTEYes
Chairman STOKES We refer to this individual also as AMLASH

During what years did you know AMLASH
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell I actually met him after the revolution

in Cuba because he was he had killed somebody there some big
official of the Batista government so he went to the mountains
And I met him after the revolution When he come in he was
made a commandante or general whatever you want to call it

Chairman STOKES And after you met him was a relationship
established between the two of you

Mr TRAFFICANTE No just a hello and goodby and that's it
Chairman STOKES Did he ever represent your interests or assist

you in any manner
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKESDo you know whether Castro was aware of the

AMLASH plot prior to President Kennedy's death
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKES Do you know if AMLASH knew Mr Bango
Mr TRAFFICANTEI'm sure he did
Chairman STOKESAnd do you know the nature of their relation

ship
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us whether or not you know

whether AMLASH traveled to Madrid Spain in either 1964 1965
or 1966

Mr TRAFFICANTEWell what I'm going to tell you now is what I
read and you know its been coming out so I don't know that he
traveled there or nothing I found out later he had

Chairman STOKES Do you know for what purpose he went there
Mr TRAFFICANTEWhat's that
Chairman STOKES Do you know for what purpose he went there

to Madrid
Mr TRAFFICANTEHe was some kind of a diplomat He was of

stature enough to be able to travel to Madrid and Paris and all
those places In my opinion he was not a Communist I never
believed that he was a Communist I always believed sooner or
later he would react against Castro But as far as me having any
knowledge or contact with him or my personal knowledge knowing
he used to travel back and forth maybe Bango must have men
tioned it to me or something like that but I never did see him in
Paris in Madrid or anyplace

Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante after January 1 1962 and
prior to November 22 1963 did you have contacts with any Cuban
official concerning any business dealings

Mr TRAFFICANTE1962 to 1963
Chairman STOKES Yes sir from January 1962 to November of

1963
Mr TRAFFICANTENot that I remember Cuban officials in Cuba

you mean
Chairman STOKESRight with Cuban officials in Cuba
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
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Chairman STOKESThe answer is no sir right
Mr Trafficante Mr Aleman stated that you paid Castro's G-2

agents in the Miami area Have you ever given any aid or assist
ance to individuals you know or suspected were working for Fidel
Castro after January 1 1962 and prior to November 22 1963

Mr TRAFFICANTEAbsolutely not never
Chairman STOKESMr Aleman also stated to this committee that

he has "no doubt that there is affiliation between the Castro
government and yourself

Mr TRAFFICANTE There's no affiliation whatsoever between
Castro government and myself There never has been

Chairman STOKES Now let us return for a moment to your
detention in Trescornia I understand you to say your wife has
visited you there Did any other persons visit you there

Mr TRAFFICANTEWell a lot of people visited me there people
that I knew in Cuba

Chairman STOKESThese would be friends of yours in Cuba who
visited with you during that time

Mr TRAFFICANTEYes
Chairman STOKES Were most of them people that had some

involvement with you in the gambling operations
Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKESWhen people visited with you can you tell us

about that visiting room would there be other people in that same
room other visitors visiting detainees

Mr TRAFFICANTELet me tell you Mr Stokes this was like a
camp There was no.it was a minimum security place They would
let anybody come in They would let anybody stay with us until 12
o'clock at night We would cook we would have food brought in we
would eat we would drink and there would be sometimes the
guards would come and sit down with us and eat Some meals it
was like one big happy family

Chairman STOKESIt sounds like a resort area
Mr TRAFFICANTEIt was I really had a rest then if you want to

know the truth I enjoyed it It was the highest point in the whole
Havana area You could see the whole city It was cool too in the
evening

Chairman Stokes Do you know a Mr Meyer Panitz
Mr TRAFFICANTEWho
Chairman STOKESMeyer Panitz P-a-n-i-t-z
Mr GONZALEZIs that P-a-n Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES Yes Mr Gonzalez P-a-n-i-t-z First name

Meyer M-e-y-e-r
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir it don't ring a bell
Chairman STOKESYou did know Pedro and Martin Fox
Mr TRAFFICANTEPedro Fox yes sir
Chairman STOKESDo you know whether the Fox brothers or any

of the other operators tried to get their money out of Cuba during
this period of time

Mr TRAFFICANTEAll I know is that Mr Martin Fox who was
the owner of the Tropicana and one of the richest men in Cuba he
died in the United States in the 1960's I think and he died
completely broke And Pedro Fox was working as a waiter and
maitre d in all the restaurants and hotels around Miami
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Chairman STOKES If during this period of time any of these
operators were able to get their money out of Cuba are you aware
of how they did it

Mr TRAFFICANTE No sir You see.can I explain something
Chairman STOKESCertainly go ahead
Mr TRAFFICANTEYOU see everybody that was in business in

Cuba Castro started with the very very rich and he knocked them
out of the box so everybody would say well maybe he won't touch
me Then he started with the next in line Meanwhile they still
trying to do business and eventually he did it in a real way then
he would invite all the tourist agents and he was going to make a
big tourists campaign to bring the people from all over the world to
Cuba He was going to do this he was going to do that The next
time.meanwhile the employees of these places would be taking
over that business and they would run the business And if you had
a little money in the cage you couldn't even go near the cage to
get the money because they would report you right away

So everybody got fooled to a certain point Because if you remem
ber he didn't declare he was a Communist until about 1962 1963
some time like that.1961 or 1962 So there wasn't too many people
that got the money out unless they had it out

Chairman STOKESI see Thank you
Mr Trafficante did you know while you were in Trescornia a

Britisher named John Wilson Hutson who was detained along with
you

Mr TRAFFICANTELet me tell you what used to happen I vague
ly remember some guy there that was kind of a little bit of a
screwball I don't know if it's him or not Because there used to be
all kinds of people they would bring into there people that would
have difficulty with the traveling papers In other words they
would get at the airport then they didn't have a ticket to leave the
country So they would get them and bring them over there until
they got the problems straightened out and continuously we would
have different people coming in and out and staying for a few days
and then leaving coming staying So it could be possible that he
was there but if I was to see him now I wouldn't remember none
of these people

Chairman STOKES Then if I understand you properly you don't
remember this precise individual but it is possible-

Mr TRAFFICANTERight it's possible that he was there
Chairman STOKESDo you know a Lewis McWillie
Mr TRAFFICANTE Yes sir I seen him around Havana a lot
Chairman STOKESCan you recall when you first met him
Mr TRAFFICANTEHe was working at the Tropicana for Martin

Fox
Chairman STOKES Did you have any personal business dealings

with Lewis McWillie
Mr TRAFFICANTENever had no personal business dealings
Chairman STOKESHave you ever had occasion to talk with him
Mr TRAFFICANTE Ever since Cuba I think I seen him one time

in Vegas at his home Somebody took me there say I want to meet
somebody from Havana that you know just for a few minutes

Chairman STOKES During the period that you were detained at
Trescornia do you recall seeing Lewis McWillie visiting out there
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Mr TRAFFICANTEI don't recall it but he might have come He
might have

Chairman STOKES So if he was there visiting someone you don't
recall it

Mr TRAFFICANTEThat's right I don't recall it It is possible that
he did but I don't recall it

Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante did you ever know a Jack
Ruby

Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir I never remember meeting Jack Ruby
Chairman STOKESNever remember meeting him
Mr TRAFFICANTENo
Chairman STOKES Are you aware it has been alleged that Jack

Ruby visited with you while you were at Trescornia have you
heard that

Mr TRAFFICANTE I've heard that but I don't remember him
visiting me either There was no reason for this man to visit me I
have never seen this man before I have never been to Dallas I
never had no contact with him I don't see why he was going to
come and visit me

Chairman STOKES Were you aware of any of the activities of a
Jack Ruby

Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKESWhen you first met McWillie can you tell us

where that was
Mr TRAFFICANTEI met him around Cuba someplace
Chairman STOKESI am sorry
Mr TRAFFICANTEI met him around Cuba in a casino someplace
Chairman STOKESDid he ever visit you in your home or did you

ever visit him in his home
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir the only time I think was one time in

Vegas like I told you I was there for a day or two in the 1960's He
was already working over there And-

Chairman STOKESIn Vegas
Mr TRAFFICANTEYeah in Vegas A fellow said he had already

married a Cuban girl or something like that I seen him there just
for a few minutes That was the only time that I remember seeing
him since the Cuban days

Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante I want to ask you a question
that is very important to this committee and that is did you have
any foreknowledge of the assassination of President Kennedy

Mr TRAFFICANTEAbsolutely not no way
Chairman STOKES Had you ever known or had you ever heard

the name Lee Harvey Oswald prior to the day President Kennedy
was assassinated

Mr TRAFFICANTENever had in my life
Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante I want to move into another

area now of questioning So that we put it in its proper context I
want to refer to an article in Parade magazine dated January 21
1962 called The untold story our Government's crackdown on
organized crime written by Jack Anderson and I just want to read
two portions of the first page of what is a three-page article The
first paragraph starts out saying "Organized crime is under attack
For the first time the full forces of the Federal Government have
been thrown into the battle against it."And then it goes on to make
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further reference to organized crime and at page 2 it has the top
10 and in 10th position is Santos Trafficante

Now Mr Trafficante were you acquainted with the Justice De
partment's program during the 1960's of physical surveillance
against particular individuals

Mr TRAFFICANTEI was so acquainted with it that they lived
with me for about 15 years

Chairman STOKES That they lived with you for about 15 years
Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKES I suppose when you say that you mean the

term literally is that right
Mr TRAFFICANTERight Night and day
Chairman STOKES What type of surveillance were you under do

you know
Mr TRAFFICANTEAll kinds from the neighbors from the hilltop

from the trees from the cars everything any kind you could think
of

Chairman STOKESMr Trafficante do you know Carlos Marcello
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes sir
Chairman STOKESTell us how you know him
Mr TRAFFICANTEI know Carlos Marcello about 30 years I met

him in New Orleans My father had an operation there and I met
him through my father at the clinic used to be the barracks in
those days

Chairman STOKES So over that period of time that you knew
him what was your personal relationship with him

Mr TRAFFICANTEJust friendship No business never had no
business dealings with him no way shape or form I see him once
in a while when I go to New Orleans He's come to Miami I think
once to appear before a grand jury I seen him there

Chairman STOKESDid you ever have occasion to discuss with Mr
Marcello the physical surveillance situation

Mr TRAFFICANTEI probably have
Chairman STOKES Now when I use the term "intense physical

surveillance, you know what I mean by that
Mr TRAFFICANTEI know exactly what you mean
Chairman STOKES That's the situation you described where they

lived with you day and night
Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKES Now can you tell us why they had you under

surveillance
Mr TRAFFICANTEI don't know I guess they hoped to find out

this empire I am supposed to have all these businesses that I am
supposed to have all that big thing I am supposed to be

Chairman STOKES That is your understanding that's your full
understanding

Mr TRAFFICANTEThat's my understanding of it yeah
Chairman STOKESDid you ever have any discussion with anyone

on how this surveillance could be stopped
Mr TRAFFICANTE No I don't think I did I'm sure that it

couldn't be stopped and I doubt it could be stopped
Chairman STOKESI'm sorry was that your full answer
Mr TRAFFICANTEWhat was that
Chairman STOKESWas that your full answer
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Mr TRAFFICANTEYeah I don't think it can be stopped
Chairman STOKES Did you ever have any discussions with Mr

Marcello regarding President Kennedy or Attorney General Robert
Kennedy

Mr TRAFFICANTEI probably had it with him about Robert Ken
nedy

Chairman STOKES Can you tell us what that conversation was
Mr TRAFFICANTEThe conversation was that Bobby Kennedy had

him deported illegally put him on a plane with some marshals and
dumped him in Guatemala That was the conversation

Chairman STOKES And by him you are referring to Mr Mar
cello

Mr TRAFFICANTEMr Marcello right
Chairman STOKES Obviously then from what he said to you he

was pretty upset about that
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell I would be too what happened to him

would happen to me
Chairman STOKES And is this what you said to him when the

two of you talked about it
Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKES And you felt that Robert Kennedy had mis

treated him
Mr TRAFFICANTEI think so I still think he mistreated him
Chairman STOKES Are you aware of any threats that Mr Mar

cello made against President Kennedy or Attorney General
Kennedy

Mr TRAFFICANTEHow was that Mr Stokes
Chairman STOKES As a result of these conversations you had

with Mr Marcello the fact that he was upset
Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKES You were upset about it Are you aware of

any threats made by Mr Marcello against either President Kenne
dy or Attorney General Kennedy

Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir no no chance no way
Chairman STOKES Mr Trafficante do you know a man by the

name of Jose Aleman
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell I met Mr Aleman I think it was two or

three times perhaps
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us when you first met him
Mr TRAFFICANTEWell I met him I don't remember what year

it was It was in the early sixties
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us where you first met him
Mr TRAFFICANTEI met him at his.I think he had an apart

ment house or condominium or hotel or something
Chairman STOKES And how did you happen to be at his home
Mr TRAFFICANTEI met him through Macho Gener
Chairman STOKESMr Gener took you there
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes
Chairman STOKESAnd can you tell us the purpose of his taking

you there
Mr TRAFFICANTE This fellow was in a financial bind Mr

Aleman was having trouble financially He wanted to raise some
money because he was having trouble with his stepmother or some
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thing So Macho liked Mr Aleman That's the reason that he took
me there

Chairman STOKESCan you tell us how much money Mr Aleman
needed

Mr TRAFFICANTEWell we never got to the point because when I
got there I found out.I don't even think he owned the property I
think the property belonged to his stepmother It was like a
clouded title in a property

Chairman STOKES Well was it Mr Aleman wanted you to ar
range a loan for him

Mr TRAFFICANTEHe thought maybe I could arrange a loan for
him yeah

Chairman STOKES From whom were you going to arrange the
loan

Mr TRAFFICANTEWell at that particular time I was my attor
ney Mr Frank Gargano was an attorney for Jimmy Hoffa and I
thought maybe I could talk to him I thought I could talk to my
attorney to see if he could help Mr Aleman

Chairman STOKESAnd this would be a loan then from the Team
sters

Mr TRAFFICANTERight
Chairman STOKES And had you ever arranged loans for other

people through the Teamsters
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKES You don't recall.is this your testimony.you

don't recall the amount that Aleman asked for
Mr TRAFFICANTENo I don't
Chairman STOKES How many meetings took place between you

and Mr Aleman regarding this loan
Mr TRAFFICANTE I would say the question of the loan was

decided the first time I met him but then I went there I think I
met him another couple of times I don't remember meeting him in
any restaurant like he testified yesterday Maybe it could be
though I am not saying It could be but I don't-

Chairman STOKES Is it your best recollection then that you
probably met with him about three times

Mr TRAFFICANTETwo or three times
Chairman STOKESAnd Mr Gener was present for the first meet

ing Would he have been present for the other two meetings
Mr TRAFFICANTEMr Gener was present at all the times that I

spoke with Mr Aleman To the best of my recollection he was
present

Chairman STOKES And was anyone else present on those occa
sions

Mr TRAFFICANTE There was another gentleman present I
can't-

Chairman STOKESDo you know his name
Mr TRAFFICANTENo Well I will tell you his nickname was

"Coco. That is how.this was a friend of Mr Bango this Coco No
no Darci I read in the paper was supposed to be

Chairman STOKESHow about George Nobregas was he present
Mr TRAFFICANTEGeorge
Chairman STOKESN-o-b-r-e-g-a-s Nobregas
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Mr TRAFFICANTEMaybe that is him Maybe that is the same
guy It was a dark complexioned guy

Chairman STOKES How about Angelo Bruno was he ever pres
ent

Mr TRAFFICANTEHe was present one t .e yes
Chairman STOKES So that the re.ui'a is clear would you name

everybody that you can recall being present
Mr TRAFFICANTEThat is about it I don't think there was any

body else
Chairman STOKESOK Just for the record you name each of the

persons you say were present
Mr TRAFFICANTEMacho Gener this fellow Coco I think Nobre

gas whatever it is Aleman and Angelo Bruno I think was pres
ent one time

Chairman STOKES And on each occasion was the purpose of the

meeting to discuss Aleman's loan
Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir
Chairman STOKESWhat was the purpose
Mr TRAFFICANTEThe next time one of the purposes I seen him

after the loan because like I told you I think the matter of the
loan I think it was decided the first time I met him Then he
mentioned something about having some political influence in the
Dominican Republic So Mr Bruno had talked to me that he was
interested in getting some milk from the Dominican Republic so I
took him over there to meet Mr Aleman so maybe they could get
together Mr Aleman could facilitate this thing of the milk to get
an export license to export milk from the Dominican Republic

Chairman STOKESWasn't Aleman already in trouble financially
Mr TRAFFICANTEYes but that has nothing to do with it He

could have made maybe some money with Mr Bruno if he could

get him the export license To the best of my recollection now that
is the way I think it was

Chairman STOKES Was this the export deal that had something
to do with milk

Mr TRAFFICANTEMilk
Chairman STOKESWas there anything else you discussed at that

time
Mr TRAFFICANTEAs far as the Kennedy situation I want to tell

you something now Mr Stokes I am sure as I am sitting here that
all the discussion I had with Mr Aleman that I never made the
statement that Kennedy was going to get hit because all the
discussion I made with Mr Aleman as sure as I am sitting here I
spoke to him in Spanish No reason for me to talk to him in
English because I can speak Spanish fluently and he speaks Span
ish that is his language There was no reason for me to tell him in
English that Kennedy is going to get hit I deny that I made that
statement

Chairman STOKESWhen did you first become aware that he had
made the statement

Mr TRAFFICANTEWhen it was first published in some newspa
per the Post or the Times 2 or 3 years ago

Chairman STOKES Were you aware of the fact that he had also
told the FBI about it much earlier than that
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Mr TRAFFICANTEI read it in the same article I think that he
was an FBI informant at that time

Chairman STOKESAre you aware of the fact that he said that he
had had a very involved discussion with you about politics Did you
ever discuss politics

Mr TRAFFICANTEI don't remember having that discussion with
him by himself like he claims like I read it in the paper

Chairman STOKES When we take the statement that he attri
butes to you when he says that you said he is not going to be
reelected and then when he says you said "No Jose he is going to
be hit. How could he in any way misstate a statement like that
from anything else you have said to him

Mr TRAFFICANTE Because first of all like I told you I was
speaking to him in Spanish and in Spanish there was no way I
could say Kennedy is going to get hit I didn't say that I might
have told him he wasn't going to get reelected

Chairman STOKESWhat were you basing that on
Mr TRAFFICANTEI could have told him that he was not going to

get reelected not that Kennedy was going to get hit
Chairman STOKES How did you know Kennedy was not going to

get reelected
Mr TRAFFICANTEI thought he wouldn't
Chairman STOKES What had he done at that time that would

cause him not to be reelected
Mr TRAFFICANTEAt this particular time first of all there was

the Cuban question where they had the trouble with the Bay of
Pigs and all that and they established the Cuban bases and if you
recall there was a lot people criticizing it

Chairman STOKESWell then-
Mr TRAFFICANTEThat is the best way that I can say it if I even

told him that
Chairman STOKESFrom what you have said here today then in

all probability you did say to him no Jose he is not going to be
reelected Did you say that

Mr TRAFFICANTEI might have told him that but I didn't tell
him that Kennedy was going to get hit See I still tell you that I
spoke to Aleman in Spanish There was no reason for me to speak
to him in English because I doubt if 15 years ago he could speak
better English than he does today There was no reason for me-

Chairman STOKESWe can't hear you
Mr TRAFFICANTEThere was no reason for me to speak to him in

English with his broken English when I can speak fluent Spanish
and he can speak fluent Spanish and Gener who was there all the
time couldn't understand English The other guy I doubt if he
could understand English too Nobregas whatever his name was
at that particular time

Chairman STOKES Do you recall ever talking to Mr Aleman
about the problem Jimmy Hoffa was having with Attorney General
Robert Kennedy

Mr TRAFFICANTEI don't remember nothing about the discus
sion I couldn't swear to nothing that I talked about him about
Jimmy Hoffa One thing I know for definite is I didn't tell him
Kennedy was going to get hit or that he interpreted it that way
That is not right and that is not the truth That is all I can say
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Chairman STOKES When you first learned that he had said this
about you did you contact anybody about it

Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir I didn't pay no importance to it at that
particular time I never thought I would be here answering that
question today or be here for the assassination of Kennedy as far
as that goes

Chairman STOKESI am sorry I didn't hear
M TRAFFICANTEI never thought at that time that I would be

here today being questioned about the assassination of Kennedy
Chairman STOKES Then so I can summarize your testimony at

this point you did know Mr Aleman you did have meetings with
Mr Aleman you probably discussed President Kennedy and his
reelection or his inability to be reelected but you did not make the
statement he will be hit

Mr TRAFFICANTERight I am sure I didn't I am positive I didn't
There was no reason for me to say that

Chairman STOKES Thank you Mr Chairman I have no further
questions

Mr PREYER If you will pardon us for a moment I would like to
confer with the members here

There are no further questions from the panel Under the House
rules Mr Trafficante a witness at the conclusion of the question
ing is entitled to make a statement for 5 minutes to explain his
testimony or to clarify it or to make any sort of statement he may
choose to make At this time do you care to say anything further
to the committee

Mr TRAFFICANTENo sir your Honor nothing
Mr PREYER Very well the committee will excuse the witness at

this time
Let me caution everyone in the hearing room to remain seated

until the witness leaves the hearing room
You are excused Mr Trafficante
Mr TRAFFICANTEThank you
Mr PREYER Thank you for being here
Mr GONZALEZThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman the exhibit
[Document handed to the clerk by Mr Gonzalez.]
Mr GONZALEZThis is the certified copy of the order
Mr PREYER We will have that immunity order which has previ

ously been inserted in the record
The committee will take a brief 3-minute in-place recess at this

time We will resume very quickly The committee stands in recess
[A short recess was taken.]
Chairman STOKES[now presiding] The committee will come to

order
The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey
Mr BLAKEY Mr Chairman the testimony of Santos Trafficante

concludes that part of the presentation by the staff to the commit
tee of the basic outlines of the committee's investigation into the
possibility of organized crime connection to the assassination of
President Kennedy As all can see from the testimony introduced
the question remains was organized crime involved in a plot to
assassinate President Kennedy Did it have the motive opportuni
ty and means to do so
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Obviously the possibility cannot be dismissed although it can
hardly be said to have been established At this point it is in your
words Mr Chairman perhaps only a little more than a "suspicion
suspected, not a "fact found.

The committee decided early in its investigation as soon as it
realized that a Mafia plot to assassinate the President warranted
serious consideration to assemble the most reliable information
available on organized crime in the United States The details of
this phase of the committee's investigation will of course appear
hopefully in full in its final report a report that will consider the
background of organized crime in America the structure of the
Mafia in the early 1960's the effort by the Kennedy administration
to suppress the mob and the evidence that the assassination might
have been undertaken in retaliation for those efforts

To scrutinize the possible role of organized crime in the assassi
nation the committee early brought on one of the country's lead
ing experts on the subject He is Ralph Salerno whose career as an
organized crime investigator with the New York City Police De
partment goes back to 1946 Mr Salerno has since retired from the
New York City Police Department and I would note that on the
day of his retirement the New York Times was moved to comment
that he perhaps knew more about the Mafia than any nonmember
in the United States

It would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman to call Ralph
Salerno

Chairman STOKESThe committee calls Mr Salerno
Please stand and raise your right hand Do you solemnly swear

the testimony you will give before this committee is the truth the
whole truth and nothing but the truth so help you God

TESTIMONY OF RALPH SALERNO
Mr SALERNOI do
Chairman STOKESYou may be seated
The Chair recognizes counsel for the committee Mr Gary Corn

well
Mr CORNWELLThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Salerno when did you first become a consultant on orga

nized crime to this committee
Mr SALERNO I began in late October or early November of last

year
Mr CORNWELLPrior to that time what experience or training

had you had with respect to organized crime
Mr SALERNOI entered the New York City Police Department in

mid-September of 1946 A planned 3-month program of training in
the police academy was interrupted in November of 1946 when I
became one of a small group of men who were interviewed and
selected to be used in an undercover operation involving an orga
nized crime assault which resulted in murder in New York City

From that time throughout the remaining 20 years that I spent
with the New York City Police Department my entire career I was
engaged in investigations relating to organized crime

Mr CORNWELLAt the time of your retirement what was your
position
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Mr SALERNO I retired as a supervisor of detectives in the Cen
tral Investigation Bureau which is the organized crime investiga
tion unit of the New York City Police Department

Mr CORNWELL During your tenure with the New York City
Police Department did you ever have an occasion to discuss orga
nized crime with any underworld members

Mr SALERNO Yes That was something that during those years
was a common occurrence We would bring in people so involved
into our office for conversations discussions interviews if you will
We would interview them in the hallways of the courthouses when
there was a court appearance that we had caused to occur We
would talk to them in the street We would talk to them in their
neighborhoods we would talk to them in their homes So that I can
say that literally I have had hundreds of such conversations

Mr CORNWELL During that period did you have a chance to
review conversations of such persons that may have been obtained
by electronic surveillance

Mr SALERNOYes The State of New York has had legal author
ity for the issuance of ex parte orders for electronic surveillance
since 1939 That was a very useful technique which was widely
used in the New York City Police Department during the 20 years
that I have served

Mr CORNWELL After the 20 years of experience investigating
organized crime with the New York City Police Department you
retired in 1966 After that point did you continue to be in any way
involved with the subject matter of organized crime

Mr SALERNOYes all of my professional work in the intervening
12 years has been with this subject I worked largely as a consul
tant to various bodies I did return to a more active role in 1973
and 1974 In those 2 years I became the chief racket investigator in
the district attorney's office of New York County one of the five in
New York City and I served in that capacity for 2 years

My remaining time has been as a consultant Part of that time is
given largely to the training of other law enforcement officers on
all levels of government through some 35 States of the United
States and in four Canadian provinces and in the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico

In addition to that I have served as a consultant for government
and nongovernment bodies addressing the subject of organized
crime

Mr CORNWELLPlease give us a brief resume of the committees
or commissions that you have served as a consultant at any time
since 1966

Mr SALERNO Yes sir I served as consultant to the President's
Commission on Violence My work there was a paper on the use of
violence and fear in organized crime activities and matters

I was a consultant to the President's Commission on Campus
Unrest My work there dealt largely with police intelligence proce
dures and how they were utilized

I worked for the National Council on Crime and Delinquency
from 1967 through 1969 In 1970 I spent a year consulting with the
Hudson Institute in Westchester County N.Y. which is a policy
research center My work there was as part of a study on the
problem of narcotics in the State of New York
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I spent 1976 as a consultant to the Citizens Campaign Against
Bootlegged Cigarettes My work there was in describing the prob
lem caused by the almost total establishment of an illegal distribu
tion system for smuggled or stolen certainly untaxed cigarettes
and the invasion of the legitimate distribution network in that
industry all along the eastern seaboard

Mr CORNWELLIn addition to your experiences as a consultant
have you ever qualified as an expert on organized crime in the
courts

Mr SALERNOYes I have been qualified as an expert for testimo
ny in Federal courts in the courts of some five States and these
have been in matters of criminal cases and in civil litigation

I have been accepted as an expert for testimony concerning
organized crime in two Canadian provinces the Province of Alber
ta and I have testified in the Province of Quebec

Mr CORNWELLYOU also served at one time on the President's
Crime Commission is that correct

Mr SALERNO Yes I served on the Organized Crime Task Force
of the President's Crime Commission while still a member of the
New York City Police Department That was in 1966

Mr CORNWELL And in addition to testifying as an expert on
organized crime in the various Federal and State courts you men
tioned have you ever testified on that subject before any legislative
bodies

Mr SALERNOYes more than one-half dozen times before legisla
tive committees of the Congress of the United States in both
Houses I have testified before legislative bodies of some 10 States

Mr CORNWELLWould you simply name some of those
Mr SALERNOBeg pardon
Mr CORNWELLWould you simply identify some of those legisla

tive bodies for us
Mr SALERNOYes sir While still with the New York City Police

Department three detectives and myself were assigned with the
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations chaired by
Senator John McClellan Over a period of months we prepared for
it a presentation on organized crime

The specific assignment that I had from the New York City
Police Department was to look into all matters that would be
revealed by Joseph Valachi in his testimony before that Senate
committee We were to independently investigate in an attempt to
prove or disprove anything that he might have said that we could
gather evidence concerning

I have also appeared before a committee chaired by Senator
Smathers which was looking into the problem of loansharking

I have appeared twice before House committees chaired by Mr
Dante Fascell

I appeared before the Crime Committee that was looking into
organized crime chaired by Mr Pepper

I have appeared in legislative bodies in the States of Massachu
setts New York New Jersey California Indiana and Ohio

Mr CORNWELLHave you ever written any books or articles on
this subject

Mr SALERNOYes I wrote a book which was entitled "The Crime
Confederation, published by Doubleday in 1969 The subtitle of that
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book is "La Cosa Nostra and Other Allied Operations in Organized
Crime.

I have done a number of magazine articles for public press as
well as for professional journals

Mr CORNWELL Mr Salerno this committee has received evi
dence from and concerning Carlos Marcello and Santos Trafficante
Are you familiar with those individuals

Mr SALERNO Yes I am familiar with them and I have been for
some 21 years

Mr CORNWELLThe committee in part has received testimony of
Mr Trafficante For example among his testimony he stated that
he did not know Jack Ruby or Lee Harvey Oswald and his testimo
ny although not directly but at least indirectly perhaps bore on
the question of whether or not he or his associates may have had
the motive or opportunity or means to assassinate the President

Would you tell us whether or not you have any information
which might shed light upon the questions that we just noted

Mr SALERNO Yes I think I have a considerable amount of
evidence for this committee to consider in trying to evaluate both
method means all three.methods means or certainly motive on
the part of Mr Trafficante or people known to be associated with
him

Mr CORNWELLTell us what you know about those two individ
uals which might shed some light upon that subject

Mr SALERNO Well I indicated that I became aware of Mr
Trafficante some 21 years ago That particular occurrence was one
that took place in the State of New York on November 14 1957
which I note is the eve of Mr Trafficante's birthday He gave it as
November 15 At that time the New York State Police discovered a
meeting of a large number of people some 63 were actually identi
fied at that time The people involved knew that they had not
completely identified all of the people present If I may I would
like to make use of an exhibit at this time to be able to discuss the
Apalachin meeting with you

Mr CORNWELL May we have JFK exhibit F-547A displayed
Mr Chairman may we have JFK F-547A admitted into the

record at this time
Chairman STOKESWithout objection it may be entered into the

record
[JFK exhibit F-547A follows:]

35-3790 79 25
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Apalachin Meeting November 14 1957

JFK EXHIBITF-547A

Mr SALERNO That is a map of the United States Mr Cornwell
which indicates the areas from which people who were known to
have attended came from.northern California southern Califor
nia State of Arizona the Rocky Mountain State of Colorado Mis
souri Dallas Tex. Tampa Fla. the Middle West the New England
States the Middle Atlantic States so that quite candidly it can be
labeled a national meeting

At that time a great deal of attention was given to it in an
analysis of what was there in an attempt to try to discover why
they might have been there Many of the people who were there fit
the phrase "known to the police. They had criminal arrest rec
ords they had criminal conviction records That record since that
time 21 years ago has become even more extensive and I think it
is a fair characterization today to say that there is very little doubt
that that was a national underworld meeting

One of the people identified at the location in Apalachin N.Y.
had given the name of Louie Santos and he gave an address of a
hotel in Havana In trying to pursue exactly who this person was
two of the officers of the New York State Police made an identifica
tion of Mr Santos Trafficante from photographs of him as being
the person who had given the name of Louie Santos So that we
can then see that he has associated with all of the people who were
there People such as Vito Genovese a man who died in a Federal
prison in the 9th year of a 15-year term for dealing in heroin Mr
Carmine Galante was at that meeting He was sentenced to 15
years for dealing in heroin

Mr John Ormento who was at that meeting is still serving a 40
year sentence for dealing in heroin Mr Trafficante in his testimo
ny today indicated that he was a partner of Joseph Stassi in a
casino in Havana Mr Stassi has been sentenced to Federal prison
for dealing in heroin Mr Trafficante here in his testimony ac
knowledges a long-time friendship over a period of years one in
which the people involved could have great confidence in them
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selves with Sam Giancana Mr Sam Giancana has been the victim
of a homicide and has been killed Mr Trafficante indicated in his
testimony here this morning that he knew John Roselli that he
had dinner with that gentleman 3 weeks before he was killed his
body dismembered and stuffed into an oil drum and thrown into
the sea only to come up in Biscayne Bay

My unit in the New York City Police Department on September
22 1966 interrupted a luncheon in a restaurant known as Stella in
Queens County N.Y Mr Marcello was present at that luncheon
Mr Trafficante was present at that luncheon

I would like to at this time introduce an exhibit of the seating
arrangement of that particular meeting if I may

Mr CORNWELLI would like to use that exhibit I would like to
have you describe that in more detail in a moment Let me ask you
before we go to the exhibit if we might you have indicated this
was the point in time in which your attention was focused upon
Mr Trafficante

Mr Chairman I request JFK exhibit F-619 a photograph of Mr
Trafficante be entered into the record

Chairman STOKESWithout objection so ordered
[JFK exhibit F-619 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-619

Mr CoRNWELL.What subsequently did you determine to be the
nature of Mr Trafficante's relationships with these kinds of people
that you have just named

Mr SALERNO Certainly his presence with them classifies him as
an associate of such persons He goes into business with them in a
gambling casino He will be in New York quite some distance from
his home with an interesting assemblage of people that we know a
great deal about He is at an underworld meeting a national
underworld meeting in New York so that we came in the New
York City Police Department to certainly agree with diverse other
law enforcement agencies that Mr Trafficante was an organized
crime leader the leader of a criminal organization in the State of
Florida

Mr CORNWELLYOU state that he is the leader of an organized
crime organization in Florida Before we go further would you tell
us what that term means in the context that you have used it
What is organized crime
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Mr SALERNO Organized crime sometimes has many different

meanings to different people There have been some successful
attempts in some legal definitions of the phrase "organized crime.
The Congress of the United States in the Organized Crime Control
Act of 1970 very clearly defined what would be considered Federal
violations of law in terms of organized crime gambling In that
instance the Congress set forth the standard of five or more people
being involved the volume of the gambling reaching or exceeding
$2,000 per day and requiring that evidence show that the particu
lar gambling operation was in existence for 30 days or more That
is organized crime gambling in its legal definition In one profes
sional conference that I have attended organized crime was de
scribed as a self-perpetuating continuing criminal conspiracy for

profit and for power using fear and corruption and seeking immu

nity from law
I think one of the best ways to describe organized crime or to

have it understood is in a way that was described by scholars at
Cornell Law School in an institute where prosecutors from around
the United States are trained In that instance they set forth three

ways in which organized crime can manifest itself and be recog
nized The descriptions given are Organized crime as a venture
organized crime as an enterprise organized crime as a syndicate
And the different ways in which the manifestation comes are
these An organized crime enterprise is a day-to-day ongoing busi
ness that is illegal in its nature because it is supplying some illegal
service or some illegal product

Two examples of that would be a sizable gambling operation that
would meet the Federal definition as legally defined on a day-to
day basis Offering the illegal service of accepting wagers a group
of criminals who would conspire to do so on an ongoing basis
supply narcotics to procure it to cut it down to a street level

quantity and then enter it into a distribution system That would
be an organized crime enterprise

Organized crime can also involve itself as a syndicate a criminal

syndicate As a syndicate organized crime will exercise various
forms of control which are not unlike those of Government They
will set standards The payoff price on the numbers shall be this
and it shall not be higher and it shall not be lower and they impose
that standard on their own group and on others in an area where
they exercise a sphere of influence They will collect taxes if you
will although the legal definition of that collection of taxes would
be extortion but they are playing a quasi-government role

You can also have an organized crime venture a single occur
rence which per se is not organized crime Bank robbery Not
every bank robbery can be described as organized crime but where
the members of an organized crime syndicate will either inspire
will set the plans for and then participate in the profits from that
bank robbery that particular bank robbery would be an organized
crime venture I think Mr Cornwell I have an even better exam
ple for you of an organized crime venture When Mr Trafficante
joined with Mr Giancana and joined with Mr Roselli and joined
with representatives in the CIA in a plot to kill Premier Castro
that was an organized crime venture a single occurrence
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Mr CORNWELLWhich of the types of organized crime that you
just described is it that Santos Trafficante and Carlos Marcello are
associated with

Mr SALERNO They are leaders of an organized crime syndicate
each of them in their home areas I have some evidence that I
would like to offer you now This is a conversation that was over
heard in which Mr Santos Trafficante was involved and upon
which no questions to him have been based This was found in the
FBI file which now is labeled La Cosa Nostra file The conversa
tion took place in a restaurant in Florida in 1963 and the quote of
Mr Trafficante reads thus

Let me tell you this This is what happens to me Now I don't give a (obscene)
about the S &G I knowwhenI'm beat you understand

I got a numbers office in Orlando They grab everybody forty or fifty people
Forty or Fifty thousandin bond Theyhave no evidencebut when they get throughit coststhousands

I got another office in St Cloud Fla You can't even find St Cloud on the
(obscene)map but the (obscene)"G foundit

Kennedy'sright-handman he goesthrough the (obscene)niggertown Must have
been 2,000niggers and makesa (obscene)bigraid over there

Just a start any (obscene)placethat they founda phoneconnectionin there from
Tampa

Mr Trafficante in that conversation is describing his interest in
an organized crime enterprise

Mr CORNWELL What if any real evidence is there that the
syndicate that you say Marcello and Trafficante run in their re
spective areas exists much less that they are members of it

Mr SALERNO I think at this date the evidence is overwhelming
It is certainly more than sufficient to convince the prudent man
that we speak of in legal and court terminology I think in order to
give you an understanding of that I just have to dip back for a
moment briefly into history The particular criminal syndicates
that Mr Marcello and Mr Trafficante belong to are syndicates
which have set a requirement that membership shall be limited to
people who are of Italian extraction on both sides of their lineage
In sociological studies that have been made we do note that the
overwhelming majority of population immigrants who have come
to the United States from Italy came from the southern part of
that nation That's the agricultural part of the nation the more
economically deprived So that's where we got most of our Italian
population I think there is a very long and a very clear record
that many of those people made great contributions to their new
country the United States

Unfortunately in mass migration of that type some people will
come in who have a criminal background We know historically
from scholarly studies that in the southern part of Italy three
secret criminal societies exist in the area around Naples it had the
name of Camora in what is the heel and the toe of the Italian
boot if you look at a map of Italy That is the region of Calabria
They had a similar criminal organization very closely akin to the
Camora It had the name of the Honored Society although the
Italian police today will refer to that organization back there in
Italy as the Calabrian Mafia today The word Mafia itself was the
name given to criminal societies on the island of Sicily Some of
these people connected with those societies came into the United
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States They began to continue their criminal career It is almost
natural that their first victims were their own fellow Italian immi
grants There's an apocryphal story of the son of one such being
accused of that fact that his father had victimized his own fellow
Italian immigrants

His response is said to have been "Well of course it had to have
been that way My father didn't know how to say stick em up in
English Who else could he rob

One of the things that played a role one of the things that
played an important role I believe was the national prohibition
era It called for the expansion in the number of people who would
be required to either help import to manufacture to distribute and
sell so that those Italian immigrants were widely accepted by like
criminals who had come from other backgrounds whether they
were Jewish gangs or the Irish gangs that we have established
existed back in that time period

In his testimony in 1963 Joseph Valachi told us that at the end
of the prohibition era in the years 1930 and 1931 among the
diverse Italian groups there were differences that resulted in gang
wars but certainly by 1932 they had all joined together in a single
Italian segment for organized crime Therefore it's technically
perhaps incorrect to use the word Mafia Some people hold that
that can only be applied to Sicilians The group has others than
Sicilians in it and that is the organization that the FBI has docu
mented is now called La Cosa Nostra I would like to point out I
have a copy of an affidavit that was sworn to by an FBI man in the
courts of Ohio just last year in December of 1977 This affidavit by
special agent Michael Kehoe was one of a number that were filed
in court proceedings which resulted in convictions for homicide
The sworn document indicates very clearly that that particular
organized crime syndicate as still being extant in the area sur
rounding Cleveland I am sorry to say Mr Stokes There are a
series of killings there in a gang war and he indicates terminology
and facts indicating that what I have been describing to you is still
something that is current I suggest perhaps Mr Cornwell I can
make that part of the record

Mr CORNWELLWe have a copy of that marked for identification
as JFK exhibit F-553 Mr Chairman May we have that entered
into the record at this time

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this time

[JFK exhibit F-553 was marked for identification and entered
into the record.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-553

AFFIDAVIT

I E MICHAELKAROESpecialAgent Federal Bureauof
Investigation hereinafter referred to as the FBI being duly sworn
deposesandstates as follows

TheAffiant is employedas a Special Agentof the
FBIand has beenso employed'forthe past sevenand one-half years
As a result of personalparticipation in this investigation and
as a result of reports madeto meby other Special Agentsof the
FBI I amthoroughlyfamilar with all aspects of the investigation

This affidavit it is submitted sets forth probable
cause to believe that JAMEST LICAVOLIalso knownas JACKWHITE

NZJAMEST FRATIANOalso knownas "Weasel"JOHNP CALANDRA
ANGELOLONARDORONALDCARABBIAPASQUALEJ CISTERNINOalso
knownas "Butchie" THOMASJAMESSINITORAYMONDW FERRITTO
ALFREDS CALABRESEalso knownas "ALLIE andothers as yet
unknownare associated in fact in an enterprise as defined in
Title 18 UnitedStates Code Section1961(4) the activities
of whichaffect interstate commerceto wit a groupassociated
in fact to control loan sharkingandother criminal activities
in NorthernOhioandto commitvariouscriminal acts including
murder threats involvingmurder andconspiracyto murder
andparticipating directly and indirectly in the conductof
the enterprise's affairs througha pattern of racketeering
activity includingthreats involvingaggravatedWarderand
felontouaasaa$It felonies paatati+ateby lapriaone.nt for
,of thanon year Vnd"rt1 C'.teR.vts.0 Cal. $,Ghana 2s:3.1
and2s:3... s,4 7ts irs.4 in sit:salon o! :.. !! C+itad

Ii1States Code Section.~-r++'.an3are conspiringto do so in
violation of Sections1962(C)and (d) of Title 16 United
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(3) The Affiant has learned through numerousconversations

,with other Agentsof the FBI and through a comprehensivereview

of confidential information furnished by reliable informants

to Agentsof the FBI in Cleveland Ohio and elsewhere that

there exists within the United States an organized crime conspiracy

which is controlled nationally by a membershipwhich is exclusively

Italian Geographicalareas of the United States are apportioned

to the membersof this conspiracy for the conduct of illegal

activities Within this organized criminal conspiracy there

are "families in charge of certain criminal activity in each

geographical area Each "family is headedby a "capo or boss

the second in commandis the "sotto-capo or underboss A

"consiglieri or counselor is typically an elder memberwho

serves as an adviser Various membersof the "family are

controlled by an individual referred to as a "caporegima or

captain who4s responsible to the capo The said criminal

organization 4n the United States is controlled by a policy

group knownas the "commission The "commissionmembersare

actually the various bosses of the "families This criminal

organization is engagedin the conduct of gambling loan sharking

extortion murder labor racketeering and other violations of

federal and state law
TheAffiant knowsthrough information received from

numerousFBIAgents whoreceived said information fromcon

fidential sources that this organized crime organization

referred to herein is sometimesknownas "TheOutfit "LaCosa

Nostra (LCN)or "our thing
The descriptive information of the following

individuals whosenamesappear herein has been obtained

by the Affiant through a reviewof reports of the FBI

Containedwithin these reports are confirmations regarding
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the addresses and other descriptive information of the
individuals mentionedherein This information wasobtained

through checks with the Identificaation Division of the FBI
with:direct cont act with officers of the Cleveland Ohio
Police Departmentand other law enforcementagencies and

through contact with the OhioBell TelephoneCompanyand the
ClevelandElectric Illuminating Company

(6) The following individuals are referred to herein
ALFREDCALABRESEalso knownas ALLiE age 34

was last knownto reside at 107 EvangelineRoad Cleveland
Ohio ALFREDCALABRESE'sarrest record showsconvictions for

Breaking and Entering (three convictions) and ArmedBank

Robbery
RONALDDAVIDCARABBIAborn April 8 1929 at

Struthers Ohio 5'11 180 pounds brownhair Social Security'Number
301-22-3250 residence 2277KnollwoodPoland Ohio business

CrownVending 2719MidlothianBoulevard Struthers Ohio

PASQUALECISTERNINOalso knownas "Butchie

age 38 resides at 924LondonRoad Cleveland Ohio PASQUALE
CISTERNINO'sarrest record showsthree convictions on Burglary

charges
TONYDELSANTERalso knownas "Dope deceased

resided at 373Central Parkway Warren Ohio TONYDELSANTER's
arrest record has convictions for Burglary and Larcenyand
Robbery

JAMEST FRATIAt$$tborn ALADENAT FRATIANO
also knownas 'Weasel on November13 1913 at Ripalizosani
Canpobassi Italy residence 40CCalifornia Avenue MossBeach
California

JAMESLICA."O:.Ialso knownas JACXWHITEage 73
resides at 12301FairviewCourt Cleveland Ohio with PAUL
CIRICILLOalso knownas PAULLIEN JAMESLICAVOLI'sarrest
record showsa conviction for Blackmail
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ANGELOLONARDOage 66 resides at 3121Bremerton

Road PepperPike Ohio ANGELOLONARDOis married to a sister

of JOHNT SCALISHANGELOLONARDOhas been convicted of

Blackmail
THOMASJAMESSINITOborn September18 1938 at

Cleveland Ohio 5'7 175pounds black hair browneyes Social

Security Number273-32-8371 residence Garfield Heights Ohio

arrested for Assault Felonious Assault Resisting Arrest

Confidential Source #I namedherein has been a

reliable source of the FBI in excess of ten years and has provide
accurate and reliable information to Special Agents of the FBI

concerning illegal activities of knowncriminals in the Cleveland

Ohio area and elsewhere on at least two hundredoccasions

This information has proven to be accurate and reliable in that

it has been substantiated by independent investigation of the

FBI and through information furnished by other confidentiale
sources of the FBI

Confidential Source #1 becameaware of the activit

of JAMESLICAVOLIalso knownas JACK'WHITEand others through

hie personal association with and hearing statements madeby
JAMESLICAVOLIalso knownas JACKWHITELEOMOCERI,,TONY
DELSANTER,andANTHONYMILANO

Confidential Source #1 whohas admitted being
a memberof La CosaNostra advised Special Agents of the FBI
in July of 1967 he had learned through direct statements madeb)
other membersof La CosaNostra that JOHNT SCALISHwas the boss
of the Clevelandorganized crime [amity and JAMESLICAVOLIalsc
knownas JA^KtKYITELEOHOCLRANTHONYMILA.Wand TOHYDLtSA`

weremembers
As early as Deeesberof 1967 Confidential Sourer

identified ANTHONYMILANOas the underbossof the Cleveland

organized crime family
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In Marchof 1971 Confidential Source 61 learned

through statements madeby LEOMOCERIin Marchof 1971 that
LEOMOCERITONYDELSANTERand JAMESLICAVOLIalso knownas
JACKWHITEwere all involved in loan sharking activities in Ohio
and are in partnership with "BUTCHIECISTERNINOand EUGENE
CIASULLOLEOMOCERIexpressed concern to Confidential Source 11
that Cleveland boss JOHNSCALISHhad refused LEOMOCERI's

request to approveassassination of potential witnesses against
LEOMOCERI

In Augustof 1973 Confidential Source 11 advised

he learned through statements madeby LEOMOCERIin Augustof

1973 that ANTHONYMILANOCleveland underboss was anxious to

get his son PETERJOHNMILANOto return to Cleveland from

Los Angelesand workwith ANTHONYMILANO'snephew Cleveland

La CosaNostra memberJOHNNARDIAccordingto LEOMOCERI
JOHNNARDIhad five criminal associates whowere killing people

by putting bombsin their cars JOHNNARDIappeared to be

makinga play for leadership in the Clevelandorganized crime

family
In Decemberof 1973 Confidential Source fl

advised that during the course of a discussion with LEOMOCERI
he learned that LEOMOCERIhad $100,000on the street in loan
shark loans

In Octoberof 1976 Confidential Source 11
advised that in Octoberof 1976 he learned through statements
madeby JAMESLICAVOLIalso knownas JACKWHITEthat TONY
DELSANTERwas avoiding as manypeople as possible Confidential
Source 11 advised that during the course of a conversation with
JARS LICAVOLIalso knownas JACKWHITEbe learned that four
Clevelandfamily,me=hers whowerenot further identified had

alligned themselveswith the 'Irish mob headedby DANNYGREENE
JAMESLICAVOLIalso knownas JACKWHITEdessrgtbedDANNYGREENE
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and his associates as a tightly-knit group whowere utilizing
explosives and other sophisticated weaponsto attempt to gain
control of criminal activities in Cleveland JAMESLICAVOLI
also knownas JACKWHITEfurther stated that he and TONY
DELSANTERare nowconvinced that they have to kill DANNY
GREENEif they hope to remain in power

Confidential Source $2 has been a reliable
source of the ClevelandDivision of the FBI for more than

ten years and has provided accurate and reliable information

concerning illegal activities of knowncriminals in the Cleveland
Ohio area and elsewhere on at least one hundredoccasions
The information has proven to be accurate and reliable in that
it was substantiated and corroborated by other confidential source
information and by independentinvestigation by Special Agents
of the FBI

Confidential Source #2 whoresides in Northern Ohio
becameawareof the illegal activities of JAMESLICAVOLIalso

knownas JACKWHITEand others through personal association

with and through hearing statements madeby JOHNNARDI
ANTHONYPANZARELLADANIELGREENEand others Information
furnished by Confidential Source #2 has resulted in more than

ten federal and local felony convictions
OnSeptember15 1976 Confidential Source 12_

advised a Special Agentof the FBI whoin turn advised the

Affiant that during conversations with JOHNNARDIas recently
as the weekending September15 1976 source determined that

during the late eveningof September10 1976 JOHNNARDI
while exiting the Italian AmericanBrrotherhoodClub on Hayfield
Road Cleveland Ohio was shot at fromtwocars each car
containing two individuals Confidential Source 12 advised
that at least five shots had been fired at JOHNNARDIhowever
he (NARDI)wasnot hurt
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(18) Affiant knowsfrompersonal investigation
conductedby Special Agentsof the FBIon May17 1977 results
of whichweremadeknownto the Affiant that on May17 1977
JOHNNARDIwas killed at approximately3:00 PMwhena bomb
contained in a vehicle parked next to JOHNNARDI'svehicle

explodedas JOHNNARDIwas attempting to enter his vehicle
The affidavit of Special Agent ROBERTS

FRIEDRICKof the FBI executed November7 1977 in support
of a complaint for the arrest of RAYMONDW FERRITTOfor a
violation of Title 18 United States Code Section 844 (h) (i)
and the affidavit of FBISpecial AgentROBERTS FRIEDRICK
executed October 28 1977 in support of a search warrant of
3316GreengardenBoulevard Erie Pennsylvania and other

locations are hereby incorporated by reference herein as if
set forth fully in'this affidavit

OnNovember11 1977 RAYMONDW FERRITTO
surrendered in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania to the offense

charged in the complaint referred to above
OnDecember3 1977 and December4 1977

RAYMONDWILLIAMFERRITTOadvised Special Agents of the FBI
whoin turn have advised the Affiant of the following

RAYMONDWILLIAMFERRITTOadvised that he is'a

long-time associate of JAMES'THEWEASELFRATIAN~OFfzom
California who according to FERRITTOis an LCNmember
FERRITTOmet with FRATIANOin a downto io
hotel in the late summerof 1976 During inner FRATIANO"
discussed in detail with FERRITTOthe problems the Cleveland
family of the LCNwas having in controlling the townand the

fight that the ClevelandLCNfamily and JAMESLICAVOLIalso
knownas JACKWHITEwashavingwith the JOHNNARDI-DANIELGREENE

group FERRITTOwas told by FRATIAfthat LCNMEMBERANTHONY
*THEDOPEDELSANTERhad a 'job for FERRITTOFRATIANOtold
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FERRITTOthat he was leaving townin the morning but that he
wouldbe comingback through Clevelandon his wayto the West
Coast in a short time and that he wouldarrange a meeting
betweenFERRITTOand TONY"THEDOPEDELSANTER

Approximatelytwoweekslater (late summerof 1976)
FERRITTOwas telephonically contacted at his residence in Erie
Pennsylvania by FRATIANOand told to drive to Warren Ohio
That evening FRATIANOFERRITTOand ANTHONYDELSANTER
met at Cherry's Restaurant and Loungein Warren Ohio to
discuss the "job that DELSANTERhad for FERRITTOFRATIANO
left the companyof FERRITTOand DELSANTERafter stating
"Youtwo got business to take care of I'll see you later.
DELSANTERtold FERRITTOthat the NARDI-GREENEfaction was

attempting to take over that the "family was being hurt both

physically and in reputation by the violence in Cleveland and
that NARDIand GREENEmust be killed DELSANTERtold FERRITTO
that the *contract wouldhave to be okayedby the boss JACK

WHIT. but that FRATIAN~Ohad vouchedfor FERRITTOwith DELSANTER

DELSANTERtold FERRITTOat this meeting that he wouldbe back

in touch with him

Approximatelyone monthlater believed to be

Septemberof 1976 FERRITTOwas called to Warren Ohio by his
close associate RONALDCARABBIAalso knownas R.C. of Youngs
town Ohio Ameeting wasagain held at Cherry's Restaurant
and Lounge Attending this meetingwereANTHONYDELSANTER
JAMESLICAVOLIalso knownas JACKWHITERAYMONDFERRITTO
PASQUALECISTERNINOalso knownas "BUTCHIEand RONALD
CARABBIAAt this meeting the "contract for the "hit on
JOHNNARDIand DANIELGREENwasgiven by JAMESLICAVOLIalso _
knownas JACKWHITEto RAYMONDFERRITTONospecific fee was

discussed except that LICAVOLItold FERRITTO"You'dhave all
the moneyyou need for a lifetime.
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Following this meetingwith DELSANTERLICAVOLI
CISTERNINOand CARABBIAFERRITTOspent the next several
monthsattempting to Eind the right opportunity to kill'both
JOHNNARDIand DANIELGREENEDuringthese attempts FERRITTO
found that both NARDIand GREENEwere extremely cautious because
of other attempts madeon their lives FERRITTOlearned that
at least three attempts on NARDI'slife two by gunfire and
one attempt to bombthe car at the ClevelandAirport were

unsuccessful These attempts however had madeboth NARDI

and GREENEwaryof any stranger FERRITTOalso learned

that they wereboth nowcarrying guns FERRITTOadvised that

he had learned of these attempts on the lives of NARDIand

GREENEthrough conversation with PASQUALEJ CISTERNINO
FERRITTOdemandeda "sit-down to discnss his

situation and "his contract on NARDIand GREENEIn the

spring believed to be April 1977 FERRITTOmet with the top
LICAVOLIlieutenant JOHNCALANDRARONALDCARABBIAand

PASQUALECISTERNINOin Warren Ohio At this meeting
JOHNCALANDRAstated that he wasspeaking for LICAVOLIand

told FERRITTOthat they wantedNARDIand GREENEkilled
more than ever and that FERRITTOstill had the "contract
but that so did others and whoever'got themfirst wouldbe paid
FERRITTOwas told that he wouldreceive $20,000 for either hit
or that he wouldbe taken to Detroit by WHITEand made.amember
of "our thing and given a 25 per cent cut of racket proceeds
(including barbut gamblingand loan sharking) in the Warren

Youngstown-Clevelandarea
FERRITTOadvised that he had learned that JOHN

NARDIhad been killed in a bombblast in Mayof 1977and asked
RONALDCARABBIAif the job had been doneby "BUTCHIECISTERNINO
and CARABBIAtold himthat "Naw 'BUTCHIEbelonged to 'the

gang that couldn't shoot straight'.
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(28) FERRIVD Continueotnruugn znc a,"r.=

to attempt to locate the perfect opportunity to kill DANIEL

GREENE,'butthat due to circumstances the perfect opportunity
did not present itself In August1977 FERRITTOattended the

funeral of ANTHONY"THEDOPEDELSANTERand sought out the

opportunity to discuss the situation with JACKWHITE JACKWHITE

reaffirmed the contract on GREENEand told FERRITTOthat JOHN

CALANDRAhad been speaking for himand the offer to join 'our

thing by being sponsoredby WHITEwasbona fide FERRITTO

complainedof the lack of cooperation and assistance that he

was receiving in his search for GREENEand was told by WHITE

that he should contact JOHNCALANDRAwheneverhe needed anything

as CALANDRAwasWHITE'sright-hand man

ourse of the summerof 1977 FERRITTO_r
met bet en 20 and 25 time with JOHNCALANDRAand CALANDRA

provided the " ng help per instructions of JACKWHITE

CALANDRAhad the telephone at the DANIELJ GREENEresidence

taped for lead purposes FERRITTOoften complainedthat the

tapes were too old to help himas it took twoor three days

for the tapes to get in FERRITTO'shands WhenFERRITTOcomplained

to CALANDRAor to "BUTCHIECISTERNINOboth of whomprovided the

tapes to him he was told that the tapes camethrough ANGELO

LONARDOalso knownas "BIGANGE fromTHOMASSINITO

DuringMayof 1977 PASQUALECISTERNINOand ALFRED

CALABRESEprovided an automobileto FERRITTOwhichwas a 1973

blue Plymouth This car wasgiven to FERRITTOwith the explanation
that he could have it because it had been seen in the Cleveland
area on several occasions while CISTERNIOwasgoing after NARDI

or GREECE
In June of 1977 FERRITTDcomplainedto JOHNCALANDRA

about his out-of-rocket expensesand insisted that he neededsome

expensemoney Twodays after this conversation with CALANDRA

RONALDCARADBIAgave FERRITTO$5,000 in cash and told him "Here

is the moneyCALANDRAgave meto give to you.

-10
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I Augustof 1977 FERRITTOandCISTERNINOplaceda
"bombbox in the bushesin front of DANIELGREENE'sapartment
building This boxwasmadeout of approximately3/8 inch
metal Thepurposeof the box accordingto FERRITTOwasthat
if they spotted GREENEcomingor goingfromthe apartment
that a bombpackagecouldbe placed in this metal container
whichwasto serve as a blast director as FERRITTOwas told
by CISTERNINOthat dynamiteblasts mustbe directed towardthe
victim

OnDecember4 1977 affiant wasadvisedby Lieutenant
EDWARDKOVACICClevelandPolice Departmentthat during the
weekof November21 1977 officers of the ClevelandPolice
Departmentfoundin the bushesoutside the front doorof the
apartmentbuilding at 15500LakeShoreBoulevardCleveland
Ohio a boxmadeof approximately3/8 inch metal closed on five
sides whichhadlegs composedof 6 inch spikes weldedto the
box Aplastic containercontainingnuts andboltswasfound
inside this box LieutenantKOVACICindicated that sucha box
couldbe utilized to direct the force of explosives

Affiant wasadvisedby anotherSpecialAgentof the }
FBIon December4 1977 that the SpecialAgentof the FBI
knowsthroughstatementsmadeby DANIELGREENEandpersonal
observationthat for approximatelytwoyears prior to his death

\ DANIELGREENEresided at 15500LakeShoreBoulevardCleveland
Ohio

RAYMONDWILLIAMFERRITTOcontinuedto advise that onMonday
mrTuesdaythe first weekin October 1977 FERRITTOreceived
a telephonecall fromRONALDCARAmR:Ainsisting that he come
to Struthers Ohio to GRASB:A'avemltrqcoepanyas something
very in orta-t wasup T19t:7Tdroveto Struthers Chi* ar4
wastakenbyCARL.DIAto a lake believedto be Mostito Lake
near warren Ohio FERRI:TOstated that this wasan exclusive
area andthat youneededa plastic card to get throughthe gate and
hadboats andyachtsalongdockside FERRITTOwastaken to a boat
believedto belongto a doctorwherehe metwith JAMESLICAVOLIaka
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Jack White JOHNCALAI.DRARONALDCARABBIAaka.,7R.C. PASQUALE
CISTERNINOaka. Dutchie and ANGELOLONARDOaka. Big Ange

FERRITTOadvised that although the nameof ANGELOLONARDO
was familiar to him,this was the first time he had met LONARDO
Onthe boat whichwas not taken out into the lake a full
discussion about the need to kill DANIELGREENEtook place
with all those on the boat actively participating Further
FERRITTOstated that he advised all those in attendance that he

wasdissatisfied with the lack of support he was receiving and

that he did not wish to continue in his attempts to locate and

kill DANIELGREENEIn response to this all those in attendance

including ANGELOLONARDOadvised himto continue his efforts and

attempt to satisfy the contract A tape recording taken from the

GREENEwiretap was played and it wasnoted that GREENEwas to have

a dental appointmentwith a dentist on Thursday October 6 1977

FERRITTOagreed to attempt to kill GREENEif he kept his dental

appointment
OnOctober 6 1977 Special Agentsof the FBIWereadt;ised

by DoctorALFONSOA ROSSI 29001CedarRoad Lyndhurst Ohio
that DANIELGREENEkept a dentist appointmentwith Doctor Rossi

at 2:00 PMpn October 6 1977
\37 FERRITTOfurther advised that on WednesdayOctober 5 1977

FERRITTOdrove the 1973blue Plymouthpreviously furnished
himby PASQUALECISTERNINOand ALFREDCALABRESEto Cleveland Ohio
wherehe wasmet by CISTERNINOand taken to an apartment located
near the BishopRoadexit off Interstate 90 This apartment
building wasdescribed by FERRITTOas a high-rise with a fountain
in the entrance wayand the apartment:weberwas 333 This

apasta.at building vas b.as a Col Cisela O.R.strene Store

23 CaD.ccete 1 11` a;Iisst vas 44,4sc4 by Se.cia Agent

TTZ9. :r Fr. that or t 19'1 ha psxasd..1 to wtae:.aste

Es'ls Apersrents 274:3ChardonRoad willoeg`by Kills Onto
whichis located near the BishopRoadexit off I-90 Locatedat
this address is a 12-story apartmentbuilding with a fountain in

the lobby Personal observation by Special AgentBAKERrevealed

that apartment number333 in that building is listed to Z KALMAN
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Special Agent BAKERfurther advised that a GoldCircle Department
Store is located less than a half mile fromthe location of the
apartment

A review of records of the FBI ClevelandDivision
revealed that on September17 1975 PASQUALEJ CISTEERNINOalso
knownas "Butchie and ZOLTONKALMANaka. Zolt were both
convicted in Federal District Court Northern District of Ohio



CISTERNINOreturned to this apartment on Thursday October 6

1977 with dynamite switches and other electronic equipment
CISTERNINOassembleda bombin the presence of FERRITTOand

13
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before Federal District Court Judge THOMASLAt4BROSin connection with
the operation of a gamblingbusiness located at the Library Club
MurrayHill Road Cleveland Ohio

FERRITTOfurther advised that PASQUALECISTERNINOleft
FERRITTOin this apartment over the night of October 5 1977

explained in a step-by-step procedure howthe "package wouldbe

detonated by a remote control switch FERRITTOand CISTERNINO
left the apartment and CISTERNINOshowedFERRITTOa Chevrolet

Novawhich had the door altered by someonewhohad welded a thick
metal box in the door CISTERNINOexplained that this wouldwork

as a blast director similar to the box previously placed in front

of the GREENEapartment building Thebombpackagewas carried

in a shoppingbag and CISTERNINOdrove the Novaand led FERRITTO

and the Plymouthto the parking area of the office building
whichhousedGREENE'sdentist

The ChevroletFNova
wasparked nearby and CISTERNINOand

FERRITTOwatchedfor GREENEto enter the parking area GREENE!

was not seen driving into the parking area but was observed

exiting an automobileand walking'into the building where the

dentist's office was located FERRITTOdrove the Novaand parked
it in an adjacent spot to the automobileGREENEhad been observed

exiting CISTERNINOand FERRITTOloaded the bombpackage into
the weldedbox in the door of the Novaand'armedthe bombby
switching a switch to the on position
41 FERRITTOthen drove the 1973blue Plymouthadjacent to a tele

phonebooth whereCISTERNINOpretended to be using the telephone
Fromthat vantage point FERRITTOand CISTERNINOobserved the

parking area waiting for GREENEto exit the building When

GREENMwasobservedapproachinghis car CISTERNINOentered the

back seat of the 1973Plymouthand FERRITTOslowly pulled out

into traffic As GREENEentered his automobile CISTERNINO

detonated the bombcontained in the door of the Novaby activating
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the area and returned to the apartmentwhereCISTERNINOwas

'dropped off and FERRITTOreturned to Erie Pennsylvania
OnSaturday October 8 1977 FERRITTOmet with JACKWHITE

in Warren Ohio whereWHITE'spromiseof makingFERRITTOa
"memberwas reiterated and WHITEsaid "Nowthings maybewill
settle downand wecan makea buck. -

DuringJuly August Septemberand early October 1977 on
four or five separate occasions FERRITTOmet with THOMASSINITO

,}D,
{\~ ( 1at the Denny'sRestaurant located on Euclid Avenue adjacent

a vto Interstate 90 Onthese occasions according to FERRITTO
he and SINITOdiscussed the tape recordings being furnished to
himby JOHNCALANDRAand PASQUALECISTERNINOFERRITTOadvised

that he complainedto SINITOthat the tape recordings made

fromDANIELGREENE'stelephone were ineffective since they were

comingto him (FERRITTO)late and he wasunable to utilize them

in his efforts to locate and kill DANIELGREENEIn response
SINITOadvised FERRITTOthat the tapes were under the control
of ANGELOLONARDOand it wasonly after LONARDOlistened to them

that they were released for FERRIITO'suse Accordingto FERRITTO

he told THOMASSINITOon an occasion shortly before the GREENE

bombingthat he did not want to do the job since he wasgetting
no support and he was unable to formulate a suitable plan to

locate and murderGREENEOnthis occasion SINITOinsisted

that FERRITTOcontinue his efforts since according to SINITO
DANIELGREENEwas attempting to locate and kill SINITO

RAYMONDWILLIAMFERRITTOfurther advised that in early
August 1977 he attended the funeral of ANTHONYDELSANTER
in Warren Ohio Therehe met and conversedwith JIMMYFRATIANO
whowas also in attendance FRATIANOasked FERRITTOhowhe was

progressing in helping to solve Cleveland's problem FERRITTO

advised FRATIANOthat things were not going well Specifically
he told FRATIANOthat he (FERRITTO)wasnot receiving the

support from the Clevelandfamily that he had been told would

be given
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45 FERRITTOfurther advised that on August24:41977 he
'cameto Cleveland Ohio and met with JIMMYFRATIANOTHOMASRICCIARDI
MICHAELRIZZITELLIalso knownas MikeRizzo MILTONHOLTand
ARCHIEANDRIANOat a motel whichhe believes to be the Ramada

Inn on BrookparkRoadnear ClevelandHopkinsInternational Airport
FERRITTOadvised that this was primarily a social meeting however
there was somediscussion of JACKWHITE's"problem.
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45a OnDecember4 1977 RAYMONDFERRITTOadvised a

Special Agentof.the FBI whoin turn advised the affiant that in
order to listen to the cassette tape recordings furnished to him
by JOHNCALANDRAand BUTCHIECISTERNINOhe purchased a
cassette tape recorder sometimesubsequent to the early part of

August 1977 FERRITTO"advisedthat he purchased this tape recorder
manufacturer unknownat what he believed to be the Uncle Bill's
discount store on LakeShore Boulevard approximately seven or

eight blocks east of the residence of a girl friend of DANNYGREENE
FERRITTOadvised that he paid between$23 and S33for this unit
and recalled that it was black and measuredapproximately 6"xB"x2

Hefurther advised that this unit could be operated on both standard

ACcurrent and batteries FERRITTOfurther advised that after

receiving several of the tape recordings he wasunable to determine

what was being said on these recordings through this machineas the

speed of the recording was not compatiblewith the playback on his

machine FERRITTOstated that he discussed this problemwith

BUTCHIECISTERNINOwhosubsequently advised him that he woulddiscuss

the problemwith-FARE MARCONIto "see what the problemis. 4
FERRITTOadvised that sometimelater he met BUTCHIE

CISTERNINOat the residence of RONALDCARABBIUnStruthers Ohio
at which time CISTERNINOgave himanother tape recorder similar

in size but he recalled that this one wasmanufacturered
FERRITTOfurther stated that he utilized this tape recorder through
the ACcurrent at his hotel roomswhichhe utilized at the Ramada

Inn the Sheraton Inn and the HolidayInn all in the vicinity of

I slid Avenueand Interstate 90 on the eastern outskirts of

Cleveland Ohio
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45(b) FERRITTOfurther advised that he was told by JOHN

CALANDRAthat JACKWHITEwouldreview someof the tapes
at his (JACKWHITE's)prother's house at Warren Ohio FIo
Investigation conductedby other special agents of the FBI
whoin turn have advised the affiant that JACKWHITE'sbrother
JOHNLICAVOLIlives at 1365WestwoodAvenue Warren Ohio

Special Agents of the FBI have seen JACKWHITEat his

brother's residence as recently as October13 1977
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OnDecember4 1977 affiant was advised by other Special
Agentsof the FBI that on August10 1977 United States District
Court Judge ROBERTSCHNACY.ENOrthernDistrict of California
entered an order authorizing the interception of wire communica
tions over telephone number(415) 441-9580for a thirty day period

Pursuant to that Order agents of the San Francisco
California Division of the Federal Bureauof Investigation monitored

telephone calls to and from telephone number(415) 441-9580

OnAugust23 1977 at 5:48 PM Pacific Daylight Time the

following telephone conversation wasmonitored The individual
referred to as FRANKin the following transcription has been

identified by Special Agentsof the FBI San Francisco Division
as FRANKVELOTTAand the individual referred to as JIMMYin the

following transcription has been identified by Special Agents
of the San Francisco Division as JIMMYFRATIANO

FRANK Nothing We're just talking WhereamI at-
1 I'm in Cleveland wheredo you think I'm at

RON (unintelligible) how's the weather

FRANK :How's the weather it's always nice over here

RON How'sbusiness

FRANK Huh
RON How'sbusiness
FRANK How'sbusiness Bad
RON (unintelligible)
FRANK Huh All right why
RON (unintelligible)
FRANK Jesus Christ mymy hey that guy's comingin uh

wait a second
JIMMY Bow'sit going
RON All right
JIMMY (laughs) How'severything going
RON All right
JIMMY Huh
RON All right
JIMMY Yeah
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RON Yeah

JIMMY Listen I'm going to be in tomorrownight at 5:10
RON Upabove
JIMMY Tell Archie to pick meup
RON Doeshe knowwhere
JIMMY Well he knowswhere yeah you knowthat that

airport over there

RON Yeah
JIEa)Y Thebig one
RON Oh yeah
JIMMY At 5:10 Tell him I'm comingin United

RON United 5:10 tomorrowafternoon

JIMMY Yeah

RON Okay
JIMMY All right
RON Yeah that's fine

JIMMY Get a hold of that friend you know

RON (unintelligible) yeah well he'll be there
JIMMY Thedark guy
RON Huh
JIMMY Thedark guy
RON Yeah
JIMMY Will he be there
RON Yeah.
JIMMY All right He'll be there and we'll go right to

his place
RON (unintelligible)
JlMmY To his house you understand
PON Night
J:ftn Ch okay I'm golnq to have somebodywl:? re

hCF (c3inte:I1R:_:e
. cy A:1 rs5ht
RON Yeah
JIMMY Okay Whereis our friend fromErie
RON He'll be with metomorrow
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JIMMYWill he
RON Yeah
JIMMY Okay then uh..
RON (unintelligible) ARCHIE'lllet you know you know
JIMMY Okay then we'll get a hold of you sometimetomorrow

night
RON He'll knowwherewe're at
JIMMY Well whydon't whydon't he comein town
RON Heis
JIMMY Huh?
RON Heis
JIMMY Tomorrow

RON Yeah

JIMMY Okay then I'll be over there then

RON Okay
JIMMY All right buddy
RON All right
JIMMY Bye

Theabove telephone call wasoutgoing from (415) 441-9580
.The individual on the receiving end of the call referred to in

the transcript as RONis believed to be RONALDCARABBIAThe

telephone numbercalled according to a mechanicaldevice which
was installed pursuant to an order of Judge SCHNACKEon

August10 1977 the purpose of whichwas to identify the

telephone numberscalled from the monitored telephone was

(216) 755-9585 Recordsof the OhioBell telephone Companyand

independentinvestigation by the Federal Bureauof Investigation
indicate that (216) 755-9585is a non-publishedlisting to
RONALDCARABBIA2277KnollwoodDrive Struthers Ohio formerly
124.KnollwoodDrive Struthers Ohio

OnAugust24 1977 a physical surveillance conductedby

Special Agentsof the FBI the results of whichwere madeknown

to the affiant revealed that JAMESFRATIANOarrived at

Cleveland Ohio from SanFrancisco California via United
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Airlines flight number72 FRATIANOwas accompaniedby other

individuals and wasmet by ARCHIEANDREANO
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50 Affiant states that fromAugust24 1977 until
October 10 1977 a twenty-four hour surveillance was conducted
in the vicinity of 12301Fairview Court Cleveland Ohio by
Special Agentsof the Federal Bureauof Investigation the results
of whichwere madeknownto affiant whichrevealed the following
September2 1977
10:58 p.m JAMESLICAVOLIaka. Jack White arrives at

12301Fairview Court Cleveland Ohio on foot from the

direction of MurrayWill Avenueand enters the side
door of that residence

11:47 p.m Awhite male balding driving a white vinyl over light
blue General Motorsproduct bearing current Ohio

license'DZ 653 parks in the drivewayof 12301Fairview

Court Thedriver exits the vehicle and enters the

residence

September3 1977

12:10"a.m Whitemale driver of DZ653exits the residence
enters DZ653and exits the area

September4i 1977

12:22 p.m.. Awhite over blue Cadillac current Ohio license DZ653

parks in the drivewayof 12301Fairview Court Awhite

male white hair balding with a red shirt believed

fromprevious observation of photographs to be identical
to JOHNCALAMDRA,'exitsDZG53and enters the residence

12:31 p.m JAMESLICAVOLIaka. Jack White exits 12301Fairview
Court Cleveland Ohio and enters the passenger side of
DZ653at the sametime the individual believed to be
JOHNCALANDRAexits the residence and enters the
driver's side of DZ653 CALANDRAand LICAVOLIare
observedexiting the area A checkof the LawEnforcemen
AutomatedData Systemby Special AgentGEORGEE GROTZ
on September4 1977 revealed that current Ohiolicense
DZ653 is listed to the RoyalMachineTool Company
700 East 163rd Street Cleveland Ohio on a 1976

Cadillac four-door sedan Investigation conductedby
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other Special Agents in the FBI whoin turn have

advised Special AgentGROTZwhohas advised affiant

revealed that the President of RoyalMachineand Tool
:

Companyis JOHNPHILLIPCALANDRAwho according to the most

recent published records resides at 700 Quilliams

Cleveland Heights Ohio Further Special Agent GROTZ

advised affiant that a spot check of the residence

at 700 Quilliams conductedby other Special Agents of

the FBI whbin turn advised Special Agent GROTZrevealed

that betweenthe hours of 4:20 p.m and 5:30 p.m. on

September4 1977 the white over blue Cadillac bearing

current Ohio license DZ553 was observed parked in the

drivewayof the residence at 700 Quilliama Cleveland

Heights Ohio

October 7 1977

12:50 p.m JACKWHITEis observed to enter the residence of

12301Fairview Court Cleveland Ohio
1

1:36 p.m JOHNCALANDRAarrives at 12301Fairview Court'on foot

4:45 p.m CALANDRAexits 12301Fairview Court

October 8 1977
10:53 p.m JACKWHITEis observedto enter the residence of

12301FairviewCourt
11:45 a.m JOINCALAXOR\is observedto enter the residence

2'28 p.s CA N )A Is observedto leave the residence

October f 19TT
t:.al a.s Js:x srx:Tsto .a.+rv..l to eater as reeld.nee "f 13)90

Pstt't.e Cwez

t1.3) s.w Ca11L_ais ereserrel to enter tae rootaee e

3,93 p.s 3 CALArOrIs eeeer to exit t.e rest4eaa.
O OnAuqust24 1777 Chief JudgeFoAxxJ LATI877

United States District Court NortPe}nDistrict of Ohio entered
an order authorizing interception of oral communicationsoccurring
in the premises located at 12301Fairview Court Cleveland Ohio

_.for E6.tw.CSIzd.Y-.period -23
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At 1:35 p.m. September24 1977 JAMEST LICAVOLI
also knownas Jack White was observed in front of the residence at
12301Fairview Court Cleveland Ohio exiting a yellow Cadillac
automobilebearing current Ohio license plates NE860 Hewas then

immediatelyobserved entering the residence of 12301Fairview Court
Cleveland Ohio by the side entrance OnSeptember24 1977
according to other Special Agents of the Federal Bureauof Investigation
whoin turn advised the affiant at 7:17 p.m. a white male entered

the residence of 12301Fairview Court Cleveland Ohio This individual
was described as being approximately55 years old 5'8 to 5 9 150

pounds thin gray hair At 7:19 p.m. a white male identified by
the surveilling Agentsas STEVECALAdeparted the residence of

12301Fairview Court Cleveland Ohio At 7:38 p.m. PAULA

CIRICILLOalso knownas Paul Lish departed the residence of

12301Fairview Court Cleveland Ohio and entered a white Ford

LD current Ohio license AD7047
which

at the time was parked in

the drivewayof the residence LISHwas observed exiting the area

in this vehicle
OnSeptember24 1977 betweenthe hours of 7:31 p.m

and 8:17 p.m. the following conversation b̀etween two individuals

was intercepted at 12301Fairview Court Cleveland Ohio Special

AgentGEORGEE GROTZstates that he has reviewed this conversation
in excess of 25 times and advises the"affiant that the following is
the truest account of that conversation

"JOHNNYNARDI...thatcocksucker...if the guy...is good
you knowwe'll send a letter to the police department telling them
whatdo youwant...best forget about it Youknow the only mistake
I madeis whenI left mymanout at the Innerbelt...1 should never
have told JOHNNYabout it...I shouldagoneahead and done it myself
and...who the hell is gonnahassle a cop Nobody Rids That's
the way...you wannabe honest and ah...how the hell did this guy
ever comein the picture...you can't get near him...they got permits
to carry guns...you knowthe Irish If he says I'll be there at
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three o'clock...who gives a shit Youwait you wait and,wait and

you get tired of waiting Hedon't keep no time...he goes down..
in the wintertime he goes to...Oh he's gotta makea mistake He

gotta go sometime I hope he goes back to Texas so they can kill
him Where Texas...cocksuckers on the WestSide they all go with
him Youknowthem...MCTAGGARTand all That guy whoused to work
for you at the barbut game. Hedon't go with 'em Youknowthat guy..
that you're the one whogive the job Nohe was workingwith us
I meanyou're the one whogive the job out...what's his name...yeah..
he used to workfor FRANK...heused to workfor the barbut game..
JOHNNARDI'sthe one whoopenedthe barbut game He said boy the
Irishman wantedto give mea piece...I don't want nothing Youget the
idea the lie they was...you knowwhenhe was talking to you...NARDI...he
wouldnever look at you Hewas a phoneymetherftcker...He got to

smirking Henever did try to got in touch with them little what's his a
name TONY...tells meyou want anything done you get a hold of JACK d
TONYDELSANTEP....bcfore'heused to play golf he was a phoneymother

7 fucker...yeah it all comesback to you...what are you gonna do with

any kind of guy...he coulda he wasgoing to get in too Hehad

somethingon his mind...I don't knowwhat he had on his mind Hehad

somethingon his fuckin mind Maybeit wasnot the bombing...shook
everybodydown...killed a lot of people...

54 OnSeptember29 1977 Special AgentTHOMASJ
WILSONobserveda photographof JOHNPHILLIPCALANDRAand advised
that the individual identified as JOHNPHILLIPCALANDRAin the photo
graph to the best of his knowled?e appears to be identical to the
individual whoentered the resideiee of 1270]Fairview Court Cleveland
Ohio at.7;17 p.m. on Septe-ter 24 1277

SS Aftiant teethe state that he has reviewedthe

serreillsnre la eentalr.i;a the a:.u',-eir.So.sa:ioe an based upona
review of that 10^ state that JhMlST LZCAVO:also knownas
Jack white and the individual identified as JOHNTIIZLLIPCALANDRA
were the only individuals in the residence at the time the above
described conversations took place

25

35-3790 79 27
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56 Special AgentGEORGEE GROTZadvised the affiant
that based uponpersonal investigation and investigation conducted

by other Special Agentsof the Federal Bureauof Investigation who
have in turn advised Special AgentGROTZthat the following
statements summarizethe aboveconversation set out in paragraph 53

JAMEST LICAVOLIalso knownas Jack White and the
individual identified as JOHNPHILLIPCALANDRAare initially
discussing JOINNARDIboth of themspeaking in derogatory terms
of NARDI There is reason to believe they are discussing their

involvementin the bombingof JOHNNARDIon May17 1977 whenthe

conversation "Youknowthe only mistake I madeis whenI left my
manout at the Innerbelt I should never have told JOINNYabout

it...I shoulda gone ahead and done it myself and...who the hell is

gonnahassle a cop is overheard BothJAMEST LICAVOLIalso

knownas Jac White and the individual identified as JOHNPHILLIP

CALANDRAthen discuss "the Irishman and that they believe that

"the Irish have permits,to carry guns It is also clear to the

affiant that'JAMEST LICAVOLIalso knownas Jack White and the

individual identified as JOHNPHILLIPCALANDRAare discussing the

possibility that "the Irishman will "makea mistake and "he

gotta go sometime. These statements are believed by the affiant
to be a reference to an anticipated trip by "the Irishman to

Texas and the phrase "I hope he goes back to Texas so they can
kill him is heard and is believed to refer to associates of
JAMEST LICAVOLI

Thepreceding paragraphs it is submitted sets forth

probable cause to believe that JA.."ST LICAVOLIalso knownas
ofJack WhiterJAMEST FR:..IA:.7also knownas "Weasel JOHNt CAL%MDT,\n

ANWI:0LCNAEO2RONALD CISr'R`::I also knownas

'II_t:hie :MwtS.'A`cr 5:..:^O P_\Y:'^::DF FEP_ O and ALFREDS

CA:.:.Br;SEalso knownas "Allie and others an yet unknownare
associated in fact in an enterprise as defined in Title le United
States Code Section 1961 (4) the activities of whichaffect
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Mr CORNWELLMuch of what you told us Mr Salerno relates to
the prohibition era which of course we may be familiar with from
television Al Capone Elliot Ness that sort of thing You also
mentioned the FBI just last year filed an affidavit indicating the
existence then of the same phenomenon However we are most
interested in the 1960's the early 1960's What evidence is there
during that period that the La Cosa Nostra was a viable entity

Mr SALERNO Well the Apalachin meeting that I mentioned
certainly raised some 1,000 questions in the minds of the public
the press in the minds of the police and in the minds of other
Government officials I think in the 20 years since that occurrence
we have answered many of those questions One of the reactions
that took place in Government as a result of the Apalachin meet
ing was a reaction within the FBI At the suggestion of Mr Clyde
Tolson Director Hoover commissioned their research unit to pre
pare two monographs one on the Mafia in Sicily the second on the
Mafia within the United States

Mr Hoover also caused to be created within the FBI something
that came to be known as the top hoodlum program The first
targets were the people at the Apalachin meeting but it was not
restricted to them it was expanded to include many of their crimi
nal associates That was an ongoing program in which the various
field offices of the FBI throughout the United States were required
to assign personnel to keep abreast of these criminals their activi
ties of course with a point of view of possible prosecution but
certainly with an intelligence gathering operation to find out more
about them what they were doing and what could be done about it

Mr CORNWELLBy 1963 had the FBI reached any conclusions as
to the scope of La Cosa Nostra on a national level

Mr SALERNO Yes very definitely The top hoodlum program in
1961 with the advent of the Kennedy administration under the
leadership of Robert Kennedy as the Attorney General somewhat
escalated programs throughout the Department of Justice and in
other Federal agencies

In the files of the FBI you will note that it is at that time period
where the top hoodlum program becomes something else it is then
labeled the criminal intelligence program There is in the file
under the date of June 21 1961 a directive from Mr Hoover to 10
field offices of the FBI to create special squads where the total
assignments of the agents will be to the development of inform
ants people who can tell them about this particular criminal orga
nization

The FBI had under its top hoodlum program in 1959 begun the
installation of some electronic surveillances The files of the FBI
reflect that on such an electronic surveillance where the target was
Sam Giancana in Chicago that he is making some reference back
to this Apalachin meeting He indicates that there is in existence a
small control group that establishes policy and makes decisions
The electronic surveillance indicates that he himself is a member
of that group He uses the term "the commission, to describe that
group He names a number of other people who have membership
in the commission That caused the opening of a file in the FBI
which was initially labeled "The Commission et al. That is the
same file that I have made reference to under its current title La
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Cosa Nostra file That file was begun in 1959 So we have some 20
years of evidence gathering a great deal of escalation more elec
tronic surveillances in 1961 than there may have been prior to
that Certainly the application of greater resources of manpower
are manifest in the files of the FBI

Confidential sources of information in FBI files are labeled by
numbers CH-T-1 CH designates the field office of Chicago T-1
would be an important and principal source of information in that
file in the Chicago area You can see a great expansion of the T
numbers the number of sources that the FBI is getting informa
tion from in that file expands greatly in 1961 So that by 1963 the
FBI has a very complete and a very accurate picture of who is
doing what and where they are doing it I would suggest to you
and for the consideration of this committee that the picture that
the FBI had and could have in 1963 is greater than that which we
probably have today

Mr CORNWELLYOU have caused an exhibit to be made so that
you can illustrate the conclusions that the FBI had reached by
1963 is that correct

Mr SALERNOYes I do
Mr CORNWELLWe have marked that as JFK exhibit F-547B for

identification May we have that displayed and admitted into the
record at this time Mr Chairman

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[JFK exhibit F-547B was marked for identification and entered
into the record.]

LaCosaNostra1963 F.B.IMergence

JFK EXHIBITF-547B
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Mr SALERNO Mr Cornwell could we have the other one the La
Stella meeting

Mr CORNWELLMay we have JFK exhibit F-550 also admitted
into the record at this time

Chairman STOKES Without objection it will be entered into the
record at this point

[JFK exhibit F-550 was admitted into the record.]
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Seating Arrangement at La Stella

September22 1966

Mike Miranda

Anthony Carillo

JFK EXHIBITF-550

Mr CORNWELL Perhaps Mr Salerno if you could would you
explain what conclusions the FBI came to by 1963 based upon the
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extensive program of surveillance physical and electronic that you
just described

Mr SALERNO Yes this is the map of the United States The
various locations show where the FBI established that organized
crime families which is the term used for the particular subdivi
sions within this criminal syndicate and representing in themselves
criminal syndicates The people whose names and photographs
appear across the top are the people serving on the control body
known as the commission in 1963

Thomas Lucchese in New York City Joseph Zerilli in Detroit
Raymond Patriarca in Providence Joseph Bonnano of New York
City Stefano Maggadino of Buffalo Carlo Gambino of New York
City Sam Giancana of Chicago Vito Genovese of New York City
and Mr Trafficante's associate Angelo Bruno of Philadelphia

The other photos are those of family leaders You will note Mr
Carlos Marcello here in New Orleans Mr Santos Trafficante given
as the leader of La Cosa Nostra family in Tampa I call to your
attention the fact that every one of the areas represented at the
Apalachin meeting is an area from whence they came

Mr Cerrito of San Jose is known to have been at the Apalachin
meeting Mr Licata's predecessor in Los Angeles De Simone was
at that meeting Mr Colletti of Colorado was at that meeting Mr
Civella of Kansas City was at that meeting Mr Civello of Dallas
was at that meeting Mr Giardano of St Louis was at that meet
ing Mr Marcello was not identified as being at that meeting
Later FBI intelligence indicates that he was represented in that
instance by his brother whose photograph is on the next exhibit

Mr Trafficante using the name of Louis Santos was at that
meeting Mr Scalish was at that meeting Mr La Rocca was at
that meeting Mr Bufalino was at that meeting Mr Colombo's
predecessor dead by 1963 was at that meeting Mr Bruno's prede
cessor Joseph Ida of Philadelphia was at that meeting but shortly
thereafter he couldn't take the heat and he decided to get out of
the kitchen and moved to Italy for permanent residence therefore
making a seat open and Mr Bruno succeeded him in that position

Mr Genovese was at that meeting Mr Giancana described his
attendance at that meeting Mr Gambino was at that meeting Mr
Maggadino of Buffalo although that is some distance from Apala
chin N.Y. his sphere of influence reaches there and he was consid
ered to be the host of that particular meeting Mr Bonnano was at
that meeting Mr Patriarca was at that meeting Mr Zerilli never
got to the meeting He got as far as Binghamton N.Y. where the
FBI established that he rented an automobile It was his drivers
license that was used it was his signature that rented the auto
mobile He probably heard of the aborting of the meeting while en
route and did not return to Binghamton but returned the car to a
Hertz office in Brooklyn and then went back home So there is no
question that it is this organization that was having a meeting
back in 1957 by 1963 that's an established fact that I don't consid
er debatable They established that there were families that this
was the ruling body of the commission that those families that do
not have a leader who is on the commission can have their inter
ests represented for them before the commission
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The Milwaukee family Madison Rockford are really considered
to be satellites to the Chicago organization So it is the leader from
Chicago who would represent their interests On the far west coast
we know that the southern California family would be represented
on the commission through Mr Lucchese San Francisco and San
Jose represented on the commission by Mr Bonnano

The FBI's knowledge was very very complete Their establish
ment of the group hierarchical structure and methodology was
complete I mentioned the La Stella restaurant I would like to
point out for the committee that the seating arrangement here
there were of course no seating cards on that luncheon table.yet
the seating arrangement is as formal as it could be if the Chief of
Protocol for the State Department had in fact put place cards
there Mr Mike Miranda is at the top-

Mr CORNWELLMr Salerno before you tell us about the particu
lar seating arrangement the committee may not be familiar with
the background of that meeting and how it was discovered and the
extent it was discovered Would you just give them a brief back
ground

Mr SALERNO I think that meeting was discovered and how it
was discovered is a very fine example of good police intelligence
work Mr Lucchese one of the leaders of one of the five families
located in the city of New York had been stricken and taken ill
We were able to learn that the prognosis was very bad for him
that he had an inoperable brain cancer and could not be expected
to live more than 3 to 6 months which turned out to be the case in
fact The assignment given within my unit was "OK if what we
believe is true and he is in fact the leader of a Cosa Nostra family
what should happen next We felt that we could determine that
some people would have to do different things the people who
ordinarily the very limited number of people who would meet with
and report to the family leader would now have to report to some
one else So one intelligence target was who will that next person
be And we were able to come up with a very well educated guess
which over a period of years was a sound one

We established that Mr Carmine Tramunti would be the leader
of that family I might add Mr Tramunti is now in Federal prison
doing a 15-year term for dealing in heroin

The second prognosis that was made the projection from analy
sis was that if as the FBI and other law enforcement agencies had
determined that the methodology is that when one family leader
passes on or is no longer the family leader that the person who
will be nominated from within his family group must have the
advice and consent of this board before that nomination is in fact
confirmed that there would have to be a meeting of top leadership
people in La Cosa Nostra What we did in the New York City
Police Department was target several people who would most
likely attend such a meeting

One of them was the host here Mike Miranda He was at that
time one of the troika who was minding the store for Vito Geno
vese doing time for heroin We decided to watch Mike It was while
we were in the process of doing that that we saw him go to this
restaurant We saw Mr Carlo Gambino arrive with an associate
Joseph Gallo Fortunately one of the young officers assigned to
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that had seen Mr Trafficante on one occasion and knew him by
sight When he saw an out of town leader he immediately did what
all good cops do you call the boss and find out what you should do
We contacted the prosecutor who indicated that he had a current
matter before a grand jury where these people could very well offer
some evidence or advice to the deliberations of that grand jury

He instructed us to bring them all in so that they could be made
material witnesses and that was done

I recall that the court fixed the sum of $100,000 bail for each of
the 13 and a bail bondsman came in in very short order and posted
$1.3 million bail He was asked to inform the court for the record
what collateral if any he had obtained and he said that he was
out on the limb for $1.3 million on the basis of their promise to
pay

Mr CORNWELLSo after feeling there must have been a meeting
coming you went to the restaurant and you found the individuals
inside seated in a pattern that is demonstrated by the exhibit

Mr SALERNOExactly as it is shown here he is an acting family
leader and was the host so he sits at the top of the table Those
people on his immediate right and left Carlos Marcello Santos
Trafficante Tommy Eboli Joseph Columbo Carlo Gambino are
family leaders It would appear those on the next level of hierarchy
sit at the other end of the table This is Anthony Carolla

In all likelihood he is the person who would pick up the check
The bosses never pay when these people get together It is always
the henchmen This man is the underboss to Carlo Gambino This
man is the counselor to Carlo Gambino Those peers are sitting
together here

This is Anthony Carolla and a complaint that he might have had
with Mr Marcello is one of the best educated guesses as to the
reason for the meeting This gentleman is from New Orleans and
this is Mr Marcello's brother Dominick Alongi usually drives
Tommy Eboli He is probably here because he is Frank Gagliano's
cousin and this is an opportunity for him to reunite

Mr CORNWELLYou told us what the conclusions were of the FBI
by 1963 as to the national configuration of the Cosa Nostra and
you told us that the conclusions appear to you to be very reliable
having been based on physical and electronic surveillance Would
you tell us in more detail what the nature of that electronic
surveillance was

Mr SALERNO Yes sir In the staff work that was done for the
committee we know that the electronic surveillance was national
in scope We know that there were electronic surveillances in the
State of California We know that there were electronic surveil
lances in the Middle West We know that there were electronic
surveillances in New England and a great many in the New York
and New Jersey areas as well as the one that I read to you which
shows coverage of some kind in the State of Florida

The electronic surveillance was national in scope
There is a development of live informants that program became

known as the TE informants.top echelon informants I have been
able to determine from my analysis of the records in which it is
indicated that a top echelon informant would be considered to be a
person who was in fact himself a member of the organization So
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that the FBI was able in a relatively short period of time to "turn
around people was the professional expression used and their
information was coming from directly within the organization by
people who were themselves members

In addition to that I think we would add that_ the FBI main
tained liaison with other Federal agencies that had interests in
these individuals and the many local police departments so that
there was an accumulation of a great deal of data upon which they
could establish their findings

Mr CORNWELLWith respect to the electronic surveillances are
you aware of any official statement that the Department of Justice
or the FBI had made concerning the scope and use of an electronic
surveillance during that period

Mr SALERNO Yes sir I have an excerpt from a submission that
was made by the Department of Justice in a legal matter The case
was Black v The United States which was being heard by the
Supreme Court At that time it was indicated in a memorandum
filed by the Department of Justice I am quoting now

Under departmental practice in effect for a period of years prior to 1963 and
continuinginto 1965 the Directorof the Federal Bureau of Investigationwas given
authority to approvethe installation of devicessuch as that in questionfor intelli
gence and not evidentiary purposes when required in the interests of internal
security including organizedcrime kidnapings and matters wherein human life
mightbe at stake

Mr CORNWELLYou told us about the extent of the surveillance
and the conclusions of the FBI but more specifically is there
direct evidence which was obtained from the surveillance which
would specifically confirm the existence of La Cosa Nostra during
the time period

Mr SALERNO Yes I think what was then a unique occurrence
that took place in 1963 enabled us in our research work to see that
very clearly

In April of 1963 there was a member of the Carlo Gambino La
Cosa Nostra family named Carmine Lombardozzi His father had
passed away and as was not unusual in those days law enforce
ment people were going to cover the wake and the funeral to see
what kind of intelligence they might gather from who came who
opened the car door for whom who jumped up and gave his seat to
the other guy and that type of thing

As the funeral cortege was entering the church for appropriate
services one FBI man who was present on the scene with an
attache case that was in fact a camera was assaulted by two
young men or three young men who broke from the funeral
cortege The FBI man was assaulted while he lay on the ground
with both fists and feet His weapon was taken from him and the
youths joined the group of people walking into the church

There were some negotiations with the pastor of that church
and he asked for 10 minutes to look into the matter and he came
out with the FBI man's pistol which was returned to proper au
thority

That occurrence was rather unique It seems to be a break in
well-established understood though never spoken or written rules
The rule seemed to be between law enforcement and people in
organized crime that we were all total professionals and that no
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feelings were to be personalized Therefore law enforcement in
volved in that field would consider it an abrogation of the rules if
some personal animosity were directed at themselves members of
their family and organized crime expected the same thing They
expected their wives and their children not to be bothered in any
way by law enforcement unless they were engaged in criminal
activity That was a detente It was an understanding which
seemed to have been broken

That was a matter of some concern to people in the FBI and
other law enforcement people that were aware of the thing

What followed I think we can get right from the lips of people
involved in organized crime

I have three electronic surveillances which will indicate what
resulted therefrom and more important it will show you a commu
nications network around the United States That single occur
rence and what followed is going to be described to you now from
three electronic surveillances one in Brooklyn one in the city of
Philadelphia and one as far away as Buffalo

I think this is a good time to put into the record the caveat that
in looking at electronic surveillances one must deal with them
professionally You just have to understand that it is human beings
talking Some human beings brag some human beings will escalate
a story in the retelling You will see that happening here in one
instance

So I think there has to be a great deal of care caution and
responsibility exhibited in reviewing electronic surveillances of this
type The first was from an electronic surveillance pursuant to a
court order which was executed by the members of the New York
City Police Department in May 1963 The occurrence had taken
place in the third week of April This is within a matter of weeks
The people involved Peter Ferara who was a Capo and the Carlo
Gambino LCN family and Michael Scandifia who at that time is
an acting Capo

MIKEHe wastold specifically
PETETocomeand see me
MIKEYou're a captain No they don't want to cometo you They don't want to

cometo youto embarrassyouwith your daughter
PETEWhodid they tell that to
MIKETheytold that to Freddy
PETEYeah
MIKETheydon't want to embarrassyou Threeof them called Tohim Theysaid

"We don't want to go to Petey Pumps we don't want to embarrass him with his
daughter.

PETETheyalreadydid
MIKEThey already went to you * * * er * * ` this week * this is the

bullshit
PETEYeah
MIKEThey don't want to giveyou no * * * in other words they are telling you

they don't want to embarrass you In other words they won't go to the convent
Well I wouldsay right now they are givingyou the zing Youwant us to go to the
convent You want us to embarrass you Well then see that the right thing is
done

PETEYeah
MIKEActually what it boils down to they're lookingto use a stick "But now

we'll go on midnight raids We'll do this we'll do that we'll do the other thing
You'rea Captain Youbelongto Carl's Family

PETEWell previousto that he hands me Carlo'spicture "Youknowhim I said
"Sure I knowhim "Howlongyou knowhim "I knowhim twenty thirty years

MIKETheydidn't expectyouto say nothing
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PETE Can you tell us anything about him "The only thing I could tell you
about him is that he is a businessman been in businessall his life Broughtup four
kids They had a goodeducation They're all in business They all went to college
and married a profession I said what else could you ask for He's got a nice
family

Seewhat they do * * *they want to get a messagethrough I meanget a message
through someplaceThere's no questionabout it

MIKETheywant to put the heat on you me
PETEYeah
MIKEBecausehere's the proofof it They'vegoneto everyCaptain
PETEYeah
MIKEAnd they call them "Captains One guy said "Foreman And the other

guy said "CapoRegina I mean they're going right to each head To the head of
everybodythey're goingto But for them to say this when he told me this I said
"Jimmy I think he alreadysawthem

PETEYeah
MIKE"I think he already saw them I said Nowto put the heat on him to go to

his daughter I said this don't make sense to me I said "Where the (obscene)does
this comeinto the picture Nowthey don't want to embarrassyou

PETEWhat are they goingto embarrassme for What can they do Goup there
MIKEWell Godforbid!Theycan't * * *they can't throwher out
PETENo
MIKEThey couldn't throw Albert's brother out Howare they goingto throw her

out
PETENah Theycan't throw her out
MIKEEmbarrassment that your daughter is a nun I mean Jesus Christ! it's

supposedto be an honor
PETETheycan't do nothing Theywon't donothing
MIKEDirty (obscene)!Nowthat they bring out everythingPete the CosaNostra

is a wideopenthing
PETEYeah
MIKEIt's an openbook
PETEIt's an openbook
MIKEPete you knowas wellas I do familiaritywith anythingwhatsoeverbreeds

contempt We'vehad nothingbut familiaritywith our CosaNostra * * * if it brings
up sideswhat the hell are wesupposedto do I onlyknowone thing Pete The Cosa
Nostra is the CosaNostra Youjust dowhat the (obscene)bossestell you!

May 20 1963 and the target of the electronic surveillance by
FBI is Angelo Bruno in Philadelphia He is attending a meeting
with Joseph Magliocco who is at that time trying to take over a
family after the death of his brother-in-law as well as with Sal
Profaci Peter Maggio and Salvatore Maggio The two Maggios are
related to Angelo Bruno

Bruno describes FBI tactics used on Carlo Gambino indicates
that they named all of his Gambino's Capos for him They named
Joe Biondo as the underboss Joseph Riccobono as family counselor
and they said

Theseare your amicinostri you are the Representante youare the boss
The F.B.I asked "Did you change the laws in your Family that you could hit

F.B.I men punch and kick them Well this is the test that if you changethe laws
and nowyou are goingto hit F.B.I men every time we pick up one of your people
weare goingto break their headsfor them

And really they pickedup one guy they almost killed him the F.B.I They don't
do that you know But they picked up one of his fellowsand they crippled him

They said "This is an example Now the next time anybodylays a hand on an
F.B.I man that's just a warning There is nothing else we have got to tell you

And they went away
On June 3 1963 in Buffalo N.Y. Stefano Maggadino is speaking

on an FBI electronic surveillance Present are Stefano Maggadino
and several top ranking members of his La Cosa Nostra family Mr
Maggadino is speaking
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They know everybody'sname They knowwho's Boss They knowwho is on the
CommissionTheyknowAmiciNostro[the Password Our Friend]

The FBIsaid "What wasyour caporegimedoinghere "What did he cometo tell
you

11 12 13 were massaged[beatenup]
To CarloGambinothey said "This is your underboss this is your caporegimethis

is your consiglieri
And one of the other persons present says "They talk as if they

belonged.
There is an escalation from one person.a Carlo Gambino adher

ent beaten to 11 12 and 13 I don't think that is explainable by the
passage of time It was only one I have on somewhat reliable
authority

We also have other types of conversations Frank Nicholetti
speaking to Angelo Bruno December 22 1962 "It is a wonderful
thing La Cosa Nostra.

To give you an inside view of organized crime and its totality and
its size Meyer Lansky and his wife on May 27 1962 were watch
ing a TV show in which one of the panelists referred to organized
crime as second only in size to the U.S Government and Meyer
Lansky turns to his wife and says "It is bigger than United States
Steel.

I think the best evaluation of the FBI's electronic surveillance
program is in a memorandum which was written by Mr Courtney
Evans At that time Mr Courtney Evans was in charge of the
Special Investigation Division of the FBI which concerned itself
directly with organized crime and Mr Evans on August 21 1964
wrote a memorandum to Al Belmont who was the Associate Direc
tor of the FBI his superior in rank and who covered in his author
ity the entire General Investigative Division of the FBI It reads
thus

MilwaukeeMadison SpringfieldRockfordKansasCity and St Louis are strict
ly answerableto the leadershipof the Chicagofamily in any majorpolicydecisions
or significantproblems Frank Balistrieriof Milwaukeedid a favorfor Joe Bonnano
and this angered Sam Giancanawhen he learns of it becauseof the commission's
disfavorwith Bonnano

We are probablyin the unique positionof better understandingGiancana'sreac
tion than wasBalistrieri

That is actually a fact Mr Bonnano at this time was in some
difficulty with his peers on the commission Mr Balistrieri though
a family leader in Milwaukee was not aware of everything being
discussed and considered by the commission at that time but the
FBI was So they were actually in a position to literally be able to
say they knew more about what was happening within La Cosa
Nostra than a family leader in Milwaukee

Mr Evans goes on to say "Our recent expansion in the develop
ment of intelligence on the existence and activity of La Cosa
Nostra in Wisconsin tends to confirm that there is no adequate
substitute for, and then the description of an electronic surveil
lance is deleted."for the development of accurate information on
this underworld phenomenon.

We have further descriptions of how La Cosa Nostra works and
how the authority within a family discipline is demonstrated in
this conversation Anthony Zerilli a Capo in Detroit is speaking to
Nick Ditta on December 4 1963
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Youare a friend of ours and you belongto my Regime If I tell you to jump off a
20-storybuilding youjump offand youjump offany time I tell you to

We have a conversation which describes the hierarchical struc
ture Again Anthony Zerilli speaking in Detroit on December 4
1963 He states that it is the obligation of a friend of ours to go to
the caporegime and tell him the reason for this is The Capo
Regima is the confessor and he must be told whether he wants to
know or not because he is the one who decided whether a person
should tell or should not tell

According to Zerilli one of the main requirements of a friend of
ours is that he cannot tell a lie to another friend of ours The
informant stated Zerilli had indicated that one of the first things
you are taught is that you cannot lie to a friend of ours

September 3 1964 Stephano Maggadino family leader in Buffa
lo states

But these are secondarythings The commissionhas nothing to do with it When
the commissiontakes up a matter the whole of America is involvedbecause we
enjoytheir full confidencethey have faith in us that wewilldo things honestlyand
justly

Mr CORNWELLIt appears quite evident from what you have just
recited that by 1963 the FBI knew as you put it perhaps more
about the scope and nature of organized crime in this country
through their surveillance program than many of its members did
They knew the terminology the positions who held the positions

When you were retained as a consultant for this committee you
were specifically asked to review various portions of that surveil
lance and I would like for you to describe how you went about that
task

Mr SALERNO When I began to work for the committee I sat
down with the chief counsel and we designed an approach to the
problem We thought that the time period which should be of
concern to us should be from January 1 1963 through the entire
year of 1963 and ending at June 30 1964 That was an 18-month
period It would be a period for approximately 11 months before
the death of the President and for some 8 months following his
death

We did expand that briefly in looking at the La Cosa Nostra file
for a similar period surrounding the assassination of Dr King just
to see if that was a matter of any interest concern or commentary
by anyone in organized crime

From the examination of the La Cosa Nostra files and the study
of the organization as a whole there were natural leads that took
us to the next steps in progression

We obtained for the committee and its staff individual files on
principals who came within the scope of the investigation We
looked not only at individual files but for these people that were
important to us We asked the FBI if they had electronic surveil
lances and they made those available to us

There came a time when in order to meet deadlines and com
plete the assigned tasks two persons Miss Leslie Wizelman and
Mr Mark Flanagan were brought into a conference with Professor
Blakey and I and we directed and instructed and trained them in
what our approach was what we were looking for and how we
were looking for it and they participated in this with me
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In all we covered more than 300 volumes of electronic surveil
lances that the FBI made available to us more than 36 volumes of
La Cosa Nostra for the period 1962 to 1964 and another figure
which brought it beyond 50 for the period surrounding the death of
Dr King

Mr CORNWELL I think it would be helpful in order for the
committee again to get the greatest insight into the possibility of
whether men like Trafficante and Marcello would have had the
motive or means to assassinate the President for you to tell us
from the surveillance what the nature of the Cosa Nostra was
during the early 1960's what its objectives were and how it ran its
business affairs

Mr SALERNO Yes I put together methodologies employed by
organized crime goals purposes methods of achieving them and
this is entirely based upon the material that we obtained from the
FBI in its intelligence program

There is a national conspiratorial criminal organization within
the United States whose members refer to as La Cosa Nostra The
organization is made up of groups known to the members as fami
lies The families are headed by a leader who is referred to as a
boss or the Italian word capo is used The families have a second in
command executive officer to the leader who is referred to as the
underboss and they use the Italian word sottocapo

The families have a position known as counselor or they use the
Italian word consigliere who is considered to be an adviser and
who is available to all of the members of the family

The family has within it subunits known originally as Decina
That was the name used when the numbers of the subunit was
limited to 10 in number When that no longer became a fixed limit
the title was changed to regime

The subunits are headed by a person with a title of caporegime
or the head of the regime This position is often referred to in the
anglicized word captain The individual members of the family are
referred to as members soldiers or as a made man or as a button
man

The families are governed in matters of import of policy and in
matters arising between families by the national commission whose
numbers can vary which is made up of the leaders of the major
families Those families whose leaders do not serve on the commis
sion may have their interests represented by a commission
member

Other terms for the organization or its individual families often
used by outsiders are the Mafia the organization the clique the
boys the office the arm

There are rules which are known to members though not writ
ten anywhere They use relatives and friends as couriers They use
relatives and friends as mail drops They use friends and relatives
as message centers They have elaborate systems of prearranged
times and telephone numbers in order to communicate with each
other and to thus avoid electronic surveillance

They engage in political activity to an inordinate degree They
make direct political contributions They engage in fundraising in
obtaining contributions from others for political purposes
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They will support controlled or friendly candidates They will
help control appointment of positions in government They will
hold elective and appointive positions at all levels of government
They will help relatives achieve elected and/or appointed positions
at all levels of government They will try to influence the outcome
of government decisions They will lobby in favor of legislation
they consider in their best interests They will lobby against legis
lation they consider not in their best interests

They will engage in dispensing political patronage They will
campaign against candidates considered to be inimical to their best
interests They will assassinate other family leaders in order to
replace them They will employ public relations efforts such as
protesting Italian defamation when the term Mafia or La Cosa
Nostra are ever used

They will make illegal deals with high and lower level labor
leaders They will get finders fees for arranging union loans They
will get percentages for helping someone obtain Government loans

They will operate an intelligence-gathering capability They will
operate a counterintelligence capability They will analyze the
extent of law enforcement knowledge concerning themselves and
their activities They will intimidate or kill informants and wit
nesses They will fake illnesses and once even a kidnapping in
order to avoid legal process They will utilize bribery as a tactic
They will utilize other forms of corruption They will engage in
blackmail They will try to influence media stories

They will avoid taking a position within the family if the de
mands of such will compromise their usefulness to the family and
the organization in the underworld

Two examples John Montana gave up the family leadership in
Buffalo to Stephano Maggadino in order to run for political office
and he was in fact elected to the city council in that city

Joe Caminici the Milwaukee underboss will not run the family
if leader Frank Balistrieri goes to jail so as to not jeopardize his
position with the International Brotherhood of Teamsters

Mr CORNWELLPart of the information that you have just de
scribed as being derived from the surveillance indicates a hierar
chical type of organization discipline rules and regulations The
committee has received evidence that Jack Ruby may have had
some contact with people who have been associated with organized
crime Of course the committee explored one such example in the
form of taking testimony from Lewis McWillie

We also as we noted earlier heard Santos Trafficante testify
that he did not know Jack Ruby or Lee Harvey Oswald In order to
allow the committee to assess with greater precision the relevancy
or impact of that kind of evidence I wonder if you could explain to
us in more detail the nature of the hierarchical design of orga
nized crime I understand you do have a chart which you can use
for that purpose is that correct

Mr SALERNOYes I do sir
Mr CORNWELLMay we have JFK exhibit F-548 admitted into

evidence at this time Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record at this point
[JFK exhibit F-548 was admitted into evidence.]
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An Organized Crime Family
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Mr SALERNOThis is an example representative of an organized
crime family The positions that I have named for you are shown
The boss at the very top The second in command is the underboss
or sottocappo The counselor is not in the direct chain of command
He is an adviser He is usually an older member To a large extent
he is an historian He will base his advice on things that happened
in the past whether they worked out well or not While he is
supposed to advise and be available to any member of the family
the fact of the matter de facto comes out that he is usually a very
close friend of the boss and most of the advice he gives is to the
boss's advantage rather than anyone else

The next level of command are the lieutenants captains and the
anglicized word taken from caporegime Then you have the individ
ual units of soldiers who are governed by a capo The interesting
thing here is that all of the soldiers are not of equal importance

35-37() i EN
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all of the soldiers do not have the same kind of income It is
entirely dependent upon their own abilities to create and to get
involved in illegal activity One soldier may simply have as his
income a sinecure He has a job with a construction company and
he couldn't find the offices of the construction company or any
building sites but he gets a check which keeps him

The next soldier in an alphabetical listing might very well be a
multimillionaire who would have 20 40 or 50 people working for
him in different operations So that beyond soldier it goes out of
the family or parallel to the family and they can have associates
who are not necessarily of Italian origin They can be of any race
or color or religious affiliation They will participate in violence
and threats in many types of activities in labor racketeering to
intimidate legitimate industry they may invest in legitimate indus
try they have illegal activities gambling narcotics loan sharking
are always on such a laundry list and there will also be a constant
methodology of attempting to corrupt police prosecutors any
person in government who might be harmful to them or helpful to
them if his efforts can be negated

Mr CORNWELLWhat if any is the purpose for the layering or
number of positions between the boss and the ultimate activities
that are affected by organized crime at the bottom of the chart

Mr SALERNO Well this was stated in his testimony by Joseph
Valachi and is confirmed by everything that law enforcement
people have been able to find The real main purpose for this
hierarchical structure is to protect the boss All of the responsibili
ty all of the risk in the activities flows down from the boss and the
farther away he can get from the illegal activities that are commit
ted down here the less likely anyone is to get evidence which can
be used in a court of law and convict him of a violation of law So
the responsibility and the risk is all down here at this end of the
chart and most of the money flows upward toward that end of the
chart It is a form of protection and insulation of the people on the
higher level

Mr CORNWELLWith that being the case what would you assess
as the significance of the testimony then from Santos Trafficante
that he did not know Jack Ruby if the committee wishes to explore
the issue of whether there could be any connection between Ruby's
activities and Trafficante

Mr SALERNO That could be a truthful statement without it
having any particular significance It is quite possible for a leader
of a family such as Mr Trafficante is to have people engaging way
down here in some illegal activity the two never having met the
two not even being aware of the other's existence or names

Mr CORNWELLSimilarly let me ask you what if any signifi
cance might be derived from the evidence if it is to be believed
that the contact between a person such as McWillie and Traffi
cante was not close or intimate

Mr SALERNOI think I would give the same answer that it is not
necessary for someone up at this end of the chart to be personally
acquainted with a nonmember associate in order to have that
person discharging the wishes of the man at the top of the chart
That can be handled through intermediaries
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Mr CORNWELLWhat if any fact would you expect with respect
to the knowledge of a person such as McWillie or anyone else that
might be similarly situated with respect to Trafficante How much
knowledge would you expect that type of individual to have

Mr SALERNO I would say in view of the testimony that I have
heard that Mr McWillie was engaged in the casino gambling
industry in Havana as a manager and that Mr Trafficante was an
entrepreneur in three or four such establishments they are in the
same field I am certain that they would know each other

Mr CORNWELLWith La Cosa Nostra would you expect that all
of the positions in that chart would be occupied by Italians

Mr SALERNO The positions within the family yes But in an
enterprise or in a venture they would not be restricted to working
with other Italians who are members of that family They might be
working with anyone from any kind of national background or
religious affiliation

Mr CORNWELLThe bottom portion of the chart reflects that the
organization crime family you have been describing will use vio
lence and threats Will you tell us in more detail what in your
experience the nature of such violence and threats consist of

Mr SALERNO Yes there is such a thing as a typical or repre
sentative gangland homicide I would like to point out that killing
someone is an ultimate weapon that is used by organized crime If
it is possible to achieve that which they seek to achieve with a
warning with a threat with a slap in the face with some lesser
violence they will utilize that Violence is restricted Peter Fer
raro that was mentioned earlier in my testimony one time on
electronic surveillance felt that America should take note of the
fact that if it wasn't for us these are his words "If it weren't for
us there could have been 20 Chicagos. He is talking about appar
ently the St Valentine's Day homicide.seven people killed all at
one time The fact of the matter is and I put this in my paper for
the President's Commission on Violence that as crime got better
organized gang wars certainly diminished I would think that
homicides in toto probably were less following the prohibition era
than they were during the prohibition era

However the definition of the President's Commission on Vio
lence also included fear and I think that the fear of organized
crime has been on a constant increase in the United States for the
last 50 years and you can see that fear as against the actual
violence of homicide working against each other If the fear is
sufficient to achieve their goals you don't find that many homi
cides It is when the fear will not work that the homicide will be
engaged in

Now with regard to organized crime murders I am sure one
logical question is how do you know so much about organized
crime murders How does the FBI know so much about organized
crime murders

Well we know a great deal about them in many many ways For
example one way in which we have learned about organized crime
killings are from the killers themselves people who have confessed
their participation and are even going beyond that and willing to
testify against others who were involved Abe Relis in "Murder
Inc., described a number of murders committed in and around the
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city of New York and at least one in the city of Los Angeles
Joseph Valachi in his long recitation before a congressional com
mittee included the details of a number of murders Joseph Lufer
elli in New York City confessed the details of his own participation
in the murder of Joey Gallo We have the court testimony of
Joseph Barboza regarding homicides that he committed and the
evidence was given against Raymond Patriarca and others in New
England The FBI affidavit that I mentioned in a Cleveland case
was substantiated in great part by the confession of one Raymond
Ferito of Erie Pa. who was brought into Cleveland to participate
in a bombing and he implicated others including James Fratiano
who himself is now in the care custody and control of the Federal
Government while he is divulging a great deal of his knowledge
about organized crime including a number of homicides

We had a man named Harold Koenigsberg who told the FBI
about a great number of murders that he had been involved in and
even drove with them to a chicken farm in New Jersey where he
buried the bodies And several bodies were disinterred and identi
fied We have a case in Kansas City where four young men were
hired to do a contract hit and they confessed their guilt and impli
cated the others who were involved So we have a great deal of
knowledge about killings and right from the lips of the killer

We also through electronic surveillance have been able to hear
the confessions if you will

It seems that people who might be planning at this moment to do
a homicide while they are waiting for their opportunity will
engage in reminiscences of the past in which they discuss other
homicides The FBI got one exactly like that in the city of Miami
from an electronic surveillance put in on Jackie Cerone David
Yaris and other Chicage hit men who were planning a murder
down there but began to discuss a homicide that they had commit
ted back in the city of Chicago Exactly the same type of thing has
happened on an electronic surveillance in New Jersey on Angelo
"Gyp DeCarlo which was put into a court record and is now in the
public domain Peter Ferraro once again was planning one homi
cide and while discussing that went into a recital of past jobs they
had done There are many examples of that

Mr CORNWELL From such sources of information would you
simply tell us the basic characteristics of organized crime's use of
violence and very briefly illustrate that with a few examples

Mr SALERNOWell an organized crime hit is used for a number
of reasons It may be used to maintain internal discipline and
loyalty to the leadership within the group It may be use to limit
evidence gathering possibilities through the intimidation of inform
ers witnesses and victims of their crimes It may be used to
influence the outcome of a criminal justice matter if they can
induce fear in a witness in the jurors in court officers in the
police or prosecutors Homicides will be used in guaranteeing the
success of some illegal operations

Gambling gambling is an illegal business engaged in by orga
nized crime where a great deal of credit is extended That business
could not exist unless debtors knew that they were expected to pay
Loan sharking is based entirely upon "your body is the collateral,
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as one loan shark put it Extortion labor racketeering are also
conditioned upon fear

These are the characteristics that will be found in a representa
tive gangland homicide No 1 it must have approval and authori
zation of people of some rank Now such a person is faced with
something of a dilemma I think he enjoys the power that is thus
vested in him the power of life and death if you will but he does
appreciate that in legal terms he will be just as guilty as the actual
killers and thus when he approves of the issuance of what is
known as a contract to kill he will very probably be seeking to
limit the vulnerability that he might feel and therefore he will
most likely limit his role to giving that authorization to one close
trusted person We have come to call that person the expediter He
is responsible for seeing to it that the murder is accomplished and
he is given the widest latitudes in how this is done No 1 he could
do it himself if he elected to He could recruit others and he could
join with the others in accomplishing the desired act Although the
expediter has the option of doing it himself and that would limit
the conspiracy to just two persons the authorizer and the expedit
er this is the least likely possibility that he would follow He is not
entirely impervious to the fact that layers of insulation can be used
as a valid form of protection against direct evidence

The most likely thing is that he will pass the contract on to
others He cannot divest himself of the responsibility for the ulti
mate success or failure He may subcontract the matter out to a
subexpediter to carry it still further or he may directly recruit the
"hit team himself

Now you have the hit men these are the actual killers They
will be recruited if possible from felons who have demonstrated
some successful ability in the past Within the archives of orga
nized crime doing a successful hit was always considered to be a
way of "earning your bones. And that's an expression that means
you will be welcomed into membership in the criminal organization
or if you are already involved you earn a position of trust from a
grateful leadership

Persons who will be doing their first hit will more than likely be
part of the team where there are some more experienced members
The method that is employed may vary although the most popular
is murder by gunshot fire from handguns In recent years it has
been noted by people who professionally deal with organized crime
that a new type of handgun seems to have come into popular and
frequent use and that is a .22-caliber pistol with a silencer There
has been some speculation that maybe a single hit team that likes
.22-caliber pistols was being widely employed throughout the coun
try My own opinion is that gangland killers have simply learned
what other assassins have known for a long time And that is that
if you get close enough a .22-caliber pistol will kill just as effective
ly as a shotgun and a magnum and it is much quieter about doing
it

In addition to handguns there are sometimes variances you will
find dependent upon individual tastes local customs are perhaps
dictated by special circumstances Killers in Chicago have tradi
tionally favored the use of a shotgun Youngstown Ohio in the
past and Cleveland in the mid-1970's utilized dynamite and other
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explosives Rifles have been employed when conditions made it
difficult to get close to the victim This is often the case during a
gang war Knives ice picks strangulation by garroting have also
been employed

Then in addition to the weaponry that is used you will find that
there is usually more that one executioner most likely two If they
are using handguns they will decide whether they are going to act
simultaneously in their gunshot fire or one may be the covering
backup man for the other and after reviewing hundreds of these
cases the record shows very clearly that the imported out-of-town
killers is overwhelmingly the exception rather than the rule

Mr CORNWELL Mr Chairman at this point I think that we
might want to break for lunch and come back and continue at a
later point

Chairman STOKES The committee at this time will stand in
recess until 1:30 this afternoon

[Whereupon at 12:25 p.m the committee recessed to reconvene
at 1:30 p.m.]

AFTERNOONSESSION

Chairman STOKESThe committee will come to order
Counsel Mr Cornwell may proceed
Mr CORNWELLThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Salerno prior to the lunch break you had described for us

what the FBI had learned through their program of physical and
electronic surveillance in the early sixties and the broad outlines
of La Cosa Nostra in this country as it existed during that period of
time together with a description of the way it operated its disci
pline its hierarchical structure and its use of violence and the
means that it used to carry out such violence

Let me direct your attention at this time to the question of
motive If the organization was such that it could have carried out
an assassination did it nevertheless have the motive to do so in
1963

Mr SALERNO Yes sir We have obtained some data in which we
can actually quantify that and I can show it to you with the help of
an exhibit I made

Mr CORNWELLAt this time Mr Chairman may we have ad
mitted into the record two exhibits which have been marked for
identification as JFK F-551 and F-552

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this point

[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-551 and F-552 follow:]
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Mr SALERNOIn addition sir what is shown on these charts the
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The charts here are the Organized Crime Section of the Depart
ment of Justice This relates to the number of attorneys in the
Organized Crime Section of the Department of Justice the number
of days they spent in field work the number of days before grand
juries in the presentation of evidence and the number of days in
court and legal litigation

Mr CORNWELLYOUhave told us that the electronic surveillance
confirms this Very briefly would you summarize for us if you can
what was learned from that surveillance about just how bad the
Kennedy administration's organized crime program was hurting La
Cosa Nostra during these years

Mr SALERNO It manifests itself in the strongest language
against President Kennedy and Robert Kennedy I would describe
it as being antagonistic and very unhappy with the President of
the United States With regard to the Attorney General it is bare
hatred

Mr CORNWELL The prosecution the pressure was disrupting
their operations was it

Mr SALERNOYes to a considerable degree I will give you just a
few examples Electronic surveillance in casinos in Nevada Four
casinos had been skimming One casino $700,000 per year The
others were averaging well beyond $1 million per year skimmed
out not declared for tax purposes either to the Federal govern
ment or to the State of Nevada That was realized to be in jeopardy
when they discovered some electronic surveillance in the account
ing offices of those casinos

To give it very briefly Mr Cornwell the end of an era had come
and they recognized it If you were an organized crime leader of an
organization that many people did not believe existed very few
priorities were being directed toward you if your activities crimi
nally stayed close to what people call victimless crimes you had
almost the perfect crime accomplished You are the leader of a
group that no one believes exists and you are making millions of
dollars from operations that not too many people complain about
That was coming to an end

So a tremendous financial empire was being very seriously
threatened

Mr CORNWELLYou mentioned that you had a number of specific
instances where this phenomenon was discussed over the electronic
surveillances

Mr Chairman we have marked those or some of those examples
for JFK exhibits F-604 to F-618 F-620 to F-622 and F-625 to
F-643 May we have those admitted into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this point

[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-604 to F-618 F-620 to
F-622 and F-625 to F-643 follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-604
F.B.I electronic surveillance of SamGiancana in
discussion with GusAlex and EdwardD Vogel two
associates January 31 1962

Conversation indicates that the Chicago syndicate
insofar as its gambling activities are concerned
for all practical purposes has cometo an end
primarily from the intense pressure placed upon
the organization by the "G meaningthe Federal
government

This fact coupled with the fact that the state
and local police have been forced to moveagainst
the syndicate has brought Giancana et al to the
realization that for the time being "everyone is
on his own meaningthat they will no longer
receive support from the organization nor can anyone
expect influence to be brought to bear on their
behalf

JFK EXHIBITF-605
La CosaNostra File January 1962

SamGiancana and John D'Arco (Sam's political
henchman)discuss the fact that MayorDaley wants
to put a former F.B.I mannamedSpencer in as a
candidate for Sheriff of CookCountyon the Democratic
ticket against Ogilvie the Republican candidate

Giancana (of Spencer) He's like Kennedy he'll get
what he wants out of you but you won't get
anything out of him

Tells D'Arco that it mayhave been a tactical error for
him to have let his antipathy toward spencer madeknown

D'Arco I had to Moe I was desperate Youtold me
to get the guy out Yougave mea (obscene)
order

Giancana Well the Mayor

D'Arco Well this guy (Daley) is the Almighty As
powerful as you are with us he's as
powerful with them Yousay 'Do this
What the (obscene) we don't even ask 'Why?
we just do it right It's the same thing
with him (Daley) Whenyou gave me that order
to get him off I got desperate

Giancana Well its happened so there's nothing you
can do about it Well as far as the city is
concernedwe're out and as far as the county
is concerned we're out so it looks like we'll
just have to go into Indiana and run this thing
from HammondWe'll put up whorehousesand
everything else
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JFK EXHIBITF-606
Feb 27 1962 Frank Ferraro and Hy Godfrey two

members of the Chicago criminal

organization discuss Special Agent August Kempff
and another F.B.I man who are giving them a hard
time in the Top Hood Program and the Criminal

Intelligence Program

Ralph Pierce (a high-ranking member of the Chicago
criminal organization) "is closed down and he is

going to be closed down from now on

JFK EXHIBITF-607
Jan 15 1963 Airtel from SACChicago to The Director

ChuckEnglish bemoansthe fact that the Federal
governmentis closing in on the organization
and apparently nothing can be done about it Makes
various and sundry inflammatory remarks about the
Kennedyadministration

JFK EXHIBITF-608
F.B.I La Cosa Nostra SummaryJanuary 31 1963

Permission is being sought for retaliation against Federal
investigators newspersonsand politicians whoexpose
La Cosa Nostra
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JFK EXHIBITF-609
N.Y.C Police DepartmentIntelligence Bulletin #k10
June 7 1963

Ananalysis of police intelligence work A conversation

between 2 Brooklynhoodlums They curse the police

"Theyknowa lot...they knoweverything Theyput
everything together lots of things Wherewe take
it for granted it don't meannothing

"These people (the police) have been gathering and
gathering Theygo here! Theygo there! See
before it was a different story If you had the
locals they knewthe information but they kept it
for themselves Today they are all working together
Wegot a big problem

"These people are united Everything they collect
they concentrate Andnoweverything goes into
one office Before every squad kept the information
for themselves Youtake this cop on the corner
you've been paying him for 20 years maybe Theyget
the information Someonecomesin from NewYork and
asks if he knowsso and so 'Oh he's a bookmaker
Andyou've been paying him for 20 years!!! That's
the condition you got today

JFK EXHIBITF-610
Buffalo Div Elsur on Stefano Magaddino June 11 1963

He is talking to an underling from Syracuse AnthonydeStefano

"Yousee the Cosa Nostra The other day they made
mebecomefrightened Theyknowour business
better than us Theyknowthe heads of the families
the Capodecina the F.B.I does

"Therefore,that's why the other day I say
'Be careful before you open your mouth

"Because sometimesomebodycould be a spy (law
officer) and you might think he is an amico
nostro (a friend of ours and a member).
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JFK EXHIBITF-611
Airtel August 7 1963

Gus Alex,a Giancana henchmanin Chicago,states

that the F.B.I has been following Giancana everywhere

he went even on a golf course Alex stated that no one

can contact Giancana because of the F.B.I surveillance

JFK EXHIBITF-612
La Cosa Nostra File August 8 1963

Joe "Beck DiPalermo asked Vito Genovese for

permission to retaliate against Federal narcotic

agents that he claimed were framing members

Vito said something would be done about it

JFK EXHIBITF-613
La CosaNostra File October 15 1963

BuddyJacobson and Pat Marcy political front menfor

SamGiancana

Jacobson stated that he had never seen conditions so bad

as they are in Chicagoat this time Jacobson states

that Paul Ricca (former leader of the Chicago criminal

organization) advised him that the organization must be

patient and wait for the pressure to lift Jacobson

tells Marcyhe has never seen a time whenthey had so

little going for them
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JFK EXHIBITF-614
F.B.I electronic surveillance in the residence of
Charles Costello in Florida Costello is a relative
and associate of AngeloBruno L.C.N leader in
Philadelphia Penna Bruno is a frequent winter
visitor to this residence

Oct 24 1963 .Madeline(Mrs Charles) Costello in
conversation with Unidentified Male

Madeline "I won't talk in this house that's the
way things are alright I want to talk
I'll take a walk outside Youknowthere's

got to be something in this house

Continues saying the house is vacant so muchthere is
ample time and opportunity for installation of a "mike
She has expressed similar thoughts in the past

Madeline ."I'll tell you the things they are doing
to that man (AngeloBruno) are awful
just terrible....

U.M "Theyare crucifying him.

JFK EXHIBITF-615
1963Elsur on Santo Trafficante in a Miami
restaurant

Trafficante "Let me tell you this This is
what happens to me Now I don't

give a (obscene) about the S &G I knowwhenI'm
beat you understand

"I got a numbersoffice in Orlando Theygrab everybody
forty or fifty people Forty or fifty thousand in bond
Theyhave no evidence but whenthey get through it costs
thousands

"I got another office in St Cloud Florida Youcan't
even find St Cloud on the (obscene) map but the
(obscene)'G found it

"Kennedy's right-hand man he goes through the (obscene)
nigger town Must have been 2,000 niggers and makes
a (obscene) big raid over there

"Just a start any (obscene) place that they found a
phone connection in there from Tampa
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JFK EXHIBITF-616
Miami Fla 1963

F.B.I electronic surveillance on Johnny "Dee
Palmisano in Florida He is in conversation with
an associate,Ralph Petillo discussing the F.B.I
and Attorney General's fight against organized
crime

Johnny Dee says that Hoover is not heard of
anymore because of the Kennedys

JFK EXHIBITF-617
F.B.I La Cosa Nostra File 1963

AngeloBrunoexpected an I.R.S indictment and was
prepared to leave the country to live in Italy He
also recommendedto Gerry Catena (of NewJersey) that
he prepare to depart Gerry said it would be very
difficult for him to do so because of his family
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JFK EXHIBITF-618
2 OnFebruary 8 1962 Angelo Brunoand Willie Weisburg
discussed the Kennedys Angelo Brunoat that time was the leader
of organized crime in the city of Philadelphia Brunowas also
a memberof the Commission Weisburgis a business associate of
Bruno's Weisburg is complaining about the FBI and the Kennedys

Weisburg See what Kennedydone With Kennedy a
guy should take a knife like one of them
other guys and stab and kill the (obscenity)
where he is now Somebodyshould kill the
(obscenity) I meanit This is true
Honest to God It's about time to go But
I tell you something I hope I get a week's
notice I'll kill Right in the (obscenity)
in the White House Somebody'sgot to get
rid of this (obscenity)

Brunoresponds to Weisburg's statements with the
following story

"Look Willie do you see there was a King do you
understand Andhe found out that everybodywas saying
that he was a bad king This is an old Italian story
So there was an old wise womanabout 140 years old
So he figured Let mego talk to the old wise woman
She knowseverything So he went to the old wise woman
So he says to her I camehere because I want your
opinion He says do you think I'm a bad king She
says no I think you are a good king He says well
howcomeeverybodysays I'm a bad king She says be
cause they are stupid Theydon't know He says
well howcome whydo you say I'm a good king Well
she said I knewyour great grandfather Hewas a
bad king I knewyour grandfather Hewas worse I
knewyour father Hewas worse than them You you
are worse than all of them but your son if you die
your son is going to be worse than you So it's better
to be with you (All laugh) So Brownell (former
Attorney General) was bad Hewas no (obscenity) good
Hewas this and that

Weisurg Doyou knowwhat this mauis going to do He ain't
going to leave nobodyalone

Bruno I knowhe ain't But you see everybody in there was
bad The other guy was good because the other guy was
worse Doyou understand Brownell came Hewas no
good Hewas worse than the guy before

Weisburg Not like this one
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Bruno Not like this one This one is worse Right If something
happens to this guy (Laughs)

Weisburg Let me tell you something The FBI always hated the IR
Always The IR never checked with the Treasury men They
went separate ways Theywouldn't give each other
information Theywanted the credit themselves He
madeit with local authorities Hemadeit ring-around
the rosy pal

Bruno Oh yeah This guy is an accountant see So now he
had to do somethingworse So what He started to think
what can I do more than the other guy The other guy made
the anti-racketeering law gambling laws he did this and
he did that Whatcan I do He says I knowwhat I can
do Anybodythat has a record that is police property
whenhe gets pinched no bail (Brunothen comparesthe
Italian process of not allowing bail and incarcerating
individuals until proven innocent.)

Weisburg It's still America though

Bruno So it's still America Theyare trying to pass a Federal
law that you can't take the Fifth (amendment) Whenthey
grant you immunityyou can't take the Fifth

Weisburg They are not going to pass that law
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JFK EXHIBITF-620
OnFebruary 17 1962 the following conversation was held

betweenAngelo Bruno previously identified as a Commissionmemberand
leader of the Philadelphia family and Mario Maggio and Peter Maggio
The latter two individuals are in-laws and associates of Bruno's

Maggio ...Kennedy is going to leave they are going to makehim
a special assistant (to the President) out of him They
want him out of the way he is too much he is starting to
hurt too manypeople like unions He is not only
hurting the racket guys but others anti-trust...I
think that he is going to leave But the only reason he
won't leave which I heard before you see he wants
Edgar Hooverout of that

Bruno Edgar Hoover

Maggio Hewants Edgar Hooverout of the FBI because he is a fairy
you knowhe is a fairy I heard this before..

Bruno Who

Maggio Edgar Hoover is a fairy..

Bruno Whowould ever listen to that bullshit..

Maggio Listen to this Edgar Hooveris not married and neither
is his assistant read back in his history..

Bruno His assistant

Maggio I heard a story about Kennedybeing a fairy..

Maggiothen relates a story about a Boston newspaper talking
about Kennedygoing to a party dressed as a girl and concludes "I
can't see Kennedygetting out of this job I told Paul They are
going to makethis a family affair and he wants to be President.

JFK EXHIBITF-621
OnApril 22 1962a memorandumfrom the Director of the

FBI to the Attorney General states that Mr Celano and Ralph
Pierce referred to Robert Kennedyas "vicious for ordering the
Illinois Bell Telephone Companyto cut off telephone service to
Illinois Sport News Both of these individuals are top echelon
associates of SamGiancana
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JFK EXHIBITF-622
6 OnMay2 1962 two NewYork LCNmembers Sal Profaci and
Michelino Clements and a third unidentified individual namedBob
had the following conversation

Clemente "BobKennedywon't stop today until he puts us all in
jail all over the country Until the Commissionmeets
and puts its foot down things will be at a standstill
Whenwe meet we all got to shake hands and sit downand
talk and if there is any trouble with a particular
regime it's got to be kept secret and only the heads
are to knowabout it otherwise somebroad finds out
and finally the newspapers.

Later in the conversation Clementestates that things
are not like they were years ago whenthe Commissionwouldmeet
once a month and there were no cops around to spy on them

Clementestated that today in order to have a meeting
you have to tell each one individually about the meeting without
letting themknowwhoelse will be present or what the meeting
is going to be about so that there will be no chance of any
information leaking out

JFK EXHIBITF-625
October 23 1962

Pat Marcy John D'Arco and CongressmanRolandLibonati

Libonati gave thema Cuba-China-Indiawar briefing Indicates
he doesn't even knowwhois running against him because any opposition
is laughable

"Last time you guys built meup to 98,000 votes and the
other guy got 23,000 Whoran against me last time His
Republican opponent in the current election will be Joseph D Day

Libonati on Robert F Kennedy

"I killed six of his bills That wiretapping bill the
intimidating informers bill....

Libonati thinks that John Kennedyis a sweetheart but
Robert F Kennedyis cruel

Libonati describes howhe opposeda Robert Kennedybill and
then got a call fromMayorDaley Libonati told John F Kennedyto
stop Robert Kennedyfrom calling Daley on such matters Bobbysaid
on TVthat his brother wants him to stay out of politics because he
is the Attorney General Libonati takes credit for this saying
"That was me.
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JFK EXHIBITF-626
OnJanuary 17 1963 RaymondPatriarca GennaroAngiulo

and Peter Limonehad a conversation regarding Robert Kennedy
Patriarca is the Boston LCNleader and a Commissionmember The
following is a summaryof his statement

Raymondstates that things are not too good as long
as Attorney General Kennedyis in Washington D C Relates an
argument he had with Robert Kennedywhencalled before a Con
gressional committee three or four years ago

JFK EXHIBITF-627
OnFebruary 28 1963SamGiancana stated referring to

the outcomeof a recent local election

"That will teach that little (obscenity) Kennedy who
runs Chiacgo.

JFK EXHIBITF-628
ChicagoDiv FBI Elsur October 14 1963

SamGiancana Charles "Chuck English TonyAccardo
and Butch Blasi are present

They discuss Robert Kennedynot being available for
a ColumbusDayParade but comingto Chicagoon October 13th for
a B'nai B'rith affair The Jews downtownwere beaming

Discuss the BobbyBaker scandal He just resigned his
job they didn't do anything to him Fe must have comeout w:th
a ton of money

Discuss Police Superintendent O W Wilson's chart
(presented before the McClellan Committeeat the Valachi Hearings)
"On top he had an Italian organization.

Joe Glimco (an associate) appeared on CITYDESKa
Sundaymedia talk showand said that if they checked out Police
Superintendent O W Wilson as thoroughly as they have checked
Glimco Wilson would be in jail and BobbyKennedytoo!!

ChuckEnglish speaks of the possibility of the Teamsters
Union going back into the AFL It would hurt Kennedyif they
were to take Hoffa back

They discuss golf Someoneasks if BobbyKennedyplays
golf they knowthat John Kennedydoes Suggest putting a bomb
in his golf bag ( hey all laugh.)
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JFK EXHIBITF-629
F.B.I electronic surveillance of Stefano Magaddino
May23 1963

Magaddino "Weare in a bad situation in Cosa Nostra
WhenProfaci died the Borgata broke up

"Theyknoweverything under the sun Theyknowwho's
back of it they knowAnici they knowCapodecina
they knowthere is a Commission Wegot to watch
right now this thing where it goes and stay as
quiet as possible

Magaddinoexpresses a bitter hate for Attorney
General Robert Kennedy

JFK EXHIBITF-630
F.B.I Buffalo Division Elsur on Stefano Magaddino

October 31 1963 Peter A Magaddinoduring a discussion
of President Kennedystates

"He should drop dead.

Stefano Maggadinoadds "Theyshould kill the whole
family the mother and father too' "Whenhe talks
he talks like a maddog he says 'Mybrother the
Attorney General Whyhe never wona case He
never tried a case

This commentis followed by manyobscenities by
Stefano Magaddino

JFK EXHIBITF-631
May22 1963 F.B.I interoffice memofrom Courtney

Evans to Al Belmontdiscussing the
Saturday EveningPost article on

Joseph Valachi that is being written by Peter Maas

"The foregoing clearly indicates that the
Departmentis motivated strictly by political
considerations While they have apparently
yielded to our view that Valachi should not
be interviewed by the magazinewriter they
are nevertheless exploiting this whole
situation for their ownbenefit

"Under the circumstances we should not get
involved but you will be advised of any
further information we can develop as to
Departmental action.

Handwritten "I concur I never saw so muchskulduggery
the sanctity of Departmentfiles including
Bureau reports is a thing of the past.

"H (for Hoover)
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JFK EXHIBITF-632
F.B.I Elsur on James Lanza leader of the L.C.N Family
in San Francisco August 12 1963 Lanza is in
discussion with an associate Vito Bruno

V.B.: Talks about reading of Cosa Nostra in the paper

Lanza Yeah this guy Joe Valachi is the guy whois
telling about it

V.B.:-- CosaNostra Cosa Nostra

Lanza This guy is in jail Vito Genoveseis in jail too
This guy gave information to the federals He
attacked a manwith a rock and killed him and the
prison officials didn't knowwhyhe killed him
Anyway this guy thought the Mafia the Cosa Nostra
had sent the guy in to kill him

This thing has comeout nowin the papers but he
has been telling about it for the past year

V.B They knoweverything

Lanza Yeah

JFK EXHIBITF-633
Buffalo Div Elsur on Stefano Magaddino Sept 17 1963

After a lengthy discussion about Joseph Valachi Magaddino

states "we passed laws that this guy has got to die

JFK EXHIBITF-634
F.B.I Elsur in the Pittsburg area

Sept 27 1963 Advised that John Sebastian LaRocca's

remaining in the Pittsburg area during the monthsof October

and November 1963will be contingent on the testimony of

Joseph Valachi If his testimony should "hit closer to home

La Roccawould take a short vacation at his Bel Aire Florida

residence La Rocca is extremely annoyedabout Valachi's

testimony and will not allow it to be discussed in his

presence He claims "Valachi hasn't done a decent thing

since he was born and never did a good thing in his life.

La Rocca departs for Florida on Oct 10 1963
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JFK EXHIBITF-635
N.Y.C Police Dept Elsur on John Masiello

(Masiello has since been convicted of defrauding
the U.S governmentwhenhe was a contractor to
deliver the U.S mail He later testified against
CongressmanFrank Brasco whenthat worthy was
convicted of accepting bribes from Masiello)

Sept 27 1963 John Masiello and his close associate
Anthony"Hickey DiLorenzoare talking

about Joseph Valachi's testimony

Masiello is upset because Valachi mentioned the secret code

DiLorenzobelieves Valachi is going to scramble up a lot
of people because he is speaking so freely Says that
Steve Buffalo one of the namesmentioned is a friend
of theirs

Masiello He is going to makeit hot for everybody

DiLorenzo They (Lawenforcement) are going to harass
people and are definitely going to try to
pass that wire tapping law If they ever
get that law passed forget about it They

probably have miles of tape that they put together
They'll say well this is what we got then they'll
start indicting guys

Masiello It isn't a free country anymore

Oct 4 1963 Al Chieco asks John Masiello if he
is going to be sucked into this Valachi

testimony and if he knewValachi

Masiello states he knewValachi but will not be sucked
into anything Chieco suggests Valachi should have been
killed years ago for having an affair with his sister-in-law

Masiello says it is bad enoughhe mentions all those names
but he should not have mentioned howa guy is made howa
guy is proposed because those are things you die with

Theyboth hope that Valachi cracks up because then everything
can be charged off to his insanity
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JFK EXHIBITF-636
Buffalo Elsur on Stefano Maggadino

Sept 28 1963 Stefano Magaddino Peter A Magaddino
and SamRangatore

Theyare discussing newpapercoverage of Joseph Valachi's
testimony Magaddinois concerned over the fact that
sometime in the past he had told Valachi about a murder
that he Magaddino,hadcommitted

The participants in the conversation characterize
Valachi's testimony as "fairy tales

Magaddinosays that Vito Genoveseshould have killed Valachi

JFK EXHIBITF-637
Oct 1 1963 Listening to Joseph Valachi's testimony on T.V

F.B.I Florida Elsur in restaurant operated by

Vincent James Palmisano,alias JimmyDee

Palmisano states facetiously that they should go to the

Army-Navystore and buy up all the Italian and American

flags they can find and put themaround the restaurant

to counteract slurs on Italians

Discuss the present admininstration saying it is

setting up a Nazi type government seizing control of

television and radio stations Discuss SamGiancana's

association with Frank Sinatra

Palmisano "Robert F Kennedywill never get ALLthe

bookmakers Valachi is living like a king he has his

ownarmy Theyare probably furnishing him his ownwoman

Oct 7 1963 JimmyDee says "There's going to be a lot

of killings as a result of this hearing
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JFK EXHIBITF-638
F.B.I La Cosa Nostra File

October 9 1963 SamGiancana (LCNleader in Chicago)
is extremely apprehensive of being
subpoenaedbefore the McClellan
Committeehearings on organized crime

October 16 1963 SamGiancana has issued instructions
to all political associates to

discontinue their practice of attending weddingsand
funerals of hoodlumfamilies

JFK EXHIBITF-639
Teletype from ChcagoDiv F.B.I to The Director Oct 10 1963

Giancana and Charles "Chuck English discuss Joseph Valachi's

testimony They agree that he is unable to hurt the Chicago

organization but feel that he is doing a great deal of harm

to NewYork mobsters English's biggest fear is that the

governmentwill be able to capitalize on this type of situation

in the future by obtaining other informants by showing that

they went along with Valachi and did not hold him accountable

for his owncrimes

JFK EXHIBITF-640
La CosaNostra File F.B.I

October 25 1963 Joseph Zerilli has ordered all

Detroit Italian Syndicate numbersoperations closed

and as of December13 they are still closed This

order cameas a result of the Valachi Hearings

testimony and an I.R.S raid in Toledo Ohio
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JFK EXHIBITF-641
Autumn 1963 .S.F T-1 (whois a "live informant of

the San Francisco Division of the F.B.I
indicates

There will be a change in the initiation

ceremonyof La Cosa Nostra as a reult of

Valachi's testimony and the publicity

concerning it

JFK EXHIBITF-642
March2 1964 Director John Edgar Hooverspeaks on

the telephone to Senator John McClellan

Tells him that the Valachi Hearings "shook themall up

Senator McCellansuggests that Mr Hooverwrite him a letter
to that effect

March6 1964 Lettter from Director Hoover to Senator
McClellan states in part:

"In pursuing this purpose your committeehas placed

on the record information concerning conditions

most citizens did not realize existed There is

no doubt that attention across the Nation was

focused on Joseph Valachi's testimony regarding

La Cosa Nostra as well as on the testimony of

other witnesses whoappeared at these hearings

Public opinion was movedagainst the forces of evil.

JFK EXHIBITF-643
F.B.I Intelligence Bulletin March11 1964

Charles Locicero (Counseler of a BrooklynL.C.N family)

tells an F.B.I informant that moneywas being gathered

to fight Valachi's testimony and the Senate hearings

Theyare getting in touch with people in the newsmedia

and political figures to hold up any legislation which

mayresult
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Mr CORNWELLApart from I take it the fear that the organized
crime element in this country had that the Kennedy administra
tion was destroying them as demonstrated by this surveillance
was there any realistic expectation if they had done something so
drastic as to kill the President and there I take it by doing so
remove his brother from the position of Attorney General and take
the two of them out together would that have in any way helped
them What realistic expectation was there that the pressure to
prosecute the Cosa Nostra would have diminished by such an act

Mr SALERNO Two things which we learned toward the answer
No 1 was their expectation they from time to time advised that
but I think more to the point is the actual record of what tran
spired in this effort following the assassinations We will add some
data to the existing charts and you will be able to see exactly what
did happen following the assassination of President Kennedy

All of the lines which you saw in a growing and radical increase
up to 1963 go into decline some of them a radical decline following
the assassination of the President

Mr CORNWELLIf then there were facts which could have created
a motive if there were means in the control of organized crime
can you tell us was the electronic surveillance of the FBI which
you received adequate to give some answers to the question of
whether or not La Cosa Nostra as an institution in other words
La Cosa Nostra at the commission level at the governing body
level could have considered or sanctioned the assassination of the
President or of Lee Harvey Oswald

Mr SALERNO My professional opinion based on the electronic
surveillances and other evidence available is that it is more than
sufficient to give a reasonable answer to that question The ques
tion is that all of that evidence gives no indication at all that the
national commission of La Cosa Nostra directed approved or in
any way was concerned with the assassination of President Kenne
dy

Mr CORNWELL Would it be possible that some member some
leader may have undertaken such a thing without the Commis
sion's approval

Mr SALERNO Yes it is very possible and as a matter of fact at
that particular moment in November of 1963 there was an exam
ple of it At that time the national commission was having a great
deal of difficulty with one of its peers Mr Joseph Bonnano He
was violating probably for the first time the authority of that
commission He had been ordered to appear before it three times to
explain his actions He was refusing to do so

He had taken action which would have required commission
approval without having that commission approval They were
asking him to account for this and he was totally ignoring their
authority

So there was an actual example of one such family leader violat
ing what has been the rule up to that time and unilaterally taking
some serious actions which were of concern to them

Mr CORNWELLVery briefly if you are able to will you tell us
how it is that in the early 1960's an organization which according
to your testimony is characterized by discipline strict control
rules and regulations and has at its disposal violence could have
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been in such a condition that one of its members could be uncon
trollable or could do things which were not sanctioned by the
commission

Mr SALERNO I believe that the conditions that existed in 1963
were reflective of the effectiveness of the Federal drive during
1961 1962 and for most of 1963 The normal smooth operation
which had existed for more than 30 years were interrupted The
cracks were beginning to show in many many ways There was a
gang war for the first time in many years in New York.the Gallo
Profaci war You had the actions of Joseph Bonnano which I have
mentioned You had a plan on the part of one leader Joseph
Magliocho to assassinate two of his fellows Carlo Gambino and
Thomas Lucchese

So that the smooth functioning machinery of a well-oiled ma
chine that had been in high gear for more than 30 years was
beginning to show cracks sluggishness interruption of its normal
activities

Mr CORNWELL What was the predominant reason that these
events occurred in the early 1960's that there was this sort of
crack in the discipline in organization

Mr SALERNOYou had the total penetration of the organization
informants from within the ranks that they had become aware of I
indicated that in 1963 bugs were discovered in Las Vegas This
gave rise to their expectation that there probably were many
many more throughout the United States

You had some other things that were pertinent and relate to
that.the gang war which had begun One highlight which took
place in the congressional halls here in Washington just 6 weeks
before the President's assassination was the public testimony of
Joseph Valachi something which Attorney General Robert Kenne
dy characterized as the greatest intelligence breakthrough in the
history of organized crime in the United States

Mr Valachi's testimony had been preceded by that of the Attor
ney General He was asking the Congress to consider more effec
tive laws to be used against organized crime

As bad as their condition was then it would appear that it could
get worse He had asked the Congress to authorize an electronic
surveillance law he had asked the Congress to authorize an immu
nity statute which would compel testimony

So that in November of 1963 the picture was a very bleak one for
them

Mr CORNWELLIf then the pressures of Bobby Kennedy and the
President during those years had created such conditions within La
Cosa Nostra they found themselves unable to control the various
families the question then arises could a member of that organiza
tion such as Trafficante or Marcello or perhaps even an associate
such as James Hoffa have been involved with the ELSURS the
electronic surveillances which were conducted adequate to answer
the question of the possible involvement of men like that

Mr SALERNO No The electronic surveillances would not have
been helpful in the cases that you cite sir The intelligence pro
gram was a laudable one I would even use the word magnificent
But as in any intelligence program while the overall effort may be
very good there are some weak spots and in the three cases that
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you mentioned Mr Trafficante was never in that time period the
direct target of an electronic surveillance for an extended period
He did show up in conversations a few times where someone else
was the target

There was no electronic surveillance on Carlos Marcello There
was no electronic surveillance on James Riddle Hoffa

Mr CORNWELLThank you I have no further questions
Chairman STOKES Mr Salerno you were here this morning and

heard Mr Trafficante testify that his role in the assassination plot
upon Fidel Castro was that of being an interpreter Would you tell
us please whether a man who holds the position that you have
described here so eloquently and articulately would perform the
role of an interpretor in that type of assassination plot

Mr SALERNONo sir he would not
Chairman STOKES What then would his role be in such a plot
Mr SALERNO Sir based on my knowledge of the three individ

uals who were working with the CIA I believe that the first
approach was in fact made to Mr Roselli Mr Roselli could not and
would not have entertained agreeing to work for the CIA or taking
any action with the CIA without the permission of his superior
who was Sam Giancana I think Sam Giancana's role was to ap
prove Mr Roselli proceeding further

Mr Roselli would not have been in a position to go to someone of
the rank of Mr Trafficante without the intercession without the
permission of Giancana

I believe Giancana's real role was No 1 to approve Roselli's
working with the CIA No 2 to approach his peer Mr Trafficante
and ask for his cooperation

Chairman STOKESNow also you heard Mr Trafficante's testimo
ny this morning with reference to what his relationship was with
these two men Roselli and Giancana over the period of years did
you

Mr SALERNOYes I did
Chairman STOKES And based upon what you heard is that the

true relationship that he had with those two men
Mr SALERNONo not at all I think it would be true that he may

not have engaged in any one particular organized crime venture
with them but he was part of the organized crime syndicate that
they were a part of

Chairman STOKESWould his role have been as he described here
today that he performed these acts out of his patriotism for the
country

Mr SALERNO No I think Mr Trafficante's testimony here has
got to be evaluated in the light of so much other evidence If you
were going to believe Mr Trafficante then Mr Aleman is mistak
en or he is a liar If you are going to believe Mr Trafficante then
the official from the CIA who has given a sworn deposition is
either mistaken or a liar

If you are going to believe Mr Trafficante then his associate
John Roselli and what he has revealed about that particular enter
prise is a liar

It would be necessary to believe that the Government of Spain
will waste 12 men per day and the resources necessary to follow
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and keep Mr Trafficante under surveillance when there is no need
to do that

You would have to believe that various levels of government in
the United States have wasted taxpayers money in trying to follow
Mr Trafficante night and day when there is no need for that

So I think that you have to evaluate his testimony in view of all
of the other evidence and I think it would be at least naive to
accept it at face value

Chairman STOKES Moving over to another area for a moment
when I look at the chart there with reference to organized crime
program where immediately after the President's death there is
this sharp decline in terms of the program under Attorney General
Robert Kennedy it just strikes you that this is a very striking type
of thing Can you comment further and tell us to what do you
attribute that fact and the program just fell apart

Mr SALERNO I think all of those charts and my own personal
recollections of what happened then reflect that the success that
you see manifested there was not only the work of the individual
policemen and the agents but the leadership position that Robert
Kennedy took and afforded the entire program

Following the death of the President my unit in the New York
City Police Department was not reduced FBI men were not trans
ferred en masse to do something else but the leadership was not
there the driving force was not there the commitment in govern
ment at a very high level was not there and I believe that is
reflected in those charts more than anything else

Chairman STOKESThank you My time has expired
The gentleman from North Carolina Mr Preyer
Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Chairman
As I understand it Mr Salerno you have testified that the Cosa

Nostra had the means to carry out something like the assassina
tion and you have given us a description of those means and its
organization and you have also indicated that you thought it has
the motive to carry it out You introduced a number of exhibits
into evidence which we haven't had the opportunity to go over in
detail But looking through the exhibits that I have here there is
just one which I would like to call attention to which seems to me
related strongly to the motive angle and I would like to ask you to
give us a little description of it

It is the one that states on February 8 1962 Angelo Bruno and
Willie Weisburg discussed the Kennedys This is at page 1 under
tab ELSURS re Kennedy

Mr SALERNOYes sir
Mr PREYER At that meeting Weisburg says this
Seewhat Kennedydone With Kennedya guy shouldtake a knife like one of the

other guys and stab and kill the ( -- ) where he is now Somebodyshould kill
the (-- ) I mean it This is true honest to God it is about time to go But I tell
you something I hopeI get a week'snotice I will kill right in the ( -- ) in the
WhiteHouse Somebodyhas got to get rid of this (-- )

And then Bruno responds to Weisburg's statement with the fol
lowing story

What I would like to ask you is to briefly tell us who Angelo
Bruno was at the time who Weisburg is.incidentally this is JFK
exhibit F-618.and then if you would give us Bruno's response to
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Weisburg's statement that somebody's got to get rid of this (---)
and just explain to us what your understanding of his response is

Mr SALERNO Yes sir Mr Bruno at that point in time was as
shown on that chart the head of the La Cosa Nostra family in
Philadelphia

His response basically is a very philosophical one He tells an old
story You don't want it verbatim do you

Mr PREYER No if you could just describe it
Mr SALERNO Yes he said when things are bad under one king

some people might view him as being a bad king However another
point of view is that he is a good king because you think things are
bad now and when there is a succession things get worse And
when there is a succession things get worse so the man that you
think is a bad king is really a good king because if anything
happens to him then his son will succeed and things will get still
worse

It is a very philosophical point of view but as I indicated earlier
today I think you have to read these ELSURS because there is
another one in that packet which is 1 year later and Mr Bruno 1
year later in early 1963 is not very philosophical at all He de
scribes himself as being crucified and Mr Bruno is making very
serious plans to follow his predecessor and go to Italy for perma
nent residence and he is not coming back

Mr Bruno expresses that point of view to a colleague in New
Jersey Jerry Catena in which he said "It is all over for us I am
going to Italy and you should go too Jerry, and Mr Catena
responds that Bruno is probably right but because his family would
be unhappy there that he is unlikely to follow the same lead

One year later Bruno has stopped being philosophical and he is
getting ready to leave the United States

Mr PREYER SO that to Weisburg's statement somebody ought to
get rid of Robert Kennedy Bruno in effect answers we shouldn't
get rid of him because whoever succeeds him will be even worse
than he was from the mob's point of view

Mr SALERNOThat is what the philosophical story reflects
Mr PREYER SO his motive was not to get rid of him because

something worse might happen When he later decided to go to
Italy and became more disillusioned with Kennedy he still decided
to go to Italy rather than change his mind about his motive that
is he didn't say in that later exhibit did he we should kill him he
said I will go to Italy

Mr SALERNO No the indications are that when things got very
very bad that Bruno would have made the choice to leave the
country that would not necessarily be the choice that all his peer
group made

Mr PREYER I think I used my 5 minutes
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman Thank you Mr Salerno

for an exceptionally fine description and detail I have several
questions I would like to ask First of all this morning Mr Traffi
cante testified that "they lived with me in terms of their surveil
lance That seems to be at variance with your testimony Would
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you care to elaborate or substantiate or negate Mr Trafficante or
perhaps adjust-

Mr SALERNO I think there is always a tendency to slightly
exaggerate when people come to feel they are getting some law
enforcement attention However we do have his associate Mr
Giancana who actually went into Federal court and indicated that
he was under the same kind of intense surveillance.bumper to
bumper tail it's referred to with one car immediately behind the
other He actually got a Federal judge to order the FBI that if they
were going to follow Mr Giancana on a golf course as they did
that the FBI would be required to leave a foursome between their
golf playing group and his group That ruling was overturned on
appeal

Mr FITHIAN SO it is your testimony then that Mr Trafficante
was not sufficiently carefully monitored as to tell us one way or
the other whether or not he might have been involved in any plot
against President Kennedy

Mr SALERNOI would answer that this way sir I personally was
a little bit disappointed to learn that in that time period he had
not been the subject of an electronic surveillance I would like to
also point out however that being able to place someone under
electronic surveillance is subject to so many conditions The type of
movements the man engages in the actual physical circumstances
of where he spends his time this kind of work is not as easily done
as nonprofessionals who have not engaged in it sometimes assume

Mr FITHIAN Are you then directing your assessment of either
omission or insufficient coverage so as to give us the story primar
ily on the lack of electronic surveillance telephonic monitoring

Mr SALERNO I would say that created a big void in the total
coverage that was being given

Mr FITHIAN Can you explain why if Trafficante is in the place
that you put him in organized crime that such an electronic sur
veillance activity would be somehow overlooked

Mr SALERNONo I can't answer that question sir
Mr FITHIAN You said that and have apparently a very high

regard for the level of governmental activity in 1963 and you show
us charts and the like apparently a great deal of pressure was as
we know put on La Cosa Nostra in those days I know this is a
little outside the purview of this committee but it is a rare oppor
tunity for a Member of the House to have a chance to ask you a
question like this How would you suggest that we try to recoup the
good old days of 1963

Mr SALERNO I think we should take a look at why it was
successful and try to duplicate the circumstances as much as we
can within our constitutional framework of law There is no ques
tion that the Federal agencies were coordinated Cooperation be
tween agencies is not enough in this kind of an effort They have to
be coordinated Recent evidence by Mr Civiletti of the Department
of Justice before a congressional committee indicated that he was
somewhat disappointed in the level of willingness of the U.S De
partment of Labor to be more aggressive in organized crime in
labor matters That testimony was given in April of this year I
think it is a lot easier for an Attorney General whose brother is
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the President to make sure that all of the agencies of the Federal
Government that should be playing a role are

In other words you have to go beyond the Attorney General
There has to be that kind of commitment in the White House is
really what is necessary

Mr FITHIAN Is it your impression that the statutory changes
since 1963 or 1964 with regard to wiretaps and with regard to
certain kinds of activities has contributed or is it just a lack of
willingness that has contributed to our present state of pretty
much doing nothing as far as I can see

Mr SALERNO No I think the statute law is actually better and
stronger today that it was in 1963 In those days that electronic
surveillance which took place was for intelligence purposes only
Now under title III of the Organized Crime Bill and Safe Streets
Act not only can you get the authorization from the court but now
you can bring the results into court and use it as evidence some
thing that was not possible in 1963

In my home State of New York for example the law as inter
preted at that time by the Supreme Court said fine you in New
York State have a State wiretap law You get authority from a
judge fine The authority is given to the police department of the
city of New York so you Ralph Salerno can execute the court
order you can tell your commander about it he can tell his com
mander about it and he can tell the police commissioner about it
because you are all part of a single entity known as the police
department of the city of New York But if I took that evidence to
Mr Klein in the prosecutor's office in New York County and we
proceeded to tell a judge and jury about it the Supreme Court had
said that we would be in violation of 605 So I would much prefer
the current status of carefully controlled wiretapping but that
amount which you can do you can use as evidence in court which
we could not do

The confessions of murder that we listened to could not be used
for the purposes of evidence The legislation that Robert Kennedy
requested in 1963 was some time in coming but it has arrived We
have the wiretap law that he recommended we have the immunity
law So I have no argument with current statutory law I think it is
there I don't think the commitment is there

Mr FITHIAN Thank you
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Mr FITHIAN I ask unanimous consent to proceed for 3 additional

minutes
Chairman STOKES Without objection the gentleman is recog

nized
Mr FITHIAN I believe a little bit ago you said that Roselli by the

structure of things had to get permission from Giancana
Mr SALERNOYes sir
Mr FITHIAN To proceed And that Giancana would I believe you

said ask his peer Trafficante about proceeding Is that because of
a regional jurisdictional thing or is it because of a personal rela
tionship that you have perceived between Giancana and Traffi
cante

Mr SALERNO A combination of both They were peers but the
activity the initial activity would take place with the Cuban coin
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munity that was in exile from Cuba Mr Trafficante had the best
contacts there and it would be.although Miami is generally re
ferred to as an open city southern Florida is generally considered
to be within Mr Trafficante's sphere of influence So it would be a
combination of he had the best contacts to the Cubans plus the
fact you would be operating in south Florida where he could be
extremely helpful

Mr FITHIAN And Giancana's territory-
Mr SALERNOChicago
Mr FITHIAN In just Chicago he didn't have any other
Mr SALERNO He had interests elsewhere He would have had

interests in Nevada that's to a certainty
Mr FITHIAN Is the machine or the commission as smoothly

functioning now as it was prior to the RFK pressure 1962 and
1963

Mr SALERNO It is functioning much better than it was in 1963
and I must add as I indicated in my testimony I don't believe that
our level of knowledge is as good today as it was in 1963 because of
the limits that do exist for electronic surveillance In other words
electronic surveillance.solely for the purpose of intelligence gath
ering.it is forbidden by the law You must specify the specific
crime and the law goes further than that Even if you have not
used up your entire time period of authority if you have made an
allegation as to a certain crime as soon as you have received the
evidence of that crime you are expected to sign off

I don't know if that implies that criminals 5 minutes later will
not commit a second crime but that is the requirement of the law

Mr FITHIAN Finally if everything seems to be functioning
smoothly how then do we account for Roselli's violent death and
Giancana's death which in the minds of many are related rather
specifically to what we are doing here

Mr SALERNO I think there is a great deal of speculation as to
the actual causes of both Mr Roselli's and Mr Giancana's deaths I
don't think anybody except the people who were responsible for it
know whether it was because of their involvement with the CIA
whether it was because of testimony they had given or were pre
pared to give or whether it was a local organized crime matter
that we may not even be aware of

I have my own hypothesis about the method of Mr Roselli's
death Mr Roselli was cut up and put into an oil drum and his
automobile was found at the International Airport My hypothesis
is that being put in an oil drum and buried at sea his body was not
supposed to be found So if it had been successful we would have
had the absence the unexplained absence of Mr Roselli with the
red herring of his automobile being at the airport suggesting the
possibility that he was voluntarily a fugitive who had left the
country before he would be deported somewhere that he didn't
want to go

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has again expired
The gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar

Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman
I apologize for not being here during the full extent of your

testimony but I do have a few questions I would like to put to you
You indicate in the charts the high level of activity of the Justice

35-3790 79 30
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Department during the period of 1962 1963 and 1964 in moving
out against organized crime figures is that not correct

Mr SALERNOYes sir
Mr EDGAR And you indicated to Mr Fithian's question that you

felt as part of where we ought to go from here is to try to
recapture the same skills and tools that we had in those years is
that not correct

Mr SALERNO Not so much the skills and the tools sir as the
dedication and commitment

Mr EDGAR I wonder if you could explain then why it seems to
me as one member of this committee that there was a great deal
of confusion mistakes in terms of the sharing of the surveillance
or the secret information between the Secret Service the FBI the
CIA and whether or not you would go so far as to say that the
Justice Department and agencies of this Nation did a good job in
coordinating with each other

Mr SALERNO I think that if one were to inspect whatever the
official level of sharing and cooperation is you would get a distort
ed and mistaken picture as against what actually happened be
tween working agents on different levels of government

The Federal agencies are just that Federal agencies They have
to deal with local and State police departments all over the United
States Therefore the official position of a Federal agency has to be
similar to that of a convoy that we used in World War II 300 ships
are going to move together for protection The maximum speed of
the convoy has got to be the speed of the slowest ship otherwise
you will leave him behind Therefore what Federal agencies are
willing to share as a matter of policy has got to be the speed of the
slowest ship How much information will you give to the most
corrupt police department or the most suspect police department in
the United States

It has been my experience that de facto the FBI particularly and
other Federal-

Mr EDGAR Could the photographers move so I can see the
witness

Mr SALERNO The FBI particularly and other Federal agencies
very carefully determine different levels of confidence that they
can extend and then are very generous in extending cooperation
information and even engaging in coordinated efforts in joint oper
ations together

Mr EDGAR I don't want to pursue this any further but I do note
for the record that 17 FBI agents were reprimanded privately
because Oswald didn't make the security index and yet informa
tion was available to many of those agents to put him on that list
The Secret Service had information about Oswald that was differ
ent from the FBI's information and I would suggest that if we
move back to that level that there be some way that there could be
coordination and collaboration between agencies so that as we
move toward aggressive action that aggressive action is a coordi
nated effort

Let's move to another issue In terms of your expertise is there a
likelihood that someone of the nature of Jack Ruby would be
helped with his labor problems by someone in the underworld and
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further is it unreasonable to expect that the underworld might use
someone like Jack Ruby to do a job for them

Mr SALERNOWell I think Jack Ruby turning to someone in the
underworld for help in a labor matter is not unrealistic Many
people do that every day Many businessmen will buy labor peace
they will ignore collective bargaining they will ignore all the
agencies of government and if they really want something done
they hire the Godfather

Carlo Gambino not in the underworld but in the upper world
was a labor consultant business firms paid him as much as $40,000
for help in one labor matter I can tell you that Carlo Gambino
doesn't know the difference between Samuel Gompers and Ringo
Starr That is how much he knows about labor but he is a Godfa
ther and he has interjected himself in labor matter where miracu
lously the strike is headed off or if it is already ongoing it has
come to an end So Jack Ruby turning to someone in the under
world for help is not unrealistic at all

There was a second part to your question
Mr EDGAR If they did that would they expect anything in

return or would it be likely for them to go to someone who just a
few days ago a captain from the Dallas Police Department de
scribed as a buffoon and would suggest the underworld would
never hire someone like that to do anything for them

In your experience would the underworld ever use someone like
a Jack Ruby to do an action for them

Mr SALERNOI went through the typical representative gangland
slaying and nothing in what I had to say fits the assassination of
the President I didn't have an opportunity to give you three excep
tions to that rule The acid blinding of Victor Riesel in New York
City was an organized crime motivated crime It was an exception
to the rule They didn't keep it with trusted professionals That
was a contract offered for $2,000 and someone took $1,000 off that
and offered $1,000 to a second man who offered $500 of it to a low
level burglar in the city of New York who was an addict at that
time

That is anathema in organized crime to have anything to do
particularly in 1955 with a drug addict What happened there was
the young man who did the actual blinding of Mr Riesel didn't
know the organized crime figure that had sponsored it never met
him He was himself burned with acid He got his $500 He went to
gambling casinos in Youngstown Ohio came back broke needed
more money and then became a potential threat And the best
indication is that he was killed.he was killed.the best indication
is he was killed by the middleman who had worked between he and
organized crime

If he becomes a problem back to the organized crime figure they
would be in jeopardy So he was killed

We have another example in the shooting of Joseph Columbo
before 85,000 people in Columbus Circle in New York That homi
cide was committed by a black man named Jerome Johnson who
was himself immediately killed probably by a Columbo bodyguard
A number of people jumped on Mr Johnson A crowd of bodies
went down and shots went off There is no question in my mind.I
was one block away.when I heard that a black man had shot
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Joseph Columbo 1 said Joseph Gallo did that We knew that
Joseph Gallo hack oeen entering into alliances with black cri i -pals
that he had meL in orison But once again an unhappy e_ 'rig
when there is a violation that goes away from the rule

We have one in Kansas City four young black men were hired to
kill a witness in a Federal gambling case and they were told by
the low level La Cosa Nostra figure who was going to pay them
$1,000 to do that that Mr Landi the victim had to be killed
because he was a witness in a Federal case Those four young men
were caught So we have some exceptions where it appears to be a
mistake at least for the people who engaged in the crime because
they are either caught or are themselves killed

The death of President Kennedy does not fit a typical gangland
homicide but there are some dramatic parallels to the exceptions
where low level figures nondependable nondescript people are
used

Mr EDGAR Mr Chairman I ask unanimous consent for 3 addi
tional minutes I have some very brief questions I would like to
ask

Chairman STOKES Without objection the gentleman is recog
nized for an additional 3 minutes

Mr EDGAR Just to clarify that previous question the question
was would they use someone like Ruby to kill Oswald and not so
much the Oswald personality as it would be to use a person like
Jack Ruby after getting a favor from the underworld to kill-

Mr SALERNOIt fits the Riesel case yes
Mr EDGAR Let me ask a couple of questions about Mr Oswald

In your opinion is it enough for Oswald to have had an uncle by
the name of Charles Moret who is a bookie to in any way link
Oswald to organized crime

Mr SALERNOI think it is a single fact on which you cannot base
any serious premise If it can be joined with other facts in a
preponderance of evidence then you might be able to come up with
a responsible conclusion

Mr EDGAR Well then let me raise the second possible connec
tion and that is with David Ferrie who worked in the same
building that Oswald was in for a time at least it is alleged that
that occurred

Would that have been enough of a connection
Mr SALERNOBy itself no but again in concert with many many

other facts it might
Mr EDGAR Moving to the question again about Mr Ruby it is

interesting for us to examine the relationship if any between a
Mr Trafficante and a Jack Ruby Would it have been the custom
for somebody like Trafficante who is at one level to have any
association with somebody like Ruby Would that be a custom or a
norm

Mr SALERNO Without any intermediary who might have known
them both and introduced one to the other it would be very very
unlikely Jack Ruby cannot be characterized as an organized crime
figure in any way in my estimation Jack Ruby would not have
made a pimple on the back of the neck of a real organized crime
figure
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Mr EDGAR One final question then Mr Aleman yesterday
raised in a final question that there was no doubt in his mind that
it would be possible for organized crime to have worked with
rather than against but with Fidel Castro to turn around and go
after someone like the President of the United States

In your opinion would it have been the custom or is it the
custom of organized crime to at some point work violently against
someone in this case the regime of Fidel Castro and at other times
for expediency work with someone and in this case Fidel Castro
for their ends

Mr SALERNO Yes I have seen that done I have seen that done
in a gang war where some people switch sides more than once and
totally reversed their loyalties

Mr EDGAR You recall the Aleman testimony from yesterday
What is the likelihood of Mr Trafficante in your opinion ever
making that kind of statement to Mr Aleman

Mr SALERNO I would have to know more about their relation
ship If it was as limited as Mr Trafficante says I would say no If
it was to the extent that Mr Aleman described it would be believ
able

Mr EDGAR Thank you
No further questions Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
Mr Salerno can you tell us.I believe you said earlier this

morning in response to something that was said on television
about organized crime being larger than as big as United States
Steel something of that sort the comment was made it is bigger
than United States Steel Was that the comment

Mr SALERNOYes sir it was made by Meyer Lansky to his wife
Chairman STOKESWell is that statement true
Mr SALERNOI don't know the value of United States Steel I do

know this sir That if one takes hard data hard numbers such as
the records that are seized in gambling raids take the information
that we do have what is the price of heroin what is the price of
cocaine we know that because undercover men are making such
purchases

If we take those records which have been seized in loan sharking
cases if we take those records where there have been convictions
for kickbacks that were paid in obtaining loans from the Teamsters
Union I think if you take hard data and from them make the most
conservative national projections organized crime in the United
States is an industry that is grossing billions of dollars per year
and I think the net profit is extremely significant There are some
operations where the net profit is comparatively small In book
making you are making 41/2 percent of your total gross as your
gross profit In narcotics you are talking on the importation level
of the importer making five times his investment

You are also talking when you are talking about heroin you are
talking about a product which on the street is selling for between
150 and 200 times the value of gold per ounce even at today's
figure for gold So the numbers that we do know about.we know
that it takes 6 tons of heroin to supply every addict in the United
States or something in that range You start taking it per ounce
on the street level and going through the most conservative projec
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tions you are talking about a multibillion dollar industry which
has never been adequately studied by economists who can write
books about what happens if the prime interest rate goes up 11/2
percent what happens if unemployment goes down 2 percent and
here is a multibillion dollar industry and they have never studied
it simply because the data is not easily available and you cannot
get a mountain of empirical data with three graduate students
mailing out 2,000 questionnaires and conducting 200 interviews in
a summer

Chairman STOKES You mentioned Meyer Lansky Who is Meyer
Lansky

Mr SALERNO Meyer Lansky was a young person who came over
to the United States at a very young age he came over at the age
of 6 or 9 from Poland with Jewish parents He lives on the lower
East Side of Manhattan which at that time was a Jewish ghetto
Mr Lansky demonstrated with some Jewish criminals what these
Italian criminals have demonstrated what is demonstrated today
in what is beginning to be referred to as the Black Mafia what is
being witnessed out in California with a group that names itself
the Mexican Mafia that there are times when immigrant groups
and I mentioned Blacks because some sociologists say they are the
most recent immigrants to the urban areas of our country

Unfortunately in the United States we give the greatest upward
mobility to those immigrants who are willing to go into a life of
crime as against what we offer immigrants who will be dutiful
citizens and work hard

In other words what I am saying sir is that the name of the
game called organized crime has remained constant Over the
years we changed the names of the players their skin color or
language spoken

Meyer Lansky became a very wealthy man during the prohibi
tion era when what we were calling 2 years ago during our Bicen
tennial year what we call today the sacred document that is the
Constitution of the United States was being sneered at ignored
and made a travesty of by so many American citizens and even a
larger number simply ignored all that

Meyer Lansky was a bright man who learned that if you engage
in a life of crime and select your crime carefully and insulate your
role you can become a very very wealthy man Meyer Lansky had
interests in Cuba You heard Mr Trafficante mention the name of
his brother Jake Lansky

Meyer Lansky has dealt with heads of government Mr Batista
in one case with the governing council in the Bahamas to where
he moved some of his gambling operations He is a brilliant man in
the shrewd sense of the word who has made an awful lot of money
who has kind of thumbed his nose at the law

He fled the United States when three indictments were coming
down against him He went to Israel He used the Jewish Law of
Return which says any person born of Jewish mother can go to
Israel and file for citizenship He did that It was resisted by the
Attorney General in Israel The case was argued before the Su
preme Court of Israel

There is one exception to the Jewish Law of Return and that is if
the person's residence or citizenship in Israel can be considered to
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be a threat to the State he can be denied the application for
citizenship and he can be put out of Israel as happened to Meyer
Lansky

I think they stretched the law a little bit If they had let Meyer
Lansky stay there and bring all his money there 20 years from
now there would be two statutes in Jerusalem one would be Moshe
Dayan and the other one would be Meyer Lansky because he
might have helped them buy up the Arabs

Chairman STOKES You mentioned earlier the victims of orga
nized crime Who are the victims of organized crime

Mr SALERNO The victims of organized crime are many They
come from all walks of life You can be victimized if you are a
prominent businessman that they might like to move in on but I
think the people from whom they make money and who they
victimize in one form or another come from all walks of life

I am looking for something that I put among my notes and I am
very happy for the opportunity to be allowed to look for it because
it was stated much more eloquently than I can by Dr Martin
Luther King

This is what Dr Martin Luther King wrote eloquently in an
article entitled "Beyond the Los Angeles Riots Next Stop the
North, in the Saturday Review November 13 1965

The most grievouscharge against municipal policeis not brutality although it
exists Permissivecrime in the ghettos is the nightmare of the slum family Permis
sive crime is the name for the organized crime that flourishes in the ghettos
designed directed and activated by the white national crime syndicatesoperating
numbers narcotics and prostitution rackets freely in protectivesanctuaries of the
ghettos

Becauseno one including the police cares particularly about ghetto crime it
pervadeseveryarea of life

I think what Dr King recognizes in that comment is something
that is not easily demonstrated in charts

The Kennedy administration had an entire program of policies
The fight against organized crime was one The improvement of
the civil rights of all citizens was another An attempt to help the
poor was a third But those were not three separate and unrelated
programs they were all part of the same drive that the Kennedys
were trying to achieve

Chairman STOKESI just have one further question
Lewis McWillie testified in these hearings yesterday I believe or

the day before that after he left Cuba and came back to the States
he worked at the Cal-Nevada Lodge Who owns the Cal-Nevada
Lodge

Mr SALERNO I don't know who owns it today In 1963 Frank
Sinatra was a 50 percent partner He also had nine points in the
Sands Hotel in 1963 That became a matter of record in the press
because in 1963 he got into a little bit of trouble with the Nevada
Gambling Commission Mr Giancana had been his guest at the
Lodge and at his home and the licensing authorities were threaten
ing to suspend the licenses at both institutions if Mr Sinatra did
not promise in writing to break off his friendship with Mr Gian
cana

Mr Sinatra elected not to break off his friendship not to jeopar
dize his partners and he divested himself of his interests

Chairman STOKESMy time has expired
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The gentleman from Connecticut Mr McKinney
Mr MCKINNEY Just one brief area following through on the

questioning of my friend from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
It has sometime been suggested that Premier Castro was only too

aware of the attempts or at least aware of the theory that the
Cosa Nostra could be used because of their gambling losses result
ing from his takeover of Cuba to dispose of him It has been
suggested that Mr Castro appealed to reason and may have said
all you have lost is a few gambling casinos whereas I run Cuba
which is only 90 miles from the most unprotected coastline in the
United States and therefore is the most logical place from which
to supply drugs to this Nation so don't fight me join me

Do you have any information or any feeling as to whether or not
the Cuban Government or the Premier of Cuba actually are in
volved with the Mafia in any way in supplying drugs to this
country

Mr SALERNOI have no direct evidence of that no sir
Mr MCKINNEY Thank you
Chairman STOKES The gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN I just have one more question Mr Chairman
During his testimony yesterday Mr Aleman suggested that Traf

ficante at least I thought he did suggested Trafficante was per
haps working in cooperation with Castro in the 1960's From what
you know about the Cosa Nostra how likely is it that a situation
like this that is Trafficante a Cosa Nostra leader who had lost
very considerable amounts of money and property with the rise of
Castro to power would be working with him in any way

Mr SALERNOThe entire name of the game in organized crime is
to make money If Mr Aleman had added to his opinion some
indication some evidence showing where and how Santos Traffi
cante might benefit in terms of money I think his argument would
become much more believable

If we could join a different answer to Mr McKinney's question if
there were some evidence that Santos Trafficante is using Cuba in
fact as a base for narcotics and profiting greatly from that then he
would certainly be able to be considered as being guilty of what
Mr Aleman set forth but he is not doing it for a reason where he
doesn't see some gain

Mr FITHIAN Well now would this have been the kind of activi
ty that was sufficiently important that the commission approval
would be required

Mr SALERNOWhat kind of activity specifically sir
Mr FITHIAN In other words if Trafficante were going to be

working with Castro on any number of things would that the fact
he is working with another head of state would that be important
enough in and of itself

Mr SALERNO No people in organized crime have dealt on very
high levels with other officials

Mr FITHIAN So it would be the nature of the activity that would
determine-

Mr SALERNOAnd only if it put him in conflict with some vested
interest that some other leader in organized crime would have If
no conflict he is free to do that
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Mr FITHIAN Then the size and the scope of the project is not
really what requires commission approval it is whether or not that
might somehow impinge upon somebody else's turf

Mr SALERNOYes sir
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Thank you Mr Salerno
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
Mr EDGAR I just have one clarifying question
Chairman STOKESThe gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Earlier we talked about the possibility of whether or

not Aleman's recollection was accurate or whether Trafficante's
understanding of his statements were accurate and you indicated
that if the meetings were as frequent as Aleman had suggested it
might have been a possibility that Trafficante would have divulged
statements indicating what Aleman alleges but it was rare

We got information yesterday from Aleman that no more than
three meetings occurred You would not describe that as frequent

Mr SALERNO No I didn't mean to mislead you I don't think I
said it was the frequency of the meetings it would be the nature of
the meetings If they are in fact going to be business partners if
Mr Aleman is going to get a sizable loan from the Teamsters
Union for which Mr Trafficante would have gotten a kickback.if
Mr Aleman is going to be for Mr Trafficante and his friend
Angelo Bruno the medium to an open door into relationships at
high levels of the Dominican Government where they can become
involved in business activities which would accrue to their sharing
a great deal of wealth between them now he would be talking to a
business partner somebody with whom he is going to make a great
deal of money then I would expect that he might have made such
a statement

If it was well I met the fellow and he asked about a loan and
that was kind of straightened out and we talked a little bit about
possibilities if you take the impression that Mr Trafficante wants
to put on the nature of their meetings then I would discount the
possibility that it was said But if they are going to make a great
deal of money together if they are going to be business partners
he might have shared such a thought with him

Mr EDGAR But I think it is accurate to say that Trafficante
would have been aware of Aleman's previous testimony well his
relationship may be in giving testimony in Chicago against some
other witnesses and it seemed to me wouldn't it have been natural
for somebody in the Cosa Nostra not to discuss such things with
someone who may have been involved

Mr SALERNO No not at all If we are going to infer that this
man testified against Norman Rothman and Mr Mannarino you
might think that if that were going to be the consideration Mr
Trafficante would not even have found himself in the same room
with that man The overriding consideration was "Forget my friend
Norman Rothman forget my colleague Mannarino if I can make a
lot of money with this cat I will meet him once twice or a 100
times.

Mr EDGAR And your earlier comment was that it was the qual
ity of the content of the meeting and not the quantity of the
meetings
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Mr SALERNO Yes sir The fact that they were together Mr
Trafficante makes admission to that and we know that that took
place even after he had given testimony against some of Mr Traffi
cante's friends I think suggests that money is the overriding con
sideration

Mr EDGAR Thank you I appreciate the response
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
Mr Salerno as a witness before our committee at the conclusion

of your testimony you are entitled to 5 minutes During that 5
minute period you may in any way expand upon your testimony or
comment upon it and I would extend to you at this time 5 minutes
for that purpose if you so desire

Mr SALERNO Thank you Mr Chairman I just want to mention
two things and it won't take 5 minutes

No 1 I would like to through this committee thank Attorney
General Bell and the people in the FBI with whom I and my
colleagues on the staff dealt for their grand cooperation their
kindness and their courtesies

The second thing I would like to say to this committee and for
the record is this That from time to time when the Mafia the Cosa
Nostra has to be discussed some Americans are angered by that
fact I would like the record to show that I am one of the Ameri
cans who is greatly angered when the necessity arises

I resent the fact that some criminals have formed an organiza
tion where they require that membership be limited to people of
Italian background where they apply Italian words as a name to a
criminal organization where they apply an Italian word for ranks
within that organization

As I sit here looking at the committee you are members of the
Congress and that together with many other things I am sure
makes each of you proud of your roots and from whence you came

I would just like to say that I am equally proud of mine Thank
you sir

Chairman STOKESMr Salerno I would just like to say on behalf
of the committee you are obviously an eminently qualified expert
in this field You have given some very articulate and eloquent
testimony before the committee and we want to thank you for the
services you have rendered to us

Mr SALERNOThank you sir
Chairman STOKES The Chair would like to take a 3 minute in

place recess before we proceed further
Chairman STOKESThe committee will come to order
The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey
Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman It could be said that the

committee has now come full circle It began with the question
"could organized crime have been involved in the plot to murder
President Kennedy It has run an exhaustive check of the possi
ble conspiratorial associations of one figure involved in the assassi
nation Jack Ruby The committee obviously has more work to do
on Ruby's associates as well as Lee Harvey Oswald's and it will
have the opportunity to say more about them in its final report in
December

Nevertheless it is fair to say the committee's investigation into
the possible involvement into organized crime has been more corn
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plete than that of the FBI or the Warren Commission in 1963 and
1964 It is also fair to comment that had this sort of investigation
taken place at that time when the evidence was fresh it is possible
though hardly a sure thing that a lot more information might
have been forthcoming But the committee must face this fact The
question of organized crime involvement is still and open one
Nothing that has been uncovered excludes it and much that is new
points toward it Yet frustration may be the result of this commit
tee's efforts too

To address the issues raised by this frank recognition of the
possibility of ultimate frustration and comment on the investiga
tion of the Warren Commission and this committee as well as the
future the committee has invited the Hon Burt W Griffin to
appear here today Judge Griffin was an assistant counsel for the
Warren Commission As such he shared responsibility for the in
vestigation of Jack Ruby and the shooting of Lee Harvey Oswald
Judge Griffin received a B.A cum laude from Amherst College in
1954 and an LL.B degree from Yale in 1959 Judge Griffin has
served as the Director of the Cleveland Office of Economic Oppor
tunity Legal Service Program as well as the Director of the Legal
Aid Society

In January 3 1975 he was appointed judge of the Court of
Common Pleas of Cuyahoga County Ohio It would be appropriate
at this time Mr Chairman to call Judge Griffin

Chairman STOKES Judge I ask you to stand please and be
sworn Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before
this committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the
truth so help you God

Judge GRIFFIN I do
Chairman STOKESThank you you may be seated
Judge Griffin it is a real pleasure to welcome you here Mr

Blakey Judge Griffin happens to be not only a long-time close
friend but one of Cleveland's most distinguished jurists We wel
come you here this afternoon Judge

TESTIMONY OF JUDGE BURT W GRIFFIN FORMER ASSISTANT
COUNSEL FOR THE WARREN COMMISSION AND JUDGE OF
THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS CUYAHOGA COUNTY OHIO

Judge GRIFFIN Mr Chairman and my good friend Louis Stokes
Let me say it is a pleasure for me to be here before your commit
tee I say it with only one reservation and I think Mr McKinney
this may bring back some memories to you because the last time
that I had an opportunity to appear before this committee in
executive session I was about an hour late because I found defi
ciencies in the Metro transportation system Last night your com
mittee was very kind and offered to spare me that indignity and
sent Mr Mathews with Mr Blakey's car to the airport to pick me
up

I regret to say that when we got out to Mr Blakey's car it didn't
work And I found myself behind the car trying to push Mr Math
ews to get it started So I would suggest that if there are any other
areas of investigation for this committee to undertake that there
might be some in the field of transportation

Mr EDGAR Would the gentleman yield at that point
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Chairman STOKESThe gentleman is recognized
Mr EDGAR As a very strong advocate of public transit I think

the Metro system is getting better and I would suggest if you are
ever in that predicament again you might try using it I have been
to the gentleman's city of Cleveland and you have a very fine
public transit system I hope we can have those fine systems
throughout the Nation

Judge GRIFFIN I thank you Mr Edgar for the advice and I am
sure that I will consider it seriously

Let me say in seriousness that the purpose of my remarks is to
discuss with the committee the question of what is the proper
process for investigating political murders that have national im
plications That is what I would like to reflect upon in these
minutes with the committee

I propose to begin that inquiry with a brief discussion of what I
perceive to have been the goals of the Warren Commission and the
Warren Commission's successes and failures And I would like to
end with some suggestions for dealing with future political mur
ders

It is a sad thing to think about but I think we cannot escape the
honest judgment that we will have in this country political mur
ders in the future and we will I am sorry to say in all probability
have Presidents who are assassinated in the future So that I think
more important than attempting to reach a conclusion as to how
President Kennedy happened to be killed and why and who all
may have participated in that as important as that inquiry is the
real questions are not for the past but the real questions for this
committee are for the future

The Warren Commission was designed primarily to achieve four
goals First to establish the true facts surrounding the assassina
tion of President Kennedy and the murder of Lee Harvey Oswald
Second to accomplish that mission in a manner that would satisfy
the broadest segment of influential people and the American public
in general Third to do it in a manner that would not unnecessar
ily disrupt the stability of the national government and its conduct
of international affairs or jeopardize the national security And
fourth to conduct this inquiry in a manner that would avoid
damaging the reputations or employment of individuals against
whom there did not exist convincing evidence of criminal conduct

Those goals were not in every respect stated by the Commission
but I believe that they indeed were the goals of the Commission
and I think that the first two goals that is of finding the truth
and second of accomplishing that investigation in a manner that
would be persuasive were actually articulated in the official Com
mission documents

The third goal that is the one that related to the stability of the
National Government and the problems of national security was
communicated by the President of the United States to Chief Jus
tice Warren

The fourth goal that being a civil libertarian goal although it
may not have been articulated in any official documents was in
fact the philosophy of Chief Justice Warren as I had the opportu
nity to witness his conduct of the Warren Commission
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In a rather brief manner I would like to summarize the reasons
for these goals and I will be brief because I think that the reasons
are obvious but it is perhaps worth mentioning them

President Kennedy's death was surrounded with suspicions of
conspiratorial intrigue that could easily have fed efforts at domes
tic and international turmoil If the suspicions were true there
would be a need for serious corrective action but if the suspicions
were unfounded and were not abated the mere suspicions could
provide strong weapons in the hands of individuals who desired to
manipulate public opinion and power for unjustified ends

The Warren Commission began its inquiry on the very heels of
one of the most unfortunate eras in American political history It
was what we all look back upon now as the McCarthy era And the
conduct of investigations into matters of internal security during
that period cast not only a blot upon the conduct of senatorial
committees but of congressional committees as well and I think
that we.many of us if not a vast majority of us.look back upon
that period with a great deal of embarrassment and sorrow

There was another period which none of us is old enough to
remember where the same kind of political ambitions based upon
unfounded suspicions and fears brought the United States into war
and that is the period of the Spanish-American War which has
been well documented and the role that irresponsible newspaper
people had to play in the creation of that war is well known to any
student of history So that the fears about the inability to find the
truth and to document it in a persuasive manner were not incon
siderable or insubstantial ones as far as the members of the
Warren Commission were concerned

And it was important that a reliable body be established to
investigate and report honestly the facts that surrounded the
murder of Lee Harvey Oswald and of President Kennedy in order
to minimize the possibility of such disastrous consequences

At the outset of the Warren Commission's activities speed
seemed to be an important element in the Commission's operations

Initially the White House informed the Commission that it
should complete its work and make its report prior to the national
political conventions that were scheduled for the summer of 1964
The emphasis on speed stemmed from the early perceptions of this
problem that I have been alluding to.preventing the unnecessary
disruption of public policy and political power

At the outset the timetable seemed reasonable but as the scope
of the investigation became apparent such a deadline became obvi
ously unrealistic The goal of speed came into conflict with the goal
of completeness for many of the suspicions which the obvious facts
generated could not be explored fully in the 5 months that were
originally projected for the Warren Commission's investigation

In retrospect it seems to me that speed was not the political
necessity that the White House originally envisioned The Warren
report was itself not issued until late September 1964 and I reflect
ed as I came here today that I believe that today or tomorrow is
the 14th anniversary of the issuance of that report This was of
course after both the Republican and Democratic national conven
tions had nominated their candidates for President And the issue
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of the assassination of President Kennedy never became an issue in
that Presidential election campaign

At no time prior to the report's issuance did any Member of
Congress attempt to use the uncertainties of the assassination to
oppose Johnson administration policies So long as the Commission
was operating the White House in fact achieved its goal of pre
venting the uncertainties that surrounded the assassination from
interfering with its own conduct of public policy I believe that the
initial emphasis on speed reflected the recollections which I have
made of McCarthyism which were still vivid to President Johnson
and members of the Commission when we began our work in early
1964

I would like to turn at this point then to discuss the question of
how the Commission came to terminate its investigation Pressure
for a quick report was not in my experience what induced the
Commission to curtail its investigation of areas that are now a
public concern and under investigation by this committee The
reasons for stopping the investigation by the Warren Commission
were that to anyone with substantial criminal investigatory experi
ence and you must remember that Chief Justice Warren had been
the prosecutor of Alameda County for 20 years before he became
Governor of the State of California to anyone with such investiga
tive experience the evidence seemed overwhelming that Oswald
was the assassin and the conspiracy questions that remained were
entirely speculative They were based upon political or underworld
acquaintanceships but devoid of any concrete evidence on any par
ticipation in a murder or in the planning of a murder

As a practical matter the Commission leadership decided not to
pursue further the various speculative theories on conspiracy
unless two things could be found First unless they could find
substantial evidence that a specific suspected conspirator had had
personal contact with Lee Oswald or Jack Ruby during the period
when that person could have counseled or assisted Oswald or Ruby
in the events of November 21-23 1963

And second and the two would have to go together unless there
was some evidence that such suspected conspirator desired to kill
President Kennedy or was involved in a common political activity
with Lee Harvey Oswald

Although the criteria that I have mentioned were not applied at
the beginning of any line of inquiry so as to stop an exploration of
at least a minimal sort at the beginning they were applied after
months of investigation in deciding to close out a particular line of
inquiry It was believed by the Commission's leadership that any
further investigation not so founded would require an in-depth
probing of the life of any possible conspirator The mere act of
continuing to investigate such individuals would be a form of
accusation that could severly injure innocent people It seemed
unwarranted to conduct such an in-depth investigation merely
upon speculation that a conspiratorial link might exist The cost
and length of such investigation seemed immense

The likelihood of success seemed remote and the possible in
fringement of civil liberties seemed serious

Those two criteria I might point out also became the standards
that the Commission ultimately used for concluding that "no evi
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dence, the famous and much maligned language of the Commis
sion report that no evidence of any conspiracy had been found
The committee in my opinion Mr Stokes must seriously consider
in reaching its own conclusions whether or not it is proper to
depart from the standard of proof that I suggest was followed by
the Warren Commission and whether it is proper to apply those
standards in making its own judgments as to how far to continue
any investigation

I would like then with that background to turn to what I
believe to be the successes and failures of the Warren Commission

The overriding short-term political objective of President John
son in establishing the Warren Commission was achieved That is
the determination of public policy was not substantially affected by
the uncertainties of the assassination and no member of Congress
or political opponent of President Johnson was able to mobilize
public sentiment through manipulation of fears that grew out of
these uncertainties

Second the factfinding goal of the Warren Commission was par
tially if not substantially achieved The Commission developed an
extensive body of information about the assassination and related
events That information not only formed the basis of the Commis
sion's conclusion but has provided up to this committee's com
mencement of its investigation the most solid evidence upon which
the Commission's critics have relied Almost no probative evidence
bearing upon the identity of participants in the murders has been
uncovered by the legions of Warren Commission critics No wit
ness unknown at the time of the original investigation has come
forward with information showing that any specific person assisted
or encouraged either Oswald or Ruby in their murders The most
significant newly discovered information has been that evidence in
the possession of governmental agencies was deliberately withheld
from the Warren Commission If that evidence had been provided
to the Commission I personally have no doubt that our investiga
tion that is the investigation of the Warren Commission would
have been extended substantially

And I would like to point out a major success which Warren
Commission critics tend largely to ignore That is that the civil
liberties of Americans were conscientiously protected by the Com
mission and the Commission did not become an official witch hunt
that destroyed the reputations and lives innocent citizens That
success resulted both from the manner in which the Commission
conducted its inquiry and from the standards that it applied in
deciding to terminate the inquiry This is a success Mr Chairman
which I believe the select committee should recognize and would do
well to applaud lest that accomplishment be forgot

However it must be recognized that a decision to terminate
governmental investigation also unleashed a private witch hunt
and the committee must evaluate that byproduct

Let me turn next to what I believe were the failures of the
Warren Commission It is clear that the Warren Commission failed
to prevent the assassination from becoming a long-term political
issue

I distinguish here between an issue that remains of public curios
ity such as one might say would be an issue concerning the assas
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sination of President Lincoln at this stage and between that kind
of issue and an issue that actually affects in a substantial way the
time money and decisions of public policy and public officials

A second failure and a glaring failure was its inability the
Commission's inability to gain full cooperation from the investiga
tive agencies

The committee I know has carefully examined the areas in
which the CIA the FBI and the Dallas Police Department failed to
provide candid and I might say loyal assistance to the Warren
Commission and I will not attempt to go into those

The third failure of the Commission relates to this problem of
cooperation with investigative agencies It is the use by the Com
mission of liaison personnel from other agencies

In retrospect Mr Chairman I believe that the Commission
needed its own staff presence on the premises of the FBI CIA and
the Dallas Police Department with unrestricted access to their
files and with freedom to speak privately and without approval to
any employee of each agency

Instead the FBI and the CIA established their own liaison per
sonnel at the Commission offices All contacts with the FBI and
CIA personnel were cleared first through agency channels of those
agencies and the agent's reports were reviewed by their supervi
sors before being forwarded to the Commission

There was I think at least a middle ground that the Commis
sion might have adopted in hindsight The investigative staffs of
those agencies might have been assigned to the Commission and
controlled by the Commission and the Commission then might
have made the decision as to how it would keep the agencies
advised of the Commission's progress as it the Commission
deemed appropriate

I think there was also a failure by the Warren Commission of
investigative tactics The style of the Commission's own staff was
in retrospect not fully one of criminal investigators The rules that
governed the staff discouraged off the record conversations with
witnesses and emphasized almost exclusively transcribed deposi
tions Transcribed depositions did not lend themselves to candor if
the deponent feared that this candor could injure him

The Commission itself failed to utilize the instruments of immu
nity from prosecution or prosecution for perjury with respect to
witnesses whose veracity it doubted

In each case the failure to have any of its own staff stationed
within the agencies the system of agency-Commission communica
tions the failure to employ its own staff investigators and the
restraints on Commission interviewing techniques and the reluc
tance to use immunity grants and perjury prosecutions the Com
mission chose an investigatory course that would cause the least
damage to individual citizens and to existing public agencies I
believe that is the reason that the Commission chose that ap
proach

There was a belief among the Commission leadership that the
investigatory approaches which were rejected were likely to pro
duce more resistance than truth from public agencies and that the
possibility of success by those rejected methods was outweighted by
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the possible unjustified injury to individual citizens and existing
governmental operations

You must remember Mr Chairman that in those days we trust
ed the various agencies of Government with whom we dealt much
more than we trust them now

At no time however despite these investigatory techniques did
those limitations ever prevent a Commission staff member from
making an inquiry that he believed was relevant The consequence
nonetheless was the Commission was powerless to combat deliber
ate deceit by an investigative agency

A fifth difficulty or failure as I look back upon the Warren
Commission evolved from the difficulties of conducting a conspir
acy investigation through a special commission The investigatory
techniques that the Commission utilized were in fact the standard
investigatory techniques of the Federal Bureau of Investigation at
that time and were reasonably suited to an investigation which
depended on testimony from independent witnesses who generally
desired to tell the truth

The primary investigatory approach utilized by the FBI in con
nection with the murders of President Kennedy and Lee Harvey
Oswald was directly and immediately to confront a witness or a
suspect with questions This approach of course was important to
preserving the memory of an honest witness but for a possible co
conspirator it largely served to keep any possible conspirators fully
appraised of the ongoing investigations

To my knowledge in that period the FBI never established a list
of possible conspirators with either Jack Ruby or Lee Oswald and
if it had such a list it never placed them under surreptitious
investigation or if it did so the existence and nature of such
investigations was certainly never revealed to me and I had re
sponsibility for investigating Jack Ruby

Nor was there any indication that the FBI in that period used its
own agents in an undercover capacity under any circumstances or
pursued the practice in that period of our history of infiltrating
suspect groups except through paid informants

Indeed it was my experience as an Assistant U.S attorney in the
years of 1960 1961 and 1962 that J Edgar Hoover strongly op
posed using his own employees in an undercover capacity By con
trast during that same period of time the U.S Secret Service did
have its own employees trained to investigate counterfeiting by
undercover means I think a comparison of the two agencies during
that period of time would reveal that the Secret Service had been
much more successful in investigating counterfeiting conspiracies
than the FBI had been against organized crime

The FBI fully used its standard investigatory techniques for ap
proximately 2 months before any member of the Warren Commis
sion was able to initiate his own investigation That 2-months delay
substantially undermined the ability of the Commission to investi
gate a conspiracy

First obviously all tracks were cold and any conspirator had 2
months to flee or hide

Second all possible suspects and conspirators had ample time to
learn what direction the Government's investigation was taking

35-3790 79 31
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Third after 2 months the investigatory agents of the FBI were
frankly impatient since they were convinced that they had done a
thorough job and that a staff of Commission amateurs could do no
better

Looking backward under those circumstances the only way to
investigate successfully a possible conspiracy was either to gain the
complete cooperation of the original investigators in a total reexa
mination of their work or to employ a new staff of investigators
Even then the timelag would pose serious problems But once a
truly collaborative investigative team was created it would have
been necessary to develop systematically a set of possible conspir
acy theories and conspiracy suspects

The development of sound theories and reasonable suspects re
quired a Commission staff that was knowledgeable about the pri
mary suspect groups pro and anti-Castro groups in the United
States and Mexico Cuban counterintelligence and espionage
Soviet counterintelligence and espionage the possible involvement
of organized crime figures with such foreign groups and the link
ages of all those groups to the FBI CIA and the Dallas police
force

The Commission itself employed only two persons with any sub
stantial background in any of those areas and that was only in the
area of organized crime

We did have two individuals who had been members of organized
crime staff in the U.S Department of Justice

With respect to any conspiracy related to Cuban or Soviet
groups the Commission had no staff members with past expertise
and relied entirely on the CIA and FBI for assistance That lack of
in-house expertise in my view precluded developing sensible work
ing hypotheses about conspiracies which could be investigated in
an economical manner

If such a staff could have developed workable hypotheses for
conspiracies and for specific suspects a special investigative ap
proach would also have had to have been developed The approach
probably would have had to rely heavily upon clandestine surveil
lance and infiltration of suspected groups and individuals

An investigation that involved infiltration and clandestine sur
veillance could not have been tied to a political timetable and
would have taken years not months to complete

Certain basic records such as a telephone call records hotel
registrations transportation manifests immigration records photo
graphs of the murder scene and audio recordings would have had
to have been comprehensively acquired for possible future use and
analysis whether or not they had any immediate evidentiary value
This approach would have required a different staff and a different
relationship to the President and to the Attorney General

The staff would have needed a variety of skills besides legal
including knowledge of individuals probably associated with the
primary suspect groups

Time commitments would have been for years rather than for
months To avoid being threatened by existing agencies the Com
mission staff would have required close and direct support from the
President and from the Attorney General so that impediments
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from reluctant investigative agencies could have been resolved
with the full support of the President and the Attorney General

A sixth failure or difficulty that I would like to address arises
from the prosecution of Jack Ruby Any investigation of Jack Ruby
by the Warren Commission posed an immediate conflict with both
the Dallas County prosecutor and the defense in the trial of Jack
Ruby The most serious conflicts were with the right of the State of
Texas to prosecute Ruby to the fullest and with the right of Ruby
to a fair trial by a Dallas jury unaffected by the actions of the
Warren Commission

The interests of Ruby in a fair trial precluded the Commission
from taking any testimony from witnesses associated with that
trial until the trial was over It also dictated that the Commission
itself not draw conclusions on Ruby's motives and not publicly
implicate him in a conspiracy to assassinate the President if he
were in fact so implicated until all legal avenues were exhausted
in his trial for the murder of Lee Oswald

The most important long-range considerations that grows out of
the Ruby dilemma was whether or not to seek to obtain immunity
for Ruby in his testimony concerning the assassination of President
Kennedy once he was convicted of murdering Oswald in exchange
for testimony concerning the assassination

The Commission did not have the power to grant this immunity
since the prosecution for the murder of President Kennedy was
controlled by the State of Texas

The Commission moreover chose not to exercise even its influ
ence to gain such immunity Nonetheless there came a time after
the Commission was disbanded and after Ruby's judicial appeals
for the murder of Oswald were exhausted when that issue the
question of immunity could have been reconsidered but at that
point no public official or public agency existed which had an
official interest or responsibility to review the question

Mr Chairman I might interrupt my formal remarks at this
point because as I am sitting here speaking I am also looking at
my watch and I understand that you have a plane to catch and if
I were you sitting there I would be very itchy and wonder how
long this friend of yours was going to go on and if you would like
me to stop at this point so that you can intervene I would be
happy to do that

Chairman STOKESJudge I would really like to get the benefit of
your full statement because I would like to put a couple of ques
tions to you and then of course with your permission I would at
that time make my concluding remarks

Judge GRIFFIN All right
Chairman STOKESThank you
Judge GRIFFIN Mr Chairman the next problem I would like to

raise for the committee's consideration which I regard as a failure
of the Warren Commission grows out of the problems of publica
tion of the findings of the Warren Commission I believe that the
most serious failures of the Commission were not in the effective
ness with which it investigated the facts surrounding the murders
of President Kennedy and Lee Harvey Oswald I believe even if
more aggressive and independent means were utilized for such an
investigation that no different conclusions would have been
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reached as to the participants in the crime or as to whether or not
there was a conspiracy

The problems of proof of a conspiracy are probably too great or
else the suspicions with which this committee is dealing are in fact
not well-founded The select committee I would suggest in those
regards should consider the possible reality that under the Ameri
can system of civil liberties and the requirement of proof beyond a
reasonable doubt that it is virtually impossible to prosecute or
uncover a well-conceived and well-executed conspiracy

The FBI and I beg to differ with the optimistic projections of Mr
Salerno certainly up until 1963 and I don't see that much im
provement since then has almost totally failed in its efforts direct
ly to prosecute the organized commission of crime The few success
ful prosecutions of effective criminal conspiracies that have oc
curred in America almost always result from the accidental discov
ery.accidental discovery of a crucial incriminating fact such as
was the case in the Abel spy case where a young boy found a radio
transmitter as I recall in a trash can in New York and that is
how the Federald Bureau of Investigation came upon Mr Abel

Or a second and much more common method of solving and
prosecuting criminal conspirators of course stems from the will
ingness of a convicted conspirator to testify against his confeder
ates It is much better if you have the convicted conspirator facing
the death penalty than if you have him facing the penalty of
perjury

There was I think though a reasonable possibility that the
American public could have better understood and accepted the
integrity of the Commission's work The select committee may well
find deficiencies in the Commission's investigative technique but I
would urge the committee to consider seriously if the Commission
staff was honest and industrious in its efforts and if substantial
possibilities really existed that any different relevant facts could
have been uncovered at that period especially given the problems
of cooperation with the CIA and perhaps also with the FBI and
especially even with that cooperation but without an individual
who was willing to confess I really doubt that those questions can
sincerely be resolved against the Warren Commission

The Warren Commission report I submit was a communications
failure that need not have occurred The report was prepared by
persons unfortunately like myself who distrusted and did not
know how to use any form of communications except the written
word The visual media television and videotape were barred
from courtrooms which is lawyers forum and had brought disre
pute to congressional investigative committees I might commend
this committee at this point for setting an example for this countryand in Congress as to how an extensive investigation can be con
ducted in the full presence of all of the modern media that we now
have

It is true as we all know today that the only effective way to
communicate with the American people and all of us who are
elected public officials.I like to point out that Bob Blakey always
introduces me improperly as an appointed official and I think the
Congressmen recognize the difference
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Any elected public official and others realize the importance of
the mass media in communicating to the American people

All the Warren Commission's essential testimony should have
been preserved on videotape The report itself should have been
packaged both for video presentation to small audiences and for
longer video study by amateur analysts and scholars Incorporated
into the presentation should have been an opportunity for ques
tioning by critics and a video presentation of the evidence that
related to the questions that were being posed by those critics

The eighth failure that I would like to identify for the committee
is the failure to have a mechanism after the Warren Commission
closed its operation for evaluating new evidence I think the
Warren Commission was shortsighted in writing its report and
closing the door on further investigation This led to claims that
new evidence was being ignored or that the significance of old
evidence had been overlooked The public concern about the assas
sination of any President and of President Kennedy in this case
will not end in the lifetime of anyone in this room

The dedication of a democratic society to an honest search for
the truth required an ongoing vehicle for unbiased public inquiry
Such problems might have been minimized if the Attorney General
had established within the Justice Department an office which
would have continued to receive evidence and analyses from
anyone who desired to submit them

A probable consequence would have been that further private
and public investigations would have been funneled into that office
rather than into the channels which they had predominately been
funneled toward Instead the public continued to be bombarded
with spurious claims that significant leads or new evidence had
been developed when in fact the evidence was not new or the
leads were not fruitful

Congress as we all know ultimately became the only national
forum in which continuing questions could be reexamined

The last failure that I wish to identify was the failure of the
Warren Commission to have an adequate historical perspective on
its task The Warren Commission partially recognized that its ac
tivities did have a long time historical purpose and ultimately one
member of the Warren Commission staff was an historian and it
was the policy of the Commission to preserve all of its documents
for delivery to the archives I am always interested in those who
accuse me of being part of a coverup when they ask me to explain
how there can be one document that I prepared that is in the
Archives which says one thing and another document that says
something slightly different and I am always amazed that they do
not see the existence of both of those documents as a frank evi
dence of our desire to be candid about how we changed our minds
and how things moved along and even the political considerations
that affected some of our work

We are those of us who are former staff members of the Warren
Commission available to be dissected publicly because we made
those documents available in as total a fashion as they existed to
my knowledge and we will be examined I am sure as this commit
tee will be in the future because of that attempt to be candid
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But the fundamental investigation itself I think lacked a proper
historical perspective I think that could have been dealt with in
part by an investigatory approach which did collect basic raw
data such as I identified a few minutes ago.extensive telephone
records tapes other things of that sort Those materials would
have served as original data against which new witnesses new
leads and accusations of investigative agency memos could later be
evaluated

A second historical perspective would have been to attempt more
carefully to anticipate the conspiracy theories of the future critics
and to build its investigation in terms of suspect lists and theories

Mr Chairman then let me come to the recommendations that I
would like to make for the Commission

I would like to start by offering one basic conclusion for this
committee's consideration And that is that political murder
whether it be of an elected or a private person requires an investi
gatory treatment different from that of ordinary crime The politi
cal implications of such a murder do not vanish with the criminal
prosecution and over a period of time new political implications
may arise from the manner in which the original criminal investi
gation and prosecution were handled even if no new evidence is
generated that is persuasive enough to change the conclusions of
the original criminal investigation

If a hint of conspiracy exists and possible conspirators are not
identified and prosecuted the case will be retried and reexamined
in the public medium

Ultimately political pressures or new facts may force all or part
of the original investigation to be renewed again by a congressional
committee such as yours or by another commission such as the
Rockefeller Commission Any governmental investigation into a
political murder must therefore address both the short-range pur
poses of its investigation as well as the long-range needs and pres
sures

Political murders I might point out can include the President of
the United States a Governor as with Huey Long a Senator as
with Robert Kennedy a Congressman or even a mayor or a local
official a civil rights or other leader a newspaper reporter as
apparently has happened recently in Arizona Because such a
murder threatened the stability of our Government and the politi
cal freedoms of all Americans it does require a special treatment

The murder of a President moreover is a crime that requires
even more extensive and perhaps even a different investigation
than any other political murder Surely the reverberations of the
murder of the President are louder and longer and the implications
reach into questions of foreign policy which may not be touched by
any other kind of political murder

Against those basic reflections I would like to submit the follow
ing recommendations to the committee for its actions

First of all and looking at the narrowest question that I wish to
address is simply what do we do about the assassination of Presi
dent Kennedy and the ongoing problem of its investigation

I think in the narrowest sense the select committee should
recommend that the John F Kennedy Library or some other ap
propriate institution be established as a repository for all materials
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dealing with the assassination of President Kennedy and the
murder of Lee Harvey Oswald including the political aftermath
which I believe is an important consideration the public reexamin
ation of how the Warren Commission operated and the relationship
of all other investigatory agencies to that Commission

All materials that relate to those events should be declassified
except those whose publication is inconsistent with human decency
The repository should be federally funded so that it may collect all
relevant public and private materials and can become a center for
serious scholarly inquiry into the issues that have evolved from
those murders and which have brought so many people in practi
cally full-time attendance to these committee hearings

The second recommendation which I wish to make concerns com
municating the select committee's conclusions and I suspect I don't
need to make this recommendation

The select committee should seriously consider how it can use
visual as well as written means to communicate its own investiga
tory processes and its own findings even beyond the conclusion of
these hearings The media form should not be designed as I say
simply for immediate observation by the general public but should
be available for repeat presentations to future audiences You may
not like my suggestion in this regard but I submit to you that you
will soon become the target that replaces the Warren Commission
as the object of attack for the various critics of the investigation
into President Kennedy's assassination

Third what do we do about possible future evidence that may
bear upon the murders of President Kennedy and Lee Harvey
Oswald I suggest to the committee that if criminal prosecution
remains possible for either of these murders under any applicable
statutes of limitations the select committee should recommend
that the Attorney General of the United States establish a proce
dure and designate an Assistant Attorney General who will be
responsible for the continued evaluation of evidence which may
establish a basis for prosecution and for pursuing any leads While
this will undoubtedly have some consequences of encouraging spu
rious conspiracy claims it will in my opinion have the more
beneficial result of affirming the U.S Government's continuing
desire to ascertain the truth

I might broaden that suggestion in a further regard and say that
it may well be as a result of the mandate of this committee to
investigate both the assassination of Martin Luther King and
President Kennedy that an appropriate recommendation would be
that an office be established within the Justice Department which
would specialize in what I am identifying as political murder and
out of that established committee it seems to me there should not
only be responsibility for investigating the loose ends which will
exist because under the pressure of time also this committee will
not complete its investigation for reasons that are political but
that there needs to be a capability to move quickly in the event of
future assassinations There needs to be a plan ready to be imple
mented which a successor Vice President can adopt with some
sense that there has been reflection upon it and there needs to be
an ability to draw upon techniques and staff without having to
reinvent the wheel
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I would like to suggest some criteria that should be utilized in
deciding how to structure a future investigation of a political
murder I think that it is important to identify the essential goals
of any such investigation and I would like to enumerate them as I
see them for the benefit of this committee The goals of any
investigation into the assassination of the President of the United
States should be first of all to ascertain the truth second of all to
preserve the integrity of the governmental agencies or decision
makers against disruption by groups or individuals who would use
uncertainties surrounding the political murders in order to achieve
results that are not justified by the weight of evidence third to
protect the civil liberties of individuals and groups who may
become the objects of popular suspicion but against whom no viola
tions of law can be proved in a judicial proceeding fourth to
communicate accurately honestly and effectively to the American
public the results of any investigation and the reasons for reaching
those results fifth to maintain responsibility for a continuing in
vestigation in the hands of trusted unbiased and competent per
sons who have public accountability rather than leaving the field
to be occupied solely by private vigilante groups

Next to collect preserve and make available for historical pur
poses all records related to the investigation of a political murder
furthermore to establish the investigative agencies independence
from all existing branches of Government when the necessity re
quires next to obtain the widest possible political and public un
derstanding of any investigation and last to protect the national
security

In that final regard I would like to suggest that an appropriate
and essential responsibility of this committee is to candidly assess
the factors that related to the CIA's withholding of information
that it had attempted to assassinate Fidel Castro And I would like
to suggest that this committee must recommend how in the future
any information should be handled which is relevant to domestic
assassinations but whose disclosure might threaten the national
security or interfere with the conduct of foreign affairs by the
President

I offer no insights as to how one does that I merely pose it to the
committee as an important task which I believe it faces

Mr Chairman you have been very patient and I appreciate the
opportunity to speak to you

Chairman STOKESThank you very much Judge Griffin
Our patience is due to the fact we know that you have taken a

great deal of time to come here and give this committee the benefit
of the kind of thinking that has gone into testimony that you have
given here today I think your testimony has been outstanding in
the sense that you made the kind of evaluation that you have
made of the work of the Warren Commission the work of this
committee and the kind of proposals that you have made to this
committee

Let me pose this question to you During the course of the
existence of this committee from time to time we have heard
people say well what have you come up with in terms of asking
for a smoking gun to come out of our investigation
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At one time one of the Members of Congress even said to us on
an occasion well when you finish will your work have changed
the course of history Then I recall on another occasion we were
asked about our work Judge Preyer here made a comment early
on in our investigation he said that we don't know where our
investigation will come out It may well be that we will come out at
the same place the Warren Commission did for different reasons
And then of course there are those who say well why are you
spending all this money to come up with the same thing the
Warren Commission came up with And as one who was a member
of the Warren Commission and one who is a highly respected
citizen and judge that you are why don't you just comment on that
area in terms of whatever salutary effect you find from this inves
tigation

Judge GRIFFIN Mr Stokes you and I have known each other too
long I think for you to think I am simply buttering you up What
I have to say is going to sound that way to everyone else

I think this committee by its conduct regardless of what its
conclusions are has demonstrated that it is possible to reexamine
or even to examine for the first time in a public forum matters
which can have frightening consequences to the American people I
think that the conduct of this committee as I have been able to
perceive it from the provinces from the newspapers that I read
and the television that I have seen has demonstrated that the
fears that the Warren Commission expressed that it would not be
possible to publicly examine those questions and we were the
products of a period where I think it had been demonstrated that
things of that nature might not be able to be publicly examined
because irresponsible people who would conduct the investigation
but I think your committee has done a tremendous service by
showing that this House of Representatives and public officials can
handle a sensitive matter like ,this in a highly responsible fashion

I think that in light of the tremendous distrust that this country
has come to have not only about the events that surrounded the
assassination of President Kennedy and Martin Luther King but
about the integrity of our Government in general the mere fact
that there has been an inquiry that it has been conducted by a
staff which has been determined to prove that the conspiracy theo
rists were right that the Warren Commission was wrong I think
reaffirms our faith in our Government's honesty and the ability of
us to have an open society

And I think you have also done a service to thousands of Ameri
cans who have been deeply troubled by the investigations that have
previously been conducted who have honestly and often I disagree
with them but I believe have honestly in the vast number of
instances attempted on their own to examine the failures of the
Warren Commission The existence of these people many of whom
I believe are sitting behind me and have been behind other wit
nesses for days is strong evidence of how serious this concern has
been throughout the United States

We have educated men and women intelligent men and women
who did not believe in the conclusions or the integrity of the
investigation and who arrived at those conclusions not in a frivo
lous fashion but by incredible expenditures of effort and digestion
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of materials and I think the Government owed this investigation
reinvestigation to those people who cared so strongly

Chairman STOKESThank you very much Judge
Several of the members have indicated that they wanted the

time to be able to extensively examine you regarding policy mat
ters and matters that relate to performance of the agencies and
due to this other commitment that I have which was made some
time ago in anticipation of the fact we were going to conclude
today about 4 o'clock I would beg leave of you at this time to make
some concluding observations which I have promised those who
have been following these hearings that I would attempt to do on
the concluding day With your permission I will do that now

Judge GRIFFIN I yield 3 minutes to the chairman
Chairman STOKESThank you very much Judge
This afternoon the Select Committee on Assassinations ends this

series of public hearings into fact and circumstances the death of
President John F Kennedy The committee in November will
continue its public hearings into the assassination of Dr Martin
Luther King Jr. and policy hearings on the death of both Presi
dent Kennedy and Dr King may be held in December

There is a possibility too that the investigation of the Kennedy
assassination will require 1 or more additional days of evidentiary
hearings though no decision has been made as yet on that point

As we have announced the committee will meet in public in
December to reach its conclusion in the two investigations At this
time I would like to make some general observations attempting to
sum up this phase of the public work that ends today

As I indicated when the committee convened on September 6
1978 it had identified four main issues to investigate in order to
fulfill its legislative mandate which is found in House Resolution
222 First who assassinated President Kennedy Second how well
did the agencies perform Third did the assassin or assassins have
help that is was there a conspiracy Fourth what recommenda
tions shall the committee make for the future

During the past 3 weeks the committee's hearings have moved
through several general phases although the evidence it has con
sidered in each phase obviously bears on the resolution of all of
the issues

First evidence was received on the facts and circumstances sur
rounding the President's death and the connection if any between
those facts and circumstances and the alleged assassin Lee Harvey
Oswald

Second an effort was made to evaluate the performance of the
various Federal agencies.the Secret Service the FBI the CIA and
the Warren Commission

Third the committee examined certain conspiracy theories some
not so serious some that cannot be rejected out of hand

Throughout the committee has strived to consider the recom
mendations it will make for the future As I noted on September
25 1978 in presenting its evidence neither the committee nor its
staff has tried to prove or disprove any particular theory The staff
has presented the evidence and the committee has made an effort
to evaluate it The purpose of these hearings has been to consider
the evidence available on a particular point That evidence may
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prove or disprove this or that theory or be insufficient to make a
judgment either way

Nevertheless because these hearings are legislative in character
and not a judicial trial the committee has had a duty to make
what it has learned public even if the evidence falls short of what
everyone might wish to know on any one question It may be
helpful to repeat what has been said here about the quality and
quantity of evidence available to the committee

As it has moved through each of the phases of its deliberations
in general during the first phase of our hearings the committee
had available to it the hard stuff of science quality and quantity of
which was unusually high As the committee turned to assessing
the performance of the agencies less scientific evidence was availa
ble and it was necessary to rely more on documents and human
memories chiefly those of public officials

Then as the committee's attention turned to the question of
conspiracy the hard evidence of science and documents became
even more rare It was necessary to consider in its place oral
testimony and recorded conversations And those who have fol
lowed our hearings must recognize the difference in quality and
quantity of three types of evidence

Human testimony is sharply qualified by human perception and
memory to say nothing of bias motive to lie or fear of retaliation
It is therefore less reliable than scientific analysis or documents
written not for litigation but as an accurate record of actual
events

In this context particularly we must as I have said always
distinguish between a suspected and a fact found

Another point must be repeated for emphasis These proceedings
have not been a criminal trial There was no indictment there was
no defendant there was no prosecutor there was no defense coun
sel The normal rules of evidence found in criminal proceedings
have not therefore been applicable here

Because none of these elements played a role in our work a
caveat has been imposed on the committee as evidence has been
introduced before it and should be imposed upon those who follow
our proceedings the caveat it is not to take the evidence that we
have considered beyond what it fairly establishes or to sensationa
lize it This caution is especially apt on the conspiracy question
When evidence of association has been considered as I noted at the
beginning of this week conspiracy is founded on association but
more than association is required to establish conspiracy

Reasoning that guilt goes hand in hand with association the
principal of guilt by association is to be abhored in a free society
Those who have followed our hearings or read our record must
evaluate the evidence as the committee indeed itself must evalu
ate There is an obligation to reserve judgment until all the evi
dence is in and not to reach conclusions beyond what the evidence
fully justifies

I must also caution you that even though our public hearings
have concluded in the Kennedy case all of the evidence is not yet
in Obviously it has not been possible for us to consider here every
question of concern or even to consider old evidence on those
questions Much was considered in our executive hearings our
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depositions our field interviews and file reviews that will be ana
lyzed and made public in our final report

What has been presented in these public hearings has been the
distillation of over a year of effort by the committee a staff of 40
attorneys investigators and researchers Nevertheless I recognize
that there have been loose ends in our hearings Most of them we
hope to be able to pin down or tie down in our final report But
frankly life itself contains loose ends As I said not every question
that can be asked can be answered Not every question that can be
answered can be answered to the satisfaction of all

Apart from publication of our final report and perhaps 1 and 2
as yet unscheduled days of hearings this today brings the commit
tee's public work on the assassination of President John F Kenne
dy to an end It has been a fairly intensive 17 days of hearings In
all 59 witnesses appeared before us and well over 500 exhibits
were entered into the record The committee has heard from wit
nesses of all character.noted political figures and ordinary citi
zens a former President of the United States a current president
of a foreign country and an individual who carried an umbrella on
one sunny day in Dallas

The committee and the staff has spent untold man-hours of
sorting out a voluminous 15-year accumulation of information
Cities like Miami New Orleans and of course Dallas was visited
often There were trips to foreign countries.Cuba Mexico France
Spain In all there were 385 trips to 564 points for a total of over
1,870 days in the field and the work continues and has continued
during the course of these very hearings that we have held in this
room

Witness interviews for instance have totaled over 1,548 Seventy
five witnesses were questioned in executive session 41 of whom
were immunized Over 500 files from the CIA the FBI the Secret
Service the Departments of State and Defense as well as other
agencies have been reviewed Files that range from a few pages to
thousands The FBI file on Lee Harvey Oswald alone consists of
238 volumes containing 5,754 serials

Now let me also point up some of the statistics related to some
of the scientific projects which were made a major part of these
hearings First the contractors The photo analysis enhancement
470 man-days were consumed at a total cost to the committee of
$9,500 For acoustical analysis for radio transmissions in Dallas on
November 22 1963 160 man-days at a cost of $72,000 For simulat
ed gun tests in Dealey Plaza in conjunction with the acoustical
test 38 man-days at a cost of $3,850

The total 668 man-days $167,350
As for consultants for photoanalysis enhancement 270 man-days

at a cost of $50,000 Pathology 101 man-days at $29,000 Ballistics
110 man-days at $12,000 Medical illustrations 78 man-days at
$10,000 Handwriting analysis 35 man-days at $6,000 Methodology
20 man-days at $3,200 Polygraph analysis 16 man-days at $2,500
Dentistry examination 8 man-days at $1,500 Neutron activation
analysis 23 man-days at $1,500 Fingerprint analysis 3 man-days
at $600 The totals 828 man-days $146,200

As all can clearly see these hearings while illustrative of our
work have reflected only part of that work This then would con
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elude my comments on the work of the committee and our public
hearings There are however a number of individuals and institu
tions to whom I would like to say a personal word of gratitude on
behalf of this committee for their efforts in supporting us in the
conduct of these public hearings

Mr David Fones the sound engineer who installed a new PA
system as the hearings began Mr Fones has worked long hours to
insure the system functioned properly has been available to this
committee staff at all times To the superintendent of the three
House press galleries for their work in accommodating the press
Mike Michaelson and his assistant Tina Tate Ben West and his
assistant Charlie Marsten David Holmes to Maurice Johnson of
the Senate still photographers gallery To Ed Poland of property
supplies service and to all of the staff of the superintendent's office

To Capt Charles Parks Lt William Waters and the Capitol
Police providing security for this hearing room 24 hours a day To
Marshall Jerome Bullet Inspector Reed and his staff for providing
extra security for Marina Oswald Porter and Jose Aleman To the
Congressional Reference Service of the Library of Congress for
providing the committee with graphic illustrations of its exhibits
To Bara Photographics Inc. for providing us with photographic
enlargements To the National Archives for providing the actual
pieces of evidence for the gentleman whom they sent over here on
every occasion that we ever requested

To the Governments of Mexico and Cuba for their assistance in
those countries To the police departments of Dallas and Miami for
the cooperation we received in those cities And the Metropolitan
Police Department of Washington D.C

Finally to my fellow members of this committee who have given
the Chair excellent cooperation in so many respects and to whom I
will be forever grateful for the kind of cooperation given me to the
staff the lawyers the researchers clerical staff particular to Pro
fessor Blakey chief counsel of the staff and to the young people on
the staff who in my opinion have done an outstanding job

A few days ago one of the scientists before this committee com
mented as he left the hearing room that if the caliber of young
people on this staff are any indication of the kind of young people
that are coming along in this country today the country is in good
shape and I would concur and echo his sentiments regarding the
brilliant young people who work for us

I would like to thank also in particular the secretaries the men
who run the copying machines the rest of the administrative staff
who worked long into the night to prepare the press packets and
briefing books for the members Oftentimes we tend to overlook the
amount of effort that goes on behind the scenes in preparing these
kinds of hearings I am sure that other members of the committee
are as grateful as I am for the support that all of those people have
given us

Last may I just say to the working press that has been here who
have been with us every moment during these hearings the press
has been vigorous I think aggressive probing they have also been
cooperative in many respects and courteous to this committee to
the Chair in many respects and I want to acknowledge that
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All in all I want to thank all persons who had anything to do
with the way in which we were able to present these hearings It is
particularly important to me and I think all members of this
committee to have the American people understand the nature of
the undertaking this committee has undertaken has in our opin
ion from the very beginning been a very serious undertaking We
were all determined these hearings would not be conducted in any
kind of a circus atmosphere they would have all of the profession
alism of the House of Representatives behind them they would be
done professionally and competently The Chair feels that has been
accomplished and I appreciate the cooperation that we have re
ceived from everyone in being able to perform our work in that
manner

Thank you and at this time I will ask Judge Preyer if he will
assume the Chair

Mr PREYER[now presiding] Well I hope the rest of the after
noon won't be anticlimactic after the Chairman's statement

Have a good trip Mr Chairman you have earned it
Chairman STOKESThank you
Mr PREYER Judge Griffin we appreciate your statement your

deeply thoughtful statement I think you went well beyond just
talking about the facts of the Warren Commission study and the
facts of this Commission's study and you have got into the question
of the meaning of it and you have talked to us about the meaning
of criminal law and political murders and uses of history It is
certainly a stimulating paper

We have one historian at least who is a member of this panel
and the Chair at this time would recognize Mr Fithian

Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman and judge we welcome
you to the committee hearings today and you have given us some
very thoughtful food for thought recommendations some of which
I suspect we won't be able to carry out but some we will

I have two or three categories of things I would like to explore
with you and I think rather than just ask for continuance of time
repeatedly I would like to take one of those areas first and then
after others have had their chance to ask questions perhaps I
could get additional time

I want now to go directly to the policy questions and policy
recommendations that you make which are large I would like to
return to those but in 5 minutes before the second set of bells ring
I would like to explore some specific questions that come out of
your testimony

First on your preliminary draft which I went over last night
and repeated today you indicated that certain things might have
been done differently had you known certain kinds of information
Now for your information it seems to me as one member of this
committee that upon occasion and sometimes even frequently the
two agencies that we questioned most carefully the CIA and the
FBI frequently excused themselves for not giving information to
the Warren Commission by saying something like this."we gave
them whatever they asked for. But if the Warren Commission
didn't know of its existence the question logically arises how could
they ask for it
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And when we talked to the Warren Commission members in
cluding the President the former President and J Lee Rankin we
seemed to get that refrain we couldn't ask for something we didn't
know existed It reminds me ever so much of the chicken and egg
dilemma that we get into sometimes in life

But assuming that at some future date some other commission
some other group some other time might be faced with the same
kind of problem for a political assassination could you make any
specific recommendations as to how we could break that at the
outset institutionally or structurally

Judge GRIFFIN Well you are talking specifically I presume
about the failure of the CIA to reveal that they had supported as I
understand the evidence actually initiated attempts to assassinate
Premier Castro

Mr FITHIAN That is one example There are other lesser lights
in the discussion

Judge GRIFFIN Certainly I think that is the most troublesome
one

I don't know what your evidence is as to what the President
knew I think that decision has to be made at the highest level and
I think that unless the President himself was kept ignorant and I
believe that the Attorney General has to be considered in this case
since he was the brother of the President it strikes me that when
you have a situation that seems to indicate and I think it is a
question that you must develop the facts on that the decision may
have been made at that level to keep information from the Com
mission I don't think there is anything we can do about it

Mr FITHIAN You don't think there is anything that the Commis
sion could do about it

Judge GRIFFIN No as far as what we do about that situation in
the future I think you are going to stumble onto that information

Incidentally I think as I understand the evidence before this
Commission Allen Dulles I believe was privy to that information
and did not convey it to the rest of the Commission members

I would rather answer the question this way I think it might be
legitimate to keep that information from a commission provided
within the governmental process there was an assurance that the
President knew that there was a complementary investigation
going on and that ultimately all of that information would be
preserved and come to light I am troubled even by that kind of
suggestion

Mr FITHIAN Yes
Judge GRIFFIN But I recognize that if it had been known in 1964

that the CIA was attempting to assassinate Fidel Castro I think
the possibilities were very great in that period that pressures
would have been brought in this country to begin a war against
Cuba which might have had implications that would have brought
this country into a thermonuclear war with the Soviet Union

Those are frightening consequences and I have frankly myself
wondered whether the reason Chief Justice Warren said to us that
our investigation had those implications was that something that
had been communicated to him by the President in that regard

But I think in the long run if that decision is made and if made
by a responsible official that that is what is crucial if it were
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made by President Johnson I think I could accept that decision
being made by President Johnson provided-

Mr FITHIAN This is hypoethical
Judge GRIFFIN Yes sir talking about the future Mr Future

President I could accept that decision being made that something
was crucial in the national interest that it could not even be
revealed to a body such as ours provided we could have substantial
certainty that ultimately the record of this would be disclosed that
it would ultimately become available for examination so that at a
later stage in history we could assess whether that was a sound
decision or not

Mr FITHIAN Let me turn to another question related to that In
retrospect many of the shortcomings of the Warren Commission
which you spoke of here today in your presentation seemed glar
ingly obvious yet no member of the Commission has been willing
or no one associated with the Commission up to today had been
willing to acknowledge the shortcomings and we have had for
example as you know former members of the Commission and the
Chief Counsel

This in itself seems to me to sort of contribute to the specula
tions over consipracy coverup all of those dark terms Why do you
think that no one else who was directly associated with the Warren
Commission has really been willing to make what I would call a
candid critique of the successes and failures of the Commission

Judge GRIFFIN Well one I think that there are other people
who were members of the staff who may genuinely and honestly
disagree with my criticism Some of the issues which I raised were
actually raised and are apparent from the Commission documents
and decisions were made at that point that the approach that I
have suggested was an improper approach

Frankly many of the suggestions I have made I made as a staff
member either in writing or orally and there were differences of
opinion and I think that those other members whom I respect
both from the standpoint of their intelligence and their integrity
have honest differences of opinion on this

I also think that we are all human and it is difficult when we
feel strongly about something it is difficult to change our position
I guess in part what I am saying is that it is easier for me to do it
because I am not changing my position that much

Mr FITHIAN Let me turn to one of your stated goals of the
Warren Commission In your presentation you indicated that one
of the I should say unstated goals of the Warren Commission was
to conduct "an investigation in a manner as to protect the reputa
tion and employment of individuals against whom did not exist
convincing evidence of criminal conduct.

Not necessarily naming names but could you give us examples
of how this goal was implemented in the work of the Commission
Let me explain why I am asking the question if I may

When you omit from any official body of evidence a name or an
activity even with the very best of intent that you are trying to
protect someone you are legitimately trying to protect someone
you always open yourself up to that bane of existence I suppose
and that is the advantage of 20-20 hindsight by someone who
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would like to say well they shouldn't have covered that up we
should have known about it

Judge GRIFFIN Let me say that I don't think anything was
covered up with respect to any individual by the Commission of
which I am aware and I would be very interested if this committee
has found any instance in which the Commission failed to preserve
any information about any individual which it had in its posses
sion

I think the way in which the Commission attempted to achieve
the objective of protecting the reputations and employment of
people was in the way that the information which they received
was handled

One of the things that is so disturbing I believe to the critics of
the Warren Commission is that they can find in many of the
footnotes of the Warren Commission contradictory citations to con
tradictory documents and when the Commission itself draws a
conclusion that for instance there was no evidence I think one of
the conclusions that is written into the report is something to the
effect that there was no evidence that Ruby was involved in any
conspiracy with organized crime figures which you have gone into

The fact of the matter is there is a great deal of evidence in the
Warren Commission footnotes and the documents that support
them which have been available for public investigation to show
that many of the names that have been recited publicly in these
hearings many of those people were interviewed and much of the
information which this committee has been going over was then
available to the Commission The Commission could have published
that in its report and said that so and so did such and such Mr
Trafficante for example I don't know what we had on Trafficante
I think very little or Lewis McWillie we had quite a bit and we
could have published things about Lewis McWillie and Lewis
McWillie may not be involved in the kind of activities that I want
my children to go into or myself but I think even with Lewis
McWillie there is a question of whether the proper step is to
publicly discuss him

Now although I must say we did publicly discuss McWillie
maybe there were instances of people who visited with Jack Ruby
a gentleman from Chicago who saw him the night before Oswald
was assassinated We had a lot of questions about that relationship
We came to the conclusion that in all probability one of the things
he was doing was cheating on his wife that evening We decided
not to publish that information although anybody could read the
investigatory materials and find that in there

Those are the kinds of things I am talking about
Mr FITHIAN You said on page 7 of your testimony "Had the

information been known to the Commission of CIA activities
against Castro the Commission's activity would have been greatly
altered, and you go on to elaborate although pretty briefly about
how that might be altered and-

Judge GRIFFIN I don't think for example-
Mr FITHIAN You project that it might have involved a rather

prolonged investigation as conspiracy investigations are wont to
be

35-3790 79 32
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Do you have any indication that your findings would have been
different-

Judge GRIFFIN I think that our findings-
Mr FITHIAN After 15 years
Judge GRIFFIN I would make this observation I think our find

ings on Oswald's motive would have been different and this is a
question that I don't hear discussed very often but I happen to
believe it is a very important question because I think if an
analysis of the evidence indicates that the greatest possibility is
that Oswald was motivated to do this because he was aware
through his so-called underground or whatever you want to call
these sources grassroots sources that the CIA was involved in an
assassination to murder in plot to murder President Kennedy
then it becomes clear that the motive for the assassination was
supplied by this activity of the CIA and that raises a very vital
question of public policy and if that were to be the conclusion of
this committee it would have implications that would go beyond
these particular events that you are studying

So I think we would have had to pursue that We frankly
ducked I think everybody who has read the report knows we
ducked the question of motive I do not think we could have ducked
the question of motive under those circumstances

Mr FITHIAN Are you satisfied with regard to the question of
motive or the testimony that the information that has come about
and been reiterated time and again that Lee Harvey Oswald's
most likely motive for pulling the trigger was because he was
mentally or psychologically bent in the direction of trying to
become somebody important

Judge GRIFFIN Yes I think that is a factor but that does not
explain why he selected President Kennedy or why he did it when
he did I mean we know I think many of us accepted this point
that Oswald attempted to assassinate General Walker What moti
vated Oswald at that particular time to select Walker

If Oswald in November of 1963 with all his personality problems
with the sense of total inadequacy that was being given him by his
wife was then in such a psychological state that he was prepared
to pull another General Walker it might not have been President
Kennedy he might have gone after someone else and therefore it
becomes very important that something that perhaps that the U.S
Government did is what supplied the impetus to select President
Kennedy rather than some other person

Mr FITHIAN I have one more minor matter then I would like to
ask a policy recommendation question

You use the word very powerful words on page 12 of the conse
quence nonetheless that the Commission was powerless to
combat and you used the word "deliberate deceit by an investiga
tive agency.

Judge GRIFFIN Yes sir
Mr FITHIAN Can you give me any indication is that your con

clusion it was deliberate deceit
Judge GRIFFIN I think the CIA deliberately deceived the Warren

Commission based on evidence that I have seen I think the
answer that they have given that they didn't provide the informa
tion because nobody asked them is the kind of statement I get from
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criminal defendants time in and time out presiding over ordinary
trials and I think it is patent to me

The FBI conducted I think the Hosty incident I am satisfied it
was deliberate and not accidental although that we did find out
about I am not familiar with what you have found out as far as
withholding of information by the FBI so I wouldn't really com
ment upon anything beyond what happened in the Hosty episode

Mr FITHIAN Finally you make a very fervent plea for open
hearings open investigations procedures in public et cetera

Judge GRIFFIN At some point
Mr FITHIAN Given the emotions of the 1963 and 1964 period

when you were working with the Warren Commission is it not
probable that the Warren Commission really couldn't have con
ducted a public hearing at that time

Judge GRIFFIN I think that merits very serious consideration I
think as I reflect upon my state of trauma and what I think was
the state of trauma of this country even when the Commission
came out the Commission's report came out it may be that with
an event of that magnitude at that time so close to the events
that a proper judgment is under those circumstances that there
cannot be any public hearings

I would think however that if one focused on the question in an
intense way there would still be a way to structure public hearings
that could avoid the trauma and could preserve the ultimate visual
record for presentation at another time

Mr FITHIAN Thank you Judge
I recognize the gentleman from Connecticut Mr McKinney
Mr MCKINNEY Judge let me assure you our subway is running

better and better everyday
Judge GRIFFIN Thank you Mr McKinney
Mr MCKINNEY Good to see you
We have discussed these points before and they will be in the

record So very briefly I gather you are suggesting that this com
mittee come forth with almost a body of Federal law that would set
up a certain line to follow in the case of any public assassination

Judge GRIFFIN Mr McKinney I don't know whether legislation
is needed in this area I am inclined to believe that a recommenda
tion from this committee that would be implemented administra
tively by the executive branch might deal with a lot of the prob
lems and might in fact be a preferred way to do it because I do
think there has to be flexibility and when you write a statute you
are frozen for a long time

But I think for example the recommendation I made about
continuing this investigation in some way through the Justice De
partment even after this committee ceases to operate is one that
could be implemented and I think the further suggestion that a
responsibility of the Justice Department should be to create a game
plan which could be immediately implemented in the event of a
future assassination I think that could be implemented and those
things could be done without legislation

Mr MCKINNEY I think one of the problems that we have had in
retrospect relates to the trauma of the times It would seem to me
that we need to set up some sort of a pattern as to what must
happen in a sequence
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Judge GRIFFIN The only reason I answered the question that you
pose in the way that I did is that I don't feel any confidence in my
judgment about where you draw the line between legislation and
administrative action but it may be that there are matters as you
suggest that require legislation and it may be a form of legislation
which imposed an obligation under certain guidelines upon an
appropriate agency of government which may be the Justice De
partment Maybe that is what needs to be done

Mr MCKINNEY Of course in neither one of these cases did we
have a trial which is really the citizens chance to have the knowl
edge and the facts presented before them It is perfectly possible
and let's hope it never happens again if something like this were
to happen again that there would be a trial which would answer a
lot of these problems

Do you think it could be a good idea for this committee to
suggest through legislation that within any given period of time
after a political assassination that there be an open public hear
ing a year or two later in which a commission would present all of
the evidence to the American people

Judge GRIFFIN There might be substantial value in setting a
timetable because it may be a way of dealing with the problem of
trauma that Mr Fithian mentioned If you always have to be
deciding when are you going to get to this it may be more difficult
to deal with it but if you say that there must be a public hearing
in 2 years or whatever period of time is it has a number of not
only psychological advantages but it perhaps insulates the investi
gators from pressure to prematurely go public

Mr MCKINNEY Far enough from the time itself to avoid an
emotional witch hunt and close enough so people would be assured
that everything the government knew would be put in front of
them

Judge GRIFFIN That is right
Mr MCKINNEY It has been a great pleasure having you here

again and I want to thank you for all the help you have given this
committee in both its executive session and the public session

Judge GRIFFIN Thank you very much
Mr FITHIAN We are just checking to see if Judge Preyer has

anything I see he has some notes
Let me ask one question while you are getting in here
Do you feel the Warren Commission was under such pressure of

time that they couldn't do as complete a job as you wanted them to
do

Judge GRIFFIN I feel that the time problems were resolved They
were agonizing questions You put this to me in two ways I think I
am answering in one way but I realize your question was as much
as I wanted to do I wanted to do things that others didn't want to
do So my answer would be I think that we prematurely closed out
we may have.let me say maybe I would like to reflect on this
more There is a possibility we may have prematurely closed out
the investigation from my standpoint

I think though that in terms of the standards that were used
which I tried to discuss at the beginning of my remarks in terms
of the standards that were used in making a decision as to whether
or not I think that in the minds of my colleagues who had the
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policymaking authority that this was not closed out prematurely
There were certainly and the record is full of the evidence of the
struggle within the staff on this issue but I think in every instance
where a staff member after discussion insisted that the investiga
tion had to go forward the opportunity was given to him to go
forward and I for one at the time that we concluded the investiga
tion was satisfied that under the standards that were being ap
plied I had gone as far as I could go

So when I answered the question in saying that I would have
gone further it is because I would have undertaken a form of
investigation that was actually different from the kind that we
ultimately wound up taking So my kind of investigation would
have taken longer

Mr FITHIAN Thank you
I have no further questions of the witness
Mr PREYER Thank you Judge Griffin
I see I have a number of deep philosophical questions here which

would probably best at this hour of the afternoon go unasked or at
least I can ask you in private

We do thank you for your very fine statement and I think you
have made a real contribution

I noticed when you set out the goals of the Warren Commission
in the first part of your paper one of those goals had nothing to do
with how agencies had performed or how we should handle an
assassination a political murder as you call it if one came up in
the future

I think that is a goal this committee has in mind that we want
to study how the agencies performed and in the unlikely we hope
unlikely event of future assassinations how it should be handled
and you have given us some very good practical answers on that
subject

Let me just ask you this one question and no other
On the question of how a political murder should be handled in

the future is there anything further that you want to add to what
you have already spelled out in your paper

Judge GRIFFIN I think I have nothing further to say other than
to thank the committee for the opportunity to be here and to
address all of you

Mr PREYER We are grateful to you
The chairman has thanked many people for their contribution in

this public hearing I would like to just very briefly name a few
people who have worked so hard and I am referring to the staff

You mentioned Judge the incredible expenditure of effort I
think is the way you put it on behalf of the staff and I certainly
agree with you on that

We have recognized Mr Blakey but let me just briefly name a
few other people who have done an outstanding job Some have
become media personalities now such as the umbrella girl Cynthia
Cooper but many have labored in obscurity and I think at least
we should name them I think the morale in the whole team has
been remarkable in view of the kind of hours they have worked
Probably one definition of what morale is is when you are united
in a common effort then each person is perhaps better than they
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thought they could be do more than they thought they were capa
ble of I think the staff has done that

Mr Blakey of course has been our chief counsel Gary Cornwell
has been our deputy chief counsel Charlie Mathews our special
counsel who has been sitting here whispering in Mr Stokes and
my ear for this month

Kenney Klein who sits just below me here has been our assist
ant chief counsel and team I leader

Cliff Fenton has been our chief investigator
Jackie Hess deputy chief researcher who has done some work

on the exhibition board
Jim McDonald team II and III leader senior staff counsel
Lee Matthews senior staff counsel and team IV leader
The Kennedy investigation is divided into five teams
Michael Goldsmith who is a senior staff counsel and the team V

leader
And Staff Counsel Surell Brady and Andy Purdy Jonathan

Blackmer Belford Lawson Bob Genzman secretaries who hadn't
had the chance to appear here much Ida Jane Ross Jane Godfrey
Ann Misita Rebecca Rife Connie Smith and the press officer
Dawne Miller whose name we have all seen on many releases and
Lance Svendsen and Paul Golden who Xeroxed the press release
material which you have been receiving regularly and all the
researchers and investigators whom I wish I had time to name

One person who I think has become a media person along with
Cynthia has been Elizabeth Berning our clerk here who has been
very faithful and very efficient in keeping some 500-odd exhibits
straight We appreciate that very much

So at this time is there anything further from any member of
the committee

If not the committee will adjourn sine die
[Whereupon at 4:56 p.m. the committee was adjourned sine die.]



INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION OF

PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

FRIDAY DECEMBER 29 1978

HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONS

Washington D.C
The committee met at 9:10 a.m. in the Caucus Room room 345

Cannon House Office Building Hon Louis Stokes (chairman of the
committee) presiding

Present Representatives Stokes Devine Preyer Fauntroy Dodd
Fithian and Edgar

Chairman STOKESThe committee will come to order
The Chair at this time wishes to make some opening remarks

Today the Select Committee on Assassinations will hold 1 day of
public hearings into the assassination of President John F Kenne
dy As those of you who followed our Kennedy hearings may recall
I observed at their conclusion that there might be a need for 1 or
more additional day of public presentation of evidence What I had
in mind was the prospect of more hearings for our acoustics proj
ect which is an analysis of an audio tape recorded at the scene of
the assassination The results of the project were first presented in
a public hearing on September 11 Today we will hear an independ
ent review of those results

Since September the committee has had the opportunity to con
tract for a refinement of the acoustical data The results of this
work have been fully presented to committee members by the staff
and expert consultants in executive session or in formal briefings
over the past 2 weeks The committee has also given careful consid
eration to the implications of the acoustics evidence in terms of all
aspects of the investigation of the Kennedy assassination The com
mittee is also now prepared to reach its final conclusions and to
make its final recommendations on all of the questions before it in
both the assassination of President Kennedy and Dr Martin
Luther King Jr. which indeed it will do tonight after this public
session has adjourned Nevertheless because of the significance of
the new acoustics analysis the committee thought it would be
appropriate to examine it and explore its implications in public
hearing before the formal vote by the committee

I would now like to recognize Prof G Robert Blakey the com
mittee's chief counsel and staff director

NARRATION BY PROF G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL
AND STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
(499)
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Testimony in 1964 before the President's Commission to Investi
gate the Assassination of President John F Kennedy called the
Warren Commission after its chairman the former Chief Justice of
the United States Earl Warren and before this committee over
the last 2 years has established that crucial issues in the assassina
tion of President Kennedy turn on questions about the shots How
many were fired Over what time span From what direction

Answers to these questions formed the basis for the Warren
Commission's lone assassination finding If three shots were fired
from the Texas School Book Depository in a time period long
enough for them to have been fired from one rifle then the verdict
of the Warren Commission may well stand But the work of the
Commission must be fundamentally reappraised if the time span
between the shots was too short for them to have come from one
rifle or if one or more of the shots came from different directions

If either of these occurred it must be frankly recognized that a
conspiracy to kill President Kennedy may have been afoot in
Dealey Plaza on November 22 1963

The Warren Commission was persuaded that there were at least
two and most probably three shots fired in Dealey Plaza each fired
from the Book Depository building In arriving at this finding the
Commission considered a variety of evidence including medical
and ballistics data as well as testimony by witnesses as to what
they heard or saw The Commission maintained that the time span
between the shots was either 4.8 to 5.6 seconds or 7.1 to 7.9 seconds
The difference between the two sets of figures depended on which
of the three shots the Warren Commission felt was a miss The
discovery of three spent cartridge cases on the sixth floor of the
Book Depository was considered "convincing proof of only three
shots The Commission also concluded that its extensive investiga
tion "disclosed no credible evidence that any shots were fired from
anywhere else.

The work of this committee on the number timing and direction
of the shots has been based almost entirely on scientific evidence
The committee has had available to it a motion picture record of
the assassination made by Abraham Zapruder forensic medical
evidence and testimony ballistics and neutron activation analysis
a trajectory reconstruction and most significantly an analysis of a
recording of sound transmissions from a police motorcycle radio

The hearing today Mr Chairman will be concerned for the
most part with that scientific evidence and its implications Partic
ular attention will be paid to results of a new analysis of data
previously developed in the committee's acoustics project It was
conducted by independent consultants whose findings were recently
submitted to the committee

But before turning to the acoustics analysis it may be useful by
way of introduction to review some of the testimony of witnesses
that was available to the Warren Commission in 1964 For that
purpose I request that JFK exhibit F-361 be entered into the
record and appropriately displayed

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record again and displayed appropriately at this time

[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-361

Mr BLAKEY Mr Chairman this is an aerial view of Dealey
Plaza the scene of the assassination I would direct the commit
tee's attention to the route of the presidential motorcade along Elm
Street the Texas School Book Depository to the rear of the Presi
dent's limousine at the time of the shooting and the grassy knoll a
parklike area that was to the right front of the President's car

As the Warren Commission itself candidly acknowledged testi
mony on the number of shots varied While the consensus seemed
to be three some witnesses heard only two and others said they
heard four or as many as five or six

The witnesses on the scene also gave varying accounts of the
time span of the shots Most agreed that they were all fired within
a few seconds The general estimate was five to six seconds FBI
tests indicated that Oswald's rifle could not be aimed and fired in
less than 2.25 to 2.3 seconds Consequently for the Commission to
conclude that only one assassin was involved there had to be at
least that time span between the shots

As noted above the Warren Commission had testimony that
shots came from directions other than the Depository Building But
the Commission was persuaded that that testimony should not be
credited because of the "difficulty of accurate perception and since
the "physical and other evidence apparently did not support it
This general summary of the witness evidence is useful but it does
not give a full picture of what the Commission faced particularly
as it applies to resolving the issue of the direction of the shots

Witness testimony may be summarized statistically The commit
tee has prepared an analysis of the statements of some 178 persons
in Dealey Plaza that were available to the Commission Mr Chair
man I would ask that JFK exhibit F-360 be inserted into the
record again and now be appropriately displayed
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Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record again and displayed at this time

[The information follows:]

TABLEIII

Number of Shots Reported

TOTAL 17 7 132 6 9 171*

The first entry is the obtained data The number
in parenthesis is the expected number of such

judgementt if the source and number of shots
are independent judgements

*7 other witnesses report 1 4-5 5 6 or 8 shots

JFK EXHIBITF-360

Mr BLAKEY The committee's analysis of this testimony shows
that out of a majority who could establish a direction 49 of them
or 27.5 percent.thought the shots had come from the Book Deposi
tory but 21 others.or 11.8 percent.believed that they had come
from the grassy knoll 30 of them.16.9 percent.thought they had
originated elsewhere and 78.or 43.8 percent.were unable to tell

The actual statements of certain witnesses who felt the shots
may have come from somewhere in addition to the Depository may
however be more illuminating than statistics especially in the
case of law enforcement personnel whose training could be expect
ed to improve the quality of their judgment

A Dallas police officer Bobby W Hargis was for example riding
a motorcycle to the left and slightly to the rear of the President's
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limousine He was questioned by Samuel A Stern a Warren Com
mission counsel I request at this time Mr Chairman that a copy
of the Warren Commission testimony of Dallas Patrolman Bobby
W Hargis be entered into the record as JFK exhibit F-644

Chairman STOKESWithout objection it is so ordered
[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-644

TESTIMONYOF BOBBYW HARGIS

The testimony of BobbyW Hargis was taken at 3:20 p.m. on April 8 1984
In the officeof the U.S attorney 301 Post OfficeBuilding Bryan and Ervay
Streets Dallas Tex. by Mr SamuelA Stern assistant counsel of the Presi
dent's Commission

Mr Sums Will you stand please
Do you solemnlyswear that the evidenceyou are about to give shall be the

truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth so help you God
Mr Hems I do _
Mr Svath Wouldyou state for the recordyour name and residenceaddress
Mr Hasors BobbyW Hargis 1818AdelaideDallas Tex
Mr 8.man What is your occupation
Mr Haaars Policeofficer
Mr Slur How long have you been a memberof the Dallas Police Depart*

ment
Mr Hama Nineyears and about7months
Mr SvrssNAndyouare nowa memberof the motorcycle
Mr HAaGISDivision
Mr Srmm Division
Mr Hams Yes
Mr STUN Were you a part of the motorcadeon November22d
Mr Hasars Yes I was
Mr STEM In what position
Mr Hams I was at the left-hand side of the Presidential limousine
Mr SraRNAt what part of the President'scar
Mr HARGISWell
Mr Swam Front or rear
Mr Hamm Oh Rear
Mr STERNRidingnext to Mrs Kennedy
Mr Hams Right
Mr STESNWill you describe what occurred or what you observed as the

limousineturned into Elm Street
Mr Hams Well at the time that the limousineturned left on Elm Street?_I was staying pretty well right up with the car Sometimeson Elm we couldn't

get right up next to it on account of the crowd but the crowd was thinning
out down here at the triple underpass so I was next to Mrs KennedywhenI
heard the first shot and at that time the President bent over and Governor
Connallyturned around He was sitting directly in front of him and a real
shockedand surprisedexpressionon his face

Mr STERNOn GovernorConnally's
Mr Hs.soxs Yes that is why I thought GovernorConnallyhad been shot

first but it looked like the President was bendingover to hear what he bad
to say and I thought to myself then that GovernorConnally the Governor
had been hit and then as the President raised back up like that (indicating)
the shot that killed him hit him I don't know whether it was the secondor
the third shot Everythinghappenedsofast

Mr STERNBut you cannot now recall more than two shots
Mr HARGISThat is all that I can recall remembering Of course bverything

was movingso fast at the time that there couldhave been 30 more shots that
I probablyneverwouldhavenoticedthem

Mr STEM Did somethinghappen to you personallyIn connectionwith the
shot you havejust described

Mr HARGISYoumeanabout the bloodhitting me
Mr STERNYes.
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Mr H sots Yes when President Kennedystraightened back up in the car
the bullet him in the head the one that killed him and it seemed like his
head exploded and I was splattered with blood and brain and kind of a
bloodywater It wasn't really blood And at that time the Presidential car
slowed down I beard somebodysay "Get going, or "get going,

Mr STEM Someoneinside
Mr Haaois I don't knowwhether it was the SecretServicecar and I remem

bered seeingOfficerChaney Chaneyput his motor in first gear and accelerated
up to the front to tell them to get everythingout of the way that he was coming
through and that is when the Presidential limousineshot oft and I stopped
and got off my motorcycleand ran to the right-hand side of the street behind
the light pole

Mr SimmsJust a minute Do you recall your impressionat the time regard
ing the sourceof the shots

Mr Rawls Well at the time it soundedlike the shots were right nett to me
Therewasn't any way in the world I could tell where they were comingfrom
but at the time there was somethinein my head that said that they probably
could have been coming from the railroad overpass because I thought Since
I had got splattered with blood.I was just a little back and left of.just a
little bit back and left of Mrs Kennedy but I didn't know I had a feeling
that it might have beenfrom the Texas BookDepository and these two places
was the primary place that could have been shot from

Mr STEENYouwereclear that the soundsweresoundsof shots
Mr HAGGISYes sir I knewtheywereshots
Mr STERNAll right what did you do then Yousay you parked your motor

cycle
Mr Hess's Yes oh-huh-
Mr SimmsWhere
Mr HARGlsIt was to the left-bandsideof the street from.south side of Elm

Street
Mr SmEtusAndthen what did youdo
Mr HA$ats I ran across the street lookingover towards the railroad over

pass and I remembered seeing people scattering and running and then I
looked

Mr STERNPeopleon the overpass
Mr HARGISYes peoplethat were there to see the President I guess They

were taking pictures and things It was kind of a confusedcrowd I don't
know whether they were trying to hide or see what was happeningor what
and then I looked over to the Texas SchoolBookDepositoryBuilding and no
one that was standingat the base of the buildingwas.seemed to be lookingup
at the building or anything like they knew where the shots were coming
from so

Mr STERNHow about the peopleon the incline on the north side of Elm
Ftrect Doyourecall their behavior

Mr HARatsYes I remembera man holdinga child Fell to the ground and
covered his child with his body and people running everywhere trying to
get out of there I guess and they were about as confused as to where the
shots werecomingfromas everyoneelsewas

Mr STERNAnddid yourun up the inclineon yoursideofElm Street
Mr HARaxsYes sir I ran to the light post and I ran up to this kind of a

little wall brick wall up there to see if I couldget a better lookon the bridge
and of course I was lookingall around that place by that time I knew it
couldn't have comefrom the county courthousebecausethat place was swarm
ing with deputysheriffsoverthere

Mr STERNDid you get behind the picket fence that runs from the overpass
to the concretewall

Mr Hssais No
Mr STERNOnthenorth sideof ElmStreet
Mr HAsTe NOno I don't rememberany picketfence
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Mr STSax Did you observe anything then on the overpass or on the in
cline or around the Depository Anythingout of the ordinary besidespeople
running

Mr Hazena No I didn't That is what gotme
Mr Swart So at that point you were still uncertain as to the direction of

the shots
Mr HAxoISYes nh-huh
Mr Srsax Then what did you do
Mr Hems Well then I thought since I had looked over at the Texas

Book Depositoryand somepeoplelookingout of the windowsup there didn't
seemlike they knewwhat was goingon but noneof them were lookingtowards
or near anywhere the shots had been fired from At the time I didn't know
but about the only activity I could see was on the bridge on the railroad
bridge so

Mr STERNWhat sort of activity was that
Mr Rums Well the people that were up there were just trying to get a

better lookat what was happeningand was in a haze and running or in a con
fused fashion and I thought maybesomeof them had seen who did the shoot
ing and the rifle

Mr STERNThenwhat didyoudo
Mr Hems Then I got back on my motorcycle which was still running

and rode underneath the first underpass to look on the opposite side in order
to see if I could see anyone running away from the scene and since I didn't
see anyone coming from that direction I rode under the second underpass
which is StemmonsExpressway and went up around to see if I could see
anyone coming from across Stemmons and back that way and I couldn't
see anything that was of a suspiciousnature so I came back to the Texas
School Book Depository At that time it seemedlike the activity was cen
tered around the Texas School Book Depository so that is when I heard
someonesay one of the sergeants or lieutenants I don't know "Don't let any
one out of the Texas SchoolBook Depository, and so I went to a gap that
had not beenfilled whichwas at the southwestcorner

Mr Srsxx Andyouremainedthere until you wererelieved
Mr HAaGI&Yes
Mr Sexes Anythingelse that you haven't told us that you think is relevant

to our inquiry
Mr Helms No;'l don't believeso
Mr STERNThankyouverymuch Mr Hargis
The reporter will transcribe your testimony and have it available for you

to read and sign if you care to Otherwise you may waive your right to
review and sign the testimonyand she will mail it directto the Commission
whicheveryou prefer It is entirely your option

Mr Hams Well it really doesn't make any difference It is more or
lesswhat youall think is best

Mr Srsax It's entirelyup to you
Mr ,HARGISWell howlongwill it be until shefixesit up
Mr Sraax Well off the record
(Discussionoff the record.)
Mr STERNOn the record
Mr HARGISAll right Well just go ahead and I will just let you go ahead

and sendit in without the signature
Mr STERNThankyouverymuch Mr Hargis
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Mr BLAKEY Mr Stern asked Officer Hargis to describe what
occurred Mr Hargis said

I was next to Mrs Kennedywhen I heard the first shot and at that time the
Presidentbent over and GovernorConnallyturned around

Mr Hargis was then asked if anything unusual had happened to
him during the shooting He replied

Yes when PresidentKennedystraightenedback up in the car the bullet (hit)him
in the head the one that killedhim and it seemedlike his head explodedand I was
splattered with bloodand brain

In describing this scene Mr Hargis was interrupted by Mr
Stern who asked about the direction of the shots Mr Hargis
replied

Well at the time it soundedlike the shots were right next to me There wasn't
any way in the world I could tell where they were comingfrom but at the time
there was something in my head that said that they probably could have been
comingfromthe railroadoverpass becauseI thought sinceI had got splattered *
I had a feelingthat it might have been from the Texas BookDepositoryand these
twoplaceswas (sic)the primary placethat couldhave been shot from

After the shooting Mr Hargis stated that he saw a man holding
a child fall to the ground at the base of the incline and cover his
child He also saw other people running I request at this time Mr
Chairman that JFK exhibit F-661 be entered into the record and
appropriately displayed

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[The information follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-661
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Mr BLAKEY It is a photograph apparently of what Mr Hargis
saw Mr Hargis himself stopped his motorcycle and ran up the
incline

The man Officer Hargis saw lying on the ground was probably
William Eugene Newman I would at this time Mr Chairman
request that a copy of Mr Newman's statement to the Dallas
County Sheriff's Department be entered into the record as JFK
exhibit F-645

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[The information follows:]
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The Newmans were observing the motorcade from the curb near
the west end of the concrete standard on Elm Street Mr Newman
gave this description of their actions after hearing the shots

Then we fell downon the grass as it seemedthat we were in direct path of fire* * * I thought the shot had comefromthe garden directlybehind me that was on
an elevation from where I was as I was right on the curb I do not recall looking
toward the Texas School Book Depository I looked back in the vicinity of the
garden

Abraham Zapruder was standing with his 8 millimeter motion
picture camera on a concrete abutment on the grassy knoll just
beyond the Stemmons Freeway sign Here I would request that
JFK exhibit F-155 be entered into the record again and appropri
ately displayed

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record again at this point

[The information follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-155

Mr BLAKEY It shows Mr Zapruder as he is taking his motion
picture I would also ask at this time Mr Chairman that a copy of
Mr Zapruder's Warren Commission deposition be entered into the
record as JFK exhibit F-646

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[The information follows:]

35-3790 79 33
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JFK EXHIBITF-646

TESTIMONYOF ABRAHAMZAPRUDER

The testimonyof AbrahamZapruder was taken at 1 p.m. on July 22 1964 in
the officeof the U.S attorney 301Post OfficeBuilding Bryan and Ervay Streets
Dallas Tex. by Mr Wesley J Liebeler assistant counsel of the President's
Commission

Mr LIEBELEBMr Zapruder would you stand and take the oath please
Do you solemnlyswear this testimonyyou are about to give will be the truth

the wholetruth and nothingbut the truth so helpyou God
Mr Zassums. I do
Mr LIEBELEBMyname is WesleyJ Liebeler
Mr ZAPRUDERWhat is your name
Mr Liisatxs WesleyJ Liebeler [spelling] L-i-e-b-e-l-e-r I am an attorney

on the staff of the President's Commissionon the Assassinationof President
Kennedy I have been authorized to take your testimonyby the Commission
pursuant to authority granted to the Commissionby Executive Order 11130
dated November29 1963 and the joint resolution of Congress No 137

Under the rules of the Commissionyou are entitled to have your attorney
present should you desire to have him here You are entitled to 3 days notice
of the hearing and you need not answer any questionsyou think wouldviolate
any rights or privilegesthat you may have Did you receivethe 3 days notice
of the hearing

Mr ZAPBUDEBI was out of town.I was in New York and my secretary
called.she called me and told me that she made an appointmentfor me and
that's about all that I know Mr Liebeler The other proceedings.I don't
know

Mr LtEBELEBI assumethat you are willingto go ahead with your testimony
todaysinceyouare here

Mr ZAPBUDEBYes I am
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Mr LIEBELERWouldyou state your full name for the record please
Mr ZAPRUDEaAbrahamZapruder
Mr LIEBEI.EaThat's spelled [spelling] Z-a-p-r-u-d-e-r Is that correct
Mr ZAPBIIDEaYes
Mr 'Avertrn What is your address
Mr ZAPBUDIRHomeaddress
Mr LIEBELEBYes
Mr ZArauDEB3909Marquette
Mr LIEBELEaHere in Dallas
Mr ZAPauDESIn Dallas.yes
Mr LrEBELESAreyouin businesshere in Dallas Mr Zapruder
Mr ZAraunEaYes
Mr lazes .Ea What businessare youin
Mr ZAPauDSaManufacturingladies dresses
Mr LumsLEaThe manufactureof ladies dresses
Mr ZAraunaa Yes
Mr LIEBELEaI understand that you took somemotion pictures at the time

of the assassination
Mr ZAPEIIDEaThat's correct
Mr I.rrarrva Couldyou tell us about the circumstancesunder which you did

that whereyouwereat the timeand whathappened
Mr ZAParncs Yes
Mr Tr .za And what you saw
Mr Zeeman Well of course what I saw you have on film but that was

the day November22 it was around 11:30 In fact I didn't have my camera
but my secretary asked me why I don't have it and I told her I wouldn't have
a chanceevento see the Presidentand somehowshe urgedme and I went home
and got my camera and came back and first I thought I might take pictures
from the windowbecausemy building is right next to the buildingwhere the
allegedassassin was and it's just across--501Elm Street but I figured.I may
go down and get better pictures and I walked down I believe it was Elm
Street and on downto the lowerpart closerto the underpassand I was trying
to pick a space from where to take those pictures and I tried one place and It
was ona narrow ledgeand I couldn'tbalancemyselfvery much I tried another
place and that had some obstruction of signs or whatever it was there and
finally I found a place farther down near the underpass that was a square of
concrete.I don'tknowwhat youcall it maybeabout4feet high

Mr LiEaEL= I showyou a picture that has beenmarkedHudsonExhibit Na
1 and ask you if you can in fact see yourself in that picture

Mr ZAPEuDEaLet mesee-there it is here That's mestandingthere.there's
a girl.that's whereI wasstanding

Mr LIEBELEBYou are pointing out a concreteabutment that comesup im
mediatelyto the right of the sign that reads "StemmonsFreeway KeepRight"

Mr ZAPRUDEaThat's right That's the girl behind me.that's my girl that
worksin myoffice Shewasup there too

Mr LIEBELEBSo you and this girl are shownstandingon top of this concrete
abutment there

Mr ZAPRUDEaThat's right.she was right behindmeand that's from whereI
tookthe pictures

Mr LIEBELESThen you can actually see yourself in this picture can't you
;Mr ZAPBUDEaWell I can't distinguishmyselfbeing.I knowI was there
Mr Liverrry Do you recognizethat this picture was taken at the time you

were there
Mr ZAPEIIDEaYes I was there and I wouldsay this Couldn'tbe anybodyelse

unless--cif this is an authentic photograph and it isn't composednow or
changed.I would say that's me That's the first time I have seen that
Were these pictures ever published in a magazine.there were pictures like
that I suppose.actually

Mr LIEBELEEThis picture here is in fact one of a series of pictures that is
being sold downhere in Dallas by a fellownamedWillis I believehis name Is
Phil Willis He has a series of slides that are available and it's picture No 5
of thoseslidesin whichyoucanseeyourselfbackthere
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Mr ZAPRUDERThat must be it becausethere's another coupleback there.I
took somefrom there and I was shootingsomeof the pictures to start my roll
from the beginning I didn't want to have a blank and I shot some in fact
they have it.the Federal Bureau of Investigation have those pictures

Mr Lazz,E& As you stood there on this abutment with your camera the
motorcadecamedownHoustonStreet and turned left on Elm Street did it not

Mr ZAPRUDERThat's right
Mr Lizazrza And it proceeded then down Elm Street toward the triple

underpass is that correct
Mr ZApattozaThat's correct I started shooting.when the motorcadestarted

comingin I believe I started and wanted to get it comingin from Houston
Street

Mr Lizszrza Tellus what happenedas youtookthesepictures
Mr ZAPRUDERWell as the car camein line almost.I believeit was almost in

Iine.I was standing up here and I was shooting through a telephoto lens
which is a zoomlens and as it reachedabout.I imagineit was around here
I heard the first shot and I saw the President lean over and grab himself like
this (holdinghis left chestarea)

Mr LIEBELEaGrabhimselfonthe front ofhis chest
Mr ZAPRUDERRight.something like that In other words he was sitting like

this and wavingand thenafter the shothejust wentlikethat
Mr Lrzarry He was sitting upright in the car and you heard the shot and

yousawthe Presidentslumpover
,Mr ZAPRUDERLeaning.leaning toward the sideof Jacqueline For a moment

I thought it was you know like you say "Oh he got me, when you bear a
shot.you've heard these expressionsand then I saw.I don't believethe Presi
dent is goingto make jokes like this but before I had a chanceto organizemy
mind I heard a secondshot and then I saw his head openedup and the blood
and everythingcameout and I started.I can hardly talk about it [the witness
crying]

Mr LnmztEa That's all right Mr Zapruder wouldyoulike a drink of water
Whydon'tyoustepout and havea drink ofwater

Mr ZAPRUDERI'm sorry.I'm ashamedof myselfreally but I couldn'thelp it
Mr LIIsanra Nobodyshould ever be ashamed of feeling that way Mr Za

pruder I feel the sameway myself It wasa terrible thing
Let me go back now for just a momentand ask you how many shots you

heard altogether
Mr ZapaUDEaI thought I heard two it could be three becauseto my esti

mation I thought he was hit on the second.I really don't know The whole
thing that has been transpiring.it was very upsetting and as you see.I got a
little better all the time and this came up again and it to me lookedlike the
secondshot but I don't know I never even heard a third shot

-MrLIEBELERYoudidn't hear anyshotafter yousawhimhit
Mr ZAPavnzaI heard the second.after the first shot.I saw him leaning

overand after the secondshot.it's possibleafter what I saw youknow then I
started yelling "They killed him they killed him, and I just felt that some
body had gangedup on him and I was still shootingthe pictures until he gotunder the underpass.I don't even knowhow I did it And then I didn't even
rememberhow I got downfrom that abutment there but there I was I guessand I was walkingtoward.back toward my officeand screaming "They killed
him they killed him, and the people that I met on the way didn't even know
what happenedand they kept yelling "What happened what happened what
happened It seemedthat they had heard a shot but they didn't knowexactlywhat had happened as the car sped away and I kept on just yelling "Theykilled him they killed him they killed him, and finallygot to my officeand my
secretary.I told her to call the policeor the Secret Service.I don't knowwhat
she was doing and that's about all I was very much upset Naturally I
couldn't imaginesuch a thing beingdone I just went to my desk and stoppedthere until the policecameand then we were required to get a placeto developthe films I knewI had something I figuredit might be of somehelp.I didn't
know what

As to what happened.I rememberthe policewere runningbehindme There
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were police running right behind me Of course they didn't realize yet I
guess wherethe shot camefrom.that it camefromthat height

Mr Lixstua As you were standing on this abutment facing Elm street you
say the policeran over behind the concretestrqcture behindyou and down the
railroad track behindthat is that right

Mr ZArsuDERAfter the shots
Mr Lrraziza Yes
Mr ZAPRUDERYes.after the shots.yes someof themweremotorcyclecops-

I guess they left their motorcyclesrunning and they were running right behind
me of course in the line of the shooting I guess they thought it came from
right behindme

Mr LrasEr.EaDid you have any impressionas to the direction from which
these shots came

Mr ZApnusaaNo I also thought it came from back of me Of course you
can't tell when somethingis in line.it could comefrom anywhere but being
I was here and he was hit on this line and he was hit right in the head.I saw
it right around here so it lookedlike it camefrom here and it couldcomefrom
there

Mr Lltenu a All right as you stoodhere on the abutment and lookeddown
into Elm Street you saw the Presidenthit on the right sideof the head and you
thoughtperhapsthe shotshad comefrombehindyou

Mr ZAraiDEaWell yea
Mr Ln suxs From the directionbehindyou
Mr ZAraUDERYes actually.I couldn't say what I thought at the moment

where they camefrom.after the impact of the tragedy was really what I saw
and I started and I said.yelling "They'vekilled him".I assumedthat they
camefrom there becauseas the policestarted runningback of me it lookedlike
it camefromthe backof me

Mr LUnarm&But you didn't form any opinionat that time as to what direc
tion the shotsdidcomefromactually

Mr ZAPRUDERNo
Mr Linszx..a And you indicated that they couldhave comealso from behind

or from any other direction except perhaps from the left becausethey could
havebeenfrombehindor evenfromthe front

Mr ZAPRUDERWell it couldhave been.in other words if you have a point
you couldhit a point from any place as far as that's concerned I have no way
ofdeterminingwhat directionthe bullet wasgoing

Mr LIERELEEDid you form any opinionabout the directionfrom which the
shotscameby the sound or wereyoujust upsetbythe thing youhailseen

Mr ZAPRUDERNO there was too much reverberation There was an echo
whfchgave me a soundall over In other words that square is kind of.it had
a soundall over

Mr Mumma Andwith the buildingsaroundthere too
Mr ZAPRUDERYes the reverberation was such that a sound.as it would

vibrate.it didn't vibrate so muchbut as to whether it was a backfire.in other
words I didn't from the first sound from him leaning over--I couldn't think
it was a shot but of course the second.I think it was the secondshot I don't
know whether they proved anything.they claim he was hit-that the first
bullet went through him and hit Connallyor somethinglike that-I don't know
how that is

Mr LrEREz.zaWell there are many different theoriesabout that One thing
I wouldlike youto do now.we have a series.a little bookhere that is Commis
sion Exhibit No 885and it consistsof a numberof frames from motionpictures
and I want to show you certain numbers of them which are important to our
work and ask you it those look like they were taken from your filmand if in
fact youcouldrecognizeit as youlookthroughthis bookthat theseare individual
frame-by-framepicturesof the pictures that you took

Mr ZAPRUDERYes they are frame by frame and they weren't very clear for
the simple reason that on the telephotolens it's goodto take stills.when you
move.did you ever have binoculars and every time you move everything is
exaggeratedin the move.that's one reason why they are kind of blurred.the
movement Now you want me to identify whether these are my pictures
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Mr LIEBELEaYes specificallyI first call your attention to No 185 This is
No 185on the back of it and will you look at the whole book and identify it
if you can and tell us that those are the pictures that.that those appear to
be the pictures or copiesof the pictures that you tookfrom your motionpicture
camera

Mr Zarsunea Well I wouldsay this they looklike.if they were taken from
the filmI had.these are the ones I mean I don't knowhowto expressmyself

Mr Lnsa$LdaWell they were
Mr Zarsunsa Well it lookslike them.that's when they turned in from Elm

Street Is that it I'm trying to visualize it This is taking it from the
oppositeside of me is it where I wouldhave been taking it becauseI see this
structure.I have been around there and.or these.this couldn't be here
where did they get this in there.how did they get this in there if I was taking
the pictures where did they get this in there That shouldn'tbe there

Mr LnxanLSsThis is the thing back up behindon DeftlyPlaza I think isn't
it

Mr Zeravusa Theyhave one there too
Mr LtzarmB Yes I think there is Now if you will lookat HudsonExhibit

No 1 you will see that there is somekind of concretestructure there and is
a differentkindfromthat figure It has biggerholesin it

Mr ZaraUDEaThat's right.in the back of this here that's where it is
that's what I thoughtit was.that's whereI got mixedup

Mr Loos NITYou thought that the concrete latticework on the individual
picturesin CommissionExhibitNo 885

Mr Zeravuza NowI see it.that's where they have movednow the flowers
and all that

Mr LIEazLEaYes---Ihave to state this for the record.so they can under
stand what we are talking about.you confused it with the concrete lattice
work shown in the backgroundin the individual photographsin Commission
Exhibit No 885 with the larger and obviouslydifferent concretestructure in
the backgroundof HudsonExhibitNo.1

Mr ZAPBUDaBYes that.there is Elm Street there.this is a corner
Mr LxxaznzaNow specificallyhere.let me show you the ones that have

beennumbered185and 186and see if youcan recognizethose This is 185here
that weare lookingat now.of CommissionExhibitNo 885

Mr Z&PRUDEaYes This is wherehe camein fromHoustonStreet and turned
there

Mr I.rrnrrug Yes and theyare goingdownElmStreetnow
Mr Zersunxs Yes this is before.this shouldn't be there.the shot wasn't

flzedwas it Youcan't tell fromhere
Mr LIEBELEB(no response)
Mr ZAPauDEaI believe it was closer down here where it happened Of

course on the film they couldsee better but you take an 8 millimeterand you
enlarge it in coloror in blackand white you losea lot of detail I wish I had
an enlargerherefor you

Mr Disarms In any event frame No 186doeslooklike it's oneof the frames
sir

Mr Zeraunas Yes
Mr LnrsEnaaAnd186is similaralso
Mr ZerauDERYes
Mr Lizazres Now I've got a list of themhere that I want to ask you about

picture 207 and turn on over to this picture It appears that a sign starts
to comein the picture.there wasa signin the picture

Mr ZaPaunsa Yes there were signs there also and trees and somehow.I
told themI wasgoingto get the wholeviewand I musthave

Mr LI BELEaBut the signwasin the way
Mr ZAPBUDEaYes but I must have neglectedone part.I know what has

happened.I think this was after that happened.something had happened
Mr LIEBELERDo you rememberwhen you lookedat your pictures yourself

do you rememberthat there was a sign that does appear betweenthe camera
and the motorcadeitself and you can see the motorcadefor a while and the
signcomesin the view
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Mr ZAPRUDERThat's right
Mr LLsBELEEAnd the motorcadecomesbehind it Now what about picture

No 210.however.there is no No 210in here
Mr ZAPaunnaNo
Mr LmsELEaHow about No 222 Now in No 222you can see the Presi

dent'scar comingout frombehindthe sign
Mr ZAPaunsaYes
Mr LIEBELEaAnd you can see GovernorConnallyright there in that center

seat I believe
Mr ZAPRUDERYes Governor Connally.yes.these are all the same pic

tures.I rememberthe car was kind of buriedand I was kind of lowand I don't
knowhow I got that view.I didn't get just the full viewof the shot

Mr LIEeELEaLet's turn to 225and there the car is comingfurther out from
behind the sign

Mr ZAPEUDEBYes
Mr LILBELEaIs that still the samepart of the sequence
Mr ZAPEUDEBYea
Mr LUB a You can now see the President for the first time
Mr ZAPRUDEaYes that's the President
Mr Ltmai.Ea The President appears to have his hand up by his throat as he

is just comingfrom behind the sign
Mr ZAPRUDERYes it looks like he was hit.it seems.there.somewhere

behindthe sign Yousee he is still sitting upright
Mr Lnrsm.EaYes he's sitting up and holdinghis hand np
Mr ZAPRUDEBDo wehave the sequence.the next frames
Mr LIESELERYes it will be No 227and his hand comesup even more and

he starts to movea little to his left
Mr ZAPRUDERApparently And they started speedingthe car then to.but

he is still sittinghaphere Is that still the President here
Mr LIEBELEBYes in picture No 228.he still appears to have his hand up

and in No 229it's evenmorepronounced
Mr ZAPaunESYes
Mr LmEBtaFR Asthe car keepscomingup frombehindand in picture230he has

raised both hands up
Mr ZAPRUDESIt looksto melike he went like this.did he go to his throat

I don't remember.I thought he went like this [holdingboth hands on the left
side of his chest] Did it show

Mr LIEBELEaLet's turn over to picture 231here.these still appear to be the
samesequenceof pictures do they not

Mr ZAPauDEsYes you get about 16per secondand I think my camera was
movinga little fast maybe 18 frames per second You see we have a lot of
pictures on there

Mr LIEBELERAnd235is there
Mr ZAPRUDERYes we've got that
Mr LrEsrLEaIn 235both hands are up by his throat there or up to the top

of his chest and Mrs Kennedyis lookingat him
Mr ZAPRUDERTo me it lookslike it
Mr LIEBEI.ERYou mean it looks to yo'uas though he moveda little more

sharply perhaps
Mr ZAPRUDERToward her.there are so many frames of course this is

probablyhis first reaction but he leaned over.it would be after the shot was
Bred after I heard a sound he went like this [leaning to the left and holding
both hands to the left side of his chest]

Mr LIEBELERHe movedover to his left and pulledhis hands there
Mr ZAPRUDERYes he movedto the left and pulled his hands somewhatin

this direction
Mr Ltxnm.eBDoespicture235appear to be oneof the pictures that was taken

fromyour sequence
Mr ZAPRUDESYes
Mr LIESELEaHow about 240.let's turn over to 240and there he has turned

his head towardthe left a little bit more
Mr ZAPRUDERThere's only about 100frames.they are so close
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Mr L asanna Five frames
Mr ZAraunEaFive frames is nothing.I believe
Mr Lnrsmas How about 249
Mr ZAPBUDaBNo 249.I just wonderif it was the motionthat he went back

with that I don't remember.it looks like he has got his hand on his head.I
don't rememberseeingthat Of course the pictureswouldshow

Mr LnsaagrgaYes when you pick one of them out it's hard to break it down
and pick them out

Mr ZAraunia Yes it's hard We run them in single frames.and to get
the main shotit's hard

Mr Lnfasu.ERNow let's turn over to picture 255.these all do look like they
are from your film

Mr ZAraunaa Yes they are.I know this.I have seen it so many times
In fact I used to have nightmares The thing wouldcomeevery night.I wake
up and see this

Mr Lxzsaun What about 255.what about that one
Mr ZAPBUDaRThat's still the same series
Mr Lxaazza That's still the same series.they keep movingalong
Mr ZAraunaa Yes
Mr LIBBELEaAnd let's look at No 213.as we go along here.then he does

start movingsharply to the left
Mr ZAraunESYes whenyou take it frame by frame it couldhave beenjust

2 or 3 seconds but the impressionwas that be was leaning over and not just
sitting there and lookingover that and grabbinghimselfat the left side

Mr LrzsELEaYes movingtoward Mrs Kennedy
Mr ZAraunEaThat's what impressedme Now what numberare you on
Mr LnzmLEa313.you rememberthat one
Mr..ZArauDESThat was.that was the horribleone
Mr LIBELEaIt appears to you then that this bookof pictures here as you

lookthroughit are your pictures
Mr ZAraungs Yee
Mr Lmarana Now Mr Zapruder after you had the film developedI under

stand Mr Sorrels from the Secret Service came over and helped you get the
films developedand you gave two copiesof your films to Mr Sorrels is that
correct

Mr ZArarDERYes Onewe have sent to Washingtonthe samenight and one
wentoverfor theviewersof the FBI onErvay Street

Mr LxESELESThat's the SecretService
Mr ZAPRUDEaThe Secret Service.I brought one roll there and they told

me to dispatch it by Army plane or I don't know what they had done with it
but it was supposedto have gone to Washingtonand one of them I believe
remained here with Mr Sorrels He came to my officequite a few times to
showthem to differentpeople

Mr LXEBELEPNow I understand that you yourself retained the original
film

Mr ZApauuEaNo I don't have that at all.I don't have any at all They
weresoldto Timeand Lifemagazines

Mr LZEBELEaYousoldthat to Lifemagazine
Mr ZAraunERYes
Mr LIEBELESThe Commissionis interested in one aspect of this and I

would like to ask you if you wouldmind telling us how much they paid you
for that film

Mr ZAraUDEaFor the film
Mr LIESELEaYes
Mr ZAPRE'DEmWell I just wonderwhether I shouldanswer it or not because

it involvesa lot of things and it's not oneprice.it's a questionof how they are
goingto use it are they goingto use it or are they not goingto use it so I will
say I reallydon'tknowhowto answerthat

Mr LIEBELEuWell I am not goingto even urge you to answer the question
We will ask it and If you would rather not answer it.the Commissionfeels
it wouldbehelpful

Mr ZAraunEmI received$25,000as you know and I have given that to the
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FIremen's and Policemen'sBenevolencewith a suggestion for Mrs Tippit
Youknow that

bir LtEaat.ESI don'tknowthat.you received$25,000
Mr ZspauDES$25,000was paid and I have given it to the Firemen's and

Policemen'sFund
Mr Tare= r.e Yougavethe whole$25,000
Mr ZarsUDESYes This was all over the world I got letters from all over

the world and newspapers--I mean letters from all over the world It was all
over the world.I am surprised.that you don't know it.I don't like to talk
about it too much

Mr LrraELESWeappreciateyouranswerverymuch
Mr ZepauDra I haven't done anything the way I have given it at a time

like this
Mr LtmuLlmI want to tell you you may not be aware of it yourself but I

want to tell you that your Almhas been one of the most helpful things to the
work of the Commissionthat wecouldpossiblyhave had becauseit has enabled
us to study the various positionsof the peoplein the car and to determineby
comparing it with the reenactment.by comparing it to the view from the
windowof the building to developwith a fair degreeof accuracythe facts here

Mr ZepauaEEI understand.and I am willing to be helpful but I am sorry
it had to be on an occasionlike this I am willingto be helpfulbut I wish this
wouldneverhave happened

Mr LtrasaxS Yes that's right
Mr Zersvmsa I knowtheyhavetakenmycameratoWashington
Mr LIEBELEaIt wasa Bell&Howellcamera isn't that right
Mr ZepaunEaThat's right
Mr LIEBEIsaAndyou turned it over to the FBI and they have madetests on

it
Mr ZspauDEaYes and then Bell &Howellwanted it for their archivesand

I thought they were through with it and let them have it In return they gave
me not for my personal use but a sound projector which was given to the
GoldenAge Group It's a place where old folks have a home I asked them
to donate something I didn't want the camera I didn't want anything for
myself Then the FBI wanted the camera again and I referred them to the
Bell &Howellpeople

Mr LrrasaxS Yes the FBI asked for the camera back becausethe Commis
sion wanted to determinewhether there was any differencein the frame speed
as the cameraunwounditself as it wentalong

Mr ZapaunEaWell they claimedthey told me it was about 2 frames fast
instead of 16 it was 18 frames and they told me it was about 2 frames fast in
the speedand they told me that the time betweenthe 2 rapid shots as I under
stand that was determined.the length of time it took to the secondone and
that they werevery fast and they claimit has provenit couldbe doneby 1 man
Youknowtherewas indicationthere weretwo

Mr LIEBELESYour Almswere extremelyhelpful to the work of the Commis
sion Mr Zapruder

Mr ZepaunESI am onlysorry I brokedown.I didn't knowI wasgoingto doiL
Mr LamiELEaMr Zapruder I want to thank you very much for the Com

mission for comingdown It has beenvery helpful
Mr Zapaunns Well I am ashamed of myself I didn't know I was going

to break down and for a man to.but it was a tragic thing and when you
started asking me that and I saw the thing all over again and it was an awful
thing.I know very few people who had seen it like that.it was an awful
thing and I loved the President and to see that happen before my eyes.his
head just opened up and shot down like a dog.it leaves a very very deep
sentimental impressionwith you it's terrible

Mr Lamm a Well you don't have to feel ashamed about that at all and
thank you verymuch I enjoyedmeetingyou very much

Mr Z&rmmrSAll right any time you want somemorehelp you can call on
me and I will be glad to comein

Mr Ltmua.EaAll right thank you a lot
Mr Zapsun B Goodbye
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Mr BLAKEY Mr Zapruder was questioned by Warren Commis
sion counsel Wesley Liebeler

Mr LIEBELERDidyou have any impressionas to the directionfrom which these
shotscame

Mr ZAPRUDERNo I also thought it came from back of me Of course you can't
tell whensomethingis in line.it couldcomefromanywhere,** *

Mr Liebeler tried to focus Mr Zapruder's memory of the event
Mr LIEBELERBut you didn't form any opinionat that time as to what direction

the shotsdid comefromactually
Mr ZAPRUDERNo
Mr LIEBELERAnd you indicatedthat they couldhave comealso from behind or

fromany other directionexceptperhaps fromthe left becausethey couldhave been
frombehindor evenfromthe front

Mr Zapruder then agreed that any direction was possible and
that he had no way of determining the bullet's course He did
however distinguish between the shots

Mr LIEBELERDidyou formany opinionabout the directionfromwhichthe shots
cameby the sound or wereyoujust upset by the thing youhad seen

Mr ZAPRUDERNo there was too much reverberation There was an echo which
gave me a soundall over * * * Yes the reverberationwas such that a sound.as it
wouldvibrate.it didn't vibrate so much but as to whether it was a backfire.in
other words I didn't from the first sound from him leaning over.I couldn't think
it was a shot but of course the second.I think it was the secondshot * * * (that
gavethe reverberations)

Secret Service Agent Paul E Landis Jr. wrote a statement on
the shooting dated November 30 1963 Mr Chairman I would like
to have that document entered into the record as JFK exhibit F
647

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[The information follows:]
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JFK ExHIBITF-647

THEASSASSINATIONOFPKES.IDENTJOHNF KENNY
ONNOVEILBER22 1963 APDALLASTEXAS

Statementof Special AgentPaul E Landis Jr. UnitedStates Secret
Service concerninghis activities andofficial duties on November22 1963

OnNovember22 1963 I arrived at LoveField Airport Dallas Texasat 11:35a.m. havingtraveled fromFt worth Texas to Dallas 'texas on
boardU S Air ForceFlight #6970 Uponmyarrival I disembarkedfromthe
aircraft and immediatelywalkedto wherethe motorcadevehicles wereparked
SpecialAgentSamKinneywasthe first personthat I recognized andI remember
speakingto himandstandingby the Follow-upcar and jokinglyaskinghimif he
couldtell mewherethe Follow-upcar was

After speakingto Sam I walkedover to Special Agent in Lawsonjust
to doublecheckto see if I wasstill assignedto workingthe Follow-upcar as
hadpreviouslybeenarranged Hewasstandingby the front right fenderof the car
in whichthe President wouldbe riding andhe told methat I wasstill to ride
in the Follow-upcar

Onlya very fewmomentslater the President's Aircraft waspulling up
to its mooringspot andI movedup to whereI wouldbe near the President and
First Ladywhenthey disembarkedfromthe aircraft

Thereappearedto be a very large crowdat the airport andmostof the
peoplewererestrained behinda chain-link fencewhichwasaboutfour or five
feet high Onthe oppositeside of the fence fromthe crowdthere wasa very

narrowsidewalkandcurbingwhichran alongthe fence-line

Therewereseveral peopleon the sameside of the fenceas the
Presidentbut mostof themwerephotographers

As soonas the President andFirst Ladydisembarkedfromthe Aircraft
Yrs Kennedywaspresenteda bouquetof roses ThePresidentwasalso presented
whatappearedto be twohand-drawncharcoalportraits of himselfandMrs Kennedy
in a black leather andglass folding frame I believe that this wasgivento
himbya lady wearinga red coat

Just after the President receivedthe black leather frameI held out
myhandandhe handedit to me I hadbeenstanding just off to Yrs Kennedy's
left slightly in front of her Shewason the left side of the President

At this time the President andFirst Ladystarted walkingtowardsthe
crowdwhichwasrestrained behindthe fence Onthe way they did stop for a few
secondsto talk to an elderly lady in a wheelchair whowason the field area
aboutthirty feet fromwherethe abovepresentationsweremade

Theythen walkedover to the crowdandwalkedalong the fence from
their right to their left At first I wasin front of the President clearinga
pathwaythroughthe photographersandobservingthe crowdreachingoverthe fence

Commiss10i ExalBIT1024.Continued
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PageTwo.efStatementof Special AgentPaul F Landis Jr. dated Nov 30 1963

but I noticed that Mrs Kennedywasmovingalong slowerand becomingseparatedfromthe President ao I askedanotheragent I don't recall who to moveupwhereI wasandI droppedbackto assist Special AgentClintonHill whowasnextto Mrs Kennedy I continuedto keepa pathwayclear for lira Kennedyremovingsmallhandsigns that hadbeendroppedin her pathwayon the sidewalkand
occasionallycautioningto watchout for the curbing At onepoint wherethedirection of the fence madea right angle turn to the left of the waywewere
movingI do rememberreachingup andholdinga fairly large flag awaythatsomeonewaswavingover the fence Onlya fewfeet further and the fence andsidewalkmadeanother 90 degreeturn in the direction in whichwewereoriginallymoving

At this point westoppedmomentarilyandstarted in the direction ofthe cars whichwereslightly behindua and hadbeenmovingalongtowardsusMrs Kennedyaskedwherethe President wasandSAHill noticed himcontinuing
alongthe fence shakinghandswith the crowd so Mrs Kennedyreturned to the
fenceanddid the same

Onlya short distance later the President andFirst Ladystoppedshakinghandsandentered their automobile I stood by the right rear side until the car
started movingand then hoppedon the right rear portion of the right runningboardof the Follow-upcar I wasstandingwith myright leg on the runningboardandmyleft leg up over+andinside the Follow-upcar I stayed in this
position until wewereleaving the Airport area andremarkedthat sI mightas
well get all the wayin s andI did so I glancedat mywatchbut I don't
recall the time

Special AgentsGlenBennettandGeorgeHickeywereseated to myleft
respectively in the rear of the Follow-upcar Mr DavidPowerswasseated
directly in front of mein the center portion of the Follow-upcar andMr Kenneth
O'Donnellwasseated onMr Power'sleft Special AgentSamKinneywasdriving
andATSAICRobertawasseated in the right front seat Special AgentsJohnHeady
ClintonHill and TimMcIntyrewerestandingon the right front left front and
left rear portions of the runningboard respectively

Themotorcadehadnot proceededfar whenAIhaICnoberts askedmeto get
backon the outside runningboard "Just in case, whichI immediatelydid The
crowdwasabout twodeepalongeach side of the road andI wouldguessthat we
weretraveling about twentymiles per hour

Asthe motorcadeproceededtowardsthe mainbusinesssection of downtown
Dallas I watchedthe crowdfor anyonetrying to run towardsthe President's car
or anypersonwhomightbe holdinganythingharmfulin his hands I observed
the rooftops andwindowsof the buildings alongthe route Onthe outskirts of
townmostof the buildings wereof a oneor twostory type structure andvery
fewpeoplewereon the rooftops Thecrowdwasthree or moredeepalongthe
street as weproceededtowardsdowntownDallaswith mostintersections more
heavily crowded Theoutskirts seemedto consist mostlyof used car lots junk

COMMISSIONEXHIBIT1024.Continued
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PageThreeof Statementof Special AgentPaul n Landis Jr. dated Nov 30 1963

dealers auto parts stores and this typical type of neighborhood At one intersection there weresomeCubanPickets but I don't recall exactly whattheir signssaid exceptthat they did have"Cuba on them

Alittle further towardstownsomepeoplehada sign askingthe
Presidentto please stop andshakehands whichhe sawas he passedand stoppedI iamediatelyran up to his car as it stoppedandassumeda position next to hie
andobservedthe crowdas it mergedon the car especially watchingthe hands
Yostof the peoplewerechildren but I do rememberoneof the adult ladies whowas
holdingthe sign remarking "It worked our sign workedl

At various places alongthe route I rememberMr DavePowersstanding
upandtaking moviesof the President's car andthe crowd

Thecloser wecameto downtownDallas the larger the crowdsbecame At
severalplaces they wereforcing their wayinto the street andthere wasjust
barelyenoughroomfor the cars to get through Thereweretwomotorcycleescorts
oneachside of the President's andthe Follow-upcar andin several instances
the crowdwasso'close that the motorcyclescould not get throughandhadto drop
completelybehindthe Follow-upcar Duringthese instances SAClint Hill would
runup and jumpon the left rear bumperof the President's car andhe wduldrids
there until the crowdwasfurther backawayfromthe President's car

Just beforewereachedthe heart of downtownDallas I remembernoticing
somenewlooking very high multi-,storiedskyscrapersandI remarkedto Jack
beadythat there wereevenpeoplewayup on the roof of one I think the motor
ademadea right turn onto HainStreet as that is the onlystreet sign I saw
andrememberedI rememberthinking to myselfthat aboutevery townI knowOf
as a MainStreet

I'm not sure howfar wetraveled on HainStreet but I doknowthat
Thisis wherethe crowdseemedheaviest Thebuildingsweretall on both sides
3fthe street but I didn't notice manypeoplein the windows I continuedto
scanthe crowdson the street and the buildingsalong the route I glancedat
thePresident's car somewherealongMainStreet and sawClint Hill again standing
n the left roar bumperbehindMrs Kennedywhowasseated to the President's
eft GovernorConnallywasseated in front of the PresidentandMrs Connally
vasin front of Mrs Kennedy

Thecrowdlined both sides of the street andin several placeswas
fightout into the street leavingbarely enoughroomto get through

Notlong after weturned ontoMainStreet there wasoneboywho I
.ouldsay wasin his early teens whoran out fromthe crowdafter the President's
'..:dFollowup cars hadpassedand tried to overtakethe President's car I saw

comingandtappedSAHeadyon the shoulderandpointedtowardshim Ile was
a.-ryinga camera SAHeadyjumpedoff the runningboard overtookthe boyand
_::shedhimbackinto the crowd
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PageFourof Statementof Special AgentPaul h Landis Jr. datedNov 30 1963

Whenwereachedthe endof MainStreet weturned right andapproacheda gradualleft turn Asweapproachedthe intersection andwhilewewereturningleft the crowdseemedto thin andalmostdisappeararoundthe turn I then madea quicksurveillance of a buildingwhichwasto be on the President's right oncethe left turn wascompleted It appearedto be the last onein sight It wasamodernistictype building approximatelyeight stories high andit hadlarge
glass windows I also seemto recollect orangepanelingor siding Noneof thewindowswereopen and1 did not ass anyonestandingby them I surmisedthat the
buildingwasclosed or that all its employeeswereout on the street corner

Asthe President's car continuedaroundthe corner I continuedto
surveythe crowdalong the righthandside of the roadandnoticed that it was
fairly scattered with hardly enoughpeopleto forma single line I continued
to look aheadto an overpassover the route weweretraveling At approximatelythis point I wouldsay the President's car andthe Follow-upcar hadjust
completedtheir turns and bothwerestraighteningout

At this momentI heard,that soundedlike the report of a high.powered
rifle frombehindme overmyright shoulder WhenI heardthe soundthere was
no questionin mymindwhatit was Myfirst glancewasat the President as I
waspractically lookingin his direction anyway I sawhimmovingin a manner
whichI thoughtwasto look in the direction of the sound I did not realize
that President Kennedyhadbeen shot at this point

I immediatelyreturnedmygaze over myright shoulder towardthe
modernisticbuilding I hadobservedbefore Witha quickglanceI sawnothing
andimmediatelystarted scanningthe crowdat the intersection frommyright to
myleft I observednothingunusualandbeganto think that the soundhadbeen
that of a fire crackerbut I hadn't seen anysmoke In fact I recall Special
AgentJack Readysaying "Whatwasit AFire Cracker I remarked"I don't
knowI don't see anysmoke. So far the lapsedperiod of time couldnot have
beenover twoor three seconds

All duringthis time I continuedto scan the crowd returningmygaze
towardsthe President's car It musthavebeenanothersecondor twobefore the
next shot wasfired because as I recall havingseen nothingout of the ordinary
I then thoughtthat maybeoneof the cars in the motorcadehadhada blowoutthat
had echoedoff the buildings I lookedat the right front tire of the President's
car and sawit wasall right I then glancedto see the right rear tire but
couldnot becausethe Follow.upcar wastoo close

I also thoughtof trying to run and jumpon the President's car but did
not think I couldmakeit becauseof the speedat whichweweretraveling I
decidedI hadbetter stay whereI wasso that I wouldat least be near the First
lady to whomI amassigned I think that it wasat this point that I thought
"Faster Faster Faster, thinking that wecouldnot get out of the area soon
enough HoweverI don't haveanyidea as to howfast wewerethen moving
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I haddrawnmygun but I amnot sure exactlywhenI did this I didleavemysuit coat unbuttonedall duringthe motorcademovementthinking at thetimethat I couldget to mygunfaster this way if I hadto
I glancedtowardsthe Presidentand he still appearedto be fairly

upright in his seat leaningslightly towardMrs Kennedywith his headtilted
slightly back I think Mrs Kennedyhadher right armaroundthe President's
shouldersat this time I also rememberSpecial AgentClintonHill attemptingto climbonto the backof the President's car

It wasat this momentthat I hearda secondreport andit appearedthat
the President's headsplit openwith a muffledexplodingsound I can best
describethe soundas I heardit as the soundyouwouldget by shootinga high
poweredbullet into a five gallon can of water or shootinginto a mellon I saw
piecesof flesh andbloodflying throughthe air andthe President slumpedout of
sight towardsMrs Kennedy

Thetime lapse betweenthe first andsecondreport musthavebeenabout
four or five seconds

Myimmediatethoughtwasthat the President couldnot possiblybe alive
after beinghit like he was I still wasnot certain fromwhichdirection the
secondshot came but myreaction at this time wasthat the shot camefromsome
wheretowardsthe front right-handside of the road

I did not notice anyoneonthe overpass andI scannedthe area to the
right of and belowthe overpasswherethe terrain slopedtowardsthe roadon
whichweweretraveling TheonlypersonI recall seeingclearly wasa Negro
malein light green slacks anda beige coloredshirt runningfrommyleft to right
upthe slope across a grassy section alonga sidewalk towardssomesteps and
whatappearedto be a lowstone wall Hewasbent overwhilerunningandI started
to point towardshim but I didn't notice anythingin his handsandbythis time
weweregoingunderthe overpassat a very high rate of speed I waslooking
backandsawa motorcyclepolicemanstoppingalongthe curbapproximatelyadjacent
to whereI sawthe Negrorunning

After xe rodeunderthe overpassI again lookedat the president's car
andsawSpecial AgentClint Hill lying across the trunk Hewaslookingback
towardsthe Follow-upcar shakinghis headbackandforth and gavea thumbs-down
signwith his hand

AISAICRobertsaskedif anyonegot the exact time of the shootingand
someonesaid"about12:30p.m.;s then someonetold meto get inside the car and
pulledmeby the arm Mysun glasses fell off andSpecial AgentBennetthanded
themto me Bynowwewereonan Apresswayand a fewpeoplewerestandingin
spots alongthe waywavingas wewentby
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PageSix of Statementof Special AgentPaulS Landis Jr. dated Nov 30 1963

A:SAlexobertswastolling the other agents in the Follow-upcar tocovervice-PresidentJohnsonas soonas westopped
Sometimearound12:37p.m wearrived at ParklandMemorialHospitalI immediatelyran to the left rear side of the President's car reachedover andtried to help Mrs Kennedyup by taking hold of her shoulders She did not wantto let go of President Kennedywhoseheadshe held in her lap and she wasberdingover him Shesaid somethinglike "No I wantto stay with him!

AgentHill hadin the meantimeopenedthe left rear doorof the
Presidential Convertible steppedinside andtookMrs Kennedyby the arm She
released the President andsomeonesaid "Coveruphis head. AgentHill took
off his suit coat and coveredup the President's head I also rememberMr Powers
leaning in the car and saying "Oh Not Mr President! Mr Presidentt

Bythis time someonewaslifting the President's bodyout of the right
side of the car AgentHill helpedMrs Kennedyout of the car andI followed
Mrs Kennedy'spurse and hat anda cigarette lighter wereon the backseat I
pickedthese three items up as I walkedthroughthe car andfollowedMrs Kennedy
into the hospital

ThePresident's bodyWastaken directly to an thergencydoomandI
think I rememberMrs Kennedyfollowingthe peoplein but comingout almost
immediately Thedoorto the Emergencydoomwasclosed andI stayed byMrs
Kennedy'sside Someonein the meantimehadbroughta chair for Mrs Kennedy
to sit in and she sat dust outside of the emergencydoom Therawereseoral
peoplemilling aroundandwith the help of a nurseweclearedall unauthorized
personnelout of the immediatearea

Someonecameout of the doomthat the President wasin and askedif
anyoneknewhis BloodType ASAICKellermanandSAHill immediatelyreachedfor
their wallets ASAICKellermangavethe manthe informationfirst

At onepoint someoneelse cameout of the President's Roomagain and
said he wasstill breathing Mrs Kennedystood upand said "uoyoumeanhe may
live Nooneanswered

Mostof the timewhilein the hospital I stayedright next to Mrs
Kennedy ldce I believe she wentinto the Roomwherethe President was however
I remainedoutside by the door Ashort time later I still rememberseveral
peoplestandingaround andI askeda doctor for help in clearing the area

At approximately2:00 p.m the President's bodywaswheeledfromthe
hospital in a coffin into an ambulance Special AgentAndrewBergerdrovethe
ambulanceASAICKellermanandA'iSAICStout werein the front seat Mrs Kennedy
AdmiralBuckleyandAgentHill rode in the rear of the ambulancewith the
President's body
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?ageSevenof Statementof Special AgentPaul S Landis Jr. dated Nov 30 1963

I rode in the Follow.upcar behindthe ambulancewhichdepartedthe
hospital at 2:04p.m

At 2:14 p.m. the President's bodyarrived at LoveField Airport and
several Secret Serviceagents immediatelycarried it on boardU S Air ForceNoOnevia the rear door I followedonboardbehindMrs Kennedyandthen movedto
the forwardsection of the plane I witnessedthe swearingin of President
Johnsonat 2:39 p.m in the canter compartmenton boardAir Force#1 andat
2:47p.m departedLoveField Airport Dallas Texas via Air ForceNo One with
Mrs Kennedyand the bodyof the late President Kennedy

Uponour arrival at AndrewsAir ForceBase Md. at 5:58 p.m I helped
carry the late President Kennedy'scoffin fromAir Force1f1 Thebodywasplaced
jr an ambulancewhichdepartedAndrewsAir ForceBaseat approximately6:10 p.m.
drivenbySpecial AgentWilliamGreer ASAICKellermanAdmiralBarkley and I
rodein the front seat of the ambulance Mrs KennedyandAttorneyGeneralRobert
Kennedyrodein the rear of the ambulancewithPresident Kennedy'sbody

Theaboveparty arrived at BethesdaNavalHospital Bethesda Md. at
approximately6:55 p.m Special AgentHill andI escortedMrs Kennedyto the
17thFloorwhereweimmediatelysecuredthe area Onlyhospital personnel
assignedto the area Kennedyfamilymembersandfriends andauthorizedpersonnel
.are allowedin the area

I only left the 17thFloor twice *Idle Mrs Kennedywasthere Once
to find ASAICKellermanin the hospital morgueand give hima telephonemessage
fromChiefRowley the other timewasto find a WhiteHousedriver

At 3:56 a.m. onNovember23 1963 Mrs KennedyandAttorneyGeneral
Kobet KennedydepartedBethesdaNavalHospitalvia ambulanceaccompanyingthe
ate President JohnF Kennedy'sbodyto the WhiteHouse Special AgentWilliam

;rear wasdriving andASAICKellermanaccompaniedSpecialAgentClintonHill
rodein the first limousinebehindthe ambulanceand I rode in the secondlimousine

TheaboveParty arrived at the WhiteHouseat 4:24a.m

-dadl
Paul E Landis Jr
Special Agent
U S Secret Service
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Mr BLAKEY Mr Landis was in the follow-up car behind the
Presidential limousine on the outside running board on the right
He may be seen in JFK exhibit 155 He indicated that the first shot
sounded like the report of a high-powered rifle from behind me
over my right shoulder According to his statement the second shot
might have come from a different direction He said "I still was
not certain from which direction the second shot came but my
reaction at this time was that the shot came from somewhere
toward the front right-hand side of the road.

Another witness S M Holland also saw signs of a shot coming
from a group of trees on the knoll Mr Chairman I would like to
enter Mr Holland's testimony before the Warren Commission JFK
exhibit F-648 into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-648

TESTIMONYOF S M HOLLAND

The testimonyof S M Hollandwas takenat 320 p.m. onApril8 1964in the
officeof the C.S attorney 301Post OfficeBuilding Bryan and Ervay Streets
Dallas Tex. by Mr Samuel A Stern assistant counsel of the President's
Commission Mr S M Hollandwas accompaniedby his attorney Mr Balford
Morrison

Mr STEM Would you rise please and raise your right band so as to be
sworn

Do you solemnlyswear the testimonythat you are about to give will be the
truth the wholetruth andnothingbut the truth sohelpyouGod

Mr Hots-axe I do
Mr Srntx Sit down please
YouhaverecordedMr Morrison'spresence
The REPORTERYes
Mr Srzas Mr Holland you have receiveda Ietter from the Commission

askingyouto comeand testifytoday
Mr Hou ca Yes
Mr Sramr As you know the Commissionis inquiring into all of the facts

concerningthe assassinationof PresidentKennedyand we want your evidence
concerningwhat you saw at the time of the assassinationfrom the place you
werestanding Maywehave for the record yournameand residenceaddress

Mr Hots-ctn S M Holland 1119LucilleStreet Irving Tex
Mr Swim What is your occupation
Mr Hou a:cmSIgnalsupervisorfor UnionTerminalRailroad
Mr Bras Howlonghaveyoubeenemployedbythat organization
Mr Hou.atn UnionTerminalsince1938
Mr Snout Now onFriday November22 willyoudescribewhat youdid con

cerningthe President'svisitandwhereyouwere
Mr Hou.are Well about 11:00 o'clock a coupleof policemenand a plain.

clothesmancameup on topof the triple underpassand wehad somemenwork
ing up there and I knewthat they was goingto have a parade and I left my
officeand walked up to the underpass to talk to the policemen And they
asked me during the parade If I wouldcomeback up there and identifypeople
that was supposedto be on that overpass That is the railroad people

Mr STERNWhereare yourofficesMr Holland
Mr Hou.axn At the UnionTerminalStation
Mr Swat Is that within walking distance of the triple overpass
Mr Hour..vn Yes it is About.less than a quarter of a mile a very short

distance
Mr SrEnc And these policementhat you spoketo there were 3 altogether
Mr HouA.TDTwo.there were 2 city policemenand 1 man in plainclothes

I didn't talk to him I talkedto thecitypolicemen
Mr Srzsx Youdon'tknowwhathisaffiliationwas
Mr Hosta:tn I knowhe was a plainclothesdetective or FBI agent or some
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thing like that but I don't know and I told him I would be back and after
lunchI wouldgoup there

Mr Srsax Approximatelywhat timedid youarriveup there
Mr Hou.onn Oh I arrived up there I guess about a quarter until 12

and I would identify each person that came up there that he workedat the
UnionTerminal and departmentso-and-so

Mr STERNWhomdid you see there at 11:43whenyou returned from then
until 12:30

Mr HOLLAxaWell I wouldhaveto try to rememberwhoall wasup there then
TherewasMr Reillyand Mr R C Dodd

Mr Swat Mr Reilly
Mr HoUSxn Reilly
Mr STEENWhowas
Mr Hoza&cDR C Dodd and N H Potter and LukeWinburn
Mr Siam Luke
Mr HoLLSRDWinburn
Mr STasn And
Mr Hottoms. And a fellow by the name of Johnson he works in the car

department
Mr STxsn Johnson
Mr Hou.snD And there was another fellowwho workedat the car depart

ment tall blond-headedboy and I can't rememberhis name
Mr STEaxThat makes six peopleso far Are these all employeesof
Mr Bottom) Yes
Mr Srxsx Of the terminal
Mr Hou.oxo Yes and they were two men one of them worked for the

Katy and one for the T &P. that I don't know their names but I do know
that they wererailroad people Theywereoveron business Workingon those
businesscars and one of them was a Katy employeeand one was a T & P
employee

Mr Sxsan Couldyougivemetheir full names
Mr Rowan) Texas &Pacific and the Missouri Kansas Texas Railroad
Mr STEmcYoudon'tknowthe namesof thoseparticular men
Mr Hottrnn No I don't
Mr SxsaxaDidyou seethemhere today
Mr Houolto I know the policementalked to them and got identification

from them
Mr S'ras:t Yes but they are not as far as you know the two gentlemen

that yousaw sitting in the anteroomto the U.S attorney'sofficejust before-
Mr Hournn No neitheroneof those
Mr STSac Did yourecognizeeither of thosetwo men
Mr Homo:tn Oneof them is a cabdriver and the other one Is an electrician

at UnionTerminal The large fellowis a cabdriver
Mr Sxasx Theelectrician doyouknowhis name
Mr HOLLANDFrank Reilly
Mr Blurt There were two other men out there Perhaps yda didn't notice

them I spoketo themafter I spoketo you
Mr Romano Well at the time the parade got started they was I guess--

DaveyCowzertwas up there too
Mr Amax But just to finish with the two you didn't recognizeeither of

the two peoplewho were in the anterooma few momentaago as beingpeople
whowereonthe overpassthat day

Mr Bottom No
Mr Smart All right
Mr Hou.axroThere was two peopleI did recognizeand that was the cab

driver and Mr Reilly was out there and that policemanhe wasup there with
me

Mr Srsa t You recognizedthe policemanas being the policemanwho was
on the triple overpassat the time

Mr Hou.am Yes
Mr Snarl Fine Now another namejust occurredto you of someoneelse
Mr HOLLANDCowzert[spelling]C-o-w-a-e-r-tCowzert
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Mr STERNIs he alsoan employee
Mr HOLLANDYes he is
Mr STeax Were all the peoplethere as far as you know at the time the

Presidentialmotorcade
Mr HOLLANDYes
Mr STERxCameInto view
Mr HotLAxnOnemore if I can rememberhis name Onethat run around

the corner of the fencewith me He was right behindme.why in the world
he was one of the first ones around the fence when we run around the fence
to what was happening

Mr STERNBefore we get to that how about the police How many police
officerswereon the overpassat the time

Mr Hot-um There were two Dallas Policeofficers'up there at that time
Mr Smut Tell me if this is correct Mr Holland At the time the Presi

dential motorcadearrived to the best of your recollection on the overpass
there were two uniformedDallas Police and the followingemployeesof the
Terminal Co. Yourself Mr Reilly Mr Dodd Mr Potter Mr Winburn Mr
Johnson Mr Cowzertand perhapsoneother man

Mr HOLLANDThat's right
Mr STEM So that wouldbe eight includingyourself plus two employeesof

the railroad Oneof the T &P and oneof theKaty
Mr Hottest) That's right At that time Now like I said a whileago by the

time they started there was quite a few comeup there but I can't remember
whoit was or their names because-

Mr Sxasic Beforethe motorcadestarted
Mr Hottsxn Beforethe motorcadestarted
Mr STERNThesewerepeopleyou recognizedas employees
Mr HoLLARDSomeof them and some of them I did not recognizebut I

think he was askingfor credentials
Mr &rms Theuniformedpoliceman
Mr Homan Yes one on that side and one on this side to keep them
Mr Sum Yes and did you participate in identifyingpeopleas being ter

minal or railroad employees
Mr Hottest Whenthey first started arriving yes it was my purposefor

goingup there
Mr Smut So that it is fair to say that at the time the President'smotor

cade turned into this area there was no one on the overpassthat you didn't
knoweither as TerminalCo employeesor railroademployeesor as a policeman

Mr HoLUtcmWouldn'tbe fair to say that becausethere was quite a few
cameup there right in the last moments

Mr STEINTherewere Tellus aboutthat
Mr Hou.aiw That I couldn't recognize There wasn't too many people

up there but there were a few that came up there the last few minutes but
the policemenwere questioningthem and getting their identificationand

Mr Smut Is this just aboutthe timeof the motorcade
Mr Hoz.wce Just about the time or just prior to it becausethere was

a fewup there that I didn't---thatI didn't recognizemyself
Mr STaaa Had they been as far as you couldtell checkedby the police
Mr HOLLANDHe was checkingthem as they cameon top of the underpass
Mr Sraaic Did it seem to you that everybodyup there had been checked

bythis policemanfor identification
Mr HoLLAxuI thinkeveryonewascheckedbysomeperson
Mr Smut Yes Can you estimate the numberof peoplethat were on the

overpassimmediatelyas the motorcadecameintoview
Mr HOLLANDWell I wouldestimatethat there was between14to 18people
Mr Smut Now wherewas the motorcadewhenyou first saw it
Mr HotLAxDTurned off the Main Street.in front of the countyjail
Mr Smut Turningright offof MainontoHouston
Mr Hou.&rD It was comingdownMainand turnedoffof MainontoHouston
Mr Srzay At that time will you show me on this drawingwhereyou were

and just make a work and put the No 1 next to that mark That is where
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you were at that time Roughlyin the middle of the overpassover Elm
Street

Mr HOLLANDThat's right
Mr S'rear Andwhere in relationto theconcretefencethat
Mr HOLLANDPicket fenceor concrete
Mr Sxsac No the concrete
Mr HOLLANDOh the concretebanister
Mr STERNThe concretebanister Were you right at the banister
Mr Romani) I was wouldyou like to see the exactlocation
Mr S'rxsr Yes
Mr HOLLANDThis is my son standing in the exact locationI was in (indi

cating]
Mr SxranvOffthe recorda moment
(Discussionoffthe record.)
Mr Svcsv Back on the record Well then we'll mark this as Exhibit B

reservingExhibit A for this drawing and Exhibit it is a photographyou took
on Saturday November23 of your son standingin the positionat the banister
of the tripleoverpasswhereyou wereat the time the motorcadecameintoview

Mr Homan) That's right
Mr Srxaic Fine That is quite a good picture At that time can you

indicate to the best of your knowledgewhere other personswere standingon
the overpass and particularly in relationship to the two police officerswho
wereon the overpass

Mr HoLL.txDWell as well as I remember one policeofficerwas standing
right behindme or pretty closebehindme

Mr SrgaN Put a "2 whereyoubelievehe was standing
Mr HOLLANDHe was standing in close enoughso that he could see but

he couldalsosee the peopleand the other policemanI think unlesshe left im
mediately before this happened.see when they turned there I didn't turn
around and lookback any more but the last time I saw this policemanbe was
standingoverhere on this side about [indicating]

Mr STERNStandingalmostdirectlybehindyou
DdrHOLLANDYes
Mr Swan But on the other side of the overpass facingwest
Mr HOLLANDYes all this way across the tracks See these are all rail

road track%and he was standing over here on this side immediatelybefore
this motorcadeturned this Now after they turned I don't !-nowbut.because
I was watchingthem

Mr Sass Yes
Wouldyouput a "3 whereyou believehe was standingand can you indicate

on there whereyou believethe other 12 to 15 or 16 peoplewere whowere on
the overpassat this time

uir HOLLANDWell
Mr &nay Werethey all standingin onegroup
Mr Homan!) There was a pretty close group between this columnhere

and this place right in there In other words if I can.had a shot of it we
couldAndthat pretty close I don't knowthat I haveone

Mr STiv What you have indicatedon the drawing is on the part of the
overpassfromonesideof ElmStreet to the other

Mr HottANDYes this is one side of Elm Street and this would be the
other If you wouldget over here there wouldbe a banister or somethingin
your way and this is grass out here and youcouldn'tget to get toogooda view
and most of the people was from this right in here over to right in here
[indicating]

Mr SSl3NAll right Now
Mr Hot.A.rn And this bench runs right along similar to that up here to

this jindicating]
Mr Swan That is a woodenpicket fence that you are describingthat runs

from the end of the concretebanister
Mr Hottuva That's right
Mr STrar Over to a little
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Mr Homan) Little house there
Mr STERNLittle
Mr Homesn What do they call that thing
Mr Moaxisos I don't know
Mr SraaN Little pavilion Littleconcretepavilion
Mr Hot.Le_rnYes
Mr Srist Now what did you observefrom that point on Mr Holland
Mr Houtesn Well I observedthe motorcadewhen it turned off of Main

Street onto Houston Street and back on Elm Street There was two young
ladies right across from this sign whichwouldbe I Judge.would say they
were standingabout here [indicating]

Mr Stuart Put No 4 there please Fine
Mr HourNa And the motorcadewas comingdownin this fashion and the

Presidentwas wavingto the peopleon this side (indicating]
Mr Srrzx That is the north sideof Elm Street
Mr Hourxa Yes on the north side
Mr Stew All right
Mr Hou.aicDAndshewas lookingin this direction[indicating]
Mr Strict "She, is Mrs Kennedy
Mr HOLLANDHis wife And about that time
Mr Sraax Was lookingin a southerndirection
Mr HotLesn In the southern direction
Mr STERNSouth side of Elm Street
Mr HoLtarn And about that time he went over like that (indicating] and

put his handup and shewasstill lookingoff as wellas I couldtell
Mr STERNNow whenyou say "he went like that, you Ieanedforward and

raised your right hand
Mr Hou.A.NDPulled forward and hand Just stood like that momentarily
Mr Stmt With his right hand
Mr Hotta= His right hand and that was the first report that I heard
Mr Sraaic What did it sound like
Mr Hour:tn Well it was pretty loud and naturally underneaththis under/

pass here it wouldbe a little louder the concussionfrom underneathit it was
a pretty loud report and the car traveled a few yards and GovernorCon
nally turned in this fashion like that (indicating] with his hand out and
another report

Mr Sraax With his right hand out
Mr Homan) Turning to his right
Mr Snort To his right
Mr Hoursn Andanother report rang out and be slumpeddownin his seat

and about that time Mrs Kennedywas lookingat these girls over here [indi
cating] The girls standing.now one of them was taking a picture and the
other onewasJust standingthere and she turned around facing the President
and GovernorConnally In other words she realized what was happening I
guess

Now I mean that was apparently that.she turned back around and by
the timeshecouldget turnedaroundbewas hit againalongin.I'd say alongin
here (indicating]

Mr Sraax Howdoyouknowthat Didyouobservethat
Mr Hor.rrna I observedit It knockedhim completelydown on the floor

Over Just slumpedcompletelyover That second
Mr Srsa t Did youhear a third report
Mr Houma I heard a third report and I countedfour shots and about the

same time all this was happening and in this group of trees.(indicating]
Mr StammNow you are indicatingtrees on the north side of Elm Street
Mr Houa.NDThesetrees right alonghere (indicating]
Mr Sraaie Let's mark this Exhibit C and draw a circle around the trees

you are referring to
Mr Houaita Right in there (Indicating.)
There was a shot a report I don't know whether it was a shot I can't

say that And a puff of smokecameout about 6 or S feet above the ground
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right out fromunder those trees Andat Just about this locationfrom whereI f/
was standingyoucouldsee that puffof smoke like someonehad throwna fire
cracker or somethingout and that is Just about the way it sounded It wasn't
as loudas the previousreportsor shots

Mr Smarr Whatnumberwouldthat havebeenin the
Mr Hou.Axa Well that would.they weresoclosetogether
Mr Smart Thesecondandthird or the third andfourth
Mr HottArrwThethird andfourth Thethirdand thefourth
Mr 3rnazt So that it mighthavebeenthe third or thefourth
Mr Homan) It couldhavebeenthe third or fourth but there weredefinitely

four reports
Mr Srtan Youhavenodoubtaboutthat
Mr Hort.ArraI have no doubt about it I have no doubt about seeingthat

puffci smokecomeoutfromunderthosetreeseither
Mr Suer Mr Holland do you recall makinga statement to an agent of

of the FBI severaldaysafter
Mr Hot.wcD I made a statement that afternoonin Sheriff Bill Decker's

officeand then the Sunday or the Sundayfollowingthe Friday there were
two FBI men out at my houseat the time that Oswaldwas shot

Mr erns Did you tell them that you heard distinctlyfour shots at that
time

Yr Hott.sz<aYes
Mr Smarr Youwerecertain then
Mr HottArm I was certain then and I.in that statement I believethat

I
Mr STEMWell the FBI report that I have said that you beard either

three or four shots fired together and I gather the impressionof the agent
was that you were uncertain whether it was three or four

Mr Hottastn At the time I made that statement of course I was pretty
wellshookup but I told the peopleat the sheriff'sofficewhoevertookthestate
ment that I believedthere was four shots becausetheywereso closetogether
and I have also told those two four six Federalmenthat havebeenout there
that I definitelysaw the puffof smokeand heard the report from under those
trees

Mr STERNDidyourealizethat thesewereshotsthen
Mr Houma Yes I think I realizedwhat was happeningout there
5Ir Smolt Youdid
Mr Hot.ancD WhenGovernorConnallywas knockeddownin the seat
Mr Smut What did youthen do
Mr Hotunn Well immediatelyafter the shots was fired I ran aroundthe

end of this overpass behind the fence to see it I couldsee =roast up there
behindthe fence

![r Svme That is the picketfence
Hou to That is the picketfence

Mr Snits OnthenorthsideofElmStreet
Mr Hou :cmOf course this was this sea of cara in there and it was Just

a big.it wasn't an inch in there that wasn't automobilesand I couldn'tsee
up in that corner I ran on up to the corner of this fencebehindthe build
ing Bythe timeI got there there were12or 15policemenand plainclothesmen
and we lookedfor empty shells around there for quite a while and I left
becauseI had to get back to the office I didn't give anyonemy name No
one.didn't anyoneask for it and it wasn't but an hour or so until the deputy
sheriff camedownto the officeand tookme backup to the courthouse

Mr Suss Did he knowyoupersonally
]Ir Hou.ArDNo no he had to findme and findwhereI was He didn't

knowme and I don'tknowwhotold me theywantedmeoverat the courthouse
so I wentbackup there withhimand madeout the statementand made.made
out the statementbeforethey foundout the results on the shots or beforethat
Oswaldbad evenshot that policeman
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I was makingout the statementbeforethat so it was immediatelyafter the
motorcadehad passedthroughthere

Mr S'rutx What was your impressionabout the source of these noises if
youbad one

Mr Hou.scD Well the impressionwas that the shuts the first two or three
shotscamefromthe upperpart of the street now fromwhereI was

Mr Smarr East on Elm
Mr Hom.sx Yes up in here somewhere [Indicating.] I didn't have the

least ideathat it was up any higher but I thoughtthe shot wascoming.coming
from this crowdin here [indicating] That is what it soundedlike to mefrom
whereI was

Mr Smut Youare indicatingon this ExhibitC Whydon't youput a square
around the area that you just pointedto Youhad no idea I take it that the
shotswerecomingfromyourareal

Mr Bourse No
Mr Strati It is your impressionthat they did not couldnot as far as the

soundwas concerned
Mr Hotts.NDAsfar as thesoundwasconcernedtheydidnot
Mr Srsac Didyou seeanythingon the overpassthat seemedto youany way

unusual
Mr Hota.srn Oh no no
Mr STEENAllright Offthe record
(Offthe record.)
Mr STaaa Back on the record Now Mr Holland I'm showingyou a copy

of an affidavitwhichI am markingas ExhibitD That is theaffidavityoumade
that youdescribeda fewmomentsago

Mr HOLLa2cDThat's right
Mr SveszsWouldyou read that
Mr Hou s*D "I am signal supervisorfor the UnionTerminal and I was

inspectingsignal and switchesand stoppedto watch the parade I was stand
ing on the top of the triple underpassand the President'scar was comingdown
Elm Street and whenthey got just aboutto the arcade I heard what I thought
for a momentwas a firecrackerand he slumpedoverand I lookedover toward
the arcadeand trees and saw a puffof smokecomefrom the trees and I heard
three moreshots after the first shot but that was the onlypuffof smokeI saw
I immediatelyran aroundto whereI couldseebehindthe arcadeanddid sot see
anyonerunningfrom there But the puff of smokeI saw definitelycamefrom
behindthe arcade to the trees After the first shot the Presidentslumpedover
and Mrs Kennedyjumpedup and tried to get over In the backseat to himand
then the secondshot rang out After the first shot the Secret Serviceman
raised up in the seat with a machinegun and then droppedback downin the
seat And they Immediatelysped of Everythingis spinningin myhead and
if I rememberanythingelselater I willcomebackandtellBill.

That IsMr Decker And.brother it was too
Mr STSat rm sure it was
Mr Hou.ascoStandthereandwatchtwoor threemengetkilled
Mr Sesar .Now that statement makes clear that you heard four shots

thoughtyouheardfourshotsat that time
Mr Hortann Yes
Mr STw Allright
Mr Hota.s.cDBut twoof themwasratherclosetogetherthough
Mr Sr:am Soclosedoyouthinkthat mighthavebeenoneshot
Mr Harts-w No it wasfour
Mr Smut Youare clear therewerefour
Mr Hour:tn No it wasdifferentsoundsdifferentreports
Mr STun All right Mr Morrison are there any questionsyou wouldlike

toask Mr Hollandtoclarifyanypointsthatwediscussed
Mr Monism 31r-Hollandis thereanythingyoumightadd to this
Mr Hottsya Well the only thing that I remembernow that I didn't then

I rememberabout the third car downfromthis fence therewasa stationwagon
backedap toward the fence shout the third car down and a elicitI"d say 3
foot by 2 foot lookedto me litresomebodyhad beenstanding therefewa is
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period I guess if you couldcount them about a hundred foottracks in that
little spot andalsomudupon thebumperof that stationwagon

Dlr Srax This was a car back.parked behind the picket fence Well
why don't you put the Number approximatelywhere that car would have
been

Mk HouraD If we couldcall this the arcade [indicating]--
Mr Smut All right
Mr Hoi.LaxnAnd one two three I think it would have been just about

here [indicating]
Mr Smut All right
Mr MosazsoxThat is Elm Street It wouldbebehindthe fence wouldn'tit
Mr HoLZrrDWell I havegot the fencerunningup here and this car would

be back in there [indicating] This is the trees out here which would.and
that is approximatelythe same Iocationas.the car and the trees that I saw
the smokewouldprobablybe the samelocation

Mr Swan AUright Andthis was a stationwagon
Mr BoLLauDNow the reasonI didn't think so muchabout that at the time

was becausethere wassomanypeopleout there and there was lawenforcement
officersand I thought well if there is anythingto that they wouldpick that up
or noticeit but it lookslike someonehad beenstandingthere for a long time
becauseit wasmuddy

Mr Srcax Trackuyousaw in the mud
Mr Houatco It was muddy and you couldhave if you couldhave counted

them I imagineit wouldhave beena hundredtracks just in that one location
It was just

Mr Sraaa Andthenyousawsomemudon thebumper
Mr HoLtayDMudon the bumperin twospots
Mr Slum As if someonehad cleanedhis foot or
Mr HotaaicDWell as If someonehad cleanedtheir foot or stoodup on the

bumperto seeoverthe fence
Mr Sraac I see
Mr Hou.atrn Because you couldn't very well see over it standingdown in

the mud or standingon the ground and to get a better viewyou could
Mr Sraazr Was there anything else you noticedabout this station wagon
Mr Hou.sua No
Mr Srasx Doyou recall the
Mr Houran%Theysearchedall the cars in that location
Mr Suzan Did this occurto you
Mr Hozsrzrn It occurredto me immediatelywhenI saw it there yes
Mr Sums Andyouthoughtaboutit later in theday
Mr HoLLatraI thoughtaboutit that night
Dir Smut I see
Mr HoLL.trnIn fact I went to bed.it was about a weekthere I couldn't

sleep much brother and I thoughtaboutit that night and I havethoughtabout
it a lot of timessincethen

Dir Swat Did you ever go back to look at that site or lookat the station
wagon

Mr BorLaxn No I didn't go back that !afternoonbecauseI spent the rest
at the day in the countyjail officeover there but a numberof your Federal
Agentswent out there then and SecretServicemen It was just a beehive

Mr $twae Yee
Mr BozxaNDIn a matter ofa few minutes
Mr Sumc Didyoutell anyof the Federalofficersor any of the DallasPollee

officersaboutit
Mr Hots-aimI don't think I did
Dlr Star So this is really the firsttime
Hr HOLLANDThis Is the first time that I havediscussedit that I remember

Now I mighthavetoldin our conversation I don't rememberthat but I don't
thinkI did

Mr Matt I am not aware of any other occasionin whichyou did
Mr MossreoxYouthoughtthe officersthere wouldtake care of that
Mr HoLLacDI thought that the officerswouldtake care of it becausethere
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weresomanythere I thoughtthey wouldtake care of everythingand a layman
didn't have any businessup there and I wenton backto my office

Mr Stags Whenyou ran behindthe picketfenceafter the shots were fired t./
did youcomenear the area wherethe station wagonwasparked

Mr HorrsNDWent up to behindthe arcade as far as you couldgo
Mr Smut So youwouldhave passedwherethis station wagonwas
Mr Bourne Yes
Mr Smut Or that area
Mr Bourne Yes immediately but I turned around see and went to

searchingin there for emptyshells and three or four agentsthere then and that
Is whenI walkedbackto the car there and noticedthe tracks there in onelittle
spot

Mr STEMWhenyoufirst camearound that was quite soonafter the shots
werefired

Mr Hou.sne Yes
Mr STWc Anddidyounoticeanythingaboutthisstationwagon
Mr Sou.snu I was in front of the cars then I wentin front of the cars
Mr SumacIn front of the cars-
Mr Hour."tr Thecars theywereparkedpretty closeto the fence and I came

up in front of the cars and got over to the fenceand then walkedback down
lookingaround just likethe rest of them

Mr Straw Andthat waslater youcamebehindthestationwagon
Mr HOLLANDOh maybe3 or 4minutesafter I gotupthere and 3 or 4 minutes

after I gotupto the endofthefence
Mr Strait This numberof ears this is an area in whichcars are regularly

parked
Mr Bourne Yes
Mr Smut Aparkingarea for theSchoolBookDepository
Mr Hourxa No it is a parkingarea for the sheriff'sdepartmentand people

overto thecourthouse Theypark inthere
Mr Smart I see
Mr Hawn Sheriff'sdepartmentparks In there District attorneys cars

park in there It is railroadproperty but they let thempark in there and save
that 25cents Don'tput that down Mightgetin trouble

Now do you want to knowabout the two policementhat were riding in that
motorcadeand one of them throwedthe motorcycledownright in the middle
of the street and run up towardsthat locationwith his gun in his hand

Mr Scans Toward
Mr Houma The locationthat
Mr Susie Whereyousawthe puffofsmoke
Mr Hooch WhereI saw the puffof smoke Andanotherone tried to ride

up the hill on his motorcycleand got abouthalfwayup there and he run up the
rest of the wayonfoot

Mr Stash Goahead Thisis at the timeof the
Mr Hourxo At the timeof the
Mr Sant That the shotsweretired
Mr Hosws Theshotswas tired
Mr Scant Twomotorcyclepolicemenwhowereinthemotorcade
Mr Roman) In the motorcadeandoneof themthrowedhismotorcycledown

.rightin the middleof thestreet andran upthe inclinewithhispistolin hisband
and the other motorcyclepolicemanjumpedover the curb with his motorcycle
and tried to ride up the hill on his motorcycleand he.tipped over with him
upthere andbe ran up theretherest ofthewaywithhis

Mr Stsect Didyouseeanythingfurther involvingthosetwo
Mr Horn ss No I ran around I wasgoingaroundthe cornerof the fence
Mr Swam Whentheywerecomingup theIncline
Mr Hots-am Whenthat happened
Mr Sraum But nothingfurthercameof that that youobserved
Mr Hazzauo No
Mr Snag Did you talk to them
Mr Houma No
Mr Sinai Anythingelseoccurto you
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Mr Hou.ANDNo that Lsabout all of it If I have been of any help I am
tickled

Mr Smarr You certainly have I appreciate very much your cominghere
today Our reporter Mr Holland will transcribeyour testimony and you then
have the opportunityof reviewingit and signingit or if you prefer you can
waive your signature and she will send it directly to the Commission Either
one it isentirelyup to you whicheveryouprefer

Mr Moaatsott I preferthat he read it andsignit
Mr Smarr Fine Then the reporter willget in touchwith you as soonas his

transcript is ready to read
Mr Moastsorr I wouldlike to say.now youwill cooperatewith the author

ities in any way
Mr HOLLANDI surelywill
Mr Moaatsoc To clear this up
Mr HOLLANDI sure will
Mr Moaatsoc Andyouand have.you and I havebeenclosepersonalfriends

for over10years haven'twe
Mr Hou.a.1D That's right
Mr Mosatsos And you wantedme to comedownhere becauseyou thought

youwouldbenervous and if I werewith youmaybeyouwouldbe lessnervous
Mr HOLLANDThat's correct becauseI was real nervouswhenI wentoverto

that sheriff'sofficethat afternoon
Mr MosatsoNI believethat is all
Mr STERNThank you

Mr BLAKEY Mr Holland was standing on top of the overpass
above Elm Street looking down on Elm Street Mr Holland indi
cated that he had heard four shots After the first he said he saw
Governor Connally turn around Then there was another report
The first two sounded like they came from the upper part of the
street The third was not as loud as the others He said "There was
a shot a report I don't know whether it was a shot I can't say
that And a puff of smoke came out about 6 or 8 feet above the
ground right out from under those trees And at just about this
location from where I was standing you could see that puff of
smoke like someone had thrown a firecracker or something out
and that is just about the way it sounded It wasn't as loud as the
previous reports or shots.

When Commission Counsel Stern asked Mr Holland if he had
any doubts about the four shots he said "I have no doubt about it
I have no doubt about seeing that puff of smoke come out from
those trees either.

Later in his testimony Mr Holland commented on the activity
after the shooting He said

Now do you want to know about the two policementhat were riding in that
motorcadeand one of them throwedthe motorcycledownright in the middleof the
street and run up towardthat locationwith his gun in his hand

Mr STERNToward-
Mr HOLLANDThe locationthat-
Mr STERNWhereyousaw the puffofsmoke
Mr HOLLANDWhere I saw the puff of smoke And another one tried to ride up

the hill on his motorcycleand got about halfwayup there and he run up the rest of
the wayon foot

In addition to testimony relating to the direction of the shots
several witnesses also reported seeing bullets strike at various
points in the plaza For example two witnesses said they saw
bullets hit the pavement on Elm Street I would like to enter into
the record JFK exhibit F-649
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Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[The information follows:]

VOLUNTARYETATLSM.f.TN. U.4 M.o. TanaNe

ST.ZTd~L~?'6 D~P~~ u iLry u
COIU 00 D2,.,:.i.I .T:11

Defoetoetheundctd;ncdsetheeqemthisthe 22d. of November  D ly 6~
pesol 'eppeated Address'na o

.La1 2745 Bus address 215UnionTerminal Ri 1 1396
Asa 23 PhoneNo "^(
Amnoneeda'p I was standing on top of the train trestle

where it crosses ElmStreet with Austin Miller Wesaw
the motorcadecone around the corner and I heard something
which I thought was fireworks I sawsomethinghit the
pavementat the left rear of the car then the car got in stirthe right hand lane and I heard twomoreshots I hea''da f/
womansa "Ohno or somethingand grab a maninside the
car I then heard another shot and sawthe bullet hit the
pavement The concrete was knockedto the South awayfrom
the car ixhx It hit the pavementin the left or middle lane
I then went downto mycar radio to see if I could find out
what happened After I cameback up a policemanaskedne
if I had seen anything and brought meto the Sheriff's Office

S..bsa%bcdsndsterntobereft.seeathisthe g_ ~  S
dsvof A0.19te}

DscsuS F,razotr No M2 .Continued

JFK EXHIBITF-649
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Mr BLAKEY It is a statement by Royce Skelton made to the
sheriff's department on November 22 1963 Mr Skelton related

I was standing on top of the train trestle where it crossesElm Street with Austin
Miller * ` * I heard somethingwhichI thought was fireworks I saw somethinghit
the pavementat the left rear of the car then the car got in the right hand lane and
I heard two more shots * * * I then heard another shot and saw the bullet hit the
pavement The concrete was knockedto the South away from the car It hit the
pavementin the left or middlelane

Mr Skelton also testified before the Warren Commission Mr
Chairman I would like to enter that testimony into the record as
JFK exhibit F-650

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-650

TESTIMONYOF ROYCE G SKELTON

The testimony of Royce G Skelton was taken at 2:45 p.m. on April 8 1964
in the officeof U.S attorney 301Post OfficeBuilding Bryan and Ervay Streets
Dallas Tex. by Mr Joseph A Ball assistant counsel of the President's
Commission

Mr BALLWillyou raise your right hand and be sworn
Do you solemnlyswear that the testimony you are about to give before the

Commissionwill be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
Mr Simms I do
Mr BALLWillyoustate your name please for the record
Mr Simon. RoyceG Skelton
Mr BALLWhat is your business
Mr Ssm vox I am a mail clerk at the Texas Louisiana Freight Bureau
Mr Bern. Where do you work
Mr Smvos At the Texas Louisiand Freight Bureau
Mr Bars Wherewereyoubornand wheredid youcomefrom
Mr Simms I wasborn in Henrietta Tex. May25,1940
Mr BALLAnd wheredid you go to school
Mr SsEtrotr I attended all grade schoolsin Wichita Fait and I graduated

from Wichita Falls High SchooL
Mr BALLTell mewhere you went to schooL
Mr Sszzro.t Wichita Falls through high school and I attended 1 year at

Midwestern University
Mr BALLAndwhendid yougo to workfor the railroad
Mr Sastron February 1 1963
Mr BALLWhat kind of work do you do
Mr SsaLro.r Mall clerk
Mr Brix On November 1963 did you watch the parade the motorcade

of the President
Mr Ssa.rott Yes sir I went to the triple overpassabout 1210--I think it

was 12:15 or somethinglib that
Mr BALLWhomdid yougodownthere with
Mr Ssaxoa Austin Millerand myselL
Mr BALI Where does he work
Mr Ssstsoc He is a mailelerk also in the samecompany
Mr Hsu Wheredid youstand to watch the parade
Mr Swanar Well weweredirectly over Elm street
Mr Batt Directly over Ma
Mn Sairoa Maybe It would be to the left-hand side if you were on the

street
Mr Batt Anybodyelse there on the overpass
Mr Ssatrov Therewerequite a few peopleup there
Mr BALLDid you know any of them
Mr Sxts.Tos Well I blow by sight.I knew the electrician au old man that's

an electrician
Mr BALLFrank Reilly
Mr Bistros Is that his name
Mr BALLThe man that was here a momentago.his name is Reilly
Mr Ssatror I Lwowhim whenI see him
Mr Razz. Yes
Mr Ssztron And Austin Miller of course
Mr BALI.Didyou knowDodd the employeeof the railroad
Mr Bistros No air like I say I recognizedthem off and on when I see

them around there
Mr Rut. Did you see any policeofficersthere
Mr Sxatrox Yes this man right here.they say it was him.I don't recall

whether it was or not
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Mr BALLWho.Mr Brown
Mr Sxsr.TONThe one who was in here just a while ago.they say he was the

one up there but I don't know
Mr BALLYou didn't recognizehim there
Mr Sxzzvox No I didn't recognizehim
Mr BALLIn other words yousawsomepoliceofficersup those
Mr S1mm:v Yes sir
Mr BALLWhere were they standing
Mr Sxzttox There was one standing directly behind me I think or in the

general vicinity and there was one on the far side of the triple underpass
Mr BALL.By "far aide, you mean where
Mr Sxs.TOx It would be back on this side
Mr BALLIt wouldbe south
Mr Smarm No sir that wouldbe the east side.isn't it
Mr BALLElm runs east and west
Mr SnZLToxIt wouldbe the west side
Mr BALLIt would be west
Mr SxELToxYes sir and then there was one back over here on Stemmons

I noticedone at least over there and oneon the railroad overpasson Stemmons
Mr BALLHow many police officerswere on this overpass the railroad over

pass
Mr Sxu iroat Two I wouldsay sir That's all I saw
Mr BALLAnd bowmany men did you see standing right near on the railroad

overpass over Elm just approximately
Mr Sm ro v Eight including the officer.eight or nine
Mr BALLDidyouseethe President'scar turn on Elm Street
Mr SxsLro.r Yes sir I saw the car carrying the Presidential flag turn
Mr BALLAnddid you hear somethingsoonafter that
Mr Szm.To:r Just about the same time the car straightened up.got around

the corner.I heard two shots but I didn't know at that time they were shots
Mr BALLWhere did they seemto come'trom
Mr Szatro c Well I couldn't tell then they werestill sofar fromwhere I was
Mr BALLDid the shots sound like they camefrom where you were standing
Mr Sanwa No sir definitelynot It soundedlike they were right there

more or less like motorcyclebackfire but I thought that they were these dumb
bells that they throw at the cement becauseI could see the smoke comingup
off the cement

Mr BALLYousaw somesmokecomeoffof the cement
Mr SamMom Yes
Mr Bas Wheredid it seemto youthat the soundcametram what direction V
Mr Sxuromv Towards the President's car
Mr BALLFrom the President's ear
Mr 3xttTox Right around the motorcyclesand all that.I couldn't dis

tinguish because it was too far away
Mr BALLHow long did you stand there
Mr Smro I stood there from about 12:13until the time the President was

shot
Mr Bata. How many shots did you hear
Mr SKELTONI think I heard four.I mean.I couldn't besure
Mr BALLYou think you heard four
Mr Ssrt oir Yes
Mr BALLHow long did you stay there after you heard the fourth shot
Mr Saw:tox Not very long.just as soon as the cars sped away and every

thing was In a big commotion.we ran down to listen to the radio We couldnft
get anything off of that.we heard that the President had been shot and so we
went back up there and the policeofficerasked us if we had seen the assassina
tion and we told him we had He said he would like to get a statement from
us so he tookus over to the sheriff's office

Mr BAtt Didyousee any pigeonshyingor anything like that
Mr Sxrutox No sir I didn't neeanything like that.any pigeonsat all
Mr BALLI think that's all I have This will be written up and submitted to

you for your signature ilyou want_to_stgnit or you can naive_Tonrsilo tore._
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Which do you want to do
Mr Ssei.Tos I will waivemysignature I am sure it is all right
Mr BALLThat is fine Thank you very much
Mr Sx vroit There's one thing I could say.you hare that other report
Mr Buz What is that
Mr Sxstsos About when I saw one of the bullets where it hit on the pave

ment and it hit the smokedid comefrom the general vicinity of where you say
Oswald was

Mr Bar.. Wait a minute.let me ask you some questionsabout that
Tell me now about the smoke.did you see somesmoke
Mr SlxatTOcAfter those two shots and the car came on down closer to the

triple underpass well there was another shot.two more shots I heard but
one of them.I saw a bullet or I guess it was a bullet.I take for granted
it was.hit in the left front of the President's car on the cement and when
it did the smokecarried with it--away from the building

Mr BALLYoumean there was some smokeiu the building
Mr Swzts.x No on the pavement.you know pavementwhen it is hit with

a hard object it will scatter.it will spread
Mr Batt Which way did it spread
Mr Ssctros It spread just right in line like you said
Mr BALLI haven't said anything.tell me what you think it was
Mr Strzvrox Like I said.south of us.it would be southwest you know in

a direct line from the Texas Depository
Mr Batt I see In other words the spray seemedto go to the west is that

right
Mr Simms Yes
Mr Batt All right Thanks very much
I'm going to get you to mark one of these maps and show where you were

standing Here is Elm and here is the railroad underpassand pay no attention
to the diagrams but show me about where you were standing

Mr Simms I was about right there (marked instrument referred to as
requested by CounselBall)

Mr Brn. By that "X we will put the word "Skelton and that Is where
you were standing with your friend

Mr Sur.TOI! Approximately.yes
Mr Batt Now did you see any smoke or anything from any place around

there
Mr Sxss.TOxNo sir I just stated to your secretary that I heard people

say they did but I didn't
Mr Bars But you did see somethinglight on the street
Mr BgstmOlrYes sir
Mr Ban. Aboutwhere
Mr SxuTos A bullet.let's see.this is kind of out of proportion [referring

to diagram] and I would say the bullet hit about right here [indicating on
diagram]

Mr Bart Then let's mark that as "Skelton (2) and we will make the first
Skelton number (1) and then Skelton number (2) uud this "X. mark here
is where you saw the bullet and whichway did the spray go

Mr Sxztrox Just like it was goingthere
Mr B.u.i Mark an arrow showing the direction that you think the spray

was going
Mr Sxstzox (Marks the diagram with arrow.)
Mr Batt That's fine and we will make that as an exhibit Skelton Exhibit A

and attach it to your deposition
(Instrument marked by the reporter as "Skelton Exhibit A, for identifica

tion.)
Mr Bata. Thank you and that is all
Mr SKELTONThank you

35-37Vll 7g 35
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Mr BLAKEY On that occasion Mr Skelton said that he saw
smoke rise from the pavement where the bullet hit and that he
thought the gunfire had come from the area of the presidential
limousine

I saw a bullet or I guess it was a bullet.I take for granted it was.hit in
the left front of the President's car on the cement and when it did the smoke
carried with it.away fromthe building

Later he said that the smoke "would be southwest you know in
a direct line from the Texas Depository.

Another witness to see a bullet was Ms Virgie Baker It would
be appropriate to enter into the record JFK exhibit F-651 Ms
Baker's statement to the FBI dated November 24 1963

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-651

FEDERALBUREAUOFINVE37;aATIOt

'Mt. 11/25/63

VIHGIEHACKLE!405 WoodStreet telephone
544-3827 employed as a bookkeeper at the Texas School
Book Depository second floor corner of Houston and
Elm Streets Dallas Texas furnished the following
information

From an examination of the photograph of LEE
HARVEYOSWALDshe does not believe that she has ever
seen him and is certain that she has never spoken to him
She works on the second floor at the front of the building
and rides to work on an elevator located in the east
end of the building which goes only to the first four
floors

At about 12:15 p.m on November22 1963 she
left her office and went out the south door of the Texas
School Book Depository Building to watch the Presidential
motorcade pass She was standing across the street
immediately in front of this building but on the north
side of the entrance to the Triplets Underpass along
which the motorcade traveled She observed President
EENNEDY'scar pass her point of observation and almost
immediately thereafter heard three explosions spaced at
intervals which she at first thought were firecrackers
It sounded as though these sounds were coming from the
direction of the Tripl..Underpass and looking in that
direction after the first shot she saw something bounce
from the roadway in front of the presidential automobile
and now presumes it was a bullet bouncing off the pavement
:he stated she did not see president KENNEDYbeing shot
and that she did not realize this was what happened until
later

After the shots she and others in the crowd
movedon down toward the Triple Underpass and on returning
to the building were told they could not go inside She
did not go inside until about 3:00 p.m

She stated that just before the shooting a man
had passed out on the parkway between the Elm Street
entrance and the Hain Street entrance to the Triple
Underpass and that an ambulance had picked him up and

,, 11/24/63 Ferris Tessa File DL89-43
BARDWELLD ODUrii

bySpecialAq.nvu JOSEPHG PEGQ3/sah Det Berated 11/24/63
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left the scene just seconds before the presidential car
came into sight on Houston Street

This ambulance picked up the man directly
:cross Houston Street from the Sheriff's Office

HACKLE!stated that she did not look up at
the Texas School Book Depository Building since she
did not think that the sounds were coming from that
building She recalled no one who had mentioned seeing
anyone in the windows of the building prior to the
shooting although just after the shooting some unidentified
man who had been sitting on a wall directly across the
street and south of the Texas School Book Depository
Building stated "I saw everything She did not know
what he was talking about at the time and does not know
whether he saw anyone in the windows of the building
or not

She recalled that after the second shot she
smelled gunsmokebut did not knowwhere it was coming
from

Mr BLAKEY Ms Baker was standing across the street from the
Texas School Book Depository when she heard the shots She
thought they came from the direction of the triple overpass

When she looked that way she saw what she presumed to be a
bullet bouncing off the pavement

Mr Chairman I would also like to enter into the record JFK
exhibit F-652 Ms Baker's testimony before the Warren Commis
sion

Chairman STOKESWithout objection it is so ordered
[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-652

TESTIMONYOF MRS DONALDBAKER

The testimonyof Mrs DonaldBaker was taken at 11:50a.m. on July 22
1064in the officeof the U.S attorney 301PostOfficeBuildingBryanandEn-ay
Streets Dallas Tex. by Mr WesleyJ Liebeler assistantcounselof the Presi
dent'sCommission

Mr Lirsazr~ Beforeyousit down will you raise yourright hand and please
take the oath Do you solemnlyswear that the testimonyyou are about to
givewill be the truth the wholetruth and nothingbut the truth so help you
God

Mrs Besza I do
Mr Lirsar.Ea Mrs Baker my nameis WesleyJ Liebeler I am an attorney

on the staff of the President's Commissioninvestigatingthe assassinationof
President Kennedy I have been authorized to take your testimonyby the
Commissionpursuant to authority granted to it by ExecutiveOrder 11130
datedNovember29 1983 and the joint resolutionof CongressNo 137 Under
the rules of the Commissionyou are entitled to have an attorney present
and you are entitled to 3 days notice of the hearing You don't have to
answerany questionsthat you think would violateany of your constitutional
rights I presumefrom the nature of the testimonythat we are goingto ask
youabout that youdon't want yourattorneypresentand that youare willingto
proceedwith the testimonyat this point is that correct

Mrs Bases Yes sir
Mr Lrzsztxa Wouldyou state yourfull namefor the record please
Mrs BARESMrs DonaldBaker
Mr LIEBELEsHave you been married sincethe 22dof November1983
Mrs Bexzs February1,1963
Mr I ncsxua Youweremarriedon February 1 1983
Mrs Bsxmt Yes sir
Mr Luton= Are you VirgieBachleyor is that somebodyelse
Mrs Bexra That's me
Mr v."rrarr_ra_HowcomeI have your name as VirgieBachleyand also Mrs

DonaldS Baker
Mrs Bases I don'tknow
Mr La-arms Well I have a report from the FBI that is datedNovember24

1'J83and theyrefer to ran as VirgieItschleyin that report but youhad already
beenmarried at that time is that correct

Mrs Ba s I married this year
Mr Lrznxt a Oh February of 1984
Mrs Bsxza Thisis 1984.I'm sorry
Mr Lmsctss That's right Now we'vegot it Youwere Vigig Bitchieron

November24 1988and youweremarried in February1984
MrsBases Yes that's right
Mr Laaztes I understand that you were employedat the time of the as

sassinationas a bookkeeperat the TexasSchoolBookDepositoryis that correct
Mrs Basso Yes
Mr Lrrarrra Howlonghad youworkedthere
Mrs Barn Well I have beenthere sinceJuly 18 1963
Mr LT Last year
Urs Banta Yes
Mr Ltzasa.zsDid youever meetLee HarveyOswaldor haveoccasionto see

himwhileyouwereemployedat the Texas SchoolBookDepository
MrsBasta I had seenhim
Mr Lrzsuzs Youhad seenhim
Mrs Berm Yes
Mr r.rrarrra Hadyou eversaid anythingto himor talkedto himat all
Mrs Basra No sir
Mr L:aszxxs Didyouformanyimpressionof himjust fromseeinghimaround

*hebuilding
MrsBexES Just that be wasawfulquiet
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Mr LaBELEaOther than that did you form any impressionof him at slug
Mrs Bests No sir
Mr Lttstraa Tell me what happenedon the 22dof Novemberin connectlos

with the motorcadewouldyouplease what yousaw and what youdid
Mrs Bests Well we came out of the buildingacross the street at approxi

mately12or 12:15and westoodout in front directlyin front of the Depositor
Buildingandas the motorcadecameby the Presidentwavedand hegotdown-..

Mr Lawn's Wherewere you standingat this point at the time the motor
cadecamealong

Mrs Basra Well there Is a divisionalline.I don't know exactlywhatyon
wouldcall it.the little part of the street that runs in front of the Depository
and then there is.I don't knowwhat you wouldcall it--the grassy stuffthat
comesout to formtheplazaalongthefront

Mr Lam= Yousay there is a little street that runs Immediatelyin frontof
the SchoolBookDepositoryBuilding is that right

Mrs Besse Yes
Mr Laststa Doyou know,ifthat street has a nameor not
Mrs Bests I'm sureIt doesn't.I haveneverseenone
Mr Lastres And then after that little street that runs right in front of

the DepositoryBuilding there 13a little strip of grass with sometreesonit Is
that correct

Mrs Basra Yes
Mr Tu`n`a AndthencomesElmStreet is that right
Mrs BAKESYes
Mr Lttaaaza And on the other side of Elm Street there is a sort of a

triangular plotof grass
Mrs Basis I guessyou couldsay we werestandingJust at the edgeof Elm

Street at the side of the Depositorybecausewe wereout almost in the street
Elm Street

Mr Lamas& Elm Street is separated from another street that runs down
through the triple underpass Do you knowthe nameof that street that runs
right down here.I am showingyou CommissionExhibit No 334 an aerial
viewof the street that runs by and three streets convergeand go under the
railroad tracks and that's the triple underpass

Mrs Beata I think that goes out to StemmonsExpresswayor leads into
StemmonsExpressway

Mr Laatsas The street that runs right down through here the middle ìs
that MainStreet

Mrs Basra That wouldbe MainStreet and this one wouldbe Commerce
Mr Lrmu TMNow can you point to me approximatelywhere you were

standing
Mrs Basis Let mefind the buildinghere.It wouldbe right here.we were

standing right at the edge approximatelydirectly In front of the buildingor
at the edgeof the building wewerestandingright here

Mr L>saaaa So you were standing directly In front of the Texas School
BookDepositoryBuildingand on the same side of Elm Street that the Texas
SchoolBookDepositoryis located

Mrs Bears Yea
Mr Lamm Tellmewhatyousaw
Mrs Beata Well after he passed us then we heard a noise and I thongbt

it was firecrackersbecauseI saw a shot or somethinghit the pavement
Mr Lama And you heard that Immediatelyafter the first noise is that

right
Mrs Basra Yes
Mr L u Couldyou tell or did you have any idea wherethe noisecam

fromwhenyoufirstheard it
Mrs Beata No I thought there weresomeboysstandingdownthere where

be was.where thePresident'scar was
Mr Lnass.ta Downfarther on the street you mean
Mrs Bess Yes closeto theunderpass
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Mr Ln:s>asRHad the President's car already passed you at the time you
heardthe firstnoise

Mrs Bsasa Yes
Mr Lam Can you tell me approximatelyhowfar downthe street it had

gonewhenyouheard the firstshot
Mrs B I don't know exactly.I could still see the back of the car.I

can'tJudgedistancesoI reallycouldn'ttellyou
Mr Laastas It hadn't goneout ofsightin youropinion
Mrs Basis No sir
Mr Laasta Couldyoustill seethePresident
Mrs Basra Nottoowell
Mr LIESaits There is a gradual curve on Elm Street and the car bad al

readystarted slightlyinto the curveby the timeit had gonebyyou
Mrs Bess Yes
Mr Lasatas Yousay you saw somethinghit the street after you heard the

firstshot is that right
Mrs Bass Yes
Mr Limas= Wheredidyouseeit hit thestreet
Mrs Bass Have yougot that.can you see the signson that picture there

Ltssmts Well you can't see the signs too wellon that picture whichis
CommissionExhibit No 354 but I will show you some other pictures here
onwhichthe signs do appear First of all let me showyou HudsonExhibit
No 1 on whichappears a sign that says "StemmonsFreeway Seep Right.

Mrs Hama Yes
SIr Lnrsstss Couldyouseethat sign
Mrs Berms No
Mr L*+ez+x The StemmonsFreewaysignfromwhereyouwerestanding
Mrs Balm No I couldn'tsee the sign becauseI was angled.we werestep

pingout in the street then and it was approximatelyalongin here I presume
the first sign--I don't know whichone it Is but I saw the bullet hit on down
thisway I guess right at the sign anglingout

Laastta. Yon think the bullet hit the street only it was farther out in
thestreet

Mrs Berm Yee
Mr Limas Eventhoughyou couldn'tsee the sign youcouldsee this thing

bit the street near the sign
Mrs B.& Yes sir
Mr Las m= It appears to me from lookingat CommissionExhibit No 354

that youcan in fact makeout where the signsare locatedalongthe side of the
roadand let's see if these do looklike the signs Now as youcomedownElm
Streetpast the placeyouwerestandinggoingtowardthe tripleunderpass there
is a tree here on this little grassy triangular spot that is on the side of Elm
Street toward the Texas SchoolBook DepositoryBuilding right on Dealey
Plaza here by this concrete structure Then after the tree going on down
toward the triple underpass it appears in the aerial photograph--aspot that
lookslike a signor a shadow.it lookslike a signto me

Mrs Sarin There is a sign there
Mr Ltssats And then there's another sign farther on downthere
Mrs Bases This was a big sign here and there was a smallonehere
Mr Latta And you think that it was approximatelynear the first sign
Mrs Barn AsI can rememberit was
Mr LtssysantAs youwent downElm Street that you saw this thing hit the

street.what didIt looklikewhenyousaw it
Mrs Hamm Well as I said I thought it was a firecracker It lookedjust

like you could see the sparks from it and I Just thought it was a firecracker
and I was thinking that there was somebodywas fixingto get in a lot of
trouble and we thought the kids or whoeverthrew it were down below or
standingnear the underpassor backup here bythe sign

Mr lurscr.za Wouldthey*havebeenas far downas the underpassor some
wherenear the sign to have thrown a firecrackerin the street

Mrs Bases It wasnear the signs
Mr in vivr How closeto the curb on Elm Street was this thing you saw
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hit do you remember It wouldhave been on the curb side.near the off
side away from the Texas SchoolBook DepositoryBuilding on the oppositesideof the street is that right ,-g

Mrs. Berm Yes
Dlr L"rzuErsaHow close to the oppositecurb do you think it was
Mrs Batrss It was approximatelyin the middleof the lane.I couldn'tbe

quite sure but I thought it was in the middleor somewherealongin there.:_=I
couldeven be wrongabout that but I couldhave sworn it that day

Mr Lu . Youthought it was sort of toward the middleof the lane .~
Mrs Basra Towardthe middleof the lane -.-.
Mr Emma Of the left-hand lane going toward the underpass is that

correct
Mrs Bain Yea
Mr L.rr-srr_naWhere was the thing that you saw hit the street in relation

to the President's car I mean wanit in front of the car behindhis car by
the sideofhis car or wasit closeto the car

Mrs Bau I thought it was.well-behind it
Mr L>Eatts Had the car already goneby when you saw this thing hit is

the street
Mrs Baas Yes
Mr Ln;axt.EaDo you rememberwhether it hit toward the left-handelde

or the right-handside of the President'scar or was it just immediatelybehind
it If youcan't rememberit that closelyall right

Mrs BASERI can't rememberit
LLmaszsssDid you actually see the Presidentget hit by any bullets

Mrs Besse No sir
Mr LtESEr.EaHowmanyshotsdid youhear
Mrs Banns Three
Mr LmsELraWhendid you first becomeaware that they wereshots
Mrs Basis With the secondshot
Mr T rrvS Did you have any idea where they were comingfrom
Mrs BAKERWell the way it sounded.It soundedlike it was comingfrom

there wasa railroad track that runs behindthe building.there directlybehind
the buildingand around so I guess it wouldbe by the underpass the triple
underpass and there Is a railroad track that runs back out there and there
was a train that lookedlike a circustrain as wellas I can remembernow back
there and we all ran to the plaza.the little thing there I guessyou call it a
plaza.back behind `.here.this other girl and I almost ran back over there
and lookedand we didn't seeanything

Dir I.rrurrrs Whenyousay the plaza youmeanDealeyPlaza the area that
lies betweenElm Street and this little street that runs by the Texas School
BookDepositoryBuilding is that correct Is that what you mean

Mrs Banns Yes sir
Mr L+sarrI After you heard the shots you ran downthe little street that

runsin frontof the SchollBookDepository
Mrs Bass Alongthe grass
Mr Emma Along the grass.alongside there running toward the trip*

underpasswhereElm Street goes but you wereactuallyrunningdownthe little
street or alongsidethe street on the grass alongsidethe street that runs right
in frontof theTexasSchoolBookDepository

Mrs Bats Yes
Dir Wawa Andyou say there are somerailroad tracks backin there is

that right
Dirs Baum Yes
Mr Imam= ImmediatelybehindDealeyPlaza awayfrom Elm Street
Mrs BenES Yes
Mr Liman Andis that whereyouthoughttheshotscamefrom
Mrs BenES Yes
Mr Lraasu,. And when you went downthere and looked did you seeant

bodyat all
3Irs Ban:EaJust a policemanand severalpeopleweredowntherearoundthe

tracks working
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Mr Lmugr.xaBut you didn't see anybodyyou thought might have been the
assassin

Mrs Bsm No sir
Mr Lmnzt a Now youhave subsequentlyheard I'm sure and from reading

in the newspapersand onething and another that It appearsthat the shotsactu
allycamefrom the Texas SchoolBookDepositoryBuilding is that right

Mrs BAxrs Yes
Mr Lnmzum Does that seempossibleto you in viewof what you heard at

thetime
Mrs Bern Well I guessit mighthave beenthe wind but to meit didn't
Mr LrrBELERThe soundsyou heard at the time did not appear to comefrom

theTexasSchoolBookDepositoryBuilding
Mrs Batas No air
Mr Lismxza Did you Iookup at the Texas SchoolBookDepositoryBuilding

atall whileyouwerestandingthere
Mrs Bases No sir
Mr Lunar= 'So youhad no occasionto see anybodyin any of the windows

in that building
Mrs BASERNo sir
Mr Lasztza Accordingto the FBI report of the interview that you gave

themon November24 yousaid that just after the shootingsomeman whohad
beensitting on a wall directlyacross the street fromyou cameup and said he
saweverything is that so

Mrs Beam Yes
Mr Lmaz-za Didyoueverfindoutwhat that man'snamewas
Mrs Bags No sir I didnot I didn't seehimafter that
Mr Unarms Didhetell youwhathehad seen
Mrs Bess No I don't remember.he came over.I don't know when he

cameovernow but he told us be had seeneverything.it mighthavebeenlater
that afternoon I think it was.I think it was later that afternoon

Mr Lrsartia Did he tell youwherehe had been wherehe couldseeall this
Mrs BARERSe saidhe wassitting onthat wall
Mr Lmantaa Now when you say "that wall I showyou again Commission

ExhibitNo 854
Mrs Berme Thiswall here (indicating]
Mr Liam Are you referring to a wall that is on the triangular spot

formedby Elm Street and Main Street and acrossElm Street fromthe Texas
SchoolBookDepositoryBuilding And on CommissionExhibit No 854 that
areabansomeinkmarkson it aroundpart of it

Mrs Bases Yes
Mr Lammas Did this man tell you exactlywhereon the wall he had been

sitting
Mrs Basra No I presumeit was on this high wail here.it sticks up real

high.I presumehewasup thereon top
Mr T,ysars Youhave indicatedthe part of the wall that faces toward the

triple underpass down toward where Elm Street and Main Street and Com
mereeall cometogether

Mrs Beggs Yee
Mr Lassos Now there has been somespeculationthat perhaps the shots

might have comefrom right off the triple overpass from the railroad tracks
that go up over the top were you able to see these railroad tracks at the time
fromwhere you were standing downhere.when I say "Downhere, I mean
the railroad tracks that actually go over Elm Street and Main Street and
Commerce

Mrs Bass No sir
Mr Lam Youcouldnotseethat
Mrs Daggs No sir
Mr Unarm Did the shots sound like they had comefrom that area or

did they sound like they had comefrom the area more around toward the
TexasSchoolBookDepositoryBuildingandbehindDealeyPlaza

Mrs Batas It soundedlikeit wascomingfromalongin here.it didn't sound
likeit wastoofar off
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Mr LnesrsmsIt didn't sound like it was coming however directly-fromthe railroad tracks that go over Elm Main and Commerce is that right?-.i
Mrs BABEsNo sir
Mr LIESEtERThe FBI report also indicates that after the secondshotyou

begantosmellgunsmoke Is that correct
Mrs Bassi Yea
Mr Lr apr.EmCouldyoutellwhereit wascomingfrom
Mrs Barn No sir
Mr LtmaEL1SLookingat CommissionExhibitNo 354 couldyou pickout the

place on Elm Street as the approximateplace where you saw this objecthit
the groundfor us and we will mark it with a pen or penciL Let's first of all
mark the placewhereyouwerestanding Mrs Baker if wecan

Mrs BASaa Okay after he bad goneby I got out into the street I guess
alonginhereth the middleof the lanes

Mr L!BEtm Is that in themiddleof the right-handlane
Mrs Berm Yes the right-handlane
Mr I.trert'"R So we will mark that as No 1 and we will put a circlearound

it and its right in frontof the TexasSchoolBookDepositoryBuilding
Mrs Barns Yes
Mr LIESErxSOnElmStreetin the right-handlane
Mrs Berms Yes
Mr LrEamtmaAndI guessthat this tree wasalongin heresomewhere
Mrs Basra I couldn'tbesure
Mr DIMMERThereappear to be two trees one on this sideof ElmStreet

this lookslike a tree right here on the oppositeside of Elm Street towardthe
DealeyPlaza

Mrs BASESThat's correct
Mr LtssEt a And across the street.across Elm Street there appears to be

anothertreejust downfromthe walL
Mrs BArm There'snot a treethere
Mr LmEamsmThere'snot a treethere
Mrs Basra No there'sa signthere I think
Mr Lizarura That's a sign
Mrs Berms I think so

T.wart a Can you tell us by judging from the tree that's in the corner
of DealeyPlaza closesttowards the SchoolBookDepositoryBuilding judging
fromthat wherethethinghit thestreet

Mrs Barns Approximatelyright here.between thesignand the tree
Mr Litman& Righthere wouldyousay
Mrs BArms.Yes
Mr i.nramsa We have Indicatedthe approximatearea where you think it

hit and wewillindicateit bythe No 2 is that correct
Mrs BAN= Yea
Mr LimamtmI havemarkedthis photographBakerExhibitNo I andI have

placedmy initials on it and wouldyou put your initials on it just belowmine
sothat wecanidentifythepicturefor thepurposesofourrecord

Mrs Basra [CompliedwithrequestofMr Liebeler.]
Mr Lmeatka Will you lookat that picture and see if you can tell fromit

where you were standing and if that helpedyou to place the spot wherethe
ballethit

Mrs Bar It wouldbebackinherebehindthiscar
Mr Lamm That wouldhave been where you werestandingor wherethe

bullethit
Mrs BAZE&I really can't tell for the tree there and everything--batIt

was right in here
Mr Lmaamt Now as we lookat this picture this is Baker ExhibitNo 1

starting from the left front there are.there Is a car downthere and thereis
a Volkswagenpanel truck in the picture and then there are two cars Imme
diately behind the Volkswagenand then there Is a convertibleout.npprori
matelyin the middleof the street isn't that right

Mrs Barn Tee
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Mr J.IEBEtEaAndyou think youmighthavebeenstandingsomewherebehind
the spot where that convertibleis locatedin this picture is that right

Mrs Emus Either thereor right inhere
Mr LIB* Right iu back around the secondcar behind the Volkswagen
Mrs Bei:ES Yes
Mr LxxaetxSNow this pictureactually showsthe little grassyarea and the

trees that Ile betweenElm Street and the little street that runs in front of the
TexasSchoolBookDepositorydoesn'tit

Mrs Balms Yes
Mr L*Essa.ECan you give we an estimate lookingat this picture where

that thingmighthavehit thestreet
Mrs BaxEs Yes
Mr LIBawn It may not be to this picture--I don't knowthat it is
Mrs BAZEaI just can't tell.I wouldsay it was over in here somewherein

thispicture
Mr LIEBELERSomewherein abouthere
Mrs Balms It couldhavebeenfurtheronup
Mr LIEBELEt Well we willmark the place"X but you think it mighthave

been right along here or somewherefarther down Now is there a concrete
dividersomewherehereonElmStreet

Mrs Beim Notuntilyoupasstheunderpass
Mr LxzaetERNot until you get downhere towards the underpassand then

there are concretedividershere betweenElm Street and MainStreet
Mrs Baum Yes
Mr LIEBELE8Back up here toward the intersectionat HoustonStreet there

isa curbonthesideof ElmStreetand that's all
Mrs Balma Yes sir
Mr LnuiELraIn other words you turn downfrom HoustonStreet and go

rightondownElmStreet
Mrs Baum Yes
Mr Liznzzrs You saw this thing hit the street beforeyouheard the second

shot is that correct
Mrs BABESYes sir yes
Mr LIEBEraaAreyouabsolutelysureof that
Mrs Bey I hopeI am.I knowI am
Mr Uranus In markingthe "X on Baker Exhibit No 1 that we marked

wewere assuming were we not that the "X was fairly near the first sign on
the right-handside of Elm Street goingtoward the triple underpassafter the
TexasSchoolBookDepositoryBraiding

Mrs BexrB I thinkthat's right
Mr Ltsasmz I think that we will findthat the "X is.well it is very dial

cult to tell the exact spot from whichBaker Exhibit No 1 wns taken but if
in fact we are correct if in fact it is taken fromthe side of MainStreet toward
CommerceStreet then the "B wouldnot be in the right place wouldit if this
lampposthere that appears In the picture is actuallyat the end of the grassy
spot madeby Main Street and Elm Street then the "X that wehaveon Baker
ExhibitNo 1 wouldbe too far downtoward the Triple Underpassto be in the
rightplacewhereyousawit hit isn't that right doyoufollowme

Mrs Barter Yes
Mr Limas= Because if this is actually the end of this grassy spot if the

lamppostis actuallythe endof the grassyspotherebetweenElmStreetand Main
Street this "Y is verycloseto the TripleUnderpass

DirsBarn Yes
Mr LIE_BE*EaAndyou didn't see the bullet bit that far downthe street did

you
Mrs Baxaa No not that far
Mr T.IEBEtraIt wouldhave beenmuchcloser up towards the Texas School

RookDepositoryBuilding.near-the firstsign
Mrs Hausa Thisright hereare thesteps.to theplaza
Mr Tammuz That's right and as a point of fact as we lookat that now

it becomesquite clear that it was taken from a spot muchcloserto the triple
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underpass than we had originallythought becausein the left-handside of the
pictureyoucanseethe stepscomingdownfromtheplaza

Mrs BASESIt must have beenright here in this area becausethesewerethe
steps.I can't tell whichsignis which but I knowthere werefour girls standingnear the sign and it must have beenbackup here becausethere musthavebeen
anothersigncloserup

Mr Lzan=ze Lookingat Hudson Exhibit No 1 which was taken at the
time of the assassination it showsDealeyPlaza here and there are somesteer
that go downoverhere in the very backgroundof the pictureand theygodown
ontothe sidewalkand it runs alongpast ElmStreethere

Mrs Basra Thiswouldbe the firstsignhere
Mr Ltzanrat The StemmonsFreewaysign
Mrs BASESThisoneoverhere.the stepsare alreadyhere
Mr LteaEtEaYes the steps are toward the backgroundIn HudsonExhibit

No 1 and those appear to be the steps that are also toward the front left of
Baker ExhibitNo 1

Mrs Basra It wasprobablybackoverthis way
Mr Ln astaa Yes so the "4 on BakerExhibit No 1 is actuallyin the wrong

placeas far as these pictures here.it is not correct.it shouldbe further back
on uphere

Mrs Basra Yes definitely
Mr Lzntra So we will put a "Y back up here toward the SchoolBook

DepositoryBuilding and actually if you lookat CommissionExhibitNo 334
youcanseethe stepscomingright downto ElmStreet

Mrs Basra Yes
Mr LrzaEtza At the end of DealeyPlaza toward the Triple UnderpassandI

think that thosesteps are the samestepswe cansee in the left front foreground
of BakerExhibitNo.1

Mrs BAKERThat's the sign right in there.that big sign there and I don't
know.the signwouldbehere youknow

Mr LtmeatEaThat's right and the sign that we see in the very left front
foregroundof the picturewouldbethe signhere that is towardthe TripleUnder
pass from the steps to go downto DealeyPlaza on the right-handsideof Elm
Street

Mrs Basra Yes this is confusing
Mr LIEaELEaIn any event you are quite clear in your mind that yousaw

this thinghit beforeyouheard the secondshot
Mrs BAKERYes
Mr LIEaztEaSo if what you saw hitting the street was in fact a bullet it

wouldhavebeenthefirst shot
Mrs BAKERYes
Mr LxEnztEaDid you see anythingelsearoundthe area of the TexasSchool

BookDepositoryBuildingthat day that you think mighthave anythingto do
with the assassination

Mrs Basta I don't know but before the parade ever got there someone
passedout and I guess it wouldbe to the left comingdownElm Streetoverin
this plaza betweenElm Street and Main becausean ambulancepulledup and
pickedsomeoneup.we never couldtell who This was beforethe motorcade
evergotto HoustonStreet.I wouldsayontoElmStreet

3Ir T.ryverveAbouthowlongbeforethe motorcadecamedid this ambulance
comeand pickup this person

Mrs Basta I'll judge--5minutes--about5minutes
Mr Lrtaetza The ambulancehad alreadyleft the area about5 minutesbefore

the Presidentialmotorcadecame
Mrs Basta Yes
Mr Lassma What time did you come to work that morning do Sox

remember
Mrs BASERWell it couldhave been6:30 or 7 becauseI rodewith daddy

my daddy works behind the Depositoryfor the Katy Railroad and if he had
to be there at 6 then I got there at"6 but that morning I couldn'ttellyou but
whatever time daddyhad to be at work that's whenI had to be there
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Mr LsExELESDid you see Oswald on the morningof November22 at any
time

Mrs Beim. No sir
Mr LrEaELESDoyouknowBillyLovelady
Mrs BAKERYes sir
Mr LIEUErEBI showyou CommissionExhibit No 203 and I call your atten

tion to a man standing in the doorwayof the Texas SchoolBookDepository
Building

Mrs Besse Yes
Mr Lm8E1.EDoyourecognizehim
Mrs Bezaa That lookslike Billy
Mr LIESELEBThat lookslike BillyLovelady
Mrs BAKESYes
Mr T.ZEBELERAnd that man you pointed to is immediatelyas we face the

pictureto the right of the mark "A in thepicture
Mrs Bax4s Yes
Mr Lamm And is standing directly against the side of the doorwayof

the building.of the Texas SchoolBookDepositoryBuilding
Mrs BAEEaYes
Mr LIEssa.EaThank you If you don't have anythingelseyou wouldlike to

tell us about this that you think we shouldknowand that I haven't askedyou
I havenootherquestionsat thispoint

Mrs Banns Thank you

Mr BLAKEY Mr Liebeler asked her where the noise she heard
came from Ms Baker thought it was close to the underpass Mr
Liebeler then continued with respect to the bullet

Mr LIEBELERHowcloseto the curb on Elm Street was this thing you saw hit do
you remember It wouldhave been on the curb side.near the curb side away from
the TexasSchoolBookDepositoryBuildingon the oppositesideof the street is that
right

Ms BAKERYes
Mr LIEBELERHowcloseto the oppositecurb doyouthink it was
Ms BAKERIt was approximatelyin the middleof the lane.I couldn't be quite

sure but I thought it was in the middleor somewherealongin there

Mr BLAKEY Later Ms Baker describes the bullet's relation to
the car "I thought it was.well.behind it.

In addition to those who heard shots saw smoke or saw the
impact of bullets there is testimony in the Commission's record of
what may be fairly described as suspicious conduct around the
knoll.footprints by the fence an individual who identified himself
as a Secret Service agent when no agent was supposed to be in that
area activity that could be called flight.but the fact remains that
no one gives credible testimony that he saw anyone with a rifle
around the fence at the time of the assassination In the absence of
such testimony or hard evidence that would corroborate or inde
pendently substantiate the ear and eye witness testimony point
ing toward the knoll shot the Commission concluded the shots
came from only one place The Texas School Book Depository
where Lee Harvey Oswald the alleged assassin worked

In September 1977 the committee learned of the possibility of
obtaining what the Commission lacked An acoustics analysis of a
sound recording of what happened in Dealey Plaza There was in
existence a Dallas police tape that had recorded the sounds of the
assassination from the transmitter of a motorcycle policeman
whose microphone switch was in the on position The committee
hoped it might obtain evidence not considered by the Commission
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The committee searched for the best people in the acoustics field
After careful consideration it contracted with the firm of Bolt
Beranek & Newman of Cambridge Mass. for an analysis of the
tape

Early testing by the firm was uneventful since all that had been
made available to the committee was a copy of the original tape on
which no audio sounds could be discerned But with the help of a
retired assistant chief of the Dallas Police Department the com
mittee eventually obtained the original of the November 22 1963
dispatch tape along with dictabelts that had recorded the trans
mission

The analysis of the dispatch tape was conducted by James E
Barger chief scientist at B.B & N After preliminary filtering Dr
Barger was able to locate several segments of the tape that con
tained impulses that might have been caused by gunfire The im
pulses were then put through six screening tests as follows

One Did the impulse patterns occur at the approximate time of
the assassination

Two Were the impulse patterns unique and not repeated else
where in the tape

Three Did the intervals between the impulses approximate the
timing of the shots as indicated on the Zapruder film

Four Did the shape of the impulses resemble the shape of re
corded impulses produced by tests of comparable gunfire through
comparable transmission systems

Five Was the amplitude of the impulses similar to that recorded
in tests of comparable gunfire through comparable transmission
systems

Six Did the number of impulses in the expected echo pattern of
Dealey Plaza approximately correspond to what was recorded on
the tape

In actual firing tests conducted on behalf of the committee by
the Dallas Police Department in Dealey Plaza in August Dr
Barger set out to determine what the echo structure looks like for
two shooter locations.the TSBD and the grassy knoll.and several
target locations along the motorcade route He then matched his
1978 Dealey Plaza environment data with the 1963 tape and he
was able to arrive at several conclusions

First the motorcycle whose radio transmitted the broadcast was
apparently in Dealey Plaza second there was a 95-percent prob
ability that two of the impulses were caused by gunshots and
three there was a 60 to 70-percent probability there were three
shots And finally four there were indications of a fourth shot
from the grassy knoll but at the time he was to testify in public
hearing of the committee in September 1978 Dr Barger was only
willing to call it a 50-50 probability

The committee then asked two independent experts who had
been recommended to the committee by the Acoustical Society of
America to review the work of Dr Barger and determine if they
might be able to refine it Prof Mark Weiss and his assistant Mr
Ernest Aschkenasy agreed to try to refine Dr Barger's work At
the committee's request they focused on the third shot the one
that Dr Barger thought might have come from the grassy knoll
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The effort took from September until the end of November They
are available to testify here this morning

Professor Weiss received a B.E.E degree from the City College of
New York in 1952 and an M.S in electrical engineering from
Columbia University in 1957 From 1957 until 1964 he worked as a
project engineer for the Federal Scientific Corp. and from 1965
until 1974 he was vice president of that corporation for acoustical
research He is presently a professor in the Department of Comput
er Science of Queens College of the City University of New York a
position he assumed in 1974

Professor Weiss is the author of over 30 articles and technical
reports concerning electronics for acoustical engineering He has
worked on projects such as the development of instruments for
real-time spectrum analysis of audio signals development of the
first real-time system for extraction of vocal pitch using the cep
strum approach and he is currently involved in development of
techniques for reducing wide band noise and other interference on
speech recordings to increase the detectability and intelligibility of
speech

From November 1973 until June 1974 Professor Weiss was a
member of a panel of technical experts appointed by Chief Judge
John J Sirica to examine the White House tape recordings in
connection with the Watergate grand jury investigation

He is a fellow of the Acoustical Society of America and a
member of the Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineering

Mr Ernest Aschkenasy received a B.E.E from the City College of
New York in 1967 and his M.S from the City College of New York
in 1972 From 1967 until 1974 he worked as an engineer with the
Federal Scientific Corp. where he had primary responsibility for
the development of computer programs for analysis and reduction
of large volumes of acoustic data In 1974 Mr Aschkenasy also
assisted in the Watergate tape analysis and began his present work
as a research associate for the Department of Computer Science at
Queens College of the City University of New York where he is
presently acting as Prof Mark Weiss assistant

It would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman to call as
witnesses Professor Weiss and his associate Mr Aschkenasy

Chairman STOKES The committee calls Professor Weiss and Mr
Aschkenasy May I ask both of you to stand raise your right hand
and be sworn Do you solemnly swear the testimony you give
before this committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing
but the truth so help you God

Mr WEIss I do
Mr ASCHKENASYI do
Chairman STOKES Thank you You may be seated The commit

tee recognizes deputy chief counsel Gary Cornwell

TESTIMONY OF PROF MARK WEISS AND MR ERNEST
ASCHKENASY

Mr CORNWELLThank you Mr Chairman Professor Weiss and
Mr Aschkenasy are you familiar with the work of Dr Barger and
his team of scientists at Bolt Beranek & Newman which led to Dr
Barger's testimony in September of this year before the committee

Mr WEIss Yes we are
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Mr CORNWELL When did you first have the opportunity to
review that work

Mr WErss In August of this year we examined the results of Dr
Barger's analysis up to that time and also reviewed the plan for
the reconstruction experiment to be conducted in Dallas and
judged whether the experiment was necessary to be performed We
did visit Dr Barger at his lab in Cambridge Mass. and had a
lengthy discussion with him saw his result and reported back to
the committee that in our opinion the reconstruction experiment
was not only fully justified but also necessary for the continuance
of his analysis

Mr CORNWELLSo at that time you simply reviewed the process
es and techniques that Dr Barger was using and specifically you
did so for the purpose of rendering an independent opinion to the
committee as to the necessity of going to Dallas and conducting the
lab test is that correct

Mr WErss That is correct
Mr CORNWELLAfter the hearings of September were concluded

were you again asked to look at the work of the team of Bolt
Beranek & Newman in more detail

Mr WErss That is correct We were asked to take a more de
tailed look at not only their work but also at the Dallas police tape
recording

Mr CORNWELL What was the purpose of that request What
were you asked to do on this occasion

Mr WErss The object there was to perform a refined analysis of
the data relating to the presumed shot occurring the third possible
shot that was examined by Dr Barger the one that was thought to
have been the result of a gun firing at the grassy knoll

Mr CORNWELL And you began that work in early October
Mr WErss That is correct
Mr CORNWELLAnd you just very recently concluded the work

is that correct
Mr WErss Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLBased upon the work were you able to reach a

conclusion with any greater degree of certainty as to whether or
not that shot did or did not occur

Mr WErss Yes sir we did
Mr CORNWELLAnd what was your conclusion
Mr WErss It is our conclusion that as a result of very careful

analysis it appears that with a probability of 95 percent or better
there was indeed a shot fired from the grassy knoll

Mr CORNWELL Let me ask you just very very recently you
reached that conclusion.would you tell us why it was that it took
from early October until just very recently to complete your work

Mr WErss Yes sir our problem was that we had other obliga
tions in addition to working on this problem We have a major
contract with the Air Force for development of some special pur
pose speech processing equipment and in order to both work on
that and work on this problem we could not work on this problem
fulltime

Mr CORNWELLWould you very generally describe for us what
the scientific principles are that you utilized in your work
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Mr WErss Well the principles are basically the fundamental
principles in acoustics namely that if someone makes a loud noise
somewhere like here [witness claps his hands] that sort of thing
everybody in this room can hear that noise which means that
sound moves out in all possible directions A second principle is
that that sound which they hear directly also will bounce off walls
and be reflected So they will hear not only the direct sound but
also sounds called echoes bouncing from walls corners and other
surfaces The third principle also very fundamental is that the
speed of sound is constant in whatever direction it may go So that
the farther you are from the source of the sound the longer it will
take for that sound to reach you whether that source is in fact
the original source of the sound or a reflecting surface which would
cause an echo I would like to illustrate basically what is meant by
echoes at this point here I think everybody is pretty much aware
of what happens if you stand at a canyon and holler something like
"Hello and you get back a series of "Hello hello hello, that sort
of thing You can hear each of these echoes in such a circumstance
because the reflecting surfaces are quite far apart from you and
from each other In a situation such as an echo generated in
Dealey Plaza you have reflecting surfaces also the walls and
corners of the buildings there They too will generate echoes but
they will tend to come in very much more closely in sequence so
that even if you have a very short sharp sound such as a rifle
firing OK or again a clap of the hands you will get back what to
an observer or many observers will sound like a single loud bang
type thing But if you were to record that and play it back at one
quarter or one-eighth the speed you recorded it you will be able to
hear something like the independent echoes coming back in fact
what you would hear would be something like bang-bang-bang
bang and diminishing in amplitude as you get echoes over longer
periods To the human ear you don't hear that because the first
loud sound partially deafens the ear and it decreases your sensitiv
ity to the later arriving sounds What you hear is a single loud
sound with a diminishing intensity

Mr CORNWELLIn what we might describe as a complex urban
type of environment with a number of different solid structures in
it such as you might find in any city or in Dealey Plaza do I
understand then that the echoes would arrive back at a varied
spacing in time they would not all arrive back at the evenly
spaced intervals

Mr WErss That is correct They will arrive back at spacings
which depend entirely on where the listener is relative to the
surfaces that produce the reflections that generate the echo paths
and also it will depend on where the source of the sound is

Mr CORNWELLSO if then you were given one location for the
listener and one location for the sound source would you get the
same type of pattern time after time if you reproduce the sounds
from that location

Mr WErss Yes In fact if you had to listen as in the specific
case of Dealey Plaza if you had a listener standing someplace in
the Plaza say on the sidewalk near the depository building and he
stood still and a rifle was exactly held in another place as the rifle
fired he would hear a succession of echoes If it was fired again he

35-3790 79 36
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would hear identically the same succession of echoes if nobody
moved If he came back 15 years later and the buildings were the
same as they are in this case and he stood in the same spot and a
rifle was fired from exactly the same spot and the temperature of
the air was the same he would in fact even then hear exactly the
same sequence of echoes If somebody is standing close by but not
in exactly the same place he will hear a similar succession of
echoes but not identically the same There will be small measur
able differences The farther away the other listener gets from the
first person the greater the difference will be in the pattern of
echoes that he hears

Mr CORNWELLAnd likewise I take it if you were to move the
location of a sound source whether it is someone clapping their
hands or rifle fire you also by moving it a few feet would get a
different echo pattern

Mr WEIss You would get a different echo pattern
Mr CORNWELLHow well established are these acoustics princi

ples you have been describing
Mr WEIss These have been established a very long time They

have been known for several hundred years These are fundamen
tal things in acoustics the things taught in high school or college
undergraduate level physics

Mr CORNWELLWere there other more complex or more sophisti
cated principles that you were required to use in your analysis
which were not so well established which were newer or less well
established

Mr WEIss No sir We only needed to apply these basic well
tested well-established principles nothing more

Mr CORNWELLIn your analysis what equipment were you re
quired to use

Mr WEIss Basically we used a large plan map of Dealey Plaza
Mr CORNWELLA survey map
Mr WEIss A survey map that is correct The scale was 1 inch

corresponding to 10 feet in Dealey Plaza We used a long graduated
ruler that could be extended to measure long distances on the map
We used a hand calculator for computing some very simple things
and we used a device an electric device called an oscilloscope for
observing the wave shapes of the sounds that we got when we
played back tape recordings and also a device that enabled us to
plot these patterns on paper so that we could examine them in
very fine detail

Mr CORNWELLWere you required to use anything sophisticated
such as a computer or anything beyond what you have mentioned

Mr WEISS No sir This is the only equipment that we used
Mr CORNWELL Would you very generally describe what the

basic process was that you went through in applying these princi
ples to the available data

Mr WEISS Well basically the idea was this As I indicated each
position in the plaza would have a unique set of echoes associated
with it If a sound heard on the police tape was in fact the sound
of gunfire heard by a microphone.and a microphone remember
is kind of an electronic ear.it hears the same as an ear will
hear.if that indeed was the case then I ought to be able to find a
position for that microphone and a position for the gun such that I
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could predict a pattern of echoes that would match the sounds
heard on the police tape to a high degree of accuracy I could then
say that this kind of match of a predicted pattern with the ob
served pattern is so close that the probability that what I am really
looking at on the Dallas police tape is noise becomes very small So
we set out to be able to predict what the echo structures would be
at various locations in Dealey Plaza This was the whole art of it
As I say it was done by using the simple concept that sound would
travel in all directions from a source and that it will reflect off
surfaces and travel back

Mr CORNWELLIn your attempt then to calculate various echo
patterns and find out if they precisely matched or relatively pre
cisely matched what is on the Dallas police tape did you or were
you required to use in any way the test that Dr Barger conducted
with his team from B.B & N.

Mr WECSS Yes sir that set of test data in fact proved to be
invaluable in this case It was by analysis of a number of these
firings that Dr Barger and his associates recorded in I guess it
was August of this year that we got to become familiar with the
acoustical structure of Dealey Plaza By using these recordings in
conjunction with this map of Dealey Plaza we got to know where
the buildings.where were the reflecting surfaces that gave rise to
the echoes that could be heard

Mr CORNWELLIn addition to the tests that Dr Barger conduct
ed did you need anything else any other information in order to
follow this process

Mr WEIss Well yes We needed in order to perform this predic
tion process we needed to know a number of things First we
needed to know where the sources of sound were

Now of course that means we had to have some idea of where a
shooter might have been and by all indications he had to be
someplace up on the grassy knoll and we had that area taken care
of

We had to know of course also where the reflecting surfaces
were That is for a particular assumed position of the microphone
where the major reflecting surfaces were So we had to refine our
understanding of how the echoes were produced in that case We
had to know approximately where the motorcycle was because
although this technique is simple and straightforward it can
become pretty tedious if you don't know approximately where or
reasonably well where the motorcycle is and you can assume it to
be anywhere in the Plaza So we had to have some idea where it
was And what we assumed was that it was approximately in the
neighborhood of that microphone that gave the strongest matching
pattern in Dr Barger's experiment between a shot from the knoll
and the impulses audible on the police tape recordings

Furthermore in order to calculate the echo times the time of
arrival at each of these echoes we had to know what the velocity
of sound was in the air As I said before the velocity of sound is
constant in all directions However it is not always the same
value In particular it is a function of the temperature of the air
So we had to find out what was the temperature of the air at the
time of the assassination And that was about all we really had to
know in order to perform the prediction
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Mr CORNWELLWould you have an opinion to know what speed
the tape recorder ran at that recorded the initial sounds

Mr WEIss Yes We had an estimate from Dr Barger that the
speed of the tape recorder was about 5 or so percent slow from a
normal nominal speed and we had to build this factor into the
correction of time observed on the tape so we could get a time
interval for the echoes if indeed these impulses are echoes that
would be true for a correctly running tape

Mr CORNWELLJUSt t0 be sure I understood one statement you
made you said you needed to know the source of the sound the
location of the source of the sound and the location or approximate
location of the motorcycle

Do I understand from that that what you are saying is you need
to know a general area in which to begin making your calcula
tions

Mr WEIss That is correct that is what I meant As I said I
assumed that the motorcycle would have been somewhere in the
vicinity of microphone 4 for example which was down on Elm
Street in the experiment performed by Dr Barger

Mr CORNWELLSo you didn't take as a given that the motorcycle
was in that location and you simply began to look in that general
area

Mr WEIss That is correct and if we had not found it we would
have looked in a wider and wider zone

Mr CORNWELLUltimately you may have found it was not even
in the Plaza

Mr WEIss That is correct In fact this brings up another point
If in fact after diligent searching we could not get a pattern of
echoes a predicted pattern of echoes that would sufficiently close
ly match the impulses visible on the police tape recording then we
would have to conclude either that we did not have a shot recorded
there or that if we did have a shot recorded then the motorcycle
was not anywhere near the position we had assumed it to be or
the shooter was not anywhere near the position we assumed to be
or both conditions

Mr CORNWELLMr Chairman I would ask at this time that we
leave exhibit F-361 which has previously been admitted on the
easel and also add to it the exhibit F-349 which was previously
admitted in these hearings in September and in addition I would
request that exhibits F-672 and F-667 be admitted into evidence
and displayed so that all four exhibits are displayed simulta
neously

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record and displayed appropriately

[The exhibits follow:]
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Mr CORNWELL Professor Weiss I would ask if you would be
able to utilizing those exhibits to actually illustrate for us the
process that you employed in reaching your final conclusion

Mr Weiss Sure
Just to illustrate briefly what I was saying before here is a

photograph of Dealey Plaza and let's assume for a moment that
you have an observer standing right around over here sort of
visible on the street between these two trees and then you have a
source of sound in this area here which would be behind the
wooden stockade fence on the grassy knoll

Now if he fires a rifle at this point the sound of that firing will
go directly to the observer over here It will also go to this building
over here the so-called DCRB Dallas County Records Building
and bounce back to the observer It will also go to the corner of
these buildings here and each of these corners reflections will
then bounce back

Now the time taken for the sound the original sound to reach
the observer depends of course upon how far the observer is from
the rifle.and by the "observer here it could be an individual or
it could be a microphone.and this time is the distance the sound
travels divided by the velocity of sound which is approximately
say 1,100 feet per second

Now the time taken for this echo here to come back to the
observer will be the total distance taken going from the rifle to the
building and then back to the observer also divided by the velocity
of sound As you can see each of these echo paths will have a
different length Therefore there will be a different travel time for
each echo What that means is that you will hear first the one
sound and then a whole series of them coming in each of these
coming in after the first sound you hear

Now this exhibit illustration here shows the intensity of the
sounds that were received by microphone No 4 in the Dallas
reconstruction experiment for a shot fired from the grassy knoll
area Microphone 4 was in fact approximately over here

This first rather tall dark line which I hope is visible to every
one is in fact the intensity of the sound received for the direct
muzzle blast the first sound Following that there are a series of
dark lines which are in fact the echoes coming into the micro
phone following its receiving the muzzle blast sound Way out over
here about three-tenths of a second after the first one is another
sound and there are some others that are further out and sort of
getting smaller and smaller and so on

Now the way you use this information in identifying the echo
generating sources is as follows Here is a topographic survey map
of Dealey Plaza which gives us a better view of where things are it
is turned around from the way that one is Here is Elm Street
This is Houston Street Elm Street Here is the grassy knoll area
Here is the position of microphone No 4 The shooter is here The
sound goes from here directly to here It also goes to this building
bounces off it goes back to the microphone It goes to various
corners represented over here for various other structures and
buildings And all is recorded

Now supposing we want to know what was the echo producing
surface that gave rise to this echo in the recording Well-
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Mr CORNWELLProfessor excuse me one more time
Mr WEIss Sure
Mr CORNWELL The wiring is having trouble picking up your

voice Could we move the mike up perhaps to your tie or lapel
Mr WEIss OK
Now we know what the time taken for the direct sound to reach

the microphone was because we know the distance precisely from
the rifle to the microphone

Mr CORNWELLAnd again you are still now talking about on the
test

Mr WEIss Yes this is simply for the purpose of confirming our
understanding of exactly where and it is important to know exact
ly where the echo-generating surfaces are

Mr CORNWELLSO yOU in other words-
Mr WEIss So this location is approximately in Dealey Plaza
Mr CORNWELL SO in other words you are using Dr Barger's

test waves which are the exhibits you have been referring to and
when those were generated of course we were all standing there
watching and we know exactly where the shooter was located and
exactly where the microphone was Is that correct

Mr WEIss That is correct We had good information as to where
both of these points were so we could know in advance what the
distance was from the shooter to the microphone and we knew
what the time would be that it took for the sound to go directly
from the rifle to the microphone

Now we also know what the additional time was from the time
that the first sound of the rifle was received to the time this echo
here that we are interested in was received If you add this amount
of time to the direct time you have a total time taken to go from
here to some echo-generating surface and to the microphone All
right If you know what that total time is you can therefore
predict what the total path length was OK Because you now take
that total time now you multiply it by the velocity of sound and
you can compute how many feet in fact that sound traveled before
it came back and was recorded as this highest peak at this point

Fine What you do is the following Knowing the length of that
path.and this is scaled as I said approximately at 1 inch equals
10 feet.you can find out the length of that path in inches you
simply cut a piece of string to that length.and I just happen to
have some string here pre-cut

Now I am going to put a pin in here at the position of the rifle I
am going to put another pin in at the known position of the
microphone

Now this piece of string the length of this corresponds in fact to
the distance the sound must have traveled in order to have pro
duced this echo And I sort of now loop it between here and here

Now sound travels in straight lines so that this string if.I hope
it is visible.now if I pull tight on it it forms two straight lines It
will form a line going from the rifle to some reflecting surface and
then bouncing from that surface back to the microphone

OK Well so we start looking.well there is nothing out here
over here.and what you do is move the string along here over
until it intercepts a surface Well in passing through here has to
go further so this can't be it And you keep on trying and because
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it is easier to do with a pencil OK so we can now sort of see the
arc formed the possible positions for a reflecting.a surface that
will generate an echo

And as I bring it along you can see that it just touches this
building over here If I proceed on it moves away from it and in
fact this is the only point at which this line will just touch the
surface It can't go beyond it and can't fall in front of it It just
just touches it in order to be considered to be a surface that
generated that echo And so we have now the location of the
surface that produced this echo over here And it is in fact the
wall of the Dallas County Records Building

Now we can take another echo just to illustrate the process
again We take one that's closer in we pull out this string and for
that one again the same calculation We know what the time to
get from the rifle to the microphone is We know what the time
later that we hear this additional echo is so we know how long
that echo actually traveled from the rifle to some surface back to
the microphone And we do the same thing We compute that in
terms of real distance and then we cut a string according to that
distance scaled to this map I hook one end of it around the
position of the rifle

As one can see one does not need a large digital computer to do
this kind of thing Put one end where the microphone or observer
is and we start again doing this business of stretching and as
again you can see there is really nothing in here that just touches
anything

So we try the other side here and lo and behold we hit this
corner over here There's a wall that is apparently about 4 or 5 feet
high at this point and this string has now just touched this point
so that for this instance the echo traveled from the rifle to this
corner of the wall and now back up to the microphone

So that's how we identified or confirmed these two points as
echo-generating surfaces

Well we picked out in fact a total of some 20 or so or 22
actually echo paths that we were able to determine by analysis of
exactly this sort just continuing on down the line picking up these
echoes as they can be seen on here and using this technique to
actually find where they were generated

Mr CORNWELL Then from that process as I understand you
were able to sort of confirm what the real echo structure of Dealey
Plaza was

Mr WErss Yes sir
Mr CORNWELL Which surfaces in it generated echoes from

roughly the area of the grassy knoll and being received roughly in
the area of the second pin

Mr WErss That is correct These surfaces would be correct for
that set of conditions for something out here and for something in
around here For something elsewhere it would have been perhaps
a different set of echo-generating surfaces

Mr CORNWELLSo after you had made that determination what
use did you make of what you had learned

Mr WErss OK As I said earlier the objective was to be able to
see if we could in fact predict a set of echoes that would closely
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match the impulses that we could hear and observe on the Dallas
police tape recording

Now this is a wave form chart of the Dallas police tape record
ing Here is actually what you hear but this is what it looks like in
terms of the variations of electrical signals as times goes on Here
is time moving along in this direction and here's how the signal
strength varies It's a big bang here and here and here (indicating)

These are primarily the impulses I am talking about in this set
of data

Mr CORNWELLLet me ask you before you begin to describe that
exhibit Why is it that the wave form which you have printed there
from the Dallas P.D tape appears to us to look absolutely nothing
like the test tape wave forms that Dr Barger created

Mr WEIss Dr Barger's wave form here represents the total
power or strength of the signal as we see it

The problem here was to actually be able to look indicate points
where that energy level was significantly above the background
noise level which was relatively quiet here but also to get some
sense of the relative strengths of these echoes coming back This is
different because we were interested in very precise measures of
time elapsed from any point to any other point in this pattern

Mr CORNWELL In other words it's simply a different way of
displaying-

Mr WErss That's all it is
Mr CORNWELL[continuing] The sound
Mr WErss The same information is displayed in both of them

yes sir
Mr CORNWELLIn other words it is the space between the peaks

and not whether they go up or below the line that is important
Mr WErss That is correct
Mr CORNWELLOK Would you proceed
Mr WEISS Now what we did very simply was we put a shooter

someplace on the knoll over here we put a microphone someplace
in the plaza over here and then we started the prediction process

Now the prediction process is sort of the reverse of the process
we had used before

Could I have the scale Thank you
In the prediction process you don't know of course where the

shooter is and you don't know where the microphone is You make
an assumption You say "Well I am going to put him down over
here somewhere let's say the corner of the fence and I am going
to put the microphone over here let's say somewhere on to the
right side closer to the north side of Elm Street here, and OK
fine

So now I have this position here I can measure off on here what
the total path length is and I can convert that into the time it
would take for the sound to travel directly from here to here Fine

Now I know where my echo-generating surfaces are so I now can
measure from the rifle to an echo-generating surface to a point
and then I can measure from that point let's say back to the
microphone I have a total path length I can convert that into the
total time it took for this echo to travel from here to this position
here
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Now I know that original direct travel travel time I know the
echo time The difference between these two corresponds to the
time spacing.say in this case.between this large bang of the
muzzle blast and some echo time

Now I believe there is a blackboard here that I can use Is there
chalk

Let me just sort of represent things this way here
Chairman STOKES Professor can you turn the blackboard just a

little bit so the committee can see it
Mr WEIss Surely We will move this back again later on
OK Supposing that in fact this represents time running along

here and this is the time at which you received the muzzle bang
itself OK which would correspond to this again this first large
dark mark on the exhibit there and I have computed now for this
first position echo a time that that echo would arrive which might
be let's say over here OK that's one echo

Now I go ahead and I say OK that's one surface I know there
are other surfaces here and I start computing the echos that would
be received at that position of the microphone for that position of
the shooter I have assumed when echoes would come in from other
surfaces that are known to be echo generators for this set of
positions and I might get some kind of pattern OK like this and I
would want to compare that with in fact the pattern for the
Dallas police tape recording

And so I line up what looks like the muzzle blast the sound
which is this very first very large peak over here and I say all
right that one corresponds to this over here so let's put this one in
over here and now I have a set of sounds which sort of looks like
this

And then there are a few things out further here and then
maybe something else out over here

Well you crank this all through and you find it doesn't match
at all This is nowhere near it so what you do is you start moving
the microphone around and/or moving the motorcycle.pardon me
the rifle.around

Mr CORNWELLIn other words what you have concluded by the
very first choice arbitrary choice is that the shooter was not in
the location you chose or the microphone was not in the location
or both

Mr WEISS That is correct or both.you don't really know.both
are variables So we start moving them around The whole process
is one of experimentation trial and error until finally you begin to
get some set of data that begins to look reasonable and then you
can close in on a set of positions that will give a reasonably good
and accurate match

Well this is in fact what happened I got a set of positions
which gave an extremely good match to this early set of echoes
This is the Dallas Police Department tape these are the predic
tions OK here's what is actually being matched to the observed
data and this is the predicted data

Now after a while we got some very good agreements with this
set of data here that was not as good for the echoes that were out
at a distance there All right so we started adjusting again until
in fact we got excellent agreement for here Only what happened
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now was we didn't get such good agreement as we had before for
the early echoes

And after doing this enough times the light finally dawned and
it occurred to us that the concept wasn't complete We weren't
dealing with a shooter here and a microphone here We were
dealing with a shooter here all right but with a microphone that
wasn't just here it was in motion it was going down the street If
it was a motorcycle in the motorcade it had to have been in
motion it couldn't just be standing there in the middle of the
street and in fact if it was going down the street it was probably
going at about the speed of the motorcade which was supposed to
be about 11 miles an hour

So we started moving the microphone down the street at 11 miles
an hour and for this set of moved positions.now predicting what
the echo pattern would be at every position as it comes on down
let's say at what time it would receive each of these echoes

This is a somewhat more complicated process It is the same
process it just takes a lot longer because you have to do a lot more
calculations

As soon as we started doing that it became immediately obvious
we could quite easily find positions for the rifle and for the motor
cycle such that the match at both the early and the late echoes
was getting increasingly close and in fact once we were there we
were practically in the ballpark It was a little more work and we
closed on a set of echoes that we could predict that matched the
observed impulses on this pattern with an accuracy of approxi
mately one-thousandth of a second

Mr CORNWELLSo you found that by moving the microphone at
approximately 11 miles an hour the peaks that you predicted the
wave form would look like were correct all the way through from
the beginning to the end of particular parts of a tape

Mr WEiss That's correct That's correct
Mr CORNWELLAnd each of those peaks fell exactly where you

would expect them to fall within one-thousandth of a second
Mr WEiss That is correct In fact I have on here numbered

some 22 peaks for which I can predict an echo path that will match
it to within one-thousandth of a second

Mr CORNWELL Are you able to quantify in some fashion the
probability that results from the ability to identify a large number
of peaks as you did to that degree of precision

Mr WEtss Yes if you have a fit of some 22 points you have a
terrific fit to begin with It really is hard to imagine this could be
an accident but you can't express it in those terms You have to
reduce it to some formal number that you can actually show is
reasonable

Now some of these echoes and particularly the early ones
coming from surfaces such as doorways over here and some corners
over here come in small In fact they come in below the noise
level of impulse peaks in the general area of the recording where
this is heard

There is noise that is heard there is the motorcycle noises there
is electrical noise static is coming in All of this is approximately
at the level shown by these dashed lines on this exhibit
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Now we didn't want to include anything that might be noise in
this comparison we wanted to deal only with things of which we
could be reasonably certain So we excluded from the consideration
anything which was at the noise level itself If we knew it was
below that level then it was more probably noise than anything
else we excluded it We wanted to know do those things that
excessed this noise level match Well if so how many are there
how many do we expect to find and how many are matched

The answer to those three points is that there are a total of some
14 of these greater-than-noise-level peaks observed there are a
total of 10 of them that in fact correspond very closely to echo
paths that we have been able to predict

Now our predictions also show that we should have had 12
larger-than-noise-level peaks present but if you take these num
bers and put it in an equation or formula known as the binary
correlation formula you get a number known as a binary correla
tion coefficient of .77 which says in effect that this pattern
matches is matched by a corresponding pattern of strong echoes
with a coefficient of .77

If you take that now and you say well what is the probability
that this is noise that it is just an accident that these impulses
happened to fall into this sequence of spacings the answer that
you get then is that the probability that this is noise is less than 5
percent

In fact putting it in a slightly different way if I may if I were a
betting man I would say that the odds are 20 to 1 that this is not
noise and I would take 20-to-1 odds

Mr CORNWELLJust to be sure that it is clear could you have
put the microphone at where.I mean the shooter.at where you
ultimately located it and moved the microphone alone and compen
sated for the error

Let's suppose you erroneously placed the shooter
Mr WEIss OK In fact we performed experiments along that

line Once we knew where everything was we then tried to adjust
positions and we found that if you move the shooter by perhaps 5
feet on here you could compensate in a sense for that by moving
the initial position of the microphone by about 1 foot but that
when you did that the compensation was never going to be perfect
and in fact the range of fit of prediction to observed peak was now
somewhat greater than 1 millisecond it ran to about 1.5 millisec
onds

If you started moving the shooter much more than 5 feet away
you really could not find a position of the microphone that would
give any kind of decent fit anymore

Mr CORNWELLSo the only two locations in Dealey Plaza which
would produce this echo pattern would be the shooter as you have
located it on the grassy knoll within the 5 feet circumference

Mr WEIss That is correct
Mr CORNWELL And likewise a microphone location within

about a foot and one-half
Mr WErss That is correct We tried numerous positions for the

shooter on the grassy knoll area and of course many positions for
the microphone and these are the two that yield the tightest and
best fit
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Mr CORNWELLFrom that I take it that you have established to
a very high confidence level that it is a shot from some sort of
firearm

Let me ask you if you were able to tell from the wave forms
what kind of firearm it was whether it was supersonic or subsonic
or a rifle or a pistol

Mr WEIss Right Of course we have been dealing up until now
with the question of the sounds of the muzzle blast which this is
identified as and of all the different echoes that come in later on

Now if.if this was a rifle firing a supersonic bullet then we
would expect that immediately preceding the sound of the muzzle
blast we would find the sound of the shockwave generated by the
bullet while it is in flight that always precedes the muzzle blast
and of course it precedes it because the bullet is flying at a speed
much greater than the speed of sound

And if we look in the data we in fact do find a very strong
impulse preceding the muzzle blast by a reasonable distance that is
not so close so that it could not possibly be it nor is it too far away
It is pretty much in the right position to be considered to be a

probable shockwave sound recorded just before the recording of
the direct muzzle blast sound

You can see similar such events of course over there on the
recording of the test firings in Dealey Plaza

Over here I have been pointing previously to the muzzle blast
sound arriving Well just before it over here there is a dark line
which in fact is the sound of the shockwave that arrives at the

microphone before the muzzle blast
Mr CORNWELL SO are you telling us that the indications are

that it was a supersonic bullet and therefore probably a rifle
Mr WEiss That is correct
Mr CORNWELLAnd would you also be able to tell us from the

wave form what direction the rifle was pointed what its target
was and whether or not it hit its target

Mr WEIss Well to deal with the first question it is quite diffi
cult to say exactly where the rifle would have to have been point
ing It could have been pointing.now it could have been pointing
approximately in a zone let's say this wide so that it could have
included the last position of the limousine at frame 312 of the
Zapruder film but of course it could have been firing off else
where It couldn't have been firing for example straight up in the
air You would never have observed the shockwave for such a
condition nor for that matter could he have been firing off toward
let's say the underpass region because again you would simply not
have observed it There are other positions where in all likelihood
you would have observed it but it would have come in at drastical
ly different times than it does here

If you figure out what the region is for the rifle to have been
aimed at it does include this sort of a region along here [indicat
ing]

Mr CORNWELLAnd if that's the direction it was aimed can you
tell us how far out the bullet went before it terminated

Mr WEiss No I cannot because in order to know that you have
to know both precisely where the rifle was fired.and as I indicat
ed you cannot know that really.and you must know exactly what
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the muzzle velocity of the bullet was and there is no way of
determining that from these data

Mr CORNWELLYOU said you cannot know precisely where the
rifle was fired you mean at what target

Mr WEIss In what direction it was fired exactly at what target
it was aimed at the time it was fired

Mr CORNWELLAnd if you were to vary the velocity of the rifle
bullet from say what you might expect to be a normal rifle
velocity somewhere in the 2,000-foot-per-second range up to some
thing considerably higher up to the upper 3,000 or perhaps 4,000
foot-per-second range I take it that every time you would vary any
assumption like that you would also conclude that there would be a
different assumption about where the bullet struck

Mr WErss That is correct Even if one makes the assumption
that it was aimed directly at the head of the President you could
for a range of such velocities assume that it fell short of the
target that it fell at the target that it went well beyond the
target There is simply no way of knowing

Mr CORNWELLWith respect to the last point Mr Chairman I
might suggest that we admit as an exhibit F-673 which is simply
a Xerox copy of a 1963 Gun Digest which has the number of
velocities of rifles that were available at that time period ranging
from everything from just above supersonic speed all the way up
to above 4,000 feet per second

Chairman Stokes Has it been marked as an exhibit counsel
Mr CORNWELLYes it has
Chairman Stokes All right Without objection it may be entered
[The exhibit follows:]
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Mr CORNWELL In addition to the characteristics of the form
which you have just described as indicating that the weapon fired a
supersonic bullet was there anything else about the waveforms
that you discovered in your analysis

Mr WEiss Yes there are perhaps two things that are relevant to
confirming that what we are dealing with here is not noise but is
in fact a sound recording of a bullet of a gunshot by equipment
such as was used by the Dallas police motorcycle men First and
simplest is the following that if in fact this was.no let me put it
differently

You can in as part of the prediction you can determine what
the general pattern of the shape will be at the microphone as you
receive it Now for example if at the microphone as you receive
it you expect that.well let me go back to the blackboard here if I
may

Now if the muzzle blast came in looking something like this it
goes up it goes down and then it sort of settles back then from
some of these surfaces you can quite accurately predict that it will
do exactly the same sort of thing let us say that the echo shape
will be simply a mirror image replica of the muzzle blast

Now if this is noise then there is nothing which says that it has
to start out going positive It could equally let us say going up
wards the sound could equally with equal probability start out
going this way and come back this way But in every one of these
instances where we identified an echo as coming back from a flat
reflecting surface it has precisely the correct replication quality
when compared to the pattern of the muzzle blast

As I say for noise you have no right to expect that sort of thing
will happen It is like saying I have a coin which is going to flip
once and the first time it comes up heads and thereafter every
time it is going to come up heads It doesn't happen that way

The second thing is if you look at these patterns in somewhat
more expanded detail than perhaps is visible here you will see in
the case of the muzzle blast there is a very sharp short initial
positive upward going spike or peak then it goes strongly down
and then it comes up again and so on

Now in fact as recorded through a high-fidelity system and an
open microphone it really does this it is very sharply upward first
then it goes down and so on

Well something must have happened to this upward strong one
to make it seem much smaller It now is just a little bitty one over
here It goes down and now it comes up afterwards and does that
sort of thing And we considered why that is so and thought that it
is probable that if this is a microphone on the motorcycle and the
motorcycle in fact is over here in Dealey Plaza facing in this
direction and if there is a rifle over here that the windshield of
the motorcycle is sort of between the sound that comes directly at
it from the muzzle blast and the microphone so the windshield is
screening the microphone to some degree

Well the effect of that can be predicted But to confirm our
understanding of this we arranged with the New York City Police
Department to perform some experiments at their shooting range
in the Bronx We went out there and they trotted out an old
Harley-Davidson motorcycle and put a transmitter on it vintage
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1963 or 1964 and an old microphone pretty much the same kind as
was used by the Dallas Police Department and we performed some
experiments with people firing rifles at various locations some
times with the motorcycle facing the shooter sometimes with the
motorcycle crosswise to the shooter At the same time we made
recordings using high fidelity equipment of the sounds of the shots

Now there were two kinds of recordings made The first as I say
was high fidelity equipment good microphone good recorder on
the spot The second was through the microphone which was on
the motorbike which was a microphone of the type used in Dallas
through the transmitter and recorded downtown at the police
communications laboratory And we compared the results of these
two recordings and what we found was exactly what we had
thought we would find that is that in the case of the high fidelity
recording we got that kind of big first spike upward and down
ward and so on In the case of the recording made through the
police microphone that first spike was greatly attenuated and it
went negative and came back up and so on This was true howev
er only in the case where the motorcycle was facing the rifle

When the motorcycle was crosswise to the rifle the recording
made by the police microphone fairly closely matched looks
looked pretty much like with some distortions but looked pretty
much like the recording made using the high fidelity equipment
So it was essentially confirmed that the windshield really does
have this effect on reducing the strength of that initial very sharp
spike received and of course this is what we have over here It is
consistent with the assumption that this is a microphone behind
the windshield facing a rifle

Mr CORNWELLThank you I have no further questions
Chairman STOKES Professor you may resume your seat at the

witness table
The committee will now operate under the 5-minute rule
Professor Weiss I guess I am sort of reminded this morning of

how some months ago when several members of this committee
and I appeared before the House Administration Committee which
is the committee of the Congress that recommends funding for all
of the committees in Congress and one of the distinguished mem
bers of the committee posed the question to me he said "Stokes
has your investigation revealed anything that would change the
course of history And I said to that Member of Congress that
nothing that we had uncovered thus far would in my opinion
change the course of history

I am sure that as a scientist that you are aware of the enormous
impact that your testimony has here today because if the commit
tee accepts your testimony the committee then in effect accepts
the fact that on that particular day in 1963 when the President
was assassinated there were two shooters in Dealey Plaza

From that premise one can further assume association and then
from association there can be the further legal asssumption the
possibility of a conspiracy So I am sure that you are aware of the
enormous impact of your testimony here today in terms of history

Mr Weiss I am sir yes sir
Chairman STOKES For that reason I would assume that you

realize that for many years to come your work will be scrutinized
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extremely carefully by persons who are interested in this fascinat
ing aspect of evidentiary material

I would therefore at this point ask you the question I asked you
in executive session I would ask you to play the devil's advocate
for us for a moment Obviously there are other scientists in your
field men who are or women perhaps who are as eminently
qualified as you and your associate are

Would you for this committee then tell us what type of criti
cisms could other members of your field have of your work here

Mr WEIss Well a few things I would of course assume that
other researchers would read our written report before volunteer
ing criticisms of what we have presented here today But if I were
a critic of this work I would look to see if in fact it left out of
these considerations any important parameters of the situation
that existed in Dealey Plaza on November 22 1963 that could
affect the predicted positions of echoes as I have done

Now when we did this work we tried very hard to take into
account every possible thing that might affect the accuracy of our
predictions We took into account for example the fact that the
map itself is probably accurate to only about 1 foot so we knew
that there was no point in attempting to push for accuracies great
er than that quoted approximately 1 millisecond

We took into account the temperature as given to us by staff
members of this committee We investigated the question the fact
of whether humidity might have any affect on the velocity of
sound We considered the question of whether there had been any
significant changes in the architecture in Dealey Plaza area for
those structures that could have given rise to echoes We consid
ered the question of waveshape and of distortion of microphone
and of the transmitter and tried to take into account additional
distortions that probably would have been produced by the receiver
and the Dictabelt recorder

Now if there is any weakness in the results of our analysis it
has to be in some consideration that has escaped us entirely and
that contrary to anything I can imagine would have significant
impact on the measurements we have made

We in fact in performing this work made every single measure
ment there many times each of us made the measurements on the
map checked the results of the other fellow's measurement
checked the calculations out many times and just to be sure that
there were no errors that had crept in and then propagated
through this analysis Otherwise I really cannot see a basis for
finding significant fault with the acoustical analysis as described

Chairman STOKES Then as a scientist you are comfortable with
the statement to this committee that beyond a reasonable doubt
and to a degree of 95 percent or better there were four shots in
Dealey Plaza

Mr WEIss Well I would agree with that with the somewhat
clarification that since our work concentrated primarily on the
third shot the one from the grassy knoll area I would imply for
the moment limit the statement to that with a again a confi
dence level of 95 percent or higher which I guess if I were a
lawyer I might well express as beyond a reasonable doubt that
shot took place And then relying upon the corresponding confi
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dence expressed by Dr Barger about the other shots I would agree
with the statement that there is an overall probability of 95 per
cent or better that there were four shots fired in Dealey Plaza

Chairman STOKES Let me ask you this This is 1978 this tape
existed in 1963 Had this tape been given let's say to you or other
scientists who specialized in this particular area have you done
anything new that could not have been done in 1963 with this
tape

Mr WErss No sir the only thing that is new.this is an old
technology that we are dealing with.the application is new inso
far as the use of the physics and science of acoustics for predicting
the position of a microphone and/or a gun I believe that the first
application of it was only several years ago and by Dr Barger in
the case of the Kent State shootings But other than that there is
nothing new in this at all

Chairman STOKES I recall at the executive session I believe
Professor Blakey asked you for purposes of clarifying it for the
committee whether what you were basically using was high school
physics and geometry principles and that basically that is what
you have done here

Mr WErss That is correct sir
Chairman STOKES Now what about the work of Dr Barger

When Dr Barger testified before our committee on September 11
based upon the work that he had done he said to us at that time
that there were definitely three shots but would not commit him
self to more than a possibility of a fourth shot And of course we
have now heard Dr Barger's testimony in executive session and
we will hear it here later today

Tell the committee whether or not if he has now changed his
opinion to agree with yours whether such a conservative estimate
on his part at that time and his unwillingness to say that in fact
there was beyond a reasonable doubt a fourth shot is the proper
type of analysis that a scientist should have made at that time
prior to additional work being performed on his work

Mr WErss Yes sir Dr Barger's analysis was exactly right as a
matter of fact The difference between his analysis and ours which
is in fact might be considered to be a kind of extension by analy
sis by mathematical analysis of what he had done or a refine
ment if you will of what he did is the following that in our
matching of the pattern by being able to predict precisely for a
precise location of a microphone in the plaza what the echo pattern
would have been I was able to use an uncertainty window of about
plus or minus 1/1,000 of a second at each of the echo points that I
had predicted when I made the comparison to the peaks on the
waveform of the Dallas Police tape recording

Now in Dr Barger's work because his data were based on an
array of microphones that were strung out in Dealey Plaza micro
phones spaced as I recall 18 feet apart he could not be sure where
the presumed motorcycle microphone was in relationship to any
one of those microphones so he had to use an uncertainty window
which was wider The microphone on the motorcycle for example
could have been halfway between two of his microphones or closer
to one or closer to another
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Because he could not know precisely where it was he had to use
a window which was about plus or minus 6 milliseconds wide total
width of about 12 milliseconds compared to a total width here of
about 2

Now that difference is very significant in the insofar as it
affects the degree of confidence that you can express in whether or
not the patterns that is observed there that matches a prediction
or an observed set of data is in fact perhaps noise and not mean
ingful data

And his number is a very reasonable one Fifty percent is what I
myself would have quoted under those circumstances

Chairman STOKESThank you Professor
My time has expired
The gentleman from North Carolina Mr Preyer
Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Chairman
Thank you Dr Weiss I think that many of us who aren't scien

tists when we first heard of the acoustics test tended to think of it
as some sort of arcane science perhaps like a polygraph test which
my former colleague Senator Erwin once called modern witch
craft But I gather you are telling us that this is not like a poly
graph test or modern electronic witchcraft It doesn't involve any
subjective judgment it is based on everlasting and relative simple
mathematical principles

It was interesting to me to see you use pen and string and
thread that you can physically maneuver and physically see until
you come out with the kind of match which would not happen in
the nature of things otherwise

Mr Weiss That is correct The differentiation is even greater
than a matter of interpretation as one would have to do in case of
polygraph You have to recall that polygraphs and other such
devices are based on assumed physiological responses of the human
being to some set of conditions or stimuli

This has nothing to do with human responses or to interpreta
tion which may vary from one observer of results of a test to
another observer This is simple pure basic physics and geometry

Mr PREYER I might say the committee's experience with poly
graphs our expert panel looking at various polygraphs that Jack
Ruby James Earl Ray Nosenko and others have taken hasn't
been very encouraging as to the scientific accuracy of it but it does
seem to me that you pointed out this is quite a different situation

We all know as human beings that sound plays tricks on our
ears when we hear it We had Dr Green a professor at MIT a
psychoacoustics expert testify in connection with the witnesses
that Professor Blakey mentioned earlier who testified as to where
the sound came from and he pointed out that the shockwave of a
bullet causes a confusion of the direction of the sound and it would
make a spectator point to the direction from which the sound came
that was actually being perpendicular from the area in which the
sound came

While I am sure your kind of equipment doesn't play the sort of
tricks that sound plays on the human ear a layman like me would
wonder if other sounds had played tricks

For example what is the possibility of the backfire on a motorcy
cle making this sort of waves and spikes
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Mr WErss Well the answer to that question is first I haven't
had the opportunity to examine the waveshape of a backfire of a
motorcycle so I cannot say absolutely that this might not resemble
it in some way but if there was a motorcycle backfiring in this
instance that motorcycle was up there behind the stockade fence
in Dealey Plaza

Mr PREYER You mentioned.and we will all be looking for
possible flaws in your analysis in view of the importance of it as
Chairman Stokes pointed out.you mentioned that you excluded in
your calculations anything at the noise level and you matched
peaks above the noise levels You then said something like there
are 10 such peaks and I understood you to say there should have
been 12 What was the meaning of that

Mr WEISS Well in fact there are those 12 that were predicted
are actually there Just two of them for reasons that I am not sure
of came in somewhat smaller than I expected them to be and
indeed fell below the noise level Because they fell below the noise
level although I was confident that I had actually confirmed their
identification I did not include them in the correlation equation
Had I done so it would only have strengthened the equation and
quite significantly strengthened it But in order to be conservative
in this calculation I had to simply reject them from consideration
In fact in the act of rejecting them I simply.in computing the
equation the fact that I expected 12 but found only 10.I actually
weakened the correlation

Mr PREYER SO you did not exclude two which did not confirm
your analysis

Mr WErss No sir
Mr PREYER But you had two which would have further corrobo

rated.
Mr WErss That is correct
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Weiss we appreciate your contribution to the record now in

public session
Do you consider your profession pretty much of an exact science
Mr WErss Yes sir
Mr DEVINE Much more so I take it than you feel in the

polygraph field because the human factor is not as prevalent
Mr WErss That is correct
Mr DEVINE Do you consider Dr James Barger an expert
Mr WErss Yes sir I do
Mr DEVINE And do you respect his opinion very much
Mr WErss I do
Mr DEVINE Do you think that he made an incomplete study

inasmuch as his conclusions when he testified here I think on
September 11 suggested that there was about a 50-50 chance that
a shot was fired from the grassy knoll

Mr WErss No sir That study as it was being performed was
moving exactly along the path that any study of this sort ought to
move

Mr DEVINE Yet you saw fit to supplement his study by a
number of things.and I have outlined them here.by seeking to
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determine where the source of the sounds were where reflection
surfaces were where the motorcycle was.you assumed it was in
the neighborhood of the strongest impulses from the grassy knoll
the velocity of sound at the temperture given on November 22
1963 as well as the time intervals and the echoes

Now did Dr Barger fail to take these important things into
consideration in his study or are these things that you found
necessary in order to arrive at a different conclusion

Mr WErss No as a matter of fact Dr Barger actually intrinsi
cally used all of his information in his study and in fact it really
was as a result of his study that we were able in the first place to
say that the motorcycle was there in Dealey Plaza It was because
of his study that we were able to say that at the time of shot No 3
it was in fact in the vicinity of the microphone No 4 position in
the array when the experiment was performed in Dealey Plaza

All of the things that Dr Barger did were natural steps along
this kind of investigation I am sure that had it been continued or
had there been more time available to Dr Barger this further
result would have been the natural evolution of that process

Mr DEVINE Thank you
Going into a different direction I assume you were not present

when Dr Barger testified on the previous occasion however if I
am not mistaken at that time they played a recording of the
sounds and I think inferentially although you suggested that all
of these tests may have been available to the Warren Commission
had they sought them that under the more sophisticated electronic
sound selection to use an expression that you are able to pretty
well remove the motorcycle noise remove the street noise and still
have the blips left on the tape

As I recall when those tapes were played before this committee
one two and four sounded quite alike but the third blip which
from your testimony would suggest the one from the grassy knoll
was of a different sound at least to a layman's ear You have
probably heard those statements since that time

Have you come to any conclusions that the sounds were identical
or that there was a difference

Mr WErss No As a matter of fact I did not hear that tape
Mr DEVINE You did not hear it
Mr WErss No sir
Mr DEVINE Do you have an opinion as to whether if in fact

there was a shot from the grassy knoll whether it hit anything in
the motorcade

Mr WErss I have no way of knowing that sir There is no way of
predicting or determining that from the data that are available

Mr DEVINE Did you not try to coordinate the tapes with the
Zapruder films and come to conclusions

Mr WErss Well we had tried some matching but now we are
sort of out of the area of pure acoustics and getting into other
areas and there are various matters that in fact can be raised but
since that is not an area of my expertise I really would rather not
comment on that

Mr DEVINE Thank you very much
You of course understand the very difficult position that this

committee finds itself in I think it was pretty well put in an
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editorial by a local paper here how much weight in an evidentiary
study whether by a court or a congressional committee should be
assigned to an arcane science understood only by the same experts
who draw the conclusions

Mr WEtss Well I beg to disagree with the phrasing as elegant
as it is This is not an arcane science insofar as it is taught in high
school and college level physics to begin with and it can be ex
plained and demonstrated in the manner in which I attempted to
and I think can be understood by anybody who has ever heard an
echo

Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from the District of Columbia Mr Fauntroy
Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Weiss you have cleared up for us the question as to whether

you employed the marvels and refinements of computerized elec
tronics to reach your conclusion about the 95 percent chance of a
shot from the grassy knoll You have also dealt with noises which
are indistinguishable to the unaided ear And is it your testimony
that the shots that you have distinguished were not backfires

Mr WEISS Not exactly so sir In the case of shot No 3 since
there is evidence of a shockwave preceding the muzzle blast then
it would have to be concluded that this was not a backfire since
backfires are not known to produce shockwave sounds

Mr FAUNTROYThen your answer is yes that the shot which you
examined the noise that you examined was not in fact a backfire

Mr WEISS That is correct sir
Mr FAUNTROYIf it had been a backfire you testified it would

have had to come from the grassy knoll
Mr WEISs That is correct since I did not concern myself with

the nature of the sound only the location at which it originated
Mr FAUNTROYBut from your knowledge of sound and the veloc

ity of a missile traveling at that speed it would not have been a
backfire

Mr WEISS That is correct
Mr FAUNTROYAll right Thank you
Second the problem that we have is that nobody saw anyone

with a rifle in that area My question is Could a shot from a pistol
have created the same noise shockwaves and echoes

Mr WEISS In order to do so the bullet fired from such a pistol
would have had to have left the muzzle at supersonic speed and so
if indeed there are pistols that fire supersonic bullets the answer
would be yes in such a circumstance However to my understand
ing most pistols do not fire supersonic bullets

Mr FAUNTROYSo that on the basis of your knowledge we would
have to identify a pistol that fired that fast before you could
conclude that it was probably a pistol or could have been a pistol

Mr WEISS Could have been that is correct
Mr FAUNTROYI guess my question Mr Chairman now goes to

staff Mr Cornwell or Mr Blakey and that is what do we know
about the alleged encounter with a person bearing Secret Service
credentials in the area of the grassy knoll
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Mr BLAKEY Mr Fauntroy the committee did look into that
incident and did what it could 15 years later to determine whether
it occurred and if it occurred could we identify the individual

The testimony in essence is that an individual identified himself
by showing what he said to be Secret Service credentials behind
the picket fence and based on that was allowed to continue

A careful examination of where all of the Secret Service agents
were that day and their duty assignments indicates that no Secret
Service agent was in that area And that is about as far as we have
been able to carry it

Mr FAUNTROYBut who had the encounter
Mr BLAKEYMy memory is a policeman one of the first to come

up over the fence ironically with a gun drawn encountered an
individual who seeing the gun identified himself as a Secret Serv
ice agent and was thus able to pass on

Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Mr FAUNTROYI yield back the balance of my time
Chairman STOKES The gentleman yields back the balance of his

time
The gentleman from Connecticut Mr Dodd
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
Thank you Dr Weiss for your testimony this morning
In responding to Judge Preyer's question about the degree of

exactitude in your science of acoustics has the science progressed
to such a significant note in the past 15 years that what you have
done could also have been done by the Warren Commission

Mr Weiss Well as a matter of fact the science insofar as what
I needed to know in order to do what I have done was known long
before 15 years ago so that it could have been done at that time
yes sir

Mr DODD What about the tests of Dr Barger
Mr Weiss Yes those also
Mr Donn So there has been no appreciable improvement in the

science in 15 years that what you did or what Dr Barger did would
have precluded the Warren Commission or someone conducting a
similar test in 1963 from reaching the same conclusions that you
have

Mr Weiss Nothing that I know of The only difference that I
recall is that in part of the work that Dr Barger did in order to
establish that there were no indications of shots earlier than the
timeframe indicated he used a novel type of filtering technique to
remove the sound to reduce the sound level of the motorcycle and
thereby hopefully expose impulse sounds similar to those that we
have observed in the region of the shot here

That technique has been developed only in the last 15 years
Mr Donn You in responding to Chairman Stokes and Mr

Fauntroy indicated that as a result of your assessment of these
wave forms you rule out the possibility of backfire as causing a
similar echo pattern Is that correct

Mr Weiss Well not so much the echo pattern as the evidence of
a shockwave present but also as I indicated that if there was
backfire it had to have been from the same location that I place
the shooter of the rifle
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Mr Donn My point is this Are you excluding all other possible
noise patterns that could have produced a similar kind of wave
form that we see on your predicted response tape or that was
evident on the Dallas Police Department tape

Mr WEISS If there are other kinds of sounds which resemble
sounds produced by a bullet in supersonic flight followed by the
sound of a muzzle blast then they must of course be considered
but I don't know that there is

Mr DODD Could you share with this committee what other possi
ble noises could produce that sort of thing other than a rifle or a
pistol

Mr WErss I don't know.that is the point I was trying to
reach.can I think of any that might resemble it

Mr DODD Was there any assessment made of other things that
might have been occurring at that time at Dealey Plaza which
could have produced that kind of noise pattern

Mr WErss I think somebody had once suggested a firecracker
being thrown or something like that

Mr DODD Well there was a train I think we had evidence that
there was a freight train that was moving or present at the time in
Dealey Plaza Could a train have done anything cars backing into
each other

Mr WErss No sir they would not have produced this kind of
pattern

Mr DODD Let me ask you something and see if I have after
listening to you.this is my third or fourth time I think I am
beginning to understand some of the terminology

Is this statement correct Would the absence of any identifiable
pattern in the predicted response from the Dallas Police Depart
ment tape would that raise a serious question as to the authentic
ity of the test the absence of an identifiable pattern and one from
the other

Mr WErss Well the test is authentic regardless If I could not
find a pattern that matched sufficiently closely I would only have
been able to conclude that we have not found proof either that this
is a shot that was recorded or that there was a microphone at that
location in Dealey Plaza

Mr Donn So it would raise questions anyway as not necessarily
to the authenticity of the test but rather whether or not your
predicted response compared favorably to a certain degree of prob
ability with the original tape

Mr WErss That is correct We could not make a statement that
there was a 95-percent probability of having identified a shot

Mr DODD Conversely could we also say that the inclusion of a
wave form in the Dallas Police Department tape that it would have
been impossible to record on the predicted response recording
would also raise serious questions

Mr WErss I'm not quite sure what you are asking
Mr DODD We have evidence that there was a Dallas Police

Department tape under I guess it is exhibit F-355 the carillon bell
going off in Dealey Plaza That is on the Dallas Police Department
tape

To the best of our knowledge there were no bells ringing in
Dealey Plaza at that time November 22 1963 How do we explain
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the ringing of a carillon bell that would be impossible to record at
Dealey Plaza

Mr WEiss Offhand I really can't address that question since I
didn't consider it in any detail when I was examining these data

Mr DODD As someone who is trained and provides expertise in
this area my point is can you have the sound of something that
could be impossible to be heard on a tape-recording and somehow
that be picked up some other place Was it possible for another
policeman to have had his tape-recorder on at some other location

Mr WEiss Yes that is a possibility I think Mr Aschkenasy
wants to say something

Mr ASCHKENASYYou are making an assumption that there was
a source of a bell in Dealey Plaza but that is your assumption
However you have to look at the tape and the data on the tape a
little more carefully and one can see there an indication of a
keying-on-transient which means that someone else tried to get
onto the channel at that very time He may have been in position
to be close to a source of a carillon bell rather than anyone in
Dealey Plaza because there is associated with that carillon bell
some indication of somebody else transmitting at the same time
which puts it just equally as well outside of Dealey Plaza

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Mr DonD Mr Chairman could I ask for unanimous consent just

to proceed for a couple of additional minutes
Chairman STOKES Without objection the gentleman is recog

nized for 2 additional minutes
Mr Donn I realize that you are not an expert on police trans

mitters motorcycle transmitters but to my knowledge anyway
having looked into this a little bit it would be impossible for.and
you correct me if I am wrong.but I am led to believe it would be
impossible for someone else to interrupt a transmission once there
is a transmission occurring

Do you understand what I am saying
Mr ASCHKENASYYes What you mean to say is if one guy has

the channel-
Mr DODD Has the channel open it is impossible to break in
Mr ASCHKENASYIt is not impossible to break It is a question of

the strength of each individual transmitter and its relation to the
antenna that is receiving the transmission

The one who has the stronger signal is the one who grabs the
channel notwithstanding whether someone else is on the channel
at that time

If I am coming in with a big 20-kilowatt signal I will swamp
everybody else in sight

Mr DODD Then you are telling me it would be impossible to
record two sounds at the same time

Mr ASCHKENASYNo
Mr DODD Or is it
Mr WEIss No As a matter of fact.let me respond to that one

We sort of play ping-pong here In fact if you listen to the police
tape recording during the entire period of the so-called.the 5
minutes when the microphone on this motorcycle was accidentally
on you can in fact hear other transmitters coming on Most of
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them failed insofar as all you hear is the microphone click and you
hear a kind of a chirp as they try to capture the channel

But there are a number of times where you do hear other voices
coming on other people communicating sometimes very distorted
sounds of the voices sometimes quite clear and intelligible and it
is all during the time that this one transmitter has been on In
fact as you go on in time past the point at which the shots occur
the ability of other transmitters to come into the channel becomes
increasingly.it occurs more frequently You hear more people
coming in You hear comments to the effect that somebody has his
microphone button stuck and it is all audible and understandable
so there are indeed several transmitters being received simulta
neously during that period and therefore it could very well have
been that there was another motorcycle who happened to key on at
just that point in time and picked up the sound of a bell some
where

Mr Donn Let me try to conclude this by asking you this
though Having said that and using the expertise that you have in
acoustics you I think said Dr Aschkenasy that to have found a
sound that you developed in your predicted response in some place
other than Dealey Plaza it would have been necessary to recon
struct in effect Dealey Plaza in some other place

Mr ASCHKENASYCorrect
Mr Donn So that even if that sound that we hear is the third or

fourth response that would have only been able to have come
based on your expertise and your tests only could have come from
Dealey Plaza unless you could have recreated Dealey Plaza

Mr ASCHKENASYYes Congressman Sawyer at that time asked
the question if somebody were to tell me that the motorcycle was
not at Dealey Plaza.and he was in fact somewhere else and he
was transmitting from another location.my response to him at
that time was that I would ask to be told where that location is
and once told where it is I would go there and one thing I would
expect to find is a replica of Dealey Plaza at that location That is
the only way it can come out

Chairman Stokes The time of the gentleman has again expired
The gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Weiss Chairman Stokes alluded earlier to some of the prob

lems that your analysis will undoubtedly cause this committee and
indeed cause history and people who look at this on down the way
We may in fact be in the position of finally having raised more
serious questions than we answered as a committee

We are particularly aware of the lateness in the life of this
committee matched up with your findings I suppose we could take
some comfort in the fact that you came up with your findings 3
weeks before rather than 3 weeks after we rendered our findings
but I must without being personal now pursue some lines of
questioning which I think will be asked of us and of you and of
your professional characteristics and findings so please don't take
the initial questions at least personally but I think that they must
be asked
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When you and Mr Aschkenasy entered into this series of math
ematical and geometrical computations did you set out with any
particular result desired

Mr WEISS No sir
Mr ASCHKENASYNo sir
Mr WEISS We had no preconception as to what we were going to

find If anything when we first heard the tape recording and first
began to examine the data our initial reaction was somebody has
got to be kidding this can't be gunshots But as we examined the
data more carefully subjected it to all the tests that we have
described the procedures that we have described the results of the
analyses themselves convinced us of where we were heading

Obviously we did not have any plan or any objective other than
to do the best we could to find out what really these data repre
sent

Mr ASCHKENASYIf I may-
Mr FITHIAN Yes sir go ahead
Mr ASCHKENASYIf I may say just one line it's that the numbers

could not be refuted That was our problem The numbers just
came back again and again the same way pointing only in one
direction as to what these findings were There just didn't seem to
be any way to make those numbers go away no matter how hard
we tried It was not a question of interpretation of the numbers it
was a question of what the analysis yielded the mechanical analy
sis because it was just a hand calculator and a piece of string as
you saw it a tape measure and it all just came out the same way

Mr FITHIAN What were your instructions from the committee
staff when you set out to extend or refine Dr Barger's work

Mr ASCHKENASYIS there any way to take Dr Barger's state
ment of 50-50 percent and move it off center either way

Mr FITHIAN And so you are telling me that it really didn't
matter to you which way it moved that you were trying to get at
more certainty than a probability of 50-50

Mr ASCHKENASYThat is correct sir
Mr FITHIAN Did you have any instructions from any member of

the committee any suggestions any recommended lines of pursuit
that you should follow

Mr ASCHKENASYWe were totally independent of the committee
Mr FITHIAN Now during your testimony Dr Weiss you stated

that the principles you employ are really basically very simple
they are mathematical they are a part of the physical sciences
Has this technique been commonly employed in criminal investiga
tions in recent years

Mr WEISS I think as I stated earlier the only application of this
technique that comes to mind is the one in the instance of the
shootings at Kent State College and in that analysis and investiga
tion the technique was developed originally by Dr Barger

Mr FITHIAN Then we are in a pretty small circle the two of you
and Dr Barger and his firm in what must be a much larger field
that is the field of acoustics

Are we saying then that this whole thing is really rather novel
that is the application of acoustical principles to criminalistics if
you will
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Mr WEISS Yes sir the application is novel in this area perhaps
because these are first times that questions of this sort have been
raised that is "Given sounds on a tape which may or may not be a
gunshot can you identify what it was and if so can you tell where
the gun was fired from or where the microphone was listening

I don't know if that question had ever been raised before Kent
State and for that matter how many times it has been raised since
then

Mr FITHIAN I realize criminalistics and so forth is not your
profession but as far as you know this is the first application of
the principles of acoustics to ascertain the precise origin of a
gunshot

Mr WEIss That is correct
Mr ASCHKENASYCongressman if I may give you an analogy to

that it is almost like taking a wheel and putting it either on a
bicycle or on something newer than that on a car It is the same
wheel Principles of a pneumatic wheel of a tire are the same for
both and they are basically simple and basically straightforward
and incontrovertible those principles and yet there was one appli
cation before and now you have another application which is new
but the results of the game are the same

Mr FITHIAN Now I want to clarify in my own mind the distinc
tion between your work and Dr Barger's and I have some addi
tional questions on that which will come a little later but if I
understand you correctly you did not in fact analyze the nature
of the impulses that is you weren't working with filtering systems
and the like to get rid of the extra noise You were only working
with the output of Dr Barger's work in that area is that correct

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Is the gentleman seeking additional time
Mr FITHIAN I seek additional recognition for two additional

minutes
Chairman STOKES Without objection the gentleman is recog

nized for two additional minutes
Mr ASCHKENASYCongressman our input to this process were

two tapes basically the tape of the test shots in Dallas in August
and the other one was a high quality copy of the Dallas police tape
recording in its pristine natural form without any filtering what
soever and that is what you actually see on that exhibit That is
from the Dallas police tape recording

Mr FITHIAN To refine my question somewhat as I understand
Dr Weiss the only additional analysis you made other than the
mathematical computations with measurements and moving those
around until you got a match was the possibility of sound alter
ation by the windshield of the bicycle or the motorbike

Mr WEIss Yes sir that is correct
Mr FITHIAN So that that was the limited area of your analysis

of the impulse or impulses on the Dallas P.D tape is that correct
Mr WEISS That is right sir
Mr FITHIAN Mr Chairman I think my other questions can be

grouped together a little later
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman
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Mr Chairman before I begin my questioning I would like to
simply state that the questions that I am about to ask have been
shaped and assisted by several people who have come and attempt
ed to help me with this The first is Dr Arthur Lord who is sitting
behind me who is a professor at Drexel University and has exten
sive background in ultrasonics and acoustics And also in the audi
ence we have Dr Francis Davis who is the dean of science at
Drexel University and a fellow in the American Meteorological
Society and also Dr Marvin Wolfgang who is a criminologist and
a professor at the University of Pennsylvania

These three gentlemen at my request came and reviewed the
testimony which you gave a week ago as well as the testimony
that was presented to the committee back in September by Dr
Barger and they have assisted me in asking I think some ques
tions that are a little bit more technical and perhaps different from
the questions previously asked and they start with the whole
question of temperature

When asked about this previously this morning you had indicat
ed I believe that you received the temperature data that you took
into consideration from the committee staff is that correct

Mr WErss That is correct
Mr EDGAR Did you feel that the use of temperature was not

that important to the findings of this particular study
Mr WErss No it was important to know approximately what the

temperature was The precise knowledge is not that important
because the effect is not that great We for example took into
account the temperature of Dealey Plaza at the time that Dr
Barger's experiment was being performed and particularly at the
time the shot was fired from the grassy knoll that was recorded by
microphone 4 and that was known to be about 90 F at that time
It was very near at the end of his tests and they had been noticing
what the temperature was as the tests progressed

Now at that temperature the velocity of sound in air is about
1,150 feet per second By contrast the temperature on November
22 1963 was given to me as 65. and the velocity of sound in air
corresponding to that temperature is 1,123 feet per second there
fore there is approximately a 27-feet-per-second increment over a
roughly 25 F change or approximately 1 foot per second per
degree

Had there been a say 5 or so difference from the 65 I was
quoted it would have affected the calculations slightly but not
seriously and certainly not affected them significantly for the ear
liest arriving or the earlier arriving set of echoes but only for the
really late echoes

Mr EDGAR The temperature that you determined in November
of 1963 you said was 65.

Mr WErss That is what I was told yes
Mr EDGAR Do you know where they determined that tempera

ture
Mr WErss No sir I do not
Mr EDGAR So there really was no accurate way of determining

the exact temperature in Dealey Plaza at the time of the assassina
tion other than statements that were given to you is that correct
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Mr WEtss That is correct I would again however assume that
if the temperature were quoted as 65. measured at one place then
it would not be likely to be more than say 5 higher at another
place in the immediate vicinity

Mr EDGAR Well let's make the assumption that they called the
Weather Bureau and asked what's the exact weather on that par
ticular day the Weather Bureau presumably would have taken a
look at their records taken at a temperature gauge somewhere
near the airport where their findings would have been taken and
if we just have that as an average temperature for the city of
Dallas at that time you drew on the map with your string and pins
straight lines from the point of the presumed shot to the point of
the microphone and also straight lines to the point of the echoes
That was assuming that at the muzzleblast sound concentric cir
cles went out similar to throwing a rock or a pebble into a creek or
pond and those ripples went out in even circles

Couldn't temperature have affected the time it took for the
sound to have in fact reached the microphone or to have in fact hit
the corner of a building and bounced back to the microphone
where it was being received

Mr ASCHKENASYWell as we mentioned earlier Congressman
we had received this temperature of 65 from the committee staff
We assumed that they had done their homework as to getting the
temperature that was actually measured on that day However as
Professor Weiss also just pointed out is that the difference of
temperature.it does of course.it does affect because we see that
on the day of the experiment the temperature was 90. and at the
day of.on November 22 1963.was 65. and the tables give you
two different speeds for the velocity of sound one 1,123 at the
lower temperature and 1,150

If we just take a linear extrapolation between those two numbers
and we say that instead of being 65 on November 22 maybe close
to 70. so instead of 1,123 we have measured 1,128 feet per second

Now what does that mean A change of 5 over 1,100 approxi
mately a change of a half a percent Now half a percent change
would not affect our measurements because we did not know the
accuracy of the map that we have Was it accurate to a half
percent As a matter of fact we discovered in looking at photo
graphs and looking at the map that some of the details there were
actually not correct

So this is why we assumed that the 65 was a good reasonable
ballpark figure since No 1 it was given by the committee staff
and No 2 distances over which we were measuring echoes the
distances are not miles the distances are only hundreds of feet
and in 100 feet half a percent of error is hardly measurable in
terms of our measurement and this is basically the thought proc
esses that we followed

Mr EDGAR In the first part of your comment you said it affected
the later echoes is that correct

Mr ASCHKENASYIt may have affected the later echoes but the
measurement of those later echoes is not that much later in rela
tion to the earlier echoes Everything occurs here within approxi
mately three-tenths of a second the whole echo pattern
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Mr EDGAR But how would that have affected your 95 percent
certainty that you have just talked about

Mr ASCHKENASYWe said 95 percent or better so it would have
made the "better a little bit smaller

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Mr EDGAR Mr Chairman I will not ask unanimous consent for

5 additional minutes if it is understood that we are going to a
second and a third round of questions at this time

Chairman STOKESWe will continue as long as the committee has
questions

Mr EDGAR I will come back to this question
Chairman STOKES Professor Weiss let me ask you this The

bullet from the grassy knoll do we know where it went
Mr WErss No sir we do not
Chairman STOKES And do we know the speed of the bullet
Mr WErss No we do not know that either
Chairman STOKES Can you tell us then why we do not know

those things about the bullet from grassy knoll
Mr WErss Well because the data won't permit us to determine

it All we know from the data is that there appears to be a
shockwave impulse that precedes a muzzle blast sound by some
number of milliseconds I believe the number is actually 24 milli
seconds

Now if you knew.you have to know two things in order to find
a third in this sort of situation.you have to know the direction in
which the bullet was fired and you need to know the muzzle
velocity in order to be able to determine where the bullet's flight
terminated

Alternatively if you knew where it terminated and knew where
it was aimed you could determine its velocity Or if you knew
where it terminated and you knew what its velocity was you could
then determine where it was aimed

But you see there are three unknowns that we are dealing with
and we only have one fact and there is simply no way to be able to
resolve the ambiguity here

Chairman STOKES So for our purposes we would be in the
position of not knowing whether the bullet was fired straight up in
the air or toward the limousine or back away from-

Mr WErss That is not quite correct sir We can say that the
bullet was not fired straight up in the air because had it been you
would not have received a shockwave impulse at that microphone
position and indeed if it had been fired in a direction reverse to
that of the limousine you also would not have received a shock
wave impulse

Chairman STOKESThen you are able to say then that the bullet
would have been fired in the vicinity of the limousine

Mr WErss Well one could say it was fired in the general direc
tion of it That could mean something well in front of it and
something well behind it as well as right at it

Chairman STOKES What happened to it after that we have no
way of knowing

Mr WErss No sir we do not
Chairman STOKESThank you
The gentleman from North Carolina Mr Preyer
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Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Chairman
Along the lines that Mr Edgar was questioning you concerning

assumptions that may have been made about the scene and how
they may affect your calculations you mentioned when you were
discussing the original assumptions you made that the tape record
er on the Dallas police vehicle was 5 percent slow I wonder if you
could discuss that a little bit and tell us one how do you know it
was 5 percent slow and two how important is it what difference
does it make that we be accurate about that

Mr WEtss As a matter of fact we know that it is 5 percent or
approximately 5 percent slow from the time analysis done by Dr
Barger these data having been presented to the committee during
the open hearing in September when he discussed this factor He
did this by extrapolating a straight line to fit the time announce
ments made by the dispatcher on channel 1 which is the channel
on which these data were recorded and found that its slope was
about 5 percent or something in that vicinity

Now this affects measurements in the following way If the tape
was in fact recorded slowly then it would be played back.and we
played it back on equipment that we believe plays at true tape
speed as indicated.then if it was recorded slowly events occur
ring let us say 1 second apart when you play it back on a
machine that plays a tape more quickly will occur in an interval
of less than 1 second If you then make a measurement and forget
that the tape may not have been recorded at the correct speed you
are in error so you have to adjust the observed spacing between
events the events being impulses for example that you correct
them to determine what they really should be or in fact were at
the time that the recording was made

Now this adjustment of 5 percent is only an approximate one In
fact it was altered slightly during our analyses as we found it
necessary to alter it so that the data fell in a little bit better and a
little bit more meaningfully We checked with Dr Barger on the
validity of doing this and his opinion was there is absolutely no
reason that it could not have been done that way that in fact the
fit that he had was over an average of a number of minutes and
that the Dictabelt itself was not notorious for holding constant
speed so that its speed could have been varying by a minute
amount during this period of time so a small upward or downward
adjustment was perfectly valid

It therefore was necessary to make such an adjustment in order
to find what the correct interval spacing was or our best guess at
what it was

Mr PREYER I get the impression that the fit the match deter
mined the tape speed rather than the tape speed having much
effect or influence on the match

Mr WEISS No because the adjustment that is necessary is only a
small one If it were a matter of saying well I have to slow this
tape or I have to speed this tape up by say 20 percent or slow it
down by 25 percent then it would have been a situation of that
sort

The trim was a very small amount around the estimate that had
been made by Dr Barger in the first place For that matter
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actually the adjustment was.instead of using 5 percent we used
4.3 percent

Mr PREYER If I might just ask one other question Mr Chair
man in another area

You mentioned that this involves a new application of old and
incontrovertible principles and that the Kent State was the first
application of the new techniques and I gather it was the first
application of the new technique which would rule out low level
sound so that you would be able to hear the higher level sound

Mr Weiss Not in the work that we did We did not actually use
any technique for suppressing low-level sounds We just took the
tape exactly as it had been recorded and analyzed it that way

Mr PREYER My question that I wanted to get at was Was your
analysis or any acoustic analysis from experts admitted into evi
dence at any of the Kent State hearings or trials

Mr Weiss I'm not sure what the results of that analysis were I
think Dr Barger would be better able to answer that question

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Weiss I don't know how closely related are the science of

acoustics and ballistics but wouldn't it be a fact that muzzle veloc
ity from a rifle would exceed the speed of sound

Mr Weiss For most rifle bullets I believe that is true yes
Mr DEVINE Therefore the bullet or the projectile would prob

ably arrive at the target before the sound would be heard by people
at the target area

Mr Weiss That is correct
Mr DEVINE Therefore in order to coordinate the Zapruder film

with the dispatcher's tape of the broadcast on the motorcycle and
the Dr Barger acoustics studies you would have to take into
consideration the sound-impact lag would it not

Mr WEIss That is correct It would depend entirely upon what
you were trying to relate If you wish to relate the moment at
which an impact might have occurred you might get one set of
relationships or adjustments If you wanted to however synchro
nize.if that is the idea.sound and film to what would have been
heard in the automobile then you might get a slightly different
but only a slightly different set of synchronizations

Mr DEVINE Of course the picking up of the sound from differ
ent areas would be different than at the target area itself

Mr Weiss That is correct absolutely correct
Mr DEVINE Let me just finally comment that I have had some

experience with expert witnesses in the medical field and psychiat
ric field and the ballistics field and the fingerprint field and so
forth Wouldn't you agree those of you that are engaged in expert
opinion testimony that reasonable minds can reach different con
clusions from the same set of facts

Mr Weiss Well if the facts can bear alternative interpretations
yes that would be true they can The only question I think would
be relating to the premises on which the facts may have been
based

Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
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The gentleman from the District of Columbia Mr Fauntroy
Mr FAUNTROYMr Weiss you have on several occasions indicat

ed that there was in fact no new electronic equipment utilized by
you to establish these facts

Mr WErss That is fundamentally true yes sir
Mr FAUNTROY Therefore we need not look for an analysis of

how reliable the new equipment you used is because you didn't use
any

Mr WErss That is correct sir
Mr FAUNTROYMr Chairman I just have one question and that

question is of staff therefore I would like staff to tell us the source
of the 65-degree temperature determination which was provided
the team here

Chairman STOKES Professor Blakey do you want to reply to
that

Mr BLAKEY Mr Chairman I obviously would be corrected by
the record and if my memory today is like it is normally it is
probably in error My memory is that we got it from the Weather
Bureau which of course keeps relatively accurate temperatures
and they differentiated the temperature in various areas and we
took the one that was the closest to Dealey Plaza

If that is wrong I will stand corrected and bring it to the
attention of the committee as soon as possible and insert it in the
record

I might add just a comment and perhaps I could do it in the
form of a question so that I am not in the position of inserting
something in the record

Professor Weiss if you would comment on the following hypo
thetical If you knew where the gun was if you knew the muzzle
velocity of the gun and you knew where it hit and you had a
recording could you determine the temperature of the air

Mr WErss Yes sir
Mr ASCHKENASYYes sir
Mr BLAKEY If it is true from extrinsic data apart from the

acoustic study that we know those factors about one the first
shot the second shot and the fourth shot then the temperature in
the air at Dealey Plaza could be determined by the known shots
that had been related by the medical and ballistics neutron activa
tion analysis of Lee Harvey Oswald's gun couldn't we It is a
possibility is that correct

Mr ASCHKENASYThat is correct except that you have to re
member that when you hypothesize you are hypothesizing labora
tory-ideal conditions which do not exist in the real world

Mr BLAKEYDid you gentlemen make that determination
Mr WErss No sir we did not
Mr BLAKEYHow difficult would it be to do so
Mr WErss From the data that are available I don't know
Mr BLAKEYI wonder if you could supplement your testimony at

this point with a letter telling us what mathematically the tem
perature of the air had to have been at Dealey Plaza based on an
analysis of shots one two and four

Mr WErss That would require for example redetermining the
locations of the echo-generating surfaces for the position from the
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sixth floor window of the depository building and that will take
some time to do

Mr ASCHKENASYIt isn't easy
Mr BLAKEYBut it is a mechanical possibility
Mr WErss It is a doable thing
Mr BLAKEYThank you
Mr FAUNTROY Mr Chairman I want to be sure that I under

stand the answer to counsel's question We know that the second
shot struck President Kennedy somewhere behind the sign on the
film You can determine the distance roughly between the middle
of that sign and the sixth floor window can you not

Mr ASCHKENASYThose who are expert at doing that sort of
thing can

Mr FAUNTROYYou drew me a line a minute ago
Mr WErss One can determine the distance yes
Mr FAUNTROYThe question therefore is if you know where the

shot emanated and where it struck if you took the time could you
determine the temperature And the answer is

Mr WErss Yes you could
Mr FAUNTROYThank you
Mr WErss I was going to add another comment apropos of the

precision of knowing the temperature Since the effect of a vari
ation in the temperature is slight is that its only primary effect in
fact in this set of calculations will be to move the position the
initial position of the motorcycle at the start of relative to the
point at which it is now too so that it might be either a little bit
closer or a little bit further from the rifle at the time it first
receives the muzzleblast sound For example if the temperature is
say 5 degrees warmer then as Mr Aschkenasy pointed out the
effect will be a one-half of 1 percent adjustment In fact that
adjustment can be applied quite easily to the position of the motor
cycle The motorcycle in that estimation is something like 200 feet
away from the grassy knoll area which would mean moving it by 1
additional foot forward or backward whichever way

Mr EDGAR Would the gentleman yield
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Mr EDGAR I ask unanimous consent that the gentleman have 1

additional minute
Mr FAUNTxoY I ask it too and I yield that minute to the

gentleman from Pennsylvania
Chairman STOKESWithout objection the gentleman may have 1

additional minute
Mr EDGAR What is the statistical evidence that atmospherically

your temperature is not off by more than 5
Mr WErss I have no idea sir
Mr EDGAR If it is off by 10 percent doesn't that affect-
Mr WErss Then there would be a net 1-percent change in the

velocity of sound and I have to move the motorcycle not by 1 foot
but by 2 feet to compensate That is the total effect sir

Mr EDGAR But doesn't that affect the number of millisecond
signals that you use

Mr WErss No sir It simply means that the starting position of
the motorcycle has been moved If I had to move him 10 feet
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forward then I probably could not get a decent match anymore
But that would probably be a 100-percent error in the temperature

Mr EDGAR Are you 95 percent sure that the temperature was
within the 5 to 10-percent difference that we are talking about 5
to 10-degree difference

Mr ASCHKENASYWe had no reason to doubt the committee staff
in getting the correct answer to the question that we put to them
We explained to them that it was important to know what the
temperature was on November 22 1963 in Dealey Plaza This is
the number that they came back with Now whether there was any
error intentional or unintentional on their part right now we have
to make the statement that it was never taken into consideration
that there may be an error in that number

Mr EDGAR I yield back
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Connecticut Mr Dodd
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
Just following up on this point because as I understood it you

made adjustments not just for temperature but you made them as
well for the location of the receiver the location of the alleged fire
of the gun Apparently and I may have misheard you but you also
discovered some incorrect location in the map itself that apparent
ly you had to make some adjustments for as well is that correct

Mr ASCHKENASYWe did not make any adjustments We just
noticed that the map was not an exact survey For example the
vertical as is shown there in the lower right-hand corner in the
photograph shows evenly spaced columns The map we were given
by committee staff did not show evenly spaced columns Columns
could be echo sources In this case they were not but this came to
our attention We want to point out it was not perfect

Mr DODD What I'm getting at is this Assuming that any error
that may have existed in temperature would be minimal do you
believe that a .reenactment of it of what occurred in Dealey Plaza
placing a person firing a rifle at exactly the location that you
adjusted for having a tape recorder going at exactly the same
speed that the recorder was allegedly going on November 22 1963
and exactly accounting for the adjustments that were made in the
motorcycle do you think that would in any way possibly narrow
your prediction down even further Would it be worthwhile in
other words

Mr WEIss No I believe all that would happen if you trotted a
motorcycle down the street with a microphone receiving the
sounds that you would in fact come up with a set of echoes that
would very closely match the set that has been predicted

Mr DODD With regard to the placement of the firing person on
the grassy knoll to what degree of error do you allow We have
discussed this before in executive session and I tried to recall your
response It seems to me you talked about 5 feet a radius of 5 feet

Mr WEiss Yes
Mr DODD Are you suggesting that if we one move that firer by

10 feet or more from where you placed him that that would throw
off the pattern significantly that the probability that you have
arrived at here would diminish significantly
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Mr WEISS Depending upon how you moved the shooter you
would affect one or another or several of the predicted echoes and
of course depending upon how far you moved him Now if the
movement is a small amount let's say 5 feet along the line of the
fence then you can compensate for that adequately by moving the
motorcycle a little bit and still get a pattern that will match It
may not match as close as plus or minus one one-thousandth of a
second It might be 11/2 thousandths of a second If you start
moving the shooter significantly greater distances-

Mr DODD What do you mean by significantly
Mr WEIss Ten to 20 feet from where I have it now then the

likelihood is that one after another of these echoes will fail to be
matched by any reasonable pattern

Mr Donn Mr Blakey do we have a graph of the grassy knoll at
all Do we have any evidence that blows that up at all Could you
explain on the blackboard and draw a little picture of the area in
which we placed the fireman the rifleman in the grassy knoll

Mr WEISS You mean in terms of what you would see if you were
standing there actually a photograph sort of thing

Mr BLAKEYI didn't understand the question There is an exhibit
already in the record I believe it is No 155 that shows the fence
from the ground level He would be able to indicate from there

Mr Donn Is it from behind the fence
Mr BLAKEYIn front of the fence
Mr DODD Maybe the blackboard would be better it might be

more graphic and you can place it more clearly Could you draw
the fence as you would perceive it looking out onto Dealey Plaza
and then place the rifleman in a spot where you think he would
have had to fire from

Mr ASCHKENASYJust to refer you to this map here here is what
is shown as the 5-foot high wooden fence It runs in this direction
approximately north-south and approximately east-west I will just
reproduce it larger

Mr DODD That would be helpful
Mr ASCHKENASYThis is what I pointed out before and we show

if we take a scale of 1 inch.let's say this is 10 feet.1 inch equals
10 feet This piece of chalk equals 10 feet and we originally placed
him here 8 feet from the corner

Mr DODD Going along the fence
Mr ASCHKENASYRunning along the fence since this represents

8 feet we say we could move him within 5 feet of this location
from here to here and get a reasonable match still

Mr DODD Where would be the direction of the highway or the
motorcade

Mr ASCHKENASYThe motorcade is coming down here on Elm
Street right here

Mr DODD And your margin of error would be anything beyond
10 feet you start having difficulties

Mr ASCHKENASYYes then you put him already on the other
side of the crux and the position begins to change or you put him
further out here We certainly would have to exclude this region
here because he would not want to be visible If we put him too far
back here he would not be able to see down to the limousine
which is below his level
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Mr Donn I am talking just from an acoustical assessment Then
you would have difficulty with the degree of probability

Mr ASCHKENASYThat is right
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
Thank you
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN I was about to ask chief counsel or one of the

members of the staff as I recall way back when we had a photo
graph that the photographic panel was working with and there was
a linear object behind the wall I was wondering if though that is
not very conclusive evidence if that linear object and that unde
fined object is roughly what we are talking about here

Mr BLAKEY Mr Fithian again the record will correct me if my
memory is wrong.we analyzed two places photographed to deter
mine if something could be seen The photographic panel indicated
that the area on the fence which was one possible one was not
profitable We could not get anything out of it Consequently addi
tional work was not done on it The photograph we analyzed in
some detail in the hearing was of a possible person and a linear
object behind the concrete abutment and not behind the picket
fence I might ask Mr Chairman that exhibit F-155 be displayed
at this point and this is just moments before the assassination and
I would direct the committee's attention to the arrow pointing at
the President's head If the committee would look up and slightly
to the left you will see the cement colored area and above it you
will see the outlines of the picket fence This is the concrete abut
ment and this is the approximate area where an analysis was
made previously This is the line of the wooden picket fence It
extends in this direction back and this is the area that is shown
from the other side if we would refer again to the larger aerial
photograph of Dealey Plaza this is the picket fence coming this
way and back over and the line of fire assuming a shot did occur
from the grassy knoll would be down in this direction As in this
situation it would be down in this direction coming from the
picket fence down toward the car So this could give you a visual
image of what happened

Mr FITHIAN The picket fence is some feet behind the concrete
wall

Mr BLAKEYThat is correct
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Dr Weiss I want to pursue in this

particular round of questioning the nature of the receiver and its
ability to determine and therefore turn out the kind of shape that
you worked with If I remember Dr Barger's testimony correctly
before the committee in September I was just going back through
the documents and I can find several references to it which I could
read to you if you would like but basically what he said was that
given the limited nature or capacity of the motorcycle radio that it
did not indeed transmit the full picture of a very very loud sound
that is it attenuated or modified that sound simply because it
could not accommodate that much of an impulse Are you familiar
with that particular problem that we ran into

Mr WEiss Yes I am
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Mr FITHIAN Now does that problem pose any significance for
you in the kind of mathematical extension that you made on shot
No 3

Mr WEtss No it does not affect the time at which an impulse
will occur only the amplitude or strength with which it is ob
served

Mr FITHIAN Well then let me ask it another way You were
concerned about the alteration of the nature of the impulse by the
windshield of the motorcycle

Mr WEIss That is correct only insofar as it is another means of
observing a consistency between what is seen in the pattern and
what is expected to be seen based upon both theory and experi
ment that is that the leading edge is much smaller than the cycle
that immediately follows it In reality when a muzzle blast occurs
that leading edge is very much larger than the cycle that will
follow it There are two things that are reducing it as we observe it
here The first is the effect of the windshield and the second is the
effect of the compression caused by limiting action in the micro
phone and transmitter and almost certainly in the receiver and
recorder as well

Mr FITHIAN Does that in any way call into question the identifi
cation of the sound itself as that which reflects a gunshot from a
rifle

Mr WEiss Not seriously Well in effect actually rather than
contradicting it in a sense it supports it because all we see is all
explainable and consistent with what we should expect to see if we
take into account all the factors of the situation

Mr FITHIAN Thank you One other area that I am concerned
about as I was concerned in September in my own questioning of
Dr Barger and that had to do with what he called false alarms Is
that term familiar to you

Mr WEIss Yes sir
Mr FITHIAN As I understand it to go back again and find some

indications of this in Dr Barger's testimony but as I understand it
the reason he could not come up with a greater probability that
there was a fourth shot was in part at least due to the possibility
of false alarms being generated in the various noises I guess what
I am curious to know is how you eliminated those false alarms that
were reducing Dr Barger's probability estimate

Mr WErss The elimination in fact is a byproduct of the ability
to narrow the window down from 12 milliseconds wide to only 2
milliseconds wide By so doing it is possible to now predict that the
probability of a noise occurrence matching this closely is signifi
cantly reduced and indeed reduced below the 5 percent level that I
have mentioned

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Mr FITHIAN Let me just for the record Mr Chairman well

perhaps more properly pursue this with Dr Barger but on page 68
69 of the transcript Dr Barger answers in part

Therefore it would not be unreasonable to expect that approximately5 of the
remaining 10 correlationswere also false alarms That would indicate that about
one-halfof the detectionsthat I did not previouslyindicateto be falsealarms about
one-halfof the remaining 10 are false alarms This would indicate that the prob
ability that each one is a correctdetectionis about one-half

35-3790 79 39
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From that he went on to the 50-50 probability Now do I under
stand you correctly in that you are saying that simply by narrow
ing down the window as you use the term narrowing down the
area-

Mr ASCHKENASYIt is the uncertainty window
Mr FITHIAN The uncertainty window to a very narrow space in

numbers of feet and whatever other uncertainties you went into
that it is in that process that you reduce the probability of false
alarm

Mr WEIss That is correct sir
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman Just for a moment I

would like to go back to one of your previous answers in reference
to the temperature You had indicated that if the temperature was
off by 10. that that would necessitate your simply moving the
motorcycle plus or minus 2 feet is that correct

Mr WEiss I believe so I really would want to do the calculation
before answering that firmly but it is probably correct

Mr EDGAR Isn't that somewhat of an oversimplification of the
process Wouldn't you also have to go back and redo the calcula
tions of all the echoes that are coming off of the buildings

Mr WEIss That is correct for a 1-foot movement it would shift
the other echoes but remember it would also shift the time of the
travel of sound from the source to those points For example
supposing that the temperature was warmer by some number of
degrees which means the sound would travel faster and all sounds
would be received at the microphone sooner well the echoes would
come in sooner for sure but so would the direct muzzle blast come
in sooner This is a kind of self-compensating process It doesn't
compensate exactly and in order to find the correct compensation
you have to move the motorcycle a little bit Remember we are
dealing with a difference in time of arrival between the direct
muzzle blast and the echo not the absolute time of arrival of these
events This difference becomes somewhat less sensitive to tem
peratures than each of the events themselves

Mr EDGAR I have been given a piece of paper that indicates that
on November 22 1963 at the tower of the Texas Book Depository
they actually had a temperature of 68 signaled at the top of it
Evidently this is backed up by some pictures It has not been
determined where that particular temperature had been derived
from or determined in order to put it up on the tower It also does
not take into account the differing temperatures that might occur
at the ground level or toward the tree area as opposed to next to a
building where temperatures could vary Is it your experience that
in situations like this that temperature just doesn't vary that
much

Mr WEiss If we are dealing with a temperature variation of
only 3. for example from what I have reported the effect on the
calculations would be negligible As far as experience of tempera
ture variations of a grassy area as opposed to a building I have no
experience there But if we are dealing with temperature vari
ations that are not of a large range then the chances are it would
have negligible effect The sound goes to the building and then
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comes away from the building again so it is affected only as it
approaches the building closely and as it leaves the building close
ly Once it's out in the street if we are out of the building range in
a normal temperature range it's going to be in the main near the
average temperature of the area

Mr EDGAR As I listened to your testimony this morning it
occurs to me that what you are sharing with us is a very well done
analysis that is in a sense done in a test tube that is your
calculations are made with basic science tools basic skills that
have been known for a long period of time You were given by Dr
Barger the set of parameters around which you were to look and
that namely the third shot and you have been able to calculate in
an office apart from Dealey Plaza the echo pattern off of buildings
that you had some approximate knowledge of where they were
You don't have the exact knowledge of the exact angle at which
the echoes are leaving the building is that correct

Mr WEISS If one makes an assumption as to where the motorcy
cle is you have an exact knowledge of what the angle is if you can
believe the topographic survey map You can easily calculate the
angle if that is necessary but the angle is not an important
consideration because it does not affect the time of travel of sound
It will affect to some degree the strength of the echo as we see at
a particular point but not its time of travel

Mr EDGAR But essentially you were using a test-tube setting in
order to come up with the calculations While temperature was
important it was not that important I would assume that you
would say while wind might be a factor it was not that important
Aren't there a number of variables like wind temperature number
of people number of cars number of objects in Dealey Plaza that
might have some effect on your calculations

Mr WEIss In answering that I would like to start with a quote
that we have pasted to the wall in our office to the effect that the
only difference between theory and practice is that in practice you
can ignore nothing you can leave out nothing This is what we
very strenuously tried to do in performing this calculation recog
nizing that one could easily get into a test-tube situation by forget
ting effects or by not estimating what these effects are going to be
or can be This is why we did take the trouble of taking into
account the temperature as a matter of fact and to be concerned
about other effects as well It is our belief that we have in fact
accounted for all of the things that can really significantly.and by
significantly I mean can affect the accuracy of the prediction by
significantly I mean prevent us from finding a pattern that match
es it within the kind of window we are talking about As far as the
effect of other people are concerned and there certainly were
plenty of people in the street at the time they are not going to
particularly affect the time of arrival of echoes received from the
hard surfaces in the environment there The walls of the building
will still receive and reflect sounds The people there can perhaps
affect the strength of some of these sounds but they are not going
to greatly alter the time of arrival Now this understanding is not
only ours We in fact corroborated it by talking with other acous
tics experts and they agreed on this
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Mr EDGAR It is my understanding that due to the short time
interval between shot No 3 and shot No 4 approximately 0.5 to
0.7 seconds the possibility of an acoustical mirage should be consid
ered as a possible explanation Perhaps the most common illustra
tion of the effect of an acoustical mirage is the optical mirage we
see riding along a highway and we look on the distance and see
wet pavement and when we get to the spot we find it is not wet
pavement but a trick on our eyes The phenomenon of an acousti
cal mirage which I believe is called refraction or bending is it
possible that the closeness of the two shots No 3 and No 4 could
have in fact come from the same muzzle blast and could in fact
be an acoustical mirage a reflection a bending off of the sound
patterns or a different approach of the sound to the microphone

Mr Weiss No sir because in order for that to be true you
would have to in effect have had the sound of the muzzle blast
transported by some means to the location of the grassy knoll area
and there emitted as if it had originated from that point Since
every echo that was predicted corresponded to an echo arising from
a sound rising from that location what you would have required is
that echoes otherwise generated from a shot fired say from the
depository window would each have had its own peculiar distor
tion transmission characteristics such that by some marvelous
process it occurred at the microphone intact and at the correct
position Second As far as I understand acoustical ducting which
is what you are referring to these things occur over very much
greater distances than a few hundred feet as we are observing
here So I don't think that sort of phenomenon could have account
ed for these two shots

Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired Are
there further members seeking further recognition

The gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Weiss when you performed the test on the Harley Davidson

with the New York Police Department did you discover any char
acteristics that might help us understand why the officer inadvert
ently had the microphone on

Mr Weiss Yes I think Mr Aschkenasy can answer
Mr ASCHKENASYI am certainly glad you asked that question At

the time we conducted those tests there was an officer who had
been a member of the motorcycle police force in New York City for
quite awhile Once he saw we were playing around with the micro
phone and radio and he was assisting in turning on the motorcycle
and turning it off at our directions he let on as to how many times
that stupid microphone would go on every time he pulled the brake
cable because the brake cable passed within a half inch of the
microphone button that activates the microphone button enabling
it to transmit That was a totally voluntary comment on his part
which indicated to us that indeed it is possible inadvertently for a
microphone to transmit without the rider being aware of it

Mr FITHIAN The second question Were there any changes in
Dealey Plaza between 1963 and 1978 which altered the echo pat
tern
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Mr WEIss Not that I know of We compared photographs and
maps aerial photographs land maps et cetera All of the surfaces
that we have considered are intact since 1963

Mr FITHIAN The reason I ask the question is that if I remember
Dr Barger's testimony they had to move one of the targets a bit
because of the new freeway sign that does appear very very
close-

Mr WEIss That is correct but in fact none of the echoes.well
insofar as that overhead sign since it was not there in 1963 it
could not have caused an echo in 1963

Mr FITHIAN What I was getting at was did you get some extra
echoes that you could not account for

Mr Weiss As a matter of fact we found echoes in Dr Barger's
experiment not from the overhead sign for microphone position No
4 but actually from the supporting columns that hold the overhead
sign up these cylindrical columns about 14 or so feet high There
were some very small echoes that bounced off there and could be
related to those posts but they were very weak compared to the
other echoes

Mr DODD If you will yield it has been asked in the past and I
think you responded to it already but the construction of the
Hyatt Hotel is a rather significant addition in the vicinity Did that
make any difference whatsoever

Mr Weiss No because echoes from that structure would have
come in much much beyond the three-tenths of 1 second or half
second that we have been considering

Mr DODD Thank you
Mr FITHIAN I yield back the balance of my time
Chairman STOKES The gentleman yields back the balance of his

time
The gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman Dr Weiss are you aware

of the phenomenon that exists out on the open sea when ships are
trying to locate the port and they hear a foghorn in the distance
Are you aware of the phenomenon that occasionally the sound
from that foghorn directs the ship in a false direction as opposed
to the accurate direction of seeking a safe harbor and in fact in
some instances those ships wind up on the rocks and go in exactly
the opposite direction of where they should go

Mr WEIss No sir I am not
Mr EDGAR I would like to congratulate you for what I think is a

refreshingly good answer Let me ask you if you are aware of the
fact that on radar scopes sometimes the blips that occur on radar
scopes are not accurate

Mr WEIss That I am not aware of I have some knowledge of
radar and I am not sure of quite what you mean by not accurate
in this instance If you could define the condition that might pro
duce the inaccuracy I could respond to it but I have some knowl
edge of radar having spent some years working with it

Mr EDGAR How do you know that the squiggly lines you are
looking at are really supersonic

Mr WEIss We do not know it at all
Mr ASCHKENASYThey are not supersonic Those are sound

waves Those are presentations of sound waves The question what
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you might want to ask is about whether we can tell a bullet was
there namely was it creating a supersonic shock wave That is
what you are questioning And those are not supersonic sound
waves Those are sound waves as recorded by a microphone and
put into electrical form by the equipment that was used to trans
mit it and record it and there is nothing supersonic in those
squiggles that we have up there on that board

Mr EDGAR Would you answer the question I wanted to ask
Mr ASCHKENASYWell because you have a bullet that travels

faster than sound it will get to someplace faster than the sound
reaching that same point We are talking about two components
the bullet and the muzzle blast The bullet flies let's just pick a
number at 2,220 feet per second so that it travels at twice the
speed of sound for this particular example when you fire the gun

And it flies let's say for 200 feet It will get at the target 200 feet
away in a certain period of time Just like a boat pushes the water
ahead of it creating the V-shape wake behind the boat that is
similar to what you see in a shock wave from a bullet And that
shock wave is what is recorded by the microphone that is right
next to the target Sometime later finally the sound catches up to
it and gets to the target and the muzzle blast is recorded That
interval of time is fixed by the fact that you have a certain muzzle
velocity and you have a certain distance they occur in a fixed time
relationship We have also the first it's covered by the photo
graph.could somebody remove that photograph please If I may
point something out there

Mr EDGAR Yes
Mr ASCHKENASYI can point out here also these first impulses

before the muzzle blast those are the shock waves and if you look
carefully.I am sure you cannot look that carefully at that dis
tance.but if you look at these graphs because these microphones
are located at different positions on the street the relationship
between the shock wave and the muzzle blast changes and it
changes in a predictable manner because the manner in which you
expect them to change is related to where the observer or the
microphone is picking up both the shock waves and the muzzle
blast

Now you measure here about on the average of about 14 milli
seconds 14 thousandths of a second delay between the shock wave
and the muzzle blast We go now here to the police tape and the
measurement that we found was around 24 milliseconds here It is
now reasonable to assume because of the measured time interval
that the impulse may have attributes of a shock wave

If you expand the experiment tape and take an even better look
at it you find there is a little shock wave echo right in between the
shock wave and the muzzle blast and if you expand the police tape
properly you find similar patterns implying to us that this im
pulse has the qualities attributes of a shock wave

Mr EDGAR Two further questions relating to that Your length
of little squiggly lines which represent this particular shot does
that impinge on the next shot

Mr ASCHKENASYNo no this point right here in time is approxi
mately seven-tenths of a second before the beginning of the next
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shot and this whole display here is approximately three-tenths of a
second

Mr EDGAR I know this was not part of your scientific work but
when you look at the whole tape played out how many muzzle
blasts did you see

Mr ASCHKENASYWe did not look at the whole tape as you
describe it laid out We saw we examined this one in very great
detail and we examined the other candidates that we had been
asked when we reviewed the first approach and before the experi
ment that Dr Barger performed

Mr EDGAR But would it be your expert opinion that Dr Barger
would be able to have described and looked at the number of
muzzle blasts

Mr ASCHKENASYI am sure that he looked.I don't understand
what you mean When muzzle blast relating to the Dallas police
tape

Mr EDGAR It seems to me if you have large lines indicating
when the muzzle blast occurred that if you looked at the total tape
played out across the room that we would see four things that
would look like four muzzle blasts

Mr ASCHKENASYHowever they will not look the same because
at the locations where they were picked up the motorcycle was in
different orientation relative to the sound source and as was dis
cussed earlier the windshield has an effect the position of the
microphone which we suspect was on the left side of the motor
cycle those all would affect the quality if I can call it that you
know the shape of the received muzzle blast

Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
Mr FITHIAN Mr Chairman I have just one question of Mr

Aschkenasy before he steps down
Chairman STOKESMr Fithian is recognized
Mr FITHIAN I did not quite understand what you said Would

the shock wave produce the same echo pattern as the muzzle blast
Mr ASCHKENASYNo no the shock wave produces its own echo

pattern I do not know exactly what it is but this sure does look
like one It is a qualitative statement rather than a quantitative
statement

Mr FITHIAN Thank you
Chairman STOKESMr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Mr Chairman I just have one additional question

and that is the question of probability The thing we have been
reading about in the newspaper and what you have testified this
morning is you are 95 percent sure that what we are seeing is a
fourth shot And if I understand the use of the word probability it
is based on some history I wonder if you could describe the history
around which your 95-percent probability is based

Mr WEIss Well the probability we are talking about here is
simply that sort of calculation that says well look let us not talk
in terms of echoes and so forth We have a range here of about 300
milliseconds and let us divide it up into 2-millisecond intervals
giving 150 intervals Now suppose that we are dealing with a deck
of 150 cards and I tell you that in this deck there are only 12
spades All right if I give you 14 chances to deal cards from the
deck what are the chances that you are going to deal out 10
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spades The probability of that is less than 5 percent In other
words the probability of something happening by a random proc
ess that would have generated in fact a set of data that closely
matches a known set of events that is to say a predicted set of
echoes they are the knowns the chances of that occurring is less
than 5 percent

Mr EDGAR So what you are saying is if we would go back to
Dallas and have a gunman perched on top of the railroad overpass
shooting at a target that there would be only a 5 percent chance

Mr WErss No that is different situation entirely That is not a
random event That is a systematical one You are describing a
specific process

Mr EDGAR What I am suggesting is 100 different locations in
Dealey Plaza where you could shoot a rifle and get echo patterns

Mr WErss No again we are dealing with generative processes
not one of them will match exactly unless he is merely within a
few feet If you pick the microphone where it was and move it at
the right rate and now we have all of these people spread all over
Dealey Plaza shooting wherever they want then not one of them is
going to match as well as this does here

If however you have a radio receiving signals and everybody
has heard radios that receive signals there is a lot of static and a
lot of crackling noises going on and some of those noises are people
turning microphones on and off These are random events there is
nothing systematic about it It can occur at any time There is
nothing which forces a crackle to occur at any one particular time
That is the sort of thing we are talking about Is this noise or is
this something that occurred through a systematic process The
chances of this being noise is less than 5 percent

Mr EDGAR But what experience do we base that on
Mr WErss Oh long theoretical experience in probability studies

of exactly this sort This has been proven time and time and time
again over many years this sort of analysis

Chairman STOKES The gentleman from Connecticut Mr Dodd
Mr Donn Just going a step further as I understood your re

sponse to Mr Edgar's question and in fact your response earlier to
the chairman's question with regard to the degree of probability
you are 95 percent sure that there was a noise emanating from the
grassy knoll To what extent are you sure based on your responses
to questions I raised with you with like sounds that could create
that pattern to what degree are you sure that this was a rifle that
was fired from the grassy knoll

Mr WErss Well I never I have not done any kind of considera
tion of certainty there I cannot in fact say I am sure at all all I
can again do is point to the evidence of a shock wave preceding the
muzzle blast and in fact as Mr Aschkenasy pointed out there is
even a kind of early shock wave echo

Mr DODD But you were fairly in response to my questions about
similar things that could occur that would create a sound you said
to me that you did not know of anything else that could create a
pattern such as we have seen here other than a rifle

Mr ASCHKENASYWell the question that you posed to us just a
few seconds ago is what kind of a probability did we assign to the
question of whether there was a rifle there or not correct
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Mr DODD Correct
Mr ASCHKENASYNow how we did the analysis was to locate the

source and the receiver namely the motorcycle And the detail of
analysis that we applied to that process was not applied to the
question of whether it was a rifle or not To us we were satisfied
enough that there were indications of a rifle but we did not
proceed to the extent that we did with locating the source and in
locating the motorcycle The question of whether it was a rifle or
not is equally important and must be addressed with the same
degree of refinement that we applied to that one

Mr DODD Are there acoustical tests that could be performed
that would provide us with some degree of probability as to wheth
er or not that in fact was a rifle

Mr ASCHKENASYI would take 10 minutes to think it
Mr Donn I am sorry
Mr ASCHKENASYI would need 10 minutes to think some tests

up
Mr DODD But there are tests-
Mr ASCHKENASYOh sure
Mr DODD That could be performed
Mr ASCHKENASYOh sure
Mr WEIss By the way for clarification of those listening who

may be wondering what a shock wave is that is the well-known
crack sound that you hear when a rifle is fired that precedes the
muzzle blast It is normally almost simultaneous with the bang or
muzzle blast itself It is similar to the sort of thing you hear when
someone cracks a whip and of course a very louder and deeper
toned example is the sound you hear when an airplane goes by
overhead at a greater speed than the speed of sound It is a sharp
very brief but very intense sound

Mr DODD May I address this to Mr Blakey I am curious as to
why we did not ask for an acoustical analysis of that which created
the sound in addition to its location

Mr BLAKEYWe began with oral testimony an eyewitness testi
mony that heard rifle fire from that direction We began with oral
testimony of people seeing smoke from that direction And the
question was was there scientific corroboration for what the people
heard and saw in Dealey Plaza That is gunmen shooting from
different directions

When we asked Dr Barger to determine whether he could detect
gunfire on the tape we asked him literally to do that He did and
what he found on the tape apparently was gunfire that we had
substantial corroboration for on shots 1 2 and 4 from the deposi
tory in the ballistic and neutron activation analysis and in the
other areas The material that they looked at for a possible shot
from the grassy knoll on 3 looked like the other patterns and the
question that was asked of us was not did a rifle fire from that
direction but did a shot fire from that direction And consequently
what we have what we were concerned with was the direction of
the shot

Mr DODD We made an assumption that it was a shot
Mr BLAKEYNo I think that the match between the known shot

in Barger's test and the possible shot in the 1963 tape was suffi
ciently clear on a 50-50 probability that it was 50-50 that it was
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rifle Now the next question was could we carry that direction
further and we did I don't know if it is fair to say we assumed it
was a rifle But what it corresponded to was a rifle shot To the
degree that it had a supersonic wave preceding it one would sup
pose it was a rifle In the original test shots it ought to be appropri
ate to note that we fired a pistol from the grassy knoll and we did
not assume that it was either a rifle or a pistol on it We fired both
and the correspondence was to the rifle not the pistol

Mr Donn You fired both the pistol and rifle
Mr BLAKEY We fired both a pistol and rifle from the grassy

knoll and the correspondence was to the rifle Mr Cornwell has
something to add to that Mr Dodd

Mr CORNWELL I might note just for the committee's interest
that marksmen with the Dallas Police Department that fired the
pistol hit in an area after several shots I did not check it all the
way to the end but after several shots you could cover all of their
pistol shots with a quarter so even though they were obviously
excellent shots the distances involved are not lengthy so that
roughly speaking the ability to hit a target at those distances
would be somewhat comparable whether you used a pistol or a
rifle

Mr FAUNTROYMr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe gentleman from the District of Columbia

Mr Fauntroy
Mr FAUNTROYThat raises the question in my mind as to wheth

er in fact there were at that time pistols that could create the
impulse of a rifle in terms of the speed of the muzzle blast and I
have the feeling that we do not have that information available to
us now In short you recall my question earlier

Mr BLAKEYMr Fauntroy I think we may
Mr FAUNTROY I would like to know about the pistols fired
Mr BLAKEY Mr Cornwell is looking at a Gun Digest that may

have that data in it
Mr FAUNTROY Very good Mr Chairman I will yield at this

point
Mr CORNWELLMr Chairman the Gun Digest which we have

previously admitted as JFK exhibit F-673 does reflect that there
were pistols available on the market in 1963 which fired ammuni
tion supersonically above the speed of sound

Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESAny members seeking further recognition
Mr Cornwell do you have a further request of the Chair
Mr CORNWELL Yes Mr Chairman I might request that you

consider asking Mr Aschkenasy and Professor Weiss if they could
provide us in some written form a supplement for this record
which would correspond to the diagrams they previously drew on
the blackboard and of course which we lost in the process of
erasing and creating subsequent diagrams

Mr WEIss Yes we can
Mr Donn Mr Chairman may I make an additional request We

are going to have Dr Barger on this afternoon and I think it
would be highly appropriate if we had both of our present wit
nesses with him at the time so that if there are questions that
would be asked of Dr Barger that he may want to refer to either
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Dr Weiss or Dr Aschkenasy they would be right there so we
would have some consistency in the questioning

Chairman STOKES As long as the gentlemen can be available to
us the committee would appreciate it

Professor Weiss Mr Aschkenasy at the conclusion of witnesses
testimony before our committee-

Mr BLAKEY Excuse me Mr Chairman I would note Mr Asch
kenasy has a religious obligation that will prevent him from being
here this afternoon And I think Mr Weiss could make it

Mr WErss Yes
Chairman STOKES Professor Weiss Mr Aschkenasy at the con

clusion of a witness testimony before our committee the witness
has 5 minutes during which time they may in any way explain or
amplify their testimony before this committee I would extend to
the two of you at this time 5 minutes for that purpose if you so
desire

Mr WErss Thank you Mr Chairman I will not take very much
time at all I simply would like to take this opportunity as I did in
the executive session to put on the record my appreciation for the
great work of the committee staff in getting information to us that
we had requested that was important in our analysis

I also would like to express my deep appreciation for the fine
cooperation of the New York City Police Department in arranging
for and performing for us the various experiments that were con
ducted at their firing range and that really greatly helped us to
understand better what we were looking at

Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESWell thank you and on behalf of the commit

tee I certainly want to thank both of you for the time you expend
ed the cooperation you have given to both the staff and this
committee and for the testimony that you have rendered here in
this hearing room today We are indebted to both of you and thank
you very much

Mr WErss Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr ASCHKENASYThank you
Chairman STOKESThe Chair recognizes Professor Blakey
Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
As you will recall the time span between the shots allegedly

fired by Oswald from the Texas School Book Depository itself po
tentially raises the specter of a conspiracy FBI expert testimony to
the Warren Commission indicated that Oswald's rifle could not be
aimed and fired in less than 2.25 to 2.3 seconds Consequently for
the Commission to conclude that Oswald fired two or more shots
there had to be at least that time interval between them

The acoustics project has now made available to the committee
evidence indicating that shots 1 and 2 from the depository were
1.59 seconds apart If the FBI expert testimony is correct Oswald
could not have been firing alone from the Texas School Book
Depository building.there had to be another gunman

As you will also recall Mr Chairman I reported to the commit
tee on September 11 the results of preliminary tests conducted by
the staff at the Metropolitan Police Department firing range in
Lorton Va under the general supervision of Sgt Cecil Kirk Those
tests established that a Mannlicher-Carcano could be operated ac
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curately in considerably less time than had been indicated by the
FBI

I indicated in September that these were preliminary tests and
that more refined tests would be subsequently performed They had
been scheduled for the early part of December Unfortunately
Sergeant Kirk had to undergo surgery delaying the test results
Delayed test results are therefore not expected until the first of
the year Nevertheless the preliminary tests are sufficient to cast
into serious doubt the previously established FBI time intervals

The difference between the two sets of tests may be accounted
for by the simple fact that a telescopic sight was used by the FBI
while the open iron sights of the Mannlicher-Carcano were used by
committee staff marksmen It is the view of the committee's expert
firearms panel that the open sights on Oswald's Mannlicher-Car
cano would have been preferred given the conditions in Dealey
Plaza in 1963 It is worth noting that in firing tests for the commit
tee in Dealey Plaza in August 1978 Dallas Police Department
marksmen using open iron sights had no difficulty hitting their
targets

The results of the acoustics project not only led the committee to
reexamine the FBI firing data it also led the committee to look for
a policeman on a motorcycle The acoustics experts had predicted
that the motorcycle with the stuck microphone was located in an
area where neither they nor the committee had seen a motorcycle
If it could be proved that no motorcycle was in the predicted
location at the time of the shots then serious doubt would be
raised about the reliability of the acoustics project Similarly when
Professor Weiss and Mr Aschkenasy later told the committee that
their analysis of the waveforms indicated that the microphone was
probably located on the left side of the motorcycle no one knew
the identity of the officer or if in fact his microphone was mount
ed on the left

The committee then began a review of the available documenta
tion and film coverage of the motorcade to see if the acoustics
predictions could be verified It was a classic scientific experiment
Our first efforts were disappointing We found a picture of a DPD
motorcycle parked in front of the Texas School Book Depository
showing its microphone mounted on the right side not the left and
we could not find a motorcycle that appeared to be in the right
location in Dealey Plaza

Nevertheless the investigation continued The initial plans of
the Dallas Police Department specified that the motorcade would
be led by five motorcycles followed closely by the lead car contain
ing Chief Curry and then the Presidential limousine Eight motor
cycles were to flank the Presidential limousine four to its left and
four to the right rear side Motion pictures of the actual motorcade
reflect that the initial plans were altered slightly on the morning
of November 22 and only four motorcycles remained close to the
Presidential limousine during the motorcade two on each side The
other four ridden by Officers McLain and Courson on the left and
Baker and Haygood on the right were spaced throughout the
parade route at varying distances but generally several car lengths
separated them and they were behind the Presidential limousine
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Ultimately the committee found film coverage however of the
motorcycle in Dealey Plaza showing a bikeman on Houston Street
several car lengths behind the Presidential limousine as it turned
in front of the Texas School Book Depository from Houston onto
Elm the place that the acoustics project suggested it would be The
officer riding that motorcycle has been identified as Officer H B
McLain

It would be appropriate now Mr Chairman to call Officer
McLain

Chairman STOKESThe committee calls Officer McLain
Mr McLain may I ask you to raise your right hand please and

be sworn
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give

before this committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing
but the truth so help you God

Mr MCLAIN I do
Chairman STOKESThank you You may be seated
The Chair recognizes counsel Gary Cornwell

TESTIMONY OF POLICE OFFICER H B McLAIN DALLAS
POLICE DEPARTMENT DALLAS TEX

Mr CORNWELLThank you Mr Chairman
Mr McLain what is your present occupation
Mr MCLAIN Police officer city of Dallas
Mr CORNWELLHow long have you been so employed
Mr MCLAIN I am working on my 26th year
Mr CORNWELLWhat is the nature of your present assignment

with the Dallas Police Department
Mr MCLAIN At the present an accident investigator
Chairman STOKESWould the witness please pull the microphone

a little closer to him
Mr CORNWELLDirecting your attention to 1963 what was the

nature of your assignment during that year
Mr MCLAIN I was assigned to ride a solo motorcycle
Mr CORNWELLAnd how long had you been riding a solo motor

cycle
Mr MCLAIN Approximately 8 years
Mr CORNWELLIf I could direct your attention to November 22

1963 the day that President Kennedy came to Dallas were you
part of the motorcade escort for the motorcade on that day

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLMr Chairman may I have marked and admitted

as JFK exhibit F-679 a memorandum of the Dallas Police Depart
ment dated November 21 1963

Chairman STOKESWithout objection
[The information follows:]
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Mr CORNWELL Officer McLain the exhibit which we just
marked for identification and which I showed you last night re
flects that there were five motorcycles assigned to ride as the lead
in the motorcade in front of Chief Curry's car and then there were
four motorcycles initially contemplated on November 21 the day
before the motorcade to escort the President's car on the left rear
side and another four motorcycles on the right rear side

Would it be consistent with your memory that those initial plans
were altered somewhat on the actual day of the motorcade and
that in fact only two motorcycles flanked the President's car on the
left and right in close proximity to it

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir that's the way it was
Mr CORNWELLIn the initial plan for the escort dated the day

before you were listed as being assigned to ride the left side of the
President's car We have reviewed film coverage of the motorcade
and I would ask you if it would be consistent with your memory
that you rode several car lengths back but still on the left side of
the motorcade from the President's car

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir I rode in the general vicinity of Vice
President Johnson's car

Mr CORNWELLDo you happen to recall who would have been

riding to your rear on the same side of the motorcade
Mr MCLAIN I believe that was Courson
Mr CORNWELLThat is Officer J W Courson
Mr MCLAIN J W. yes
Mr CORNWELLDo you happen to recall who would be riding in

approximately the same position as you on the right side of the
motorcade

Mr MCLAIN That would be M L Baker
Mr CORNWELL As the motorcade progressed from Love Field

through downtown and ultimately into Dealey Plaza would the

positions say of yourself and the other motorcycles have been
constant with respect to any particular car or on the other hand
would it have fluctuated within the general area of the motorcade

Mr MCLAIN Yes it would vary from say the Vice President's
car back to the bus some four or five car-lengths I would say

Mr CORNWELLLet me ask you another question The motorcade
would also.the spacing of it would that be constant or would that
have varied

Mr MCLAIN No that varies too Generally it is pretty close to
the same but on turns and stuff they'll jam up and then they'll
spread out

Mr CORNWELLOK So both the motorcycles and the motorcade
would slow up and jam up at turns and then speed up and spread
out a little bit during the stretch areas is that correct

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLNow I would like to show you if I might Mr

Chairman and have marked as exhibits and admitted as exhibits
No.'s JFK F-668 F-669 F-670 and F-671 which are photographs
of various parts of the motorcade May we have those admitted as
exhibits

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record

[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-668

JFK EXHIBITF-669



JFK EXHIBITF-671

JFK EXHIBITF-670
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Mr CORNWELLAnd simply because the clarity might be better
we have a consolidation of those in a smaller scale which has been
marked for identification as exhibit F-681 May we also have that
admitted into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[The information follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-681

Mr CORNWELLI might explain that each of these large 30 by 40
inch blowups were taken from a single frame of a motion picture
You have of course had an opportunity to review such motion
pictures yesterday is that correct Officer

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLThe first exhibit JFK F-668 on the left reflects

the motorcade from its left side There is an officer a short distance
ahead of the cameraman a number of cars and then further down
the motorcade also on the left side two motorcycles

Do you recognize the street that that was taken on
Mr MCLAIN That looks like it was taken on Houston
Mr CORNWELLApproaching Houston
Mr MCLAIN No on Main Street approaching Houston
Mr CORNWELL SO then Houston Street would be where the

buildings break apart and you see a lot of sky toward the end of
the street is that correct

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
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Mr CORNWELLWhere Houston crosses Main
Mr MCLAIN The tree that you see there will be on the opposite

side of Houston
Mr CORNWELLIn Dealey Plaza
Mr MCLAIN Yes sir You will turn between the tree and the

building on Houston
Mr CORNWELLCan you tell us whether or not the motorcycle

officer in the foreground of that picture.the one closest to the
cameraman.was you

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLThen directing your attention to the next exhibit

F-669 would it be fair to state that that is a photograph taken
down Houston Street from approximately the location of the inter
section of Main and Houston looking toward the Texas School
Book Depository

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLI might state for the record Mr Chairman that

in frames just prior to the ones which have been blown up here it
is clear that the cars at the extreme portion of the photograph
away from the photographer consist of the Presidential limousine
flanked by two motorcycles and the Secret Service followup car
but you can still see with some clarity in the photograph the Secret
Service followup car and the two motorcycles In other words the
Presidential limousine is right at the corner and turning from
Houston onto Elm and from the School Book Depository

The next two photographs have been placed on the easels out of
sequence May we have those altered just so that they could be
viewed with more clarity

The last two.we need to just switch their location
Exhibit F-670 would be several frames after exhibit F-669 also

looking down Houston Street showing essentially the same portion
of the motorcade

And then the following exhibit F-671 would be again a few
frames later

When viewing the entire film intact you can then see that
within a matter of seconds after the Presidential limousine turns
in front of the depository a police officer riding a motorcycle
enters right in front of the photographer.and that is exhibit 671
right onto Houston Street from Main

Can you tell us Officer McLain would that have been you
Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELL Do you have a memory of hearing any shots

while you were in Dealey Plaza
Mr MCLAIN I only remember hearing one
Mr CORNWELLAnd approximately where were you when you

heard that shot
Mr MCLAIN I was approximately halfway between Main and

Elm Streets on Houston
Mr CORNWELLSO you would have heard it sometime after the

picture was taken in exhibit F-671 the last one on the right
Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLAnd before you got to the corner and turned the

corner from Houston onto Elm is that correct
Mr MCLAIN That's correct
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Mr CORNWELLWhen you heard the shot what if anything did
you look at or what did you do

Mr MCLAIN I just looked up the street and the only thing I saw
was a bunch of pigeons flew out behind the school book depository

Mr CORNWELLSo you heard the shot your memory was looking
up seeing the school book depository in front of you and seeing
the pigeons fly off

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLAfter you heard this shot would it be accurate to

state that you continued on motorbike made the corner from
Houston onto Elm and started down Elm Street

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLAt some point thereafter did you hear anything

with respect to what was going on Did you hear any radio broad
cast

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir The chief came on across the radio and
said head back for Parkland Hospital

Mr CORNWELL Now had you personally had any occasion on
that day to your memory to use your radio to talk through it

Mr MCLAIN No sir
Mr CORNWELLDo you have a distinct memory of what channel

your radio was set on
Mr MCLAIN It's normally set on channel 1
Mr CORNWELLAnd do you remember anything differently on

that day
Mr MCLAIN No sir
Mr CORNWELLThe answer is no
Mr MCLAIN Nope
Mr CORNWELL Then it would be fair to state that since you

neither have a distinct memory nor in fact recall using your
radio we simply can't determine from your memory which of the
two channels your radio may have been on at the time of the
motorcade correct

Mr MCLAIN No sir
Mr CORNWELLThat's correct
I would like to ask you next what happened after you heard the

broadcast from Chief Curry about proceeding to Parkland Hospi
tal

Mr MCLAIN Well everybody broke and headed for the hospital
Mr CORNWELLAt the time that this occurred you said "proceed

ing. I take it that means that you revved your engine up and
started up at high speed to go toward the hospital

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLDo you have a memory of where the Presidential

or Vice Presidential limousines were roughly at the time that you
caught up with them after hearing Chief Curry's radio signal

Mr MCLAIN They were approximately.well in front of what is
now where they have the Hyatt House would be the overpass over
Continental

Mr CORNWELLSO in other words although you speeded up your
motorcycle and attempted to catch up to the Presidential and Vice
Presidential limousines it took you until some point up on Stem
mons Freeway before you could catch them is that right

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
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Mr CORNWELLThe motorcycles that were in use in Dallas by
the police department at that time were they in any way unique
Can you identify one from another

Mr MCLAIN Well some of them you can some of the officers
put their own personal stuff on them that would be different from
other people's some of them would mount them different

Mr CORNWELLSo you could both tell by the way they rode them
and by sometimes distinct characteristics of the motorcycles who
owned them

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLDid your motorcycle have any unique character

istics
Mr MCLAIN Yes sir it did For one thing it had a chrome disk

on the right side of the front wheel
Mr CORNWELLAs I looked at some of the pictures with you last

night it appeared that you could see a chrome breakdrum from the
left side on all the motorcycles correct

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELL But the unique feature was on yours it had a

similar appearing chrome disk when viewed from the right
Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLWere there any other unique characteristics of

yours
Mr MCLAIN Well one thing my flashlight holder was set up

different from the rest of them
Mr CORNWELLHow was it mounted
Mr MCLAIN It was mounted crossways of the handlebars in

stead of up and down
Mr CORNWELLAnything else
Mr MCLAIN I also had two clip holders up on the windshield

that I kept my paperwork in
Mr CORNWELLAll right Where was your microphone mounted
Mr MCLAIN It was mounted onto the left between the center

and the left handlebar
Mr CORNWELL Now you had an opportunity to view a very

large number of photographs taken both during the motorcade and
in Parkland Hospital yesterday evening is that correct

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLMr Chairman if I might I would like to have

admitted into the record exhibits F-675 F-674 F-676 F-677 and
F-678 and ask if I might that they be shown to the witness

Chairman STOKESWithout objection they may be so marked and
shown to the witness

[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-675



JFK EXHIBITF-676



JFK EXHIBITF-678
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Mr CORNWELLDid you choose those photographs as both repre
senting in the first instance in F-675 yourself riding down Elm
Street.the number is on the back incidentally.and in the other
cases as representing a motorcycle at the hospital which at least
had the general physical characteristics of yours particularly
unique characteristics that you described

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir Here is one here with the clip holders on
the windshield and it's got the same kind of bag that I had on
mine that I carry my books and stuff in

Chairman STOKES Will you tell us the number on the back of
them Can you give us the number

Mr MCLAIN It's F-674
Chairman STOKESThank you
Mr MCLAIN And F-676 you can see the little chrome disc on

the right front wheel sitting out behind the emergency room and
F-678 also shows a little closer view of it sitting in the same

position behind the emergency room 677 shows the general view
of the crowd and the other cars that are parked out there and the
"No Parking sign and the bus is also shown on F-674

Mr CORNWELLAnd with respect to F-675 did you identify that
as representing you and another officer on Elm Street

Mr MCLAIN Yes that's myself and Sergeant Courson Well he
is now sergeant he was J W Courson at the time

Mr CORNWELLSo that last picture we just described F-675 you
identified as appearing to you to represent yourself and Officer
Courson and Courson was at an earlier point in the motorcade
riding behind you also on the lefthand side

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLNow was it possible while riding in the motor

cade for you to hear the broadcast from the speaker of a fellow
officer who for instance was riding on the opposite side of the
motorcade from you

Mr MCLAIN If he had his radio turned up yes
Mr CORNWELLAll right Looking again at F-675 that shows you

and Officer Courson on Elm Street in approximately the vicinity of
the grassy knoll riding somewhat side by side At that distance
would it have been possible for ybu to hear the speaker of Officer
Courson's radio if it was broadcasting

Mr MCLAIN Very possible
Mr CORNWELLAnd at the point in time that you heard Chief

Curry state that he was going to Parkland Hospital would it have
then been possible that what you heard was the transmission from
the speaker of Officer Courson and not in fact your own

Mr MCLAIN It could be possible
Mr CORNWELLMr Chairman I would like to suggest that at

least temporarily the committee may wish to consider the photo
graphs particularly F-674 F-676 F-677 and F-678 before the
Parkland Hospital for a very limited purpose They do as the
officer has described apparently contain the characteristics which
were relatively unique to his motorcycle

And incidentally I might clarify you did park your motorcycle
at the Parkland Hospital after arriving there with the motorcade
is that correct

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
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Mr CORNWELL However Mr Chairman the staff has not yet
had an opportunity to check the number which we can see in one
of the photographs with perhaps available.I don't know if they
even are available.records of the Dallas Police Department The
records that we do have reflect Officer McLain's call number
which he used in transmitting but we do not have records that we
have yet been able to locate showing what his bike number was
and until we have had an opportunity to check that out we might
tentatively say we are not sure that those pictures do in fact
represent Officer McLain's motorcycle at Parkland Hospital but at
least they represent the characteristics of it and we might suggest
that the committee may wish to consider them only for that limit
ed purpose

Second Mr Chairman I would like to suggest to you that in one
of the photographs taken at Parkland Hospital it can be interpret
ed as having the microphone button.or at least it can to novices
such as your staff.can possibly be interpreted as having its button
pushed to the left However we have not had any photographic
expertise applied to that and the distortion in the picture or the
angle from which it was taken may lead us to an erroneous
conclusion so we would again-

Chairman STOKES Is the witness able to offer any assistance on
that

Mr CORNWELLWell I believe Officer you do have a memory of
which direction you believe would be channel 1 and channel 2 on
the switch is that correct

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLAnd what is that
Mr McLAIN Channel 1 would be to the left channel 2 would be

to the right
Mr CORNWELLSO Mr Chairman if our view of it were proven

to be correct if it is in fact tilted to the left it would be on channel
1 On the other hand if the angle from which it was taken distorts
that then it would be the opposite on channel 2

Another reason I would like to suggest we might be cautious in
evaluating that is that the significance of it may not be overly
great

Chairman STOKES You have not been moving for admission of
these exhibits into the record

Mr CORNWELLI am simply suggesting the committee may wish
to consider them for a limited purpose until we have had time to
do further analysis on them namely being representations of the
type of motorcycle that Officer McLain drove and possibly being
identical with his

Officer McLain are you able to tell us with any certainty which
channel your motorcycle was set to during that motorcade

Mr McLAIN I don't know for sure which way it was set
Mr CORNWELLAnd are you also able to tell us whether or not it

may have been changed whatever it was initially set to at some
point either during the motorcade or after arriving at Parkland
Hospital

Mr MCLAIN It could have been
Mr CORNWELLSO then Mr Chairman again we might simply

note that whatever the ultimate photographic interpretation is of
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the way that button is set it may not be determinative because it
could have been changed at some point prior to the time the
photograph was taken

Did you to your memory have a stuck microphone on that day
Mr MCLAIN Not that I know of
Mr CORNWELLDo you know whether or not it would have been

possible for your microphone to have been stuck in the open posi
tion without your knowledge

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir it has been before
Mr CORNWELLUnder how many different circumstances in your

particular case
Mr MCLAIN I'm scared to say
Mr CORNWELLWe have been told.and I want to ask you if this

is at all consistent with your experience.that it is possible that in
fact some gasket material in the mike if it were worn or old might
cause the button once depressed not to return to its open position
Do you know whether that is possible

Mr MCLAIN That's possible It is also possible that the points in
that relay in there will stick when you push it in

Mr CORNWELLMr Chairman I have no further questions
Chairman STOKES Let me ask counsel if counsel was able to

establish the chain of evidence as it relates to the tape from the
witness motorcycle

Mr BLAKEY Mr Chairman as I am sure you will recall.and it
is appropriate to repeat it at this time since those who may be
watching our hearings to date will not recall.that in September
we introduced the police officer from whom the tape was obtained
I might summarize for the record what his testimony was

He was.and I think his name is Paul McCaghren.he was an
officer in the Dallas Police Department and he had custody of a
large number of records relating to the Kennedy assassination and
he retained that custody in a large trunk and when the material
was turned over to one of our investigators Jack Moriarty it was
taken from that same trunk

I might also indicate that an effort was made to match the
transcript that we have of channels 1 and 2 to the material appear
ing on both the Dictabelt and the tape belt that we have Conse
quently the authenticity of the tape appears to be adequate ap
pears to have been adequately established

Chairman STOKES But for purposes of my question in terms of
the chain of evidence we have no record or testimony that trans
fers back to the motorcycle of the witness appearing in this room

Mr BLAKEY The tape was taken at the police department of a
radio transmission from the bike to the police department and the
tapes were kept at the central office of the police department

The recorder that the officer had was a radio transmitter and
not a recorder on his bike

Mr Donn Mr Chairman would you yield at that point
Chairman STOKESI yield to the gentleman
Mr Donn Just to pursue this line of questioning for instance

was any effort made by the staff to compare the brand of the tape
disc.and I am led to believe it was.with the type of discs that the
Dallas Police Department were using at that time
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Mr BLAKEYThe Dallas Police Department at that time were not
recording.again my memory is going to correct me if I am
wrong.were not recording on tape they were recording on Dicta
belt

Mr DODD That is what I mean a Dictabelt
Mr BLAKEYAnd the Dictabelt that was found among this mate

rial is the same kind of Dictabelt that the Dallas Police Depart
ment was using at that time

Mr DODD Second were there any other transmissions on the
tape that would correspond to activity that would have lodged in
the Dallas Police Department that day

Mr BLAKEY Oh yes that is what I tried to indicate before Mr
Dodd What appears on the Dictabelt and the tape recording of the
Dictabelt are indeed the same sounds the same information that
we have based on the transcripts that we had of channel 1 and
channel 2 that go back to 1963-64

Mr DODD Was any effort made to identify other voices on the
tape to confirm that

Mr BLAKEYNo
I'm sorry Mr Cornwell you wanted to add something
Mr CORNWELL The transmissions on the tapes do correspond

with the Warren Commission testimony of various officers who
described doing certain things and then reporting it over the radio
and therefore there is substantial corroboration of that nature
that the kinds of transmissions we have on these tapes were of the
events that were actually happening on November 22

Mr DODD Thank you
Thank you Mr Chairman for yielding
Chairman STOKESCertainly
Are there other members of the committee seeking recognition
Mr DEVINE Mr Chairman I have a question if I may
Chairman STOKESThe gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE Officer McLain when your microphone is open

inadvertently even are you able to receive broadcasts
Mr MCLAIN No sir
Mr DEVINE That would preclude anyone from broadcasting into

your receiver is that right
Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr DEVINE Then the message you heard about going to Park

land Hospital you say it is possible you heard that from the other
motorbike

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir It is also possible that Chief Curry put it
out on both channels at the same time

Mr DEVINE If your mike was open would that receive it on the
other channel

Mr MCLAIN No sir I would not hear that
Mr DEVINE What kind of a bike were you riding a Harley

Davidson
Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr DEVINE A Harley Davidson Do you recall during the time

you were in the motorcade of monitoring any broadcasts from
headquarters or other officers on your receiver

Mr MCLAIN Not offhand but quite often we do do that
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Mr DEVINE But if your mike was locked open you couldn't
could you

Mr MCLAIN No
Chairman STOKESMr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman Officer in riding in a

parade situation where you are doing not only ceremonial duty but
protective responsibilities would it have been common for you not
to have wanted to listen to the commands of the chief or other
officers along the route

Mr MCLAIN No sir We need to listen to them to know in case
something does happen what alternative route to take

Mr EDGAR While you were riding along let's just suppose for a
moment that your switch was not on transmit but was on receive
listening to what you would normally listen to over that radio
wouldn't you hear static

Mr MCLAIN No not necessarily
Mr EDGAR Not necessarily So that you were riding your motor

cycle and you would not necessarily be aware whether or not you
were on receive or transmit

Mr MCLAIN No sir It would be dead to you The radio would be
dead to you You would not hear anything

Mr EDGAR Whether or not you were transmitting or receiving
What I am saying is that suppose you were receiving but no one
was talking OK you are receiving from the chief of the Dallas
Police Department If you were on receive you would hear that
sound you would hear his voice

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr EDGAR Suppose he is not talking and no one else is talking

but your radio is still on receive Are you indicating that there
would be no sound at all

Mr MCLAIN No sir there would be no sound There is a knob
on the control up there that you can turn your squelch up or down
If you turn it off then it makes no sound

Mr EDGAR Thank you
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Mr Chairman I must clarify one thing here Offi

cer you said that as far as your memory is concerned you only
heard one shot

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir that is all that I can recall It was a loud
one but that was the only one

Mr FITHIAN You were on Houston Street at that time
Mr MCLAIN Yes sir somewhere between Main and Elm Street
Mr FITHIAN Then it is your testimony that after you turned on

Elm Street you heard no further shots
Mr MCLAIN No sir
Mr FITHIAN Did you see anything in the area of the grassy

knoll up and to the right which would be of any interest to this
committee

Mr MCLAIN I did see Officer Hargis going up the grassy knoll
Mr FITHIAN Going up the grassy knoll toward the fence toward

the clearing
Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
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Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Connecticut Mr Dodd
Mr Donn I just wanted to get clarification on these photographs

and your identification In the first photograph here on the left
you identified the motorcycle closest to us in the picture as being
your motorcycle and you are on it How do you identify yourself
there

Mr MCLAIN The way I am sitting on it Just the way I ride it
Mr DODD When was the last time you saw yourself sitting on a

motorcycle
Mr MCLAIN It has been a while
Mr DODD But is there anything that distinguishes you or the

bike itself that you are able to identify
Mr MCLAIN No sir
Mr FAUNTROYWill the gentleman yield How do you ride it I

mean when you say by the way you ride do you ride off to the
side What is it about the picture that distinguishes you

Mr MCLAIN I don't know how to explain that It's just the way I
am sitting on it

Mr FAUNTROY Look at the last picture if the gentleman will
continue to yield how do you know that is you

Mr MCLAIN Just the way that I am sitting
Mr FAUNTxoY I wonder if you would care to describe how you

are sitting
Mr MCLAIN It just comes natural to you
Mr DODD As only it should I think
You don't identify any other mark on that last photograph as

being yourself either on the motorcycle
Mr MCLAIN No sir I can't tell
Mr DODD Let me ask you this I had asked the acoustical people

earlier you may have heard the question with regard to the
ability for a receiver at the police department to accept transmit
tals from two or more motorcycles or transmitters at the same
time Is that your understanding as well In other words if you
were in the Dallas Police Department receiving calls if one person
were on that channel transmitting would it be possible for other
people to transmit on that same channel at the same time and also
be received by the headquarters

Mr MCLAIN Yes
Mr DODD That would accept on the same channel more than

one transmittal
Mr MCLAIN It would be hard to determine what they were

saying because they would be overlapping but the voice would
come through A lot of times we have the dispatcher come back
and say there is too many of you talking at one time

Mr DODD Were you ever familiar with any carillon bells or
church bells in the vicinity of Dealey Plaza

Mr MCLAIN No sir
Mr DODD Has there ever been to your knowledge any of that

kind of sound or noise
Mr MCLAIN No sir
Mr Donn I thank you
Thank you Mr Chairman
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Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired Are
there any other members seeking recognition

Mr Cornwell
Mr CORNWELLIf I might Mr Chairman I would like to ask a

clarifying question with respect to one which one of the committee
members just asked Officer McLain when you were asked by the
committee a moment ago about how you identify yourself in those
two photographs directing your attention first to the last photo
graph F-668 would it be fair to state that the motorcycle you
identified as yourself is the first one behind the two that were
right next to the Presidential limousine

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELL And was that the position in which you were

riding in the motorcade
Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLThen I direct your attention to JFK F-671 on the

right when you entered Dealey Plaza from Main onto Houston
Street did you look up ahead to see where the Presidential and
Vice Presidential limousines were

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLWhat did you see
Mr MCLAIN They were just turning the corner onto Elm Street

as I came around the corner off Main Street
Mr CORNWELLSO if the photographs here show that the officer

in the photograph enters Houston Street from Main at the time
the Presidential limousine is turning from Main onto Elm that
again would be you because of the position in the motorcade

Mr MCLAIN Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLThank you No further questions
Chairman STOKES Officer McLain at the conclusion of the wit

nesses testimony before this committee the witness is entitled to 5
minutes During the 5-minute period he can explain or amplify or
in any way comment in any way upon his testimony before this
committee I would extend to you 5 minutes for that purpose if you
so desire

Mr MCLAIN No sir I believe he pretty well covered most of it
Chairman STOKESOn behalf of the committee we certainly want

to thank you for both your cooperation with the staff and with this
committee and for the testimony you have given us here today
Thank you very much You are excused

In light of the fact that there are several additional witnesses to
be heard from by the committee the Chair suggests that we recess
for lunch until 2:30 p.m. and we will begin promptly at that time
Accordingly we will recess until 2:30 p.m

[Whereupon at 1:36 p.m. the committee recessed until 2:30 p.m.]

AFTERNOONSESSION

Chairman STOKESThe committee will come to order
The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey
Mr BLAKEY Mr Chairman I might initially note for the record

that the temperature that was employed in the acoustics project
was obtained from the Environmental Data and Information Serv
ice at the National Climatic Center Asheville N.C The tempera
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ture at Love Field Dallas Tex. on November 22 1963 was 63
degrees at noon and 67 degrees at 1 p.m The skies were clear This
is of course the weather service data which would be the most
accurate In addition Mr Chairman I would like to have marked
as JFK exhibit F-683 and F-682 two photographs taken in Dealey
Plaza JFK exhibit F-683 is a photograph that includes the Texas
Book Depository which had on the top of it a time and tempera
ture sign and the time shown on the sign is 12:40 You can see
from the picture itself that JFK exhibit F-682 was taken mo
ments thereafter The same people are in the picture That indi
cates that the temperature in Dealey Plaza at approximately 12:40
was 66 It was in this context that the staff recommended to the
acoustics people that they take the temperature of 65 which would
seem to be approximately within the range of what would be
appropriate Mr Chairman I would ask that JFK exhibits F-682
and F-683 be incorporated in the record at this point

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this point

[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-682
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JFK EXHIBITF-683

Mr BLAKEY As previously noted the committee originally re
tained the services of Bolt Beranek and Newman to conduct its
acoustics project Dr James Barger the firm's chief scientist and a
man in charge of acoustical analysis at Bolt Beranek and
Newman conducted the tests for the committee

Dr Barger received a B.S in mechanical engineering from the
University of Michigan in 1957 an M.S in mechanical engineering
from the University of Connecticut in 1960 and an A.M in applied
physics from Harvard University in 1962 In 1964 he received a
Ph D in applied physics from Harvard University He has been a
sonar project officer at the U.S Navy Underwater Sound Labora
tory a research assistant at Harvard University's Acoustics Re
search Laboratory and senior scientist and director of the physical
science division at Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc

Dr Barger is the author of many scientific papers He has lec
tured in the field of applied acoustics in the United States and
Canada and he is currently a lecturer on sound scattering and
reverberations with Bolt Beranek and Newman's antisubmarine
warfare course He has been a National Science Foundation fellow
and he currently is a fellow of the Acoustical Society of America
He is also a member of the U.S Navy Advisory Board for Under
water Sound Reference Services

In recent years Dr Barger has worked as an analyst of sound
recordings in two quite celebrated cases.the shooting episode at
Kent State University for which he studied recorded sounds of
gunfire and the White House tapes in the Watergate case He
helped analyze the mysterious 18-minute gap as a member of the
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panel headed by Dr Richard Bolt who is himself the head of Bolt
Beranek and Newman

It would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman to recall Dr
Barger

Chairman STOKESThe committee recalls Dr Barger

FURTHER TESTIMONY OF DR JAMES BARGER

Chairman STOKES Doctor you have previously been sworn in
these hearings and I would at this time admonish you that you are
still under that oath You understand that of course

Dr BARGERYes I do
Chairman STOKES Thank you The Chair recognizes counsel for

the committee Mr Jim Wolf
Mr WoLF Welcome back Dr Barger You last testified in great

detail before this committee in public session on September 11
1978 Today I would like to review briefly some of the points you
made during that testimony and then ask you to comment upon
the testimony that we heard this morning from Professors Weiss
and Aschkenasy Prior to that however in reference to the work
that you did on the Kent State tapes that Professor Blakey made
reference to in his narration is it correct that in your work on that
tape recording you determined both the location of the shooters
and the timing of the shots from an acoustical analysis and that
your determination of both location of the shooters and timing of
the shots was subsequently stipulated by the defense to be correct
and admitted into evidence in a court case

Dr BARGERThat is correct
Mr WoLF When were you first approached by this committee

with the Dallas Police dispatch tape
Dr BARGERI believe it was in May of 1978
Mr WoLF Am I correct that after a review of that tape filtering

of the tape and your performance of a series of tests upon that
tape you eventually recommended to the committee that it con
duct a reenactment in Dallas which would entail shooting at target
locations while you recorded those sounds on microphones

Dr BARGERYes that is correct
Mr WoLF When was that reenactment conducted for the com

mittee
Dr BARGERAugust 20
Mr WOLF I would ask Mr Chairman that JFK exhibit F-337

be displayed and inserted into the record at this time
Chairman STOKESWithout objection it may be entered into the

record at this point
[The information follows:]
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MicrophoneLocationsatDealeyPlaza

JFK EXHIBITF-337

Mr WoLF This exhibit is a diagram of Dealey Plaza and the
microphone locations that were used during the reenactment test
Dr Barger I will ask you to briefly explain what the No.'s 1 2 3
and 4 are on that exhibit
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Dr BARGER Numbers 1 2 3 and 4 which appear in the box
here represent the location of the sandbag targets that were
placed on the street as targets for the gunfire

Mr WOLF What do the numbers 1 through 12 that appear on the
street represent I believe there are three sequences of them

Dr BARGER Yes there are three sequences 1 through 12 Each of
these sequences represents the position of 12 microphones that
were placed in those three groups of 12 to receive the sounds of the
gunfire that were fired

Mr WoLF During that test firing what were the two locations
used to fire weapons from

Dr BARGER Weapons were fired from the sixth floor corner
window southeast corner of the Texas School Book Depository and
from behind the fence on the knoll at this point

Mr WoLF Were weapons fired from each location at each of the
targets

Dr BARGER That is correct Rifles from the Texas School Book
Depository were fired at each of the four targets A rifle from the
knoll was fired at each of the four targets I am sorry at targets 2
3 and 5 We did not fire at target one for safety reasons In
addition a pistol was fired from the knoll position here at target
location No 3

Mr WoLF During those test firings you recorded through those
microphones the sounds of those test firings

Dr BARGERThat is correct
Mr WoLF Mr Chairman at this point I would like JFK exhibit

F-367 to be displayed and inserted into the record
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record
[The information follows:]
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List of All 15 Correlations Between Impulse Patterns
Occurring in 6 Segments of the DPD Record and Echo Patterns

from 432 Test Shots (2592 Separate Correlations)
Having a Correlation Coefficient Higher than 0.5

BeginningTimeof
FirstImpulseon
TapeSegment

MicrophoneArray
and Rifle Target

(ChannelNumber) Location Location
Correlation

Coefficient

136.20sec NoCorrelationsHigherThan 0.5

137.70sec 2(5) TSBD 1
2(5) TSBD 3 0.7
2(6) TSBD 3 0.8
2(6) KNOLL 4 0.7

139.27sec 2(6) TSBD 3 0.8
2(6) TSBD 3 0.6
2(10) TSBD 3 0.6

140.32sec 2(11) TSBD 3 0.6
139.27sec 3(5) KNOLL 2 0.6

17 145.15sec 3(4) KNOLL 3 0.8
3(7) TSBD 2 0.7
3(8) TSBD 3 0.7

145.61sec 3(5) TSBD 3 0.8
3(6) TSBD 4 0.8
3(B) TSBD* 2 0.7

148.30sec NoCorrelationsHigherThan 0.5

'IndicatesMuzzleWithdrawn2ItfromPlaneofWindow

NumberofEchoesMatchedwithImpulses
"CorrelationCoefficient= G 1.0

.NumberofEchoesXNumberofImpulses

JFK EXHIBITF-367

Mr WoLF Does this exhibit represent those recordings made
during the reenactment which matched the original Dallas Police
dispatch tape with a correlation coefficient of at least .5

Dr BARGER Yes they do I wish at this time I could say a few
words about the stark simplicity of the matching procedure that
was used

Mr WoLF Surely
Dr BARGER If I may briefly to clarify this exhibit since it came

after three hours of explanation the last time there were obtained
at each of these microphones the series of echoes that were re
ceived by them when each of these rifles was fired and it was
suggested the last time that I spoke that these might be likened to
fingerprints That is not just a bad idea

There is a pattern of sounds that emanate from each microphone
when each rifle is fired that is unique and that pattern is as much
a fingerprint that identifies two things uniquely the location of the
rifle and the location of the receiver Now obtained on the Dallas
Police recording that we discussed this morning were the sounds of
impulses segments of impulses that look like fingerprints too
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They were badly smudged by the presence of noise We sought to
match the fingerprints we measured in the reconstruction with the
fingerprints that had been recorded perhaps by Officer McLain in
1963 We did that matching We did it in a numerical way The
numerical procedure allowed us to score each match

Now we had 432 different combinations of rifle shots and micro
phones so we had 432 fingerprints as from 432 individuals and we
wished to see if any one of those individuals were on the tape
recording as recorded by Officer McLain perhaps So we matched
each of the 432 fingerprints with each of the microphones that is
with each of six patterns of impulses that were on the Dallas tape
to see if any of them matched at all We had a scoring procedure
Every time the match was so good that the score was higher than
.5 we said that is a very likely match That individual may exist at
that place on the tape Now I can explain what this is

Mr WoLF When was that matching process completed
Dr BARGER It turned out there were 2,592 matches to achieve

and each one was somewhat difficult because of the smudging of
the fingerprints and since the fingerprints were only obtained on
the 20th of August it was not until the 6th of September that each
of the 2,592 comparisons had been made

Now that was 4 days before the hearing given that it takes 1
day to prepare for 1 day's testimony we had 3 days to wrestle with
the fact that there were in fact four possible matches of finger
prints identified in the Dallas tape And at the time that I spoke on
the 20th of August I indicated that of the six segments on the
Dallas police recording that contained any impulse patterns at all
in other words potential fingerprints the first one began at this
time We found no scores matching with any of these test shots
higher than .5 However a short time later about a second and a
half later there was a series of sound impulses on the Dallas tape
which in fact scored above my threshold of .5 to be considered as a
potential fingerprint We found when the rifle was located in the
Texas School Book Depository which is here and fired at the target
1 which is here we passed our threshold and we got a score a
matching fingerprint score that was higher than .5 for the micro
phone located in the second array microphone 5 that one right
there

Mr WoLF Dr Barger on JFK exhibit F-337 I believe when you
testified on September 11 you marked in colored pencil with blue
red green and black the approximate correlations between the
location of the microphone that picked up the impulse and the
location of the motorcycle if it were traveling in the motorcade Is
that correct

Dr BARGER Yes that is correct
Mr WOLF How precise are your locations for the motorcycle as

represented by those blue green red and black dots
Dr BARGER I will try not to belabor this point but at the time

that this experiment was designed we did not know whether the
motorcycle was in Dealey Plaza and we didn't certainly know
where along this entire path it was So it was necessary to sample
for fingerprints as it were at every 18-foot interval The process
thus designed turned out to be capable of locating in fact shots by
the fingerprint method that I have been describing However it
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could not do it in space any more accurately than the distance
between two adjacent microphones In other words I could only
locate the possible location of that motorcycle at each time the
fingerprint was found on the Dallas tape to within 18 feet

Mr WoLF So for example it is possible that that blue dot would
be on the other side of the location of that microphone

Dr BARGER The blue dot I put to show the approximate location
of the motorcycle at the time on the Dallas tape that the first
possible match was determined I placed between microphones 5
and 6 It could equally have been placed between microphones 4
and 5 which would put it there

Mr WoLF Those four groupings that you have are the four
impulses on the Dallas Police dispatch tape that you identified
during the hearing in September as possibly representative of gun
fire in Dealey Plaza is that correct

Dr BARGER That is correct I subsequently indicated there were
four other times on the Dallas Police tape at which our matching
process indicated the possibility of a shot in other words a match
between the test shots and the impulses on the tape by the finger
print process The location of the microphone that was picking up
these sounds on the Dallas Police tape in other words the location
of presumably Officer McLain's motorcycle could be positioned
then as being within 18 feet of the microphone that indicated that
is where the match occurred and of course since the subsequent
shots were fired later on in time I was able to indicate that the
motorcycle was approximately here at the time of the first shot
and here at the time of the second and here at the time of the
third if in fact it were to be proved to be a shot and here at the
time of the fourth

Mr WoLF Does your prediction of the locations of the motorcycle
correspond to the testimony given by Officer McLain this morning

Dr BARGER Yes In my judgment it certainly does The officer
was able to remember.I was very pleased to hear.that when he
was around the corner from Main onto Houston he could see the
Presidential limousine disappearing around the corner here from
Houston onto Elm That distance would be on the order of 180 feet
So he would then be somewhere around 180 feet perhaps a little
less from the Presidential limousine at that time Now the dis
tance from where we think that he was at the time of the first
shot which is here to the distance where the Presidential limou
sine was at the time of the first shot is about somewhere between
120 and 138 feet Again there is an 18-foot uncertainty I just said
that we have located with our acoustic analysis the result that the
motorcycle was 120 to 138 feet behind the limousine at the time of
the first shot which is right about here Officer McLain remembers
having been about 160 to 180 feet behind at this time He would
have therefore had to close a little gap had to gain a bit on the
Presidential limousine as he came down Houston

Mr WoLF That I assume should be expected if the limousine
was slowing as it went around the turn

Dr BARGER Yes that would happen in the accordion procedure
he described as the Presidential limousine went around here he
would catch up One of the first points I made as we were analyz
ing the tape was that the speed remained high until just before the
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first shot was detected and of course he would have to slow at
that point to negotiate that corner

Mr WoLF Thank you You may return to the witness table Dr
Barger

At this point Mr Chairman I would ask that we mark as "JFK
Exhibit F-680 a report that has been submitted to the committee
by Mr Anthony Pellicano Mr Pellicano is an independent investi
gator who submitted a report to the committee after Dr Barger's
testimony in September Mr Pellicano has never worked for the
committee or been affiliated with the committee in any capacity

[JFK exhibit F-680 was marked for identification and follows:]
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MAGNETICTAPEANALYSIS
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EXPERTTESTIMONY

December 13 1978

Dlr Gary Cornwell et al
Select Committee on Assassinations
U S House of Representatives
3369 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington D C 20515

RE ACOUSTICALSTUDYOF DALLASPOLICETAPES

BACKGROUND

In the course of its investigation into the assassi

nation of President John F Kennedy the Select Committee

on Assassinations has determined that during a period of

approximately five minutes on November 22 1963 a Dallas

Texas police motorcycle transmitter operating on police

Channel #1 had its transmitter keyed continuously on that

this five minute period was probably a coincident with the

time of the assassination and that Channel #1 transmissions

were continuously recorded on a dictabelt at Dallas police

headquarters The possiblity was considered that this motor

cycle may have been part of the presidential motorcade and

if so it may have transmitted the sounds of the shots there

by allowing a resolution of the conflicting testimony con

cerning the number of shots which were fired
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It should be noted however that the motorcade was

operating on Channel #2 which channel was implimented specif

ically for the motorcade on associated police vehicles Channel

#1 was maintained for normal Dallas police communications

traffic While it would appear unlikely that a vehicle that

was a part of the motorcade would be on other than the motor

cade channel the possiblity of an error in channel selection

apparently was sufficient to warrant further investigation
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BASIS FORMYINVESTIGATION

Upon learning by means of the news media of the possiblity

that the shots were recorded I was desirous of determining at

the earliest possible moment whether there had in fact been

more than three shots since I had neven been completely sat

isfied with the Warren Commission Report in this regard My

company Voice Interpretation 8 Analysis Ltd. is equipped

with the instrumentation and equipment which would probably

have been required for such a determination The following

is a description of the equipment used

A Hewlett-Packard 9845A Computer interfaced to
the following electronic equipment

An Analogic Computer Data Conversion System
(analog to digital converter)

A Nicolet Scientific Corporation 444A Mini
ubiquitous FFT Computing Spectrum Analyzer

A 9872A Digital Plotter

(Software for adaptive filtering FFT and
additional necessary algorithms also programmed.)

Bruel and Kjaer Frequency Spectrum Shaper Type 5587
(analog)

A Rockwell International Automatic Digital Audio Pro
cessor (Digital Adaptive Predictive Deconvolver and
Adaptive Filter)

A Voice Identification Incorporated Series 700 Analog
Frequency Spectrograph

Along with a laboratory filled with additional sup
portive electronic optical scientific testing equip
ment and magnetic tape recording equipment which
can be additionally listed if necessary
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PREDICATION

I obtained from Mary Ferrell of Dallas Texas a taped

copy of the Channel #1 dictabelt (which was formerly in the

hands of The Committee and subsequently returned to Mary

Ferrell) My initial approach was similar to that being

followed by Bolt Beranek & Newman(BB,N) in their initial

test in that I subjected the tape to various combinations

of adapted filtering analog filtering and fast fourier

transform spectrum analysis to attempt to detect events

which could have been shots This approach was unsuccess

ful (This apparently was unremarkable since BB$Nsub

sequently reported that they were unable to detect such events

from this taped copy although they report the presence of

events which could be shots on another taped copy.)

My second approach was that of studying the taped con

tents for the purpose of applying deduction analysis This

approach ultimately involved investigation in addition to

the analysis of this tape

ANALYSIS

The first significant finding involved the sound of

the motorcade sirens on the Channel #1 tape If the motor

cycle with the open microphone had been with the motorcade

it would be expected that the sirens sound would have

started at full volume and if the motorcycle had continued

with the motorcade would have continued for the trip to
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Parkland Hospital On the other hand if the motorcycle had

remained at Dealey Plaza the sounds would have started at

full volume and the volume would have decreased as the motor

cade pulled away The sounds of the sirens on the tape how

ever seem to increase peak and decrease as if they were

approaching passing and leaving the open microphone position

While this observation is admittedly somewhat subjective if

true it would indicate that the motorcycle was not with the

motorcade but was at some point along or near the route

taken by the motorcade on its way to the Parkland Hospital

The second significant finding also involved the sound

of the sirens In this case the important factor was when

they occurred While it becomes obvious that the time desig

nations provided by the Channel #1 dispatcher may not be

completely accurate an analysis of these time designations

puts the beginning of the sounds of the sirens somewhere

in the vicinity of 12:33 i.e. 2 or 3 minutes after the

presumed time of the shots Since it would be expected

that the sirens would have been turned on as the motorcade

began to rush away from the Dealey Plaza or in other words

a few seconds after the shots the earliest acquisition of

the siren sounds by the open microphone two to three

minutes later again indicate that the motorcycle was along

the route to Parkland Hospital rather than a part of the

motorcade
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In order to resolve the question of when the sirens

were turned on I contacted Chief Curry who was the senior

police officier in charge of the motorcade Chief Curry

informed me that immediately after the shots were fired he

transmitted (on Channel #2 motorcade channel) the statement

that they were preceding to the hospital and that the sirens

were turned on immediately While there seems to be little

reason to doubt Chief Curry's recollection since it could

be opined that in the excitment of the moment none of the

vehicles proceding to Parkland Hospital had their sirens

turned on until later I procured the tape of the Channel

#2 broadcasts to determine if the sirens could be heard

during any of the motorcade broadcasts

From this tape it was determined that Chief Curry

broadcasted twice that they were proceding to the hospital

The first transmission did not identify the hospital A

few seconds after the first transmission he rebroadcasted

identifying the hospital as Parkland The sirens can be

heard in both broadcasts and can be heard in subsequent

broadcasts (The sirens are more clearly discernable at

the beginning of the the first broadcast For this trans

mission Chief Curry keyed his microphone and paused for a

moment before he talked This allowed the sounds of the

sirens to come through with significant volume When he

yelled into the microphone the relative level of his voice
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was higher at the microphone than was the sound of the

sirens The automatic gain control circuit in the trans

mitter then adjusted the audio gain in the accordance with

the highest sound level received and thereby reduced

the preceived level of the sirens In the second trans

mission the sirens are faint because Chief Curry vocalized

immediately after keying the transmitter.)

At this point I had determined that the sound of the

sirens had begun within a few seconds of the shots as stated

by Chief Curry and confirmed by the sounds from the Channel

#2 tape If the motorcycle with the open microphone had

been a part of the motorcade it would have transmitted the

sounds of the sirens immediately I had determined further

that the sounds of the sirens were first audible in the open

microphone transmission 2 or 3 minutes later than the pre

sumed time of the shots meaning if the presumption of the

time of the shots is correct that the motorcycle with the

open microphone on Channel #1 was located at or near the

point where the motorcycle would be approximately 2 minutes

after they had departed Dealey Plaza for Parkland Hospital

It is now necessary to deal with the presumption of the

time the shots occurred

From previous testimony it has been established that

the Channel #1 dispatcher read from one clock that the

Channel =2 dispatcher read from a second clock that the

clocks were analog (i.e. time is displayed by continous
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movement of hour and minute hands) that they are synchronized

once a month and that the two clocks may differ by as much

as a minute Channel #1 taping was continuous Channel #2

taping was initiated by an incoming or outgoing transmission

and terminated following the end of the transmission Thus

events which are not timed designated can be timed from a

timed designation on Channel #1 but similar undesignated

events on Channel #2 cannot be timed from a timed designated

event unless it can be shown that the transmissions are

sufficiently continuous that the recorder remains in con

tinuous operation Additionally it must be considered that

different dispatchers may use a slightly different system

for determining the minutes which will be designated For

example one dispatcher may consider that 12:20 will not be

called until the minute hand has reached 20 and at all times

will be designated 12:20 until the minute hand reaches 21

Another dispatcher may consider that when the half minute

has arrived the call will be for the next whole minute

In this case the dispatcher would designate 12:20 from 12:19

and 30 seconds until 12:20 and 30 seconds

In attempting to identify the relationship between the

time of the shots and other significant events it is nec

essary to determine the time of the events on Channel #1

by Channel #1 time the time of the events on Channel #2

by Channel #2 time and the correlation between Channel #1
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time and Channel #2 time since there are no events on Channel

#1 which pin point the time of the shots The most significant

event on Channel #2 is Chief Currys call that they are preceding

to the hospital since this is known to have occurred a few

seconds after the shots The beginning of the sounds of

sirens on Channel #1 is a significant event as previously

discussed Also significant is the sound of a carillon type

bell on Channel #1 since this allows determination of the

time interval between the 10 second period considered by

BBF4Nto contain the impluses which may represent the sound of

the shots and the beginning of the sound of the sirens In

order to establish a base time for Channel #1 time desig

nations by Channel #1 dispatcher of 12:26 12:27 a second

12:27 and 12:28 are used Considering the two approaches

previously discussed to designating the time and the inter

vals between the calls the following matrix results

SEE THECHARTDISPLAYEDIN FIGURE1 ONTHEFOLLOWINGPAGE

The dispatcher reported time is designated on lines 1

through 4 The interval is at interval timed from the tape

between the dispatcher reported times Columns A and B

assume that the dispatcher changes his designation on the

half minute and columns C and D assume that the dispatcher

changes his designation on the even minute

Starting with line #1 the dispatchers called desig

nation is 12:26 This causes column A to be 12:25::30 and

35-3790 79 42
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DISPATCH

REPORTED

TIME \

INTERVAL

#1 12:26 PM 12:25::30 PM 12:26::29 PM 12:26::00 PM 12:26::59 PM

20 SECONDS

#2 12:27 PM 12:25::50 PM 12:26::49 PM 12:26::20 PM 12:27::19 PM

18 SECONDS

#3 12:2 PM 12:26::08 PM 12:27::07 PM 12:26::38 PM 12:27::37 PM

22 SECONDS

#4 12:28 PM 12:26::30 PM 12:27::29 PM 12:27::00 PM 12:27::59 PM
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and column B to be 12:26::29 For the designation change on

the minute column C is 12:26::00 and column D is 12:26::59

The subsequent entries in columns A through D are arrived at

by adding the measured interval to the line one times Thus

if the dispatcher called 12:26 at 12:25::30 as designated

in column A as the earliest Channel #1 clock time when the

designation could have been made then the line #2 time

occurring 20 measured seconds later must be 12:25::50 and

line #3 18 seconds later must be 12:26::08 and so forth

In examining to see whether the three designated times

could have been called times indicated in the four lettered

columns we can exclude column A times since 12:27 (line #2)

would not have been called at 12:25::50 12:27 (line #3)

would not have been called at 12:26::08 and 12:28 (line #4)

would not have been called at 12:26::30

Column B is marginally acceptable 12:26::49 would be

called 12:27 (line #2) 12:27::07 would be called 12:27

(line #3) and 12:27::29 could be called 12:28 (line #4)

Column C is not acceptable since under the system

represented by column C and D 12:26::20 would not be called

12:27 (line #2) 12:26::38 would not be called 12:27 (line #3)

and 12:27::00 would not be called 12:28 (line #4)

Column D is marginally acceptable under this system

since 12:27::19 would be called 12:27 (line #2) 12:27::37

would be called 12:27 (line #3) and 12:27::59 could be
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called 12:28 (line #4)

We can now locate either of these times within a 30

second period to Channel #1 clock time and can and there

fore measure the time intervals from either of these 4

events to any other event on the Channel #1 tape and there

by locate these other events within 30 seconds of the

Channel Fl clock time

Using the 12:26 designation we have determined that

the transmission occurred between 12:26::29 and 12:26::59

The measured time for this event to the bell is 4 minutes

and 15 seconds and to the beginning of the sirens is 6 minutes

and 2 seconds

According to BB&N the first impluse which they con

sidered may represent a shot occurred 16 seconds before

the sound of the bell and the last impluse which they con

sidered may represent a shot occurred 6 seconds before the

sound of the bell

The chart in Figure 2 on the following page lists

these events in the time period in which they occurred

It is interesting to note that BBE1Nusing Least

Square Analysis a refined averaging process computed the

time of the first possible shot impluse as occurring at

12:30::47 Channel #1 clock time My range for the same

point is 12:30::38 to 12:31::08 with a mean (average) of
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12:2E PM TIME
DESIGNATION

12:26::29 P`1 12:28::59 Pv

1ST POSSIBLE
SHOT IMPULSE

12:30::29 P 12:30::58 P\I

LAST POSSIBLE
SHOT IMPULSE 12:30::38 PM 12:31::08 P`1

SOUND OF
FELL 12:30::44 PM 12:31::14 PM

BEGINING SOUND
OF SIRENS

(CHANNEL #1) 12:32::31 PM 12:33::01 PM

ENDING SOUND
OF SIRENS

(CHANNEL #1) 12:33::11 PM 12:33::41 PM
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12:30::53 Since we differ by only 6 seconds for our averages

our results are mutually supportive

An interim conclusion may be made at this point

If the motorcycle with the open microphone
were a part of the motorcade it would have
picked up the sounds of the sirens as soon
as they began

The sirens began a few seconds after the
shooting

The open microphone produced the taped sound
of the siren at approximately 12:32::46 (plus
or minus 15 seconds) Channel #1 clock time

Therefore if the motorcycle were in the motor
cade the shots occurred a few seconds before
12:32::46 Since BB6Nanalyzed the 10 second
section starting at approximately 12:30::53
Channel #1 clock time almost 2 minutes before
the shots would have been fired it may be
stated definitively that any impluses detected
during that 10 second period were not the
result of shots recorded by the open micro
phone Of course if the motorcycle were not
within the motorcade it did not record shots
at any time

I will return now to the primary problem of determining

if the motorcycle open microphone could have transmitted the

sound of the shots at any time (i.e. if the motorcycle were

with the motorcade when it was in Dealey Plaza)

BB6Nhas determined by Least Square Analysis of trans

missions giving time designations on Channel #2 that the

approximate time of the assassination was 12:30 and 12

seconds Channel #2 time Since this conclusion was arrived

at based upon essentially continuous running of the Channel

#2 recorder it would seem to be a reasonably accurate
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estimate Accepting it for the moment as accurate and

allowing a worst side error between Channel #1 and Channel #2

of 1 minute in either direction the time of the assassination

by the Channel #1 clock would be between 12:29::12 and 12:31::12

Allowing 10 seconds between the time of the assassination and

the time the sirens were turned on and Chief Curry made his

call the latest the sirens could have started by Channel

#1 clock time would have been 12:31::22 If the motorcycle

with the open microphone were with the motorcade we would

hear the sound of the sirens on the Channel #1 tape at that

time instead of between 12:32::31 and 12:33::01 In other

words the Channel #1 and Channel #2 clocks would have to be

a full minute apart and the Least Square Analysis would

have to be a minute to a minute and a half in error over a

6 minute analysis and both events cumulative (in the same

direction) Since this seems inconceivable it is concluded

that there is almost no possiblity that the motorcycle was

with the motorcade

Since this conclusion cannot be stated quite as deci

sively based upon the time elements as the previous interim

conclusion the following supportive evidence is provided

a The open microphone was on Channel #1 the
normal police channel The motorcade
vehicles were on Channel #2 the special
motorcade channel If the motorcycle
with the open microphone were with the
motorcade the transmission should have
been on Channel #2
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The sound of the sirens on the Channel #1
tape increases in volume and then fades
out as would be expected if the motorcade
were approaching passing and leaving
the location of the open microphone

The sound of the bell on the Channel #1
tape requires that a bell be located
with an acoustical range of the open
microphone There was no such bell
in or near Dealey Plaza While it has
not been identified as the same bell
there was a bell in the tower of the
Lucas Baptist Church 4435 Rosewood
(near the intersection of Lucas and
Rosewood) Dallas Texas located
0.6 miles from the position of the
designation of a three wheel motor
cycle on traffic control duty on
the Stemmons overpass over Idustrial
Boulevard

Several three wheel motorcycles were
positioned in or around the Trade
Mart and specifically in the area of
the Stemmons Expressway and Industrial
One motorcycle officer has stated
to me unequivocally that he was as
signed and was specifically at the
Stemmons and Industrial overpass and saw
the motorcade traveling towards him
and away from him going towards Hines
Boulevard as they were heading towards
Parkland Hospital He also stated
to me that it is quite possible that
it could have been his microphone
keyed as he had several problems
with his radio of the same nature
in the past

The following transcript is of a
transmission I located on Channel #2
and recorded on the tape recording
included with this report for your
review
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DISPATCH 15 CAR2

15 CAR2 15 CAR2

DISPATCH There is a motorcycle officer up on Stemmons
with his mike stuck open on Channel #1 Could
you send someone up there to tell him to shut
it off

15 CAR2 10-4
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AJP/jd

CONCLUSION

It is concluded that the noise impluses
detected during the period immediately
preceding the sound of the bell were
not shots

It is concluded that the motorcycle with
the open microphone on Channel #1 was not
a part of the motorcade but was in fact
located along the route of the motorcade
from Dealey Plaza to Parkland Hospital

Additional information regarding my acoustical analysis

my investigative analysis and my further investigation as to

the location and identity of the keyed open microphone and

spectrum analysis of the bell located at the Lucas Baptist

Church and questions for Dr Barger (regarding his analysis

et al) would be supplied upon an additional request

Respectfully submitted to The Select
Committee on Assassinations
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Mr WoLF Dr Barger have you had an opportunity to review
the report submitted by Mr Pellicano

Dr BARGER I have read it
Mr WoLF I would like to read parts of this report to you and

ask you to comment on it Mr Pellicano characterizes his work as
a deduction from your testimony in addition to some independent
investigation of his own The first portion I would like to read is on
page 4 I will read the paragraph and ask you to comment It says

The first significant finding involvedthe sound of the motorcadesirens on the
channel 1 tape If the motorcyclewith the open microphonehad been with the
motorcade it wouldbe expectedthat the sirens sound would have started at full
volume and if the motorcyclehad continued with the motorcade would have
continuedfor the trip to Parkland Hospital On the other hand if the motorcycle
had remained at DealeyPlaza the sounds would have started at full volumeand
the volumewouldhave decreasedas the motorcadepulled away The soundsof the
siren on the tape however seem to increase peak and decrease as if they were
approaching passing and leavingthe openmicrophoneposition Whilethis observa
tion is admittedlysomewhatsubjective,iftrue it couldindicate that the motorcycle
wasnot with the motorcadebut wasat somepoint alongor near the route taken by
the motorcadeon its wayto the Parkland Hospital

Can you comment on that please
Dr BARGER I can't remember all that but while I was still

focusing on what you were saying the statement was made that it
would be expected that the motorcycle radio that we have placed in
the motorcade would pick up the sounds of the siren on the chief's
car that would presumably have been turned on just after the
shooting I think I heard that Is that it

Mr WoLF That is correct
Dr BARGER The chief's car was in front of the Presidential

limousine and would have been at this time at the underpass or
just beyond a distance of at least 300 feet from the position of the
motorcycle as we have placed it Now the sound of a siren 300 feet
away from a running motorcycle with as much background noise
as there was in the Plaza at that time would not have been audi
ble In other words I would disagree with the assumption that it
could be heard A little simple arithmetic indicates since the source
level of sirens is around 120 decibels and the transmission loss
from that particular chief of police car to the motorcycle would
have to be at least 40 decibels the sound pressure level of the siren
at the position of the motorcycle could not have exceeded about 80
decibels but we have seen that insensitive direction of the motorcy
cle microphone it being a directional microphone and not sensitive
to sounds from the front was pointed at the chiefs car So that
received sound level of 80 decibels would be considerably less than
the ambient noise level in the microphone at that time which was
90 decibels and also would have been coming in on the insensitive
access of the microphone So I don't believe that that assumption
that you would hear this siren is true That was not a very short
answer

Mr WoLF So therefore you would also disagree with Mr Pelli
cano's deduction that since the sound of the sirens occurred some
where in the vicinity of 12:33 2 or 3 minutes after the presumed
shots the motorcycle could not have been in Dealey Plaza

Dr BARGER Yes
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Mr WoLF I would like now to read from page 14 of the submis
sion to the committee and ask you to comment upon this state
ment It concerns a question I believe Congressman Dodd in part
addressed this morning about the ringing of a bell that appears on
the tape The report states

The soundof the bell on the channel 1 tape requires that a bell be locatedwithin
an acoustical range of the open microphone There was no such bell in or near
DealeyPlaza While it has not been identifiedas the same bell there was a bell in
the tower of the Lucas Baptist Church 4435Rosewood(near the intersection of
Lucasand Rosewood)Dallas Tex. located0.6 miles from the positionof the desig
nation of a three-wheelmotorcycleon traffic control duty on the Stemmonsover
passover Industrial Boulevard

Can you comment on that passage
Dr BARGER The sound of the bell occurred a few seconds after

the time of the fourth shot I don't remember exactly when It
indicates that there was a transmitter on a motorcycle or perhaps
in a squad car or possibly also a walkie-talkie but a transmitter
that was transmitting a little after the fourth shot that was within
sound range audible range of a bell I agree completely with
Officer McLain's statement that more than one transmitter can
share a receiver at one time This is true whenever the strength of
the carriers of all of the radios in question are within the capture
ratio of the receiver in their intensity

Mr WoLF Thank you Dr Barger I would now like to address
the testimony Professors Weiss and Aschkenasy gave this morning
Have you had an opportunity to review the work of Professors
Weiss and Aschkenasy

Dr BARGER Yes I have
Mr WoLF What did you do to review independently their work

that was done for this committee
Dr BARGER In the first place shortly after my testimony at the

previous hearing I met with Professor Weiss and Mr Aschkenasy
and members of the committee staff to discuss how best we might
reduce the uncertainty in the results that we had obtained at that
time in particular relating to the possibility of a third shot which
is listed in green in that exhibit We contributed in that discussion
to the concept of an analytical extension of our work which is in
fact the analytical extension that they carried out So we were
familiar with the parameters that they would need to know and
also with the procedure that they intended to follow I asked them
what parameters they were using and found in each case that I
agreed with them In other words we checked their procedures and
the parameters that they used

In addition and perhaps most importantly at the stage where
they had finished with all their strings.as they were illustrating
this morning.and had identified the echo-producing objects in the
plaza that caused the echoes at positions near microphone 4 there
where we found the shot may have occurred and where it may
have been received we looked at those echo-producing objects for
that location that they found with their very accurate and diligent
procedure and made a judgment about each one as to whether it
would be able to produce an echo of sufficient strength to be heard
in the motorcycle microphone considering the direction from
which it had to arrive at the motorcycle microphone considering
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what we now know the direction the microphone is pointing at that
time We found that the echo-producing objects that they identified
were reasonable and would in fact produce echoes of sufficient
strength to be seen or heard I should say

Mr WoLF In your testimony on September 11 addressing par
ticularly the third impulse in the Dallas Police dispatch tape you
stated that the probability of this being a shot from the grassy
knoll was 50-50 Professor Weiss and Mr Aschkenasy today
whose testimony you heard stated that the probability of this
being a shot from the grassy knoll was 95 percent or better You
have reviewed the work of Professor Weiss and Mr Aschkenasy
Do you agree with their assessment

Dr BARGER Yes once we checked their procedures their param
eters and their echo-producing objects we received from them the
results of their match Drs Kalikow Rhyne and Mr Schmidt and
I at Bolt Beranek and Newman reviewed their results and we
concluded that they had successfully achieved a match having a
correlation coefficient of 77 and you remember that was the
number I was using of goodness of match We also found that they
had done this with only a plus or minus one one-thousandth of a
second error for each match whereas we had used a plus or minus
six one-thousandths of a second error if you will or acceptance
window as Professor Weiss called it in order to achieve our
matches Now the reason that we used the large acceptance
window of six one-thousandths of a second was because we didn't
know as I said exactly where the motorcycle was The reason they
were able to lower theirs to one one-thousandth of a second was
because they found exactly where it was by the procedure they
described this morning The effect of reducing this acceptance
window is to greatly reduce the likelihood that noise bursts that
occur could mimic the fingerprint of a shot from any place and
received at that microphone It reduces it very substantially In
other words in the terminology that I used last time their ability
to achieve this match within plus or minus one one-thousandth of 1
second reduces the false alarm rate substantially In other words
we had a large false alarm rate because we had a large acceptance
window because we didn't know exactly where the motorcycle was
That gave us a large false alarm rate They corrected that problem
by lowering the acceptance window There is another feature of
that score besides the acceptance window That is important That
is the value of the correlation coefficient achieved As I said we
would not accept as a potential match any correlation coefficient
that was less than one-half But we didn't require it to be one
either which is what it would be if there was no noise Noise is the
thing that causes the correlation coefficient to be less than one
Noise is on the Dallas Police recording Professors Weiss and Asch
kenasy did nothing to reduce the noise so I would not have expect
ed they would have increased the correlation coefficient In fact
they accepted more noise than we did and that could have affected
the correlation coefficient which should have gone down So their
correlation coefficient while high was not unity On the other
hand the false alarm rate one would expect from their match
which was so tight this would make the likelihood of random noise
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bursts to fit all 10 of those to within plus or minus one one
thousandth very small I think I forgot the question

Mr WoLF Your ability to state with 95-percent certainty now
what was only a 50-50-percent probability in September was in
essence due to the narrowing of the match time from six one
thousandths of a second to one one-thousandth of a second Is that
in essence correct

Dr BARGER Yes sir After looking at what they had done and
the fact they had maintained a high correlation coefficient while
reducing the acceptance window resulted in our independent cal
culation of the expectancy that they could have achieved the match
they got only 5 percent of the time by random if it had just been
noise on the tape and not a gunshot from that place That is why
we stated independently although their number was quite similar
to ours that we felt that the likelihood of there having been a gun
shot from that knoll and received at that point now to be about 95
percent or possibly better

Mr WoLF Thank you very much Dr Barger I have no further
questions

Mr PREYER [presiding] Dr Barger we appreciate your being
here again I was interested in Mr Wolf's questions to you at the
outset about the Kent State hearings and your work there There
has been a lot of discussion of the acoustics technique as a relative
ly new technique applying old principles and that the Kent State
case was perhaps the first in which it was applied Now I under
stood you to say that in that case your analysis of the timing and
location of the shots was stipulated as being correct and was ad
mitted into evidence

Dr BARGER That is correct
Mr PREYER Was that a criminal case What was the nature of

the case
Dr BARGER I should know the answer to that of course howev

er I am a physicist It was an indictment brought by a Federal
court I believe You know you might if you would ask that
question of the Chief Counsel of this committee He might be able
to answer that better

Mr BLAKEY I think Dr Barger is correct The matter was con
sidered both in the State and Federal level My memory is that
there was a Federal indictment returned under the Civil Rights
Act and I think ultimately the jury found the guardsmen not
guilty The case has also been tried at the civil level in the State
and it is presently in litigation now

Dr BARGER This was not the civil case
Mr PREYER What I was getting at was how your acoustics

testimony was used Could you briefly outline to us what it
showed Were you able to locate individuals who could have fired
shots from your acoustic study

Dr BARGER What we did was locate the physical positions where
rifles were fired from where the first one was fired from the
second one the third and the fourth Then it was quite a fusillade
and it got indistinct But we located the physical positions and
someone else with photographic evidence made the connections
between individuals and physical locations Exactly how they did
that and in what way that was used I don't know
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Mr PREYER Do you recall and perhaps this is unfair to ask a
scientist rather than a lawyer but do you recall in what form the
judge charged the jury concerning that acoustics testimony as to
how they could consider it

Dr BARGER Well in fact Judge Pryer.I was there assuming
that I would be testifying I had written my results into a record
which had been examined by both sides When it was time to call
me the defense stipulated the information in the report So I went
home However as I recall I don't know what the judge said I
went home at that point

Mr PREYER Well it sounds as if your acoustics testimony actual
ly located the direction of the shot and then the photographs
simply put the name of the person located there

Dr BARGERThat is correct
Mr PREYER In other words that was.your testimony was key I

would think
Mr DEVINE Will you yield
Mr PREYER I will be glad to
Mr DEVINE Dr Barger was the stipulation that your testimony

would be so-and-so if you testified or was the stipulation as to the
accuracy of your testimony There are two different kinds of stipu
lations One would be if Dr Barger testified he would say thus and
so Another stipulation is one by agreement that it is agreed that
your testimony which was supplied was accurate

Dr BARGER I just don't feel that I can answer that question I
don't know that for sure

Mr DEVINE Thank you
Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Devine
Mr Fauntroy
Mr FAUNTROYThank you
Dr Barger you found the fingerprints of four outbursts that you

believe to have been supersonic shots is that so
Dr BARGER No let me.that is a good question
These echo patterns that I called suggested might be called

fingerprints can contain a precursor which is an end wave or a
shock wave caused by a supersonic bullet or they might not If the
rifle was.did in fact fire a supersonic bullet and if the trajectory
of the bullet was at an angle from the receiver that was less than
about 80 degrees you would see that precursor the end wave the
shock wave caused by the supersonic bullet If the microphone in
effect was behind the rifleman and the trajectory was away from
the microphone you would not see that precursor even though it
was a supersonic bullet

Mr FAUNTROY All right On the charts which Dr Weiss set
before us we saw the indication of a burst preceded by-

Dr BARGERYes
Mr FAUNTROY[continuing] What was described to us as shock

waves
Dr BARGERYes
Mr FAUNTROY Could those lines have been produced by noise

other than that of shock waves
Dr BARGERYes
Mr FAUNTROYWhat indication do you have from the patterns

that you noticed in the four shots that would lead you to suggest to
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us that in all probability those waves were shock waves or those
lines were produced by shock waves

Dr BARGER Yes well your question is right at the heart of the
matter In the fourth shot our findings indicate that that is in all
probability a shot from the sixth floor of the Texas depository at
the vicinity of the limousine near frame 313

Now we know the muzzle velocity of that rifle and so now we
can look at our fingerprint smudged on the Dallas police tape and
we can see the indication of a shock wave that precurses those
impulses and we can calculate when you know when it should
occur because we know everything about it we know all of the
geometry and the speed of the bullet and it calculates out just
right So we know what a shock wave looks like on that Dallas
police tape recording because we are virtually certain that we see
it on the fourth shot as we should

Now the precursor that Professor Weiss and Mr Aschkenasy
were looking at this morning looks just like that looks like it could
be it looks like a shock wave It occurs at a time before what
appears to be a muzzle blast that is consistent with reasonable
trajectories and muzzle velocities so it is entirely consistent with
the shock wave with the impulse made by a supersonic bullet fired
from a rifle

Mr FAUNTROYSo in short your answer is that the shock waves
which we have identified on the shots that we know about resem
ble sufficiently the shot No 3 to conclude that that too was in all
probability a shock wave

Dr BARGERYes That is just what I said You asked the question
a little differently the first time

Mr FAUNTROYI know it
Dr BARGERAnd let me answer that also
You asked if there is anything else that could resemble the shock

wave of a supersonic bullet and my answer would have to be yes
it is possible that a burst of static would occur of that amplitude
and at that time And therefore it is conceivable that although
that is consistent with being a shock wave in any way it is conceiv
able also that -that is a noise burst

Having said all of that I feel compelled to answer your next
question which is how likely is that to be a noise burst Well the
best I can do here and I think it is the best anyone could do is to
look at the record to find what is called the marking rate in other
words the average number of such noise bursts that occur in a
unit period of time In other words how many of those per second
occur anyway

Well you answer that question by looking at someplace on the
tape where there may be a few impulses but they are clearly not
the fingerprints of gunshots and so you look there and you say
how rapidly do things like this occur that resemble end waves
Well I have done this as this was going to be your next question
and I had to have an answer for it It appears in a very conserva
tive way that these are happening you have this amplitude that
Professor Weiss and Mr Aschkenasy showed on that exhibit

In fact it probably would not hurt to have that exhibit up I
have no idea what the number is but it is the one with all the
wiggly lines not to suggest that they only had one exhibit with
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wiggly lines But in any case the precursor that we are talking
about only a similar precursor when they are obviously noise
bursts certainly occur no more often than about every 120 one
thousandths of a second

Now the total time span over which a noise burst could mimic a
shock wave given any reasonable muzzle velocity and direction of
the fire is on the order of 25 to 30 one-thousandths of a second
And so by a fairly straightforward chain of logic the odds that a
noise burst of those characteristics falling into that time span so
they could mimic a shock wave are less than one in four probably
one in five and I get that simply from observing the marking rate
or the rate at which random noise bursts occur That is the one
that might conceivably mimic a shock wave

Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman I know my time has
expired

Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE I just have a couple of short questions
Doctor when you had your reenactment on August 20 do you

recall what the temperature was
Dr BARGER It was very hot It varied At the beginning of the

day when we were testing in the microphone right down near Main
Street it was about 73. I recall the first time I looked At the time
we finished we were over on Elm Street it was noon and it was 90
the last time I looked

Mr DEVINE There was a lot of fuss made this morning about
what the temperature was on November 22 and they concluded it
was roughly 65.

Dr BARGER Yes
Mr DEVINE In your reenactment would that make any differ

ence in your conclusion the fact that the temperature is measur
ably different

Dr BARGER Yes the speed of sound is important to my process
and therefore it has to be computed correctly Now of course the
relevant choice in this what is the precision that one needs in
order to achieve the purpose that we have set out to achieve In
the case of the reconstruction as used by Professor Weiss and Mr
Aschkenasy they needed to have that temperature accurate
enough so that when they swung their strings around they would
hit something at all because the only thing that they used my data
for other than the fact that I told them about where the motorcycle
was you know within 18 feet was what that one echo pattern
looked like that one fingerprint from microphone 4 and if they
did if I had known that it was 90 when I fired that shot but told
them it was 65. their string would have come up short and it would
have missed that building and so it was necessary to get it approxi
mately correct

Now the question really is how correct does it have to be how
accurate

Now it is easy to show since the speed of sound goes like the
square root of the absolute temperature that if you make a 5 error
in the temperature then your error in speed of sound will be one
half of 1 percent

Now Professor Blakey correctly described the process by which
I determined that it was 65 during the assassination Supposing

35-3790
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it were 70. I think 5 is the outside of our uncertainty Then the
error in the sound speed would be one-half of 1 percent Now since
my uncertainty in location was 18 feet and since the difference in
travel distance of sound over the paths we are talking about at the
level of one-half of 1 percent is only 22 inches I cared not one whit
about one-half-of-l-percent errors in the sound speed On the other
hand the whole purpose of Professor Weiss and Mr Aschkenasy's
procedure was to add precision to the procedure that we developed
analytically to compute with great precision and in very narrow time
windows where these echoes must fall if in fact fingerprint compari
son is to be declared a valid match And they achieved as I recall a
location accuracy of something like plus or minus 6 to 10 inches So
the 2 or 3-inch error that could be induced by a 5 uncertainty is
scarcely noticeable even to them

Mr DEVINE In another vein Dr Barger I think the testimony
originally was that Officer McLain was putting along at 11 or 12
miles an hour in the motorcade After the shot was fired they took
off for Parkland Hospital when it was necessary for them to rev up
and had trouble catching the limousine Did I understand you to
say that even with the open mike that there was no measurable
difference in motorcycle noise that the decibels were such that it
wouldn't make any difference if we are talking about that motorcy
cle having the open mike on it It would seem to me as a layman
that there would be considerably more motorcycle noise when he
took off for Parkland Hospital

Dr BARGER Well there definitely was I believe in my previous
testimony I did not focus on what the motorcycle may or may not
have done after the shooting on the basis of the sound that it
made On the other hand you have just focused me on that

The noise level of the motorcycle as perceived through the radio
was rather high up until about 2 about 3 seconds before the first
shot was fired In other words the motorcycles have greatly re
duced speed 3 seconds before the first shot was fired which was a
very fortunate thing in the sense that it made it easier to see these
smudged fingerprints of gunfire because otherwise they would
have been more obscured by the noise

Now that motorcycle noise stayed down in this reduced level it
did not go off it stayed down but it stayed down at this reduced
level and it was reduced by about 10 decibels which we meas
ured.the noise level was reduced by 10.decibels and it stayed
that way for about 30 seconds 30 or 40 seconds and then it rose
again to as loud a level as it had previously been and even greater
and stayed that way for several minutes In other words the mo
torcycle stayed at a low speed for less than a minute certainly
about a half a minute after the shots and then it speeded up again
and it went even faster than it had before and it continued to do
that for at least 2 minutes

Mr DEVINE Well you do not have any trouble then in identify
ing Officer McLain's motorcycle as the one on which the open mike
existed Is that correct

Dr BARGER Well I have no way of knowing from the sounds
that came through the radio what motorcycle it was that was
making that noise that is correct
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Mr DEVINE But you were here when Dr Weiss testified this
morning Did you agree with his conclusions on that

Dr BARGER I think I would be safe if I asked you to remind me
what his conclusions were on that My attention may have wan
dered

Mr DEVINE If my recollection is correct I think he said it was
logical to assume that the motorcycle was in the position where
Detective McLain was or Officer McLain was to show the results
that appeared on their charts and findings At least that is my
assumption from having listened to him

Dr BARGER I am sorry I am not certain enough that I under
stand that question that I should attempt to answer it

Mr DEVINE Well the bottom line is this we have established
without much question that there was an open mike on a motorcy
cle someplace

Dr BARGERYes
Mr DEVINE And it is important to identify what open mike was

recording the shots from 1 2 and 4 as well as the No 3 shot which
is alleged to have come from the grassy knoll

Dr BARGER Yes
Mr DEVINE Now that is the receiver that mike is the receiver
Dr BARGERYes
Mr DEVINE It is important to identify it and apparently Dr

Weiss and his colleague are satisfied that it was the motorcycle
behind the limousine on the left side and I was wondering if your
findings would follow that same logic

Dr BARGER Yes yes yes
I thought that was what your question was I just wanted to

make sure
The position that we had originally found for the motorcycle as a

function of time we do not feel our estimate of the motorcycle
position I do not believe is modified by Professor Weiss and Mr
Aschkenasy's testimony In fact perhaps corroborated And I in
listening to Officer McLain I find that his memory of where he
was relative to the time of the shooting does in fact correspond
with the position where we found a motorcycle was and since he
did not know of any he did not report a motorcycle within 5 or 10
feet of him it must have been him

Mr DEVINE Right Thank you very much
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Connecticut Mr Dodd
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
I was tempted to ask you now to translate everything you have

just said for the last 20 minutes in layman's terms I noticed your
definition of a correlation coefficient is the number of echoes
matched with impulses over the square root of the number of
echoes times the number of impulses

Dr BARGER Yes
Mr Donn I thought that was what your answer would be
Dr BARGER Oh
Mr Donn I wanted to give you a chance to sound positive One is

the perfect match that is when you would have between the Dallas
Police Department tape and the predicted tape if they matched
absolutely exactly you would end up with 1
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Dr BARGER Yes
Mr Donn So we are talking 0.7's 0.8's 0.6's and 0.5's we are

coming within that percentage of a perfect match
Dr BARGER Yes
Mr DODD OK I would like to take first of all if I could on the

very first shock wave that you record there is no muzzle velocity
that appears or is it the shock wave that I am distinguishing
Anyway there is on that first strong impulse that you identified
originally as coming from the Texas School Book Depository it
lacks that shock wave

Dr BARGER Yes
Mr Donn You explained that as being the fact that the receiver

in this case the motorcycle was probably not in proper enough
position to pick up the cone

Dr BARGERYes
Mr Donn Is that correct
Dr BARGER That is correct
Mr ,,,lln How can you explain it within 1.6 seconds immediate

ly thereafter we get that kind of an impulse
Dr BARGERMay I walk over there and-
Mr DODD Sure
Dr BARGER The position that we estimate as the motorcycle

position at the time of the first shot is about here The first the
trajectory of the first shot would be about as indicated by this
pointer because the limousine was over here at about oh in the
vicinity somewhere around 160 I believe

Now this angle from the trajectory to the microphone if it is
greater than in fact 60 degrees for a Mach 2 bullet you will not
hear it and that angle is just slightly greater So you are right on
the edge of hearing that shock wave It would be very weak since
you are on the edge so you undoubtedly would not see it

After the 1.6 seconds that you have described at a speed of 11
miles an hour I believe that is-

Mr DODD Now he is slowing down he is coming around the
curve now

Dr BARGERCorrect correct and he has according to our match
ing procedure achieved a position somewhere between 2.6 and 2.10
2.10 is over here and 2.6 is here So he has moved to somewhere
around here where I indicated on the red dot That is still is just
on the edge of the 60 angle and so you would not expect to see
it and you do not The first two do not show a precursor that could
be considered to be an end wave from a supersonic trajectory

Now on the third one however the motorcycle had achieved a
position which in my.well I mislabeled that last time I should
have been right here between 4 and 5 near 4 this is where the
motorcycle was at the time of the third shot That one appears to
have emanated from here and that is well within that angle in
other words that shock wave will come right back by and hit it
The fourth by the time the fourth shot was fired the motorcycle is
here and the shot came from the depository here and you are
almost right underneath the flight path of the bullet and boy and
that you would hear and it is observed in the data

Mr DODD All right Unless you want to stay there I do not
know any reason why you have to but let me ask you what I asked
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Dr Weiss this morning about the availability 15 years ago of the
expertise that you have used to arrive at the conclusion you did in
September and again today Could the Warren Commission have
conducted similar tests then with the available information they
had in 1963-64 and have arrived at a similar conclusion that you
and Dr Weiss have arrived at

Dr BARGER Yes
Mr DODD There has not been any significant improvement in

the science that would have prohibited them from utilizing this
kind of testing

Dr BARGER No
Mr DODD OK
We have heard and we keep on repeating it ourselves and I

asked the question of Dr Weiss and I will ask it again of you we
have talked about the probability of the third impulse in fact all
four impulses that were talked about but the third impulse par
ticularly today is a loud noise from the grassy knoll and that is 95
percent sure and I do not think I got an answer this morning I
may not have pursued it far enough what is the probability that
that our noise from the grassy knoll was in fact a rifle shot

Dr BARGER Yes Well Congressman Fauntroy was working on
that one too Our independent estimate of the probability that an
impulsive sound behind the fence on that knoll of loudness as great
as that from a rifle that was in fact discharged and received
where we have indicated is 95 percent or better Now I did not say
a rifle I said an impulse that is as loud as one And now you know
that maybe-

Mr DODD We have kept on talking about 95-percent probability
that a rifle shot is being fired I am assuming the rifle shot and I
am wondering whether or not we can assume the same to be a
probability

Dr BARGER I am not sure I said that
Mr DODD We have been at least
Dr BARGER We find that the likelihood that an impulsive noise

came from that location and was received where we indicated or
actually where Weiss and Aschkenasy indicated you know which
is 5 feet away from where we had estimated and that is as loud as
a rifle is 95 percent or better

Now I am not prepared to tell you how many cherry bombs in
series it takes to simulate a rifle because I have not experimented
with those since the days of my youth But the fact is it is conceiv
able that one could generate such a noise

However those cherry bombs would not emanate a supersonic
trajectory which would cause a shock wave which is indicated in
the data So when I asked Congressman.answered I mean.when
I answered Congressman Fauntroy's question about the likelihood
that that impulse that seems to be a shock wave might in fact be
a noise burst that's masquerading as a shock wave I made an
estimate of how likely that would be and I came out about one
chance in five or an 80-percent probability that that is caused by a
muzzle blast and only a 20-percent probability that it was caused
by noise

So to answer your question I think there is a 95-percent prob
ability that a loud impulsive sound emanated from that point But
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I have to multiply that by the probability that given there was a
noise it was also a rifle The only evidence I have that it was likely
to be is the presence of the shock wave

Mr DODD All right but now-
Dr BARGER And that is a point approximately if I may perform

that multiplication I get something like 78 percent so to answer
your question literally I have to say my estimate is about 78
percent likely to be a rifle

Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
Mr DODD May I proceed for an additional 2 minutes Mr Chair

man
Chairman STOKES Without objection the gentleman is recog

nized 2 additional minutes
Mr DODD We have no end wave in 1 and 2
Dr BARGER Right
Mr DODD What does that do to the probability of that being a

rifle
Dr BARGER Nothing We do not expect an end wave in 1 or 2

because the receiver is in the wrong position to hear it
Mr DODD OK But does that not increase the probability that

there could be a like noise that would have created the same
impulse since there was no recorded end wave

Dr BARGER If anything it decreases it because there was not
any like noise that popped up and masqueraded as a shock wave in
1 and 2 If there had I would have said would have said no no no
it should not be there because the geometry is wrong So if it was
there I would have said this is a noise burst masquerading as a
shock wave but none did

Mr DODD Let me try and just wrap up this way with you The
reason we are here today in effect is because back on September
11 when we finally got down to this third grouping that pointed to
the possibility of a shot coming from the grassy knoll I forget
which member of the committee pursued you on this whole ques
tion of probabilities then but you arrived at the 50-50

Dr BARGER I think you took turns
Mr DODD Could you now go back for us if you would and give

us your assessment on all four of these impulses with the degree of
probability again now including the assessments or reassessments
of Dr Weiss and associate

Dr BARGER Yes the first point is that their refinement of our
technique that they applied to the third shot which has indicated
that it in all likelihood was a shot does not affect materially my
estimates of the likelihood on the other three

Now in case that answer boggles your mind.if it does not I will
not elaborate

Mr DODD Oh elaborate If it does not mine I am sure it does
somebody's

Dr BARGER OK My reasoning had gone this way I had
achieved 15 correlations over my threshold level of .5 each of
which was a potential shot I d not mean to say that Each one
was a potential match with a test shot and if several came at one
incident time as they did they all together were just indicating
the same shot
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Since I had used the plus or minus 6 millisecond time window
which might also be called unelegantly I would say a fudge
factor.it allows the test patterns from two adjacent microphones
to resemble one another and in fact you do see that when we get
more than one correlation coefficient passing my threshold that
they do tend to be from adjacent microphones

In any case 15 times our test for matches of fingerprints with or
smudge fingerprints were successful

Now I went through an argument then with red X's that indicat
ed that 6 of those 15 were certainly false alarms the word that I
use to describe a situation when my matching process indicated a
match when in fact it should not have and I was using independ
ent evidence from pure acoustical evidence in order to make the
judgment that those 6 were false alarms as in fact you may recall
that if one of them had not been a false alarm and in fact had been
true the motorcycle would have had to go 55 miles an hour to get
from one place to another in the time that was available and it
clearly did not do that

So using that kind of reasoning I found that 15 of those 6 of
those 15 were obviously disjoint and therefore clearly false
alarms

OK I had 15 and 6 were obviously false Therefore I knew that
my system which was designed to catch motorcycles had a propen
sity for false alarms And what was that propensity I had to make
a judgment I said of that remaining nine that were not of the six
that I was sure were false alarms some of those too must be false
I judged that probably about 3 or 4 which would give me or 2 or 3
which would have given me 8 or 10 false alarms and 6 or 7 correct
detections That was a judgment and so I said it is close enough to
be 50-50 that I will judge that the false alarm rate in this experi
ment is 50 percent

Now when I had a shot indicated by one single match of my
fingerprint with the smudge print on the Dallas tape the only one
I could only put a 50-percent probability on was that one On the
other hand the first shot had three that were not judged to be
false alarms

Mr Donn So what percentage would you give to that
Chairman STOKES Time of the gentleman has again expired I

will permit the answer
Dr BARGERHe will probably ask for more
Mr DODD What percentage I am just trying to get back does

this change all of the percentages you gave us
Dr BARGERThis is a long-winded answer because as indicated it

would be but the answer is no it does not change it and here is
why I had made the judgment if my false alarm rate was 50
percent the first time because I had six that I knew were false and
I suspected there were a couple of others in there and that made it
half false half true 50 percent

Now all Professor Weiss and Mr Aschkenasy have done is prove
that one of those is not false That does not materially change that
situation so I still think the false alarm rate is about 50 percent

Now when if I make an assumption that each of the 15 events
that we see on that board are independent then I or anyone else
can calculate the probabilities that each of those shots did occur In
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the case of the first one where there were three indications of .5
each that works out 87 percent likely and one-eighth unlikely
In the case of the second shot there were likewise three that were
not three correlations that passed the test that were not im
peached as obvious false alarms and therefore the operative or
probability on that one is also 87 percent In the case of the last
one there were two that were unimpeached so the probability
works out to 75 percent and in the case of the third one there was
only one so that was 50 it was 50 percent

And did I make a mistake on the second one OK
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
Mr Donn I am not going to ask for any more time
Chairman STOKES Gentlemen we are going to have to try to

move along a little faster here The gentleman from Indiana Mr
Fithian

Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
We are sure you are confident that the sounds the shapes of the

sounds that you measured are gunshots in plain language that is
what you are telling us

Dr BARGER Quite confident yes
Mr FITHIAN And that is to the exclusion of any other sounds

short of a bunch of cherry bombs that would have set up that kind
of impulse but would still have been missing for shots 3 and 4 the
shock wave is that correct

Dr BARGERThat is correct
Mr FITHIAN Now I am concerned that we clarify one thing You

recall the Sunday evening preceding your testimony before we met
and went over all this and I apparently did not explore as much as
I should have with you the probability questions that came up the
next day And therefore I was a little bit dismayed that we
dropped to 50-50

Since we are closing out this investigation now I do not mean to
be harsh but I want to quote back to you what you told this
committee on September 11 and ask if you would like us to take
away from here a different impression than what I see in this
record It is late in the day and you are being asked whether or not
there is any test that we could take to reduce the uncertainty
because as you know as you remember the committee was dis
turbed with the 50-50 chance that there was a fourth shot And at
that point you had said it is correct there was a 50-50 chance that
there was a fourth shot Congressman Edgar than asks you this
question "Is there any test that we could make that could reduce
the uncertainty To which you replied "Congressman the answer
to that literally is yes Now that the position of the motorcycle has
been fixed with some confidence one would not bother with micro
phones all over other parts of Dealey Plaza for example.

Then you said "However I believe that the advantages to be
gained from rectifying that problem are very marginal and I doubt
if they could reasonably be expected to improve the level of uncer
tainty in the test.

Now it is of great importance to this committee that we distin
guish between a 50-50 probability of a fourth shot and a 95-percent
certainty of the fourth shot Could you clarify for me or harmonize
your testimony here today that you agree with the 95-percent
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probability of the third shot with what you told us in September
which was in essence that additional testing and whatever would
not increase the marginality of the probability

Dr BARGER Yes first that answer of mine sounds pretty good to
me if I may tell you why I perceived that I had been asked if
more shooting would be valuable By that I mean you know we
were talking about a test and I thought that the question was
would more shooting be valuable and I said.I mean I intended to
say no to that Because even though the uncertainty in the location
of the motorcycle had been greatly reduced by what we had done
then there was still quite a bit

When I said "Literally yes, I am glad I said that because one
could always do exactly what Profesor Weiss and Mr Aschkenasy
did However I had not conceived of that analytical extension of
what we had done at that time and when Mr Edgar asked me that
question I did not synthesize that procedure in my mind at that
time However shortly after discussing it with Professor Weiss and
he did think up I agree readily that that was literally possible
but I was not too enthusiastic because the motorcycle might have
been over on near the curve which would have put it 20 feet away
at the least it could have been as much as almost 30 feet from that
microphone and if he were to undertake his procedure diligent as
he is and was and it had in fact have been 30 feet away he
might still be looking

Now it turns out it was only 5 feet away I did not know that at
that time And I did not want to say oh sure you know go ahead
and try that because the range of time it would take to succeed
could vary between a few days and a few months However I do
want to acknowledge very clearly that the particular extension of
my procedure that Professor Weiss used was his own idea and I
think a very good one and as soon as I heard it I was very very
quick to realize its potential value But even then I did not know
how long it was going to take him to do it

Mr FITHIAN Finally this committee will soon have to decide
what we are going to do with this rather startling evidence and I
am sure given the nature of the world that we will soon have our
critics within weeks if not days and certainly within months and
years Where will those critics be attacking this particular part of
our work that is you as our consultant and our conclusions
whatever they may be as a result of this testimony

Dr BARGER Well that is a very good question I sure would not
want to give anybody any ideas

Mr FITHIAN Well if I may just interject I am just sure that the
startling nature of this information will prompt the most careful
scrutiny that has been yet applied to the Kennedy assassination

Dr BARGER Of course it will and it should It will take me a
little while to answer this question because I want to you know to
try to think of the most important items

The reason I have to think is because.this long.is because up
till recently I felt that the major shortcoming of our work and
when I say "our, I mean Bolt Beranek and Newman's and Queens
College and the committee staff's in particular was that there was
no evidence that there was a motor vehicle where we had found it
to be And I must say that would have been I thought a very
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obvious place from which to attack the analysis I feel now that
that particular issue is no longer at the top of my list

I think the most serious problem the most serious problem we
have as analysts is determining these probabilities

There are two kinds of assumptions you can make when you
compute the probabilities that we have computed One is that each
event that occurs is statistically independent of all of the others
and the other assumption is quite the opposite that they are not
independent events but they are all related And if you make
either of those two assumptions you can get an answer and it is
not always the same answer And determining whether these
events and by events I am talking about the occurrence of noise
spikes on the Dallas tape in determining whether these are statis
tically dependent in other words do they resemble each other here
and here and here or do they just come at random is a question
that can be answered mathematically only if you have enough of
the data and we do not have enough

So the hardest thing for us to do is to give accurate calcula
tions.well we can give accurate calculations but we have to
make assumptions and the assumption of statistical independence
randomness in the noise is an assumption that I have made when
I analyzed my own results and also those of Professor Weiss and
Mr Aschkenasy People have been complaining that we did this I
do not think they can improve on it because there is not enough
data to answer the question But literally it is a problem

Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES Gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Barger it may be redundant but you were just talking about

the issue of probability As I understand it there were 2,592 sepa
rate correlations made that is there were 432 test shots times six
segments of tape is that correct There were apparently 15 im
pulses that reached a correlation coefficient of more than 0.5 Is
that correct

Dr BARGER Yes
Mr EDGAR Ten impulses impulse matches of the Dallas Police

Department tape and the reconstructed tape are asserted for shot
No 3 is that not correct

Dr BARGER I think you are referring to Professor Weiss and Mr
Aschkenasy and in their analytical extension they achieved 10
matches Is that what you are referring to

Mr EDGAR Yes on shot No 3
Dr BARGER Yes in that in their echo pattern which contained

12 echoes they found that 10 of them matched with 10 of the 14
impulses that they observed in the Dallas tape

Mr EDGAR That was different from your 15
Dr BARGER Well if we are.is what I said true I mean are you

referring to their analysis
Mr EDGAR I am referring to their 10 impulses that they found

on the Dallas police tape
Dr BARGER Yes Well-
Mr EDGAR [continuing] Which matched up for the shot No 3
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Dr BARGER Yes that is correct Now when I described our
correlations at the last testimony we had different numbers than
that The number 15 is not related to that issue The number 15 is
the total number of correlation coefficients that exceeded the
threshold the number 10 is the total number of impulses that
happen to match with echoes within one match which as I recall
they calculated for that a correlation coefficient of 0.77

Mr EDGAR OK We are at least agreed there are a lot of num
bers floating around and one of the numbers that are so difficult
to zero in on is how someone takes a look at all of that data and all
of those impulses and all of those shot patterns and all of those
pieces of tape and all of those squiggly lines and say aha it is
clear to me that there is a 95-percent probability that this is a
third shot And I guess I am just not clear and I would hope you
could clarify for me what it is that you base that 95 percent on
What is the calculation or formula that it is based upon

Dr BARGER All right In the case of Professor Weiss and Mr
Aschkenasy's match which I suspect is the one you are referring
to because the number 15-well I am not sure Is that it

Mr EDGAR Let us just deal with the 95-percent probability
Dr BARGER On the third shot
Mr EDGAR That a third shot occurred from the grassy knoll

That is all Throw away all of the other things
Dr BARGER OK
Mr EDGAR And you just focus in on the 95 percent You came

before us in September and said that possibility was 50-50 We
gave your data to Dr Weiss and his team and they came back and
said now it is 95-percent chance As I understand your testimony
you are agreeing with their analysis that it is now 95 percent

Dr BARGER Yes
Mr EDGAR Probable
Dr BARGERFor the third
Mr EDGAR The question I am asking basically is for the third

shot what is the bases the calculation or formula upon which you
reached the 95-percent number

Dr BARGER OK That question I understand and I will endeavor
to answer it

I used the hypergeometric probability function to calculate the
probability that as many matches as he achieved could have oc
curred by chance and on any one try Then I observed that in his
search for the correct location of the motorcycle that would be so
precise as to give him a plus or minus 1/1,000 of a second error on
each he would have to look across the entire width of the street
which was 40 feet and 9 feet on either side of the microphone No
4 where our test had indicated he was the motorcycle was closest
to at that time

I made the judgment that when he moved his mathematical
point and mathematically extended with his echo calculations
every 2 feet he would get an independent pattern In other words
the echoes would slide out of the bins that they might otherwise
have been in given that the bins were only twenty-one one-thou
sandths of a second wide Therefore I determined that he had the
possibility of generating 180 independent patterns by his process
And so I took the probability that he could have achieved a match
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on one times the number of independent bins he would in princi
ple have had to search in order to cover the area of uncertainty
and I got a value of 5.6 hundredths or approximately 5 percent
and so my estimate in that way was if a person sat down with a
bunch of noise spikes and was calculating new noise spikes by the
procedure he used he could about 5 times in 100 by chance find a
match to that precision

Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
Mr EDGAR Mr Chairman I ask for 2 additional minutes
Chairman STOKES Without objection the gentleman is recog

nized 2 additional minutes
Mr EDGAR I think I understand a little bit better how you

perceived that probability and I guess it begs the second question
and that is the question of whether or not we should go back to
Dealey Plaza and put up 100 sniper's nests shooting at a specific
target and test out your probability of 95 percent and if I under
stand what you are saying right we would only have less than a 5
percent chance of duplicating the echo patterns that were found
emanating from the grassy knoll Is that correct

Dr BARGER Well if you shot from the wrong places if you shot
from the right places I would assume 95 times in 100 you would
get the same result

Mr EDGAR You are saying if we went back to the.if we went
back to the spot that Dr Weiss says the shot took place-

Dr BARGER Yes
Mr EDGAR[continuing] And reenacted that shot today-
Dr BARGER Yes
Mr EDGAR[continuing] We have a 95-percent chance of getting

the same echo patterns
Dr BARGER Yes
Mr EDGAR You indicated that this process is a little bit like

fingerprinting and the FBI and other law enforcement agencies
that use fingerprinting in the process have a statistically deter
mined base that is based on millions of uses You have I think
induced the analogy it should not be further induced that you
have looked at many different physical locations similar to Dealey
Plaza and attempted to match up similar fingerprints Is that
correct

Dr BARGER That is correct In fact what you are suggesting
would be called a statistical validation of the test and one could
conduct this kind of test in other environments that were nominal
ly similar and determine from a repeated set of those tests what
the probabilities in fact are and that would be called a statistical
validation of the test and that is a wonderful thing to do

Mr EDGAR One final comment and then I will quit You were
here this morning when I raised the question about the tempera
tures and the degrees and we talked at length with Dr Weiss over
lunch about the value of looking at the temperature and the tem
perature as a factor of determining the echo patterns and the
validity of the data that was presented I believe that that is one
area that could be explored further in the future by some other
body taking a look at your tests in a careful and considered way
Would you agree that temperature and validity factors of factors
like temperature and wind might be something that ought to be
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looked at in evaluating the work you have done and the work Dr
Weiss has done

Dr BARGER Yes it is worth differentiating The test that I did
was insensitive both to the uncertainties that we had in tempera
ture and wind Professor Weiss and Mr Aschkenasy were getting
close to the point where uncertainties in temperature would cause
them to you know make an error I do not believe they were there
yet but they were getting close

They were also getting close to the point where wind could have
been a problem In other words if the Mach number of the wind
had achieved a value of .05 wind projected along the line of sight
of the sound then that could have become a problem for them I
doubt very much if it did because that would represent a projec
tion along the line of sound of about a 40-mile-an-hour wind and
the wind was not I do not believe blowing in that direction that
day so it would have taken about an 80-mile-an-hour wind to have
a projection in the direction of the sound screen that would have
been significant But in my test where I have such a large accept
ance window you know I was really insensitive to those things I
believe they were getting close to where temperature and wind
have an effect I do not believe that it was a detrimental effect

Mr EDGAR Thank you I yield back my time
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
Any other members of the committee seeking further recogni

tion
Dr Barger at the conclusion of a witness testimony before our

committee the witness is entitled to 5 minutes to either explain or
amplify or in any way further comment upon his testimony before
our committee I would extend to you at this time 5 minutes for
that purpose

Dr BARGER Thank you I found that this particular problem
that was brought to us by your committee was a most difficult
problem and it was it involved the activities of a good deal of
people at BBN who brought to this their own special expertise I
could not have come close to knowing enough about all of these
meteorological acoustical radial motorcycle reflections recording
computing everything that was reported in that report before and
therefore I asked others to do it And since I have the 5 minutes I
would like to acknowledge the work of the colleagues on my re
search team at our laboratory in Cambridge And they are Dr
Jared J Wolf Dr Daniel N Kalikow Dr Theodore L Rhyne Mr
Scott Robinson Mr Leo A Sledjeski Ms Nancy C McMahon Mr
Joseph L Coloruotolo Mr Edward C Schmidt

I would also like to acknowledge the moral support and the
financial support given to me by the division director Dr Frank
Jackson and also the help given to me by Dr Richard Bolt

Finally I would like to I believe it is important to acknowledge
that there is a fundamental principle of some importance that we
have been dealing with in this hearing Professor Blakey conceived
the strategy to focus on the scientific evaluation of hard evidence
as opposed to recapitulation of eyewitness testimony And your
committee implemented that strategy when it contracted with Bolt
Beranek and Newman and other research laboratories to conduct
these studies
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I believe that our findings demonstrate the wisdom of Professor
Blakey's strategy and furthermore that they illustrate a poten
tially useful way to apply scientific procedures in forensic proceed
ings

Thank you
Chairman STOKESThank you very much Dr Barger and I know

you spent a great deal of time on this project and a great deal of
time with both the staff and committee and we appreciate very
much your testimony here today

The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey

FINAL COMMENTS BY PROF G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF
COUNSEL AND STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman it may be appropriate at this time to review for

the committee and those who are following our proceedings the
results of the committee's various scientific projects making an
effort to relate them to the acoustics results and seeing what light
taken together they shed on the events in Dealey Plaza on Novem
ber 22 1963

According to the acoustical analysis conducted by the committee
four shots over a total period of 7.91 seconds were fired at the
Presidential limousine The first second and fourth came from the
depository the third came from the grassy knoll In evaluating the
acoustics project it is relevant to ask to what degree its results are
consistent with data obtained in other scientific analyses Similar
ly other scientific disciplines may be evaluated comparing them
with the acoustics results

Following the Warren Commission's analysis that found only
three shots one of which missed it had been generally assumed
that the final shot fired at President Kennedy was the one that is
vividly depicted at Zapruder frame 313 although the Commission
itself acknowledged that the last shot might have missed Using
frame 312.when the bullet would actually have struck the Presi
dent.as the point of reference it can be determined that the four
shots would have been heard by the limousine occupants at Za
pruder frames 166 196 296 and 312

A review of the Zapruder film indicates that a shot fired in the
vicinity of frame 166 did not strike any limousine occupants so it
must have missed The committee's photographic panel while
unable specifically to conclude that a shot was fired at this point
noted that Governor Connally's hand moved from left to right at a
rate of 540 per second during frames 162 through 164 and 166
through 167 followed by a more gradual shift of his torso to
the right The panel concluded these movements may have been a
reaction to a severe external stimulus The panel considered these
actions to be particularly significant because they were consistent
with the Governor's Warren Commission testimony that he had
turned in response to having heard the first shot and was struck
almost immediately afterward It is also consistent of course with
the Governor's testimony before this committee and with the testi
mony of eyewitnesses

Some of those statements were incorporatred in the record this
morning The relationship between the panel's observations con
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cerning Governor Connally and the acoustics analysis is however
unclear because Governor Connally appears to have initiated his
rapid body movement prior to frame 166 at the time when the
acoustics data suggest that the first shot would have been heard in
the limousine

The relationship between the film and the recording is however
only approximate It reflects the adjusted real-time characteristics
of the recording and the average running time of the film-18.3
frames per second It was possible to determine the real-time char
acteristics of the recording because of the knowledge that the re
corder was powered by a 60-cycle-per-second electrical current
Since prints of this 60-cycle-per-second current actually appear on
the tape the corrected running time can be determined by compar
ing these prints with a clocking of the running of the tape

The 18.3-frame-per-second average rate of the Zapruder film was
on the other hand determined by the FBI under laboratory condi
tions in which the camera was set and run in the manner that
Zapruder described he had used it at the time of the assassination
In relating this film to the acoustics results it is important to
understand that given the 18.3-frame-per-second average running
speed of the film a differential for example of only six frames is
actually a differential of less than a third of a second

For this reason absolute correlation between the acoustics re
cording and the film should not be expected What is significant is
that there is an approximate correlation in rough time between the
events on the film and the tape Each therefore corroborates or
substantiates the other

The photographic panel's observations were also relevant to
acoustics data that indicated the second shot both impacted and
was heard by the limousine occupants at Zapruder frame 196
Specifically the panel noted that at Zapruder frame 192 the Presi
dent's movements suddenly froze as his right hand seemed to stop
abruptly in the midst of a waving motion Then during frames 200
to 202 his head moved rapidly to the left The sudden interruption
of the President's hand-waving motion coupled with his rapid head
movements was considered by the photographic panel as evidence
of President Kennedy's reaction to some "severe external stimu
lus.

Finally the panel observed that Governor Connally's actions at
frame 224 as he is seen emerging from behind the sign that
obstructed Mr Zapruder's view indicated he was also reacting to
some "severe external stimulus. Based upon this observation and
upon the positions of President Kennedy and Governor Connally
within the limousine the panel concluded that the relative aline
ment of the two men was consistent with the theory that they had
just been struck by the same bullet

The committee's forensic pathology panel based its examination
on duly authenticated Kennedy autopsy materials and its personal
examination of Governor Connally It concluded that the first
bullet to hit President Kennedy entered his back at approximately
5 centimeters below the shoulder and three centimeters to the
right of the midline of the back and it exited by the front of his
neck near the third tracheal cartilage
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The forensic pathological panel with one member in dissent
stated that the medical evidence was consistent with the hypoth
esis that this same bullet proceeded to inflict Governor Connally's
torso wrist and thigh wounds

A trajectory analysis by the committee was based on the location
of the limousine at Zapruder frame 197 the positions of President
Kennedy and Governor Connally at that point and the bullet's
course as it could be determined from their wounds When Presi
dent Kennedy's entry and exit wounds were used as reference
points for the trajectory line it intersected the Texas School Book
Depository within a 13-foot radius of a point approximately 14 feet
west of the building's southeast corner and almost level with the
sills of the sixth floor windows

When President Kennedy's exit wound and Governor Connally's
entrance wound were used as the reference points for the trajec
tory line it intersected the Texas School Book Depository within a
7-foot radius of a point approximately 4 feet west of the southeast
corner and 12 feet above the sixth floor windowsills

Neutron activation analysis performed by the committee on
bullet fragments that had been removed from Governor Connally's
wrist indicated a high probability that they were from a bullet that
had been recovered from a stretcher at Parkland Hospital

Committee ballistics tests also indicated that this bullet had been
fired from Oswald's Mannlicher-Carcano rifle which had been
found on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository In
addition ballistics tests established that three cartridges found on
the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository had been fired
in Oswald's rifle

In contrast with evidence thus available for evaluating the acous
tics data with respect to the first two shots there is no other
scientific evidence for a shot that would have been heard by the
limousine occupants at Zapruder frame 296 that is no scientific
evidence other than the acoustics

There is also no indication on the Zapruder film that a shot
struck any of the limousine occupants at this point

As for the shot that struck the President at Zapruder frame 312
there is again scientific evidence that may be used to evaluate the
acoustics results

With one panel member dissenting the forensic pathological
panel's view of the autopsy materials established that only one
bullet fired from behind struck President Kennedy's head enter
ing near the cowlick portion of his hair part and exiting near the
top front area of the right side of his skull When these wound
locations were used as the reference points for a trajectory analy
sis given the President's body orientation and the location of the
limousine at Zapruder frame 312 the trajectory intersected the
TSBD within a 23-foot radius of a point 16 feet west of the south
east corner of the building approximately 15 feet above the sixth
floor windowsills

In addition neutron activation analysis indicted a high probabil
ity that bullet fragments found on the limousine floor came from
the same bullet as fragments that had been removed from Presi
dent Kennedy's brain According to neutron activation analysis
these fragments did not match the bullet found on the stretcher at
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Parkland Hospital indicating that two bullets struck either the
limousine or its occupants

Finally ballistics tests confirmed that bullet fragments found in
the limousine had been fired by Oswald's Mannlicher-Carcano
Neutron activation and ballistics evidence do not indicate that a
third bullet struck the limousine or its occupants

This summary of the scientific evidence is of course based upon
the proposition that the fourth and final shot fired at the limousine
struck President Kennedy at Zapruder frame 312 If Zapruder
frame 312 actually reflects the time of the third shot rather than
the fourth the timing of the first second and fourth shots would
then correspond respectively with Zapruder frames 182 212 and
327

The possibility that the fourth shot occurred at Zapruder frame
327 would require a finding in light of the neutron activation
analysis the ballistics test and the medical testimony that both
the third and the fourth shots hit President Kennedy in the head

Taken together both the neutron activation analysis and the
ballistics test performed by the committee indicate that only two
shots fired by Oswald's Mannlicher-Carcano struck the limousine
and its occupants

The findings of the forensic pathological panel and the results of
the trajectory analysis establish that these two shots were fired
from behind the Presidential limousine While the evidence seem
ingly points to the fourth shot as the head shot a possibility that
the third shot may have hit President Kennedy in the head must
nevertheless be closely examined

After the acoustical data had been reviewed the committee de
cided to synchronize the sounds recorded in the reconstruction in
Dealey Plaza in August 1978 with the best copy of the Zapruder
film available one in the possession of the Secret Service

With your permission Mr Chairman I would like now to show
to the committee each of two versions of that synchronization

Will you hold the lights for a minute
The second version synchronizes shot four from the Depository

with Zapruder frame 312 The committee can determine for itself
which version is visually more appropriate

Let me refocus everyone's attention
As the committee will recall there has been considerable contro

versy over the source of the shot that hit the President's head
While it has been suggested that it came from the grassy knoll
medical testimony taken by the committee last September indicat
ed the President was struck twice from behind and that no shots
hit from the front One member of the medical panel did insist
however that it was possible for a shot to have come from the
right front These two alternatives are depicted by these two ver
sions of the Zapruder film synchronized with the firing test record
ing

In viewing each version the committee should look for in se
quence two things First the committee should watch Governor
Connally to see if he turns in response to the first shot When
Governor Connally testified before the committee in September he
said he did in fact hear the first shot turn his head to look and
was then hit by the second shot

35-379U 79 44
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Second the committee should try to detect the point at which
President Kennedy and Governor Connally are hit by the second
bullet and determine if the reactions of each man are visually
appropriate in each film or whether one version.the first or the
second.seems to be visually more appropriate

Let me repeat this is not a sound film of the actual assassina
tion The sound that has been dubbed onto the Zapruder film is the
sound that was recorded in August as part of Dr Barger's record
ing in Dealey Plaza

In the first version of the film the hit to President Kennedy's
head is keyed to the shot from the grassy knoll

Let me repeat in the first version of the film the hit to Presi
dent Kennedy's head is keyed to the shot from the grassy knoll In
the second version of the film the second one you will see the hit
to the head is keyed to the shot from the Texas School Book
Depository

Mr Chairman before this film is shown.and I might say the
staff considered and discussed with the committee at some length
as to whether this film should be shown.I would remind the
committee as well as those who are following these proceedings on
television or are present in this room that certain segments of this
film may be offensive to people of special sensitivity They are in
fact offensive to me Those who might fit in this category might
wish not to watch this film

I would also like to indicate that the film was put together by
Robert Groden a consultant to the committee and his help is
gratefully acknowledged

Could I have the lights off please
[Film presentation.]
Mr BLAKEYMay I have the light please
Mr Chairman may we have the film just shown entered as JFK

F-666
Chairman STOKESWithout objection so ordered
Mr BLAKEY Mr Chairman in light of the refined acoustics

evidence the committee obviously has weighed the possible impli
cations of a fourth shot fired from the grassy knoll It goes without
saying that this shot would be of particular significance if it could
be determined that it inflicted wounds to President Kennedy and
contributed to or actually caused his death

The committee has available to it this afternoon for the purpose
of lending an expert opinion to this endeavor the moderator of its
forensic pathological panel Dr Michael Baden the Chief Medical
Examiner of New York In light of the time factor however I will
summarize what his testimony would have been

Dr Baden reexamined the materials in light of the additional
information given to him by the acoustics panel He went back to
the original film to the original X-rays and to the other materials
His conclusion remains as it was There is no medical evidence that
President Kennedy was hit from the front and to the right There
is no medical evidence to indicate that he was not shot at from the
front and to the right The forensic pathological panel simply says
that if he was shot at from the front and to the right the shot
missed
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The medical testimony apparently indicated that if the third shot
occurred it did not hit President Kennedy There is no evidence
that anyone else in Dealey Plaza was struck by a bullet from
behind the picket fence on the grassy knoll

Testimony already presented to the committee indicates that one
or more persons reported seeing bullets hit in or around the Presi
dential limousine

In an effort to complete its investigation of where the third shot
assuming it occurred might have hit the committee turned to the
Presidential limousine itself which is now in the possession of the
Ford Motor Co in Dearborn Mich

The committee contacted Major Louis Smith of the Michigan
State Police and requested that an experienced crime-scene team
examine the car to determine if there is any evidence that it was
struck by a bullet fired from the picket fence on the grassy knoll

Major Smith expressed a belief that such an examination would
prove futile since extensive refurbishing and rebuilding had been
performed on the limousine since the assassination He did none
theless make his men available to the committee and an examina
tion was conducted in the past week

The examination was conducted by laboratory specialist James
Bergen and laboratory specialist Michael Arrowood The committee
expresses its appreciation to them for their effort

Major Smith reports that there is no evidence that a bullet from
the grassy knoll struck the Presidential limousine

To look further at the question of the direction from which the
wound-inflicting bullets came the committee had available to it
again this afternoon.its engineering analysis and consultant for
the head-shot trajectory The purpose of Mr Canning's testimony
was to determine if any conclusions of the committee's expert
consultant might have been changed by the refinement of the
acoustical data He would have addressed this afternoon the ques
tion Could the fourth shot have occurred at Zapruder frame 327
and have come as it must have in light of the other evidence from
the depository His conclusion based on rough figures is that it is
highly unlikely that a bullet fired from the depository could have
struck the President as number four at frame 327

Mr Chairman this concludes the presentation of the staff to the
committee

At this point I wonder though if I might be permitted to make
an observation

Chairman STOKESThe Chair recognizes Professor Blakey
Mr BLAKEYMr Chairman I would like to express my apprecia

tion as I have not in a personal way previously to the committee
on the public record for the support that it has given this staff in
pursuing its investigation

May I be blunt and say that not every congressional committee
acts without politics This one did This staff appreciates being free
from that particular affliction

In addition let me say that it is not true of every investigation
that it goes the last mile As you may be aware I went to Notre
Dame where I at least learned one thing Put in terms of football
analogy it would go something like this When you are ahead
don't let up and when you are behind don't give up Translated
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into this investigation it means that we should have made every
effort we could as long as we could

I want to thank you particularly and personally for extending
to this committee staff the opportunity to continue to pursue this
investigation for the last yard

As you know and as I am sure some other people here present
know the staff has over the last several weeks begun going on
vacations well deserved and to other jobs Nevertheless I hope
history writes that this staff worked until the last possible minute

Last I would like to say what I have not said publicly to the staff
as a whole both those who are here now and those who may be
watching this on the outside that I deeply appreciate the profes
sionalism that you showed and the hard work far in excess of
what I had any reason to expect that you gave me Thank you

Chairman STOKES Thank you Professor Blakey I am sure that
our entire committee would concur with me that you have done an
outstanding job as the director of the staff and as chief counsel for
this committee You have done it with the highest form of profes
sionalism and we are indebted to you for that

Additionally we are very proud of the type of a staff that you
did assemble.very bright young people who served this country so
well and in such a dedicated way

I might acknowledge also that deputy chief counsel Ken Klein
and our senior staff counsel Michael Goldsmith were prepared to
examine fully the two other witnesses whom we are not going to
call on in light of time constraints

At this time I would like to announce the committee will meet in
executive session immediately after we have adjourned the full
session of this committee and I have some closing remarks

If anyone wants to be recognized before I give those remarks-
Mr Donn Mr Chairman I just wanted to raise a question that I

would have asked of a couple of the witnesses coming and possibly
for the purpose of the record I could direct them to Mr Blakey to
see if we can't shed some light on them at this point One has to do
with the question in light of the implications of the acoustical
evidence with regard to a fragment found a bullet fragment found
in the limousine that for some time has not been easily identifiable
as a result of neutron activation tests

I wonder Mr Blakey if you might just comment on that There
has been some question raised about that particular fragment and
I wonder if there are others as well or just that one that raised
that question

Mr BLAKEY I am not really prepared to respond to that Mr
Dodd and I probably have done in this record what I should not
have on several occasions and that is speak from memory

I think perhaps I will have to discuss that with you later when I
can get a briefing on the details of that and not misstate or
misstate myself

Mr DODD In light of that I won't ask the other ones then I
don't want to rely on people's memories I will reserve the ques
tions until afterward Mr Chairman

Mr EDGAR Mr Chairman-
Chairman STOKESMr Edgar
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Mr EDGAR I just wanted to say on behalf of this member and I
think I speak for the others how deeply indebted we are to you for
taking up the chairmanship of this particular committee over the
last year and a half and providing the leadership that this commit
tee so desperately needed You came on at a tough time and I
think you deserve our deep gratitude for your efforts as chairman

I just want to say thank you

CLOSING REMARKS BY CHAIRMAN LOUIS STOKES
Chairman STOKES Thank you very much It has been for me a

great experience
I guess one of the things I am most proud of is that in the 10

years I have been in the Congress I have never seen a congression
al committee work as harmoniously in such a nonpartisan way as
this committee has and it has been a real honor to have chaired
this committee

I am very proud of the type of support I have gotten from the
ranking minority member Mr Sam Devine of Ohio who has been
staunch in his support of this committee in every respect and has
been tireless in his efforts on behalf of this committee along with
the other members of the minority side and of course our two
distinguished subcommittee chairmen Judge Richardson Preyer
who chaired the Kennedy investigation and Congressman Faun
troy who chaired the King investigation and both of whom worked
tirelessly many many hours in executive session and in the full
sessions and all of you gentlemen.Mr Dodd Mr Edgar Mr
Fithian.who I know attended those executive sessions and worked
long hours while you tried to do your other congressional work
many times at a very personal sacrifice.I think the country is
indebted to all of you Thank you

[Additional material included at the request of Congressman
Richardson Preyer:]
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612478-2676
December 27 1978

Congressman Richardson Preyer
Chairman
House Subcommittee on Assassination

of John F Kennedy
2344 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington D.C 20515

Subject Investigation of the assass
ination of John F Kennedy

Dear Chairman Preyer

At the time of the assassination of President John F
Kennedy I was serving as United States Senator from Texas
and was riding in the car with then Vice President and Mrs
Lyndon Johnson in the Dallas Presidential Motorcade

Having used firearms since I was a small boy and hav
ing qualified while serving on the staff of the 97th
Infantry Division in World War II with rifle carbine
pistol and bazooka and having hunted since with rifles and
shotguns I have some familiarity with the noise made by
the firing of such weapons

In the Motorcade in Dallas the first explosion was so
distinct in its nature that my mental processes immediately
registered "rifle shot it was an immediate mental reac
tion without conscious thought process on my part

On many occasions since I have stated that there were
definitely three explosions or shots (this while the F.B.I
was expounding its two shot theory) but during all of
these years I have been troubled by the fact that the two
subsequent explosions did not sound like that first clear
sound of indisputable rifle fire clear as a signal I
assumed that the difference might have been caused by the
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changed position of the car or other movement

The recent revelations of a possible fourth shot
possibly clear up that doubt as to the reason for the
difference in sound between the different explosions

When I read of the scientific experiment through
firing weapons at different positions in the parade route
at Dallas I attempted to telephone the Chairman of the
Full Committee the Chairman of the Sub-Committee the
Chief Counsel or Deputy Chief Counsel of the Assassinations
Committee and Sub-Committee but could reach none of you
but was relegated to someone so far down the line that they
did not seem to understand my recommendation at that time

I have been on hunting trips a number of times when
two hunters neither knowing that the other hunter was fir
ing fire simultaneously at game each thinking that they
had killed it each hearing only one explosion With those
experiences in mind what I recommended to some one of the
Committee staff (whom I took from our telephone conversa
tion to know nothing about gunfire) was that firing from
the Text Book Depository window and the grassy knoll be
synchronized and be made simultaneously with proper sen
sitive listening devices at all proper points in an effort
to see if science so applied would throw any light on
the doubts which increase with the years as to the accu
racy of the Warren Commission Report My recommendation
may never have gotten past the person on your staff to
whom it was given as that person seemed not to understand
it

After the first shot was fired the Motorcade seemed
to momentarily slow down the resulting close proximity of
the principal cars being shown on a photograph which I
mailed to the Warren Commission (that Commission having
declined to call me as a witness) taken from the Saturday
Evening Post a cropped version of which was printed in
the Warren Commission report with my letter of transmittal
to that Commission

The Warren Commission report stated that the Motorcade
speeded up and took off but it did not say when The
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Motorcade did not speed up and take off until all the three
explosions had occurred

In the interest of history I request that this letter
be printed with your report

If your sub-committee will put aside preconceived
ideas if any from reading the Warren Commission Report
(which I do not charge you have) but pursue truth wherever
it leads you will render a service to history and build
a higher confidence among your countrymen for the integrity
of public institutions

Respectfully yours

Chairman STOKES I would like at this time to make some addi
tional closing remarks

This concludes the public hearings of the Select Committee on
Assassinations As I previously noted the committee will meet in
executive session this evening to discuss and vote on its ultimate
findings and recommendations which will be submitted on Janu
ary 3 1979 to the Clerk of the House It will also be made public
at that time

The final report of the committee is now being edited for security
declassification and publication The final report a transcript of
our public hearings and various appendices will be sent to the
Government Printing Office by March 30 They will also be made
public at that time

As January 3 is the termination date of the select committee all
work on the editing of the report the public hearings and other
documents will be done under the auspices of the Clerk of the
House

It seems appropriate now therefore to reflect on some of the
implications of what this committee has done

The committee has presented evidence clearly pointing to the
identity of the assassins in both cases

The committee has developed evidence of the outlines of a likely
conspiracy in the assassination of Dr Martin Luther King Jr. and
if it is accepted the evidence heard by the committee today could
point to a conspiracy in the assassination of President Kennedy

The committee has also carefully assessed the performance of the
various Federal agencies and looked into each of the assassinations

The committee has also looked at what recommendations should
be made for the future

The question nonetheless arises What course of action should
our society now take with the work of the select committee having
come to an end
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As I have said repeatedly this committee is not a judicial body
In its legislative hearings the committee has looked to the past in a
search for facts that might enable it to make recommendations for
the future I emphasize what not all have realized The committee
did not set out to prove or disprove any theory it did not set out to
prove or disprove the existence of a conspiracy in either investiga
tion

Throughout the investigations of both assassinations the com
mittee addressed four questions

Who was or were the assassin or assassins Was there a conspir
acy How well did the Federal agencies perform their protective
and investigative duties And what if any recommendations
should the committee make for the future

Our legislative work is now done For the committee to proceed
to investigate the issue of individual responsibility in either assassi
nation would be unnecessary and inappropriate unnecessary be
cause the committee has learned what it needs to know to recom
mend legislative and administrative reform inappropriate because
fact-finding for the purposes of making recommendations not an
assessment of individual responsibility is and has been the com
mittee's only mandate

The assessment of personal guilt is something that the Constitu
tion has rightfully allocated to the Executive branch to investigate
and for the judicial process to weigh

Now I recognize of course that there are still loose ends in both
of these investigations that I had hoped our work might have tied
down I regret that these matters are still outstanding

As I have observed before life itself has loose ends It may well
be that those who continue the investigations also will not be able
to resolve all of the troubling issues that this committee has ex
posed It has been after all many years since these assassinations
occurred I wish them well and hope that they will assess our work
and make use of it just as this committee has assessed and made
use of the results of the investigations that preceded it

We have not been perfect but we have tried to be conscientious
and candid in our work If history records we at least did that I
then will be satisfied

There is at least one lesson that our society ought to draw from
this committee's work and I would like to leave that with you this
afternoon Never again should our society respond as it did in the
aftermath of the deaths of these two great patriots We did not give
these men the type of investigations in death which were commen
surate with the dignity of their lives We cannot of course rewrite
history We cannot bring back President John F Kennedy or Dr
Martin Luther King Jr The past can be a die for the future We
can and we must promise ourselves that this history will never be
again repeated in this Nation

I thank you
If there is nothing further at this time the committee is ad

journed
[Whereupon at 5:03 p.m. the hearing was concluded.]
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED BY MR ROBERT GRODEN
The following letter with accompanying photographs and cap

tions was received by the committee from Robert Groden after the
termination of the public hearings and after the committee had
voted upon its findings and recommendations Therefore the com
mittee was not able to evaluate and did not rely upon the letter or
its attachments in reaching any conclusion in connection with its
investigation The materials however are set forth here for the
benefit of those who may continue to study these subjects The
captions are those of Mr Groden and not the committee
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Robert J Groden
385 Florida Grove Road
Hopelawn N.J 08861

Rep Louis Stokes Chairman
House Select Committee on Assassinations
Washington D.C 20515

Dear Chairman Stokesa
As Photographic Consultant to the Committee I've been

exposed to a question of central importance relating to the
results of the acoustics tests that I feel I can shed some light
upon

The question is 'was the open transmitter button that
received the sounds of the gunshots in the plaza

Professors Weiss and Aschkenasy have proven scientifically
that the 'stuck mike was in Dealey Plaza and further that
the motorcycle with the open microphone was 120 feet behind
the President's car at the momentof the impact on the
President's head

I am enclosing several photographic exhibits which are
the best evidence to corroborate the analysis by the
acoustics panel

The motorcycle seen in the enclosed photographs is
Officer H.B McLain's This determination was made by the
House Committee and was confirmed by McLain himself in
his public testimony in December 1978

Officer McLain was riding on the left side of the motor
cade at the level of the convertible press cars This is
where the police tape analysis places the open microphone

Robert J Groden
Photographic Consultant
House Select Committee on Assassinations
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In connection with Groden exhibit No 1 above which portrays a
motorcycle riding on the left side of the motorcade as it approaches
Dealey Plaza from Main Street the committee secured through
the cooperation of the Dallas Police Department a copy of the
daily solo motorcycle assignment log sheet for the week of Novem
ber 22 1963

The log sheet reflects that during that week officer McLain was
assigned to ride motorcycle No 352 as Mr Groden states his
exhibit No 1 reflects

GRODENEXHIBIT# 1

A frame from the Dallas CinemaAssociatesfilm showing the Presidential motor
cade ou Main St a few blocksbefore Dealey Plaza which is the open area in the
background In the foreground is officer H B McLain riding his motorcycle
#352
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GRODENEXHIBIT# 2

With the motorcade on Houston St and the President at the corner of Houston
and Elm OfficerMcLain is now iii the foreground making the turn from Main
to Houston and starting to speed up to the corner of Elm (From the Robert
Hughesfilm)
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GRODENEXHIBIT# 3.1A

A filmtaken from the fourth floorof the Texas SchoolBookDepositoryBuilding
by Mrs Elsie Dorman shows the President's car beginningthe turn onto Elm St
from Houston St
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GRODENEXHIBIT# 3.1B

Mrs Dorman pans the crowd as they watch the President pass directly in front
of them and in front of the T.S.B.D



The crowd looks down Elm St following the President with their eyes

GRODENExIIIBIT# 3.1C

708
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GRODF:NEXHIBIT# 3-1D

As Mrs Dorman pans back she catches the tail end of the Vice-Presidentialcar
(lower right corner)

35-3790 79 4
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GRODENEXHIBIT# 3.1E

Right behind the Vice President's car is its follow-up car
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GRODENEXHIBIT# 3-2A

Then Mayor Cabell's car appears beneath a light pole in front of the depository
building
This sequenceis shot non-stop from this point on and acts as a clock From this
point until the point when OfficerMcLainreaches the Elm Street corner we have
an accurate clock of six seconds Accordingto the account of the events on the
Dallas policetape given by Professors Weiss and Aschkenasy both Dallas Mayor
Cabell's car and OfficerMcLain's motorcycle should have been exactly where
these scenesfrom the Dorman filmshowthem to be
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GRODENEXHIBIT# 3.2B

Panning the crowdto the Elm-Houstoncorner
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GROBENEXIIIBIT# 3.2C

At the Elm-Houston corner



Panning up a few feet on Houston toward Main but still at the Elm St corner

714

GRODENEXHIBIT# 3-2D



GRODENEXHIBIT# 3.2E

OfficerMcLainappears at the top of the picture as the shootingbeginsjust around
the corner on Elm St
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GRODENEXHIBIT# 3.2F

t

OfficerMcLain at the Elm-Houston corner beginning the turn At this pointlie's leaning his bike into the turn The shadow of a bystander can be seen HIthestreet at the apex of the corner
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GRODENFixEIIBIT# 3.2G

Blow-upand detail from the Dorman 81nmoriginal showingOfficerH B McLain
OfficerMcLain is riding parallel to one of the press convertibles He was the

only officerriding on the left side of the motorcade anywhere near his position
This sequence of film is the best evidence that McLain was indeed in position
to be the officerwith the openmicrophone
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GRODENEXHIBIT# 3.2H

OfficerMcLain actually in the Elm-Houston turn between the time of the first
shots and the time of the last shots He is lookingdown Elm Street at this point
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GRODENEXHIBIT# 4

Film by Jack Daniel shows Elm St in Dealey Plaza in the background and the
President's car racing toward the camera The only visible motorcyclepoliceman
on Elm St is B J Martin The other flanking cyclesall stopped farther back up
Elm OfficerMcLain at this point was coasting down from the head of Elm St
and is too far back to appear in the sequence This is consistent with the findings
of the acoustics panel which found that the motorcyclewith the depressed micro
phone transmitter button had waited approximately a half minute before accel
erating to leave the plaza
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A frame from the film taken by Mark Bell shows a Motorcycle Officer (in all
probability McLain) coasting down bllm St This frame was exposed at least
28 seconds after the moment of the explosion of the President's head The
timing cannot be set any finer because Mr Bell had to stop to rewind his camera
I have allowed 10 seconds to permit the rewinding of the camera The police
tape reveals that the motorcycledid not accelerate until a half minute after the
last shot was fired If Mr Bell took approximately ten seconds to rewind the
film then this is McLain and this is yet additional proof that the police tape
recording resulted from his microphone being open in Dealey Plaza However
even if this is not McLain the other exhibits provided are strong proof of the
fact that it indeed was his microphonethat picked up the sound of the shots
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Finally the following memorandum describes the process of cor
relating the acoustics analysis with the Zapruder film

MEMORANDUM

TO All Select CommitteeMembers

FROM G Robert Blakey Chief Counsel and Directora.0t
DATE February 22 1979

RE Fine Points of Correlation of Tape to Film

As noted during the course of our public hearings any attempt
to derive the maximumknowledgefrom the available acoustical and
photographic evidence requires that at least an approximate correla
tion be madebetween the timing of the shots as recorded on the
Dallas Police Department tape and the visual record contained in the
Zapruder film One such correlation was presented during the hear
ings in the form of a copy of the Zapruder film with four shots dub
bed onto it at the approximate times that the occupants of the
limousine would have heard the sounds of the gun fire In fact two
different versions of the film were shownon December29th_ In the
first the sound of the fourth shot (from the TSBD)conicided with
the fatal head woundseen at Zapruder frame 313 and in the second
the third (grassy knoll shot) coincided with that wound

Under the time constraints of preparing for the hearings on
December29th and with the recognition that neither the running
speed of the DPDdictabelt nor of Zapruder's camera was knownwith
absolute precision the frames used on December29th for such
correlation purposes were based only on the actual spacing of shots
on the DPDtape (totaling 7.9 seconds from the first to the last) and
the "average running speed of Zapruder's camera which the FBI
determined in 1964 to be 18.3 frames per second

Nevertheless so that the Committee's final report maybe more
exact and that you can understand the basis for the increased pre
cision we have continued to refine our data and it maybe helpful to
note in this memorandumthe results of our efforts to be more precise
as well as what is set forth in the final reports of BB&NWeiss and
Aschkenasy and what was contained in a letter from FBI Director
Hoover to the WarrenCommissionof February 3 1964

In its final report BB&Nadvises the Committeethat its best
estimate is that the DPDdictabelt was recording approximately 5%
too slowly on November22 1963 a fact also noted in the hearing
on the 29th The FBI's letter of February 3 1964 also stated as
quoted in full below

At the request of membersof your staff the FBI
Laboratory has madea further study of the film speed
of the camera used by Mr AbrahamZapruder in filming the
eight millimeter motion picture of the President's
assassination Youhave previously been furnished the
results of the Laboratory examination of this camera
which places the film speed at 18 1/3 frames per secondThe Laboratory was requested to establish if possiblethe variation between the film speed of the camera
whenthe drive spring is fully woundand when the springis almost run down

This study has been madeby checking the film
speed of the Zapruder camera at ten second intervals
throughout the full running time of a fully woundcamera
Several checks were madeon a full roll of film and it
was found that the film speed of the camera whenfully
woundruns at an average speed of from 18.0 to 18.1 frames
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2 correlation of tape to film

per second (fps) for the first ten seconds It gradually
increases to 18.3 to 18.5 fps for the next twenty seconds
then gradually decreases slightly to 18.1 fps for ten
seconds before the final twenty seconds that run at an
average speed of 17.6 to 17.9 frames per second Mr
Zapruder has stated that the camera was fully woundwhen
he started filming the President's motorcade Since all
of Mr Zapruder's assassination film was exposed well
within the first half of time the camerawill run on one
winding the rundownfilm speed should not be considered
in the calculations Therefore the above figures result
in our previous average frames per second speed for the
assassination film of 18 1/3 or 18.3 frames per second

Shots 1 2 and 4 were found by BB&Nto begin on the DPDtape
at 137.70 139.27.and-145.61 seconds respectively Shot number
three was found by Weiss and Aschkenasyto begin at 144.90 seconds
If the spacing between those shots is adjusted by the approximate
5%error in running speed of the dictabelt the probable true
timing of the shots beginning with shot numberone as zero is
0.0 1.65 7.6 and 8.3 seconds

Using those best estimates of the true timing of the shots
it is possible to calculate the frame numberon Zapruder's film at
which any event of interest occurred and to do so for any assumed
running speed of the camera Nevertheless it would not be accurate
to simply multiply the corrected time spacing of the sounds as re
corded by the assumednumberof frames per second running speed
unless of course you wanted to knowonly what frame was being
exposed whenthe microphonepicked up the sound of each shot

If for example what you wished to knowwas which frame of
the film was exposed whenthe bullet struck (or passed by) the
limousine on the first shot and you assumedthe camera was running
at 18.5 frames per second and that the fatal head woundwas caused
by the fourth (TSBD)shot your calculations would proceed as
follows

The distance from the motorcycle to the TSBDat the time
of the first shot was approximately 124 feet

Since sound traveled at approximately 1123 fps on 11/22/63
in Dealey Plaza (it being about 65 in the Plaza at that
time) the sound took about .11 second to reach the micro
phone after the muzzle blast occurred Stated conversely
the trigger was pulled .11 second before the 0.0 point
in time on the tape
If the fatal head shot is observable at frame 313 we can
assume the bullet struck one frame earlier at 312 A
Mannlicher-Carcano bullet travels at approximately 2000 fps
Since the limousine was approximately 265 feet from the
TSBDwindowat frame 312 the trigger was pulled .13
seconds before frame 312 ( .13) The motorcycle
was only about 145 feet fro~Ie TSBDat this time
Consequently dividing 145 by 1123 it is apparent that
the microphone recorded that sound .13 seconds after the
trigger pull or at about the same time that the bullet
impacted
It is nowpossible to determine the frame at which the
trigger pull on shot numberone occurred You simply take
the total corrected tape time (8.3 seconds) add the
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.11 second delay from shot numberone trigger pull to
recording time (step nurser 2) multiply by 18.5 frames
per second (8.41 x 18.5 = 155.6) and substract from
312 The trigger was first pulled at frame 156

5 Finally by allowing for bullet travel time to the limou
sine (about 143 feet) it can be dcteormined

that the bullet
struck at about frame 157 (156 + ([OuOx 18.5) = 157)

Similar calculations can be madefor other events of interest
One example is the question of what frame was being exposed when
Zapruder heard each shot This information of course is useful
for comparison with the blur analysis conducted by the photographic
panel

The following is a chart setting forth the results of such calcu
lations using three different estimates of camera speed 18.0
18.3 and 18.5 frames per seconds

Shot
No

Tape
Time

Trigger
Pull
Time

Hearing Shock HearingMuzzle WeaponMotorcycle
to to

Limo.2 Weaopn1
Wavein Limo Blast by Zapruder3

1 0.11 0 161177
_

16511810 7 5 175 0.24 1621178 143 124
157173 1301177

2 1.76 1.66 191:208 1941210 1
1.74 189,206 1.9011921209 165 107

188,205 1911208
3 7.69 7.49 296 312 2961312

7.55 296 312 7.551;296312 111 220
293 3T 12961312

4 8.44 8.31 312328 3141330 1
8.44 312 328 8.55 3141330 266_ 144

X312,329 1314;330
1Sound 1123fps
2Bullet 2000fps

9Zapruderto TSBD270
Zapruder to Knoll 60
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